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ABSTRACT
The axial-cylindrical Inertial Electrostatic Confinement fusion neutron generator 
(IEC C-Device) is a high-voltage, low-pressure glow discharge device capable o f  producing 
neutrons from the deuterium-deuterium fusion reaction. Such a neutron source has potential 
applications for neutron activation analysis and neutron capture therapies for cancer 
treatment. The IEC C-Device operating with deuterium fuel is modeled with the CHIMP 
computer code developed and written completely by the author to predict the fusion neutron 
generation rate and the plasma physics behavior using fundamental first principles. The 
CHIM P code is a time-dependent, spatially two-dimensional (r,z), particle-in-cell, Monte- 
Carlo-Collision (PIC-MCC), multi-species direct simulation model. The effects o f  
secondary electron emission due to ion and electron impact on the metal electrodes and the 
glass walls and charge build-up on the glass wall are included. Either monatomic ions and 
neutrals, or molecular ions and neutrals o f  deuterium are modeled along with electrons. 
CHIMP code predictions are compared against experimental results for the C-Device 
operating between 10 and 30 kV o f anode voltage, between 10 and 40 mA o f electrode 
current, and between 0.29 and 1.1 milliTorr o f  deuterium gas pressure. A calibration factor 
for the pressure accounts for the calibration o f the ionization pressure gauge in the 
experiment, and a suspected pressure drop between the main chamber o f the C-Device and 
the pressure gauge that is downstream o f  the exhaust port. Parametric studies are run with 
the CHIMP code to assess the effect o f  pressure on both the neutron generation rate and the 
dynamic equilibrium o f the ionized gas discharge o f  the C-Device. A series o f  simulations 
are carried out with a revised pressure calibration factor. Upgraded versions o f  the CHIMP 
code which have modifications to the algorithms for the boundary conditions, and which 
include charge exchange processes, and the contribution o f fast neutrals to the neutron 
generation rate are tested against several experimental data points. While the CHIM P code 
predictions for the neutron generation rate exhibit the same near-linear trends with device 
current as found in the experiment, it is apparent that many additional physical processes 
must be included in a  more advanced simulation model to obtain better predictions o f  the 
neutron rate in comparison with experimental data. Based upon the results o f  the CHIMP 
code and a series o f  simple zero-dimensional model studies, it is apparent that a  more
iii
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advanced model should track at least five species, including electrons, molecular and 
monatomic deuterium ions, and fast molecular and monatomic fast neutrals produced from 
charge exchange. Fast neutral interactions with the background gas that lead to further ion 
production should be modeled. CHIMP simulations demonstrate that charged particles are 
lost to both the electrodes and the glass wall. Ion and electrons that hit the glass walls cause 
secondary electron emission and charging. After a sufficiently long simulation period, an 
equilibrium charge and potential distribution develops in the glass wall that is positive 
relative the zero-charge linear case. However, the possibility o f  ion and fast neutral 
reflection o ff the glass walls is neglected. It is also possible that ionization processes could 
occur on the surface o f  the glass wall due to both ion and fast neutral impact. The inclusion 
o f  surface interactions o f  ions and fast neutrals along with various additional ion and fast 
neutral collision processes should lead to higher ionization rates o f the background neutral 
gas near the anode, and the development o f much higher populations o f energetic ions and 
fast neutrals that will contribute to the neutron generation rate through collisions with the 
background neutral gas in the region o f  the central cathode. Inclusion o f  these physical 
processes should close the gap between the simulation prediction for neutron generation rate 
and experimental results. It will be also necessary to develop an algorithm to determine the 
exact pressure at which the model simulates a self-sustaining discharge for a given voltage 
and current. The C-Device is ionized gas discharge device in which the operational voltage, 
current, and pressure are highly coupled. Future experiments with the C-Device or similar 
devices should incorporate more extensive and accurate measurements o f  the background 
neutral gas pressure and temperature. Measurements o f the axial variation o f  the potential 
on the glass wall, electron density inside the C-Device, and the fusion proton generation rate 
would be valuable additional benchmark data for validating the CHIMP code. Design 
changes to improve the C-Device performance as a neutron generator should include 
reducing the anode-cathode inter-electrode distance, lengthening the anode, inserting a 
positively biased grid inside the anode, and wrapping magnetic field coils around the anode 
regions o f  the C-Device. These design changes will augment ionization near the anode and 
reduce the charge exchange o f  ions at lower energies. The net result will be to boost the 
neutron generation rate in the C-Device for a given input voltage and current.
iv
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“Modeling reality is difficult.”
- Anonymous
“Hindsight is always twenty / twenty.”
- Anonymous
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Objectives o f Thesis Research
The axial-cylindrical inertial electrostatic confinement fusion device (IEC C- 
Device) is a high-voltage, low-pressure glow discharge device capable o f  producing 
neutrons from fusion reactions between deuterium nuclei (D + D -> n + 3He).
To optimize the design and operational conditions o f the IEC C-Device to 
maximize the neutron production rate, a better understanding o f the physical processes 
affecting the C-Device behavior is required. To gain the this knowledge by an extensive 
series o f  test experiments alone could be time-consuming and cost-prohibitive. Simple 
empirical relationships obtained from experiments have a limited range o f  applicability.
To help minimize the number o f physical experiments required to achieve an 
optimized design, it is highly advantageous to develop a comprehensive computational 
simulation model to predict the physical behavior o f  the ionized gas discharge in the C- 
Device. A computational model can be used to gain further insight into the physics o f  the 
C-Device, and when the results o f such a model are compared against existing 
experimental results, weaknesses in the model can be identified and corrected. Once a 
computational model has been improved to the point such that it matches experimental 
data well, it can then be used with confidence to predict device behavior in a  wide variety 
o f  untested designs and operational conditions at a significantly reduced cost. An 
accurate computational simulation model is an extremely valuable design tool. Even if  a 
computational simulation model does not compare well with experimental results, it can 
still give insight for the important operational trends, and this may still be more cost-
l
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effective than conducting additional experiments. It is also important to realize that a 
computational model may show that some physical processes are not as important as 
originally anticipated.
In prior research at the University o f  Illinois (UI) [1], an experimental IEC C- 
Device was built and tested over a limited range o f  operational parameters (between 10 
and 30 kV o f anode voltage, between 10 and 40 mA o f electrode current, and between
0.29 and 1.1 milliTorr o f  deuterium gas pressure). A one-dimensional model using 
several simplifying assumptions and analytical approximations was also developed 
previously [2] to predict the C-Device performance under both experimental and 
extrapolated operating conditions.
The primary objective o f  this thesis research is to develop a two-dimensional, 
time-dependent, particle-in-cell direct simulation model for the C-Device. This self- 
consistent model determines the electric potential profile and solves the equations o f 
motion for the simulation particles in an explicit time-dependent solution. Ions are 
generated by electron and ion-impact ionization o f  the background neutral gas using a 
Monte-Carlo collision (MCC) algorithm. Ions are allowed to undergo charge exchange 
and produce fast neutrals, and this is also done using the MCC approach. The effects o f 
charging o f  the glass walls and o f  secondary electron emission due to electron and ion 
impact are taken into account. If  necessary, electron simulation particles are injected at 
the cathode and reflector electrodes in order to maintain the desired C-Device 
operational current. This computational modeling code, known as CHIMP (Cylindrical 
Hollow IEC Modeling Program), is used to predict the ionized gas behavior and the 
neutron generation rate in the IEC C-Device due to fusion reactions between deuterium
2
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nuclei (D + D -> n + 3He). The CHIMP code determines the neutron generation due to 
energetic ions colliding with the background neutral gas and with each other. Charge 
exchange is included in upgraded versions o f  the CHIMP code, and the resulting fast 
neutrals are tracked and their contribution to the total neutron generation rate due to 
collisions with the background neutral gas are taken into account. Scattering processes, 
which are considered to be detrimental to neutron production, are neglected.
The CHIMP code predictions are compared against prior experimental results for 
the UI IEC C-Device operating between 20 and 30 kV o f anode voltage, between 10 and 
40 mA o f electrode current, and between 0.3 and 0.64 milliTorr o f deuterium gas 
pressure A correction factor is used to adjust the measured deuterium pressure. This 
pressure correction factor accounts for the calibration o f  ionization pressure gauge used 
in the experiment, and a suspected pressure drop that may have occurred between the 
main chamber o f  the C-Device and the ionization gauge that was downstream.
In addition, several simple zero-dimensional models are used to test the 
importance o f  other physical processes not yet included in the CHIMP code. Finally, 
based upon results o f  both the CHIMP code and the zero-dimensional modeling tests, 
recommendations are made regarding upgrades to the CHIMP simulation model, 
improvements in the diagnostic measurements and instrumentation for future IEC C- 
Device experiments, and possible design changes to improve the performance o f  the C- 
Device as a  neutron generator. An alternative approach to modeling the IEC C-Device is 
also discussed.
3
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1.2 Description of the IEC Axial-Cylindrical Device
The Inertial Electrostatic Confinement (IEC) axial-cylindrical fusion neutron 
generator device (C-Device) was first conceived by Miley, Hochberg, Gu and co­
workers at the University o f  Illinois (UI) [3,4] in the early 1990s and was under recent 
investigation as a potential neutron source for various applications. The C-Device is 
based on the spherical IEC device which has been under study since the 1950s as a 
possible fusion reactor, and more recently as a fusion neutron source [5-17]. The C- 
Device is similar to cylindrical hollow cathode plasma discharge devices which have 
been used in the past for studying basic plasma physics [18-20]. A simple schematic 
diagram o f  the C-Device is shown in Figure l . l ,  and a photograph o f  the plasma 
discharge o f  an operational experimental C-Device at the University o f Illinois while in 
operation with pure deuterium gas is shown in Figure 1.2. Table 1.1 shows the design 
and operational parameters o f the UI IEC C-Device. The IEC C-Device has multiple 
metal ring electrodes spaced axially apart in an insulated cylindrical vacuum chamber 
which is typically made o f  Pyrex glass, or some other insulating material. In one 
particular configuration o f an experimental C-Device at the University o f Illinois, there is 
a central cathode electrode which is biased to a ground (zero potential), two separate ring 
anodes spaced equidistant from the cathode which are biased to a high positive voltage 
(10 -  30 kV), and finally, two additional separate circular reflector plates spaced 
equidistant from the anodes at both ends o f  the C-Device biased to a ground-zero 
potential. Fusion fuel gas is let in from one end o f  the C-Device around gaps between the 
reflector dish and the insulated vacuum chamber using a system o f pressure regulators 
and piezoelectric valves. A turbopump and a mechanical pneumatic roughing pump
4
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connected in series maintains a high vacuum by pumping out impurities and gas let in 
from the other end o f  the C-Device. The central cathodes and anodes are connected to 
their respective voltage biases through an insulated feed-through system. Instrumentation 
such as ammeters, voltmeters, thermocouples, ionization pressure gauges, and neutron 
detectors (Boron Tri-Fluoride, etc.), along with electronic data processing equipment is 
used to collect basic macroscopic data on the C-Device.
9  5 cm
1*1—H K- 4 -H
t
h- I
5.1 cm  A node  Length
15 2 cm  C athode  Length
43 .2  cm  C atho d e-A n o d e  L ength
15.2 cm  A node-R eflecto r Length
Figure 1.1. Schematic Diagram o f IEC C-Device Fusion Neutron Generator 
(Courtesy o f Robert Stubbers (1998))
5
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Figure 1.2. Photograph of IEC C-Device in Operation
Table 1.1. Design and Operational Parameters o f  EEC C-Device
Vacuum Chamber Diameter 9.5 cm
Reflector to Anode Distance (AR) 15.2 cm
Anode Ring Electrode Length (A) 5.1 cm
Anode to Cathode Distance (AC) 43.2 cm
Cathode Ring Electrode Length (C) 15.2 cm
Total C-Device Length 142.2 cm
Deuterium Gas Pressure 0 .2 9 - 1.1 milliTorr
Deuterium Gas Temperature -  300 K
Anode Voltage 10 -  30 kV
Electrode Current 1 0 - 4 0  mA
Fraction of Current Going to Reflector (x) -0 .3 3
6
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1.3 Variations on the Basic Design o f  the C-Device
Several modifications on the basic design o f  the C-Device can be employed to 
improve the operational control and performance. These include the use o f  electron 
emitters situated at any o f the electrodes to enhance the ionization processes, 
electromagnetic field coils and/or permanent field magnets to better confine electrons and 
ions along the longitudinal axis, and more ring anodes and cathodes biased to various 
potentials to better control the ionization regions and plasma discharge length [21]. 
Although a steady power source is typically used for the C-Device, pulsed-power systems 
may be used to provide exceedingly high currents to enhance the fusion reaction rate. [1]
1.4 How the IEC C-Device Works
In essence, the IEC C-Device is a combined ion generator and electrostatic 
accelerator with a mixed plasma/neutral gas target. The IEC C-Device uses the 
electrostatic fields set up by the electrodes, which are predominantly axially varying, to 
accelerate free electrons which ionize the background neutral gas by electron-impact 
ionization. Ions created by electron-impact ionization also ionize the background neutral 
gas. Ions and electrons impact the metal electrodes and glass walls and cause the 
emission o f  secondary electrons. X-rays are also generated by energetic electrons 
striking the metal electrodes, glass walls, and through excitation o f  the background 
neutral gas. X-rays can cause further electron emission and ionization through the photo­
electric effect and photo-ionization. The rates o f ionization and emission continue to 
grow until they balance with the loss rate o f  charged particles to the electrodes and the 
glass wall. A plasma discharge which appears steady and stable by visual inspection is
7
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then established between the electrodes in the C-Device. Ions are accelerated towards the 
central cathode ring electrode and the reflector dishes, while electrons are accelerated 
towards the anode rings. Because the motion o f  the ions and electrons is predominantly 
axial, most o f  the ions and electrons pass through the ring electrodes and recirculate back 
and forth several times until they are finally lost to either the metal electrodes or the glass 
walls. Ions are accelerated to the cathode ring electrode, pass through, and are 
decelerated by the positive ring anode until they stop, turn around, and are accelerated 
back to the cathode ring electrode. Electrons are accelerated to the anode ring electrodes, 
pass through, and then are decelerated by either the central cathode ring electrode or the 
reflector dishes until they stop, turn around, and are accelerated back to the anode. This 
configuration o f  electrodes confines electrons within the anode regions where they ionize 
the background neutron gas, and it confines ions within the in the cathode region where 
they can collide with the background neutral gas, and with counter-streaming ions. If  a 
fusion fuel gas such as deuterium or a mixture o f  other fusion fuel gases (deuterium and 
tritium, deuterium and helium-3) is used in the C-Device, then fusion reactions will occur 
as counter-streaming ions collide with each-other and the background neutral gas. In 
addition, fast neutral atoms created by charge exchange o f  the accelerated ions with the 
background neutral gas will be able to undergo fusion reactions with the background 
neutral gas as well. Recirculation o f  ions only occurs in the region between the anodes, 
which includes the ring cathode. Any ions that are accelerated to the reflector will not be 
recirculated. The advantage o f  the multiple ring electrodes in regards to the issue o f  
creating fusion reactions is that an fusion fuel ion can be recirculated many times before 
being lost from the system; hence, the confinement time for fusion reactions is increased,
8
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and so is the fusion reaction rate. I f  pure deuterium and/or deuterium-tritium were used 
as fusion fuel gas, neutrons will be produced as a result o f  the fusion reactions (D + D -»  
n + 3He), (D + T —> n + 4He). Therefore, to maximize the neutron production rate o f  the 
IEC C-Device, the use o f ring electrodes is highly advantageous.
1.5 Applications o f  the IEC C-Device
As a neutron source, the IEC C-Device is advantageous because it is relatively 
simple in design, economical, flexible in operation, and most important, it has on-off 
capability. These advantages make it competitive with alternative neutron sources, such 
as proton accelerator solid target technology and Califomium-252. [22,23]. Some near- 
term and long-term applications o f  the IEC C-Device as a neutron source include:
1. Neutron Activation Analysis (NDA) for landmine and other explosives detection, 
oil well logging, and assaying o f  mineral ores [24].
2. Boron Neutron Capture Therapy medical treatment o f cancerous tumors [25].
3. Transmutation o f radioactive nuclear waste into short-lived or stable isotopes.
4. Production o f  radioactive isotopes for medical and industrial applications.
5. Breeding o f  fissile nuclear fuels (U-233, Pu-239) from fertile nuclear fuels 
(Th-232, U-238) without the need o f  a conventional nuclear breeder reactor.
6. Driving a  sub-critical fission reactor with fusion neutrons to enhance fuel bum-up 
and to improve the control and safety o f  the reactor system [26].
7. Fast-fission o f  U-238 in a hybrid fusion-fission power reactor using 14-MeV 
neutrons produced by the deuterium-tritium (D-T) fusion reaction [27-29].
The on/off capability allows the IEC C-Device to be used as a neutron generator 
more widely than radioactive sources because o f  reduced safety and security 
requirements.
9
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1.6 Initial Considerations for Physical Insight o f  the IEC C-Device
A few approximate calculations can be done to gain a preliminary insight o f  some 
o f  the important physical parameters and processes in the discharge o f  the IEC C-Device. 
This will become important later when considering a more comprehensive computational 
model o f  the discharge physics o f  the C-Device
In Table 1.2, sample calculations are shown for the collision period o f  D2 
molecules that constitute the background neutral gas in the C-Device. The D2 collision 
period is approximately 1.1 e-2 seconds, while the residence time o f the D2 molecules 
which are being pumped continuously in and out o f  the C-Device is on the order o f  2.8e- 
1 seconds. Thus, the molecules are in a state o f  thermal equilibrium with each other. 
Since the mean free path o f D2 molecules is much larger than the dimensions o f  the C- 
Device chamber (diameter ~ 10 cm, length ~ 140 cm), the deuterium molecules are also 
in thermal equilibrium with the walls o f  the C-Device chamber. Since the chamber walls 
do not heat up much above room temperature during the operation o f the discharge, the 
temperature o f  the background gas can be set approximately to 300 K.
Table 1.2. Sample Estimate o f  Background D2 Gas Collision Period
Pressure 1 mTorr (0.133 Pa)
Temperature 300 K
Background Density 3.22e+13 molecules/cm3
D2 Scattering Cross Section ~2.0e-17 cm2
Mean Free Path for D2 Scattering 1560 cm
Thermal Speed o f  D2 at 300 K. 136,700 cm/s
Collision Period for D2 0.011 seconds
Vacuum Pump Speed 40,000 cm3/s
Volume o f  C-Device Chamber 11,171 cm3
Residence Time o f D2 Gas in Chamber 0.28 seconds
Ratio o f  Residence Time to Collision Period 25
10
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A plot o f  the variation o f  the total microscopic fusion cross section for the D-D 
fusion reaction with deuterium energy is shown in Figure 1.3. A 30-keV D+ ion will have 
a  cross section that is more than a order-of-magnitude larger than the cross section for a 
30-keV D2+ ion. The cross section is evaluated with the energy per deuterium nucleus. A 
30-keV D2+ ion has two deuterium nuclei, each with the same velocity, but half the total 
energy o f  the molecular ion; thus, the cross section must be evaluated at 15 keV instead. 
The total cross section data shown takes into account two possible branches o f the D-D 
fusion reaction. One branch produces neutrons (D + D -*  n + 3He); the other produces 
fast protons (D + D -> p + 3T). Each reaction is equally probable; therefore the cross 
section for the fusion neutron reaction is half the total. It is clear from this plot that the 
creation o f  monatomic deuterium ions in the discharge o f  the C-Device is imperative in 
order to maximize the fusion neutron production rate.
A sample calculation o f  the probability o f  fusion neutron production for a 30-keV 
monatomic deuterium ion in the cathode region o f  the C-Device and the necessary D+ 
current to sustain a neutron generation rate o f  200,000 n/s for a given background density 
o f  deuterium atoms is shown in Table 1.3. The probability o f fusion is quite low, and a 
D+ current o f  approximately 58 mA is required, which is comparable to the electrode 
currents in the C-Device experiments (10 to 40 mA). This sample calculation neglects 
the possibility that fusion reactions may occur in other regions in the C-Device, and that 
ions may recirculate a number o f  times through the cathode region before being lost to 
cathode or the glass walls o f  the C-Device. Nevertheless, it does emphasize the 
importance o f  sustaining a current o f monatomic deuterium ions comparable to the device 
current and at energies comparable to the anode voltage.
1 1
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Figure 1.3. Plot o f  Total Deuterium Fusion Cross Section Versus Energy
(Comparison o f  Fusion Cross Sections for 30-keV D2+ and D+ Ions)
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Table 1.3. Sample Calculation o f  Fusion Probability and Required Ion Current
Pressure 1 mTorr
Temperature 300 K
Background Deuterium Density 3.22e+19 m '3
D+ Fusion Neutron Cross Section at 30 keV 1.12e-31 m2
Mean Free Path for Fusion 2.77e+l 1 m
Cathode Length 0.1524 m
Probability o f  Fusion in Cathode Region 5.5e-13
Sample Fusion Neutron Rate 200,000 n/s
Ion Current Required to Sustain Neutron Rate 3.6e+17 ions/second
Ion Current Required to Sustain Neutron Rate 58 mA
The 30-keV deuterium ions that sustain a desired neutron generation rate must be 
created as close to the anode as possible to ensure that they will pick up the maximum 
kinetic energy from the electrostatic acceleration field o f the C-Device. Sample 
calculations o f  the ionization probability for an electron at 30 keV and 50 eV, and the 
required electron current in the anode region to sustain a desired ionization rate are 
shown in Tables 1.4 and 1.5. I f  an electron is bom at either the reflector or the cathode 
and experiences no collisions while being accelerated towards a 30-kV anode, it will have 
an energy close to 30 keV. Such an electron has a very low probability o f  causing 
ionization in the anode region, and an electron current o f 236 A would be required to 
sustain an ionization rate o f  58 mA. If the electrons in the anode region could be made to 
have a  very low energy o f  50 eV, the energy at which the cross section for ionization is at 
a maximum, then the electron current required to sustain an ionization rate o f  58 mA in 
the anode region would drop to 2.72 A. This electron current is still considerably larger 
than the typical C-Device electrode currents (10 to 40 mA); however, electrons may 
recirculate several times through the anode region before being lost to the anode. The 
energy o f  the electrons may be effectively lowered by scattering collisions or by
13
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collisions with the glass wall that lead to low-energy secondary electron emission. 
However, it is very possible that electron impact ionization is not the only process that 
leads to the generation o f  deuterium ions in the vicinity o f the anode.
Table 1.4. Estimate o f Ionization Probability in Anode Region for 30-keV Electron
Pressure 1 mTorr
Temperature 300 K
Background D2 Density 3.22e+l9 m '3
Electron Energy in Anode Region 30 keV
Electron Impact Ionization Cross Section o f Deuterium 1.5e-22 n r
Mean Free Path for Ionization 207 m
Anode Length 5.1 cm
Probability o f  Ionization in Anode Region 2.46e-4
Sample Desired Ionization Rate in Anode Region 58 mA
Electron Current Required to Sustain Ionization Rate in 
Anode Region
236 A
Table 1.5. Estimate o f  Ionization Probability in Anode Region for 50-eV Electron
Pressure 1 mTorr
Temperature 300 K
Background D2 Density 3.22e+19 m '3
Electron Energy in Anode Region 50 eV
Electron Impact Ionization Cross Section o f Deuterium 1,3e-20 m2
Mean Free Path for Ionization 239 cm
Anode Length 5.1 cm
Probability o f  Ionization in Anode Region 0.021
Sample Desired Ionization Rate in Anode Region 58 mA
Electron Current Required to Sustain Ionization Rate in 
Anode Region
2.72 A
14
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A more graphic depiction o f  the ionization probability for electrons with the 
background deuterium gas is shown in Figures 1.4 to 1.7. Figure 1.4 shows a one­
dimensional electric potential profile for one-half o f  the C-Device in a pure vacuum. 
Assuming that an electron is bom at the cathode and starts to accelerate towards the 
anode, it will have a kinetic energy corresponding to the local potential. Under this 
assumption, a plot o f the ionization probability per unit length can be generated, using 
dP/dz = nbackgroundXCTionizationCEeicctron), as shown in Figure 1.5. The electrons have the 
highest probability o f ionization per unit length near the cathode and the reflector because 
that is where the electrons are at the lowest kinetic energy, and it reaches a minimum in 
the anode region which is where ionization collisions are actually desired. Sample 
ionization cross section data for electrons on deuterium is shown in Figure 1.6. The 
result shown in Figure 1.5 can be integrated to obtain a cumulative probability o f 
ionization for an electron as it moves through C-Device, and this is depicted in Figure 
1.7. The curve in Figure 1.7 shows the growth in the cumulative probability for 
ionization if  the electron makes a trip from the cathode to the reflector and back. The 
cumulative probability o f  an electron causing an ionization in going from the cathode to 
the reflector in a single pass is slightly more than 1%. If  an electron makes the full 
round-trip, then the probability o f ionization will be slightly more than 2%. As seen in 
Figure 1.7, and shown earlier in Table 1.4, the cumulative probability o f  ionization 
increases by only 0.0246 % when the electron makes a single pass through the anode.
15
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Linear Potential Profile with 30 kV Anode Potential
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2. REVIEW OF PRIOR RESEARCH
2.1 Introduction
An extensive body o f knowledge relating to the IEC C-Device has been acquired 
since the early 1900's. Shown in Table 2.1 is a chronological listing o f  some o f  the more 
relevant experimental and theoretical research efforts carried out previously. In Section 
2.2, brief highlights o f some o f  the prior related experimental research is given, while in 
Section 2.3, brief highlights o f some o f  the prior related theoretical and computational 
work is discussed. In Section 2.4, a brief synopsis is given o f  the earlier approximate 
modeling o f  the IEC C-Device by Bromley[2]. While the method electrostatic 
confinement o f  plasmas for nuclear fusion has been under development since the late 
1950's[5], the concept o f  the axial-cylindrical IEC device was not conceived until the 
early 1990’s[3,4].
Table 2.1. Chronological List o f Prior Research Relating to IEC C-Device
Year Name Ref. Institute Theory Experiment
1913-
1929
1. Langmuir J_44—46J General
Electric
Company
Yes Yes
1959" " W.C. blmore 
et al.
P I  ■" ' Los Alamos 
National 
Laboratory 
(LANL)
Yes No
mr- '
1962
ti.W . McClure 
et al.
[60,61] Sandia
Corporation,
Albuquerque,
NM
Yes Yes
1965 P. Burger et al. 162J Stanford
University
Yes No
20
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Table 2.1. Chronological List of Prior Research Relating to IEC C-Device
(Continued)
Year Name Ref. Institute Iheory Experiment
1966 A.S. Haisted 
and D.A. Dunn
L63] Stanford
University
Yes Yes
1966,
1968
P. Farnsworth L&.7J II I - Fort 
Wayne, Indiana
No Yes
1967,
1968
R.L. Hirsh 18-10] 1 1 1 - Fort 
Wayne, Indiana
Yes Yes
1968,
1972,
1975
O. Lavrent yev 
etal.
138,39,48] Ukrainian 
Academy of 
Sciences, Kiev
Yes Yes
1968 R.W. Hockney 147] Stanford
University
Yes No
197U,
1972
Thomas J. 
Dolan et al.
[33,34/ University of 
Illinois
Yes Yes
1972,
1973
Donald J. 
Meeker
135,36] University of 
Illinois
Yes Yes
1972 V.C.Jones 164] University ot 
Illinois
Yes No
1973,
1975
David A. 
Swanson
137,53,54] University ot 
Illinois
Yes Yes
1974,
1975
E.H. Kievans et 
al.
149,50,52] Pennsylvania 
State University
Yes No
1974;
1975
A.J. Hatch and 
J.L. Shohet
165] Argonne
National
Laboratory
Yes No
1982 D.C. Baxter 
and
G.W. Stuart
[55] Science 
Applications 
Inc., La Jolla, 
California
Yes No
1988 Bruce Goplen 156] Mission 
Research 
Corporation, 
Newington, VA
Yes No
1991------ Cj .H . Miley 
et al.
Li 1,42] University ot 
Illinois
Yes Yes
1991 C.K.. Birdsall L66J University ot 
California at 
Berkeley
Yes No
1991 R.W. Bussard [57] - Pacitic-Sierra 
Research 
Corporation, 
L.A., CA
Yes No
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Table 2.1. Chronological List of Prior Research Relating to IEC C-Device
(Continued)
Year Name R ef Institute Theory Experiment
1992 Jon Nadler [41] University o f 
Illinois
Yes Yes
1992 Tim Hochberg V] University of 
Illinois
Yes Yes
1993 D.C. Barnes et 
al.
[67] LANL Yes Yes
1994 Thomas J. 
Dolan
L15J IN E L " " '....... Yes Yes
1994 Y. C iuetal. [4] University of 
Illinois
No Yes
1995 M. Ohnishi et 
al.
[17J Kyoto
University,
Japan
Yes No
1996; " " 
1997
O.H. Miley 
e ta l.
[21-24] University of 
Illinois
Yes Yes
1997, '  
1998
R.A. Nebel and 
D.C. Barnes
[68J LANL Yes Yes
1998 R.A. Stubbers 11J ...... University of 
Illinois
Yes Yes
1998 B.P. Bromley 12J University of 
Illinois
Yes Yes
2001) " Y. Gu [43] University of 
Illinois
Yes Yes
2.2 Highlights o f  Prior Experimental Research Related to IEC C-Device
a  1938: Philo T. Farnsworth , inventor o f  the television, (ITT, Fort Wayne, IN)
submitted his patent for the Multistage Multipactor (Patent #2,141,837). The multipactor 
was a cylindrical device that focused electrons into a high-density region. This 
specialized vacuum tube was similar to the IEC C-Device. [30,31] 
a  1959: After several years o f  focused research, Farnsworth's concept for a fusion
device based upon electrostatic confinement developed into a spherical experimental
apparatus, which supposedly produced up to 1.0e+10 n/s with D-T fuel. [32]
•  1966,1968: Farnsworth submitted patents on his concept for the IEC device.
22
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(Patent # 3 258 402, June 28, 1966, and Patent # 3 386 883, June 4, 1968). Much o f  the 
technology developed for this concept was used later by Robert Hirsch in his IEC 
experiments. Farnsworth saw the importance o f  exploiting secondary electron emission 
from various materials, and the application o f  radio-frequency (RF) fields to the plasma 
discharge to enhance electron multiplication, which is important for creating deep 
potential wells and for ionizing neutral gas. [6,7]
s 1967: Robert L. Hirsch (ITT, Fort Wayne, IN) performed systematic
experiments to determine the performance o f Farnsworth's Fusor IEC device. This 
device used a solid hollow cathode with ports for the injection o f  ions with electrostatic 
guns. Close to 1.0e+10 n/s were produced with D-T fuel. Neutron and gamma ray 
collimation measurements supported the theory o f  the formation o f alternating virtual 
electrodes (Poissors) which trapped ions at high densities. [8-10]
9 1970: Thomas J. Dolan (University o f  Illinois) used a laser heterodyne technique
to measure the electron density profile in a radially-accelerated cylindrical IEC device 
with a Neon plasma. Measurements indicated only a single well. Angular momentum 
was considered detrimental to forming deep wells.[33,34]
« 1972: Donald J. Meeker (University o f  Illinois) was convinced that the earlier
theoretical analysis o f Dolan and the computer simulation results o f  Chris. W. Barnes, 
and R.W. Hockney were flawed and pessimistic, and could not explain Hirsch's results 
satisfactorily. Meeker performed laser heterodyne measurements o f  electron density in a 
radial cylindrical IEC device with deuterium gas. A spatially oscillating electron density 
profile was found, suggesting that multiple wells were indeed being created. [34,35,36]
23
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# 1973: David A. Swanson (University o f  Illinois) attempted to measure the
electric potential profile in a spherical gridded IEC device by using electron beam 
deflection measurements. Assuming a type o f  potential profile in the core o f  the IEC 
device, he used both the equations for the classical scattering o f  electrons in a potential 
field and the paraxial ray equations to predict the deflection o f  an electron beam that is 
passed through the core. Comparisons between the beam deflections and the model 
suggested that double wells were forming in the case o f  ion injection. The well depth 
fraction was also dependent on the current. [3 7]
s 1975: O. Lavrent'yev (Physical-Technical Institute o f the Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences) carried out experiments in a spherical gridded IEC device with deuterium to 
demonstrate that spatial ion bunching was occurring in the core due to the formation o f  a 
parabolic well in a uniform electron density cloud. Faraday cup measurements indicated 
ion bunching.[38,39]
« 1979: Brian E. Edwards (University o f Illinois) , like Lavrent'yev, investigated
the use o f  the IEC device for the application as an ion-driver for ICF targets. Time-of- 
flight ion current measurements with a probe in Argon gas demonstrated ion bunching, 
with ions achieving 50-80% o f the applied potential. The power amplification was 25. 
Electron-to-ion energy conversion efficiency was poor, but not considered an 
insurmountable problem for future devices.[40]
,  1991: George H. Miley and Co-workers (Fusion Studies Laboratory, University
o f Illinois) carried out some o f the first IEC experiments in over a decade. Experiments 
were performed at low voltages and currents, where multiple potential wells are unlikely 
to form, and where ion-background fusion reactions were the dominant neutron
24
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production mechanism. They were able to produce up to approximately 2.0e+5 n/s with 
deuterium gas. [11]
•  1991: Jon H. Nadler, G.H. Miley. and Co-workers (Fusion Studies Laboratory,
University o f  Illinois) carried out the first potential well measurements in a spherical IEC 
device using a collimated proton detector. They established that a virtual anode was 
forming inside the core o f  the IEC device. It was also noted that the formation o f ion 
microchannels through the grid openings would help maintain low angular momentum in 
the ions. [41,42]
s 1992: Tim A. Hochberg (Fusion Studies Laboratory, University o f  Illinois)
performed experiments with two spherical IEC devices to evaluate its discharge 
characteristics: the breakdown voltage V as a function o f  Pd, where P was the operating 
pressure, and d is the distance between the electrodes. Comparisons o f  the experimental 
data with a Monte Carlo model suggested that the effective transparency was much 
higher than the geometric transparency, and that ion-impact ionization was an important 
mechanism for maintaining the plasma discharge. Hochberg gave birth to the idea o f  the 
axial-cylindrical IEC device for the purpose o f  improving the performance and efficiency 
o f  an IEC fusion neutron generator. [3]
# 1992: Jon H. Nadler (Fusion Studies Laboratory, University o f  Illinois)
performed experiments on two spherical gridded IEC devices operating with deuterium in 
glow discharge mode and ion gun mode to study the formation o f  double or multiple 
potential wells which were important for enhanced confinement o f fusion fuel ions. He 
established with proton detector measurements that a  virtual anode was forming inside 
the core o f  the IEC. [41]
25
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« 1994: Yibin B. Gu, G.H. Miley and Co-W orkers (Fusion Studies Laboratory,
University o f  Illinois) carried out the world's first neutron measurements on an 
experimental axial-cylindrical electrostatic fusion device (C-Device). This C-Device was 
a  modified version o f the earlier design recommended by Tim Hochberg. Hochberg’s 
original design was built and tested, but it had an unstable discharge; therefore, Gu and 
Miley implemented various design modifications to stabilize the operation. The C- 
Device was a radical departure from the more conventional spherical IEC devices that 
employed highly transparent grids. It was reasoned that the C-Device would be similar to 
a cylindrical section cut out from the spherical devices, with the hollow cathode 
emulating the open space within the wire cathode grid o f  the spherical device. It was 
suggested that the C-Device would have a higher effective transparency than the 
spherical IEC devices and hence, a high neutron production rate for a given input power 
than spherical IEC devices. Such a device would be ideally suited for various 
applications as a portable neutron source, including neutron tomography. Operating in a 
deuterium plasma glow discharge at voltages and currents ranging from 10 to 70 kV and 
10 to 20 mA, the IEC C-Device produced up to l .Oe+6 n/s for D-D fusion. [4]
« 1998: Robert A. Stubbers and Blair P. Bromley (Fusion Studies Laboratory,
University o f  Illinois) presented neutron data for a second-generation experimental axial- 
cylindrical IEC fusion neutron generator device (C-Device). This device was based upon 
earlier design modifications recommended by Gu and Miley. While the C-Device tested 
earlier by Gu employed a single hollow ring cathode biased to a high negative voltage 
with two grounded end reflectors, the C-Device tested by Stubbers and Bromley included 
two additional hollow ring anodes situated between the end reflectors and the central
26
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hollow cathode. The anodes were biased to a high positive voltage while the central 
hollow cylindrical cathode was grounded. This second-generation C-Device operated 
between 10 and 30 kV o f anode voltage, between 10 and 40 mA o f electrode current, and 
between 0.29 and 1.1 milliTorr o f deuterium gas pressure. Up to 2.0e+5 n/s were 
produced at 30 kV and 40 mA. An empirical fit relating the operating pressure to the 
anode voltage and device current was developed (P ~ 10 4/ V) [1,2]
« 2000: Yibin Gu, G.H. Miley and Co-Workers (Fusion Studies Laboratory,
University o f  Illinois) performed collimated proton measurements on a spherical two-grid 
IEC device operating with 1 to 10 mTorr o f deuterium at 20 to 35 kV o f negative cathode 
voltage and 5 to 70 mA o f electrode current. The oscillating radial variation o f  the 3- 
MeV fusion proton production rate gave strong evidence o f the existence o f  multiple 
potential wells which is important for enhancement o f  fusion fuel confinement. These 
results complemented the earlier discovery o f  the Star Mode regime o f operation o f  IEC 
devices in which it is believed that fusion fuel ions are accelerated to the core o f  the 
spherical IEC device preferentially through microchannels. These ion microchannels are 
the spokes o f  the Star Mode that travel through the centers o f  the grid openings. The 
effect o f  the ion microchannels in the Star Mode is to reduce charged particle losses to 
the cathode grid, increase the effective transparency o f  the grid over the geometric value, 
and hence increase the ion current recirculating through the core o f  the IEC device which 
helps sustain multiple potential wells, better confinement, and higher fusion rates. [41-43]
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2.3 Highlights o f  Prior Theoretical and Computational Research Related to
IEC C-Device
•  1913-1929: Irving Langmuir (General Electric Company) developed self-
consistent analytical expressions for the space-charge limited current flowing between 
planar, coaxial cylindrical, and concentric spherical electrodes. With the assumption o f  
mono-energetic particles (ion/electron) with no angular momentum, Langmuir 
demonstrated that a virtual electrode could form inside a hollow transparent electrode 
with either ion or electron injection.[44-46]
« 1959: Elmore, Tuck, and Watson (Los Alamos National Laboratory - LANL)
performed an approximate theoretical analysis o f an electrostatic confinement fusion
device in which electrons were injected into the core o f  a spherical device to create a 
virtual cathode for confining fusion fuel ions at energies and densities sufficient for 
significant reaction rates. They argued that such a system would be inherently unstable 
and would not produce net power unless extremely high injection currents were used. [5]
,  1968: Roger Hockney (Stanford University) performed two-dimensional
computer experiments to determine whether a stable virtual electrode could be formed 
inside an evacuated cylinder by the injection o f  ions. Simulation results demonstrated 
that stable virtual electrodes could form, but the well depths were very shallow. [47] 
s 1968: O. Lavrent'yev (Ukrainian Academy o f Sciences) presented approximate
theoretical analyses o f  both axial-planar and spherical electrostatic plasma confinement 
devices. These devices utilized grids for acceleration. The linear axial device was 
similar to IEC C-Device. He found that multiple wells could exist in both devices (with 
little angular momentum), and the particle currents could exceed the Child-Langmuir
28
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limit (I ~  V3/2/d2). He thought that the problems o f defocusing by scattering would 
require the use o f  a  large, high-frequency pulsed IEC device.[48]
« 1974: W.M. Black and E.H. Kievans (George Mason University) developed a
theoretical model to describe the behavior o f ion-injection in IEC devices. They argued 
that angular momentum was highly detrimental to well formation. Grid construction 
error was a major problem, which lead to defocusing and increased angular momentum. 
Deeper wells could be produced by higher ion perveance (I/VA1.5), better spherical 
symmetry, higher transparency, and lower pressure. The well depth appeared to vary 
linearly with the applied ion current, matching what Swanson found. If the spherical grid 
error was less than 5%, increasing grid transparency and reducing pressure would lead to 
significant increases in the well depth. [49]
a 1974: K.M. Hu and E.H. Kievans (Pennsylvania State University) developed a 
theoretical model o f  a spherical IEC device with ion injection. Theoretical particle 
distribution functions were introduced which, when solved with Poisson's equation, could 
explain the data o f  Hirsch's IEC experiment. If the perveance (I/VA1.5) was high, deep 
electrostatic wells could form, even with a lot o f  ion angular momentum. Hu and 
Kievans seriously doubted the existence o f spatially oscillating potential wells could 
explain Hirsch's experimental IEC results. [50]
« 1975: Christopher W. Barnes (Stanford University, LANL) carried out two-
dimensional particle-in-cell simulation studies to determine if  stable alternating virtual 
anodes and cathodes could form in a spherical IEC system with ion beam injection. The 
computer simulation was designed to closely approximate Hirsch's experiment. Barnes 
found that that virtual anodes were washed out by low-energy electrons, and the potential
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wells were highly unstable. He suggested that it may be possible to force a  stable time- 
averaged well through periodic injection o f  ions. The 2-D model gave more pessimistic 
results than a  1-D simulation. [51]
« 1975: E.H. Kievans (Pennsylvania State University) sought to consolidate the
theoretical and experimental investigations o f  earlier researchers, including Hirsch, 
Lavrent'yev, Dolan, Swanson, Black and Robinson, and Gardner. Kievans presented 
three main types o f  assumed distribution functions. Although Kievans doubted that that 
deep ion-trapping potential wells were produced in Hirsch's experiment, he 
acknowledged that the neutron and x-ray emission data from Hirsch's experiment could 
not be explained by fusion at the walls, fusion with neutral gas, fusion with high-density 
cool background plasma, or fusions from crossed beam interactions. [52]
» 1975: O. Lavrent'yev (Physical-Technical Institute o f  the Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences) Presented several theoretical studies o f  electrostatic confinement systems. He 
estimated the critical grid radius for a spherical IEC device was on the order o f  10 m. He 
developed relations for the critical pulse rate o f  an ion injection system. He argued that 
spatial and temporal focusing o f  ions by parabolic wells could create high density 
discharges. Assuming that charged particle trapping was occurring between virtual 
electrodes, Lavrent'yev was able to predict Hirsch's results within an order o f magnitude. 
Lavrent'yev proposed a multiple-gridded planar device for pulsed ion injection that were 
similar to the IEC C-Device. Lavrent'yev also proposed magnetic-electrostatic 
confinement as an alternative approach to fusion. [39]
•  1975: David A. Swanson (University o f  Illinois) carried out further theoretical
analysis o f  the IEC device to support his earlier electron-beam measurements o f  multiple
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potential wells. He found that the potential well shape was controlled mainly by the 
spreads in angular energy, not by the form o f the assumed distribution functions. The 
well depth fraction depended on current for electron injection, and not anode voltage. 
Scattering due to electric field distortions about the grid wires was the main source o f  
electron angular momentum. Multiple well formation was possible with nearly mono- 
energetic ions. Parametric studies o f larger devices (a 63.5-cm chamber) at higher 
voltages and currents (10 kV, 1 to 10 A), indicated that multiple wells should form with 
depth that was roughly 50% o f the applied voltage.[53,54]
a 1982: D.C. Baxter and G.W. Stuart (Science Applications Inc., La Jolla, 
California) attempted to explain the neutron generation results o f  Hirsch’s experiment. 
Their new theoretical model included the effects o f charge exchange and ionization in the 
ion guns themselves. Their model predicted the three main features o f  Hirsch’s 
experiment: neutron output proportional to gun current, neutron production localized at 
center o f  IEC device, and neutron production decreasing with increasing pressure.[55] 
a 1988: Bruce Goplen (Mission Research Corporation, Newington, Virginia) 
submitted a research proposal to Directed Technologies, Inc. to complete computational 
modeling o f  the then proposed Polywell™ concept for fusion, which is essentially a 
magnetic-electrostatic confinement system. Goplen stressed that a 3-D model was 
necessary for the outer region o f  both the IEC and Polywell devices. [56] 
a 1991: Robert W. Bussard (Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation) reported 
research completed during the late 1980's for a magnetic-electrostatic confinement fusion 
concept, the Polywell™. Bussard utilized a simple phenomenological model to show  that 
the Polywell™ would be very stable and could achieve high electron recirculation
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currents and system gains o f 10 to 100. [57]
a 1992: Tim A. Hochberg (Fusion Studies Laboratory, University o f  Illinois)
developed a  Monte Carlo model to analyze the discharge characteristics o f  two spherical 
gridded IEC devices. Comparison o f the model with experimental data indicated that the 
effective transparency o f  the grids was much higher than the geometric transparency. Ion 
impact ionization o f  the background neutral gas was vital in maintaining the plasma 
discharge. [3]
# 1995: Masami Ohnishi and Co-Workers (Institute o f  Atomic Energy, Kyoto
University) carried out time-dependent, one-dimensional, particle-in-cell collisionless 
simulations o f  a spherical inertial-electrostatic confinement device similar in design to 
those used by Miley and co-workers at the University o f  Illinois. Unsteady multiple 
potential wells were observed to be forming. Beyond a threshold ion current o f  1 A, the 
time-averaged neutron generation rate increased with the third power o f  ion current. 
Neutron rates on the order ot 1.0e+10 n/s could be obtained with a 10-A ion injection 
current. The results gave a much more optimistic view o f the IEC device, not only as a 
fusion neutron source, but also as a future fusion power reactor. [17] 
s 1995: Blair P. Bromley (Fusion Studies Laboratory, University o f  Illinois),
Richard A. Nebel and Kuok-Mee Ling (Los Alamos National Laboratory) carried out
particle-in-cell Monte-Carlo-Collisions (PIC-MCC) simulations o f  three different 
spherical IEC device designs with the PDS1 code. Singularity problems were found to be 
occurring as particles approached the center o f  the device (r=0); however, simulations did 
show that unsteady, shallow multiple potential wells were forming which oscillated at a 
frequency close to the electron plasma frequency.[58,59]
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a 1998: Blair P. Bromley (Fusion Studies Laboratory, University o f  Illinois) used
an approximate analytical model to predict the neutron generation rate in a second- 
generation experimental axial-cylindrical IEC C-Device operating at 10 to 30 kV and 10 
to 40 mA, 0.29 and 1.1 mTorr deuterium. Although considered optimistic, the model 
tended to under-predict the experimental data, with an average accuracy o f  0.65, and a 
standard deviation o f  0.34. Neutron generation was dominated by ion-background and 
fast-neutral-background reactions. Ion-ion fusion reactions were found to be 
insignificant for the range o f experimental operating conditions. Parametric studies 
indicated that ion-ion reactions could be enhanced at ultra-low pressures ( «  0.1 mTorr) 
and if  radial compression o f  the plasma discharge occurred. [2]
2.4 Highlights o f  Bromley's Masters Thesis Research (1998)
•  An approximate analytical model (C-Fusion) was used to predict the neutron
generation rate in a second-generation experimental axial-cylindrical IEC C-Device 
operating at 10 to 30 kV, 10 to 40 mA, and between 0.29 and 1.1 mTorr deuterium 
background neutral gas pressure. [2]
a The C-Fusion model was a spatially one-dimensional approximate analytical
model, and did not have a self-consistent solution o f  the ion equations o f  motion with 
Poisson’s equation. A linear potential profile was assumed to exist between the 
electrodes. The effect o f  electrons was neglected. Ions were assumed to have been bom  
at the anode, and were mono-energetic. The plasma beam diameter was assumed to be 
the same as the chamber, since no accurate experimental measurement o f  the beam 
diameter was available.
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s An ad-hoc method was used to relate the measured electrode current to the 
recirculated ion current in the device. The recirculation factor was simply the ratio o f  the 
ion mean free path to the distance between the anodes. The ion mean free path was based 
upon charge exchange only, with the cross section evaluated at a spatially-averaged ion 
kinetic energy. Except for the approximate recirculation factor, collisions were 
effectively ignored. Electron current was ignored.
« With perhaps the exception o f the beam diameter approximation, the C-Fusion 
model was considered to be quite optimistic; however, the C-Fusion model tended to 
under-predict the neutron generation rate in the experimental IEC C-Device, with an 
average accuracy o f  0.65, and a standard deviation o f 0.34.
« C-Fusion model predicted that ion-background and fast-neutral-background 
reactions were the dominant neutron production mechanisms. Ion-ion fusion reactions 
were negligible (several orders o f magnitude lower) for most conditions tested. 
v Parametric studies indicated that ultra-low operating pressures, which would
reduce scattering and charge-exchange processes, would increase the recirculated ion 
current, thereby increasing ion-ion reactions. Significant radial compression (>100) o f 
the plasma beam would also increase ion-ion reactions. Simultaneous beam compression 
and pressure reduction would be necessary to allow ion-ion fusion reactions to compete 
with ion-background reactions.
s Although the C-Fusion model indicated that ion-ion reactions were probably
insignificant in the experiments, there are certain plasma physics phenomena in the C- 
Device that the C-Fusion model may not be able to take into account at high operating 
voltages and currents.
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2.5 Summary of Prior Research
Farnsworth, Hirsch, and Lavrent'yev pioneered the initial development and 
analysis o f  the inertial electrostatic confinement for fusion plasmas in the late 1950s and 
1960s. Such electrostatic confinement systems were primarily spherical in design and 
utilized ion guns.
Extensive experimental research on spherical gridded IEC devices was carried out 
in the 1970s at the University o f  Illinois. Laser heterodyne and electron beam 
measurements were used to determine electron density and electric potential profiles, and 
these suggested that multiple potential wells were forming. Probe measurements also 
established the occurrence o f  ion bunching in the core o f  spherical IEC devices.
After a lapse o f  almost a decade, IEC research was resumed in the late 1980’s by 
G.H. Miley at the University o f  Illinois, where new experiments in gridded spherical IEC 
devices were initiated. M iley’s research group discovered new modes o f  operation o f  the 
spherical gridded IEC device, including the Star Mode in which ion microchannels form 
and increase the effective transparency o f the accelerating grids. Collimated fusion 
proton measurements gave further evidence to the formation o f multiple potential wells 
which may enhance confinement.
While exploring IEC physics and technology, Miley and co-workers gave 
consideration to alternative designs and geometries for electrostatic confinement. The 
axial-cylindrical IEC C-Device was conceived in the early 1990s, bom  out o f  Hochberg's 
analysis o f  the glow discharge characteristics in spherical gridded IEC systems. By 1994, 
the first experimental axial-cylindrical IEC device based on a modified version o f  
Hochberg's original design recommendations was tested by Y. Gu. By 1998 , a second
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C-Device based on Gu and M iley’s design recommendations was tested by Stubbers. 
This device produced up to 200,000 n/s at 30 kV and 40 mA with deuterium fuel.
Theoretical and computational modeling o f  electrostatic devices with ionized gas 
or plasma dates back to the time o f  Irving Langmuir. Early IEC device modeling by 
Elmore, Lavrent'yev, Hirsch, Dolan, Swanson, and Kievans involved steady-state current 
conservation with assumed energy distribution functions. However the utility o f  direct 
simulation particle-in-cell methods for modeling electrostatic confinement systems was 
realized and implemented by Hockney and Bames in the late 1960s. PIC methods were 
further utilized in the 1990's by Nebel, Bromley and Ohnishi for direct simulation 
modeling o f  spherical IEC devices.
Bromley made a first attempt to model the C-Device using an approximate 
analytical model with several simplifying assumptions. This steady-state one­
dimensional ion current conservation model (C-Fusion) was considered to be an 
optimistic model since it neglected the effects o f  scattering collisions and allowed ions to 
be bom  at the anode. Although the model had an average accuracy o f  65%, which is 
quite good, it tended to under-predict at higher voltages. It was possible that various 
errors in the model cancelled each other out, giving a reasonable prediction o f  the 
experimental results. Bromley's model would not be able to predict the occurrence o f 
certain phenomena that might enhance neutron production, such as multiple potential 
well formation, or ion beam bunching due to radial electrostatic forces. Hence, the next 
step in the analysis o f axial-cylindrical IEC devices is to develop a  more comprehensive 
two-dimensional, time-dependent direct simulation model.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF CHIMP MODEL
3.1 W hy is a Comprehensive Model Necessary?
Although the approximate C-Fusion model developed by Bromley [2] in prior 
research gave moderately accurate predictions o f the neutron generation rate in the C-Device 
and was useful in testing the importance o f various operational parameters, the C-Fusion 
model may not have good accuracy beyond the range o f  the experimental design and 
operating conditions. As mentioned before, various errors in the C-Fusion model may have 
cancelled each other.
A comprehensive model should accurately predict the neutron generation rate in the 
IEC C-Device for a wide range o f operating conditions. If robust, it will accurately predict 
the neutron generation for design and operational conditions untested in experiments. Such 
a model would be an invaluable design tool. Such a model would have little or no 
empirically-based correction factors.
To simulate the physics o f the ionized gas in the IEC C-Device in a more detailed 
and accurate manner, a more comprehensive model is necessary. Ideally, this model should 
be at least two-dimensional (r,z), multi-species (ions, electrons, neutrals), and time- 
dependent. The model should have the capability to incorporate particle collisions with the 
background neutral gas and with the physical boundaries. Presumably, such a model would 
predict the radial compression and densification o f  energetic fusion fuel ion, if  it should 
actually occur, and the resulting boost in the ion-ion neutron generation rate. It may also 
predict the occurrence o f  multiple electrostatic potential wells that could enhance the 
confinement o f  fusion fuel ions.
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3.2 The Particle-in-Cell Approach for Modeling the IEC C-Device
A direct simulation approach, using a mesh o f  computational cells to evaluate the 
Poisson's equation, combined with the Newtonian equations o f  motion for simulation 
particles, and collision processes evaluated with a Monte-Carlo probabilistic algorithm is 
well suited for tackling the problem o f modeling the physics o f the IEC C-Device. [47,51] 
As discussed in Section 2, the particle-in-cell with Monte-Carlo collisions (PIC- 
MCC) approach has been used by several researchers in the past for modeling the physics 
o f  spherical IEC devices[l 7,47,51,56,58,59]. By its very nature, a PIC-MCC model is a 
time-dependent, direct simulation. An assembly o f simulation particles are used to represent 
the behavior o f  the numerous real particles that exist in a discharge. Each simulation particle 
has a mass, charge, spatial position, and velocity components. After each time step, the 
charge from each simulation particle is allocated to nearby surrounding mesh points on a 
computational grid using a bi-linear extrapolation approach. The potential distribution on 
the finite-difference computational mesh is obtained by solving Poisson's equation. The 
external electric field forces on a given simulation particle within a computational cell are 
interpolated between the electric field components computed at each computational mesh 
point, and the acceleration for a simulation particle is computed. Each simulation particle 
is then accelerated and moved over one time step. If  a simulation particle hits a physical 
boundary, it is removed from the list o f simulation particles. If a charged particle hits an 
electrode, it makes a contribution to the collected electrode current. If a charged particle hits 
a glass wall, it will contribute to the stored charge in the wall, and it may cause the emission 
o f  secondary electrons. A Monte-Carlo algorithm can be used to model ionization and other 
collision processes in the main discharge. Presumably, the more collision processes and
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species that are included in the PIC-MCC model, the more accurate the direct simulation 
approach will be. The PIC-MCC approach has a couple o f  significant advantages. First, the 
algorithms for a PIC-MCC approach are relatively simple and easy to program. Second, the 
inclusion o f  additional collisional processes and species in the direct simulation model is 
easy. Third, the instantaneous memory requirements o f  a PIC-MCC approach to model 
sufficiently a weakly collisional ionized gas can be quite low. There are two main trade-offs 
with the PIC-MCC approach. First, the number o f  real particles per simulation particle must 
be sufficiently small (or the number o f  simulation particles must be sufficiently large) to 
obtain statistically meaningful and accurate results. These requirements will be discussed 
in more detail in Sections 3.3 and 3.10. Second, since the PIC-MCC direct simulation 
approach is an explicit time-dependent solution, it may take many time steps to achieve a 
steady-state or a solution that is in dynamic equilibrium. There is also a limit on the size o f 
the time step. Although the instantaneous memory requirements may be low, it may take a 
long time to achieve an equilibrium solution. However, with the availability o f  high-speed 
personal computers and super-computers, PIC-MCC models o f  IEC devices is a very 
practical approach.
3.3 Simulation Particle Representation o f a Plasma or Ionized Gas
In a direct simulation o f plasma or ionized gas using particles, a simulation particle 
(as known as a super-particle or a computer particle) represents the average behavior o f 
many real physical particles. For example, a D+ ion simulation particle may be equivalent 
to 1.0e+8 real D+ ions, and it would have a mass o f  2.0e+8 amu, and a charge o f  1.6e-l 1 
Coulombs. The behavior o f  a  simulation particle represents the average behavior o f  a group
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o f real particles. This technique is very much analogous to the use o f  a distribution function 
in a kinetic model using the Vlasov, Fokker-Planck, or Boltzmann equations. [68,69]
The number o f  real particles per simulation particle should be the same for both ions 
and electrons such that the mass ratio o f  the ion and electron simulation particles will 
equivalent to that for the real ion and electron. Otherwise, the resulting dynamic behavior 
o f  the ions and electrons observed in simulations may be incorrect. Other researchers have 
used different weighting schemes for the ion and electron simulation particles to reduce 
computational effort [17,61-63,65], but there doubts by the author that the results from these 
simulations are valid.
As the number o f  real particles per simulation particle approaches unity, the model 
becomes a direct simulation o f  every individual ion and electron in the ionized gas. 
However, the number o f  simulation particles becomes exceedingly large and extremely 
computationally time-consuming and expensive. The number o f  real particles per super­
particle should be small enough to model the ionized gas accurately without causing 
intolerable computational expense.
To obtain a statistically accurate representation o f the ionized gas, there should be 
enough particles to represent the electrostatic oscillations occurring within a local Debye 
sphere. Typically, at least 10 particles per local Debye sphere should be sufficient to give 
good results [66,68-71].
3.4 Why the PIC-MCC Model is Preferable to Alternative Approaches
The IEC device is a weakly collisional system. If  the ionized gas was highly 
collisional and the mean free path for collisions was orders-of-magnitude less than chamber
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size, it would be probably be safe to assume that both ions and electrons have a Maxwellian 
energy distribution. In this situation, a fluid model with the conservation equations o f 
continuity, momentum, and energy solved simultaneously with Poisson's equation for the 
electrostatic field forces would be appropriate. In high-pressure, low-voltage glow discharge 
devices, a steady-state fluid model is a good approach for modeling. [60]
If  the ionized gas was almost collisionless, with mean free paths much larger than the 
dimensions o f  the system, then a collisionless kinetic model using the Vlasov-Boltzmann 
equations for each species in conjunction with Poisson's equation would be appropriate, 
although a PIC-MCC direct simulation approach would work as well. [68]
If  the ionized gas is weakly collisional, with mean free paths comparable in size to 
the dimensions o f the containment system, then the ionized gas is in a transitional regime 
where a fluid model is invalid. Ions and electrons may have non-Maxwellian distributions 
in energy. Boltzmann equations with collisions could be used in conjunction with Poisson's 
equation to model the discharge physics, but there would be great difficulty in accurately 
modeling the collisions. Modeling collisions becomes especially difficult in a kinetic model 
when collisional processes such as ionization, charge exchange, or dissociation couple the 
kinetic equations for the different species. A multi-dimensional, time-dependent finite- 
difference kinetic model will also have considerable instantaneous memory requirements. 
For example, a  spatially two dimensional model with two components for velocity (or energy 
and direction angle) will require a four-dimensional array for each distribution function o f 
each species o f  particle. Even a very simple two-dimensional model with a coarse resolution 
o f  physical space, energy and direction angle, say a 10X10X10X10 array, will required the 
solution o f  10, 000 equations for each species. For a steady-state model involving two
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species (ions and electrons), this would require solving 20 000 algebraic equations 
simultaneously with the 100 algebraic equations representing the solution to the Poisson 
equation. A steady-state kinetic model would require iterating between the solutions o f  the 
kinetic equations and Poisson's equation until a  converging solution is obtained. To reduce 
the computational effort for a kinetic solution, various analytical tricks based on physical 
insight may be used, such as the assumption o f  the shape o f  the distribution functions in 
energy and direction angle, and perhaps even the shape o f  the potential distribution. Such 
methods have been successfully used in a variety o f problems in plasma physics [72,73], 
although there is the risk o f overlooking some important physical processes by making 
simplifying assumptions. There is also the difficulty o f developing algorithms to account 
for collisions in models with assumed shape functions. In contrast, a PIC-MCC model can 
be improved with much less difficulty to include additional physical processes.[66,71,74-77]
3.5 General Description and Basic Assumptions o f  CHIMP Model
The CHIMP code (Cylindrical Hollow Inertial electrostatic confinement Modeling 
Program) which uses the PIC-MCC direct simulation approach to model the physics o f  the 
ionized gas discharge in the IEC C-Device has the following features and assumptions:
# Spatially two-dimensional in cylindrical coordinates (r,z).
« Angular symmetry about the longitudinal axis (r=0), and axial symmetry about
the mid-plane o f  the device. 
s  Time dependent, explicit solution.
« Multiple charged particle species: (e% D+) or (e-, D2+)
s Uniform pressure and temperature o f  background neutral deuterium gas (D or D2).
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Poisson's equation solved after each time step on a  uniform computational mesh, 
and electrostatic forces on each particle computed using bi-linear interpolation. 
Axial and radial particle positions and velocities adjusted after each time step 
using leap-frog method.
Ion and electron super-particles are and removed from list o f  active particles when 
they hit a physical boundary (electrodes or glass wall).
Ion and electron simulation particles that hit electrodes contribute to the collected 
electrode currents.
Ion and electron simulation particles that hit glass walls cause wall charging and 
secondary electron emission.
Ions and additional electrons are created by electron and ion-impact ionization o f 
the background neutral gas using a probabilistic Monte-Carlo algorithm.
Charge exchange collisions and the creation o f fast neutrals is an option that can be 
included in the MCC algorithm.
Other collisions such as scattering, excitation, dissociation, etc. are neglected except 
when computing average ion and electron mean free paths and collision periods once 
every output time period.
Electron simulation particles are created and injected at the cathode and reflector 
to match boundary conditions for current.
Instantaneous neutron production rates are calculated for ion-ion and ion- 
background fusion reactions once every desired output time interval.
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3.6 Desired Input and Output Parameters
The CHIMP code has the following input parameters and output data:
Input Parameters:
s  Cathode and anode lengths, chamber diameter.
a Inter-electrode distance.
a Chamber deuterium pressure and temperature.
« Anode, Cathode, and Reflector, Anode Voltages.
•  Total Device current.
•  Fraction o f  negative electrode (cathode, reflector) current flowing to reflectors.
a Desired simulation time period.
a Desired data output time period (a fraction o f  simulation time period).
a Simulation particle size (the number o f real particles per simulation particle).
Output Data:
a Ion and electron simulation particle populations.
a Instantaneous and time-averaged total neutron generation rate.
a Maximum plasma frequency, and device-averaged Debye length.
a Time-averaged ionization rate.
a Average ion and electron mean free paths and collision periods.
a Time-averaged collected and injected currents at electrodes.
a Electrostatic potential distribution.
a Local neutron generation rate densities for ion-background and ion-ion fusion
reactions.
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s Cell-averaged ion and electron density distribution.
a Cell-averaged ion and electron energy distribution.
There are many additional data parameters not listed here that are computed and
printed in the output data files. Part o f  a sample output data file is shown in Appendix A.
3.7 Governing Equations for Modeling Physics o f  Ionized Gas
There are just a couple o f simple governing equations for the PIC-MCC direct 
simulation approach to modeling the IEC C-Device including:
Poisson's Equation in Cylindrical Coordinates:
1 d (rdV(r'z)) + d2V(r,z) = _ (n,0„ (r,z )  - nelectron{r,z)) (3 ?A)
dz1 enr drr dr
Electric Field Force Components:
Fir 2 ) = - < 7  0-12)1 r X ’ /ion I electron urn I electron dr
Fir z) =-o d—(r2ll  (3.7.3);  V ’ /ion  / electron 7  ion I electron
Newtonian Equations o f  Motion:
r _  ^ r  0 * ’ "  )/on/ electron ( 3 . 7 . 4 )
^  ^  ion I electron
< h z  _  F z { r ' Z )ionl electron ( 3 . 7 . 5 )
m  ion! electron
The Poisson's equation is solved for the whole device after each time step, and the 
components for the electric field force on each simulation particle are computed. The 
Newtonian equations o f  motion are integrated over a given time step using the leap-frog 
technique which will be discussed in Section 3.12.
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3.8 Boundary Conditions for Potential and Current
The following boundary conditions for voltage and current are used in the CHIMP 
model o f  the IEC C-Device:
s Electric potentials at the cathode, anode, and reflector are fixed.
a Radial electric field is zero at centerline axis Er(r=0,z) = 0.
a Axial electric field is zero at mid-section o f  C-Device E.(r,z=0) = 0.
a Axial variation o f electric potential along glass walls is linear initially.
a One-dimensional Poisson equations are solved to determine potential profiles along
the glass walls after the initial time step, since ion and electron implantation and 
secondary electron emission will cause charge build-up in the glass walls. The 
potential in the glass wall is used as a boundary condition for finding the two- 
dimensional potential distribution inside the C-Device. 
a Initially, electron simulation particles are injected radially inwards from cathode and
axially inwards from reflectors to match the desired cathode and reflector currents. 
a At subsequent time steps, after ion implantation in cathode/reflector occurs, and after
secondary electron emission occurs, electrons are injected such that the sum o f the 
injected electron current and the time-averaged collected current will match the 
desired electrode current.
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3.9 Computational Mesh and Time-step Size Requirements
The following requirements for the computational mesh cell and time step size are 
used in the CHIMP PIC-MCC direct simulation o f  the IEC C-Device:
•  Radial and axial cell sizes are uniform (dr=constant, dz=constant). Although this
may introduce extra computational cells where there is little spatial variation in the 
discharge properties, the algorithm for finding the cell in which a simulation particle 
is located will be much faster. This is important for calculating the charge allocated 
to each computational mesh point, and for interpolating the electric field forces on 
a simulation particle. Algorithms for computing ion and electron density and energy 
profiles, and neutron production density profiles will also be simpler and faster.
9 The number o f  cells in each coordinate should be a power o f  2, since the solution o f
the two-dimensional Poisson equation using fast elliptical solvers, such as Cyclic 
Reduction (CR), or Fourier Analysis with Cyclic Reduction (FACR(r)) will be easier 
and faster to implement. [68,78]
« The cell size (dr or dz) must be less than the Debye length o f  the ionized gas.
However, the Debye length (the shielding distance for a plasma sheath) is usually 
derived on the basis o f  an assumed Maxwellian distribution for both ions and 
electrons. The C-Device may have a non-Maxwellian ionized gas, so the use o f  the 
Debye length in guiding the choice o f the cell size is more uncertain. However, there 
are two ways in which the traditional concept o f  the Debye length can be interpreted 
to aid in the choice o f  the computational cell size. First, the cell size (dr or dz) 
should be less than the device-averaged Debye length, which is calculated using the 
average electron density and energy in the whole C-Device. Second, the radial cell
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size (dr) near the anodes should be less than an estimate o f  the local Debye length 
near the anode. If  a high-density electron sheath forms around the anode and 
neutralizes the electrode potential, the radial cell size must be small enough to model 
the potential variation in this sheath and in the rest o f  the ionized gas in the C- 
Device. Using Equations 3.9.1 to 3.9.4, a single anode current o f  20 mA (40 mA for 
both anodes), and anode length and diameter o f  5 cm and 10 cm respectively, an 
estimate o f the variation o f  the Debye length near the anode with electron energy can 
be found, and is shown in Figure 3.1.
i  _  / g 0 k  '^'electron ( 2  9  1)
Dehye ~  ,  2
V ^  electron &
n   I  anode___________  ( 3 .9 . 2 )
electron n r
^  ^electron ^  ^  anode anode
v , = \ (3.9.3)
electron ■% I
V melectron
kT = —E (3-9.4)eleclnm j  electron
As seen in Figure 3.1, the Debye length drops below 1 mm for electron energies less 
than 2 eV. The average kinetic energy o f electrons hitting the anode will be much 
higher; thus, a 32 x 128 mesh (dr~l .6 mm, dz ~ 5.6 mm) should be fine enough to 
resolve all significant potential variations. A schematic representation o f  the 
computational mesh is shown in Figure 3.2.
The minimum time step idtmir) must be less than a fraction o f  the minimum electron 
plasma period in order to properly model time variations in the plasma potential and
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particle densities. By evaluating the maximum electron plasma frequency after each 
time step, the time step can be re-adjusted, as shown in Equations 3.9.S and 3.9.6.
In addition, the minimum time step must be such that a no simulation particle 
will travel more than one computational cell length in a given time step, as given by 
Equation 3.9.7. Otherwise, kinetic energy may be artificially added or removed from 
the system, leading to erroneous results.
Several simulations were performed to test the effects o f  the variation o f the 
calculation o f  the minimum differential time step on the evolution o f  the discharge 
physics in the C-Device. As shown in Equation 3.9.6, the differential time step was 
chosen to be less than 1/8 o f  the minimum electron plasma period. Several tests were 
performed with differential time steps that were 1/4 or 1/16 o f the minimum electron 
plasma period, and there were no significant differences in the simulation results. 
Although using a differential time step that is 1/4 o f the minimum electron plasma 
period would allow the simulation to run more quickly while remaining stable, 
Hockney [68] recommends using a time step that is less than 1/6 o f  the minimum 
electron plasma period to ensure stability with good accuracy. Hence, the final 
choice for the time step was set to 1/8 o f the minimum electron plasma period.
electron- max
electron-max
electron
(3.9.5)
electron-max
(3.9.6)
(3.9.7)
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Figure 3.1. Estimate o f  Debye Length Near C-Device Anode at 40 mA Device Current
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Figure 3.2. Fine Computational Mesh to Evaluate Potential Profile Inside C-Device
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3.10 Number o f Real Particles per Simulation Particle and Number o f Simulation Particles 
According to Hockney [68], collisionless and weakly-collisional systems in which
a I*)
there are on the order o f 10 to 10 real particles can be accurately represented by less than 
105 simulation particles. This corresponds to a simulation particle size, nreal, the number 
o f  real particles per simulation particle typically ranging from nreal = 1.0e+3 to 
nreal=l .Oe+7, although larger values may be used. A useful guideline is that the number o f 
simulation particles within a Debye sphere is should be large (for example, 10) to account 
for electrostatic fluctuations with good statistical accuracy. In terms o f  the number o f 
simulation particles within the whole C-Device, Np, this guideline is represented by:
VolNp > (3.10.1)
J  ^  Debye
Hence, if  the device-averaged Debye length is on the order o f 1 cm, and the volume 
o f half the C-Device is approximately 5.6e-3 m3, then ideally, there should be more than 
20,000 simulation particles to achieve good statistical accuracy. However, it may not be 
absolutely necessary to have so many simulation particles. A simulation can be performed 
using larger simulation particles, and then subsequent simulations can be carried out with 
progressively smaller simulation particles (resulting in more simulation particles) until the 
results for various global parameters (such as neutron generation rate) remain relatively 
unchanged. Obviously, there is a tradeoff between the desired statistical accuracy and the 
computational effort. This will become apparent in Section 5 where results for the CHIMP 
simulations are presented.
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3.11 Criteria for Dynamic Equilibrium
Dynamic equilibrium is the state o f the ionized gas in which total population o f  
simulation particles remains stable. There may be time-dependent fluctuations, but the time- 
average population remains relatively constant. In the state o f  dynamic equilibrium, the 
generation rate o f  charge particles due to ionization and secondary emission balances with 
the loss rate o f  particles to the physical boundaries. An estimate o f  the simulation time 
required to establish dynamic equilibrium in the discharge can be obtained by considering 
the flight time for a charged particle to travel between the anode and the cathode, assuming 
a linear axial potential profile and thus a constant axial acceleration for either ions or 
electrons. Using Equations 3.11.1 to 3.11.5 for an anode voltage o f 30 kV and an anode-to- 
cathode distance o f  approximately 43 cm. the flight times for an electron, monatomic 
deuterium ion, and a molecular deuterium ion are 8.4e-9 seconds, 5. le-7 seconds, and 7.2e-7 
seconds respectively. Since the ions are the slowest particles, it is the ion flight time that 
will determine the minimum time to establish dynamic equilibrium. A simulation should be 
typically run for at least several ion flight periods or longer to establish dynamic equilibrium. 
Thus, for the given example, a simulation should be run for at least 5.0e-6 seconds, and 
preferably longer. It should be noted that sufficient time must be allowed in a simulation for 
the background neutral gas to be ionized by both electron and ion impact collisions. In 
additional, the axial potential profile may be non-linear, and so it could take much longer for 
ions and electrons to traverse back and forth between the electrodes.
^dynamic eqttilbnum  ^flixhl (3.11.1)
0-11-2)
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q Ea = - —  (3.11.3)m
E *  (3.11.4)
I 2m
tflig h t ~  J  y  Z uc (3.11.5)
V q  y  anode
3.12 CHIMP Code Algorithms
3.12.1 Introduction
In the previous sub-sections o f  Section 3, the general features and advantages o f a 
PIC-MCC model were discussed. A general description o f  the CHIMP code for modeling 
the IEC C-Device was also given, including the basic assumptions, desired input and output 
parameters, governing equations, boundary conditions for voltage and current, computational 
mesh and time step requirements, number o f  simulation particles, and the criteria for 
dynamic equilibrium. The various algorithms used in the CHIMP code will be discussed in 
more detail in this section.
3.12.2 Allocation o f  Charge to Mesh Points
After each time step, the potential distribution in the C-Device must be obtained by 
solving a system o f  5-point finite-difference equations that represent the two-dimensional 
Poisson's equation. Hence, the charge at each mesh point in the system must be evaluated.
The indexed position o f  a simulation particle is obtained by normalizing the radial 
and axial position with the radial and axial cell sizes respectively, and taking the integer
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value o f  the normalized position. For example, if the device radius was 5 cm, and there were 
32 radial cells (dr=0.156 cm), and the radial position was 2.1 cm, the normalized position 
would be 13.46. I f  we take the integer value o f it, we get 13. Thus, the particle is between 
radial mesh points i=13 and i=14. The axis (r=0) has the mesh point index i=0. If  the 
device half-length was 70 cm, and there were 128 axial cells (dz=0.547 cm), and the axial 
position was 27 cm from the mid-plane (z=0), the normalized axial position would be 49.37. 
If we take the integer value o f  it, we get 49. Thus the particle is between axial mesh points 
j=49 and j=50. Thus, the particle is located within the four following mesh points: (13,49), 
(14,49), (13,50), (14,50).
The charge from a simulation particle is allocated in spatial proportion to the 
particle's proximity to the surrounding four mesh points. A bi-linear interpolation scheme 
is used to assign the charge. For the above example, (l-0.37)*( 1-0.46) = 0.3402 = 34.02% 
o f the charge from the simulation particle would be assigned to mesh point (13,49). This 
method o f  charge allocation to the mesh points is known as the Cloud-in-Cell (CIC) 
technique. [66,68,69]
3.12.3 Solution o f  Glass Wall Electric Potential
The electric potential along the glass walls between the electrodes is a boundary 
condition for the solution o f the two-dimensional potential distribution inside the C-Device, 
and must be calculated first. The potential in the glass wall is found by solving a system o f 
3-point finite difference algebraic equations that approximate the one-dimensional axial 
Poisson equation. These equations are given by:
d2(j>{R,z) = -  p{R,z) (3.12.3.1)
dz ~ £r s0
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,Zj + dz ) - 2 t { R , Zj )  +^R,Zj  - d z )  _ -  p(R,Zj ) ^  3
{ d z f  £r £o
( 3 1 2 3 ' 3 )
The boundary conditions for these equations are simply the electrode potentials. The relative 
permittivity o f  Pyrex glass is er = 4. [79] The charge at the mesh points along the glass wall 
includes the charge allocated from simulation particles in the computational cells adjacent 
to the glass wall, and any charge that is stored in the glass wall due to previous impact by 
ions and electrons:
v(*’Zj)= + y(R,“/ IsiomJCharge (3.12.3.4)
The algorithm for evaluating the stored charge will be discussed in Section 3.12.8. Initially 
there is no charge stored in the glass wall, so the potential variation is linear. A Thomas 
Algorithm Matrix solver is used to solve these finite difference equations directly and 
quickly. [68]
3.12.4 Solution o f 2-D Electric Potential Distribution
The two-dimensional electric potential profile inside the C-Device is obtained by 
solving the two-dimensional Poisson equation in cylindrical coordinates:
1 d ( dV(r,z)\ ( d2V{r,z) £ {nlim{r,z) - neleclro„{r,z)) (3.124.1)
r dr I dr ) dz1 e,0
To get the two-dimensional potential profile, a system o f 5-point finite-difference 
algebraic equations approximating Poisson's equation is solved:
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Ar, + dr'zj ) ~ MniZj) + <t>(ri ~dr'zj ) 1 <f>(r,+dr,z)-<f>(r, -dr,Zj)
(dr)2 rt 2 dr
fa , 2y + dz)- 2<t>(r,, 2^)+  fat, 2, -  dz)
(dzf
-p(rnZj)
The charge density at each mesh point is given by:
(3.1242)
i \ fa ’ zj )
Pvi'Zj) = z  T T2 nr. dr dz
The total charge at each mesh point, q(ritzj), is found by the simulation particle 
charge allocation method, as described earlier in Section 3.12.2. The boundary conditions 
for the two-dimensional Poisson equation are the set potentials on the electrodes, the 
potential distribution along the glass wall computed previously with a one-dimensional 
model, a zero axial electric field at the mid-plane o f the C-Device (d<j>(r,z)/dz = 0 at z=0) and 
a zero radial electric field at the centerline o f the C-Device (d<j>(r,z)/dr = 0 at r=0).
If  there are M axial cells and N radial cells, then there will be (M-1)*(N-1) finite 
difference equations that will have to be solved simultaneously. Each mesh point with an 
unknown potential has a charge allocated to it. Since Poisson's equation must be solved after 
every time step, a rapid solution technique is absolutely necessary.
To solve the system o f finite difference algebraic equations approximating the 
Poisson equation in cylindrical coordinates quickly, a fast direct solver utilizing the Cyclic 
Reduction (CR) method is used. Fortunately, Fortran subroutines were developed previously 
by Adams, Swarztrauber, and Sweet [80] to solve the two-dimensional Poisson's equation 
in cylindrical coordinates using cyclic reduction and are readily accessible o ff the internet. 
A cyclic reduction method is especially desirable since it can solve Poisson's equation faster
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than an iterative method such as Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) by at least a couple 
orders o f  magnitude. Other direct approaches that could be used to solve the two- 
dimensional Poisson equation quickly are Fourier Analysis (FA) and Fourier Analysis with 
Cyclic Reduction (FACR); however, pre-developed Fortran subroutines using these methods 
were not readily available. More details on the various methods to solving Poisson's 
equation can be found in reference literature. [68,78,80-87]
3.12.5 Acceleration and Movement o f  Simulation Particles
To compute the electric field force on the simulation particles, the components o f the 
electric field at each mesh point must be computed first by taking the negative gradient o f 
the potential. The electric field at each mesh point is computed using a central difference 
approach for the internal mesh points, and a backward difference approximation at the outer 
boundaries. By definition, the radial electric field is zero at the centerline, and the axial 
electric field is zero at the mid-plane:
(3.125.1)
(3.1252)
=R,Zj)=-
r <(>(r  + dr, z}) -  <(>{r -  dr, z})'
(3.1253)
\ dr
dz
(3.125.4)
(3.1253)
(3.125.6)
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The electric field force on a simulation particle is found by using a bi-linear 
interpolation method o f the electric field components at the nearby mesh points. For 
example, if  a  simulation particle has a position (rk,Zk) and is located within the cell 
between mesh points ( ij) , (i+1 j ) ,  ( ij+ I) , and (i+1 j+ 1 ), then the bi-linear method will give 
the following components for the electric field:
Er{rk, zk) =
r  f  
1-
v v
f
h ~r, W  (  ( ,  - r  ^
dr )
h ~r,
dr
1-
v
f  r 
1-
-k
dz
h-tj
dz / /
1-  I r* ~ r ‘
dr
 “j_
dz
(rk ~r, ] ( - ~ x\ -* -j
I dr ) dz
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* £ r ( ri’ZVl) ■ 
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(3.115.7)
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(3.115.8)
(3.115.9)
(3.12.5.10)
Once the electric field components are computed, the simulation particle is 
accelerated and moved by using the leap-frog technique which is simple, requires little 
storage memory, and conserves energy:
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t + -dt.. = v.
2 )
+ (ikEr{rk , z k ) ^
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dt new dtuU
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(3.12.5.11)
(3.12.5.12)
(3.12.5.13)
(3.12.5.14)
With the leap-frog method, particle positions and velocities are evaluated alternately 
one half-time step apart. Since the time step size changes after every time step, an average 
value o f  the new time step (dtnew) and the previous time step (dt0u) must be used when 
computing the new simulation particle velocities. Although higher-order schemes could be 
used for accelerating and moving the simulation particles, these schemes require more 
computer storage memory and more computational effort, and it has been found that this 
additional work does not significantly improve the accuracy.[68]
For the purpose o f  computing average properties o f  the ionized gas, collision cross 
sections, or fusion reaction rates, the particle velocities offset by half a time step can be used 
without significant error.
3.12.6 Removal o f Particles that Hit Physical Boundaries
After all simulation particles have been accelerated and moved, each particle is 
checked to see if  it has crossed a boundary. If a simulation particle crosses the centerline 
(r=0) or the mid-plane axis (z=0), then the particle is reflected with an opposite sign on the 
radial position and velocity or the axial position and velocity respectively. If  a particle hits
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a physical boundary (r>R, or z>Zend), then it is identified as a  lost particle which will be 
removed from the list o f  active simulation particles. The physical boundary may be an 
electrode, or the glass wall.
3.12.7 Update o f Currents Collected at Electrodes
If a lost particle hits an electrode, then the instantaneous collected current at the 
given electrode for the time step is updated using:
Kathode d ‘ ww  ) Kathode new ) ^ (3.12.7.1)
ianode (t d Ktew ) ^ anode ( f  d Kiew ) dt ..... (3.12.7.2)
t reflector d t new ) Ireflector d t IKW ) +
<7*
dt
(3.12.7.3)
3.12.8 Glass Wall Charge Build-up Due to Particle Impact
If a lost particle hits the glass wall, then the stored charge on the nearby mesh points 
on the glass wall is updated using a linear extrapolation charge allocation method:
( ( ,
1 - -* ‘■j
dz J J
** “ j
dzv y
(3.12.8.1)
(3.12.8.2)
(3.12.8.3)
The stored charge in the glass wall is required in the calculation o f  the potential 
profile in the glass wall, as described earlier in Section 3.12.3.
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The charging o f the glass wall is taken into account through the calculation o f  the 
secondary electron emission coefficients when ions or electrons impact the surface. I f  the 
emission coefficient is greater than unity for electron impact, then the wall will acquire a 
positive charge, and if it is less than unity, then the wall will pick up negative charge. The 
wall will automatically pick up positive charge if  struck by an ion, and if  there is any 
secondary emission due to ion impact, the wall will increase its positive charge. The 
evaluation o f secondary electron emission due to electron and ion impact is discussed in the 
following section.
3.12.9 Secondary Electron Emission
If an ion or electron simulation particle hits the metal electrodes or glass walls, 
secondary electron emission will occur. The number o f secondary electron simulation 
particles produced by either electron or ion impact depends on both the impact energy and 
angle. Secondary emission data for both electrons, D+, and D2+ on steel and Pyrex glass has 
been obtained from the literature[60,88-98], correlated with energy, and programmed into 
Fortran subroutines. Typical values for the secondary electron emission coefficient at 
various energies are shown in Tables 3.1 to 3.6.
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Table 3.1. Typical Values for Secondary Electron Emission Coefficient for Electrons
Hitting Steel at Normal Incidence[88-90]
Energy
(keV)
Ysecondary
0.01 0.035
0.02 0.110
0.05 0.360
0.10 0.670
0.20 0.990
0.50 1.170
1.00 1.020
2.00 0.710
5.00 0.310
10.00 0.130
20.00 0.040
50.00 0.007
Table 3.2. Typical Values for Secondary Electron Emission Coefficient for Electrons 
Hitting Pyrex Glass at Normal Incidence [91-94]
Energy
(keV)
Ysecondary
0.01 0.242
0.02 0.429
0.05 0.922
0.10 1.544
0.20 2.198
0.50 2.279
1.00 1.798
2.00 1.111
5.00 0.628
10.00 0.404
20.00 0.256
50.00 0.145
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Table 3.3. Typical Values for Secondary Electron Emission Coefficient due to D+
Hitting Steel at Normal Incidence [60,89,95-97]
Energy
(keV)
Ysecondary
0.1 0.01
0.2 0.02
0.5 0.05
1.0 0.1
2.0 0.17
5.0 0.32
10.0 0.46
20.0 4.49
50.0 4.95
Table 3.4. Typical Values for Secondary Electron Emission Coefficient due to D+ 
Hitting Pyrex Glass at Normal Incidence [98]
Energy
(keV)
Ysecondary
0.1 0.08
0.2 0.13
0.5 0.27
1.0 0.46
2.0 0.74
5.0 1.24
10.0 1.53
20.0 1.9
50.0 2.52
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Table 3.5. Typical Values for Secondary Electron Emission Coefficient due to D2+
Hitting Steel at Normal Incidence [60,89,95-97]
Energy
(keV)
Ysecondary
0.1 0.11
0.2 0.22
0.5 0.51
1.0 0.91
2.0 1.45
5.0 2.18
10.0 3.61
20.0 8.10
50.0 10.60
Table 3.6. Typical Values for Secondary Electron Emission Coefficient due to D2+ 
Hitting Pyrex Glass at Normal Incidence [98]
Energy
(keV)
Ysecondary
0.1 0.05
0.2 0.11
0.5 0.26
1.0 0.48
2.0 0.85
5.0 1.44
10.0 2.04
20.0 2.96
50.0 4.03
The secondary emission coefficient typically varies inversely with the cosine o f  the 
impact angle o f  incidence[99-101] measured from the normal:
1
H ^ A L o n d a r y  *  Y^k ^  =  ^secondary X cos
(3.12.9.1)
0k = arctan v,-*
v V * ;
(3.12.9.2)
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A random number algorithm is used to determine the integer number of secondary
electron simulation particles to inject into the discharge:
If [random > {y^ oni^  -  int(ysecondary))) then
^secondary h t t ( y  secondary)  ( 3 1 ^ 9 3 )
else
^secondary int(ysecondary )  ^
For example, if  the secondary electron emission coefficient was y=2.4, and a random 
number o f  0.7 was chosen, then 0.7 > ( (2.4-int(2.4)) = 0.4 ); thus, there would be 2 
secondary electron simulation particles emitted into the discharge.
The kinetic energy o f the emitted secondary electrons depends on the impact energy 
o f  the ions and electrons. Data from the literature [102-109] suggests that the following 
approximations can be used to estimate the energy o f  the secondary electrons due to ion and 
electron impact:
If the impact electron has an energy below 20 eV, then
Secondary = (Rand0m Number)X ^  < 20 C V (3.12.9.4)
If the impact electron has an energy above 20 eV, then a second random number is 
used to determine the range in which the secondary electron lies:
If (random2 < 0.90) then
Secondary = (Random Number)x 20 eV
If (0.90 < random2 < 0.97) then
s^econdary = (Random Number)x (0.98 x Eekclnm -1 9 )  + 20
If (0.97 < random2 < 1.0) then
s^econdary = (0.98 + (Random Number) x 0.0 l)x  Eeleclro„
(3.12.9.5)
(3.12.9.6)
(3.12.9.7)
It has been found that for electron impact energies above 20 eV, 90% o f  the 
secondary electrons have energies below 20 eV, 7% o f the secondary electrons have energies
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between 20 eV and 98% o f the electron impact energy, and 3% o f the secondary electrons 
have energies between 98% and 99% o f  the electron impact energy. The high-energy 
secondary electrons are essentially reflected electrons.[108]
Secondary electrons produced by ion impact have a simpler energy distribution:
s^econda^  = (Random Number)X £ * , < 1 5 * ^  (3.12.9.8)
s^econdary = (Random Number)x 15 > 15 eV (3.12.9.9)
The emission angle for secondary electrons typically follows a sin2(0) [110] 
distribution and can be estimated using a  random number:
^secondary * arcsin(yfrandom) (3.12.9.10)
With the emission energy and angle, the velocity components o f the secondary 
electron are computed. The axial position o f  the secondary electron is set to the value o f the 
incident particle, while the radial position is set to a random position within the outermost 
radial cell inside the C-Device. If  multiple secondary electrons are created from an impact 
particle, then these random number algorithms recomputed for each secondary electron 
simulation particle with new sets o f random numbers to generate slightly different energies 
and emission angles.
For every secondary electron simulation particle emitted from the glass wall, the 
stored charge in the nearby glass wall mesh points are updated with a positive charge using 
the algorithm described in Section 3.12.8. The axial position o f  the secondary electrons is 
the same as the impact particle that creates them.
If  any secondary electrons are emitted from either the cathode or the reflector, the 
instantaneous collected currents are updated using the algorithms described earlier in Section 
3.12.7, except that a sign change on the charge is made to reflect that the emission o f  a
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secondary electron from either the cathode or reflector gives a positive contribution to the 
electrode current equivalent to the situation where a positive ion is absorbed. All secondary 
electrons are new simulation particles that will be later added to the list o f  active simulation 
particles before advancing to the next time step. All data for these new simulation particles 
are stored temporarily in arrays for new particles.
3.12.10 Suppression o f Secondary Electron Emission
Secondary electron emission is suppressed (Ysecondary=0) at the anode in four versions 
o f  the CHIMP code (VI to V4) because the electric field profile will tend to drive electrons 
back into the anode. If  secondary emission was included at the anode, there would be an 
explosive growth in the electron population around the anode as secondary electrons fall 
back against the anode and create more secondaries. This phenomenon was observed in the 
development and debugging tests o f  the CHIMP code.
In two versions o f  the CHIMP code (V3R(D2+) and V4R(D+)) that will be discussed 
again in Section 3.14, secondary emission from the glass walls is suppressed altogether and 
instead both ions and electrons are reflected off the glass walls with the same kinetic energy 
but with a radial velocity component that is opposite in sign. The stored charge in the glass 
wall mesh points remains zero, and the charge allocated to the glass wall mesh points is also 
set to zero. Physical reasoning suggests that it is unlikely that ions and electrons will be 
reflected o ff  the glass walls with their full kinetic energy. It would also seem unlikely for 
there to be no charge stored in the glass walls, since the glass itself is an insulator with a 
breakdown field strength o f more than 140 kV/cm. However, these versions o f  the CHIMP
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code were developed to demonstrate the differences that develop in the discharge when 
secondary emission and wall charge build-up are included.
In the other two versions o f  the CHIMP code (VI (D2*) and V2(D+)), secondary 
electron emission is suppressed under a couple o f  special circumstances. The first situation 
where secondary electron emission is suppressed is when the local glass wall potential 
exceeds the anode potential. Physical reasoning suggests that the glass wall should not have 
a  potential exceeding the anode potential. If it did, then a localized highly positive potential 
would develop that would attract more electrons and cause further secondary emission, 
leading to an run-away effect. The reason for suppressing secondary electron emission in 
this scenario is essentially the same reason for suppressing secondary electron emission at 
the anode. Although this suppression technique will prevent the local potential on the glass 
wall from becoming more positive due to secondary electron emission, it will still not 
prevent the wall potential from exceeding the anode potential due to positive charge buildup 
from positive ions alone. If ions were reflected off the glass wall, the build up o f  positive 
potential in the glass wall would become limited. The possible reflection o f  ions o ff the 
glass wall and the metal electrodes are physical mechanisms that may need to be investigated 
later.
The second situation where secondary electron emission is suppressed occurs when 
an electron strikes the glass wall. If  the electron striking the glass wall was created 
previously as a secondary electron, and the axial distance between where it was bom  and 
where it hits the glass wall is less than one differential axial cell length, then the secondary 
electron emission coefficient is set to zero:
if{ ( {?jm pact-k  * h ,r ,H -k  ) < <&) ( w *  = R) ) theft = 0 (3.12.10.1)
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When ions and electrons are created by ionization, secondary emission, or injection 
at the cathode or reflector, the position at which they are bom is stored in memory. I f  an 
electron was created by secondary emission, it has a radial birth position equal to the device 
radius. This method o f  suppression o f  secondary electrons prevents a localized explosive 
buildup o f  positive charge on one particular mesh point in the glass wall.
In two upgraded versions o f  the CHIMP code (VSfDa*) and V6(D+)), this 
aforementioned method o f  secondary electron emission suppression is used for the anode 
region instead o f  setting the secondary emission coefficient to zero. A limited emission o f 
secondary electrons o ff the anode may help augment ionization within the anode region.
3.12.11 Maintaining Boundary Conditions for Current
After all simulation particles have been checked if  they have hit an electrode, and 
after all the instantaneous collected currents at each electrode has been updated due to 
both charged particle impact and secondary electron emission, the time-averaged 
collected currents are computed, and the instantaneous collected currents are reset to zero 
for the next time interval:
/ .  ( .  , i .  \ \  K ullloJe ^  new  / " I  I T  1 1  1 \
Varto* V + dt~w)) =  --------------  ~~~7------------------- (3.12.11.1)
I T  UI new
( w ( '  + < - ) > =  {l^ {l)) + (3.12.11.2)
I “  UI ntw
/ .  /  , \ \  \ iK jle c ta r if) )  ^n flea o r^ f ^ « e w ) ^ n e t r  -
M  + M =    t + dt---------------------  (3.12.11.3)
• new
The time-averaged collected currents at the cathode and reflector are then used to 
compute the required number o f  electron simulation particles to inject over the given time
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step in order to match the boundary conditions for current. Electron super particles are 
injected at the cathode/reflector only if  the sum o f the time-averaged collected current and 
the previous time-average injected current is less than the desired cathode/reflector current, 
but greater than zero. Negative currents at the reflector and cathode would not be physically 
correct since it would imply that electrons are flowing to these electrodes. The occasional 
energetic electron might reach these electrodes and give a  negative contribution to the 
current, but ordinarily the collected currents at the cathode and the reflector should be 
positive. Thus, the number o f electron simulation particles that must be injected at the 
cathode and the reflector are given by:
w    i^  cathode-desired ( f  cathodeif ^ n e w )))*  new F t  17  1 1 4^
electron-injecl-caihode ~ HFGCll X 1 6e 19 '  '
xr if reflector-desired ~  i f  reflector if ^ i « »  ) } ) *  ^  new /-T IT  11 C\
elccniii-injec-reflecor =  ^al X  1.6*-19  '
The following random number algorithm is used to determine an integer number o f 
electron simulation particles to inject:
/ / (  random > (iV(taWM)(CKa,w  - \nt(Neleclnm_miecl.calhl^ )) ) then
^  inject-cathode electron-mject-cathode )
else (3.12.11.6)
^inject-cathode '^^ i^electron-tn ject-cathode  )  ^
ifi r a n d o m  >  ifi eieclrvn-inject-reflectar ~ iltt(^W eiironwnyec/-/rytao/’ ))  )  t h e n
^inject-reflector  ^ (^^e/ec(n»n-m7i;c/-re/fec/«r)  (3 1 2 1 1 7 )
else
^inject-reflector electron-inject-reflector ^
Each injected electron simulation particle is given a  random energy between 0 and
1 eV. Electrons injected at the cathode have a negative radial velocity and a random axial
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position over the length o f  the cathode, while electrons injected at the reflector have a 
negative axial velocity and a random radial position. The injected electron simulation 
particles are added to the temporary array o f new simulation particles to be added to the list 
o f  active simulation particles before advancing to the next time step. The time-average 
injected currents at the cathode and reflector are updated using:
/ .  r J w +  M c ^ - ^ a X n r e a U X . e e - W  _____
( W  =--------------------- --------— r -------------------------------  (3.12.11.8)
new
/. * ( w ( < ) )  + Vr'fl'aar-,,,"* * "real x l . 6 e - \ 9
y  reflector-inject V new ) J  , ( y . 1Z . I I .V)
* “t"
I f  the collected currents match the desired electrode currents, then no electron 
injection will be necessary. The physical justification for electron injection at the cathode 
and reflector is that physical processes other than secondary emission due to ion impact may 
also lead to electron emission. Such processes may include photo-emission, thermionic 
emission, or secondary emission due to fast neutral impact.[18] Field emission is another 
possibility, but this requires very high localized electric fields which are unlikely to occur 
for the relatively smooth electrode design o f the C-Device. Physical reasoning suggests that 
most o f  the current at the anode is electron current, and it is quite possible that a major 
fraction o f  the current at the reflector and the cathode is being carried by electrons as well.
Ions are not injected at the anode if  the anode current is too low since there is no 
readily apparent physical process that could explain positive ion emission from that 
electrode. Similarly, ions are not injected at either the cathode or the reflector if  the 
collected currents at those electrodes is too high since it cannot be justified on a physical 
basis. In addition, injection o f  ions at the reflector or cathode could lead to an unphysical
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explosive growth of ions at those electrodes. For similar reasons, electrons are not injected
at the anode if the collected anode current is too high.
In a reliable simulation result, the sum o f the time-averaged collected and injected 
currents at the cathode and the reflector will match the desired electrode currents. In 
addition, the time-average collected current at the anode will match the desired anode current 
boundary condition.
3.12.12 Ionization and Charge Exchange Processes
Ions and additional electrons are generated by the process o f electron impact and ion 
impact ionization o f the background neutral gas. Ions may also undergo charge exchange 
and create fast neutrals. Because the differential time step dtnew is much smaller than even 
the minimum ionization collision period, the probability o f having at least one ionization or 
charge exchange collision over a single time step is extremely low. To avoid the excessive 
computational effort o f  computing the probability of a collision for each simulation particle 
after every time step, collision calculations are carried out after a period time that is a 
fraction o f  the minimum collision period.
if {time > tcolljlk ) then perform collision calculations (3.12.12.1)
Data for ionization and charge exchange cross sections as functions o f  energy 
have been obtained from the literature [89,111-115], correlated, and programmed into 
Fortran functions. The collision cross section for the kth simulation particle is evaluated 
at the given energy. For electrons, the total collision cross section includes ionization 
only. For ions, the total collision cross section includes the ionization cross section and 
the charge exchange cross section, i f  desired.
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callide-electrvn t e )  = (3.12.12.2)
& collide-itm ^  ion-iunae ( ^ 4  )  ^  j  ^  J 2  3 )
^ c o l l i ik - io n ^ f i  k )  ^  io n - io n a t^ f ik )  ^  ion-chax^e-acchangc )
The probability o f  collision with the background neutral gas is evaluated using: 
Pa** = 1 - exp(-v* xdtcollilk c^rcollilk{Ek)xnhackgromJ) (3.12.12.4)
The background neutral atom/molecular density is calculated using
P
hackKr»und_  G 12 P  51
"hackuruimJ , j ,
*  hack^rtiund
The background pressure is obtained by taking the value measured by the ionization 
gauge in the experiment, and multiplying in by a pressure calibration factor which takes into 
account the calibration o f the ionization gauge itself, and a suspected pressure drop that 
occurs between the main chamber o f  the IEC C-Device and the pressure gauge located 
downstream o f the device. The evaluation o f  the pressure calibration factor will be discussed 
in more detail in Section 4. As discussed in Section 1. estimates show that the background 
neutral gas is probably in thermal equilibrium with the chamber walls o f  the C-Device which 
do not attain temperatures much higher than that o f  room temperature. Thus, the background 
neutral gas temperature is assumed to be approximately 300 K.
A random number algorithm (also known as the Monte Carlo Collision (MCC) 
process) [66,68,69] is used to determine if  a collision occurs:
if{random < PcaUiJe) then collision occurs (3.12.12.6)
In the case o f  an ion impact where both ionization and charge exchange processes 
are included, the type o f  collision is determined by another random number algorithm:
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if
(E \
random <
collide-ion V k )  j
then
ion -  impact ionization impact collision occurs (3.12.12.7)
else
charge exchange collision occurs
When an ionization occurs, a pair o f  ion and electron simulation particles are created. 
Each are given the same spatial position as the ionizing particle that creates them, and both 
are given a non-zero axial velocity o f vz= 0 .1 m/s. These new simulation particles are added 
to the list o f  new simulation particles that will be added later to the active list o f simulation 
particles before the next time step. If charge exchange occurs between an ion and the 
background neutral gas, then a fast neutral is created that has the same velocity components 
as the ion that created it, and the ion's velocity components are changed to near-zero values.
The new collision period is set arbitrarily to 1/16th o f  the minimum collision 
period o f  all the simulation particles:
1  •= — mm
r
1 (3.12.12.8)
^ k  *  ^ c a U i d e ^ f i k  ^ h a c k x r o w n J  J
Once all ionization and charge exchange calculations have been completed for 
each simulation particle in the list o f active particles, the next ionization time is updated 
with the differential ionization time period:
icollide ~  (  collide +  ^tcollide  ( 3 . 1 2 . 1 2 . 9 )
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3.12.13 Accounting and Book-keeping o f Active Simulation Particles
Before the PIC-MCC simulation o f  the C-Device can advance to the next time step, 
the list o f  active simulation particles must be updated. Simulation particles that were lost to 
electrodes and the glass walls are removed from the list o f  active simulation particles and all 
the arrays used to store information on the simulation particles is re-sorted to minimize the 
memory requirements. The list o f new simulation particles includes ions and electrons 
created by ionization, electrons created by secondary emission , and electrons created by 
injection at the cathode and reflector. The list o f new simulation particles is then added to 
the list o f active simulation particles for a completely updated inventory. The maximum 
number o f active simulation particles allowed in the simulation is set to 200,000. Thus, if 
during the course o f  the simulation the total particle population exceeds this number, the 
program will experience a segmentation fault and stop. This maximum limit has been set 
simply because a simulation with more than 200, 000 simulation particles requires much 
more computational effort, and will take much longer to reach the end simulation time. It 
is better to perform a new simulation with a larger number o f  real particles per simulation 
particle, nreal, to reduce the number o f simulation particles, and to reduce the time for the 
simulation to reach completion.
3.12.14 Evaluation o f  Plasma Frequency and Minimum Time-Step
Before the CHIMP PIC-MCC simulation can advance to the next point in time, the 
differential time step, dtnew, must be updated. As discussed in Section 3.9, the minimum time 
step must be less than 1/8111 o f  the minimum electron plasma period, or less than the 
minimum flight time a  simulation particle to traverse a computational cell.
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To get the minimum electron plasma period, the maximum electron plasma 
frequency must be found, and this requires computing the average electron density in each 
computational cell. As a matter o f  course, the average electron and ion number density, and 
the average electron and ion energies are computed for each computational cell and stored 
in memory.
To get the ion/electron density within a cell, the number o f ion/electron simulation 
particles within each cell are summed up, multiplied by the number o f real particles per 
simulation particle and divided by the cell volume (dVol =2 n rceii dr dz). To get the average 
ion/electron energy within each cell, the energies o f all the ion/electron simulation particles 
within each cell are summed up and divided by the real ion/electron population. Similar 
algorithms are also used to compute the device-average ion and electron energies, densities, 
and hence the device-averaged Debye length.
Using the electron densities, the electron plasma frequency is computed for each cell, 
and a sorting algorithm picks the maximum plasma frequency for all cells. Just before 
computing the new time step, the old time step is reset to the current new time step 
0dtold=dtnew> dtnew
3.13 CHIMP Code Output Data
3.13.1 Output Time Interval
As listed in Section 3.6, various output data parameters are obtained with the CHIMP 
code simulation o f  the IEC C-Device. Data is sent to an output data file once after a user- 
specified output time period. Typically, the output time period is one tenth o f  the total
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simulation time. For example if  a simulation period is 5.0e-6 seconds, data will be sent to 
an output data file once every 5.0e-7 seconds. Part o f  a  sample output data file from the 
CHIMP code V l ^ * )  is shown in Appendix B.
Fusion neutron production rate calculations and are performed only once after every 
output time interval since the fusion rate is low enough not to significantly affect the 
discharge physics. In addition, since charge exchange, scattering, and excitation collisions 
are neglected in the present version o f  the CHIMP code, estimates o f  the ion and electron 
total collision periods including ionization and charge exchange and these other processes 
are done only once after every output time interval for Versions VI to V4 o f the CHIMP 
code. Charge exchange processes are included in Versions V5(Di+) and V6(D^) o f  the 
CHIMP code.
3.13.2 Calculation o f Fusion Neutron Generation Rates
There are three main processes by which fusion neutrons from the D-D reaction (D 
+ D n + 3He) are produced: ions hitting the background neutral gas, and ions colliding 
with each other, and fast neutrals colliding with the background neutral gas. Before neutron 
calculations are performed, all ion simulation particles are sorted into their respective 
computational cells, and the fusion rates are calculated on a cell-by-cell basis. It is assumed 
that only ions that are in the same cell can undergo fusion with each other. Fast neutrals are 
not sorted into their respective cells. Instead, the global and regional fast-neutral- 
background fusion reactions are calculated directly.
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The differential ion-background neutron production rate per unit volume in each cell
is given by:
dRion.hack{i,j) = n~al X * <TpD-„(Ek )*  V. 2
dVol fa ( 2 x ^ x r / x d r x  dz)
Since the random speed o f the background neutral gas is negligible compared to 
velocity o f  the ions or the fast neutrals, the microscopic fusion cross section [116] is 
evaluated with the kinetic energy per ion or fast neutral:
£ ,  = +(>’, . , ): ) (3.13.2.2)
2 nreal
V, =>/((vJ + k - , Y )  (313.2.3)
The differential ion-ion neutron production rate per unit volume in each cell is given
by:
_ my J) V" y 7) n^al2 xffim,n{EKlallve)xvnlalife (3.13 2.4)
dVol /=i (2 x k x r.w; x d r x dz)2
The microscopic fusion cross section [116] must be evaluated with the relative
kinetic energy per ion and the relative velocity:
-  V , ) ! + (v ,-, - V . . . , ) 2 )  (3.13.2.5)
r^elative= (3.13.2.6)
The total ion-background and ion-ion neutron generation rates are found by summing 
up the neutron production rate over all cells:
NR N Z  J D  ( /  , )= II m  ( 2 x * x r ,  x c / r x A )  (3.13.2.7)
dVol
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NR NZ JD (: f\
= z z  ■ - (2 x 'r x r ' xrf,' x ‘fe) <3-i3 -2-8>
The total fast-neutrai-background neutron generation rate is found by summing up 
the neutron generation rate due to each fast neutral:
Nfasi
R fast-neuirul-background ^   ^real * ^ background X ) X (3.13.2.9)
*=l
If the simulation involves D2+ ions or fast D2 neutrals in D2 background neutral gas, 
then the microscopic fusion cross section must be evaluated with the relative kinetic energy 
per deuterium nucleus[l 17]. In addition, when a molecular deuterium ion or fast neutral 
collides with a deuterium molecule, or another molecular deuterium ion, there will be two 
deuterium nuclides in the projectile ion, and two deuterium nuclides in the target. Hence, 
a correction factor o f four must also be used in evaluating the neutron generation rate. Using 
these corrections, the differential neutron generation rates per unit volume in each cell for 
ion-background and ion-ion fusion with (D2+,D2) are given by:
in (: ;\ Nian{i.j) ^ real X nhackground X 4 X °DD-naKion-back V» J ) _ ______________________
f  V  \
XV.
V 2
dVol n f  (2 x ;r x ratt xdrx dz) (3.13.2.10)
r e  Nrelative
X r^elativejp  (: Niion(i.j) Nion(i.j) r^eal X 4 X  ^DD-n ~ion-ion V’J/ _  V”1 V 1 _______________\  ^ J_______  q  J22  11)
dVol /=1 (2 x k x raU xdrx dz)2
The total neutron generation rate due to fast molecular deuterium neutrals colliding 
with the background molecular deuterium gas is given by :
w* ( E \Rfaa-ncurra,-background = I  X «background X 4 X  ^D D -n X (3.13.2.12)
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3.13.3 Calculation o f  Ion and Electron Collision Periods and Mean Free Paths
The minimum and average ion and electron total collision periods and the average 
mean free paths are computed using microscopic cross section data obtained from the 
literature [89,111-115], correlated, and programmed into Fortran functions. The total 
microscopic cross section for ions hitting background neutral gas includes ionization, charge 
exchange and scattering. The total microscopic cross section for electrons hitting the 
background neutral gas includes ionization, excitation, and scattering:
^u u a l- to n -k  )  ^ ’mnize-nm-k ^charge-excliunKe-itm-k ( f i k  )  ^  scatter-urn-k ) (3.13.2.1)
^  total-eteclnm-k (^ A  )  — ^umize-electrrm-k (^ A  )  ^ excilaiitm-electrtm-k (^ A  )  ( 3  13  2 ^ )
^  scatier-electmn-k (^ A  )
The microscopic cross sections are evaluated with the kinetic energy per real ion 
or real particle:
(3 I3 '2'3)2 nreal
V, =V((v,): +(v.-j) (3.I3.2..4)
There are several other possible types collisions involving the ions and electrons 
with the background neutral gas, such as dissociation, but these are not included in these 
calculations.
The total collision periods for ions and electrons are then given by:
T Uital-ian-k = 7 7 T \  ~ (3.13.2.5)
^  total-ion-k \ ^ k  /  ™background
x . . , = -----------------------V - t --------------- (3.13.2.6)total-electron-k / r  \  w v 7
^ k  *  ^total-electron- k \  k /  background
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The total mean free path for ions and electrons are given by:
XMFP-lolal-ion-k =  /  r, \ (3.13.2.7)
® total-ion-k \  k  ^background
^ \IFP-lalal-eteclron-k ~  ( IT \ (3.13.2.8)
^to ta l-tlec lran -k  V k )  ^  0 background
An algorithm is used to find the minimum ion and electron total collision period 
among all the ion and electron simulation particles:
 ^imai-uin-min = m inC w ,,,,,.* ) (3.13.2.9)
r tola!-electron-mm = min {rlolal.eleclmn-k) (3.13.2.10)
The average total ion and electron collision periods are given by:
Sian
I ^loial-iim -k
W  = -----  (3.13.2.11)
* ion 
S'electnm
Y r^  total-electron-k
( w * _ )  =   (3.13.2.12)
electron
Finally, the average total ion and electron mean free paths are given by:
Sion
^M FP-total-utn-k
( ' U - — . , )  = — r ,   (3 . 1 3 .2 . 1 3 )
SelectionI
Xth P-total-electron-k
rickiru
2 X
( V - - * - )  = ----------------  (3 -;1 3 .2 . 1 4 )Melectron
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3.14 Versions of CHIMP Code
There are nine versions o f the CHIMP code. VI (D2*) models the formation and 
trajectories o f  molecular deuterium ions and electrons in molecular deuterium background 
neutral gas. V l ^ * )  also accounts for glass wall charge build-up and the emission o f 
secondary electrons from the glass walls due to impact by electrons and molecular deuterium 
ions. V l (D 2+) also includes the algorithm which suppresses secondary electron emission if 
the impact electron has traversed less than one axial cell length from where it was bom. 
V2(D+) has the same features as Vl(D2^ ), except that it models the formation and trajectories 
o f  monatomic deuterium ions in monatomic deuterium background neutral gas. Like 
V1(D2+), V3R(D2+) models molecular deuterium ions in background neutral gas, but wall 
charge build-up and secondary electron emission are both suppressed. Molecular ions and 
electrons are simply reflected o ff the glass walls with the same kinetic energy. Like V2(D+), 
V4R(D+) models monatomic deuterium ions in background monatomic neutral gas, but like 
V3R(D2+), V4R(D+) also suppresses secondary electron emission, and reflects the ions and 
electrons o ff the wall.
The VI (D2^ ) version o f  the CHIMP code was originally expected to more closely 
represent the experimental C-Device since the background gas is molecular deuterium, and 
since wall charge build-up and secondary electron emission are also expected. Versions 2, 
3, and 4 are used for comparison to ascertain the importance o f  monatomic deuterium ions, 
and the effects o f  using a simplified wall interaction.
The V5(D2+) version o f the CHIMP code is similar to V1(D2+) in that it models 
molecular deuterium ions; however, there are few modifications. V5(D2+) includes charge 
exchange and computes the fusion neutron generation rate due to fast molecular deuterium
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neutrals colliding with the background neutral gas. Secondary electron emission is 
suppressed at the cathode and the reflector. Secondary electron emission is allowed at the 
anode with the inclusion o f  the same suppression algorithm that is used for the glass walls. 
Electrons are injected at the cathode and reflector to match the boundary conditions for 
current at those electrodes only if the collected anode current is at or below the desired value.
The V6(D+) version o f the CHIMP code is similar to V2(D+) in that it models 
monatomic deuterium ions; however, there are few modifications. V6(D+) includes charge 
exchange and computes the fusion neutron generation rate due to fast monatomic deuterium 
neutrals colliding with the background neutral gas. Secondary electron emission is 
suppressed at the cathode and the reflector. Secondary electron emission is allowed at the 
anode with the inclusion o f the same suppression algorithm that is used for the glass walls. 
Electrons are injected at the cathode and reflector to match the boundary conditions for 
current at those electrodes only if  the collected anode current is at or below the desired value. 
The modifications in Versions V5(DiO and V6(D*) o f the CHIMP code are implemented to 
enhance ionization processes near the anode while reducing secondary electron emission. It 
is believed that these changes will allow the CHIMP code to sustain a higher energetic ion 
population, match boundary conditions for current and achieve dynamic equilibrium at a 
higher estimated experimental pressure than is possible for Versions VI (Di*) and V2(D+) 
o f  the CHIMP code. It will be seen later in Section 5 that Versions VI (D2*) and V2(D+) o f 
the CHIMP code tend to under-predict the neutron generation rate in the experimental IEC 
C-Device by a couple orders o f magnitude.
Version V4R(D+)-zero is based upon the V4R(D+) code and has been modified to 
approximate the conditions o f  a simple zero-dimensional estimate o f  the neutron generation
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rate discussed later in Section 7.9. The V4R(D+)-zero code models a  pure D+ ion simulation 
with no electrons. Ionization collisions that lead to ion and electron production are not 
permitted. Charge exchange is not permitted; therefore there is no fast neutral production. 
There is no electron injection at any o f  the electrodes. Secondary electron emission is not 
permitted. Monatomic deuterium ions are reflected o ff the glass walls and the anode; thus, 
the only loss mechanism for ions is at the cathode and the reflector. Monatomic deuterium 
ions are artificially injected at an axial position chosen randomly between z=0.486 m and 
z=508 m (4 axial cells) and a radial position chosen randomly between r=0 and r=0.05 m. 
This ensures that the ions are injected close to the anode, but slightly closer to the cathode 
where they will be accelerated to high kinetic energies and recirculated a number o f  times 
before being finally lost to the cathode, or to the reflector if  they can escape from the central 
region. The number o f  ions injected over a given time step is such that the device current 
will be matched. The V 4R(D)-zero code is not self-consistent in that it does not model the 
discharge physics o f  the IEC C-Device. The relationship between the voltage, current, and 
background neutral gas pressure is completely decoupled, as is done in the simple zero­
dimensional estimate that will be discussed later in Section 7.9. Further discussion o f the 
V4R(D+)-zero code and the results for a test simulation is shown later in Section 7.10.
Version V66R(D^) is similar to V4R(D+), but it includes the revised electron 
injection algorithm used in the V6(D^) code. Electron reflection is suppressed at all 
electrodes. Secondary electron emission is allowed at both the cathode and the reflector, but 
not at the anode. Detailed particle and power balance calculations are also included in the 
V66R(D+) code, and this will be demonstrated later in Appendix F.
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Version V66R(D+)-z is similar to the CHIMP V66R(D+) code, but the electrons that 
are injected to balance the cathode current are injected at a specified axial position between 
the cathode and the anode with a random radial position. The V ddR fD ^-z code is used in 
a parametric study to test the effect o f the injection location for electrons on the neutron 
generation rate and the average ion energy, and this will be shown later in Appendix G. The 
different features o f  the nine versions o f  the CHIMP code are summarized in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7. Features o f Different Versions o f  CHIMP Code
CHIMP
Code
Version
Particle
Species
Neutral
Gas
Comments
V K D f ) e‘, Dj" d 2 Charge Build-up, Secondary Emission
V2(D+) e \  D+ D Charge Build-up, Secondary Emission
V 3R (D f) e \  D2+ d 2 No Build-up, Reflection o f  Particles
V4R(D") e \  D+ D No Build-up, Reflection o f  Particles
V5(D;f) e', D2\
D2-Fast
d 2 Similar to V I. Includes charge exchange. 
Modified algorithms for electron injection 
at cathode and reflector.
Secondary emission at anode permitted.
V6(D+) e , D +
Dfast
D Similar to V2. Includes charge exchange. 
Modified algorithms for electron injection 
at cathode and reflector.
Secondary emission at anode permitted.
V 4 R (D >
zero
e \  D+ D Similar to V4R(D+). No electron 
injection, secondary emission, or 
ionization. Ions injected near anode. Ions 
reflected off glass walls and anode.
V66R(D") e \ D + D Similar to V4R(DT). Modified algorithm 
for electron injection. Secondary 
emission allowed at cathode and reflector. 
Detailed particle and power balance.
V 6 6 R (D > z e \  D" D Similar to V66R(D^). Electrons injected 
at specified axial position between 
cathode and anode.
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The VI (0 2 ^  version o f  the CHIMP code is listed in Appendix C, although most o f  
the subroutines and cross section data required for the other versions o f  the CHIMP code are 
included in the same source code. The hwscyl.f program which solves the two-dimensional 
Poisson equation in cylindrical coordinates using the cyclic reduction method is listed in 
Appendix D.
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3.15 Flow Chart for CHIMP Code (Versions V l ^ * )  and V2(D+))
START PROGRAM 
Read input parameters and initialize conditions at t=0.
Compute electric field components at each mesh point 
E(r,z) = - V<(>(r,z)
Allocate charge from simulation particles using bi-linear Cloud-in-Cell technique. 
Calculate charge density at each mesh point including stored charge at glass wall
Solve 2-D Poisson equation in cylindrical coordinates to get potential at mesh 
points inside IEC C-Device V2<J>(r,z) = -p(r,z)/e0
Set potential at cathode, anode, and reflector mesh points 
Solve 1-D Poisson equation to get potential at glass wall mesh points 
V2«(>(R,z) = -p(R,z)/eoER
Use bi-linear interpolation to get electric field components on each simulation particle. 
Accelerate and move simulation particles using leap-frog method
Vr(U’dtncw/2)k — Vjft-dtghj/^lk + CJk Er(rk,Z^)/m^* (dt0|t]^dtncw)/2 
vz(t+dtncw/2 )k — Vz(t-dt |^d/2 )k + qk Ez(rk,Zk)/mk*(dt0|,j+dtncw)/2 
rd+dtnewlk =  r(t)k +  v X t+ d tn ^ X ’ dtncw 
z(t+d tncw)k =  z(t)k + Vz(t+dtncw/2)k*dtncw
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Check if particle hits a physical boundary (metal electrode or glass wall)
Check the sum of the time-average collected and injected currents on the cathode and anode. 
If these are less than the desired boundary conditions for current, then inject electrons.
Add injected electrons to list of new simulation particles.
If particle hits glass wall, store charge in 
nearby glass wall mesh points, and check if 
secondary electrons are generated.
Suppress electron emission if glass wall 
potential greater than anode potential, or if a 
impact electron has traveled less than one 
axial cell distance.
Add secondary electrons to list of new 
simulation particles.
Identify lost simulation particles.
If particle hits steel electrode, check if 
secondary electrons are generated, and 
update instantaneous collected current
icath = icath + qt/dtncvy 
ianod = ianod + qk/dtn, 
irefl = irefl + qk/dtnew
Add secondary electrons to list of new 
simulation particles.
Identify lost simulation particles.
Update the time-averaged collected and injected currents at the electrodes:
ticath(t+dtnew) = (ticath(t) + icath *dtncw)/(t+dtnew) 
tianod(t+dtncw) = (tianod(t) + ianod*dt„ew)/(t+dtncw) 
tirefl(t+dtncw) = (tirefl(t) + irefl*dtncw)/(t+dtncw)
ticinj(t+dtnew) = (ticinj(t) + icinj*dtnew)/(t+dtnew) 
tirinj(t+dtnew) = (tirinj(t) + irinj*dtncw)/(t+dtncw)
t > t1 Monizc •
If time has exceeded ionization collision period, then do Monte Carlo Collision 
calculations. Compute the minimum ionization period, and update the new 
ionization time interval.
Add ion and electron simulation particles created by ionization to 
list of new simulation particles.
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STOP 
END PROGRAM
Remove lost ions and electrons from list of active simulation particles. 
Add new ions and electrons to list of active simulation particles.
Find the maximum electron plasma frequency.
Find the minimum flight time for a simulation particle to traverse a computational cell. 
Reset the old time step and compute the new time step, 
dtoid — dtncw, dtnew — dtmm
t>U i?
If time has exceeded the end simulation time, then stop program. 
Otherwise, update time, and advance to the next time step. 
t = t + dtn(W
Evaluate for each computational cell:
Total number of ion and electrons. 
Total ion and electron energies. 
Charge density.
Ion and electron densities. 
Average ion and electron energies. 
Electron plasma frequency.
Ion and electron density.
Ion and electron average energies.
Evaluate for whole C-Device:
If output time interval as been reached, compute ion-background and ion-ion 
neutron generation rates and collision periods for ions and electrons.
Print out data to an output data file.
Update output time 
tout = tout +dtout
t>  tout?
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3.16 Sample Particle Trajectories Computed by CHIMP Code
To demonstrate the validity o f  the some o f  the computational methods used in the 
CHIMP code, a  short sample simulation was done in which the trajectories o f  four 
monatomic deuterium ions were followed until they hit a boundary. In this particular 
particle tracking test, the two-dimensional potential distribution was that o f  the vacuum case 
with a linear glass wall potential variation. A computational mesh o f  32 radial cells and 128 
axial cells was used. The anode potential was set to 29.5 kV. Four monatomic deuterium 
ions were started at various radial positions at the edge o f  the anode on the cathode side o f 
the C-Device. The initial axial and radial velocities o f  these four particles were set to zero. 
If  the ions hit the electrodes or the glass walls, then they are lost from the system. If an ion 
crosses a line o f  symmetry, either the mid-plane (z=0) or the centerline (r=0) o f  the C- 
Device, then the ion is reflected. Results o f  this sample trajectory analysis for the four 
deuterium ions is shown in Figure 3.3. Equi-potential lines are shown in Figure 3.4.
The first particle (Particle 1) is bom at a radial position o f  approximately 0.3 cm. 
The radial electric field is weaker closer to the centerline, and so the axial electric field 
dominates, accelerating Particle 1 towards the mid-plane where Particle 1 is reflected. 
Particle 1 then decelerates as it moves back towards the anode, although its radial position 
is increasing due to the positive radial acceleration it experienced while moving towards the 
cathode. When Particle 1 reaches the anode region again, it turns around and is accelerated 
by the strong negative radial electric field back to the centerline, where it is reflected. 
Particle 1 then accelerates back towards the cathode region again, increasing both its positive 
radial and negative axial velocities. Particle 1 is reflected at the mid-plane again, but its
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large radial velocity component sends it to hit the glass wall at a position o f approximately 
15 cm.
The second particle (Particle 2) is bom at a radial position o f  approximately 1.6 cm, 
and its trajectory is similar to that o f  Particle 1 on its second trip towards the cathode region. 
Like Particle 1, Particle 2 is reflected at the centerline first, then accelerates towards the mid­
plane where it is reflected again, picking up an increasing radial velocity. Particle 2 finally 
hits the glass wall at an axial position o f approximately 19 cm.
The third particle (Particle 3) is bom at a radial position o f  approximately 2.8 cm, 
and it is first accelerated to the centerline where it is reflected. Particle 3 develops such a 
large radial velocity component that it does not even make to the mid-plane o f the C-Device. 
It actually hits the very edge o f the cathode at an axial position o f  approximately 8 cm.
The fourth particle (Particle 4), which is bom at a radial position o f approximately
4.1 cm, follows a trajectory similar to that o f Particle 3, but it hits the glass wall at an axial 
position o f  approximately 22 cm.
These sample particle trajectories demonstrate how the two-dimensional electric 
fields accelerate particles within the system. It is also clear that particles can and do hit the 
glass walls o f  the C-Device. When the effects o f secondary electron emission, glass wall 
charging, ionization, and charge exchange are taken into account by the CHIMP code, the 
two-dimensional potential distribution and the trajectories o f many particles will be altered, 
giving a more comprehensive simulation model o f the discharge physics o f  the IEC C- 
Device.
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Figure 3.3. Trajectories o f  Four D+ Ions in C-Device in a 2-D Vacuum Potential 
(Cathode at z=0 to z=0.076 m, Anode at z= 0.51 to z=0.56 m, Reflector at z=0.71 m) 
(Radius o f  C-Device = 0.05 m, Anode Potential = 29.5 kV)
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Figure 3.4. Vacuum Equi-Potentiais for C-Device with Anode at 29.5 kV 
(Cathode at z=0 to 0.076 m , Anode at z=0.51 to 0.56 m, Reflector at z=0.71 m) 
(Trajectory for one D+ Ion Shown)
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Figure 3.4. Vacuum Equi-Potentials for C-Device with Anode at 29.5 kV 
(Cathode at z=0 to 0.076 m , Anode at z=0.51 to 0.56 m, Reflector at z=0.71 m) 
(Trajectory for one D+ Ion Shown)
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4. TEST MATRICES FOR CHIMP CODE
4.1 The Case for Modeling Experimental Data Directly
In the course o f  developing the CHIMP code, numerous tests were performed to 
ensure that potential fields and trajectories o f  particles were being computed correctly. 
The same can be said for the secondary electron emission model, electron injection, wall 
charge buildup, calculation o f  the wall electric potential, particle collisions with the 
background gas, and fusion rate calculations. The process o f debugging was quite long 
and tedious. Developing the initial version o f  the CHIMP code took approximately 3 
months. Debugging, testing, and revising the CHIMP code took another 9 months. 
Although the current version o f  the CHIMP code may not be complete in the amount o f 
physics that is included, useful information can still be obtained from simulations, and 
the comparison against experimental data will give indication o f  what is likely occurring 
in the experiment, and what improvements should be made in the computational model. 
In addition, information from simulation results can suggest improvements in the design 
o f  the IEC C-Device, additional diagnostic parameters to measure, and required 
instrumentation.
All simulations o f  the CHIMP code were carried out in comparison with the 
empirical data that was collected for the experimental IEC C-Device in 1996/1997. [1,2] 
It would be instructional to carry out several parametric studies with the CHIMP code, 
testing the effects o f  electrode diameters, length, and spacing, and also the effects o f  the 
operating voltage and current and background gas pressure in regimes outside o f  existing 
experiments. However, the main objective is to simulate existing experiments.
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Experimental data is an invaluable benchmark for the CHIMP code, and it will help 
identify any weaknesses in the model. Further parametric simulation studies outside the 
range o f  existing experiments will be warranted and more reliable once the CHIMP code 
can be improved to the point where it closely matches the experimental results.
Considering that a CHIMP code simulation may take a day or more to run on a 
relatively fast PC (500 MHz, 128 MB RAM), depending on the size o f  the computational 
mesh, super-particle, and simulation period, it is best to make the most efficient and 
effective use o f  time by modeling the actual experiment. Parametric simulation studies o f 
untested designs and operating conditions can be performed at a later date.
4.2 Experimental Data for 1EC C-Device
The experimental data for the IEC C-Device is shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1. 
There are 35 data points that can be used for benchmarking the CHIMP code, with 
voltages ranging from 10 to 30 kV, currents ranging from 10 to 40 mA, and pressures 
ranging from 0.29 to 1.1 mTorr. Data points at the lower voltages (10 kV, 15 kV) have a 
lower neutron rate and a higher uncertainty; therefore, these data points were neglected 
for comparison with the CHIMP code. In addition, the CHIMP code was expected to be 
more accurate at higher voltages (and lower pressures) where the effects o f scattering is 
reduced. Only the data points at the nominal currents o f  10, 20, 30, and 40 mA were 
selected for comparison to reduce the number o f  simulations and save time. This choice 
left twelve experimental data points for comparison in the complete range o f  currents, as 
shown in Table 4.2. The uncertainty o f  the neutron generation rate o f  these data points 
ranged typically from I to 10%. However, when combined with the uncertainties o f
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neutron detector and method used to calibrate the neutron detector, the overall error in the 
neutron generation rates may be as high as 40%, in a  worst-case scenario. Details o f  the 
calibration o f  the neutron detector are discussed more extensively in Appendix E.
Table 4.1. Experimental Data for IEC C-Device
Pexp Current voltage Neutron Error Error
(mTorr) (mA) (kV) hate n/s) Fraction
(n/s)
0.5 10 9.75 821 263 0.32
0 .7 ? 15 9.53 826 127 fl? 0
0 .S2 20 9.5 620 155 0.25
0.88 ' ? 3 9.38 581 67 0.12
0.05 30 0T 3 310 155 0.50
1.05 35 9.13 372 78 0.20
T.T 40 9 352 73 0.20
0.5 10 1 4 7 5 520 190 0 ? f
0 .5 ? 1 5 14.53 i? 6 5 300 0.18
0 .62 TO 14.75 5300 417 0.07
0.67 25 14.69 7130 943 0.13
0.71 30 14.63 6704 401 0.06
0.71 35 14.63 6704 461 0.06
0.79 40 14.5 6200 480 0.08
” 075 1 0 19.88 7 9 0 5 518 0.07
0.52 15 19.81 10866 1028 0.09
0.58 20 19.75 15849 2680 0.13
0.5 25 19.59 17205 1490 0.09
0.64 30 19.53 23839 2052 0.09
0.58 35 19.56 21571 2291 0.11
0.51 40 19.5 22068 1591 0.07
6.02 10 24.88 34720 3565 O.lO
o .s 1 15 24.81 50220 3246 0.06
0.35 20 24.75 52519 3587 0.07
0.08 ? 5 24.69 56549 3581 0.06
0 .7 ? 3o 24.63 58383 " 2527 TT07
0.48 35 24.56 63989 " ' 2 5 7 5 0.04
0.4 40 24.5 73289 4225 0.06
0 .2 10 29.88 54483 3978 TT07
0.29 15 29.81 89823 1628 0.02
0.31 20 20.75 110918 1299 5.01
0 .3 5 25 29.69 122373 3954 0.03
0.35 3o 29.63 172257 6139 0.04
0 .30 35 29.56 169520 4713 0.03
0.37 40 29.5 192953 1746 0.01
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Figure 4.1. Experimental Data for IEC C-Device (Uncertainty ~ 40%)
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Table 4.2. IEC C-Device Experimental Data Selected for Benchmark
Pexp
(mTorr)
Current
(mA)
voltage
(KV)
Neutron
Rate
(n/s)
Error
(n/s)
Error
Fraction
" U 3 10 i 9.86 7905 518 07)7
d.58 20 19.70 15849 2080 0.13
0.64 30 19.63 23839 2062 0.09
0.61 40 " T9.5 22068 1591 0.07
0.32 IE 24.88 34720 3565 0.10
0.35 20 24.75 525T9 3587 0.07
0.42 30 24.63 58383 '2527 0.04
0.4 "40 24.5 73289 '"4225 0.06
0.3 10 20.86 54483 3978 0.07
0.31 20 '  29.75 1109TB 1299 0.01
0.36 30 29.63 172257 5T39 0.04
0.37 40 29.5 192953 1745 0.01
4.3 Calibration Factor for Estimated Experimental Pressure
In the original experiments for the C-Device, the deuterium gas pressure was 
measured with an ionization gauge calibrated for nitrogen. The gauge itself was attached 
to a 0.75-inch (1.778-cm) diameter tube located between the exhaust port o f the main 
vacuum chamber and a turbopump connected in series with a mechanical vacuum pump 
further downstream. The distance between the ionization gauge and the exhaust port was 
approximately 8 cm. The measured pressure must be corrected for the nitrogen 
calibration, and a pressure drop was suspected to have occurred in the tube.
The factor to convert the experimental measurement o f  pressure by the ionization 
gauge calibrated for nitrogen to the value for deuterium is given by [118]:
P
p  _  1 measured _  -) p  g -J ♦ p  (A  1 \
*  Deuterium q  ^  -  Z.OO /  r m tm und  r * .  1 J
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According to the theory for molecular flow in high-vacuum, the pressure in the 
chamber is related to the deuterium pressure measured at the gauge by:
p  -  p  *
■* chamber * gavge l + *C)
(4.2)
S is the volumetric flow rate o f the deuterium gas, and C is the conductance o f  the tube. 
The volumetric flow rate for o f the deuterium gas is given by the maximum pumping rate 
o f the Alcatel 5081 27000-RPM Turbopump [119], and is S = 40 000 cm3/s 
According to Yarwood [120], the conductance o f the tube is given by:
[ f ~  D 3
C = 3 8 1 0 * ,/——* —  (4.3)
\ M  L
T is neutral gas temperature in K, M is the molecular weight o f  neutral gas in amu, D is 
the diameter o f  the tube in cm, and L is the length o f  tube in cm. Equation 4.3 gives the 
conductance in cm3/s. Using the above equation, with T = 300 K and M = 4 amu, the 
conductance was found to be approximately C = 23182.5 cm3/s. Entering this back into 
Equation 4.2, the calibration factor for the gauge pressure was PChambcr~ 2.725*PgaUgC. If  
we include the calibration factor, then PChamb«r ~ 2.857 * 2.725 * Pgauge ~ 7.787*Pgauge. 
Hence, the pressure in the chamber was at least a factor o f  2.85 larger than that indicated 
by the ionization gauge, and could be much larger due to the suspected pressure drop in 
the tube between the main chamber and the pressure gauge. The pressure calibration 
factor (PCF) o f  7.787 to get a better estimate o f  the deuterium pressure in the 
experimental was used for the initial series o f test simulations o f  the CHIMP code.
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4.4 Parametric Study of Number of Real Particles per Simulation Particle
The first series o f  tests performed with the CHIMP code were done with CHIMP 
V I(D 2*) at the peak operational point (P=0.29 mTorr, T=300 K, V=29.5 kV, 1=40 mA) o f  
the IEC C-Device. In this set o f simulations, the number o f  real particles per simulation 
particle (or super-particle), nreal, was varied to test its effect on the neutron generation 
rate, particle population, matching o f  boundary conditions, and other parameters. If  the 
value o f  nreal is too large, there will be very few simulation particles in the simulation, 
and the statistical accuracy will be poor. If the value o f  nreal is too small, there will an 
excessive number o f  super-particles, and the simulation will proceed very slowly due to 
the enormous computational effort to compute the trajectories all particles after each time 
step. In addition to the guidelines set for the required number o f simulation particles as 
described in Section 3, one could also use the number o f  computational cells to get a 
rough estimate o f  the desired number o f  simulation particles. With a computational mesh 
o f  NR=32 and NZ=128, there are 4096 cells; hence, having a comparable number o f 
simulation particles should give reasonable statistical accuracy. O f course, the empirical 
approach o f  testing the different number o f real particles per simulation particle and the 
resulting number o f  simulation particles will yield an optimum choice between speed and 
accuracy. Table 4.3 summarizes the text matrix for the parametric study o f number o f 
real particles per simulation particle. Electrode diameters, electrode lengths, and inter­
electrode distances are the same for all simulations, and were shown earlier in Table 1.
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Table 4.3. Test Matrix for Parametric Study of Number of
Real Particles per Simulation Particle
Parameter Value
CHIMP Code V l(D 2+)
Deuterium Gas Pressure 0.37 mTorr
Pressure Calibration Factor 7.787
Neutral Gas Temperature 300 K.
Anode Voltage 29.5 kV
Electrode Current 40 mA
Reflector Current Fraction 0.33
Number o f  Radial Cells (NR) 32
Number o f  Axial Cells (NZ) 128
Simulation Period (tend) 5.0e-6 seconds
Simulation Output Time Period(dtout) 5.0e-7 seconds
Number o f  Real Particles per 
Simulation Particle (nreal)
1.0e+7,2.0e+7, 5.0e+7, 1.0e+8, 5.0e+8
4.5 Parametric Study o f  Computational Cell Size
The second series o f  tests performed with the CHIMP code were done with CHIMP 
VI (0 2 ^  at the peak operational point (P=0.29 mTorr, T=300 K, V=29.5 kV, 1=40 mA) o f 
the IEC C-Device. In this set o f  simulations, the computational mesh size was varied to 
test its effect on the neutron generation rate, particle population, matching o f boundary 
conditions, and other parameters. The differential radial and axial cell size must be small 
enough to resolve electric potential variations that will occur within a Debye length. 
However, having an excessively small cell length scales will lead to an excessively large 
number o f  computational cells, requiring more computer memory and time to run a 
simulation. A reasonable balance must between achieved between speed and accuracy. 
Where possible, the minimum number o f computational cells will be used. Hence, the 
purpose o f  these parametric studies was to confirm that the choice o f a 32 by 128 mesh 
was sufficiently accurate. Table 4.4 summarizes the text matrix for the parametric study 
o f  computational mesh size.
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Table 4.4. Test Matrix for Parametric Study of Computational Size
Parameter Value
CHIMP Code V1(D2+)
Deuterium Gas Pressure 0.37 mTorr
Pressure Calibration Factor 7.787
Neutral Gas Temperature 300 K
Anode Voltage 29.5 kV
Electrode Current 40 mA
Reflector Current Fraction 0.33
Number o f  Radial Cells (NR) 32 ,64
Number o f  Axial Cells (NZ) 128,256
Simulation Period (tend) 5.0e-6 seconds
Simulation Output Time Period(dtout) 5.0e-7 seconds
Number o f  Real Particles per 
Simulation Particle (nreal)
1.0e+7
4.6 Initial Runs o f CHIMP Codes V I-V 4 Compared with Experimental Data
An initial set o f  simulation runs were carried out with versions VI to V4 o f  the 
CHIMP code in comparison with the selected experimental data points shown previously 
in Table 4.2. The input device geometry and dimensions were shown previously in Table 
1. These initial simulations had a simulation period o f  5.0e-6 seconds that was 
considered long enough for ions to make several trips back and forth between the anodes 
and establish a state o f  dynamic equilibrium in the ionized gas discharge o f  the C-Device. 
A pressure calibration factor o f  7.787 was used for all the initial simulation runs. The 
number o f  real particles per simulation particle was adjusted somewhat in each set o f 
simulations to ensure that the end simulation time could be reached in most cases. The 
maximum number o f  simulation particles allowed is 200 000, due to the limit placed on 
the array storage size in the CHIMP code. Hence, if  the simulation particle population 
exceeded this limit, then the CHIMP program would experience a  segmentation fault 
while running, and the program would stop. Simulations with more than 100 000
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simulation particles are painfully slow, and would not yield much more accurate 
information than ones with larger numbers o f real particles per simulation particle and a 
fraction as many particles. The test matrix for the initial runs o f the CHIMP code in 
comparison to the experimental data for the IEC C-Device is summarized in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5. Test Matrix for Initial Runs o f  CHIMP Code
Parameter Value
CHIMP Code VI (D f) ,  V2(DT), V3R(D2+), V4R(D")
Deuterium Gas Pressure Corresponding to Voltage and Current
Pressure Calibration Factor 7.787
Neutral Gas Temperature 300 K
Nominal Anode Voltage 20 kV, 25 kV, 30 kV
Electrode Current 10,20, 3 0 ,40  mA
Reflector Current Fraction 0.33
Number o f  Radial Cells (NR) 32
Number o f  Axial Cells (NZ) 128
Simulation Period (tend) 5.0e-6 seconds
Simulation Output Time Period(dtout) 5.0e-7 seconds
Number o f  Real Particles per 
Simulation Particle (nreal)
1 .Oe+7 or 1 .Oe+8
It was understood that the purpose o f  the initial sets o f  simulations was to get a 
preliminary understanding o f the physical behavior o f  the C-Device based upon the 
computational model. The initial simulations also gave a comparison between the 
different types o f  wall interaction algorithms, and the effect o f  using either monatomic or 
molecular deuterium ions and background neutrals. Based upon these results, adjustments 
were made for the number o f real particles per simulation particle, the simulation period, 
and the background neutral gas pressure to be used in a final series o f simulations with 
the V IO V )  and V2(D+) codes.
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4.7 Parametric Runs of Pressure Calibration Factor for V 1 (Eh*) and V2(D+) Codes
As seen and discussed in Appendix A, the pressure calibration factor o f  7.787 
used in the initial sets o f  simulations with versions VI to V4 o f  the CHIMP code 
appeared to be too high, leading to an enormous population o f  ion and electron 
simulation particles, and a mismatch for the boundary conditions o f  current at the 
electrodes. Hence, parametric series o f simulations were carried out to test the effect o f 
the pressure calibration factor on the neutron generation rate, matching o f the boundary 
conditions o f  electrode current, and the stability o f  the particle population over time. The 
maximum pressure calibration factor at which the boundary conditions were matched 
within 20%, and at which the particle population was not monotonically increasing was 
selected for the final set o f  simulation runs for the VI (D2*) and V2(D+) codes. The 
parametric pressure calibration factor runs were carried out at two specific data points 
(V=20 kV, 30 kV, 1=40 mA) with versions V1(D2+) and V2(D+) o f the CHIMP code. 
These data points represented the extremes for voltage and maximum pressure. Versions 
VI (D2*) and V2(D+) o f the CHIMP code were considered to model the interactions o f  the 
particles with the glass wall more accurately. The simulation period was run longer (tend 
= 1.0e-5 seconds) to better establish dynamic equilibrium in the simulation o f  the 
discharge. The number o f real particles per simulation particle was fixed at nreal=1.0e+7 
real particles per simulation particle. The test matrix for the parametric studies o f  the 
pressure calibration factor is summarized in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6. Test Matrix for Parametric Studies o f  Pressure Calibration Factor with
CHIMP Codes V l ^ * )  and V2(D+)
Parameter Value
CHIMP Code V1(D2+),V 2(D +)
Deuterium Gas Pressure Corresponding to Voltage and Current
Pressure Calibration Factor 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
Neutral Gas Temperature 300 K
Nominal Anode Voltage 20 kV, 30 kV
Electrode Current 40 mA
Reflector Current Fraction 0.33
Number o f  Radial Cells (NR) 32
Number o f  Axial Cells (NZ) 128
Simulation Period (tend) 1.0e-5 seconds
Simulation Output Time Period(dtout) 1 .Oe-6 seconds
Number o f  Real Particles per 
Simulation Particle (nreal)
1.0e+7
4.8 Final Runs o f  CHIMP Codes V1(D2+) and V2(D+) Compared with Experimental
Data
A final set o f  simulation runs were carried out with CHIMP codes V1(D2+) and 
V2(D+) in comparison with the selected experimental data points shown previously in 
Table 4.2. Based on the parametric pressure studies that will be discussed in Section 5, a 
pressure calibration factor o f  3 was used. The simulation period was extended further to 
2.0e-5 seconds to ensure that there was more than enough time for dynamic equilibrium 
to be established. Actually, two final sets o f  simulations were run. The number o f  real 
particles per simulation particle was adjusted in the second final set to ensure there were 
at least 4000 simulation particles in each simulation, giving better statistical results. The 
test matrix for the final simulations o f  the CHIMP codes V1(D2+) and V2(D+) compared 
with experimental data is summarized in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7. Test Matrix for Final Runs of CHIMP Codes V 1 (D2*) and V2(D+)
Parameter Value
CHIMP Code VKDz"), V2(DT)
Deuterium Gas Pressure Corresponding to Voltage and Current
Pressure Calibration Factor 3
Neutral Gas Temperature 300 K
Nominal Anode Voltage 20 kV, 25 kV, 30 kV
Electrode Current 10,20, 30 ,4 0  mA
Reflector Current Fraction 0.33
Number o f  Radial Cells (NR) 32
Number o f  Axial Cells (NZ) 128
Simulation Period (tend) 2.0e-5 seconds
Simulation Output Time Period(dtout) 2.0e-6 seconds
Number o f  Real Particles per 
Simulation Particle (nreal)
Adjustable (5.0e+5 to 1.0e+8)
4.9 Parametric Runs o f  Pressure Calibration Factor for V5(D2*) and V6(D+) Codes
As will be seen in Appendix A, the final runs for CHIMP Codes V1(D2+) and 
V2(D+) under-predict the neutron generation rate in comparison with the experimental 
results by as much as three orders o f  magnitude. Hence, the upgraded versions o f  the 
CHIMP code, versions V5(D2+) and V6(D+), were developed to allow a higher ionization 
rate and ion population at a higher operational pressure while satisfying the boundary 
conditions for current and establishing dynamic equilibrium. A parametric series o f 
simulations were carried out with both versions V5(D2+) and V6(D+) to determine the 
maximum pressure calibration factor that could be used in a final series o f  simulations. 
The parametric pressure calibration factor runs for the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes were 
carried out at a high-pressure experimental data point (V=20 kV, 1=40 mA). As seen in 
Appendix A  and Section 5, the 20-kV, 40-mA operational point is the one which posed 
the most difficulty for the CHIMP code versions V 1 (D2^ ) and V2(D+) in terms o f 
matching boundary conditions and establishing dynamic equilibrium. The simulation
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period was set to run 1.0e-5 seconds to better establish dynamic equilibrium. The 
number o f  real particles per simulation particle was fixed at nreal=1.0e+8 real particles 
per simulation particle. The test matrix for the parametric studies o f  the pressure 
calibration factor for codes V5(D2+) and V 6(D ^ is summarized in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8. Test Matrix for Parametric Studies o f  Pressure Calibration Factor with
CHIMP Codes V5(D2+) and V6(D*)
Parameter Value
CHIMP Code V5(D2t ) , V6(D")
Deuterium Gas Pressure Corresponding to Voltage and Current
Pressure Calibration Factor Varies between 3 and 7.787
Neutral Gas Temperature 300 K
Nominal Anode Voltage 20 kV
Electrode Current 40 mA
Reflector Current Fraction 0.33
Number o f  Radial Cells (NR) 32
Number o f  Axial Cells (NZ) 128
Simulation Period (tend) 1.0e-5 seconds
Simulation Output Time Period(dtout) 1.0e-6 seconds
Number o f  Real Particles per 
Simulation Particle (nreal)
1.0e+8
4.10 Final Runs o f CHIMP Codes V5(D2+) and V6(D+) Compared with Experimental
Data
A final set o f  simulation runs were carried out with versions V5(D2+) and V ^D *) 
o f  the CHIMP code in comparison with the selected experimental data points shown 
previously in Table 4.2. Based on the parametric pressure studies that will be discussed 
in Section 6, a pressure calibration factor o f  3.5 was used for the final V 5 (D /)  
simulations, and a pressure calibration factor o f 5 was used for the final V6(D*) 
simulations. The simulation period was extended further to 2.0e-5 seconds to ensure that 
there was more than enough time for dynamic equilibrium to be established. The number
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o f real particles per simulation particle was set to nreal=l.0e+7. The test matrix for the 
final simulations o f  the CHIMP codes V5(D2+) and V6(D*) compared with experimental 
data is summarized in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9. Test Matrix for Final Runs o f CHIMP Codes V5(D2+) and V6(D*)
Parameter Value
CHIMP Code V5(D2t ), V6(D")
Deuterium Gas Pressure Corresponding to Voltage and Current
Pressure Calibration Factor 3.5 for V5(D2T), 5 for V 6(D 1
Neutral Gas Temperature 300 K
Nominal Anode Voltage 20 kV, 30 kV
Electrode Current 10, 20, 30, 40 mA
Reflector Current Fraction 0.33
Number o f  Radial Cells (NR) 32
Number o f  Axial Cells (NZ) 128
Simulation Period (tend) 2.0e-5 seconds
Simulation Output Time Period(dtout) 2.0e-6 seconds
Number o f  Real Particles per 
Simulation Particle (nreal)
1.0e+7
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5. RESULTS FROM CHIMP CODES VI flV ) AND ¥2(0*)
5.1 Parametric Studies o f  Pressure Calibration Factor
As shown in Appendix A, the initial runs o f  the CHIMP codes VI to V4 in 
comparison with the experimental data o f the IEC C-Device were performed with a 
pressure calibration factor (PCF) o f 7.787, which took into account the calibration o f  the 
pressure gauge and a suspected pressure drop between the main chamber and the 
ionization gauge. Using this pressure calibration, it was found that many o f  the 
simulations failed to match the boundary conditions, possibly due to an excessive 
ionization rate. In addition, dynamic equilibrium was never achieved in any o f  the 
simulations. To correct this problem, the next step is to find the maximum pressure 
calibration factor at which boundary conditions are satisfied. In addition, it is hoped that 
this new pressure calibration factor will also lead to simulations with dynamic 
equilibrium after a substantial simulation period.
Four sets o f  parametric studies were carried. Two were carried out with both the 
V 1 (D i+) and V2(D+) codes at 20 kV and 40 mA, and the other two were carried out with 
the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) codes at 30 kV and 40 mA. The pressure calibration factor was 
varied between 1 and 7.787, and the simulation period was extended to 1.0e-5 seconds. 
The number o f  real particles per simulation particle was 1.0e+7 for both the V l(D i^) and 
V2(D+) runs. Results o f  these parametric studies are shown in Tables 5.1.1 to 5.1.4 and 
Figures 5.1.1 to 5.1.4.
In the parametric pressure tests with the V l ^ * )  code at 20 kV and 40 mA, the 
boundary conditions were matched with a PCF as high as 5; however dynamic
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equilibrium was not achieved. In fact, the simulation with the highest PCF that matched 
boundary conditions and possibly achieved D.E. was that for PCF=2. In the parametric 
pressure tests with the V2(D+) code at 20 kV and 40mA, the boundary conditions were 
matched and D.E. was possibly found for PCF = 3. In the parametric pressure tests with 
the V1(D2+) code at 30 kV and 40 mA, the B.C.'s were matched and D.E. was likely 
achieved with a PCF = 3. Finally, the V2(D+) runs at 30 kV and 40 mA showed that 
both the B.C.'s were matched and D.E. was achieved for a PCF as high as 6.
The plots o f the neutron rate versus pressure calibration for all cases show a 
distinctive non-linear behavior, close to a quadratic one. This makes sense since the 
neutron generation rate is dominated by reactions between energetic ions and the 
background neutrals. To a first order, the ion population is proportional to the 
background neutral density. Hence, the neutron rate is proportional to the square o f  the 
pressure. Were it not for the problem o f matching the boundary conditions and achieving 
dynamic equilibrium, it would be a tempting solution to increase the pressure in the 
VI (D2*) simulations by an order o f magnitude to get a two order-of-magnitude increase 
in the neutron generation rate.
For the final series o f  CHIMP VI (D2*) and V2(D+) simulations in comparison 
with the experimental data, a pressure calibration factor o f  three (PCF=3) will be used. A 
PCF=3 should satisfy the requirements for matching the boundary conditions and 
achieving dynamic equilibrium in most cases. Using a PCF o f  2 would violate the 
calibration factor o f the ionization gauge, unless there was a rise in pressure between the 
chamber and the pressure gauge, which is highly unlikely. The caveat with using this 
new pressure calibration factor is that it is being assumed that the PCF is the same for all
i l l
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operational points. It may be possible that the correct PCF at 20 kV, 40 mA is different 
from the PCF at 30 kV, 40 mA, and other operational points. To find the actual pressure 
in the chamber in the C-Device would require a  different set-up for the instrumentation in 
the experiment. This issue will be discussed further in Section 8.
Table 5.1.1. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V l ^ * )  at 20 kV, 40 mA
P r e s s u r e  T e s t s  w ith V I P ro g ram  to r 2U k v , 40  m A
P e x p
(m T orr)
PCF P o o r
(m T orr)
1
(mA)
V
(KV)
R exp
(n/s)
R av e
(n /s)
V1
R en d
(n /s)
V1
n rea l «
IS P
*
E S P
Tim e
(s)
B.C.
M atc h ?
P op .
C o n s t.?
0.61 1 0 .610 "JO 19.5 ' 22068 11 19 1.0E+07 1497 865 1.0E-05 y e s y e s
0.61 2 1 .226 40 19.5 22066 35 60 10E+07 4239 1845 1.0E-05 y e s m a y b e
(5.61 3 1.830 40 '19.5 22068 9 0 157 1.0E+07 653 3 2 57613 8.0E-06 y e s no
0.61 4 2 .440 40 19.5 22065 133 236 1.OE+07 663 7 5 58773 5.0E-O6 y e s no
0.61 5 3 .060 40 19.5 22066 166 298 1.0E+O7 71609 63543 4 .08-06 y e s no
' C!BT 6 3 .660 40 19.5 22068 225 354 1.0E+07 65517 5 /5 6 9 3.OE-O6 n o no
o n 7 4 .270 40l 19.5 22066 220 276 1 .0E + 07 27279 15783 2.0fc-06 no n o
0.61 7.767 4. /5 6 40 19.5 22066 294 376 1.0E+07 233 5 9 17444 2.0E3J6 no no
Table 5.1.2. Pressure Tests with CHIMP at 20 kV, 40 mA
P r e s s u r e  T e s t s  w ith V 2 P ro g ram  for 20 k v , 4 0  m A
P e x p
(m T orr)
P C F P c o r
(m T orr)
I
(mA)
V
(KV)
R exp
(n/s)
R av e
(n /s)
V 2
R end
(n/s)
V 2
n rea l #
IS P
#
E S P
Tim e
(8)
B.C.
M atch ?
P op .
C o n s t.?
0.61 ' 1 0 .610 40 19.5 22068 305 414 1.0E+07 861 "  715 1.0E-05 y e s y e son 2 1.220 40 19.5 22068 918 1308 1.0E+07 1849 1130 1.dE-06 y e s m a y b e
0.61 3 1.830 40 19.5 22068 1872 2630 I.OE+07 " 2588 1356 1.0E455 y e s m a y b e
0.61 4 2 .440 40 19.5 22068 3689 4 810 1.0E+O7 17977 14559 1.0E4J5 y e s no
0.61 5 3.060 "40 19.5 22068 6 5 4 2 13406 1.0E+07 B&061 7954f 8 .0E -06 n o no
0.61 6 3 .660 40 19.5 22068 7236 12973 i.dE+07 48422 41921 5.0E36 n o no
5.5T 7 4.270 40 19.5 22068 9 054 74167 1.0E+07 55568 48798 4.0E-06 n o no
0.61 7.787 4 .750 40 19.5 22668 9 094 13741 1.0E+07 29324 24745 3.0E4J6 n o no
Table 5.1.3. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V1(D2+) at 30 kV, 40 mA
Pressure rests with v i  Program at 30  k v , 4 0  mA
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(KV)
Rexp
(n/s)
Rave
(n/s)
V1
Rend
(n/s)
V1
nreal #
ISP
#
ESP
Time
(s)
B.C.
Match?
Pop.
Const.?
0.37 1 0.37 40 2 9 .5 192953 47 49 1.0E+07 267 452 1.0E'-fl5 yes mayoe
0 .37 2 074 40 2 9 .5 “192953 191 ' 229 i .oe+o7 6 48 357 i .6e-o5 yes mayfie
0.37 1 ' 3 1.17 40 29.5 192953 ” 577 6s5 i .oe+o7 1641 394 i .oe-o5 yes maybe
0.37 4 1.48 ' 40 29 .5 192953 1669 1317 1.0E+07 13133 9478 1 .0E-05 no no
0.37 5 1.85 40 29 .5 "792953 1985 5639 i .oe+o7 103714 6i281 9.0E -06 no no
0.37 6 2.221 40| 29.5 1929531 2000 3672 1.0E+07 47985 4 09 8 2 6.O b-06 no no
0.37 7 2.59 4O 29 .5 192953 2271 4333 i .oe+07 44825 38049 5.0E-O6 no no
0.37 "7787 2.88 40 295 1929531 2486 4146 1.0E+07 31914 26086 4.0E-06 no no
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Table 5.1.4. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V2(D+) at 30 kV, 40 mA
Pressure Tests vetn V 2 P ro g ra m  a t  3 0  k v , 4 0  m A
P e x p
(m T orr)
PCF P c o r
(m T orr)
1
(m A )
V
(kV)
P e x p
(n/s)
P a v e
(n/s)
V 2
R e n d
(n/s)
V2
nreal #
ISP
•
ESP
T im e
(s)
B.C.
M atch ?
Pop.
Const?
0.37 1 0 .3 7 4 0 29.5 192953 4 35 4 22 1.0E + 07 119 423 1.0E -05 yes yes
0.37 2 0 .74 4 0 29.5 192953 1554 1945 1.0E+07 ' 258 410 1.0E -05 yes yes
"  1 0.37 3 l . l ' l 40 253 192953 3856 3887 1.0E+07 351 466 1.0E -05 yes yes
0.37 4 1 .48 40 293 192953 7294 6784 1.0E+07 518 411 1.0E -05 yes yes
' 0.37 5 1.85 4 0 29.5 192953 11420 11840 i .oe+07 '  ' 775 380 1 .0E -05 yes yes
0 .3 7 5 2 .2 2 4 0 29.5 192953 21344 24209 1.0E + 07 1388 435 1 .0E -05 yes yes
0.37 7 2 .5 9 4 0 29.5 192953 37224 61531 1.0E+07 86 0 0 5224 1.0E -05 yes no
0 .3 7 7.787 2 .85 40 29.5 192953 52748 104177 1.0E + 07 4 7 7 5 2 "41386 1.0F-05 no no
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Figure 5.1.1. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V l ^ * )  at 20 kV, 40 mA
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Figure 5.1.2. Pressure Tests with CHIMP at 20 kV, 40 mA
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Figure 5.1.3. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V l ^ * )  at 30 kV, 40 mA
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Figure 5.1.4. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V2(D+) at 30 kV, 40 mA
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5.2 Final Runs of CHIMP VI (D2*) and V2(D+) Compared with Experimental Data
5.2.1 Introduction
A final set o f  simulation runs were carried out with CHIMP Codes VI (D2*) and 
V2(D+) in comparison with the experimental data points shown previously in Table 4.2. 
Based on the parametric pressure studies discussed in Section 5.1, a pressure calibration 
factor o f  3 was used. The simulation period was extended further to tend = 2.0e-5 
seconds to ensure that there was more than enough time for ions generated by ionization 
o f the background neutrals to be accelerated the electrostatic field. Actually, two final 
sets o f  simulations were run. The number o f real particles per simulation particle was 
adjusted in the second final set to ensure there were at least several thousand simulation 
particles in each simulation, giving better statistical results.
The results for the final runs o f  the VI (D2*) and V2(D+) CHIMP codes in 
comparison with the experimental IEC C-Device data are shown in Tables 5.2.1a-d, and 
5.2.2a-d, and Figures 5.2.1 to 5.2.11. Tables 5.2.1a-d give the results for V1(D2+) and 
Tables 5.2.2a-d give the results for V2(D").
Recall that VI (D2*) and V2(D+) account for charging o f  the glass wall due to ion 
and electron impact and secondary electron emission. VI (D2*) and V2(D+) also suppress 
secondary emission o f  electrons if  the impact electron was bom  from secondary emission 
and traveled less than one axial cell length, dz, from where it was bom. V l ^ * )  models 
D2+ ions in a  D2 background gas. V2(D^) models D+ ions in a D background gas.
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5.2.2 Discussion o f  Input Parameters
Final runs o f  the CHIMP code used a 32 by 128 mesh for calculating the potential 
distribution. The simulation period was set to 2.0e-5 seconds. The PCF was set to 3, 
which is slightly higher than the calibration factor o f  the ionization pressure gauge. Two 
sets o f simulations were carried out with both V l ^ * )  and V2(D+). The number o f  real 
particles per simulation particle was adjusted in the second round o f  simulations to ensure 
there were at least several thousand particles, giving better statistical accuracy.
5.2.3 Discussion o f  Boundary Condition Matching and Dynamic Equilibrium
Using the lower pressure calibration factor, the boundary conditions for current 
were matched in all o f  the VI (D i^  and V2(D+) simulations with one notable exception. 
In the 20-kV, 30-mA V1(D2+) run, the boundary conditions were not matched when the 
number o f real particles per simulation particle was set to nreal=5.0e+7; however, the 
B.C.'s were matched when the SP size was adjusted to nreal=1.0e+8. With this slight 
adjustment came a drastic change in the particle population. As seen in the many o f  the 
20-kV operational points for the V1(D2+) runs, the simulation was very sensitive to the 
particle size. This anomaly may suggest that the pressure calibration factor is still too 
high, or the pressure measurement is giving a higher value than it should. It should be 
noted that the 20-kV operational points also have the highest pressures; thus, collisional 
events are more common. It is possible that there may be some important collisional 
processes being left out o f  the CHIMP model which could be significantly affecting the 
discharge physics. Further discussion o f  this issue will be seen in Section 8.
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A strong indication o f  dynamic equilibrium was found in the VI (D2*) and V2(D*) 
simulations at the 25-kV and 30-kV operational points. Sample characteristic time scales 
are shown more explicitly for the 30-kV, 40-mA run with the CHIMP V2(D+) code in 
Table 5.2.3. It is clear that the simulation period o f 2.0e-5 seconds far exceeds the 
estimated minimum ion flight time o f 5.1e-7 seconds and the average ion and electron 
collision periods o f  1.5e-7 seconds and 7.2e-7 seconds respectively. Thus, the simulation 
period appears to have been run long enough to establish a state o f  dynamic equilibrium. 
Estimates o f  the ion-ion and electron-electron Coulomb collision periods are several 
orders o f  magnitude larger than the ion flight time, or the collision periods o f  the ions and 
electrons with the background neutral gas. Hence, it is highly unlikely that either the ions 
or the electrons will develop a high-temperature Maxwellian energy distribution. The 
differential time step is actually below the minimum electron plasma period, in 
accordance with the requirement that no particle must travel the distance o f  a 
computational cell within a given time step, as specified in Section 3.9. In contrast, it 
appears that dynamic equilibrium was not achieved in most o f the simulations at 20 kV, 
and this is possibly related to the sensitivity o f the number o f  real particles per simulation 
particle in those runs, or perhaps the pressure.
Important information that is not shown in the data tables was the observation that 
the collected ion currents at the cathode were quite low compared to the total electrode 
current. In a  number o f  cases, it was less 10%. A sizeable electron injection current was 
required at the cathode to satisfy the boundary conditions. Secondary electron emission 
coefficients for D+ and D2+ ions with energies above 10 keV have been found in
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experiments to be approximately 5 and 7 respectively. [60] These values are quite large, 
but may not be enough to justify the considerable electron injection current.
5.2.4 Collisional Processes and Plasma Parameters
The fraction o f  the background neutral gas that was ionized was small in all 
CHIMP simulations, ranging on the order o f  1.0e-8 to 1.0e-7. The majority o f  ions were 
generated in the AC region, but this majority tended to drop as the operating voltage 
increased. At 20 kV, 60 to 100% o f the ions were generated in the AC region, while at 
30 kV, it ranged from approximately 50 to 60%. Less than 10% o f  the ions were 
generated in the anode region, which is the desired location for ionization.
The ionization rate in both the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) simulations typically ranged 
from 0.1 to 1 mA, except at the 20-kV, 30-40-mA operational points. The ionization rate 
did appear to be rather low in comparison to the electrode currents (10 to 40 mA), and 
this raises questions about the approach to modeling particle interactions. It was 
expected that the ionization rate should be comparable to the electrode current, unless the 
electrode current at the cathode and reflector is largely dominated by electrons.
In the VI (D2*) simulations, the average D2+ ion mean free path (MFP) typically 
ranged from approximately 2 to 40 cm, increasing with voltage, while the average 
electron mean free path typically ranged from 4 to 40 m. These large mean free paths 
suggest that the discharge was relatively collisionless using the new pressure calibration 
factor. The ion collision period was on the order o f  1.0e-6 seconds, while the electron 
collision period was on the order o f 1.0e-7 to 1.0e-6 seconds. Although the electrons 
have a larger mean free path, the have a larger collision frequency than the ions.
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In the V2(D+) runs, the average D+ ion MFP ranged from 1 to 5 cm, while the 
average electron MFP ranged from 5 to 40 m. Ion collision periods ranged from 1 .Oe-7 to 
3.0e-7 seconds, electron collision periods ranged from 2.0e-7 to 8.0e-7 seconds.
The average ion and electron energies were noticeably higher in the final runs. In 
the V l ^ * )  simulations, the average ion kinetic energy ranged from 2000 to 8000 eV, 
while the average electron kinetic energy ranged from 700 to 5000 eV. Both increased 
with applied potential. The notable exception was the 20-kV, 20-mA case where the 
overwhelming population o f  ions and electrons created by ionization and secondary 
emission skewed the result. In the V2CD*) simulations, the average ion kinetic energy 
also ranged between 2000 and 8000 eV, while the electron energy ranged between 1000 
and 5000 eV. Like the VI (D2*) runs, the average particle energies increased with the 
applied potential. The simultaneous reduction o f the pressure calibration factor and the 
increased simulation period have led to a larger average particle energies, and hence, 
longer mean free paths.
The device-average Debye length typically ranged between 10 and 100 cm in both 
the VI (0 2 ^  and V2(D+) simulations. The notable exception was again for the V1(D2+) 
run at 20 kV and 20 mA where the Debye length was approximately 5 mm.
5.2.5 Discussion o f  Neutron Generation Rates
The results for prediction o f the time-averaged neutron generation rate in the C- 
Device by the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) codes are shown in Figures 5.2.1 to 5.2.3. The results 
o f  both rounds o f  simulations with the different number o f  real particles per simulation 
particles are shown in these plots. The neutron rates calculated by the VI (D2*) code are
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two to three orders o f  magnitude less than the experimental values, while the neutron 
rates calculated by the V2(D+) code are one to two orders o f  magnitude less than the 
experimental results. There is little difference between the two rounds o f  simulations as 
far as the neutron generation rate is concerned. The slight discrepancy in the V1(D2+) 
results is attributed to the use o f  different Fortran compilers and operating systems for the 
CHIMP code. The first round o f simulations were done with a Linux Fortran compiler in 
a Linux operating system. Several o f  the second-round simulations were run with a 
Microsoft Fortran compiler and Windows™ operating environment. Trends for the 
neutron rate with current were relatively consistent with those found in the experiment.
The apparent non-linear down-tum in the neutron rate for currents at 30 and 40 
mA in Figure 5.2.1 for the V1(D2+) runs at 20 kV was due to the fact that these particular 
simulations were not very reliable. The first round o f  the VI (D2*) runs at these 
operational points failed to reach the end o f  the desired simulation period because the 
particle population exceed the 200,000 limit, and these simulations were not in a state o f 
dynamic equilibrium. The number o f  real particles per simulation particle was reduced 
for the second round o f V1(D2+) runs, allowing the simulation to reach the end o f the 
desired simulation period, but the statistical accuracy was poor. The 20-kV, 30 and 40- 
mA operational points had the highest pressures, and it is possible that the pressure 
calibration factor used was slightly too high. The results from this particular set o f 
simulations do not contradict the linear dependence o f  the neutron rate with device 
current which is clearly demonstrated in the experiments, and in most o f  the other 
simulation runs.
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The fraction o f  the total neutron rate produced by fusions between ions was 
negligible. The V l ^ * )  runs show that it was between 2.0e-5 and 2.0e-4. The V2(D*) 
runs show that it was between 1.0e-6 and 2.0e-5. Fusion reactions between energetic 
ions and the background neutral gas is the dominant o f  the two mechanisms.
The majority o f  neutrons were produced in the cathode region, as expected. For 
the VI (0 2 ^  runs, it ranged between 70 and 95%. For the V2(D+) runs, it ranged between 
60 and 80%. The fraction o f  the total neutron generation rate in the AC region increased 
with higher voltages. At 30 kV, it ranged between 10 and 30% for the V I (D2*) runs, and 
it ranged between 20 and 40% for the V2(D+) runs. The neutron production rate in the 
anode region was almost non-existent. The contribution by the AR region was usually 
less than 5%.
5.2.6 Potential Profiles at 20 kV, 10 mA
Plots o f  the axial and radial variations o f  the electric potential in the C-Device at 
20-kV, 10 mA are shown in Figures 5.2.4 to 5.2.7. The axial variation is shown for half 
o f  the C-Device, extending from the line o f  symmetry at the mid-plane o f  the C-Device 
to the axial position o f one o f  the reflectors. The radial variation extends from the 
centerline (r=0) to the outer radius o f  the C-Device. Figure 1.1 in Section 1 and Figure
3.2 in Section 3 can be used as visual aids to help understand the potential plots. The 
predictions by V l ^ * )  and V2(D+) codes for the axial variation o f  the centerline and 
wall potentials were almost identical. The glass wall had a potential that is close to the 
anode potential between the anode and the midpoint between the cathode and the anode. 
This can be attributed to the positive charge that develops in the glass wall near the anode
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as a result o f  ion impact and secondary electron emission due to both electron and ion 
impact. The great similarity between the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) rims suggests that the 
effect o f  secondary electron emission due to electron impact dominates. The wall 
potential between the anode and reflector is nearly linear. The radial potential 
distribution at the mid-plane(z=0) was smooth for both the VI (D2*) and V2(D+) runs, and 
the center-line-to-wall potential difference ranged between 200 and 250 V. The radial 
potential distributions at the reflector side o f the anode (z=zcathode+zac+zanode) were 
almost identical for the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) runs. Both were smooth and monotonically 
decreasing towards the centerline, with a maximum difference o f approximately 1300 V 
at the centerline.
5.2.7 Potential Profiles at 30 kV, 40 mA
Plots o f  the axial and radial variations o f  the electric potential in the C-Device at 
30-kV, 40 mA are shown in Figures 5.2.8 to 5.2.11. Again, the predictions by V l(D i+) 
and V2(D+) codes for the axial variation o f  the centerline and wall potentials were almost 
identical. There was less o f a positive charge buildup on the glass wall due to secondary 
electron emission. Hence, the wall potential is close to linear. There was a remarkable, 
but slight discontinuity in the wall potential at an axial position 1/3 o f  the way between 
the cathode and the anode. This is likely the tum-around point where the potential in the 
chamber changes from being higher than the wall potential, as occurs near the cathode, to 
being lower than the wall potential, as occurs near the anode. It appears that the potential 
distribution throughout the device does not differ significantly from that which would be 
found in the case o f  a  pure vacuum. The wall potential between the anode and reflector is
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nearly linear. The radial potential distribution at the mid-plane(z=0) was smooth for both 
the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) runs. The center-line potential was higher for the V l ^ * )  run 
(230 V) than for the V2(D+) run (140 V). The radial potential distributions at the 
reflector side o f  the anode (z=zcathode+zac+zanode) were almost identical for the 
VI (D2*) and V2(D+) runs. Both were smooth and monotonically decreasing towards the 
centerline, with a maximum difference o f  approximately 3400 V at the centerline. There 
was no indication o f the formation o f  multiple potential wells.
5.2.8 Summary o f  Final Runs o f  CHIMP V1(D2+) and V2(D+) Compared with
Experimental Data
Boundary conditions for current were matched in the majority o f the VI (D2*) and 
V2(D+) simulations. Dynamic equilibrium was achieved as well, with notable exceptions 
at the 20-kV operating points which had higher pressures. Some o f  the V1(D2+) 
simulations at 20 kV were particularly sensitive to the number o f  real particles per 
simulation particle, nreal. The ionization rate was significantly lower than the total 
electrode current. Both the VI (D2*) and V2(D+) codes under-predicted the neutron rate 
in the C-Device experiment by one to three orders o f magnitude. Although the reduction 
o f  the pressure calibration factor and the longer simulation period helped ensure matching 
o f  the boundary conditions and the achievement o f dynamic equilibrium, it did not 
resolve the discrepancy in the prediction o f the neutron rate. Using a higher pressure 
calibration factor was not an option because it led to an excessive ionization rate and a 
poor matching o f  the boundary conditions. Thus, the question remains: Why does the 
CHIMP code under-predict the neutron generation rate?
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There are number o f  possible explanations for this discrepancy, and these will be 
discussed in more detail in Sections 7 and 8. It is possible that the operating pressure 
could be higher, but some physical mechanisms exist that will prevent both an excessive 
ionization rate and a mismatch o f  the boundary conditions. In the next section, upgraded 
versions o f  CHIMP code, V5 and V6, will be tested. These versions include 
modifications to the secondary electron emission processes and electron injection at the 
cathode and reflection, and the inclusion o f charge exchange processes and fast neutrals.
Table 5.2.1a. Comparison o f CHIMP V1(D2+) with Experimental Data
F inal R u n s  o r  CH IM P V ers io n  i  a t  E x p e rim en ta l o p e ra t in g  C onditions - R O U N D  1
P e x p
(m T orr)
P C F P o o r
(m T orr)
1
(m A )
V
(kV)
R exp
(n/s)
R a v e
(n /s)
V1
Final
R end
(n/s)
V1
Final
n rea l #
IS P
*
E S P
T im e
(s)
B.C.
M atch ?
P op .
C o n s t.?
0.5 3 l.5oo lO "nrro 7905 21 22 5.0E+06 2606 6 7 6 2.0E-05 y e s m a y b e
O.SS 3 1.740 20 19.75 ' 15549 66 124 5 ,qE + 06 61957 52181 1.2E*05 y e s no
0.64 3 1.920 30 i9.63 2 3 839 130 317 5.0E + 07 67376 535 2 3 1.2E-05 no no
0.61 3 1.830 40 T 3 T 22066 136 297 5.0E+07 37^21 34622 8.0E-O 6 y e s no
0 .32 3 0 .960 i 0 24 .6 8 34720 50 86 1.0E+07 759 26 7 2.0E-C5 y e s m a y b e
0 .35 3 1.050 20 24.75 52519 98 94 1.0E+07 1659 ' T45 2 .0 E -0 5 y e s m a y b e
0742 3 1.260 30 24.63 58383 205 237 1.0E+07 2904 867 2.0E4J5 y e s m a y b e
0 .4 3 1 .200 4 0 ■ "24.3 73289 256 307 1.0E+07 2957 9 0 4 2.OE-05 y e s m a y b e
1 - t d 3 0 .9 0 0 10 29.86 54483 134 162 1.0E+07 ”475 174 2.0E-05 y e s m a y b e
0.31 3] 0 .9 3 0 20 29.75 1109T3 256 380 1.0E+0T 975 323 2.O E-05 y e s m a y b e
0.36 3 1.060 30 29.63 172257 398 "4T7 I.Ofc+07 993 297 2.0E-05 y e s m a y b e
0 .37 3 1.110 40 29.5 192953 582 559 1.0 ti+ 07 1473 570 2 .0 E -0 5 y e s m a y b e
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Table 5.2.1b. Comparison of CHIMP V1(D2*) with Experimental Data
F inal R u n s  o r  c h i m p  v e r s io n  i  a t  E x p e n m e n ta i o p e r a t in g  c o n d itio n s  -  r o u n d  2
P e x p
(m T orr)
PCF p o o r
(m T orr)
1
(m A )
V
m
R e x p
(n /s)
R a v e
(n /s)
V1
Final
R en d
(n /s)
V1
Final
n rea l *
ISP
*
ESP
T im e
(s)
B.C.
M atc h ?
P op .
C o n s t ?
o.b 3 1.500 10 19.S& ' "7905 21 27 1.0E+06 13325 4156 T0E4J5 y e s no
0.58 3 1.740 20 19.75 15849 76 168 1.0E+07 809 0 9 71433 1.4E -05 y e s n o
0 .6 4 3 1 .920 30 19.03 2 3 8 3 9 81 69 I . q e +Ob 280 96 2.0E-05 y e s m a y b e
0.61 3 1.830 4 0 19.0 2 2 0 6 8 80 66 1.0E+08 416 155 2.O E-05 y e s m a y b e
0.32 3 0.980 10 24 .8 8 34720 44 65 1.0E+06 7648 2568 TOE-T35 y e s n o
0.35 3' ' 1.050 20 24.75 52519 52 65 1.0E+06 487 3 2044 TOE-755 y e s m a y b e
0 .4 2 3 1.260 30 24 .6 3 583 8 3 146 146 HOE+06 9731 3699 210E-05 y e s m a y b e
0.4 3 1.200 40 2431 73289 163 182 1.0E+06 13158 4821 2.0E-05 y e s m a y b e
0.T 3 1 0.900 10 29.58 544 8 3 118 i4 4 TOE+06 3968 1426 2.0E-05 y e s m a y b e
0 .3 I 3 0 .93O 20 29 .7 5 1 1 0 9 lS 105 i n 1.0E+06 3908 1916 T0E35 y e s m a y b e
0 .3 6 3 1.080 30 29.63 172257 255 355 1.6E+06 8850 3402 7.0E-7J51 y e s m a y b e
'037 3 1.110 40 29 .5 192953 334 451 TOE+06 11124 4258 2.0E35 y e s m a y b e
Table 5.2.1 c. Comparison o f  CHIMP V 1 (D2+) with Experimental Data
Final R u n s of c h im p  vers io n  1 a t  Experim ental o p e ra tin g  Conditions - Round 2
P exp
(mTorr)
PC F Poor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
A verage
Ion
Density
(#/mA3)
A verage
Electron
Density
(#/m A3)
Ionize
Fraction
A verage
Ion
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Electron
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Ion
M ean
F ree
Path
(m)
A verage
Electron
M ean
Free
Path
(m)
A verage
Ion
C o t is Ion 
Period
(s)
A verage
Q ectron
Collision
Period
(s)
D evice
A verage
D ebye
Length
(m)
7515 1.500 10 19.88 2.4E+12 7.4E+11 4.9E-0B 2070 ' 720 1. IE-01 4 .65+ 00 I.9E-06 T9E-07 2.36-01
0.58 T.740 20 19175 1.4E+14 1.3E+14 2.65*06 163 48 2.3E-02 3.9E-01 5.65-06 1.4E-07 4.6E-03
0.64 1.920 30 19.63 5.0E+12 T.7E+12 8.15-08 22b5 906 i . i E -01 3.95+ 00 1 .1 F 8 8 1.66-07 1.7E-01
0.61 i . s J o 40 19.5 7.4E+12 2.BE+12 1.3E-07 1958 847 9.9E-02 4 .6 e + o6 1.4E-06 1.9E-87 1.35-01
0.32 d.s60 10 24 .s6 1.4E+12 4 .6E + 11 4.4E-08 3434 1010 2.4E-01 1.3e +o i 2.65-Od 3.75-07 4.46-01
0 .35 T.03U 20 24.75 8.7E + 11 7.6E+TT i.eE-OB 6135 3635 3.55-01 2 > e +o i 1.IE-08 5.8E-07 '7.4F-6T
0.42 1.260 30 24.83 1.7E+12 6 .66+11 4 .35-08 5399 T183 2.7E-01 2.0E+01 9.7E-07 4 .5 6 -0 7 5.26-01
0.4 f53C 40 2415 2 .3 5 + 1 ? 9.6E+11 6.1E-08 5350 3280 2.85-01 2.25+01 9.9E-07 4.BE-07 4.65-01
0.3 0.900 10 29.88 7.1E+11 2.55+11 2.4E-0B 5951 3119 3.6E-01 27E+01 1.IE-O6 5.85-07 8.25-01
0.31 0.930 20 29175 7.0E+11 3.4E+11 2.35-08 6929 4596 4.0E-01 319E+7JT 2.0E-08 7.7E-07 8.65-01
0.36 1.080 30 29.63 1.66+12 6.1E+11 4.55-06 73oe 3925 3.4E-o 1 21BE+75T 1.75-06 5.7E-07 6 .06-01
'0.37 1.110 40 29.5 2 .0 E + l2 7.6E+11 5.5E-0B 7152 3984 3.35-01 2.85+01 1.0E-06 5.7E-07 5.4E-01
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Table 5.2.1 d. Comparison of CHIMP V1 (D2*) with Experimental Data
F inal f tu n s  o f  c h i m p  V ers ion  1 a t  E x p en m en ta i O p era tin g  c o n d itio n s  -  R ou n d  2
P e x p
(m T orr)
P C F P o o r
(m T orr)
I
(mA)
V
(kV)
F raction
N eu tron
lon-lon
%
N eutron
C a th o d e
%
N eutron
A C
%
N eutron
AR
ion ize
R a te
(A)
%
Ionize
in
C a th o d e
%
Ionize
in
A C
%
Ionize
in
A n o d e
%
Ion ize
in
A R
0.5 3 1.500 10 13.86 1.4E -04 86 8 4 9 .5 t - 0 4 —  71 81 4 4
0.58 3 '1.740 20 19.75 UE'-W 63 8 9 7.4E02 0 98 1 0
0.64 3 ' 1.320 30 19.63 i. st-04 92 8 0 7.SE-83 17 72 6 6
0.61 3 1.630 40 19.5 1.3E-04 91 H 1 T.7E-03 9 81 6 4
0 .3 2 3 0 .360 10 24.88 s.oE-05 96 10 2 T9E4J4 17 72 5 5
0 .3$ "  3 ■ 1.050 20 24.75 4.1 £-05 —  78 20 ' "2 4 .6 E -0 4 ”  "28 55 5 12
0 .42 3 1.260 30 24 .63 8. 7fc-0!> 80 18 2 9 .2E -04 "28 55 4 IS
0.4 3 1.200 4 0 24.5 7 .1 t - 0 6 80 18 2 1 .2E -03 26 55 5 14
' "  " T H 3 0.900 10 29.66 2.0E-05 84 15 1 2 .6E -04 ' 24 62 5 9
0.3 f 3 0 .930 20 29 .75 2 .6E -05 74 25 1 3.76-04 31 50 3 15
0.36 3 1.060 36 29.63 4 .8 E -0 5 73 28 1 7.SE04 29 54 4 13
0 .3 1 3 1 .1 l6 40 29 .5 6 .6 E -0 5 72 27 1 TOE-03 29 54 4 13
Table 5.2.2a. Comparison o f  CHIMP V ^D *) with Experimental Data
Final R u n s  o r c h im p  v e rs io n  2 a t  E x p e n m en ta i o p e ra t in g  C ond itions  - RO U N D  1
P e x p
(m T orr)
PCF P c o r
(m T orr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
R ex p
(n/s)
R a v e
(n /s)
V2
Final
R end
(n /s)
V2
Final
n rea i #
IS P
#
E S P
T im e
(s)
B .C .
M atc h ?
P op .
C o n s t.?
0.5 3 1.500 16 19.88 7905 541 733 5.o£+06 883 332 2.0E-05 y e s no
0.56 3 1.740 20 19.75 15849 1449 1956 5.O E+06 2558 969 2 .0 E -0 5 y e s no
d.54 3 1.920 30 19.63 2 3 6 3 9 2767 3532 5 .0E + 06 5522 2148 2.0E-05 y e s m a y o e
0!8T 3 1.630 40 19.5 22066 3181 4086 b.O E+06 683 7 3119 2.0E-05 y e s m a y e e
0.32 3 0.960 10 24.88 34720 327 315 5 .0E + 06 208 193 2 .0E -05 y e s y e s
0 .35 3 " 17150 20 ' ''24.75 52519 "657 767 5.0E+U 6 380 4 2 e 2.0E-05 y e s y e s
d.42 3 1.260 30 24.63 58383 1201 1166 5 .0E + 06 593 956 2.0E-05 y e s y e s
0 .4 3 1.200 40 24.5 73289 1438 1425 5.0E+08 848 888 2.0e-o5 y e s y e s
0.3 3 O.900 10 29.88 54483 335 323 5 .0E + 06 138 2 io 2.0E-05 y e s y e s
0.31 3 0 .9 3 0 20 “ 29.75 110916 751 622 5 .0E + 06 255 341 2 .0 E -0 5 y e s y e s
0.36 3 1.080 30 29.63 172257 1380 1388 5.OE+06 491 644 2.0E*0$ y e s y e s
0.37 3 1.110 40 "  29.5 192953 1840 189$ 5 .0E + 06 571 820 2 .0 E -0 5 y e s y e s
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Table 5.2.2b. Comparison of CHIMP V2CD*) with Experimental Data
F inal R u n s  o f c h i m p  v e r s io n  2  a t  E x p e n m en ta i O p e ra tin g  c o n d itio n s  -  r o u n d  2
p e x p
(m T orr)
PCF R cor
(m T orr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
R exp
(n/s)
R av e
(n /s)
V2
Final
R en d
(n /s)
M2
Final
n real •
IS P
*
E S P
Tim e
(s)
B.C.
M atch?
P op .
C o n s t?
0 .5 3 1 .500 10 19.86 '7305 541 681 5 .0E + 05 9 515 3118 2.0E-O5 y e s no
o .5b 5 1 .740 20 ' 13.75 15843 1438 1840 1 .0E + 06 12343 4334 ioE-05 y e s no
0 .64 “ 3 1.320 30 19.63 23839 289 / 3396 1 .0E + 06 2//9H 11240 2.0E-05 y e s m a y o e
0.61 3 1.830 40 13.5 220 6 8 3 642 8836 TOE+86 33321 14850 2.0E-O5 y e s m a y b e
0 .3 2 3 0 .960 10 24 .88 34720 345 "373 5 .0E + 05 2 3 2 5 " 2077 72.06-05 y e s m a y b e
b.35 "  "3 i .d s d 26 24.75 525 1 9 6 6 9 554 3 .0 6 + 0 5 3651 4361 2.0E-O 5 y e s m a y o e
6 4 2 3 1 .266 36 24 .63 583 8 3 1177 iod6 5 .0 E + 0 5 7845 7315 2.0E-05 y e s m a y o e
64 3 1 .200 4 0 24.5 73289 1 5 // 1340 5.0E+05 /B /O 8674 2.0E-05 y e s m a y b e
0.3 ”  ' “ 3 0 .9 0 0 i 0 29 .86 54483 444 843 5.Q E+05 2187 '"2413 2.0E-05 y e s m a y o e
0.31 3 0 .930 20 2S.75 110918 804 734 5 .0E + 05 2491 4329 2.0E-05 y e s m a y b e
0 .36 3 1.080 30 23.83 1/225/ 1386 1&6 5 .0E + 05 4466 6046 2 .0E -b5 y e s m a y b e
0 .3 7 3 1 .110 40 29 .5 132353 2005 269 2 5 .0E + 05 6065 8522 2.0E-05 y e s m a y b e
Table 5.2.2c. Comparison o f  CHIMP V2(D*) with Experimental Data
Final R uns of c h im p  vers ion  2 a t  Expenm entai O perating condiftons -  Round 2
P exp
(mTorr)
PCF P cor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
<k V)
A verage
Ion
Density
(«/mA3)
A verage
Electron
Density
(#/m A3)
lo n a e
Fraction
A verage
Ion
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Electron
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Ion
M ean
F ree
P ath
(m )
A verage
Electron
M ean
F ree
P ath
(m)
A verage
Ion
Collision
Period
(*)
A verage
Electron
Collision
Period
(s)
D evice
A verage
D ebye
Length
(m)
" 0 5 rsoo 10 14.b8 B.5E+11 2.86+11 T.8E-08 3931 1330 2.5E-02 1.2E+01 1.5E-07 3.5E-07 6.3E-01
0.58 ' '1 7 4 0 20 13.75 2.3E+12 8.96+11 4.1E-08 3077 12BT 1.9E-02 7.06+fld 2.2E-07 2.5E-07 2.BE-01
0.64 T 9 2 0 30 19.63 4.9E+12 2.0E+12 8.0E-08 2249 1039 1.5E-02 5.1E+bo 2.4E-07 2.6E-07 1.7E-01
0.61 1.830 40 19.5 5.9E+12 2.66+12 I.Oe -07 2213 1012 1.5E-02 5.36+00 2.BE-07 2.1E-07 1.4E-01
0.32 0.960 10 24.88 2. l f e + l1 1.8E+11 6 ./E -0 9 5708 " " 3 2 3 5 4.3E-02 0. i 6+0 i 1.7E-07 6.9E-07 9.BE-01
0.35 I .060 20 ' '24 .75 O .zE+H 3.9E + 11 9.6E-09 5707 3386 3.3E-02 0.6E+01 1.5E-07 6.6E-07 e.O E-bl
0 .42 1.260 30 24.63 7.0E+11 6 .5 b + 1 l 1 ./E -08 4117 2728 3.0E-02 2.0h+Ol 1.5E-07 4.BE-07 4 .BE-01
0.4 1.200 40 2 4 5 7.0E+11 7.7E+11 1.5E-OB 5433 3243 3.4E-02 2.5E+0T 1.3E-07 5.7E-07 4 .8E-0 I
0 .3 0 .900 10 2O.B6 1.9E+11 2.26+11 6 ./E -0 9 6289 3417 4.6E-02 3.46+01 1.6E-07 7.3E-07 9.4E-01
0.31 0.930 20 " 29.75 2.26+11 3.BE+11 7.4E-09 6600 4114 4.5E-02 4 .0E+01 1.3E-07 8.26-07 7.7E-01
0.56 I .080 00 29.63 4.0E+11 5.4E+11 1.IE-08 6262 4525 3.8E-02 3.BE+01 1.5E-07 7.5E-07 6 .6E-0 I
0.37 l . l lO 40 29.5 5.4E+11 7.1E+11 1.5E-08 7470 4436 3.9E-02 3.66+01 1.5E-07 7.2E-07 5.9E-b1
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Table 5.2.2d. Comparison of CHIMP V2(D+) with Experimental Data
Final R u n s  o r  c h i m p  V ers io n  Z a t  E x p e n m en ta i O p era tin g  C ond itions  -  R o u n d  2
P e x p
(m T orr)
P C F P c o r
(m T orr)
1
(m A )
V
(kV)
Fraction
N eutron
lon-lon
%
N eutron
C a th o d e
%
N eu tron
A C
%
N eu tron
A R
(eV)
Ion ize
R a te
(m A )
(eV )
%
Ionize
in
C a th o d e
%
Ionize
in
A C
%
Ionize
in
A n o d e
%
Ionize
in
A R
0 .5 3 i . s d o 10 10.88 6 .6E -06 77 20 3 "2.BE4J4 20 67 6 7
' 0.58 3 1.740 20 " 19.75 1.3P05 76 20 4 8.3E-04 15 74 6 5
0 .64 3 1.320 30 19.63 2. IE-05 75 20 5 2.5E-03 10 64 4 3
0.51 3 1.830 40 19.5 2.4E-05 78 IB 4 3 .2 E -0 3 ■ " 10 54 3 " 3
0.32 3 0 .9 6 0 10 24.88 l.SFOB 74 26 0 1 .3E -04 26 60 6 a
0 .3 5 3 1.050 20 24 .75 2. r t - o b 72 26 2 ' 2.50-04 29 50 5 16
0.42 3 1.260 30 24 .63 3 .8E -b6 70 24 6 4 .6 E -0 4 28 55 5 12
0.4 3 1.200 4 0 24.5 4.9E-06 6 9 29 2 5 .9 e -04 27 55 5 13
0 .3 3 0.960 10 29 .88 1. IE -0 6 59 26 5 i . i E -04 ----------v 57 5 11
0.31 3 0 .9 3 0 20 ■ 29.75 1.5E -06 61 '  '" 3 7 2 2 .0 E -0 4 31 43 4 " T7
0 .36 3 1.060 30 29 .63 2. IE-00 52 37 1 3.5E-04 33 47 4 16
337 T 1.110 4 0 ' "293 3. I E -06 6 2 36 2 4.6E-O4 31 49 4 16
Table 5.2.3. Characteristic Time Periods in a CHIMP Simulation 
(CHIMP V2CD*) at 29.5 kV, 40 mA, P=0.37 mTorr, PCF=3.0)
Minimum Ion AC Flight Time 5.1e-7 seconds
Minimum Electron AC Flight Time 8.4e-9 seconds
Average Ion-Neutral Collision Period 1.5e-7 seconds
Average Electron-Neutral Collision Period 7.2e-7 seconds
Ion-Ion Collision Period ~5.3e+5 seconds
Electron-Electron Collision Period ~3.7e+3 seconds
Number o f  Ions 3.0e+9
Number o f  Electrons 4.0e+9
Average Ion Energy 7470 eV
Average Electron Energy 4436 eV
Minimum Electron Plasma Period 1.2e-8 seconds
Time Step 1.7e-ll seconds
Simulation Period 2.0e-5 seconds
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6. RESULTS FROM CHIMP CODES V5(D2+) AND V6(D+)
6.1 Description o f  Upgrades in CHIMP Codes V5(D2+) and V6(D+)
As discussed in Section 3 and 4, CHIMP codes V5(D2+) and V6(D+) are upgraded 
versions o f  V1(D2+) and V2(D+). Secondary electron emission is suppressed at both the 
cathode and the reflector. Electrons are injected at the cathode and the anode only if  the 
collected anode current is less than the desired value. Charge exchange processes are 
included for the molecular deuterium version V5(D2+) (D2+ + D2 D2 + D2+) and the 
monatomic deuterium version V6(D+) (D+ + D D + D+). Fast neutrals are tracked until 
they are lost to a physical boundary, and their contribution to the neutron generation rate 
through collisions with the background neutral gas is taken into account.
6.2 Parametric Studies o f  Pressure Calibration Factor
As shown previously in Section 5, parametric studies were carried out to 
determine the maximum pressure calibration factor that could be used in the final 
V1(D2+) and V2(D+) simulations that would ensure matching o f  the boundary conditions 
and dynamic equilibrium. A similar series was run for the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes.
Two sets o f  parametric pressure studies were completed. These two were done 
for the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes at 20 kV and 40 mA. The pressure calibration factor 
was varied between 3 and 7.787, and the simulation period was set to l.0e-5 seconds. 
The number o f  real particles per simulation particle was set to 1.0e+8 for both the 
V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs. The results o f  these parametric studies are shown in Tables 
6.2.1a-d and Tables 6.2.2a-d.
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In the parametric pressure tests with the V5(D2+) code at 20 kV and 40 mA, the 
boundary conditions were matched and dynamic equilibrium was achieved for a PCF as 
high as 3.7. In the parametric pressure tests with the V6(D+) code at 20 kV and 40 mA, 
the boundary conditions were matched and dynamic equilibrium was achieved for a PCF 
as high as 6. Both these pressure calibration values are somewhat larger than those found 
for the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) codes in Section 5.
What is apparent from both sets o f pressure tests with the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) 
codes is that the simulations are quite sensitive to pressure. If  the pressure is too low, 
then the simulation o f  the ionized gas discharge must be sustained by the artificial 
injection o f electrons at the cathode and reflector. As the pressure is increased, more 
ionizations occur with the background gas, more ions are collected at the cathode and 
reflector, and the discharge is closer to becoming self-sustaining without any artificial 
injection o f electrons. However, if  the pressure is too high, and this may require only a 
small fractional change, then there is an explosive growth in the population o f  ions and 
electrons. It would appear that there is great difficulty in finding the maximum 
operational pressure at which the discharge sustains itself without an artificial external 
injection o f electrons, while satisfying the boundary conditions for current.
It would seem that the problem o f modeling the C-Device is very analogous to 
modeling a fission reactor. There is a certain critical background pressure for the given 
device design and anode voltage at which a time-averaged steady state current is 
sustained without an external source o f electrons. In the V5(D2+) simulations, this 
transition from a sub-critical discharge model to a super-critical discharge occurs 
between a pressure calibration factor o f  3.7 and 3.75. For the V6(D+) simulations, this
144
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transition occurs between a PCF o f  5 and 6.125. The issue o f pressure sensitivity o f  the 
CHIMP simulation model and what might be done to determine the critical pressure 
which will lead to a self-sustaining discharge with a high population o f  energetic ions 
will be discussed further in Section 8.
For the final set o f simulations o f  the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes, it was intended 
that a PCF=3.7 would be used for the V5(D2+) runs, and a PCF=6 would be used for the 
V6(D+) runs; however, a PCF -  3.5 will be used instead for the final V5(D2+) runs, and 
PCF = 5 will be used instead for the final V6(D+) runs. Additional test simulations 
performed with the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes with smaller numbers o f  real particles per 
simulation particle and longer simulation periods demonstrated an explosive growth in 
the simulation particle population at PCF’s o f  3.7 and 6 respectively. As discussed 
earlier in Section 5, the caveat with using these PCF’s is that it is being assumed that the 
PCF is the same for all operational points. It may be possible that the correct PCF at 20 
kV, 40 mA is different from the PCF at other operational points. A more accurate 
measurement o f  the actual pressure in the C-Device chamber is necessary.
Table 6.2.1a. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V5(D2+) at 20 kV, 40 mA
P re ssu re  r e s ts  vntn v s P rogram  for 2d kV, 40 mA
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF P oor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
>
f
R exp
(n/s)
R ave
(n/s)
VI
R end
(n/s)
V1
nreal *
ISP
•
ESP
•
FNSP
Tim e
(»)
B.C.
M atch?
Pop.
C o n s t?
0.61 3.000 1.830 40 19.5 22068 125 164 1.0E+08 287 16I 252 1.0fc-O5 yes yes
0.61 3.500 2.135 40 19.5 22068 158 163 1.0E»08 288 1(35 281 i .0e -o 5 y es y es
0.61 3 .6 /S 2.242 40 1 9 3 22061 181 275 1.0E+08 s 3 s 215 357 1.0E-05 yes y es
0 61 ‘  "3.700 2.257 40 19.5 22068 199 228 I.Ofe+08 421 l i f t 360 1 .t)E-o5 yes y es
0.61 3.750 2.266 40 19.5 22068 257 49T 1.0E+08 16433 15008 1394 1 .OE-qS »■* no
0.61 ' 4.000 2.440 40 19.5 22068 248 462 1.0E+08 29789 27943 2143 7.0E -06 yes no
0.61 5.000 "3.050 40 19.5 22068 253 516 1 ot*oa 39121 34228 3313 4.0E-06 no no
0.61 ■ 7.787| 4.75(1 40 193 22066 243 351 1.0E+08 4466 3776 560 2.0E~06 no no
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Table 6.2.lb. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V5(D2+) at 20 kV, 40 mA
Pressure Tests of ChTmP v S a t20 kV. 40 mA ------- ~  "
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
I
(mA)
V
(kV)
Average
Ion
Density
(i/m *3)
Average
Electron
Density
(#/m*3)
ionize
Fraction
Average
Ion
Energy
(eV)
Average
Electron
Energy
(eV)
Average
Ion
Mean
Free
Path
(m)
Average
Electron
Mean
Free
Path
(m)
Average
Ion
Cotision
Period
(*)
Average
Electron
Collision
Period
(*)
Device
Average
Debye
Length
(m)
0.61 3.000 1.630 40 19.5 5 .iE * ii 1.8E+72 6 .7E~OB 1581 1977 1.0P01 1.2E+01 1.4E-06 2.0E-05 2.5E-01
0.61 3.550 2.1735 40 19.5 5.1E+1Z 1.BE+12 7.4E-08 1295 12i b 7.SE-02 9.0E*t)0 9.3E-07 1.7E-05 1.9E-01
0.61 3.676 2.242 40 19.5 9.5E+12 3 .86*12 1.3E-07 920 823 3.4P02 7.3E+00 1.0E-06 1.3E-05 TIE-01
0.61 3.700 2.257 40 ' '"79:5 ?.i£*i2 Z.1E+1Z 1.0E-O7 1266 10ei 7.0E-02 7.8fe*0o 9.2E-07 1.5E-05 T7E-07
0.61 3.750 2.288 40 19.5 ■2.9E+T4 2.7E+14 4.0E-06 77 "98 1.7E-02 6 .7 £ -0 l 1.BE-06 i.2E-<fe 4.0E-03
0.61 a .bod 2.440 40 ' T 5T 5.36*14 5.0E*14 6.7E-06 62 16i 1.6E-02 5.3E-01 4.6E-06 8.9E-07 T 3E-03
0.61 6.000 3.050 40 19.6 7.0E+14 6 .lfe * l4 7 .1 e -06 33b 519 4. IE-02 1.5E+00 B.5E-07 9.1E-07 6.9E-03
0.61 7.787 4.750 40 19.5 4.0E+13 6 .7fe+ l3 5 .2e -07 119 93 9.4£-o3 5.3E-01 1.6E-06 1.IE -06 B.Se -oS
Table 6 .2 .lc. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V5(D2+) at 20 kV, 40 mA
Pressure Tests or 3HIMP V5 at 20 kV, 40 mA
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF pcor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
Fraction
Neutron
lon-lon
%
Neutron
Fast
Back
%
Neutron
Ion
Back
%
Neutron
Cathode
%
Neutron
AC
%
Neutron
Anode
%
Neutron
AR
0.61 3.0OO 1.830 40 19.5 6.5fe-07 65 35 20 46 i3 21
0.61 3.600 2135 40 1&.5 3.2E-05 56 42 8 68 0 24
" '0.61 3.675 2.242 40 19.5 7"4E'-07 68 '32 - ' 115 58 8 18
0.61 3.700 2.257 40 19.5 2.2E-04 69 31 30 63 3 32
0.61 3.750 2.285 40 i9 .5 1.06-06 73 ' “ 27 22 43 8 26
0.61 4.000 2.440 40 19.5 5. IE-07 59 41 33 29 4 34
0.61 5.000 3.050 40 19.5 2.6E-11 62 36 11 35 0 54
0.61 7.737 4.750 40 19.5 8.2E-15 60 "20 25 54 0 21
Table 6 .2 .Id. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V5(D2+) at 20 kV, 40 mA
Pressure Tests ol chim p V5 at 20  kV, 40 mA
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
ionize
Rate
(A)
%
Ionize
in
Cathode
%
Ionize
in
AC
%
Ionize
in
Anode
%
Ionize
in
AR
0.61 3 .0OO f.530 " 40 10.5 3.6E-03 14 65 12 9
0.61 3.5(30 2.135 40 16.6 3.6E3J3 "  8 74 13 5
0.61 3.6/5 2.242 40 10.5 8.2E-03 6 84 5 4
0.61 3.700 2.257 40 19.5 6. IE-03 10 75 9 6
0.61 3.750 2.28S 40 19.5 2.8E-01 0 97 2 0
0.61 4.000 2.440 40 19.5 5.2E-01 0 95 5 0
0.61 5.000 3.050 40 19.5 7.4E-01 0 92 7 0
0.61 7.787 4.750 40 19.5 7.4E-02 1 91 8 0
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Table 6.2.2a. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V6(D+) at 20 kV, 40 mA
P ressu re  l e s t *  with V6 p rogram  for 20  KV. 40  mA
P exp
(mToir)
PCF p co r
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
R exp
(n/s)
R ave
(n/s)
V2
R end
(n/s)
V2
nreal •
ISP
•
ESP
«
FN SP
Time
(s)
B.C.
M atch?
Pop.
C o n s t?
0.6 1 3.000 i . e i o 40 19.5 22066 1018 786 l.Ofc+OB 189 82 586 1.0E-05 y es y es
0.81 5.000 lu5d 40 193 22066 1618 —'7793 1.0S+08 278 "■72 I28O fOE-05 y es y es
0.61 8.000 3.660 40 19.5 22068 1841 1800 i.0E +o4 733 364 2273 1. OE-05 yes y es
0.61 6.125 3.736 40 19.5 22068 2495 40O2 1.0E+06 29895 28 d l1 10798 B.0E-O6 y es no
0.61 ff.250 3.813 40 19.5 22068 2782 " 5148 1.0E+08 "T7775 16297 7 l5 o 7.0E-0B y es no
0.6 ) 6.S00 3.965 40 193 22068 2541 3694 1.6E+0B 18571 17067 ■— 7278 7.0E-06 yes no
0.61 f.dOo T27D 40 19.5 22068 4629 ' 19580 1.OE+O8 63536 ” 58088 4 8334 6.0E-06 no no
0.61 7.787 4.750 40 19.5 22068 2024 3391 1.0E+06 —30973 29054 ioe34 4.0E-O6 no no
Table 6.2.2b. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V6(D+) at 20 kV, 40 mA
Pressure Tests of CHIMP VB at 20 kV, 40 mA
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(KV)
Average
Ion
Density
(#/mA3)
Average
Electron
Density
(t/m*3)
ionize
Fraction
Average
Ion
Energy
(eV)
Average
Electron
Energy
(eV)
Average
Ion
Mean
Free
Path
(m)
Average
Electron
Mean
Free
Path
(m)
Average
Ion
Collision
Period
(*)
Average
Electron
Collision
Period
(»)
Device
Average
Debye
Length
(m)
d.51 3.000 1.830 40 19.5 3.4E-H2 1.5E+12 5.7E-Q6 11SO 2074 1.4E-02 6.5E+00 3.2E-07 1.4E-05 2.8E-01
d.61 5.000 3.050 40 19.5 T9E+12 1.3E+12 5.0E-08 247 1257 6./ e-63 3.2E+00 5.5E-07 8.4E-06 2.3E-01
0.61 6.000 3.660 ' 40 ■ T98| 1.3E+13 5.4E+12 ■f.fT-07 394 547 5.BE-03 1.9E*00 1.9E-07 5.8E-06 7.5e-o2
0.61 6.T25] 3.7ie 40 ' ”1975 5.3E+14 5.oE+i4 4 46-04 ”  44 243 4.0E-O3 7.3E-01 3.0E-O7 1.5E-0B TDE-03
0.61 6.250 3.813 40 19.5 3.2EV14 2.9fe+l4 2.6E-O6 42 ”  76 3.6E-03 4.8E-01 3.5E-07 1.6E-06 3.8E-03
0.61 6.560 3.985 40 19.5 3.3E+14 3.0E+14 2.6E-06 32 bO 3.7E-o3 4.5E-01 3.2E-07 1.5E-06 3.BE-03
0.61 ' 7.000 4.270 ------ 40 19.5 1.1E+15 i.oE+15 B.2E-06 2B3 593 5.1E-03 1.2E+00 1.5E-07 2.3E-06 5.7E-03
0.61 7.787 4.750 40 T9T 5.5E+14 5.2E+14 3.dE-0e 30 86 2.9E-03 3.4E-01 3.2E-07 1. (E-OB’ 3.0E-O3
Table 6.2.2c. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V6(D+) at 20 kV, 40 mA
Pressure Tests of CHIMP V? at 20 kV.'JO'mA
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF pcor
(mTorr)
l
(mA)
V
(kV)
Fraction
Neutron
lon-lon
%
Neutron
Fast
Back
%
Neutron
Ion
Back
%
Neutron
Cathode
%
Neutron
AC
%
Neutron
Anode
%
Neutron
AR
0.61 3.000 1.830 4b ib.5 1.46-05 77 23 45 39 10 5
0.61 5.000 3.050 40 19.5 7.56-12 '86 14 24 72 2 IB
0.61 6.000 3.660 40 19.5 6.86-06 62 18 41 44 10 6
0.31 6.125 3.736 40 193 4.06-06 77 23 29 49 0 22
0.61 6.250 3.813 40 19.3 7.2E-09 '  33 i t 24 47 5 24
crer 6.500 3.965 40 19.5 5.06-08 66 14 32 30 21 18
0.61 7.000 4.270 40 19.5 43E3J91 50 50 26 13 0 61
0.6l - "7.787 4750 40 19.5 1.66-11 89 11 22 54 ' O' 24
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Table 6.2.2d. Pressure Tests with CHIMP V6(D+) at 20 kV, 40 mA
Pressure Tests of CHIMP V6 at 20 kV, 40 mA
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
ionize
Rate
(A)
%
Ionize
in
Cathode
%
Ionize
in
AC
%
Ionize
in
Anode
%
Ionize
in
AR
0.61 3.000 1.830 40 19.5 2.11-03 IT-
60 13 11
0.61 5.000 8.050 40 19.5 3.5E-03 71 12 5
0.01 0.OOO 3.660 40 19.5 1.2^-02 6 00 6 3
0.01 0.125 3.736 40 19.5 53E-0T 0 96 4 0
0.01 0.250 3.813 "40 19.5 3!2E-0f 0 97 3 -■ 0
0.61 6.500 3.565 40 19.5 ISE-Of 0 ~ “98 2 0
0.61 7TJ00 4.270 40 19.5 1.9E+O0 0 95 4 1
0.61 7.787 4.750 40 19.5 5.4E-01 0 9i 9 0
6.3 Final Runs o f CHIMP V5(D2+) and V6(D+) Compared with Experimental Data
6.3.1 Introduction
A final set o f  simulation runs were carried out with Versions 5 and 6 o f  the 
CHIMP code in comparison with the experimental data points at 20 kV and 30 kV shown 
previously in Table 4.2. Based on the parametric pressure studies that are discussed in 
Section 6.1, pressure calibration factors o f 3.5 and 5 were used for the V5(D2+) and 
V6(D+) runs respectively. The simulation period was extended to 2.0e-5 seconds to 
ensure that there was more than enough time for ions generated by ionization o f  the 
background neutrals to be accelerated the electrostatic field. The number o f  real particles 
per simulation particle was set to nreal=1.0e+7 for all simulations. Although the 
simulation results indicate that a smaller number o f  real particles per simulation particle 
should be used, the earlier simulation results discussed in Section 5 indicated that there is 
not a significant difference in the final results for the neutron production rates. If
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necessary, further simulations with a smaller number o f  real particles per simulation 
particle can be performed in the future.
The results for the final runs o f  the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) CHIMP codes in 
comparison with the experimental IEC C-Device data are shown in Tables 6.3.1a-d, and 
6.3.2a-d, and Figures 6.3.1 to 6.3.10. Tables 6.3.1a-d give the results for Version 5 and 
Tables 6.3.2a-d give the results for Version 6.
6.3.2. Discussion o f  Input Parameters
All final runs o f the CHIMP V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes used a 32 by 128 mesh 
for calculating the potential distribution. The simulation period was set to 2.0e-5 
seconds. The PCF was set to 3.5 for the V5(D2+) runs, and to 5 for the V6(D+) runs, both 
which are higher than the calibration factor o f  the ionization pressure gauge. The number 
o f  real particles per simulation particle was set to nreal=l .Oe+7 for all runs.
6.3.3 Discussion o f  Boundary Condition Matching and Dynamic Equilibrium
Boundary conditions for electrode current were matched in all simulations. 
Apparently the new algorithm for suppressing electron injection at the cathode and 
reflector if  the collected anode current was too high is working well. However, dynamic 
equilibrium was not achieved for the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs at the (20 kV, 30 mA), 
(20 kV, 40 mA) operational points. Some o f  these simulations actually failed to reach the 
final simulation period because the 200,000 particle limit was exceeded. Presumably, the 
boundary conditions for current probably would have not been satisfied. It is quite 
possible that the pressure calibration factor for these failed simulations was too high,
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leading to an explosive growth in the particle population. It would appear that the 
inclusion o f  charge exchange processes did not alleviate the problem o f failure to achieve 
dynamic equilibrium at the higher pressure operating points.
In contrast, the boundary conditions for current were matched and dynamic 
equilibrium was achieved for all the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs at 30 kV. Further 
confirmation o f this was obtained by running an additional simulation for the V6(D+) 
code at 30 kV, 40 mA for a much longer period (1.0e-4 seconds instead o f  2.0e-5 
seconds). Results for this long-run simulation are shown in Tables 6.3.3a-d. The total 
particle population, neutron generation rates, and other parameters o f  the discharge did 
not change appreciably for the longer simulation run. Hence, the shorter simulation 
period o f  2.0e-5 seconds was sufficient to establish equilibrium.
As was found in the final V1(D2+) and V2(D+) simulations, and that is not shown 
in the data tables was the observation that the collected ion currents at the cathode was 
quite low compared to the total electrode current. In a number o f  cases, it was less 10%. 
A sizeable electron injection current was required at the cathode to satisfy the boundary 
conditions, and it appears that the injection current was larger than would be expected 
due to secondary electron emission from ion impact. It may be possible that fast neutral 
impact is leading to further secondary electron emission from the electrodes, although 
this process is not included in the V5(D2+) or V6(D+) codes.
6.3.4 Collisional Processes and Plasma Parameters
Like the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) simulations, the fraction o f  the background neutral 
gas that was ionized was quite small, ranging on the order o f  1.0e-8 to 1.0e-6. The
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majority o f  ions were generated in the AC region, but this majority tended to drop as the 
operating voltage increased. At 20 kV, 70 to 100% o f the ions were generated in the AC 
region, while at 30 kV, it ranged from approximately 50 to 70%. Usually less than 10% 
o f the ions were generated in the anode region, the desired location for ionization.
The ionization rate in both the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs typically ranged from 0.1 
to 2 mA, except at the 20-kV, 30-40-mA operational points where it ranged from 20 to 90 
mA. The ionization rate appeared to be rather low in comparison to the electrode 
currents (10 to 40 mA). It was expected that the ionization rate should be at least 10 to 
20% o f the electrode current, assuming that no ions are lost to the glass walls, and that 
the secondary emission coefficient for the deuterium ions (monatomic or molecular) 
could be as high as 5 to 10. Although fast neutrals can also lead to secondary electron 
emission, and thereby contribute to the electrical currents at the cathode and reflector, it 
was expected that the ionization rate should be comparable to the electrode current for a 
self-sustaining discharge. This discrepancy that was observed earlier in the V1(D2+) and 
V2(D+) simulations was not resolved by the inclusion o f  charge exchange processes. 
With the simulation runs at 20 kV and 30-40 mA, the ionization rate usually exceeded the 
electrode current, leading to an explosive growth in the simulation particle population. It 
is possible that the simulation is very sensitive to the exact value o f  pressure used, and 
the pressure calibration factors used may have been too high for these cases.
In the V5(D2+) simulations, the average D2+ ion mean free path (MFP) typically 
ranged from approximately 2 to 30 cm, increasing with voltage, while the average 
electron MFP typically ranged from 1 to 30 m. These large mean free paths suggest that
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the discharge was still relatively collisionless. The ion collision periods was on the order 
o f  1 .Oe-6 seconds, while the electron period was on the order o f 1.0-5 seconds.
In the V6(D+) runs, the average D+ ion MFP ranged from 0.4 to 2 cm, while the 
average electron MFP ranged from 1 to 10 m. Ion collision periods ranged from 2.0e-7 to 
5.0e-7 seconds, while electron collision periods ranged from 3.0e-6 to 2.0e-5 seconds.
The average electron collision period found in the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs was 
noticeably larger than those found in the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) simulations, but this might 
be attributed to the poorer statistical accuracy o f the final V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs 
which had lower electron simulation particle populations.
The average ion energies were noticeably lower in the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) 
simulations than in the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) runs, and this is easily explained by charge 
exchange. Average electron energies did not differ much from those in the V1(D2+) and 
V2(D+) simulations. In the V5(D2+) simulations, the average ion kinetic energy ranged 
from 1000 to 4000 eV, while the average electron kinetic energy ranged from 800 to 
4000 eV. Both increased with applied potential. The notable exceptions were the 20-kV, 
30 and 40-mA cases where the overwhelming population o f ions and electrons created by 
ionization and secondary emission skewed the result to energies below 200 eV. In the 
V6(D+) simulations, the average ion kinetic energy ranged between 500 and 2000 eV, 
while the electron energy ranged between 900 and 6000 eV. Like the V5(D2+) runs, the 
average particle energies increased with the applied potential. However, the average 
particle energies had a  tendency to decrease with current, which may be attributed to the 
higher pressures and collision rates for both ions and electrons. At higher pressures, there 
is a greater ionization rate, leading to larger populations o f low-energy electrons.
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The device-average Debye length typically ranged between 20 and 100 cm in both 
the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) simulations. Again, the exception was at the 20 kV, 30 and 40 
mA cases where the Debye length ranged from 4 to 8 mm.
6.3.5 Discussion o f  Neutron Generation Rates
The results for prediction o f  the time-averaged neutron generation rate in the C- 
Device by the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes are shown in Figures 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. The 
neutron rates calculated by the V5(D2+) code are two to three orders o f  magnitude less 
than the experimental values, while the neutron rates calculated by the V6(D+) code are 
one to two orders o f  magnitude less than the experimental results. The discrepancy 
between the code predictions and the experimental results is wider at the higher operating 
voltages. Although this discrepancy was observed in the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) 
simulations, the agreement is somewhat improved due to the use o f higher pressure 
calibration factors (PCF=3.5 for the V5(D2+) runs, PCF=5 for the V6(D+) runs). As was 
found in the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) simulation runs, the trends for the neutron rate with 
current were relatively consistent with those found in the experiment.
Although charge exchange processes tend to reduce the energy o f the ions, the 
energetic fast neutrals tended to contribute to the majority o f the total neutron generation 
rate. Fast neutrals contributed 60 to 80% o f  the neutron generation at 20 kV, and 40 to 
70% at 30 kV. The V6(D+) simulations had larger neutron generation due to fast neutrals 
(60 to 80%) than the V5(D2+) simulations (40 to 65%). Ion-background fusion reactions 
made up the balance o f  neutron generation. Ion-ion was virtually negligible. Clearly, the 
inclusion o f  charge exchange processes and fast neutral-background neutron production
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in the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes was an improvement over the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) 
codes, although it did not lead to significantly higher neutron generation rates.
The region o f  maximum neutron production tended to vary, although it was 
usually within the cathode or the anode-cathode (AC) regions. For the V5(D2+) runs, 
neutron production in the cathode ranged from 30 to 60%, increasing with operating 
voltage. Neutron production in the AC region also ranged from 30 to 60%, decreasing 
with voltage. Neutron production in the anode-reflector (AR) region ranged from 7 to 
22%, although pattern with voltage or current could not be discerned. Due to fast neutral 
collisions with the background neutral gas, neutron generation in the anode region ranged 
from 1 to 10%. For the V6(D+) runs, neutron production in the cathode ranged from 20 
to 40%, increasing with voltage. Neutron production in the AC region ranged from 40 to 
60%, although there was no distinctive pattern with voltage or current. Neutron 
production in the AR region was much higher than that found in the V5(D2+) runs, 
ranging from 5 to 30%, and it was noticeably larger at lower voltages. Neutron 
generation in the anode region made up the balance, ranging from 1 to 10%.
6.3.6 Potential Profiles at 20 kV, 10 mA
Plots o f  the axial and radial variations o f  the electric potential in the C-Device at 
20-kV, 10 mA are shown in Figures 6.3.3 to 6.3.6. The predictions by V5(D2+) and 
V6(D+) codes for the axial variation o f the centerline and wall potentials were almost 
identical. The glass wall had a potential that is close to the anode potential between the 
anode and the midpoint between the cathode and the anode. This can be attributed to the 
positive charge that develops in the glass wall near the anode as a result o f  ion impact and
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secondary electron emission due to both electron and ion impact. The great similarity 
between the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs suggests that the effect o f  secondary electron 
emission due to electron impact dominates. The wall potential between the anode and 
reflector is nearly linear. The radial potential distribution at the mid-plane(z=0) was 
smooth for both the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs, and the center-line-to-wall potential 
difference ranged between 250 and 300 V. The radial potential distributions at the 
reflector side o f  the anode were very similar for the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs. Both were 
monotonically decreasing towards the centerline, with a maximum difference o f 
approximately 1200 V at the centerline. The V6(D+) result had a flatter radial profile 
near the centerline. The potential profile results for the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs differed 
very little from those in the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) runs.
6.3.7 Potential Profiles at 30 kV, 40 mA
Plots o f  the axial and radial variations o f the electric potential in the C-Device at 
30-kV, 40 mA are shown in Figures 6.3.7 to 6.3.10. The V5(D2+) and V6(D+) results for 
the centerline and wall potentials differed more so than in the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) runs. 
There was less o f  a positive charge buildup on the glass wall due to secondary electron 
emission for the V5(D2+) runs than for the V6(D+) runs. The wall potential was more 
linear than the 20-kV, 10-mA case. Like the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) runs, there was a slight 
discontinuity in the wall potential at an axial position 1/3 o f  the way between the cathode 
and the anode. This is likely the turn-around point where the potential in the chamber 
changes from being higher than the wall potential, as occurs near the cathode, to being 
lower than the wall potential, as occurs near the anode. The wall potential between the
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anode and reflector is nearly linear. The radial potential distribution at the mid- 
plane(z=0) was relatively smooth for both the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs. In contrast to 
the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) runs, the center-line potential was higher for the V6(D+) run 
(340 V) than for the V5(D2+) run (305 V). It would appear in Figure 6.3.9 that there is a 
non-zero radial slope at r=0 for the V5(D2+) run. This can be explained by the fact that a 
two-point central difference scheme is used for treating the r=0 boundary by the Cyclic 
Reduction Poisson solver. If a two-point forward-difference scheme was used instead, 
the potential at the mesh point adjacent to the center (r=dr) would be the same as the 
centerline. Alternatively, if  a much smaller radial cell size was used, it would become 
apparent that the radial slope would approach zero at r=0. The difference in the radial 
potential profile at the mid-plane between the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs was less than that 
for the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) runs. The radial potential distributions at the reflector side o f  
the anode were also very similar for the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) runs, and these tended to 
have a  flatter radial distribution than in the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) runs. Both were 
monotonically decreasing towards the centerline, with a maximum difference o f  
approximately 2700 V at the centerline, smaller than for the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) runs .
6.3.8 Summary o f  Final Runs o f  CHIMP Codes V5(D2+) and V6(D+) Compared with
Experimental Data
Boundary conditions for current were matched in all the V5(D2+) and V6(D^) 
simulations. Dynamic equilibrium was achieved in most o f  the runs as well, with 
exceptions at 20 kV, 30 mA and 40 mA, the operating points with the highest pressures. 
The ionization rate was significantly lower than the total electrode current. It was
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expected that the discrepancy should be smaller. Neutron production due to fast-neutral- 
background fusion reactions was a dominant mechanism contributing 40 to 80% o f  the 
total rate. Both the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes still under-predicted the neutron rate in 
the C-Device by one to three orders o f  magnitude. The discrepancy was more 
pronounced at the higher voltages. The modified algorithm for electron injection at the 
cathode and reflector helped improve matching o f  boundary conditions. The inclusion o f  
charge exchange and fast-neutral-background fusion reactions gave a modest 
improvement in the agreement between CHIMP code predictions o f the neutron rate with 
experimental results.
Table 6.3. la. Comparison o f  CHIMP V5(D2+) with Experimental Data
f^mal R uns of c h i m p  vers ion  a  a t  Expenm ental o p era tin g  cond itions
P ex p
(mTorr)
PCF P ee r
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
R exp
(n/s)
R ave
(n/s)
V5
Final
R end
(n/s)
V5
Final
nreal •
ISP
•
ESP
•
FNSP
n m e
(s)
B.C.
M atch?
Pop.
C o n s t?
0.5 3.5 ” T.750 10 19. as 7905 1 ~  54 47 l.Ofe+07 1118 292 907 2.0E-05 y es y es
"0.58 35 2.030 20 19.75 15849 96 30 1.0E+07 2131 718 1872 2.0E-O5 y es yes
" ”0:84 3.5 '"2.240 30 19.63 23839 ' 1 8 3 237 1.0E+07 30672 24078 6427 T.2E-05 y es no
' ”0.61 3.5 2.135 40 19.5 22068 ■■ 251 484 l .dE + 07 89145 79051 11243 T2E -05 y es no
'0.3 ' 3 3 l.o 5 o id 29.68 54483 259 147 l.OE+07 288 182 254 2.0E-05 yes y es
b.31 3 3 1.085 20 3 8 7 5 1109TB 389 238 1.0E+O7 381 278 347 2 .0 e -o 5 y es y es
(3.36 3.5 1.260 30 29.63 172257 646 470 1 0e +o7 847 249 643 2.0E-05 y es y es
0.37 3!5 1.295 40 29.5 192953 728 519 I.Oe +07 798 426 728 2 .06-05 y es yes
Table 6.3.1 b. Comparison o f  CHIMP V5(D2+) with Experimental Data
f e s i  o t c h im p  v e rsx in  5 a t Expenm ental u pera tx ig  conditions
P exp
(mTorr)
PCF p co r
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
A verage
Ion
Density
(*/m*3)
A verage
Electron
D ensity
(*/mA3)
ionize
Fraction
A verage
Ion
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Electron
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Ion
M ean
Free
Path
(m)
A verage
Electron
M ean
F ree
Path
(m)
A verage
Ion
Collision
Period
(t)
A verage
Electron
Collision
Period
(*)
Device
A verage
D ebye
Length
(m)
" 03 3.5 "1.750 10 19 88 2.0E+12 5 .2 e + i i 3.5^-08 1067 854 7.8E-02 B.sE+Ob 2.1E-06 2.0E-05 3.0E-01
0.58 3.5 2 .030 20 19.75 3.BE+12 1.3E+12 5.86-08 1016 932 5.86-02 8.96+ 00 1.7E-08 1.76-05 "2.0E-01
■ 0.84 ■33 2.240 30 19.63 5.5E+13 4.3E+13 7.8E-07 187 53 2.2E-02 l.zE+00 4.6E-06 4.6E-06 B.3E-03
o .b i 3.5 — 2.T35 40 19.5 1.BEVT4 T.4E4-14 2 .3 6 -d e n 9 48 1.SE-02 8.1E-01 7.06-06 3 .06 -06 "4.3E4J3
'  0.3 3.5 1.050 10 29.88 4.86+11 2.9E+11 1.4E-OB 3764 2585 2.SE-01 2 .5^+ til 1 .36-06 3.2E-05 7.0E-01
'0.31 3.5 — i . o n 20 29.75 6.BE+11 43E+11 2 .0  E-OS 374) 2581 2.7E-01 2.4E+01 1.76-06 2.9E-05 5.4E-01
0.36 " T 5 1.260 30] 29.63 1.2E+12 4 .4 e + i  1 2.BE-08 3365 3836 2.2E-01 z.eE+01 1.5E-06 3.4E-C5 3.9E4JT
0.37 3 3 1.295 46 29.5 1.4E+12 7.5E+11 3.4E-0B1 3705 389 2 2.2E-01 2.6E+01 1.3E-06 3. 1E-05 5.3E-01
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Table 6.3. lc. Comparison of CHIMP V5(D2+) with Experimental Data
TesFofT:HIMP Version Tat Expenmental Operating Cone itions
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
l
(mA)
V
(kV)
Fraction
Neutron
lon-lon
%
Neutron
Fast
Back
%
Neutron
Ion
Back
%
Neutron
Cathode
%
Neutron
AC
%
Neutron
Anode
%
Neutron
AR
0.5 3.5 1.750 10 TSBB 4.BE-05 0.50 0.40 29 50 4 7
0.55 3.5 2.03O 20 19.75 4.0E-05 0.59 0.4i 42 44 2 11
0.64 3.5 3.24o 30 19.53 5.5E-05 0.63 0.37 31 45 4 17
" ' 0.51 5.5 2.135 40 19.5 3.6t-o5 0.64 0.36 28 47 3 " “ 22
0.3 3.5 1.05o 10 29.36 4.1E-06 0.54 0.46 61 30 0 9
0.31 3.5 T.0B5 20 29.75 4.4E-05 0.44 0.56 58 -  ~ n 9 7
0.36 3.5 1.260 30 29.53 5.2E-06 0.48 ""0 :5 2 49 35 i 15
0.37 3.5 1.295 4d 293 5.BE-06 6.43 -■■0.52 46 44 2 8
Table 6 .3 .Id. Comparison o f CHIMP V5(D2+) with Experimental Data
Test of CHIMP Version 5 at Expenmental operating conditions
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF pcor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
ionize
Rate
(A)
%
Ionize
in
Cathode
%
Ionize
in
AC
%
Ionize
in
Anode
%
Ionize
in
AR
0.3 3.5 1.760 10 19.88 1.0ET-03 10 76 10 4
0.58 3.6 2.03d 20 10.75 2. IE-00 10 76 7 7
0.64 3.5 ■2.240 3o 19.63 2.8E-02 1 95 2 1
0.6T 3.5 2.135 40 19.5 8.7E-02 1 95 4 0
0.3 3.5 1.050 id 29.88 2.7E-Q4 17 61 12 10
0.31 3.5 1.085 20 2975 4.6E-04 26 54 10 19
0.36 3.5 1.260 30 29.63 7.7E-04 21 56 T31 10
0.37 3 3 1.205 40 29.5 1.1E-03 23 54 9 13
Table 6.3.2a. Comparison o f CHIMP V6(D+) with Experimental Data
Final Runt or chimp version 6 at Expenmental operating Conomoni
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorT)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
Pexp
(n/s)
Rave
(n/s)
V6
Final
Rend
(n/s)
V6
Final
nreal (
ISP
•
ESP
•
FNSP
Time
(s)
B.C.
Match?
Pop.
Const?
'  TT5 5 2.500 10 15.55 7905 657 716 1.0E+d7 998 268 3634 2.0E-05 yes yes
0.58 5 2 .000 '  20 19.75 ' 15849 1132 854 i.OE+07 1853 599 7919 2.0E^05 yes yes
0.64 5 3 .200 30 19.63 23639 1637 2097 i .oE-mJ? 48699 40855 41110 2.OE-05 yes no
0.61 S 3 .050 40 193 22068 2109 3293 i .OE+07 59159 50034 45150 f6E4J5 yes no
' ' 0 .3 ■"5 i .s d d 10 29.86 54483 1735 787 1.0E+O7 154 V2 sod 2.0E-05 yes yes
0.31 5 1.550 20 29.75 110918 2598 1940 1.6E+07 317 23/ 1142 2.bE-0S yes yes
0.36 1 5 1.BOO " '301 29.63 172257 3988 1228 1.0E+07 427 2>0 1886 idE-05 yes yes
0.37 5 i .450 40 29.5 192953 4258 4057 I.OE+07 1132 665 2 7 1 / 2.0E-O5 yes yes
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Table 6.3.2b. Comparison of CHIMP V6(D+) with Experimental Data
T e st or CHIMP V ersion 6  a t  Experim ental O perating  cond ioons
Pexp
(mTorr)
PC F P cor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
A verage
Ion
Density
(«/m*3)
A verage
Electron
D ensity
(» m A3)
ionize
Fraction
A verage
Ion
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Electron
Energy
(eV)
If Ilf !
A verage
Electron
M ean
F ree
Path
(m)
A verage
Ion
Collision
Period
(*)
A verage
Electron
Collision
Period
(»>
D evice
A verage
D ebye
Length
(m)
d.S 5 2.S00 10 19.88 i.aE+i2 4.8E+ft 2.26-OB 569 1063 TT2E-03 3.09+00 3.4E-07 9 .36-06 3.56-O1
0.58 6 2.900 20 19.75 3 .36+ 12 1.1E+12 3.SE-6B 55b 946 7. IE-03 2 .66+ 00 6SJ a IT c 6 .46-06 2.26-01
0.64 5 3.20(1 30 19.63 8.76+ 13 7 .3 6 + lJ 9 .49-07 85 56 4.26-03 8.06-01 TTJE3J7 3.96-06 77E5J3
0.61 5 3.050 40 19.5 i :te+tc 8.96+13 1. IE-06 ' 98 1 '62 4.46-03 9.26-01 5.56-07 T 9 E - 6 5 6 .36-03
0.1} 5 1.500 10 29.88 2.7E + 11 1.3E+11 57E-09 " 2072 5612 T 9 E - 0 2 i.i9+di 3 .36-07 1.96-05 1.66+00
0.31 5 1.556 20 29.75 5.6E+11 4.29+11 1TE-08 1841 3548 T 9 E - 0 2 1.39 + d l 3 .06-07 1.86-o5 8.8E-0f
6.36 5 1.800 30 29.63 7.6E+Tf 4.BE+11 1.69-08 1636 ■ -3 9 7 3 ' T5E -02 9.79+ 00 4.1P07 1.66-05 6.86-01
' 0.77 5 1.850 40 29.5 2.06+ 12 1.26+12 7 4 E -0 S '  'T459 2136 1.36-02 9.29+ 00 3 .56-07 1.4E-05 3.29-01
Table 6.3.2c. Comparison o f CHIMP V6(D+) with Experimental Data
Test of Chimp version 6 at expenmental Operating conoitions
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
Fraction
Neutron
lon-lon
%
Neutron
Fast
Back
%
Neutron
Ion
Back
%
Neutron
Cathode
%
Neutron
AC
%
Neutron
Anode
%
Neutron
AR
0.5 5 2.500 10 1918 6.7E-d? 0.80 0.20 29 53 4 i4
0.58 5 2.900 20 1075 3.7E-07 0.79 o.2i "T7 58 3 22
0.54 5 3.200 30 19.53 2.7E-07 0.82 0.18 IB 49 3 30
0.61 5 3.050 40 T0T5 B.6E-d7 ■"” 078 0.22 3T 45 2 '"  23
0.3 5 l.5o0 10 29.88 1.3E4J6 0.62 0.38 37 54 1
0.3T 5 1.856 20 29.75 5.16-07 0.69 0.31 31 52 7 10
0.36 5 t.ao 30 29.83 4.4E-07 0.67 0.33 40 51 7 3
U.37 5 1.850 40 29.5 2 .36-0 / 1 "0.70 0.30 4? 38 3 '  T7
Table 6.3.2d. Comparison o f  CHIMP V6(D+) with Experimental Data
Test ot Ch im p  version 6 at Expenmental Operating conditions
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Poor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
ionize
Rate
(A)
%
Ionize
in
Cathode
%
Ionize
in
AC
%
Ionize
in
Anode
%
Ionize
in
AR
0.6 5 2.5O0 id 19.88 B.8E-04 9 "75 1o 3
0.58 5 2.900 2d 19.75 2. IE-03 1o 77 8 5
0.64 5 3.2d0 ' 30 19.63 4.B&-C2 1 95 3 0
0.61 5 3.05b 40 19.5 6.5E-02 1 96 3 0
0.3 5 1.500 10 29.85 1.6E-Q4 21 54 1 0 9
0.31 5 1.550 20 29.75 4.2£-04 23 58 1l 5
0.36 6 1.800 30 29.63 5.6&-04 27 54 10 9
0.37 5 1.850 40 2975 i .3t-d3 16 67 10 7
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Table 6.3.3a. Comparison o f  CHIMP V6(D+) with Experimental Data
(Long Simulation Period)
Fflxp
(mTorr)
PCF P c o r '" "
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
7 -----
(kV)
Rexp
(n/s)
R ave
(n/s)
R eno
(n/s)
nreal r  _
ISP
9---------
ESP
1
FNSP
Tim e
(s)
B.C.'  “  
M atch?
Pop.
C o n s t?
0.3/ 5 1.S50 40 29.5 192933 3587 bOB3 1.0fc+07 759 438 3586 i.oE-04 y es y es
Table 6.3.3b. Comparison o f  CHIMP V6(D+) with Experimental Data
(Long Simulation Period)
P exp
(mTorr)
PCF Poor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V - -  
(kV)
A verage
Ion
Density
(«/mA3)
A verage
Electron
D ensity
(#/m A3)
ionize
Fraction
A verage
Ion
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Electron
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Ion
M ean
F ree
P ath
(m)
A verage
Electron
M ean
F ree
Path
(m)
A verage
Ion
Collision
Period
(s)
A verage
Electron
Collision
Period
(s)
D evice
A verage
D ebye
Length
(m)
0 .37 5 1.55d ■ ------ 40 29.5 1.4E+12 7 .8 fc+ n 2 .3 e -ob 1748 3723 1.5E-02 1.BE+51 3.2E-07 1.6E-05 5. IE-01
Table 6.3.3c. Comparison o f  CHIMP V6(D+) with Experimental Data
(Long Simulation Period)
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
1 ' "
(mA)
V
(kV)
Fraction
Neutron
lon-lon
%
Neutron
Fast
Back
%
Neutron
Ion
Back
Neutron
Cathode
%
Neutron
AC
Neutron
Anode
%
Neutron
AR
" tT.37 5 1.860 40 29.5 5.5E-07 66 34 IB 4 2 2 19
Table 6.3.3d. Comparison o f  CHIMP V6(DT) with Experimental Data
(Long Simulation Period)
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
I
(mA)
V”
(kV)
ionize
Rate
(A)
%
Ionize
in
Cathode
%
Ionize
in
AC
%
Ionize
in
Anode
%
Ionize
in
AR
0.37 5 1.350 4d 29.5 i .i e -o3 22 38 11 9
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Figure 6.3.1. Final Comparison o f  CHIMP Codes V5(D2+) and V6(D+) with 
Experimental Data for Neutron Production Rate at 20 kV 
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Figure 6.3.3. Potential Profile at r=0 (Centerline) in C-Device at 20 kV, 10 mA
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Figure 6.3.5. Potential Profile at z=0 (Mid-Plane) in C-Device at 20 kV, 10 mA
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Figure 6.3.6. Potential Profile at z=0.56 m (Anode) in C-Device at 20 kV, 10 mA
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Figure 6.3.7. Potential Profile at r=0 (Centerline) in C-Device at 30 kV, 40 mA
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7. ZERO-DIMENSIONAL MODELING TESTS
7.1 Introduction
It was found in Section 5 that the CHIMP code under-predicted the neutron 
generation rate in the C-Device by one to three orders o f  magnitude. To ensure that the 
boundary conditions for electrode current were matched, the pressure calibration factor was 
reduced to a factor o f three, which was slightly above the calibration factor for the ionization 
gauge. The simulation period was extended further to allow more time for ions to pick up 
kinetic energy from the electrostatic field and to ensure that dynamic equilibrium was 
attained. However, problems still remain. Some o f the lower voltage operating points are 
very sensitive to the number o f  real particles per simulation particle, and the match between 
the predicted and measured neutron generation rates is still poor. In Section 6, results were 
shown for upgraded versions o f  the CHIMP code (Versions 5 and 6) which included charge 
exchange processes and a modification to the algorithm for injecting electrons at the cathode 
and reflector. Although the upgraded versions o f the code had better matching o f  the 
boundary conditions, the prediction o f  the neutron rate was still far below that found in the 
experiments.
By using some simple zero-dimensional models, it may be possible to gain further 
insight to explain why these discrepancies exist. The results o f  these simple tests will help 
guide future improvements to the CHIMP simulation model. It should be emphasized that 
only some o f  the possible mechanisms that could account for the differences will be tested. 
There will be more discussion o f  other technical issues regarding improvements to the 
CHIMP simulation model in Section 8.
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7.2 Estimate of Ion and Electron Population in C-Device
One o f  the first issues to address is the electron/ion population in the C-Device. 
Results from the final set o f  CHIMP V1(D2+) and V2(D+) runs indicated that both the 
electron and ion populations typically ranged from 1 .Oe+9 to 1.0e+10, with a  few exceptions 
at 20 kV. Because the ions are created by ionization o f the background gas, it was expected 
and was generally found that the ion population was comparable to the electron population. 
An estimate o f the ion/electron population in the C-Device can be found using a simple 
balance with the electrode current, and is given by:
N = — -—  Vol (7-2 1 )* ion A
t  V,on A
2 EI ^ lo nV = I— —  (7.2.2)
ion - 1
m ,o„
— '— i y°l (7-2 -3>
® ^electron
=  \2E-electron ( 7 . 2 . 4 )electron
^electron
It is assumed that the electrode current is either electron or ion, and the density 
throughout the device is constant. By varying the kinetic energy o f the ions and electrons 
between the anode voltage and some lower value, a range o f  possible values for the 
ion/electron population will be found. Since the ion population is dependent on the electron 
population due to ionization, the range o f  values for the electron population is expected to 
be closer to the actual value. O f course, this simple model does not account for spatial 
variations or the recirculation o f  ions and electrons throughout the system. The volume (y0j)
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o f the C-Device is approximately l . le-2 m3, while the cross sectional area ^  is 
approximately 7.85e-3 m2.
The results for this model o f  the ion/electron population are shown in Figure 7.2.1. 
The electron simulation particle population typically ranges between 100 and 1000 particles 
except at energies below 3 keV where it ranges from 1000 to 100000 particles. The number 
o f  real particles per simulation particle was set to nreal=1.0e+7; therefore, the total electron 
population is expected to range between 1.0e+9 and 1.0e+10 particles for energies above 3 
keV, and 1.0e+10 to 1 .Oe+12 particles for energies below 3 keV. This appears to correspond 
very well with what has been observed in the CHIMP simulations. I f  it was assumed that 
the electrical current was carried predominantly by the ions, and the ion population was not 
dependent on electron-impact ionization, then the ion simulation particle population would 
typically range between 10,000 and 100,000 particles for energies below 3 keV, 
corresponding to total populations o f 1.0e+11 to 1.0e+13 particles respectively. The results 
for the ion population should be considered a maximum upper limit since the ion population 
is dependent and comparable to the electron population, and it is likely that much o f the 
electrical current at the cathode and reflector is being carried by electrons created by 
secondary and photo emission.
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7.3 Estimate of Ion-Ion Collision Period and Mean Free Path
The CHIMP model is a direct simulation model which accelerates and moves many 
individual simulation particles simultaneously. Each simulation particle represents a group 
o f  many real particles, each which has the same velocity as the group. Thus, when 
calculations for the fusion reaction rate are done for an individual simulation particle, the 
microscopic cross section for fusion is used. I f  these individual particles within the 
simulation particle were to undergo many ion-ion collisions with each other, or with other 
simulation particles in the model then the simulation particle would no longer have a 
monoenergetic energy distribution, but a Maxwellian distribution. The use o f  the fusion 
reaction rate averaged over a Maxwellian distribution would then become appropriate. Due 
to the high-energy tail in a Maxwellian energy distribution, even ions with a low average 
energy will still have a significant reaction rate. This principle is illustrated in Figure 7.3.1, 
which is a plot o f  the ratio o f  the (D-D-n) fusion reaction rate averaged over a Maxwellian 
energy distribution for the ions to the fusion reaction rate computed for a monoenergetic 
distribution against the average ion kinetic energy. [121] At 30 keV, the Maxwellian fusion 
reaction rate is an order-of-magnitude larger than the monoenergetic one, and this increases 
to more than three orders-of-magnitude at 5 keV.
It would be very tempting to use the Maxwellian-averaged fusion reaction rate in the 
CHIMP calculations o f the neutron generation rate in the C-Device. It is quite likely then 
that the CHIMP predictions would match or surpass the experimental values. However, this 
would require that the ion-ion collision frequency be sufficiently large to relax the 
monoenergetic energy distributions o f  the simulation particles to a  Maxwellian. Estimates
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o f the ion-ion Coulomb mean free path and collision period can be found using the following 
equations [122]:
K,fP = -------    (7-3.1)
^ io n  ^"coulomb
_ fal Ql)
'  coulomb ~  ,  /  ,  \5  \
4 xs02(mr vr2j
(7 3 3)ton-ion V'
The Coulomb logarithm depends on the number o f  charged particles within a Debye 
sphere. At densities and temperatures characteristic for thermonuclear plasmas, In A~20. 
This value can be used for obtaining a higher-than-expected estimate for the Coulomb 
scattering cross section. The variables mr and vr refer to the reduced mass and relative speed 
o f  colliding ions. Assuming a monatomic deuterium ion population o f 1 .Oe+11 in the C- 
Device, giving a density o f  approximately 1.Oe+13 ions/m3, the Coulomb scattering mean 
free path and collision periods were computed as a function o f kinetic energy and plotted in 
Figures 7.2.2 and 7.2.3.
It is seen that the mean free path is several orders o f  magnitude larger than the 
dimensions o f  the C-Device, and the collision period is also several orders o f  magnitude 
larger than the average collision periods computed by the CHIMP code for collisions 
between the ions and the background neutral gas. Thus, it is highly unlikely that the ions 
will develop a  high-temperature Maxwellian energy distribution. If  the ions are to have any 
energy distribution, it will most likely be a Iow-temperature (less than 1 keV) energy 
distribution with a mono-energetic spike at or below the anode voltage. Thus, using fusion
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reaction rates averaged over a conventional Maxwellian distribution is not justified on a 
physical basis for the fusion reactions occurring between the energetic deuterium ions and 
the background neutral gas.
It might be argued that since the Coulomb cross section is generally larger than the 
fusion cross, the Maxwellian-averaged reaction rate may be justified for only the ion-ion 
fusion reactions. I f  this situation were true, then one could expect the neutron generation rate 
due to ion-ion fusions to increase by a couple o f  orders o f magnitude; however, the ion-ion 
neutron rate was already found in the CHIMP simulations to be roughly four orders-of- 
magnitude less than the ion-background neutron rate. This correction would still not 
significantly account for the discrepancy between the CHIMP code predictions and the 
experimental results.
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7.4 Estimate of Recombination Rate of Ions and Electrons
It was found in many o f  the initial simulation runs with CHIMP code with a pressure 
calibration factor o f  7.787 that the ionization rate far exceeded the electrode current. This 
coincided with the failure in many cases to match the boundary conditions, and to achieve 
a stable population o f  ions and electrons. It has been suggested [123] that recombination 
may play an important role in the discharge physics o f  the IEC C-Device. If  the 
recombination rate between ions and electrons is significant, then there will be a limit on the 
total charged particle population. In addition, if  electrons recombine with energetic ions 
before they reach the cathode and reflector, the collected currents at those electrodes will be 
reduced, perhaps to the point that it will be well matched with the desired electrode currents 
in the experiment. Thus, a simple model to estimate the recombination rate in the C-Device 
is useful.
An estimate o f  the recombination rate is given by:
^recombination ~  ^ io n  ^electron ( ^ ” recombination (7.4.1)
where njon and rieiectron are the device-average ion and electron densities, <'CTv>recom()jna[jt)n is 
the recombination rate for electrons with the ions averaged over an assumed Maxwellian 
energy distribution for the electrons, and Vol=0.011 m3 is the volume o f the C-Device. For 
making estimates, the electron and ion densities can be assumed to be equal. There are 
several types o f  recombination processes, including two-body, three-body, and dissociative 
recombination. Recombination rate data is widely available in the literature [89].
The first mechanism that will be considered is two-body recombination between 
electrons and monatomic hydrogen (e + F T ->  H*). These results are expected to be similar 
to those for monatomic deuterium. The two-body recombination rate as a  function o f
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electron population and electron density is shown in Figures 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 for electron 
temperatures o f  250 K and 64,000 K, corresponding to energies o f  0.032 eV and 33 eV 
respectively. It is immediately apparent that the device-averaged recombination rate does 
not become significant (1 mA) until the electron population and density reach 1.0e+l 4 and 
1.0e+l 6 electrons/m3 respectively, and this requires that the electrons be held at an 
unrealistically cold temperature (250 K). According to both the CHIMP simulation results 
and the estimates shown in Section 6.2, the electron population is on the order o f  1 .Oe+9 to 
1.0e+l 1. Thus, two-body recombination would appear to be relatively insignificant in the 
C-Device.
The second mechanism that will be considered is three-body recombination between 
electrons and monatomic hydrogen in the presence o f a background neutral gas. The three- 
body recombination rate as a function o f  electron population and electron density is shown 
in Figures 7.3.3 and 7.3.4 for various background neutral pressures/densities. The electrons, 
ions and background neutrals are all held at a constant low temperature o f 250 K. Again, it 
is apparent that the recombination rate does not become significant until an electron 
population o f  1.0e+l 4 particles is reached. It is also unreasonable to expect that the 
electrons, ions, and the background neutrals would be held at a low temperature o f  250 K.
The third mechanism to be considered is dissociative recombination between 
electrons and molecular hydrogen ions (e + H2+ —> 2 H*). The dissociative recombination 
rate as a function o f electron population and electron density is shown in Figures 7.3.5 and
7.3.6 for various electron temperatures. This recombination process exceeds 1 mA with an 
electron population o f  approximately 3.0e+13 at a temperature o f  0.025 eV. Again, the 
electron population in the C-Device is at least an order-of-magnitude less than this, and the
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dissociative recombination rate is relatively insignificant. In addition, it is unlikely that the 
electrons would exist at such a low temperature in the C-Device.
Although recombination processes may be significant and important in the physics 
o f  low-voltage (less than 1 kV) glow discharge devices, estimates made through these 
calculations indicate that it is not so for the IEC C-Device in its range o f  operating voltages 
and currents.
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7.5 Estimate of Minimum Pressure to Sustain a Charge Generation Rate
Measurements with the ionization gauge in the C-Device experiments showed that 
the pressure ranged between 0.29 and 1.1 mTorr. If the estimated pressure calibration factor 
o f 7.787 was correct, then the C-Device operational pressure would range between 2 and 9 
mTorr. When this calibration factor was used in the initial CHIMP codes VI to V4 
simulation runs the ionization rate was found to greatly surpass the electrode currents at 
various operating points. Reducing the pressure calibration factor to a value o f  3 gives 
pressures ranging from 0.9 to 3.3 mTorr. The use o f the lower pressure calibration factor led 
to ionization rates in the final CHIMP VI (D2*) and V2(D+) simulation runs that were well 
below the electrode current.
A couple o f  questions arise. Is the pressure calibration factor the same for all 
operational points? What is the true operating pressure in the C-Device? By using a simple 
zero-dimensional ionization model o f the C-Device, it is possible to get an estimate o f  what 
is the minimum pressure required to sustain a desired ionization rate for a given ion and 
electron population.
An estimate for the minimum pressure required to sustain an ionization rate is given
It is assumed that the ion and electron densities and hence populations are the same. 
The monoenergetic rates for ionization o f the background neutral gas by ion and electron 
impact are evaluated at various energies.
by:
backgroundbackground (7.5.1)
/ (7.5.2)background
electron / ion * Vol *((<tv) + (<rv) )W / ion \  / electron *
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A sample calculation using these equations is done for the electron and ion impact 
ionization o f  monatomic deuterium neutrals. The background neutral gas temperature is set 
to 300 K. For comparison to the experimental operational conditions, an ionization rate o f 
40 mA and ion/electron populations o f  1.Oe+11 particles were chosen. The results are shown 
in Figure 7.4.1 and 7.4.2. It is seen that the pressure typically ranges from a  minimum o f 2 
mTorr to a maximum o f  18 mTorr, depending on the electron and ion energies. The cross 
section for electron impact ionization o f molecular deuterium is typically twice that for 
monatomic deuterium [122]; hence, the minimum operating pressure in a discharge with 
molecular deuterium as the background gas will most likely have half the operating pressure, 
going as low as 1 mTorr.
An important factor to consider is that this type o f model neglects the possibility o f 
recirculation o f  the ions and electrons which will tend to increase the path length for 
ionization and thus reduce the pressure. In addition, there are other processes that could lead 
to the ionization o f the background neutral gas, such as fast neutral impact. These results 
should be viewed as giving an upper limit for the operating pressure. What can be concluded 
from this simple ionization model is that the pressures being found in the experiment are 
close to what is expected.
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7.6 Estimate o f  Number o f  Energetic Particles to Sustain Neutron Rate
It was found in the CHIMP VI (D2*) and V2(D*) simulations that the neutron 
generation rate was dominated by fusions between the energetic ions and the background 
neutral gas. However, the final runs o f  the CHIMP VI ( T ^  and V2(D+) codes still under­
predicted the neutron rates by one to three orders-of-magnitude. Running the simulations 
for longer periods to allow ions to pick up kinetic energy from the electrostatic field and 
thereby increase the fusion cross section did not help significantly. If  fusion between 
energetic ions and the background neutrals is the dominant mechanism, then the question 
arises as to what should be the population o f energetic monatomic or molecular deuterium 
ions to sustain the neutron rate. There is also the possibility that the energetic particles 
causing fusion are not only positive ions, but also fast neutrals, and perhaps even negative 
ions. Thus, it is useful to obtain an estimate o f the number o f  energetic deuterium particles 
that are required to sustain a given neutron rate. The following equations can be used to give 
a rough estimate o f  the population monatomic and molecular deuterium particles required 
to sustain a desired neutron rate.
The neutron generation rates due to monatomic and molecular deuterium are given
It is noticed that the fusion cross section must be evaluated with the energy per 
deuterium nuclide. Hence, for example, the fusion cross section for a 30-keV energetic 
molecular deuterium particle will be evaluated at 15 keV. A factor o f  4 is included in the
by:
& D  ~ n D &DD  ( ^ d ) V D (7.6.1)
(7.6.2)
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calculation for molecular deuterium because there are two projectile and two target 
deuterium nuclides.
The background density o f  neutral atoms or molecules is given by:
»» = £  (7.6.3)kT
The total population o f  energetic monatomic or molecular deuterium particles are 
then given by:
'VD=nD*Vol (7.6.4)
nu2 =nD,*Vol (7.6.5)
N „ = ---------%  '  (7.6.6)
n B ( TD D \ ^ U d ) V 0
 T F T —  <7-6 -7)
nz\  2
These equations were used with the peak neutron generation found in the C-Device 
experiments (R*xp = 193 000 n/s at 30 kV and 40 mA) to generate plots o f  the required 
energetic deuterium particle populations as function o f energy at various pressures 
characteristic o f  the IEC C-Device, and are shown in Figures 7.6.1 and 7.6.2. For 
monatomic deuterium, it is seen that the simulation particle population with nreal=1.0e+7 
typically varies between 1.0e+3 and 1 .Oe+8. If  the operating pressure is assumed to be 1 
mTorr and most o f  the deuterium particles have energies between 15 and 30 keV, then there 
will need to be 3.0e+3 to 1.0e+5 energetic simulation particles to sustain the desired neutron 
generation rate. For molecular deuterium, it is seen that the required simulation particle 
population varies between 1.0e+4 and 1.0e+l 1. I f  the operating pressure is assumed to be 
1 mTorr and m ost o f  the molecular deuterium particles have energies between 15 and 30
195
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keV, then there will need to be 3.0e+4 to 3.0e+6 simulation particles to sustain the desired 
neutron generation rate.
These results suggest a number o f  things. First, the ion population in the C-Device 
may be significantly higher than what is being computed by the CHIMP code. Second, there 
may be another source o f  energetic particles contributing to the neutron generation rate with 
the background gas, such as fast neutrals, or negative ions. Third, the lower particle 
population for monatomic deuterium suggests that monatomic deuterium may be a dominant 
species for generating neutrons. The V1(D2+) and V2(D*) CHIMP codes model monatomic 
and molecular deuterium species separately. Although the VI (D2*) code is considered to be 
more accurate since it treats the background gas as molecular deuterium, collisional 
processes may arise in the C-Device discharge that produce high populations o f  monatomic 
deuterium particles which collide with the molecular deuterium background gas to produce 
neutrons.
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7.7 Estimate of Neutron Generation Rate Due to Both Fast Ions and Fast
Neutrals Produced from Charge Exchange
It was found in the previous section that population o f energetic deuterium simulation 
particles (nreal = 1.0e+7) needs to range from 1.0e+3 to 1.0e+8 for monatomic deuterium 
and between 1.0e+4 to 1 .0e+ ll for molecular deuterium in order to sustain the desired 
neutron generation rate in the C-Device. It was suggested that fast neutrals created by charge 
exchange could be important in generating neutrons by fusion reactions with the background 
neutral gas. A zero-dimensional model can be used to obtain an estimate o f  the contribution 
to the total neutron generation rate by fast neutrals.
The neutron generation rate due to energetic monatomic deuterium ions is given by:
The neutron generation rate due to fast monatomic deuterium neutrals is given by:
R O -ion  ~  n D-itm n B &DO D-ion )  V D-ian
where
(7.7.1)
P (7.7.2)
(7.7.3)
If  we recall that
Vol = A*L (7.7.4)
and we define the fast neutral particle current as,
~ n D-Fast V D -Fm t A (7.7.5)
then we see that the neutron rate due to fast neutrals is given by
(7.7.6)
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The fast neutral current due to charge exchange is then computed with:
I  D-Fast = n D-ion rt8 ° D-CV D - ia n ) V O-ion (7.7.7)
Similarly, the neutron generation rate due to molecular deuterium ions is given by:
r Er
^ m - i u n  ~  n D l-ion  n B ^  °"d D
'D l- io n
V D2-„m V ° l (7.7.8)
and the neutron generation rate due to fast molecular deuterium neutrals is given by
( E
& D2-Fail ~  n D2-FmI n B ^  ( J \DD
' 1)2-Fax I Vm-Fu« Vol (7.7.9)
The fast molecular deuterium current is related by,
^  D2-Fan  =  n  1)2-Fan V U 2-Fan ^
and can be computed by the charge exchange reaction rate,
7 0 2 - Fast = n 02-ion  n B <JI)2-CX {^ D 2 - im ,  )  V l)2-itm
(7.7.10)
(7.7.11)
finally giving
^■1)2-Fan ~  ID2-Fan n B 4 & qd
ED2-Fa! (7.7.12)
These equations were used to compute the monatomic and molecular deuterium ion 
and fast neutral neutron generation rates for an ion population o f  1.0e+l 1 and a background 
neutral pressure and temperature o f 1 mTorr and 300 K respectively. The results are shown 
in Figures 7.7.1 to 7.7.4.
This zero-dimensional model shows that the neutron generation rate due to fast 
neutrals is considerable. At an energy o f 15 keV, the neutron rate due to monatomic fast 
deuterium exceeds 1.0e+5 n/s. In the case o f molecular deuterium, the fast neutrals produce 
more than 1.0e+5 n/s at an energy o f  25 keV. Figure 7.7.2 shows that the ion-background 
fusion reactions produce less than 20% o f the neutrons, while Figure 7.7.4 shows that
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molecular ions produce less than 30% o f the neutrons. Clearly, the inclusion o f  charge 
exchange collisions and the tracking o f  fast neutrals should be incorporated into an improved 
CHIMP simulation code, as was done for Versions V5(D2+) and V6CD*). The results from 
the CHIMP V SflV ^ and V6(D+) simulations shown previously in Section 6 demonstrated 
that fast-neutral-background fusion reactions can contribute more than 50% o f  the total 
neutron production. However, the inclusion o f  this neutron production mechanism was not 
enough to explain the discrepancy between the earlier CHIMP code predictions and the 
experimental data. In fact, it would appear that charge exchange has a  detrimental effect on 
neutron generation because it reduces the average energy o f deuterium ions being accelerated 
against the background neutral gas. The reduction in the ion energy due to charge exchange, 
and the resulting reduction in the ion-background neutron generation is offset to a certain 
degree by the longer path length and reaction volume that energetic fast neutrals have within 
the background neutral gas. It is important factor to consider that unless an ion has a high 
recirculation factor within the C-Device, a fast neutral at the same energy will have a much 
larger reaction volume. For example, an ion that is accelerated towards the cathode and 
picks up 30 keV o f energy will be able to react with the background neutral gas at the 30- 
keV energy only while inside the cathode. Once the ion leaves the cathode region, 
electrostatic forces will slow down the ion to lower energies, and hence, lower fusion 
reaction rates. In contrast, if  the 30-keV ion charge exchanges with the background neutral 
gas and produces a nearly-30-keV fast neutral, that energetic neutral will not be slowed down 
by the electrostatic field, and will react over a much larger volume o f background neutral gas 
until it is lost to physical boundary or undergoes a  non-fusion collision with the background 
gas.
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7.8 Estimate of Negative Deuterium Ion Production
It was found in Section 7.6 that the population o f energetic deuterium nuclei in either 
monatomic or molecular form had to be sufficiently high to sustain the desired neutron 
generation rate. It was also suggested that there could be a significant population o f 
monatomic deuterium ions in the C-Device discharge that are making the main contribution 
to the total neutron generation rate. However, these analyses did not require that the 
energetic monatomic deuterium ions be positive. It is also possible that negative monatomic 
deuterium ions are being created in the discharge, and these negative ions are accelerating 
back and forth through the hollow cylindrical ring anode electrodes, causing fusion. To 
ascertain whether or not negative deuterium ions could play a role in the neutron generation 
rate, it is instructive to first estimate the production rate o f negative deuterium ions. There 
are three processes by which negative deuterium ions may be produced: electron
dissociation and attachment to molecular deuterium, (e‘ + Da -> D" + D), positive ion 
dissociation o f  molecular deuterium (D+ + Dt D‘ + 2D+), and electron capture by fast 
neutrals (D + D2 ->  D* + D2*). The following equations may be used to obtain a zero­
dimensional estimate o f  the production rates o f  negative deuterium ions due to each 
production mechanism:
(Eelectron  ) electronelectron r ,b Vol (7.8.1)
* D- = « { E D- i o n ) V D-lon V <>1 (7.8.2)
& D - ~ n D -Ftal n b ^ D - F iu t  { ^ D - F a j l  )  V D-Fa\t (7.8.3)
P (7.8.4)
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For the sample set o f  calculations with this zero-dimensional model, the background 
molecular deuterium gas was set at 1 mTorr and 300 K. The ion/electron/fast neutral 
populations were assumed to be 1.0e+l 1, corresponding to 10000 simulation particles with 
nreal=l .Oe+7. The volume o f  the C-Device was approximately 0 .0 11m 3.
Data for the reactions between energetic deuterium ions/neutrals and background 
molecular deuterium gas were not readily available, so hydrogen data was used instead for 
an estimate. Cross section data for hydrogen is applicable to deuterium provided that the 
relative velocities are the same. Hence, for example, the cross section for a deuterium 
ion/fast neutral at 30 keV is approximately the same as the cross section for a hydrogen 
ion/fast neutral at 15 keV.[89,l 17,121]
Results for electron production o f  negative deuterium ions are shown in Figure 7.7.1. 
Although the cross section for this reaction is highest in the range o f 3 to 5 eV, it is clear that 
the estimated production rate is too low (less than 1.0e-7 mA) to be o f  any significance.
The situation is different for ion and fast neutral impact o f  molecular deuterium. A 
plot o f  the cross section data for reactions that produce negative hydrogen ions is shown in 
Figure 7.7.2, and the generation rate o f  negative hydrogen ions as a function o f  energy for 
the given background pressure and ion/fast neutral population is shown in Figure 7.7.3. 
From this plot it is seen that if  the energy o f monatomic deuterium positive ions and fast 
neutrals is between 10 and 30 keV, the production rate o f  negative deuterium ions will be 
on the order o f  1 mA. This production rate is small, but not insignificant in comparison to 
the electrode current. Indeed, the formation o f negative monatomic deuterium ions could 
have an important effect on the discharge physics and neutron production rate in the IEC C- 
Device.
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7.9 A Simple Estimate for Neutron Rate in C-Device
The CHIMP code is a comprehensive self-consistent 2-D simulation model that 
generates ions by electron and ion impact ionization processes and which computes the 
neutron generation rate due to ion-background, ion-ion, and fast-neutral-background 
collisions. However, results from Sections 5 and 6 show that this more self-consistent model 
tends to significantly under-predict the neutron generation rate. Bromley had developed a 
simple 1-D model o f  the IEC C-Device earlier [2] that gave predictions that were within the 
right order o f  magnitude with an average accuracy o f 65%. If  we were to make a very 
simple estimate o f the neutron rate with some extraordinary assumptions, what would be 
discovered? Would the results o f a simple fusion calculation estimatem give any indication 
why the CHIMP code is under-predicting the neutron generation rate in the experiments?
An estimate o f  the neutron generation rate in the C-Device can be obtained by using 
equations similar those described earlier in Section 7.6. This simple estimate will involve 
the following assumptions:
•  Ion-background fusion reactions are the sole source o f  neutrons.
•  All neutrons are generated in the cathode region o f  length 6 inches (15 cm).
•  All ions and have kinetic energies equal to the anode potential.
•  Ion current is the same as the electrode current.
•  All ions are either monatomic or molecular deuterium (D+, D2*).
•  Background neutral gas is either monatomic or molecular deuterium (D, D2).
•  There is some ionization source away from the cathode region that has a potential 
equal to the anode potential, and which generates the desired ion current.
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Using these assumptions, the following equations are used to compute the minimum 
ion population and the neutron generation rate in the C-Device:
The neutron generation rate is given by:
= n D-ion n B & D D  ( ^ D  )  V D-ion (7-9.1)
The background density o f  neutral deuterium atoms is given by:
nB = —  (7.9.2)B kT
The ion density is related to the electrode current by:
»«. =— c mevD.l0ll A
The monatomic deuterium ion velocity is given by:
I (7.9.4)
^ D-ion
where the deuterium ion kinetic energy is the same as the anode potential:
D^-ion = 9D-ion X a^node (7.9.5)
The volume o f  the cathode region is simply the cross sectional area o f  the C-Device
multiplied by the length o f  the cathode region:
Vol = A x I  (7.9.6)
The total population o f  energetic monatomic deuterium ions is given by: 
N ^ n ^ V o l  (7.9.7)
Using these relationships, the expression for the neutron generation rate in the C-
Device becomes:
R D = - * n B X  ^DD{E D -io n  ) X 1 (7.9.8)
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The microscopic cross section in m2 for the neutron branch o f  the deuterium fusion 
reaction as a  function o f  the deuterium ion kinetic energy in keV is given by [117]:
F 28fj „ i x ex p f - 7 =  45n  1Q' 28 M  (7.9.9)2 ED.im[keV\ yE 0_lon[keV])
In the case o f  molecular deuterium ions, the energy per deuterium nucleus would be 
used in the cross section calculation, and a factor o f  four would be included in the neutron 
calculation in Equation 7.9.8 to account for the fact that there are two projectiles per 
molecular ion and two targets per neutral deuterium molecule.
This simple fusion neutron estimate is used to predict the neutron generation rate in 
the C-Device at selected operation points o f  voltage and current (V=20,25,30 kV, 
1=10,20,30,40 mA). A pressure calibration factor o f  three is used to account for the 
calibration o f  the ionization pressure gauge, and a slight pressure drop between the chamber 
and the ionization gauge. A background neutral gas temperature o f  300 K. is used. Thus, a 
consistent comparison can be made with the results found in Section 5 for the final runs o f  
the CHIMP codes VI (D2*) and V2(D+). These results are shown in Tables 7.9.1 and 7.9.2 
and Figures 7.9.1 and 7.9.2.
This deceptively simple estimate gives remarkably good predictions o f  the neutron 
generation rate in the C-Device. The monatomic estimate is typically with a factor o f  two, 
while the molecular deuterium estimate is within a factor o f ten o f  the experimental results! 
The monatomic deuterium estimate tends to over predict at lower voltages and at higher 
currents and vice versa. This under-prediction at higher voltages might be explained by the 
possibility that the calibration factor for background neutral gas pressure is not high enough. 
The over-prediction at lower voltages and higher currents might be explained by the lack o f
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inclusion o f  the effects o f  scattering and charge exchange which will tend to reduce the 
average energy o f  the ions and hence the fusion cross section, and the resulting neutron 
generation rate. According to this simple estimate, the population o f  high-energy ions in the 
cathode region is on the order o f  1.0e+l0 ions.
This simple estimate suggests some explanations for the discrepancies between the 
CHIMP code and the experimental results. First, energetic monatomic deuterium ions 
striking the background neutral gas is probably the main source o f  neutron generation. 
Second, a simulation model should have on the order o f 1.0e+10 monatomic deuterium ions 
with energies close to that o f  the anode potential. If the number o f real particles per 
simulation particle is 1.0e+7, then there must be at least 1000 highly-energetic ion simulation 
particles. Third, the charge generation rate o f  ions should be comparable to the electrode 
current, and ions should be bom within a region o f the device where the potential is close to 
that o f  the anode. I f  this does occur, then a high population o f  ions will be able to gain high 
kinetic energies as they are accelerated to the cathode region. One o f the loss mechanisms 
for ions bom closer to the anode are collisions with the glass wall. If ions are reflected o ff 
the glass wall with most o f their kinetic energy, than it may be possible to obtain higher 
populations o f  energetic deuterium ions in the cathode region. It is noteworthy to consider 
that the CHIMP V4 code which employed full reflection o f  monatomic deuterium ions and 
electrons o ff the glass wall gave predictions that were within a factor o f  four to twenty o f 
the experimental results and boundary conditions were matched, although dynamic 
equilibrium was not achieved over the simulation period (see Appendix A). It may useful 
to carry out a  more thorough investigation o f  surface interactions between ions, fast-neutrals, 
and materials such as glass and steel. This issue will be discussed again in Section 8.
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Table 7.9.1. Simple Estimate o f  Neutron Rate Compared with Experimental Results
(T=300 K, Monatomic Deuterium Species, D, D+)
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCP Pexp
(mTorr)
Current
(mA)
Voltage
(kV)
Neutron
Rate
Exp.
(n/s)
Neutron
Rate
Model
(n/s)
Ratio 
Theory to 
Experiment
ion
Pop.
0.5 3 1.5 10 19.85 .....  '7905 ' 11327 1.458 6.88E+09
0.56 3 1.74 2b 19.75 15849 26025 1.642 1.38E+10
0.64 3 1.92 30 19.63 23839 41997 1.762 2.08E+16
0.61 3 1.53 40 1915 22068 51910 2.352 2.78E+10
d.32 3 0.96 10 24.85 34720 " 17532 0.505 6.15E+09
0.35 3 1.05 20 24.75 52519 37635 0.717 1.236+lfl
0.42 3 1.26 30 24.63 55383 66566 1.140 1.B5E+10
0.4 3 1.2 40 24.5 "'73289 62924 1.131 2.46E+10
0.3 3 0.9 10 29.88 54483 30562 0.561 5.61 E+09
0.31 3 0.93 2b 29.75 110918 62288 0.562 1.12E+10
0.36 3 1.06 30 29.63 "172257 107106 0.622 1.69E+10
0.37 3 1.1 I 49 26.5 192953 144717 0.750 2.266+10
Table 7.9.2 Simple Estimate o f  Neutron Rate Compared with Experimental Results 
(T=300 K, Molecular Deuterium Species, D2+, D2)
Pexp
(mTorr)
TCF ' " Pexp
(mTorr)
Current
(mA)
Voltage
(kV)
Neutron
Rate
Exp.
(n/s)
Neutron
Rate
Model
(n/s)
Ratio 
Theory to 
Experiment
Ion
Pop.
0.5 3 1.5 10 19.88 7905 1309 0.166 9.73E+09
0.58 3 1.74 20 19.75 15849 2914 0.184 1.95E+10
0.64 3 T 9 2 30 19.63 23839 4642 0.195 2.94E+10
0.61 3 1.63 40 19.5 22068 5657 0.256 3.93E+10
0.32 3 0.96 10 24.88 34720 3127 0.090 8.70E+09
0.35 3 1.05 20 24.75 52519 6646 0.127 1.74E+10
0.42 3 1.26 30 24.63 65383 11647 0.199 2.62E+10
0.4 3 1.2 40 24.5 73289 14363 0.196 3.51E+10
' U 3 3 0.9 10 29.68 54463 7604 O.14O 7.94E+09
0.31 3 0.931 20 29.75 116918 15380 0.139 1.59E+10
0.36 3 1.08 39 29.63 172257 26261 "0.152 2.39E+10
0.37 3 i : r r 40 29.5 192953 35212 0.182 3.20E+10
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7.10 Sample CHIMP Code Run to Approximate Zero-Dimensional Estimate
The remarkably good agreement between the simple estimates o f  the neutron rate and 
the experimental results shown in the previous section, in contrast with the predictions by 
the CHIMP code shown in Sections 5 and 6 might lead one to believe that there is simple, 
fundamental error in the CHIMP code. One way to check this is to run a simulation with a 
modified version o f  the CHIMP code that approximates some o f the assumptions used in 
obtaining the simple estimates.
Several modifications were made in the CHIMP code to approximate the conditions 
o f  the simple estimate and this is has resulted in the V4R(D+>zero code which was described 
earlier in Section 3. First, monatomic deuterium ions were artificially injected randomly at 
various radial positions at the edge o f  the anode on the side closer to the cathode at the 
specified anode current. Ions were given near-zero initial radial and axial velocities. 
Second, there was no injection o f  electrons at the cathode or the reflector, nor was there any 
secondary electron emission due to ion impact allowed. Third, collisions with the 
background gas leading to ionization or charge exchange were not permitted. Fourth, ions 
were reflected off the glass walls and the anode with their full kinetic energy. Thus, the only 
loss mechanism for ions would be for them to hit the cathode or the reflector. Since there 
is no charge build-up on the wall, the glass wall potential variation was linear. Since there 
is no electron injection, no ionization, and no secondary electron emission, this simulation 
will have no electrons. As done with the other CHIMP codes, particles were reflected when 
they crossed the lines o f  symmetry at the mid-plane o f  the device (z=0) and at the centerline 
(r=0). In addition, there was no constraint on what the individual collected currents at the 
cathode and reflector should be. All that matters is that the total o f  the collected currents at
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the cathode and reflector match the injection current in the anode region. This highly 
modified version o f  the CHIMP code, V4R(D+)-zero approximates many o f  the features o f  
the simple zero-dimensional estimate described previously in Section 7.9. Because various 
collision processes and wall interactions are neglected and because there are no electrons, 
this modified version o f  the CHIMP code does not self-consistently model the discharge 
physics o f  the C-Device. The relationship between the voltage, current and background 
pressure is completely de-coupled, as is done with the simple zero-dimensional estimate.
A sample simulation run was performed with the V4R(D+)-zero at the experimental 
data point at 29.5 kV, 40 mA, 0.37 mTorr, R«Xp = 192,953 n/s. A mesh size o f 32 radial cells 
and 128 axial cells was used. The simulation period was set to 1.0-4 seconds to firmly 
establish a state o f  dynamic equilibrium with matching boundary conditions for current The 
number o f  real particles per simulation particle was set to 1.0e+7. A pressure calibration 
factor o f  PCF=3 was used, same as that used in the earlier simple estimate. The results from 
this sample run are shown in Table 7.10.1.
It is clear from the data shown in Table 7.10.1 that the sample simulation run 
achieves a state o f  dynamic equilibrium while matching the boundary conditions for total 
current at the reflector and cathode. The total simulation particle population is on the order 
o f  31,000 particles. The time-average neutron generation rate computed is approximately 
588, 000 n/s, about a factor o f  three larger than that found in the experiment. Neutron 
generation is due to ions colliding with the background neutral gas. The neutron rate due to 
ion-ion collisions is negligible. Unlike the simple zero-dimensional estimate, the CHIMP 
code takes into account neutron generation that also occurs in the AC and AR regions. In 
fact, more than 50% o f  the neutron generation occurs in the AC region in this particular run.
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The CHIMP code also permits the recirculation o f  ions until they are finally lost the cathode, 
or until they escape the central region and are lost to the reflectors.
The results o f  this sample run o f  the CHIMP code modified to approximate the 
conditions o f  the zero-dimensional estimates are quite remarkable. Unlike all previous 
CHIMP simulation rims, this one actually over-predicts the experimental results, but only 
by a factor o f  three. Like the simple zero-dimensional estimates, this simulation result 
suggests that monatomic deuterium ion species are very crucial for neutron production. 
There also must be physical processes occurring in the discharge o f  the C-Device that lead 
to an ion generation rate that is comparable to the device current within the vicinity o f  the 
anode.
The fact that the CHIMP code can be made to reproduce results for the neutron 
production that are comparable to the simple zero-dimensional estimates suggests that there 
is no simple or fundamental error in the CHIMP code. For the existing physical processes 
that are incorporated into the CHIMP code, the CHIMP code is probably giving correct 
results. The problem lies in what physical processes are not yet included in the simulation 
model.
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Table 7.10.1. CHIMP Code Simulation Run to Approximate Zero-Dimensional 
Estimate (29.5 kV, 40 mA, 0.37 mTorr, PCF=3.0)
Pressure 0.37 mTorr
PCF 3.0
Temperature 300 K
Anode Voltage 29.5 kV
Total Device Current 40 mA
Half-Device Current 20 mA
Simulation Period 1.0e-4 seconds
Number o f  Real D+ Ions per 
Simulation Particle
1.0e+7
Number o f  D+ Simulation Particles 30,957
Time-average Neutron Rate 587,855 n/s
End Neutron Rate 528,714 n/s
Neutron Rate Measured in Experiment 192,953 n/s
Ratio o f Prediction to Experiment 3.1
Neutron Rate from Simple Zero-D Estimate 144,717
Ratio o f  CHIMP Prediction to Simple Estimate 4.1
Ion-Ion Neutron Rate Fraction 6.4e-5
% Neutrons in Cathode 43%
%  Neutrons in AC Region 54%
%  Neutrons in Anode Region 0%
%  Neutrons in AR Region 3%
Time-average collected cathode current 10.72 mA
Time-average injected anode current -19.99 mA
Desired Anode Current -20.0 mA
Time-average collected reflector current 8.78 mA
Sum o f Time-average collected Cathode and 
Reflector Currents
19.5 mA
Desired Total Cathode and Reflector Current 20 mA
7.11 Summary o f Results from Zero-Dimensional Modeling
The various tests using simple zero-dimensional models have given several insights 
regarding the physics o f  the ionized gaseous discharge in the C-Device.
First, the ion and electron populations should range typically between 1.0e+9 to 
1.0e+12, corresponding to simulation particle populations o f  100 to 1.0e+5 with
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nreal=l .Oe+7. This is comparable to what has already been observed in CHIMP simulations. 
The anode current is expected to be dominated by electrons, while the cathode and reflector 
currents will be a mix o f  ions and secondary electrons.
Second, ion-ion Coulomb scattering collisions are so infrequent that it is unlikely that 
ions will have a high-temperature Maxwellian energy distribution, and using Maxwellian- 
averaged fusion reaction rates for the neutron rate calculations is not justified.
Third, estimates show that the recombination rate by various processes in the C- 
Device is too low to limit the expected population build-up o f  ions and electrons. The ion 
and electron population is most likely limited by losses to the glass walls and the electrodes.
Fourth, estimates o f the minimum pressure to sustain a given ionization rate suggest 
that the pressures found in the experiment are close to what is expected, although the exact 
pressure is for each operational point is still uncertain. The pressure calibration factor 
probably lies between 3 and 7.787, and it may differ for each set o f voltage and current.
Fifth, estimates o f  the population o f  energetic deuterium nuclei and molecules 
required to sustain the desired neutron rate in the C-Device, indicate that anywhere from 
1.0e+3 to l.0e+10 simulation particles (nreal=1.0e+7) are needed. The requirements for 
monatomic deuterium particles is much less (1.0e+3 to 1.0e+5 simulation particles). This 
suggests that energetic monatomic deuterium nuclei may be the important species in a 
discharge with molecular deuterium background gas. In addition, it should be noted that the 
energetic deuterium nuclei could be positive ions, fast neutrals, or even negative ions.
Sixth, estimates o f the neutron generation rate due to fast neutrals produced by charge 
exchange show that fast neutrals could be a major source o f  neutron production in the C- 
Device under the existing design and operational conditions. Fast-neutral-background
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neutron generation could exceed that due to energetic deuterium ions by an order o f  
magnitude. Energetic fast neutrals have a much larger reaction volume than energetic ions 
since fast neutrals are not slowed down by the electrostatic fields in the C-Device.
Seventh, the production rate o f  negative deuterium ions by the processes o f  energetic 
ion and fast neutral impact with the background gas is small, but not insignificant. Negative 
deuterium ions accelerated towards the hollow anodes in the C-Device could make a 
significant contribution to the neutron generation rate.
Eighth, the remarkably good accuracy o f  simple neutron production rate estimates 
for the C-Device suggests that there must be a population on the order o f 1.0e+10 monatomic 
deuterium ions and fast neutrals at energies close to that o f the anode potential. The charge 
generation rate should be comparable to the electrode current, and localized closer to the 
anode. Ion and fast neutral reflection off the glass walls may be an important surface 
interaction that could significantly affect the discharge physics o f  the C-Device.
Ninth, the fact that the CHIMP code can be modified to approximate the conditions 
o f  the simple zero-dimensional estimates, and actually give a prediction o f  the neutron 
generation rate that is comparable to the experimental result suggests that there is no simple 
or fundamental error in the CHIMP code. The discrepancy between the more self-consistent 
CHIMP code results and the experiment is probably attributed to the lack o f inclusion o f  
various physical processes that will lead to more ion generation near the anode.
The results o f  these simple zero-dimensional models have implications for 
improvements to the CHIMP code simulation model, and some changes to the C-Device 
experiments that will be discussed in more detail in Section 8.
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8. IMPLICATIONS OF CHIMP CODE AND ZERO-DIMENSIONAL MODELS
8.1 Introduction
The results o f the CHIMP code simulations shown in Sections S and 6 and the simple 
zero-dimensional models shown in Section 7 have several implications for upgrades to the 
CHIMP simulation code, alternative computational approaches to modeling the IEC C- 
Device, the types o f  diagnostic parameters and instrumentation in the experiment, and the 
physical design o f  the C-Device.
8.2 Upgrades to CHIMP Code
8.2.1 Scattering
The first upgrade that can be made to the CHIMP code is to include the effects o f 
scattering. Modifications can be made to the Monte-Carlo algorithm that is used already for 
ionization. In this case, the cross sections for elastic and inelastic scattering between the 
electrons and ions with the background gas would be evaluated (See Equations 8.2.1.1 to 
8.2.1.4). An additional Monte-Carlo algorithm would need to be introduced to evaluate the 
scattering angle. The angular distribution for post-collision ions and fast neutrals is expected 
to be very similar to that for Coulomb scattering, tending towards forward-scattering events 
with small angles.[121,122,124] Recall that for Coulomb scattering, the differential 
scattering cross section in the center-of-mass frame varies as da/dx  ~ l/sin4(x/2). The 
scattering angle distribution for electrons lies between isotropic (in the center-of-mass frame) 
and that for Coulomb. Scattering could be an important process because it may divert more
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charged particles to the glass walls, limiting the collected electrode current under conditions 
with ionization rates that are much larger than the electrode current. Scattering could also 
lead to the reduction in the kinetic energy o f  electrons near the anodes. This is important 
because the cross section for electron-impact ionization o f either monatomic or molecular 
deuterium is maximized below 1 keV, and so if  the average energy o f  the electrons near the 
anodes goes down, the ionization rate near the anode will go up. Ions bom near the anode 
have the potential to be accelerated up to much higher kinetic energies, and thus have higher 
cross sections for fusion. Thus, the inclusion o f scattering may significantly resolve the 
existing discrepancies between the CHIMP code predictions and the experimental results 
from the C-Device.
Electron Scattering o ff Molecular Deuterium
e + D2 e ' + D2 (8.2.1.1)
Electron Scattering o ff Monatomic Deuterium
e' + D - » e + D  (8.2.1.2)
Monatomic Ion Scattering o ff Monatomic Deuterium
8.2.2 Combined Species and Collision Events
The existing versions o f  the CHIMP code model either monatomic or molecular 
deuterium ion and fast neutral species in a monatomic or molecular background gas, but not 
both. In reality, it is most probable that the discharge in the C-Device is a  mix o f  electrons, 
energetic molecular and monatomic ions, and fast molecular and monatomic deuterium 
neutrals with a  molecular deuterium background neutral gas. Hence, a more comprehensive 
model o f  the C-Device should include at least five species interacting with each other and
D+ + D -> D+ + D (8.2.1.3)
Molecular Ion Scattering o ff Molecular Deuterium
D2+ + D2 -> D2+ + D2 (8.2.1.4)
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the background molecular deuterium neutral gas (e \ D2+, D+, Dfhsi, D2-Fast), and perhaps 
more. The CHIMP VI ( IV )  code which tracks molecular deuterium ions was considered to 
be more realistic than the CHIMP V2(D+) code which tracked monatomic deuterium ions 
in monatomic background gas; however, the simple fact remains that the neutron prediction 
o f the VI (D2*) code was much lower than the V2(D+) code. Following the monatomic 
deuterium particles is important because these will have higher cross sections for fusion than 
molecular deuterium particles o f  the same energy. Thus, the third upgrade o f  the CHIMP 
code would be to include all five species mentioned previously; however, additional 
reactions must be included to account for the production o f monatomic deuterium ions and 
fast neutrals in a discharge with molecular deuterium background neutral gas.
8.2.3 Additional Collisions
An upgraded version o f the CHIMP code should include charge exchange and 
scattering collisions that occur between the charged particle species (e \ D2+, D+) and the 
background molecular deuterium gas. It should also track the fast neutral species (D2-Fast, 
Dpast) that will lead to neutron generation by fusion with the background gas. However, 
additional types o f  atomic collisions must be included that will lead to the production o f  
monatomic ions and fast neutrals in the simulation o f  IEC C-Device discharge with a 
molecular deuterium background neutral gas. Various types o f  collisions [60,112,115], 
including ionization, charge exchange, dissociation, and simultaneous combinations o f  these 
processes will lead to the production o f  D2+, D+, Eh-Fasu Dfhsu and even negative monatomic 
deuterium ions (D*). These are shown in Equations 8.2.3.1 to 8.2.3.22. This list is quite 
comprehensive, and it would be much more tedious to include every single type o f  collision
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in an improved simulation model. I f  the number o f  collisions were to be limited to ju st a 
few, then it would probably be best to include those reactions that involve electron and 
molecular deuterium ion impact (Equations 8.2.3.1 to 8.2.3.7).
Electron Impact Collisions
Electron Impact Excitation
e + D 2 - > e '  + D2* (8.2.3.1)
Electron Impact Dissociative Ionization
e + D2 —> e + D+ + D + e (8.2.3.2)
M olecular Deuterium Ion Impact Collisions 
Dissociative Charge Exchange
D2+ + D2 ->  2D + D2+ (82.3.3)
Molecular Ion Dissociation
D2+ + D2 -> D + D+ + D2 (82.3.4)
Dissociative Ionization
D2+ + D2 -> 2D+ + e + D2 (82.3.5)
Dissociation o f  Molecular Ion
D2+ + D2 D+ + D + D2 (8.2.3.6)
Fast Neutral Formation by Molecular Ion Dissociation
D2+ + D2 - > D + + DFast + D2 (82.3.7)
M onatomic Deuterium Ion Impact Collisions
Dissociative Ionization by Monatomic Ion Impact
D+ + D2 ->  3D+ + 2e‘ (8.2.3.8)
Monatomic Ion Charge Exchange with Molecular Deuterium
D+ + D2 ->  D + D2+ (8.2.3.9)
Ion Impact Ionization
D+ + D2 —> D+ +  D2+ +  e* (8.2.3.10)
Ion Scattering
D+ + D2 - > D + + D (8.2.3.11)
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Negative Ion Production from Positive Ion Impact 
D+ + D2 - > D + 2 D +
Fast Molecular Deuterium Neutral Impact Collisions
Fast Monatomic Ion Production
D2Fast + D2 —> 2D+ + 2e + D2
Fast Monatomic Neutral Production
D 2Fast +  D 2 —> 2 D F a s t+  D 2
Fast Monatomic Deuterium Neutral Impact Collisions
Negative Ion Production from Molecular Deuterium 
DFast + D2 —> D + D2+
Ionization o f  Molecular Deuterium 
D past +  D 2 —> D Fast +  D 2+ +  e"
Electron Stripping 
DFast + D2 —► D+ + D2 + e
Other Dissociative Collisions 
Dpast + D2 —> D'+ 2D+ + e 
DFast + D2 —> D+ 2D+ + 2e 
DFast + D2 —> 3D+ + 3e 
DFast + D2 —> 2D+ D+ + e 
DFast + D2 —» D + D* + D+
(8.2.3.12)
(8.2.3.13)
(8.2.3.14)
(8.2.3.15)
(8.2.3.16)
(8.2.3.17)
(8.2.3.18)
(8.2.3.19)
(8.2.3.20)
(8.2.3.21)
(8.2.3.22)
The various types o f collisions listed here will lead to the production o f  monatomic 
and molecular ions from the background neutral gas. Another mechanism for ion production 
is thermal ionization o f  the background neutral gas due to interactions between the 
background neutral gas molecules themselves; however, this process will be insignificant in 
the existing design and operational conditions o f  the C-Device because the background 
neutral gas temperature is too low. The background neutral gas must attain an equilibrium 
temperature on the order o f several thousand degrees Kelvin before any significant thermal 
ionization can take place. If  it were possible to maintain the walls o f  the C-Device at a
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couple thousand degrees, and if  the system was closed with no deuterium continuously 
flowing in and out o f  the system, and if  the operational pressure was on the order o f  several 
Torr, leading to very short mean free paths for collisions, then thermal ionization could 
become significant. However, the simple fact is that the C-Device does not operate under 
these conditions.
8.2.4 Secondary Electron Emission and Wall Charging
One issue that may need to be re-evaluated is that for secondary electron emission. 
The database [91-93] for secondary electron emission from Pyrex glass due electron impact 
is old, sparse, and questionable in accuracy. The situation is worse for secondary emission 
from both Pyrex glass and steel due to the impact o f monatomic and molecular deuterium 
ions [95-98]. Data obtained from new experiments that measure the secondary emission 
coefficients as a function o f  both the incident angle and kinetic energy for deuterium ions 
and electrons on Pyrex glass and steel would be quite valuable in improving the treatment 
o f particle interactions with the physical boundaries in the CHIMP model o f  the IEC C- 
Device. McClure [60] has also pointed out that secondary electron emission due to fast 
neutral impact is both significant and important in the study o f high-voltage glow discharge 
physics.
Also relating to secondary emission are the issues o f  wall charging and the 
suppression o f secondary electron emission. The existing algorithm in the CHIMP code 
suppresses secondary emission due to electron impact if  the incident electron was itself bom 
from secondary emission, and traveled less than one differential axial computational cell 
distance, dz, before hitting the glass wall again. Secondary electron emission due to either
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electron or ion impact is also suppressed if  the wall potential exceeds the anode potential. 
The latter aspect o f  the suppression algorithm may need to be reconsidered for three reasons. 
The first reason is that this algorithm will not prevent the glass wall from charging to a 
potential that exceeds the anode potential, since positive ions may still impact the glass wall. 
The second reason is that it may indeed be physically possible for the potential in the glass 
wall to exceed the anode potential. The third reason is that if  large potential gradients 
develop in the glass wall due to charged particle impact, electrical breakdown or partial 
conduction may occur in the glass. [60,91,94,108] This is something that is not modeled 
specifically.
8.2.5 Surface Effects o f Ion and Fast Neutral Impact
Although secondary electron emission due to both electron and ion impact on the 
steel and glass surfaces o f the C-Device is modeled in the V1(D2+), V2(D+), V5(D2*), and 
V6(D+) codes using available data from the literature, other possible surface interactions 
involving energetic ions and fast neutrals is completely neglected. Other processes involving 
the impact o f  ions and electrons on the material surfaces could be very important in affecting 
the discharge physics o f  the IEC C-Device.
8.2.5.1 Reflection and Back-scattering
Ions and fast neutrals may be reflected (back-scattered) o ff the material surfaces with 
a substantial fraction o f  their original kinetic energy. The probability o f  reflection depends 
on the incident kinetic energy, the angle o f  incidence to the normal, and the type o f  material. 
Reflected ions and neutrals will have a distribution o f energies and reflection angles that will
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also depend on the incident angle and kinetic energy. Reflection could be an important 
process because it will limit the build-up o f positive charge in the glass walls due to ion 
bombardment and secondary electron emission. This will change the charge and potential 
distributions along the glass walls. Ions and fast neutrals that are reflected o ff the surface 
walls will have a longer confinement time in the system and a higher probability o f 
undergoing fusion. In addition, reflected ions will be able to pick up more kinetic energy 
from the electrostatic field. The results from the CHIMP V4(D^) simulations give some 
indication o f  possible importance o f ion reflection since in these simulations ions were 
reflected off the glass walls with their full kinetic energy. All o f the V4(D+) simulations with 
monatomic deuterium matched the boundary conditions for current, gave neutron predictions 
that were within an order o f  magnitude o f  experimental results, and probably would have 
achieved a state o f  dynamic equilibrium if  the simulation period was extended.
Kaminsky [125] notes from a variety o f  early experimental work that the reflection 
coefficient for various hydrogen ion species (H \  H2+, H3+, D+, D2+, D3*) at energies between 
1 and 40 keV at normal incidence to the surface for a variety o f  metals, including iron, are 
typically less than 5%. The dependence on the angle o f  incidence is not as well understood, 
although qualitative observations shows that it increases with angle o f  incidence.
Various researchers have carried out Monte Carlo simulations o f hydrogen ion back- 
scattering o ff materials such as iron, and silicon, silicon dioxide, etc. using a wide variety 
o f  computer codes, such as TRIM™, MARLOWE™, RADELI™, SAVOY™, TAVERN™, 
and BABOUM ™  [126-131]. The results o f  these simulations o f particle interactions with 
surface materials could have relevance for the C-Device. At normal incidence, the reflection 
coefficient for monatomic monoenergetic deuterium ions with energies between 0.1 and 10
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keV ranges from 0.5 to 0.1, while the average energy reflection coefficient ranges from 0.3 
to 0.03 [128] Both the particle and average energy reflection coefficients tend to increase 
with the angle o f  incidence, although no explicit correlation for the dependence is given. 
The reflection coefficient may range as high as 0.8 to 0.4 at energies between 0.1 to 10 keV, 
while the average energy reflection coefficient may range as high as 0.6 to 0.2. It has been 
found that the reflection coefficient for hydrogen ions o ff  steel increases by a factor o f  1.5 
to 2 for an angle o f  incidence o f 45 degrees [130]. For 5-keV hydrogen ions normal incident 
on silicon dioxide, the reflection coefficient has been found to be approximately 0.05, while 
the average energy reflection coefficient was approximately 0.013. [127]. It has also been 
found that there is little difference in the reflection o f hydrogen or deuterium ions off pure 
silicon and silicon oxide surfaces. The reflection coefficient for deuterium ions off silicon 
has been found to range from 0.3 to 0.06 at energies between 0.1 and 5 keV. For the same 
situation, the average energy reflection coefficient has been found to range from 0.4 to 0.34 
at energies between 0.4 and 2 keV. The average reflection angle has been found to range 
between 45 and 36 degrees from the normal for ion energies between 0.4 and 2 keV. [126]
O f course, there is a finite probability that a deuterium ion will be reflected o ff a 
surface with most o f  its kinetic energy. This will depend on the form o f the energy 
distribution function for the scattered deuterium ions, which in turn, depends on the angle 
and energy o f  the incident particles.
Upgrades to the CHIMP model should include correlated data and a Monte-Carlo 
algorithm to determine if  ions or fast neutrals are reflected o ff the material surfaces, and 
what the kinetic energies and scattering angle o f  the reflected particles will. It may be 
necessar>r to access one o f  the Monte Carlo codes from the literature and carry out a broad
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series o f  simulations o f  particle interactions with materials for an extensive range o f  kinetic 
energies and incident angles to obtain reflection coefficient and energy distribution data that 
can be correlated and programmed into additional subroutines in the CHIMP code.
8.2.5.2 Surface Ionization and Negative Ion Production
Another process that could affect the discharge physics o f  the C-Device is the 
production o f  positive or negative deuterium ions due to impact by energetic ions and fast 
neutrals. A positive deuterium ion could capture two additional electrons from the material 
surface and be re-emitted as a negative ion. A fast neutral deuterium atom could either lose 
or gain an electron from the material surface and be re-emitted as a positive or negative ion. 
Furthermore, molecular deuterium ions and fast neutrals could undergo dissociation when 
they hit a surface, and re-emit a mixture o f positive or negative monatomic deuterium ions. 
Additional positive and negative deuterium ions created by surface impact could make a 
significant contribution to the total neutron generation rate.
In the analysis o f  neutral beam injection systems, Kunkel [132] has noted that 
monatomic hydrogen ions or neutrals that strike a surface have a high probability of 
undergoing specular reflection with little energy loss, and there is also the possibility that a 
negative ion may form by double electron attachment to the ion or single electron attachment 
to the fast neutral.
Kaminsky [125] has also noted that metal surfaces such as stainless steel bombarded 
by D+, and D2+ could cause the emission o f  negative monatomic ions. I f  this occurs on both 
the reflector or cathode, then negative ions will be created that will flow back to the anode 
and cause further fusion reactions.
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8.2.6 Matching Electrode Boundary Conditions for Current
Throughout the analysis with the CHIMP code, it was implicitly assumed that the 
fraction o f  the total electrical current that flowed to the reflector was a constant in time, and 
was the same for all operational data points. The original algorithm for matching the 
boundary conditions for current by injecting electrons required specific values for the desired 
current at each electrode. For example, if  the device current was 30 mA, and the reflector 
fraction was 1/3, then 10 mA o f  current would be flowing through the reflectors, 20 mA o f 
current would be flowing through the cathode, and 30 mA would be flowing through the 
anodes. Because o f  symmetry, half the device is modeled; therefore 5 mA o f current would 
be flowing through one o f  the reflectors, 10 mA would be flowing through half the cathode, 
and 15 mA would be flowing through one o f the anodes. If the time-averaged collected ion 
current at the cathode or the reflector was less than the desired current specified for these 
electrodes, then electrons would be injected. There are two problems with this type o f 
model. The first is that it decouples the physical behavior o f the cathode from the reflector 
when they may be linked. The second is that it does not allow for time-variation o f  the 
currents collected and injected at the cathode and reflector. This particular algorithm may 
be artificially injecting more electrons at either the cathode or the reflector than it should. 
An alternative approach would be to ensure that the sum o f the collected currents at the 
cathode and reflector match the sum o f the currents at the cathode and the reflector, which 
is simply the device current. If  the sum o f the collected currents is less, then electron current 
should be injected at both the cathode and the reflector in proportion to the amounts that 
were collected. This approach will allow the boundary conditions for current at the
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electrodes to be matched without having a fixed fraction for the reflector current. The 
following control statements help illustrate the difference between the existing algorithm and 
the suggested new algorithm:
Definition o f  Variables:
icathb = Desired current at cathode boundary
ireflb = Desired current at reflector boundary
ianodb = Desired current at anode boundary
ticath = Time-averaged collected current at cathode
tirefl = Time-averaged collected current at reflector
tianod = Time-averaged collected current at anode
ineed-t = Total electron current that must be injected to match B.C.'s.
ineed-c= electron current that must be injected at cathode to match B.C.'s.
ineed-r= electron current that must be injected at reflector to match B.C.’s
Existing Algorithm for Electron Injection Currents at Cathode and Reflector:
if  ticath is less than icathb, then 
ineed-c = icathb-ticath
if  tirefl is less than ireflb, then 
ineed-r = ireflb-tireflb
Suggested New Algorithm for Electron Injection Currents at Cathode and Reflector if  
Reflector Current Fraction is Unknown:
if  the sum o f  (ticath+tirefl) is less than the sum o f  (icathb+ireflb), then
ineed-t = (icathb+ireflb) - (ticath+tirefl)
ineed-c = ticath/(ticath+tirefl) * ineed-t
ineed-r = tirefl/(ticath+tirefl) * ineed-t
The electron current that is injected at each electrode to balance the total current is 
proportional to the current that is collected at each electrode. Sample calculations are shown 
in Table 8.1 to illustrate the difference between the existing and the suggested alternative 
algorithm.
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Table 8.1. Comparison o f  Algorithms for Computing Required Electron 
Injection Currents to Match Boundary Conditions
Parameter Existing Algorithm Alternative Algorithm
Total Device Current 30 mA 30 mA
Reflector Current Fraction 0.33 0.33
ianodb 15 mA 15 mA
icathb 10 mA 10 mA
ireflb 5 mA 5 mA
ticath 1 mA 1 mA
tirefl 3 mA 3 mA
ineed-t 11 mA 11 mA
ineed-c 9 mA 2.75 mA
ineed-r 2 mA 8.25 mA
O f course, having a physical measurement o f the currents collected at each electrode 
in the experiment would give an added input parameter for the CHIMP code, making this 
alternative algorithm unnecessary.
8.2.7 Evaluation o f  Electric Potential Distribution
8.2.7.1 One-Dimensional Glass Wall Potential May be Inadequate
Another upgrade to the CHIMP code that should be given consideration is the 
solution method for the electric potential distribution. In the existing algorithm, the potential 
distributions in the glass walls between the anode, cathode, and reflector are determined by 
solving the one-dimensional Poisson equation using the charge stored and allocated to each 
computational mesh point on the glass wall. The potential on the glass walls is then used as 
a boundary condition for determining the potential distribution inside the C-Device, using 
the cyclic-reduction algorithm which is very fast and efficient. The problem with this 
approach is that the one-dimensional potential solution does not take into account the effects
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o f  the charge distribution deep inside the C-Device or the distant ground potential that 
surrounds the IEC C-Device in the outside environment.
8.2.7.2 A Complete Potential Solution o f C-Device and Outside Environment
An alternative approach would be solve the complete two-dimensional potential 
distribution inside and outside the device. A large cylindrical enclosure would surround the 
C-Device. The enclosure would have the boundary conditions o f  zero potential, while the 
C-Device would be treated as an arrangement o f  internal electrodes. Such a computational 
scheme is illustrated in Figure 8.1. Although this approach would be more complete, the 
presence o f internal electrodes poses an added difficulty. The solution o f Poisson’s equation 
with internal electrodes is more difficult and time consuming.
If  a fast direct Poisson solver (such as cyclic reduction) is used, then a capacity 
matrix must be computed first to determine an equivalent surface charge on the electrodes 
which will then be used in a  final Poisson solution. Details o f  the capacity matrix approach 
for internal electrodes and direct solvers are discussed elsewhere [68,78]. In effect, 
Poisson’s equation would be solved twice at each time step if  a direct solver was used with 
this larger computational mesh. An alternative approach would be to use an iterative method 
such as Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) to determine the potential at all mesh points 
inside and outside the C-Device. Although iterative methods can be very time-consuming, 
and possibly impractical, the number o f  iterations to achieve convergence can be reduced by 
using the potential distribution from the previous time step as a first guess.[68,78,82]
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8.2.7.3 The Problem o f  a Large Computational Mesh
Regardless o f whether a direct solver with a  capacity matrix or a relaxation technique 
is used to solve Poisson’s equation inside and outside the C-Device, there will still be the 
problem o f  a  large computational mesh. In the existing algorithm a 32 by 128 mesh was 
used, and this was about as coarse as could be tolerated. If  the external environment with 
the grounded enclosure is to be included in the solution o f  the potential profile, many 
additional computational cells will be required. For example, if  it were assumed that the 
radius o f  the enclosure was eight times the device radius, and the length o f  the enclosure was 
at least twice that o f  the length o f  the C-Device, and if  it was assumed that the cell size was 
the same as inside the device, then there would be a 256 by 256 computational mesh, and a 
simulation with such a large mesh would take much more time to run. One way to reduce 
the computational effort would be to use a coarser mesh (larger cell size) outside the device, 
but this would limit the ability to use a fast direct solver. Direct solvers work best with 
uniform meshes that are multiples o f 2. [68] Considerable effort would be required to 
develop a fast direct solver for a mix o f  coarse and fine meshes. An iterative relaxation 
method could be used instead, but again, this would cost more time to achieve convergence.
8.2.7.4 Compromise: A Two-Mesh Potential Solution
A compromise to account for the effects o f  a surrounding ground enclosure and the 
charge distribution inside the C-Device on the wall potential would be to use a two-stage 
potential calculation with a coarse mesh and a fine mesh. A coarse uniform mesh would be 
used to compute the potential inside and outside the C-Device simultaneously using either 
a  relaxation method or a direct solver with a capacity matrix. The purpose o f  the coarse
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mesh would be to get a more accurate evaluation o f  the potential variation in the glass walls. 
Once the first stage is complete, the potential distribution in the glass walls would be used 
as a boundary condition for computing the potential inside the C-Device alone using the fast 
direct solver. For example, a coarse 32 by 128 mesh could be used to for computing the 
potential distribution inside and outside the C-Device. Assuming that the enclosure has a 
radius eight times the C-Device radius, and a length twice that o f the C-Device, there would 
be 4 radial and 64 axial computational cells inside the C-Device. The computed potential 
distribution in the glass wall could be used as the boundary condition for solving Poisson’s 
equation inside the C-Device with a finer 32 by 128 mesh. The caveat with this compromise 
is that the process o f  charge allocation to the computational mesh points would need to be 
done twice at every time step.
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Figure 8.1. Two-Dimensional Computational Mesh to Evaluate Potential Profile due 
to IEC C-Device Electrodes, Ionized Gas, and External Ground Potentials
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8.2.7.5 Difficulties Associated with Using a Non-Uniform Computational Mesh
It may be suggested that a non-uniform computational mesh should be used instead 
o f  a uniform one. The advantage o f  a non-uniform mesh is that regions with larger 
variations in the potential and particle densities over small length scales can be allotted more 
computational cells, while regions with smaller variations over long length scales can be 
allotted fewer computational cells. It is thought that a non-uniform mesh can help minimize 
the computational effort while maintaining a high level o f  accuracy. Such may be the case 
with modeling the C-Device inside a grounded-enclosure. A non-uniform mesh with large 
cells outside the C-Device and small cells inside may be attractive. Furthermore, it may be 
suggested that a non-uniform mesh should be used inside the C-Device itself, with smaller 
radial computational cells near the centerline (r=0) and the outer wall, and smaller axial 
computational cells near the electrodes. In spite o f  these apparent advantages o f  a non- 
uniform mesh, there are a couple o f  difficulties which discourage its implementation. The 
first is the difficulty in developing a fast direct solver to handle a non-uniform mesh. It is 
not a trivial matter. Fast direct solvers are best suited for uniform computational meshes. [68] 
The second is the inherent uncertainty in evaluating the accuracy o f  solution given by the 
non-uniform mesh. Care must exercised in choosing the variation o f  the cell size. 
Numerical errors will arise when interpolating electric fields between computational cells 
o f  different size. The third difficulty is unique for PIC models. To interpolate the electric 
field on a simulation particle, or to allocate charge from a simulation particle to the 
surrounding mesh points, the computational cell in which a simulation particle is located 
must be found first. With a uniform mesh, this is simple matter requiring only one operation 
per dimension. For a non-uniform mesh, a binary search method must be used, requiring
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several operations. For example, let's consider a situation where there are N  computational 
cells in one dimension, and the simulation particle is located in the first cell. A binary search 
procedure will require LOG2 (N) comparative operations to locate the computational cell in 
which the particle is located. Thus, if  N=32, at least 5 operations will be required. If  there 
is a 32 by 128 non-uniform two-dimensional computational mesh, then 12 operations will 
be required per particle. It is readily apparent that an enormous computational effort will be 
required ju st to locate the positions o f  the simulation particles within the computational 
mesh. Unless a non-uniform mesh reduces the time to solve Poisson’s equation by 
comparable factor (12 in this case) for the same level o f  accuracy, a uniform mesh is better.
8.2.8 Pressure Sensitivity o f PIC Code Simulations
As discussed in Section 6, it is apparent that that CHIMP code simulations are quite 
sensitive to the background neutral gas pressure. If  the pressure is too low, then the 
simulation o f  the ionized gas discharge must be sustained by the artificial injection o f 
electrons at the cathode and reflector. If the pressure is too high, then the ionization rate far 
exceeds the loss rate o f  charged particles to the glass walls and the electrodes, and there is 
an explosive growth in the simulation particle population. For each operational data point, 
there is a  pressure at which the production o f  charged particles in the system is in balance 
with the loss rate o f charged particles to the electrodes and the glass wall, and the discharge 
is self-sustaining. Charged particles are produced by ionization in the gas discharge, 
secondary electron emission, and possibly surface ionization, as discussed in Section 8.2.5.2. 
In a manner very analogous to a fission reactor, there is a unique pressure at which the 
discharge o f  the C-Device is in a critical self-sustaining state.
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In the early simulations with the CHIMP V I (D2*) and V2(D+) codes shown in 
Appendix A, a  pressure calibration factor o f  7.787 was used, based upon the calibration o f  
ionization gauge, and a suspected pressure drop between the main chamber o f  the C-Device 
and the pressure gauge downstream. These initial simulations failed to match boundary 
conditions or to achieve states o f equilibrium because the ionization rate was too high. Thus, 
it was suspected that the PCF o f 7.787 was too high. In the later simulations o f the V 1 (D2+) 
and V2(D+) codes shown in Section 5, a series o f  parametric pressure studies were carried 
out to determine the maximum PCF that could be used to ensure that the boundary 
conditions for current would be matched, and that a state o f  dynamic equilibrium would be 
achieved in most o f the simulation runs. This value was determined to be PCF = 3. Later, 
the upgraded versions o f  the CHIMP code V5(D2+) and V6(D+), which used a slightly 
modified algorithm for electron injection at the cathode and reflector, and which included 
charge exchange processes, were used to carry out new simulations, as shown in Section 6. 
Instead o f  using the PCF=7.787 as was done for the initial V l ^ * )  and V2(D+) simulations, 
another series o f  parametric pressure studies were done with the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes 
to find the maximum PCF for which an equilibrium simulation matching the boundary 
conditions for current could be achieved. A PCF=3.5 was determined for the V5(D2^) code, 
and a PCF=5 was determined for the V6(D+) code. If  a PCF=7.787 had been used in the 
upgraded versions o f  the CHIMP code, the simulations would have failed to achieve 
dynamic equilibrium, and they would have failed to match the boundary conditions for 
current. The parametric pressure studies confirmed this.
It would appear that the V1(D2+), V2(D+) and simulations discussed in
Appendix A were in a super-critical state in which the generation rate o f  charged particles
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exceeded the loss rate for the PCF=7.787 used. The situation for the V4R(D+) simulations 
was less certain. It may appear that these simulations were in a sub-critical state. This 
hypothesis is supported by the additional long run simulation done for the V4R(D+) code at 
30 kV and 40 mA which did finally achieve a state o f  equilibrium while matching the 
boundary conditions for current, but with an ionization rate (5.5 mA) that was well below 
the device current (40 mA). In the final set o f simulations performed with the V KDi*) and 
V2(D+) codes at a  PCF=3, as discussed in Section 5, it would appear that both the V 1 (D i+) 
and V2(D+) simulations at lower voltages (20 kV) were in a super-critical state, while the 
simulations at higher voltages (30 kV) may have been in a sub-critical state. In the final set 
o f  simulations performed with the V5(D2+) and V ^D *) codes at PCF’s o f  3.5 and 5 
respectively, it would also appear that the simulations were in a super-critical state at the 
lower voltage (20 kV), while the simulations were in a sub-critical state at the higher voltage 
(30 kV).
CHIMP code calculations gave predictions for the neutron generation rate that were 
generally two to three orders o f magnitude less than that found in the experiment. However, 
there were a couple o f simulations where the system was likely in a super-critical state and 
high neutron rates that were comparable to the experimental values were achieved. These 
notable simulations are summarized in Table 8.2:
Table 8.2. High Neutron Rate Super-Critical CHIMP Simulations
CHIMP
Code
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF V
(kV)
I
(mA)
Rexp
(n/s)
Rave
(n/s)
Rend
(n/s)
V K D ,^ 0.37 7.787 29.5 40 192,953 12,392 90,419
V2(D+) 0.36 7.787 29.63 30 172,257 16,240 27,811
V 2(D 1 0.37 7.787 29.5 40 192,953 23,423 45,420
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In the case o f  the V I(D 2*) simulation which had a simulation period o f  S.0e-6 
seconds, the boundary conditions were not matched, nor was dynamic equilibrium achieved. 
However, enough time had elapsed in this simulation for the population o f  molecular 
deuterium ions to pick up enough kinetic energy from the electrostatic field to generate a 
neutron rate o f  more than 90,000 n/s, within a factor o f  two o f the experiment. In the case 
o f  the V2(D+) runs, dynamic equilibrium was not achieved, although boundary conditions 
were matched. Enough time had elapsed in these super-critical simulations for the neutron 
rates to reach within a factor o f  5 o f the experimental results. If these simulations had been 
run for a longer period, both would have an explosive growth in the simulation particle 
population, boundary conditions would never have been met, and dynamic equilibrium 
would never have been achieved. Again, this was confirmed by the parametric pressure 
studies shown in Section S.
The point o f  citing these sample cases is that if  a high enough population o f  ions can 
be sustained within the simulation o f  the C-Device for a sufficient period o f  time, it may be 
possible to obtain results that match well with the experiment while satisfying the boundary 
conditions for current and meeting dynamic equilibrium. Many o f the low-voltage 
simulation runs were super-critical, and before enough time could elapse to accelerate the 
high population o f  ions created by ionization up to high kinetic energies where the fusion 
cross section and neutron generation rate would be large, the simulation failed due to 
exceeding the 200,000 simulation particle limit. Many o f  the high-voltage simulation runs 
were sub-critical, and no matter how long the simulations were run, the energetic ion 
population would never be high enough to sustain a neutron generation rate that was 
comparable with the experimental result. This was readily apparent in the high-voltage runs
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of the final V1(D2+), V5(D2^), and V6(D+) simulations where the discrepancy
between the CHIMP code prediction and the experimental results was much larger. The key 
difference was that the high-voltage simulations had lower pressures, and assuming that the 
system was in a sub-critical state being driven by the artificial injection o f  electrons at the 
reflector and cathode, the resulting ion population was much lower than necessary to 
generate the desired neutron rate.
In contrast to the CHIMP simulation results, the simple zero-dimensional model for 
predicting the neutron generation rate in the C-Device, as discussed in Section 7, gave 
remarkably good results. The pressures used in these calculations were probably within the 
correct order-of-magnitude, but what made the big difference was the high energetic ion 
population obtained by assuming that the ion current was the same as the electrode current. 
This simple model was not a self-consistent discharge model o f  the C-Device, the 
relationship between the pressure, voltage, and current was completely decoupled., and thus, 
it was relatively insensitive to changes in the pressure. This simple model was useful in that 
it emphasized the importance o f  attaining a high population o f  energetic monatomic 
deuterium ions in a more comprehensive and self-consistent simulation model o f  the C- 
Device.
Obviously, the inclusion o f  additional species, collision processes, more accurate 
surface effects, improved algorithms for handling the electrode boundary conditions, and a 
more complete solution to the electric potential distribution should give a better self- 
consistent model o f  the discharge o f  the C-Device; however, there must be a way to 
determine the optimum or critical operational pressure. At this critical pressure, the C- 
Device simulation will be self-sustaining, and there will be no need to artificially inject
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electrons, since a  sufficient number o f electrons will be produced at the electrodes through 
secondary electron emission. As mentioned previously, if  the pressure is too low, then the 
system will be in a sub-critical state driven by the artificial injection o f  electrons, and the 
energetic ion population will never get high enough to sustain the desired neutron rate at the 
specified operational voltage and boundary conditions for current. If the pressure is too high, 
then there will be continuously increasing charged particle population, boundary conditions 
for current will never be matched, and dynamic equilibrium will never be achieved.
It would seem that the specification o f  voltage, current and pressure as input 
parameters for the CHIMP code would be over-constraining the simulation. In reality, when 
two o f these parameters are specified, there is a unique value for the third parameter that 
depends on the geometry o f the device and the discharge physics. Hence, the measured 
pressures in the experiment can be considered benchmark values, or simply good estimates 
o f  the actual pressure in the chamber. In the case o f  the C-Device experiments, the ionized 
gas discharge establishes a stable, equilibrium state for a given set o f  voltage, current and 
pressure. In the C-Device experiments, the input parameters are power/voltage and pressure. 
If the voltage level on the power supply is raised, and the ionization rate for the given 
pressure begins to grow continuously, the device current will be limited by the power 
supplied to the device. In fact, if the power being drawn through the device exceeds that o f 
the power supply, then the operational voltage will automatically drop down and the C- 
Device discharge will settle into a new equilibrium state at a lower voltage and a higher 
current for a  given pressure. In the case o f  the CHIMP simulations, the voltage is fixed, and 
resulting device current depends on the input pressure. I f  the pressure is too high, the 
ionization rate will lead to an uncontrolled growth in the device current, leading to a  mis-
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match o f  the desired boundary conditions for current. There is no feedback algorithm in the 
CHIMP code that limits the power flowing through the C-Device, although this occurs 
automatically in the experiment. What is unique about the CHIMP code is that it can 
actually model the sensitive coupling between the voltage, current and pressure for a given 
device geometry. The inclusion o f many additional physical processes in the CHIMP model 
should give a better representation o f  the discharge physics o f  the C-Device, but it will still 
be necessary to develop an algorithm for finding the exact pressure at which the simulation 
is self-sustaining for a given anode voltage and desired device current. The CHIMP code 
is really only limited by the number o f  collision processes and the accuracy o f  that collision 
data included in the simulation model.
One approach that might be used for determining the critical pressure in the C-Device 
would involve checking the collected current at the anode before each set o f  ionization 
calculations are performed. If  the collected anode current is lower than the desired value, 
then the background neutral pressure can be increased by a small fraction, for example 0.1%. 
This will increase the neutral gas target density, and hence the ionization rate. Conversely, 
if the collected anode current is too high, then the pressure can be reduced by a small 
fraction, for example 1%. This will reduce the ionization rate. This feed-back algorithm for 
the pressure would work in tandem with the algorithms for matching the boundary 
conditions for current at the cathode and reflector, as discussed in Section 8.2.6. The 
pressure would be continuously adjusted after every collision period, and it is expected that 
after a  sufficiently long simulation period, a state o f dynamic equilibrium will be achieved 
in which the instantaneous pressure will match closely with the time-average pressure, and 
this will be the critical pressure for the C-Device. The reason for using a larger adjustment
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when reducing the pressure (1%) than when increasing the pressure (0.1%) is that the 
simulation must approach the critical state from sub-critical one. If  the simulation goes 
super-critical momentarily, and the damping rate is not high enough, the simulation particle 
population may rapidly increase out o f  control.
An alternative approach for finding the critical pressure at which the CHIMP code 
simulates a self-sustaining discharge is by the method o f trial-and-error. A given pressure 
can be tested in a simulation run for a sufficiently long period o f  time, probably more than 
2.0e-5 seconds. If the simulation remains sub-critical, then a slightly higher pressure can be 
tested, and the process repeated until there is an uncontrolled growth in the simulation 
particle population, violating dynamic equilibrium and the matching o f the boundary 
conditions for current. This would be the super-critical state. The input pressure can then 
be backed down and the trial-and-error method repeated to converge upon a critical pressure. 
This method has been used to a certain degree already in the parametric pressure studies 
cited in Chapters 5 and 6 o f  the thesis; however, the number o f  real particles per simulation 
particle was probably too large (nreal=l .Oe+8), and the simulation was not run long enough 
(1.0e-5 seconds) to get a good evaluation o f the critical pressure. The simulation can be very 
sensitive to pressure, and even a small fractional change on the order o f  several decimal 
places could mean the difference between a sub-critical and a super-critical result.
It is important to note that even more accurate pressure measurements in the 
experiment will only give a rough estimate o f the exact critical pressure, although these 
measurements will be much more valuable as benchmark data.
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8.3 A Kinetic Approach to Modeling the IEC C-Device
The CHIMP code is a time-dependent two-dimensional direct simulation model o f  
the IEC C-Device. It uses the particle-in-cell approach with Monte Carlo collision methods 
(PIC-MCC) for treating ionization collisions. Upgrades to the CHIMP code can include 
more simulation particle species and other d types o f  collisions, such as charge exchange and 
scattering. Improvements can be made in the treatment o f wall interactions and the matching 
o f boundary conditions. More accurate methods can be used to evaluate the electric potential 
distribution throughout the device. While the PIC-MCC approach is attractive because o f  its 
simplicity, reduced computer memory requirements, and relative ease for handling various 
types o f  collisions, it may be it may be possible to use some alternative approaches to 
modeling the high-voltage, low-pressure, ionized gas discharge o f  the IEC C-Device.
An alternative to using the PIC-MCC approach to modeling the IEC C-Device is an 
explicit time-dependent kinetic solution. Instead o f  tracking many simulation particles by 
solving the potential field and then the equations o f  motion, the time-dependent Boltzmann 
equation for various charged particle and fast neutral species can be solved in an explicit 
matter. The two-dimensional Boltzmann equation in cylindrical geometry is given by:
dfj dfj dfj dfj dfj VJ —  + v, —  + v. —  + a , + a. —-  = —dt dr ‘ dz dvr ' 8v. 8t ColIiMotvt
+ dAdt f tSource
(8.3.1)
Loss
The subscript "j" indicates a particular species, which could be a combination o f  (e \ D2+, D+, 
D2-Fast, DFast)- There is a separate Boltzmann equation for each species. Angular symmetry 
is assumed. The density distribution function is defined such that: 
fj = fj{r,z,E,0,t) (8.32)
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The number density for a  species as function o f  position and time is related to the 
distribution function by:
m 2 It
nj(r,z,t) =  |dE jd0 fj(r,z,E,0,t) (8.3.3)
ti-O 9 = 0
The radial and axial components o f  velocity are given by:
vr = — sin0 (8.3.4)
v m.
v. = I—— cos0 (8.3.5)
V m.j
The radial and axial components o f acceleration relate to the local electric field components, 
which are functions o f  position, and are given by: 
q, Er(r,z)ar = - —  (8.3.6)
q E.(r,z)a. = Hj - v 7 (8.3.7)
mj
The acceleration terms in the Boltzmann equation can be transformed into their dependence 
on the energy and angular direction using the chain rule:
Qfj_ _ dfj_dE_ +Qfj_d&_ (8J.8)
dvr dE dvr 80 dvr
Qfj_ _ Qfj_dE_ +Qfj_d0_ (8 3 9 )
dv. 8E dv. 80 dv.
When these equivalent expressions are entered into the Boltzmann equation and the 
common terms are grouped together, the following form is obtained:
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dt ... dt dtCollisions Source Lass
An explicit time-dependent solution to this form o f the Boltzmann equation is thus given by:
t \ / \ dfir,z,E,9,t)f,(r,z,E,0,t + dt) = fj(r,z,E,0,t) + -------- Idt (8.3.11)dt
Where the time variation o f  the distribution function o f  species j  is given by:
dfj(r,z,E,0,t) dfj{r,z,E,0,t)
dt dt
dfj(r,z,E,0,t)
dfj(r,z, E,0,t)
( 'ollisions dt Source
dt
2E. df (r,z,E,0,t) 
—  sin #  —
Loss m . dr
dz
I i------------  i------------  \dfir,z,E,9,t)-\arJ lErrij s in #  + a;S2Em~cos# )--------------------dE
a. a.
H c o s e M sin*
dfj(r,z, E,0,t)
d0
(8.3.12)
To carry out the solution, an initial distribution function at time t=0 is given, and then 
using the above equations, the value o f  the distribution at the next time step is computed. 
The distribution function can be treated as a  four-dimensional array o f  discrete values o f
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radial and axial position, energy, and angular direction and the explicit solution is expressed 
as:
flirl,S„E.,0„l + At) = ^ (83  13)
The indices k, I, m, and n are used for the discrete values o f  the four independent 
variables. The partial derivatives in Equation 7.3.12 can be approximated in discrete form 
by:
dfj (rk, z ,, Em ,0„ ,t) fj (rk+l, z; , Em ,0n, / ) -  f3 (r*., , 2,, Em ,0„, /)
dr rk^ - r k_x
df, {rk, z , , Em ,0„,t) fj (rk, 2/+1 ,Em,0n,t)-fj{rk, zM , Em ,0n,t)
dz zM - zt_i
df, {rk, z, , Em ,0,„t) fj {rk ,z,,En+l,0n,t)-f {rk ,z„Em.x,0„,l)
dE E^-E,m+1 ffi-l
dfJ(rk,zl,Em,0l„t) ^  f  (rk,zt, E„,,0,M, / ) -^ / ; (rk,z,, Em,0„_x,t)
dO %
(8.3.14)
(8.3.15)
(8.3.16)
(8.3.17)
These finite approximations o f the partial derivatives use a two-point central 
difference, although they would have to changed to either a two-point forward or two-point 
backward difference for the lower and upper boundaries o f  r, z, E, and 0.
The collision term on right hand side o f  Equation 8.3.10 accounts for collisions that 
a species j encounters with the background neutral gas. Dealing with this term is somewhat 
more difficult since it may include several types o f collisions that will couple the Boltzmann 
equations for different species. For example, any collisions that create charged particles or 
fast neutrals will be automatically coupled to several kinetic equations. One method for 
h a n d l i n g  the collision term involves the use o f  Monte Carlo methods, and such an approach 
has been used the use o f  the Boltzmann equation in the kinetic modeling o f  highly-rarified
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gas dynamics [133]. The source term on the right hand side o f Equation 8.3.10 accounts for 
the injection o f  species at boundaries, such as electrons off the electrodes or the glass wall. 
Conversely, the loss term in Equation 8.3.10 is used to account for species that are removed 
from the system by impact on either the electrodes or the glass wall.
This kinetic solution could use uniform or non-uniform mesh schemes for the four­
dimensional computational mesh. A uniform mesh should probably be used for the direction 
angle, and a non-uniform mesh for the energy. Table 8.3 shows a sample mesh scheme for 
the distribution function in a kinetic solution for the C-Device.
The procedure for this form o f a kinetic solution for the IEC C-Device would be very 
similar to that used with PIC-MCC solution in the CHIMP code. At every time step, the 
distribution functions for ions and electrons would be integrated over energy and angular 
space to get the ion and electron densities at each spatial mesh point. The charge density at 
each mesh point would be computed, and this would be used in the solution o f  the potential 
distribution with Poisson's equation. The maximum electron density would be used to 
compute the minimum electron plasma period, and this would be used to adjust the minimum 
time step. The components o f  the electric field would be evaluated at each spatial mesh 
point. The next step would be to evaluate the collision, source, and loss terms for each 
species, ensuring that the boundary conditions for current are matched by injecting electrons.
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Table 8.3. Sample Mesh Scheme for Kinetic Solution of C-Device
Parameter Value
Number o f  Radial Mesh Points NR+1=32+1
Number o f  Axial Mesh Points NZ+1=128+1
Number o f  Direction Angle 
M esh Points
N 0+1=64+1
Number o f  Energy Mesh Points NE=91
Total Number o f Mesh Points in 
4-Dimensional Array
33*129*65*91 =25,180,155
Radial Cell Size dr = constant = Rout/NR (Uniform)
Axial Cell Size dz = constant = Zend/NZ (Uniform)
Direction Angle Cell Size d0 = constant = 2n/N0 (Uniform)
Energy Cell Size Non-Uniform
Radial Mesh Point Position rj = (j-l)*dr
Axial M esh Point Position zv = (k-l)*dz
Direction Angle Mesh Point 
Position
0, = (1-1 )*d0
Energy Meshpoints Em = 0.1 eV to 1 eV in 0.1 eV increments 
Em = 1 eV to 10 eV in 1 eV increments 
Em= 10 eV to 100 eV in 10 eV increments 
Em=100  eV to 1 keV in 100 eV increments 
Em = 1 keV to 30 keV in 1 keV increments 
Em= 30 keV to 100 keV in 10 keV increments 
Em = 100 keV to 1 MeV in 100 keV increments
Finally, using Equations 8.3.6 to 8.3.17, the distribution function for each species at 
every spatial mesh point and every discrete energy and direction angle would be updated, 
and the calculation procedure would advance to the next time step. After a desired period 
o f  time, the distribution functions for the ions and the fast neutrals can be used to calculate 
the neutron generation rate in the C-Device. As in the CHIMP PIC-MCC model, the kinetic 
calculation procedure can be run for as long as it is expected to take for the solution to 
achieve a  state o f dynamic equilibrium.
Although a kinetic approach such as this one provides a  continuous solution 
throughout the C-Device, it is readily apparent that the memory and computational
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requirements are immense. As seen in the sample scheme shown in Table 8.3, there are 25 
million mesh points that must be updated after each time step for each species. The number 
o f  mesh points used for the variation o f  the distribution function with energy and direction 
angle might be reduced by assuming shape functions for these variables. These shape 
functions would have a number o f coefficients that vary from one spatial mesh point to the 
next, and the computational process would involve updating these coefficients after each 
time step. For example, if  both the energy and angular dependence could be expressed in 
terms o f shape functions with no more than four coefficients in each, the number o f  
computational mesh points to update after each time step could be reduced to less than 
35, 000. However, there would be some difficulties in using the shape functions for the 
energy and angle in conjunction with the collision, source, and loss terms.
Considering the immense memory requirements, numerical operations, and the 
difficulties associated with treating particle collisions, it is not surprising that a direct 
simulation using the PIC-MCC approach, such as that implemented in the CHIMP code, is 
in many ways preferable to a  kinetic solution for modeling the discharge physics o f the IEC 
C-Device. Nevertheless, it could useful to develop a kinetic solution to compare against the 
direct simulation results.
8.4 Diagnostic Parameters and Instrumentation for Future Experiments
In addition to the suggested upgrades for the CHIMP code and the possibility for 
developing a kinetic solution approach to modeling the C-Device discharge physics, there 
are several improvements that can and should be made regarding the types o f  diagnostic 
parameters that are measured and the methods o f instrumentation in the actual experiment.
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Getting an accurate measurement o f the neutral density inside the main chamber o f  
the C-Device is extremely important; thus, it would advisable to have several different ports 
on the periphery o f  the main C-Device vacuum chamber for measuring pressure and 
temperature with ionization gauges or capacitance manometers, and thermocouples. Ports 
should be located between the electrodes (See Figure 8.2). Measurements from various 
locations can be averaged together.
A reflector current fraction o f  33% was observed by Stubbers in a number o f  tests 
with the C-Device experiment [134], and this value was used in all the CHIMP simulations; 
however, it is possible that this current fraction varied from one operating point to the next. 
Hence, future experiments should measure the exact current flowing to each electrode (two 
reflectors, two anodes, and central cathode) for each operating point (See Figure 8.2).
An additional diagnostic measurement that could be used for benchmarking the 
CHIMP code is the axial variation o f  the electric potential on the glass wall. Fine wire loops 
or metal rings with the same diameter as the Pyrex glass cylindrical vacuum can be placed 
inside the chamber at various axial positions throughout the C-Device (See Figure 8.2). 
Similar methods have been used in other high-voltage glow discharge devices [60]. The 
floating potential o f these fine wire loops in contact with glass wall can be measured through 
an insulated feed-through port similar to that which is used for the electrodes. It is very 
important that wire loops be in good contact with the glass surface, and that these wires be 
very small. This is necessary to get an accurate measurement o f  the glass wall potential. In 
addition, the gauge o f  wire must be small enough such that it will not affect the discharge. 
The floating ring would be connected to an electrostatic voltmeter on the outside.
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Another diagnostic that would prove useful for understanding the discharge physics 
o f  the C-Device would be electron density measurements using either a microwave cavity 
or the laser heterodyne technique. Such methods have been used in prior research for IEC 
devices [35,36,135,136]. The microwave cavity approach would allow a bulk-average 
electron density measurement, while the laser heterodyne method could be used to get line- 
average electron density measurements. Data from the CHIMP code simulations could be 
processed to predict both bulk and line-average electron densities for a direct comparison 
with such experimental measurements.
Finally, the axial variation o f the fusion rate could be measured using a collimated 
proton detector. Since the proton branch o f  the deuterium-deuterium fusion reaction (D + 
D —> T + p) is equally probable to the neutron branch (D + D -> 3He + n), fusion proton 
measurements will relate directly to the neutron measurements. Several ports could be 
located along the axial length o f the C-Device which are attached to collimating screens. 
Line-average measurements o f  the proton generation rate will be found at a  given cross 
section. If  the collimator can be swept over a range o f angles at one particular axial cross 
section, then it may be possible to extract information about the radial variation o f  the fusion 
rate. Such an approach has been used in the study o f  spherical IEC devices [41,137]. As 
with electron density measurements, data from the CHIMP code simulations could be 
processed to predict a line-averaged fusion proton generation rate at any axial position for 
direct comparison with such an experimental measurement.
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Figure 8.2. Schematic Diagram o f Instrumentation Setup for IEC C-Device
8.5 Design Changes to Enhance Performance o f  IEC C-Device
The results from the CHIMP simulations and the zero-dimensional modeling have 
implications for changes in the design o f  the IEC C-Device that should enhance its 
performance as a fusion neutron source. It was observed in most o f  the CHIMP simulations 
that less than 10% o f ionizations were occurring in the region o f  the anodes. Ideally, all o f  
the ions should be bom in the anode region to take full advantage o f the potential drop 
between the anodes and the central cathode. Ions bom closer to the cathode will not pick up 
as much kinetic energy from the electrostatic field, and thus will have lower fusion cross 
sections. Although scattering, dissociation, and other types o f  collisions are not yet modeled
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by the CHIMP code, it is conceivable that these processes will be detrimental to neutron 
production at higher operational voltages and currents. The ideal situation would be to have 
ions bom at the anode and then travel back and forth through the hollow cathode many times 
until they undergo fusion with the background neutral gas, or other energetic ions. 
Scattering and charge exchange will reduce the kinetic energy o f  the recirculating ions. 
Although fast neutrals produced by charge exchange will contribute to the neutron rate, they 
cannot be recirculated within the device by the electrostatic field. Fast neutrals are lost to 
the physical boundaries. In the existing range o f voltages and currents for the present design 
o f the IEC C-Device, fast neutrals produced by charge exchange probably make a significant 
contribution to the neutron generation rate. However, this mechanism is more indirect and 
inefficient than using energetic ions to produce fusion neutrons directly, and the performance 
o f the C-Device will be limited unless charge exchange and scattering can be minimized in 
the inter-electrode regions while the ionization rate is maximized inside the hollow anodes.
To maximize the ionization rate in the anode region and to minimize charge exchange 
and scattering losses, two simple changes should be made in the C-Device. First, the inter­
electrode distance should be reduced. This will reduce the path length over which lower 
energy ions can undergo collisions. Second, the length o f  the hollow anode should be 
extended to increase the reaction volume for electrons to cause ionization. These two simple 
changes will have other beneficial effects. The higher axial potential gradients will reduce 
the loss rates o f charged particles to the glass walls, and the space-charge limited current will 
increase. It is recalled from the derivation o f  the Child-Langmuir law [44] that the space- 
charge limited current between two parallel plane electrodes varies as 1/d2, where d is the
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distance between the electrodes. If  the inter-electrode distance is reduced, higher currents 
can be drawn between the electrodes for a given potential difference.
To reduce the loss rate o f  electrons to the anode and to further augment the ionization 
rate inside the anode, a couple o f  features could be added to the C-Device. One is a set o f 
magnetic field coils wrapped around the C-Device near the anodes. An axial magnetic field 
will suppress electron losses to the anode walls while increasing the ionization path length. 
These feature would make the design o f  the C-Device very similar to that o f  an electron 
bombardment-type ion thruster [138]. Another feature is a transparent cylindrical wire mesh 
electrode grid that is concentric with the anode, and nested inside it. The anode grid 
electrode would be biased to a voltage slightly higher than the anode (100 to 1000 V), and 
would act to accelerate electrons in the anode region towards the centerline. These suggested 
design changes are shown in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3. Design Changes to Improve IEC C-Device Performance
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9. CONCLUSIONS
9.1 CHIMP Code
The Inertial Electrostatic Confinement (IEC) cylindrical fusion neutron generator 
device (C-Device) operating with deuterium fuel was modeled with the CHIMP (Cylindrical 
Hollow IEC Modeling Program) computer code to predict the fusion neutron generation rate 
and the plasma physics behavior. The IEC C-Device is a high-voltage, low-pressure glow 
discharge device capable o f producing neutrons from the deuterium-deuterium fusion 
reaction.
The CHIMP code is a time-dependent, spatially two-dimensional (r,z), particle-in­
cell, Monte-Carlo-Collision (PIC-MCC), multi-species direct simulation model. The 
CHIMP code gives a self-consistent solution for the injection, production, and motion o f 
charged particles and the electrostatic potential distribution inside the C-Device. The 
background neutral gas pressure and temperature are assumed to be constant throughout the 
C-device. The fraction o f the electrical current flowing to the reflectors is also assumed to 
be constant. Existing versions o f  the CHIMP code model either monatomic or molecular 
species o f  deuterium ions and background neutrals along with ions. Ions are produced 
through ionization collisions between electrons and ions with the background neutral gas. 
Upgraded versions o f  the CHIMP code include charge exchange processes which lead to the 
production o f  fast neutrals that are tracked in the simulation until they are lost to a physical 
boundary. The CHIMP code accounts for charging o f  the glass walls and for secondary 
electron emission due to electron and ion impact. A one-dimensional Poisson model is used 
to obtain the potential distribution in the glass walls due to wall charging, and a cyclic
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reduction direct solver is used to obtain the two-dimensional potential distribution inside the 
C-Device on a uniform computational mesh. Secondary electron emission is suppressed if  
the glass wall potential exceeds the anode potential. Secondary emission is also suppressed 
if  an impact electron is generated by secondary emission and travels less than one axial cell 
length before hitting the glass wall. The time step used in the explicit time-dependent 
solution is limited by the minimum electron plasma period computed after each time step. 
The CHIMP code computes the neutron generation due to energetic ions colliding with the 
background gas and other ions. Upgraded versions o f  the CHIMP code also compute 
neutron generation due to energetic fast neutrals colliding with the background neutral gas.
CHIMP code predictions for neutron generation rates were compared against 
experimental results for the C-Device operating between 20 and 30 kV o f anode voltage, 
between 10 and 40 mA o f electrode current, and between 0.29 and 1.1 milliTorr o f deuterium 
gas pressure. A pressure calibration factor o f  2.86 was used to account for the calibration 
o f  the pressure gauge used in the experiment. An additional pressure calibration factor o f 
approximately 2.73 was computed to account for a suspected pressure drop between the C- 
Device chamber and the measurement port for the ionization pressure gauge downstream of 
the C-Device. Thus, the deuterium pressure in the chamber was estimated to be a factor as 
high as 7.8 greater than that indicated by the ionization gauge.
Most o f  the initial CHIMP simulations carried out with a pressure calibration factor 
o f 7.8 failed to match the boundary conditions and did not achieve a stable population o f 
charged particles. This was thought to occur due to an excessive ionization rate o f  the 
background neutral gas and a preferential flow o f charged particles to the electrodes.
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A series o f  parametric pressure studies determined that a lower pressure calibration 
factor o f 3 should guarantee matching o f  the boundary conditions and dynamic equilibrium. 
Dynamic equilibrium occurs when the production rate o f charged particles due to ionization 
and secondary emission is in balance with the loss rate to the electrodes and the glass walls. 
The charged particle population is relatively stable in the state o f  dynamic equilibrium.
A final series o f  CHIMP simulations were carried out with a pressure calibration 
factor o f 3, and a longer simulation period (2.0e-5 seconds). Most o f  these runs satisfied the 
boundary condition requirements for current and had stable populations o f charged particles. 
The ionization rate appeared to be significantly lower than the device current, and the ion 
currents collected at the cathode were much lower than expected. Less than 10% o f the ions 
were generated inside the anode region, which is counter to that which is desired. Some o f 
the simulations at 20 kV were very sensitive to the number o f  real particles per simulation 
particle. This coincided with the operating points that had the highest pressures.
The CHIMP code V1(D,+), which modeled molecular deuterium ions in molecular 
deuterium background neutral gas, gave predictions for the neutron rate that were two to 
three orders-of-magnitude less than that found in the experiment. The CHIMP code V2(D+), 
which modeled monatomic deuterium ions in monatomic deuterium background neutral gas, 
gave predictions for the neutron rate that were one to two orders-of-magnitude less than that 
found in the experiment. In spite o f  this discrepancy, the linear trends with current were 
consistent with those observed in the experiments. In addition, it was found that the neutron 
rate due to fusion reactions between energetic deuterium ions was several orders-of- 
magnitude lower than the neutron rate due to fusion reactions between energetic deuterium 
ions and the background neutral gas.
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The final CHIMP code simulations gave no indication o f the existence o f  steady 
multiple potential wells that could enhance the confinement o f  fusion fuel ions. This 
observation does not preclude the possibility for multiple well formation for different designs 
o f  the IEC C-Device, or for different operating conditions; however, it does seem unlikely 
that there are any multiple potential wells forming in the existing experimental design and 
operating conditions o f  the IEC C-Device.
An additional set o f  simulation studies were carried out with upgraded versions o f 
the CHIMP code (V5(D,+) and V6(D+)) which included charge exchange processes, and the 
calculation o f  neutron generation due to fast neutrals colliding with the background neutral 
gas. The upgraded codes also used a modified algorithm for injecting electrons at the 
cathode and reflector, only injecting electrons if the collected anode current was at or below 
the desired device current.
A series o f  parametric pressure studies determined that a slightly higher pressure 
calibration factor could be used for the V5(D,+) code (PCF=3.5). In addition, a higher PCF 
was found for the V6(D+) code (PCF=5) to be used in the final set o f  simulations. The final 
simulation results for the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes in comparison with experimental results 
were a slight improvement over the VT(D,+) and V2(D+) final simulations, although the 
neutron rates computed were still one to three orders o f  magnitude less than that found in the 
experiments. Fusion reactions due to fast neutrals were found to be very significant, 
accounting for more than 50% o f  the neutron generation. Although charge exchange tends 
to lower the ion energy and hence neutron generation due to fast ions, the energetic fast 
neutrals have a larger reaction volume at a given energy than do ions because they are not 
slowed down by the electrostatic fields.
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Plots o f  the potential profiles indicated that the glass wall between the anode and the 
cathode developed an equilibrium net positive charge and a more positive potential relative 
to the linear vacuum case. This was observed in the CHIMP V1(D2+), V2(D+), V5(D2+), 
and V6(D+) runs at the extremes o f the operational conditions (20 kV, 10 mA), (30 kV, 40 
mA). Secondary electron emission due to electron impact appears to be the dominant cause 
o f  this equilibrium non-linear wall potential.
The results o f  the CHIMP simulations suggest that a two-species model with simple 
ionization o f  the background neutral gas by electrons and ions is not sufficient to accurately 
predict the discharge physics or the neutron generation rate in the present design and 
operating conditions o f the IEC C-Device. Various upgrades, including additional particle 
species, collisions, ion and fast neutral surface interactions, and modifications to the 
algorithms for handling the boundaries and for finding the operational pressure at which the 
simulation represents a self-sustaining discharge will be necessary.
9.2 Zero-Dimensional Modeling
A series o f  zero-dimensional models were carried out to assess the importance o f  
various physical processes and to gain insight for the changes and improvements that could 
be made in the CHIMP simulation model. The electrode current is expected to be dominated 
by electrons, and the ion population is dependent on the electron population because o f  the 
electron-impact ionization process. Zero-dimensional modeling estimates o f  the electron and 
ion particle populations were comparable to those found in the CHIMP simulations. Ion- 
electron recombination was found to be trivial compared to the device current, and thus does 
not represent a significant loss mechanism.
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The ion-ion Coulomb scattering collision mean free path and period were several 
orders o f  magnitude larger than the those for collisions between the ions and the background 
neutral gas. Thus, it is unlikely that the ions will have a high-temperature (greater than 1 
keV) Maxwellian energy distribution.
A simple ionization model indicated that the background neutral deuterium gas 
pressure should be in the range o f  2 to 10 mTorr, and probably less due to the enhancement 
o f  ionization by the recirculation o f electrons and ions within the C-Device. The pressure 
in the experiment is close to what is expected, but the uncertainty in the exact value at a 
given voltage and current remains.
Calculations o f  the populations o f  energetic deuterium monatomic and molecular 
particles required to sustain neutron rates found in the C-Device experiments were found to 
be much higher than the ion populations observed in CHIMP simulations. In some cases, 
there was a difference o f more than an order-of-magnitude. This suggested that either the 
pressures used in the CHIMP simulations were too low, or there were other species o f 
energetic particles not accounted by the ionization model. For example, fast neutrals 
produced by charge exchange, or negative deuterium ions might contribute to neutron 
production. Although additional calculations showed that negative ion production was low, 
it was not trivial.
Estimates for fast neutral production rate by charge exchange and the subsequent 
neutron generation rate were significant. Calculations showed that more than 70% o f the 
neutron production was due to fast deuterium neutrals colliding with the background gas. 
The importance o f  charge exchange and fast neutrals was verified in simulations with the 
upgraded versions o f  the CHIMP code, V5(D2+) and V6(D+) that computed fast-neutral-
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background reactions contributing 50 to 80% o f the neutron generation; however, there was 
still a large discrepancy between the simulation and experimental results.
A highly simplified model for predicting the neutron generation rate in the C-Device 
had remarkably good accuracy by assuming that the ion current was the same as the 
electrode current, all ions were at kinetic energies equal to the device voltage, and all fusion 
reactions were ion-background occurring in the cathode region. With monatomic deuterium, 
and a pressure calibration factor o f  3, the simple model results were within a factor o f  two 
o f the experimental results. The simple neutron rate model suggested that monatomic 
deuterium is the important species for neutron generation. In addition, the ionization rate 
should be comparable to the electrode current and localized near the anode. It would appear 
that the CHIMP code predictions are poor because simply because the population o f  
energetic monatomic deuterium ions in the discharge model is not high enough. It is 
possible that ion and fast neutral reflection o ff the glass walls may be an important surface 
interaction that could significantly affect the discharge physics o f  the C-Device.
9.3 Milestones Achieved with Thesis Research
A serious attempt has been made to model the discharge physics o f the IEC C-Device 
in a self-consistent, comprehensive matter without making any major assumptions that are 
not justified on a  physical basis.
The results o f  this simulation model, the CHIMP code, were benchmarked against 
actual experimental data. There was a direct comparison made between theory and 
experiment, which helps improve both modeling and the design o f  the physical experiment.
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The CHIMP code is the first two-dimensional simulation model o f  a variant o f  the 
IEC device that generates ions and electrons self-consistently through ionization and 
secondary emission processes due to both electron and ion impact on the background neutral 
gas, the steel electrodes, and the glass wall. It is also the first model to include the effects 
o f  wall-charging on the glass wall. Other models o f  the C-Device have not justified the 
introduction o f  ion currents on a physical basis.
The CHIMP code is also self-consistent in that it determines the potential profile by 
solving the Poisson’s equation, taking into account the effects o f the ionized gas on the 
potential distribution, and the aforementioned glass wall charging.
The CHIMP code is also the first two-dimensional IEC modeling code to model 
either monatomic or molecular deuterium ion species along with electrons.
The CHIMP code is one o f  the most comprehensive 2-D IEC simulation models ever 
developed. There are no empirically-based correction factors. The CHIMP code actually 
models the discharge physics and the three-way coupling between the operating voltage, 
pressure and device current. The only assumptions really made are in regards to the 
accuracy o f  the operational parameters from the experiment, namely the deuterium pressure 
and the partition o f  the electrode currents.
Almost all previous simulation models o f  IEC devices have been one-dimensional, 
or collisionless, or did not account for the effects o f charging on insulators, or did not 
account for secondary emission processes, or lacked ionization collisions, or required 
injecting set ion and/or electrode currents. Many previous IEC models have not had a self- 
consistent, coupled relationship between the device ionization rates and the collected 
electrode currents.
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Although the CHIMP predictions o f  the neutron rate are less than in the experiments 
by a factor ranging from 10 to 1000, the trends with current are consistent with those found 
in experiments. Further validation o f  the insignificance o f  ion-ion fusion reactions and the 
dominance o f  ion-background fusion reactions has been demonstrated.
The comparison o f  using different ion species has helped illustrate that monatomic 
deuterium is the important species in contributing to the neutron generation rate. Since the 
background neutral gas is most likely molecular deuterium, it will be imperative for more 
advanced simulation models, either an upgraded CHIMP code, or any other simulation 
model o f  any other variant o f the IEC device, to include numerous additional types o f 
collisions that will lead to the production o f monatomic deuterium.
9.4 Why is there a Large Discrepancy between Modeling and Experiments?
Different versions o f the CHIMP code (V1(D2+), V2(D+), V5(D2+), and V6(D+)) 
under-predicted the neutron generation rate in the C-Device by two to three orders o f 
magnitude. The discrepancy tended to increase with operating voltage. The monatomic 
deuterium models (V2(D+) and V6(D+)) gave neutron rate predictions that were 
approximately an order o f  magnitude larger than those for the molecular deuterium models 
(V1(D2+) and V5(D2+)). The inclusion o f charge exchange and fast neutrals in the V5(D,+) 
and V6(D+) models gave only modest improvements over the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) models.
The neutron rate in the C-Device is dominated by energetic monatomic deuterium 
nuclei in the form o f ions and fast neutrals bombarding the background neutral gas. The fact 
that the CHIMP results are low by a factor o f  10 to 1000 could be attributed to one or 
combination o f  four reasons:
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i) Ion and/or fast neutral density/populations are too low.
ii) Background neutral density/population is too low.
iii) Ions are not energetic enough because the simulation has not be run for a long
enough period o f time to allow the ions to pick up kinetic energy from the
electrostatic acceleration field.
iv) Ions are not energetic enough because they are not bom  close to the anode. 
If bom near the anode, ions will be able to pick up the maximum kinetic 
energy after being accelerated to either the cathode or the reflector.
The key problem in running the CHIMP simulations which are self-consistent is the 
boundary conditions for current must be matched in a state o f  dynamic equilibrium for a 
given set o f  voltage, pressure and current found in the experiment.
9.5 Options for Correcting Discrepancies between Model and Experiment
The quick fix is to increase the background neutral gas pressure. This will address 
both issues i) and ii). By doing this, the ionization rate goes up, the ion population goes up, 
and the fusion rate goes up. However, an excessive ionization rate could lead to collected 
electrode currents that are higher than those in the experiment for the given operational 
voltage.
Issue iii) was not considered a problem, since the final simulations were run for a 
considerably long time, more than enough time to establish a state o f dynamic equilibrium.
Issue iv), the problem o f ions being bom away from the anode, is a more difficult 
problem to solve. If the electrons near the anode were at much lower kinetic energies, then
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the microscopic cross section for electron impact ionization would go up. Electrons could 
have lower energies if  they underwent scattering collisions with the background neutral gas.
It is very important to remember that there is a three-way coupling between the 
voltage, pressure, and current in the C-Device, and getting all three to match up in the 
simulation with the experiment using only a couple o f  ionization processes has proved 
difficult.
An upgraded simulation model should allow the development o f  a higher dynamic 
equilibrium population o f  energetic ions and fast neutrals that will both contribute to the 
fusion reaction rate. This implies directly that a higher pressure must be used, but additional 
physical processes need to be included that will cause the diversion o f  more o f the electrons 
to the glass walls instead o f  the electrodes. If more o f  the electrons are diverted to the glass 
walls, then a  simulation can be performed with a higher operating pressure and ionization 
rates while satisfying the boundary condition requirements for the electrode current. Hence, 
excitation and scattering collisions should be included. In addition, surface interactions that 
could lead to ion reflection or surface ionization o f  fast neutrals could be important in 
sustaining a higher population o f  energetic ions in the system.
9.6 Problems with Experimental Data:
While there is great confidence in the experimental measurements o f  voltage, total 
device electrode current, and the neutron rate, there remains uncertainty in the actual device 
pressure. The discharge physics are very sensitive to the background neutral gas pressure, 
so unless a very accurate pressure measurement is available, there will remain an inherent 
uncertainty in the CHIMP code predictions o f the neutron rates.
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In addition, there is uncertainty in the actual current flowing to each electrode. A 
couple o f  early tests performed by Stubbers on the C-Device [134] demonstrated that the 
current flowing to the reflectors was 33% o f the total electrode current. It is possible that 
this fraction may change from one operational point to the next. Since the current must be 
specified at each electrode in the CHIMP code simulation, the resulting discharge physics 
and the accuracy o f  the neutron rate will also depend on the accuracy o f the experimental 
measurements, o f  which there is very little data.
9.7. Lessons Learned from Thesis Research
The following lessons have been learned from the research o f  this doctoral thesis:
i) Ion-ion fusion reactions are insignificant in the IEC C-Device.
ii) Both ion-background and fast-neutral-background fusion reactions are both 
dominant neutron production mechanisms.
iii) Monatomic deuterium ions and fast neutrals are the important species for 
generating neutrons.
iv) Charge exchange and scattering processes are important and should be always 
be incorporated in advanced discharge models o f  the IEC device.
v) A realistic model should really include multiple ion and fast neutral species, 
which requires incorporating several additional collision processes that will 
allow the formation o f  monatomic deuterium ions from the background 
molecular deuterium gas.
vi) Recombination is an unlikely loss mechanism for charged particles.
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vii) Simulations are sensitive functions o f  the background neutral gas pressure. 
Getting accurate, certain pressure measurements in the experiments is vital; 
however, it may be necessary to develop an algorithm to find the optimum 
pressure for obtaining a self-sustaining discharge model that matches the 
electrode currents in a state o f  dynamic equilibrium.
viii) Simple ionization processes alone are insufficient to explain the discharge 
physics o f  the C-Device. Additional collision processes involving fast 
neutrals and surface interactions must be included.
ix) IEC experiments need more diagnostic measurements for a better benchmark 
with computational models. Wall potential and the partition o f  electrode 
currents measurements is a must. Electron density measurements should be 
always done for IEC device experiments in addition to neutron 
measurements.
x) Neutron rate trends with current are consistent with those found in 
experiment, although not so with voltage. The discrepancy increases at 
higher voltages. This may be due to the fact that the ionization rate in the 
anode region decreases at high voltages unless fast-neutral impact ionization 
processes are included, or if  electron scattering is allowed to occur, then the 
electrons will have lower energies when they finally approach the anode, and 
this will raise the electron impact ionization cross section.
xi) There may be a physical process that causes monatomic ions to be emitted 
from the anode surface due to either energetic electron or fast neutral impact. 
If  the exact process can be determined, it would allow physical justification
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ion injection, and it would explain why all simulation models that artificially 
inject deuterium ions at the anode get good predictions for the neutron rates.
9.8. Relevant Prior IEC Simulation Work
9.8.1. Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
One-dimensional PIC-MCC code simulations o f  spherical IEC devices were carried 
out at LANL in the period o f  1993 to 1995 [58,139] using the PDS1 code which included 
ionization collision processes. In 1995, the PDS1 code was upgraded to include fusion 
neutron calculations. For one simulation that was set up to model the spherical IEC A- 
Device at the University o f Illinois operating at 10 kV and 60 mA of electrode current, a total 
neutron production rate o f  less than 1 n/s was calculated, although the experimental results 
showed that at the same operating conditions, up to 1.3 e+5 neutrons per second were 
produced. In this case, the discrepancy was an astounding five orders o f magnitude. 
Obviously, this discrepancy begged the question: What’s wrong with the simulation model? 
While self-consistent, the PDS1 code could not reproduce experimental results, and due to 
time and budget constraints, this mystery was never solved. It should be noted that the PDS1 
code did not include the creation and tracking o f  fast neutrals.
In 1997, an alternative one-dimensional particle code, called NNF, was used to model 
IEC devices[140]. This PIC model actually neglected ionization processes altogether and 
instead artificially injected ions and electrons from the physical boundaries at specified 
currents and kinetic energies. Comparisons made with experimental data obtained from the 
spherical IEC devices at the University o f Illinois showed much better agreement. Although
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the NNF code tended to under-predict the experimental results, the discrepancy was usually 
less than an order o f  magnitude.
9.8.2. Kyoto University (Japan)
At a very recent U.S.-Japan workshop on IEC neutron sources, researchers at Kyoto 
University (KU) in Japan gave a brief synopsis o f some simulation results for a different type 
o f  axial-cylindrical IEC device in comparison with experimental results [141]. The 
operating parameters were 30 to 70 kV, and 10 to 20 mA. Operating pressure ranged from 
1 to 4 Pa (7.5 mTorr to 30 mTorr). These voltages and pressures are higher than those found 
in the U o f I C-Device experiments (P ~ 0.29 to 1.1 mTorr). Simulation results for the 
neutron generation rates were usually within the same order o f magnitude as the experiment, 
although in some cases were lower by a factor o f  2 or more.
The Kyoto University group attempted to simulate Yibin G u’s early C-Device 
experiments [4], using an assumed pressure o f 1 Pa (7.5 mTorr); however, Gu states that his 
experiments were run at pressures on the order o f 0.1 mTorr, which is a factor o f 75 less than 
used by the KU group in their simulations. They stated that their calculated neutron rates 
were comparable to the Gu’s experimental results. However, if  they used the stated 
experimental pressure (0.1 mTorr), then their model would actually under predict the 
experimental results by a factor o f  75. Since the KU group’s simulation is not a self- 
consistent discharge model, their current is not coupled to the operating pressure or voltage. 
It is an independent parameter that can be adjusted without any consequences to the 
discharge physics. This is neither a realistic nor robust simulation model.
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Details o f  their approach to simulation are sparse, but it appears that they solve a 2-D 
vacuum potential, and inject ions at the anodes to match the desired device current. Based 
upon previous publications, it is also apparent that the IEC research group at KU uses the 
Maxwellian-averaged fusion reaction rate instead o f the monoenergetic microscopic fusion 
cross sections [17] . The fact that they inject ions at the ideal location and use the 
Maxwellian fusion reaction rate is going to give an artificially high prediction o f  the neutron 
rate due to ion collisions with the background neutral gas. Their simulations do not model 
the discharge physics o f  their C-Device, and the potential solution is not self-consistent with 
the ionized gas discharge. The effects o f electrons on the electrode current and the potential 
distribution are completely ignored. They do not model the discharge physics.
9.8.3. What is Common About Most Simulation Models o f other IEC Researchers
Almost every model that was ever developed by various researchers to model the IEC 
device neutron production rates, and that gave calculations that were within an order o f 
magnitude o f  experimental results, including Bromley’s C-Fusion model o f the C-Device in 
1998, required assuming apriori that the current dominated by ions, and that ions were all 
bom right at the anode.
Although these assumptions have given reasonable predictions o f  the neutron 
generation rates in comparison with experiments, there is no physical reasoning that has yet 
be able to justify this. In contrast, the CHIMP code does not make this assumption. All ions 
are generated by ionization collisions o f  electrons and other ions with the background neutral 
gas.
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Perhaps there is some physical mechanism that the entire IEC research community 
has generally neglected that can explain this mystery. Perhaps the bombardment o f  the 
anode or the glass wall near the anode by energetic electrons or fast neutrals can cause the 
emission o f  monatomic deuterium ions.
It was noted earlier in both Sections 5 and 6 that the collected currents at the cathode 
were much lower than expected, thereby requiring the injection o f  more electrons at the 
cathode to satisfy the boundary condition requirements for the cathode current. In many o f 
the simulations the ionization rate o f  the background neutral gas was well below the 
electrode current.
Indeed, if a surface ionization mechanism at the anode exists, then it is possible that 
it will not be necessary to artificially inject many electrons to match the electrode current, 
and the current at the electrodes and inside the device will indeed be dominated by ions. The 
result will be that the discharge will be highly non-neutral, dominated by ions. CHIMP 
simulations would then develop the high energetic ion populations required to produce 
neutron rates comparable to experimental results. If ion generation at the anode surface can 
occur, then it will be possible to operate the C-Device at higher background neutral gas 
pressures while still satisfying the boundary condition requirements for electrode current, 
and giving better predictions o f the neutron generation rate in comparison with experimental 
results.
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9.9. Evolutionary Process of CHIMP Code Development
Originally, it was anticipated that the CHIMP code would not include ionization 
processes, but would instead inject ions at the anodes to match the desired electrode currents. 
The inability to justify this approach on a  physical basis lead to its abandonment, and then 
a Monte-Carlo ionization collision algorithm was incorporated into the code with both 
electron-impact and ion-impact ionization.
Later there were difficulties with the physical justification o f  the types o f  boundary 
conditions used on the glass wall. Extensive time was then spent perfecting a wall-charging 
algorithm and gathering and correlating secondary electron emission data for ion and 
electron impact on glass and steel.
Problems persisted with highly-localized charge buildup and a run-away effect o f the 
local electron population near the glass wall. Several algorithms were contemplated and 
tested to address the suppression o f  secondary electron emission before the algorithm that 
is described in Section 3 was finally perfected.
Although the CHIMP code was designed originally to model only monatomic 
deuterium ions and electrons in background neutral deuterium atoms, an additional version 
o f  the code was developed to model molecular deuterium instead, since it was considered 
more representative o f  reality. However, as was seen in the results o f this thesis, molecular 
deuterium ions and fast neutrals lead to much lower neutron generation rates, and it is likely 
that monatomic deuterium ions and fast neutrals generated within a  discharge with a 
molecular deuterium background neutral gas through various additional types o f  collisions 
as listed in Section 8 are the important species for neutron generation.
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The goal o f  the thesis research was to develop a 2-D model o f  the C-Device that 
better modeled the combined axial and radial flow o f  ion and electron current to the 
electrodes in addition to accounting for two-dimensional effects relating to the potential 
distribution. This type o f  model was originally collisionless, and decoupled the operational 
pressure from the voltage and current. As research progressed, the CHIMP code began to 
evolve into a much more self-consistent and physically reasonable model. With the 
inclusion o f  ionization processes, the CHIMP code was much closer to a complete discharge 
model. Much more work was done in the development o f the CHIMP code than originally 
anticipated, with much more physical insight, algorithms, and options.
As a part o f  the ongoing learning process and code development, it is fully 
acknowledged that many more collision processes and surface interactions should be 
included in a more advanced and comprehensive version o f  the CHIMP code. It has only 
been after a considerable array o f simulation tests, combined with zero-dimensional 
modeling studies, that the vital importance o f charge exchange, scattering, fast neutral 
interactions, and surface effects was fully realized.
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10. RECOMMENDATIONS
10.1 Introduction
Recommendations for future research fall into two categories. The first category 
pertains to validation o f  the CHIMP code with experimental results. Additional physical 
processes must be incorporated into the CHIMP code to obtain a better agreement with 
experimental results. Improved algorithms must be developed for the CHIMP code to 
determine the exact pressure at which a self-sustaining discharge in the C-Device is obtained 
for a given operational voltage and current. Additional diagnostic features must be 
incorporated into the CHIMP code to generate data that can be compared directly with 
experimental measurements for validation. Conversely, more accurate and a wider variety 
o f diagnostic measurements must be performed in future experiments to generate data that 
can be compared with CHIMP code predictions for validation. The second category o f 
recommendations pertains to using the knowledge gained from modeling studies and prior 
experiments to design a higher-performance axial-cylindrical IEC fusion neutron generator. 
The ultimate goal is to develop an economical and practical neutron source for various 
applications. By gaining an in-depth understanding o f  the physics o f  the IEC C-Device 
through simulation modeling and experimental studies, it will be possible to optimize its 
design and performance.
10.2 Upgrades to Modeling to Improve Code Validation
To improve the accuracy o f  the CHIMP simulation model, several upgrades should 
be made. The first upgrade was the inclusion o f charge exchange collisions and the tracking
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o f fast neutral atoms or molecules and their contribution to the neutron generation rate. This 
was done in the CHIMP V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes. The second modification should be to 
include scattering collisions for both ions and electrons. The third improvement should be 
to develop a five-species model with electrons, and both molecular and monatomic 
deuterium ions and fast neutrals. Additional collisional processes such as those listed in 
Section 8 would need to be included to account for the production o f  monatomic deuterium 
ions from the molecular deuterium background neutral gas. The inclusion o f scattering may 
divert more charged particles to the glass walls. This would allow the boundary conditions 
for current to be matched at higher pressures and ionization rates.
It may be necessary to incorporate more accurate data for secondary electron 
emission due to electron and deuterium ion impact on steel and Pyrex glass. Ion and fast 
neutral interactions with glass and steel that could lead to reflection or surface ionization 
should be investigated and incorporated into the CHIMP code. Improvements to the electric 
potential field calculation may require treating the C-Device as an assembly o f  internal 
electrodes within a grounded cylindrical enclosure. This will require using either an iterative 
relaxation technique, a direct solver with a capacity matrix. Another option is to use a coarse 
two-dimensional computational mesh to find the glass wall potential which will then be used 
as a boundary condition for the existing fine-mesh solution within the interior o f the C- 
Device. The CHIMP code simulations are very sensitive to the background neutral gas 
pressure. The development o f  an algorithm to determine the exact pressure at which the 
discharge becomes relatively self-sustaining in a state o f dynamic equilibrium without the 
need to inject electrons at the cathode or reflector is very important.
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As mentioned previously, surface interactions for energetic ions and fast neutrals 
colliding with the glass walls and the electrodes could be important in affecting the discharge 
physics o f  the C-Device. While neutron generation from the C-Device is probably due to 
collisions o f  energetic ions and fast neutrals with the background neutral gas in the chamber, 
it is also possible that there may be some neutron generation in the solid walls o f  the o f the 
C-Device. Deuterium may be absorbed into the glass and steel through diffusion, and the 
bombardment o f  ions and fast neutrals will further contribute to the build-up o f  deuterium 
in the wall. When energetic ions and fast neutrals hit the solid walls, they will slow down, 
and make cause fusion reactions by reacting with the background density o f deuterium stored 
in the wall. However, the range o f 30-keV deuterium ions and fast neutrals in steel and glass 
is extremely small (on the order o f 1 .Oe-7 m ) , and thus the reaction volume for neutron 
generation in the walls will be so small the resulting total neutron rate will be trivial in 
comparison to that which is obtained in the main discharge. Bromley had performed some 
preliminary simple calculations earlier [143] to estimate what the neutron generation in the 
reflector walls o f  the C-Device would be, and he found that under the given design and 
operational conditions, the neutron generation would be probably less than 10 n/s. A more 
detailed analysis o f  the neutron generation in the walls o f  the C-Device would require the 
development o f a solution for the absorbed deuterium density profile in the glass wall, and 
this would depend on the energy and current density o f  the bombarding ions and fast 
neutrals. More accurate data for the diffusion coefficient o f deuterium in glass and the range 
o f  energetic deuterium ions and neutrals in glass would be required. A more sophisticated 
analysis might involve the use o f a Monte-Carlo algorithm to track the movement o f ions and 
fast neutrals inside the glass in a manner that is somewhat analogous to what is done with
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codes such as TRIM tm or MCNP™. This study would require considerable time and effort 
and may not yield results appreciably different from those obtained from the preliminary 
estimates. Time may be better spent incorporating more physical processes in the modeling 
the discharge in the chamber o f  the C-Device, along with surface interactions that could lead 
to ion and fast neutral reflection o ff the glass and steel walls, and perhaps surface ionization.
Upgraded versions o f  the CHIMP code should also include additional diagnostic 
information for comparison with experimental measurements and for checking the validity 
o f  the simulation model.
The CHIMP code ensures that the sum o f the time-average collected and injected 
currents at the cathode and reflector matches with the desired electrode currents, which 
usually leads to matching o f the time-average collected anode current with the desired anode 
current; however, it would be useful to also record the time-average collected currents on the 
glass walls along with the time-average secondary electron emission currents. It would be 
useful to store specifically the time-average collected ion, electron, and fast neutral currents 
on the glass walls. If the reflection o f ions and fast neutrals is included in an upgraded 
model, then monitoring the reflected ion and fast neutral currents should be done as well. 
This data will allow a specific determination o f  what fraction o f  the particles are being lost 
to the glass walls and the electrodes. These features will also allow one to check that the 
CHIMP simulation is conserving particles. A sample simulation run with a modified version 
o f  the CHIMP code (V66R(D+)) shown in Appendix F demonstrates that particles are 
conserved in the CHIMP code simulation o f the IEC C-Device.
Another related diagnostic calculation would be to compute the power deposited on 
the glass walls and the electrodes due to ion, electron, and fast neutral bombardment. If
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radiative Bremsstrahlung power losses are negligible, then the power deposited by the 
charged particles and fast neutrals should balance with the input power o f the device given 
by the operational voltage and current. A sample simulation run with a modified version o f 
the CHIMP code (V66R(D+)) shown in Appendix F demonstrates that power is conserved 
in the CHIMP code simulation o f  the IEC C-Device.
CHIMP simulations should include additional algorithms to compute the axial 
variation o f the neutron production rate density, particle energies, and particle densities 
averaged over all radial positions. This data can be compared more easily with experimental 
measurements taken at a given cross section o f  the C-Device.
Data from the CHIMP simulations should be used to generate energy distribution 
functions for different ion and fast neutral species and electrons. The form o f the energy 
distribution functions could be important in better understanding the discharge physics o f  the 
IEC C-Device. A parametric study with a modified version o f the CHIMP code (V66R(D+)- 
z) shown in Appendix G demonstrates the effect o f the injection location o f  electrons, which 
in turn affects the energies o f  the electrons and ions, and the resulting neutron generation rate 
in the IEC C-Device.
Another potentially useful diagnostic calculation would be to compute the average 
recirculation factor or confinement time for ions in the C-Device before they are eventually 
lost to the electrodes or the glass wall. On a qualitative basis, the recirculation factor / 
confinement time should increase with anode voltage since this will lead to higher ion 
velocities and a  lower probability o f  charge exchange. The effect o f  glass wall charging on 
the recirculation factor / confinement time o f ions is less certain, and this could be answered 
only by carrying out the quantitative calculation in an upgraded version o f  the CHIMP code.
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After further development o f the physics o f  the CHIMP code has been completed, 
with additional diagnostic calculations, the incorporation o f  a graphics library o f  subroutines 
to generate plots o f  various data will help facilitate the understanding o f  the simulation 
results while minimizing the laborious and time-consuming process o f extracting data from 
the output files and plotting with a more generic software package such as Microsoft Excel™.
It may also be worthwhile to develop a time-dependent kinetic model for comparison 
with the CHIMP code and the experimental results, although the memory requirements and 
numerical operations would be considerably larger.
The use o f  faster, more powerful personal computers with larger memory capacity 
and speed will be invaluable for running simulations with larger computational meshes, more 
simulation particles, and longer simulation periods. Existing versions o f  the CHIMP code 
were run in a Linux operating system on a computer with a 550-MHz processor and 128 
Megabytes o f  RAM. Personal computers with relatively inexpensive 1-GHz processors and 
larger memory are already becoming available.
10.3 Future Experimental Work to Improve Code Validation
Future experiments should include more comprehensive and accurate diagnostics. 
Uncertainty in the background neutral deuterium gas density and the actual current flowing 
to each electrode in the C-Device is a real problem. Hence, pressure and temperature 
measurements should be taken at several ports along the main chamber o f  C-Device. 
Ammeters should be used to record the currents flowing to each electrode (two reflectors, 
two anodes, one central cathode) for each operational point o f  voltage, current, and pressure.
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Floating wire loops could be used to measure the axial variation o f  the potential on the glass 
wall, which can be compared directly with CHIMP code predictions. Bulk and line-average 
values o f  the electron density could be measured using microwave cavity and laser 
heterodyne techniques. A collimated fusion proton detector could be used to obtain 
measurements o f  the axial and radial variation o f  the fusion rate. Simulation data from the 
CHIMP code could be processed for direct comparison with experimental measurements o f 
wall potentials, electron densities, and fusion rates.
10.4 Design Changes to Enhance Performance o f IEC C-Device
Based upon the results o f  the CHIMP code and the zero-dimensional models, there 
are couple o f  design changes that could be made to improve the performance o f the IEC C- 
Device as a fusion neutron generator. The simplest changes involve reducing the inter­
electrode spacing between the anode and the cathode and extending the anode length. These 
two changes should reduce scattering and charge exchange collisions between the electrodes 
while increasing the ionization rate within the anode region. The shorter anode-cathode 
spacing will also raise the space-charge limited current that can be driven between these 
electrodes. Further simulation studies and experiments will be required to determine the 
optimum electrode size and spacing. The addition o f magnetic field coils around the anodes 
and/or transparent cylindrical grids nested inside the anodes and biased to a slightly higher 
potential will reduce the loss rate o f electrons to the anode wall while increasing the 
ionization rate o f  the background neutral gas within the anode region. From a qualitative 
standpoint, the addition o f  a strong axial magnetic field would render the C-Device similar 
in many respects to either a Penning Trap or a magnetic mirror with internal electrodes.
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The net effect will be to have higher densities o f  energetic ions and fast neutrals at 
a  given operational voltage and electrode current, and hence, higher neutron generation rates. 
These suggested design changes should boost both the ion-background and ion-ion fusion 
neutron generation rates. Although neutron generation due fast neutral collisions with the 
background neutral gas may be an important mechanism in existing experiments, the 
development o f  much higher performance axial-cylindrical IEC fusion neutron generators 
will require exploiting ion-background and preferably ion-ion fusion reactions.
A quantitative evaluation o f  the performance gain that could be achieved by the use 
an axial magnetic field in the C-Device could be obtained from the CHIMP code by making 
additional modifications to calculate the two-dimensional static magnetic field variation set 
up by an arrangement o f field coils. The force on the simulation particles would then have 
to include both the electrostatic and the Lorentz force which also depends on the particle’s 
velocity ( FLoren(2 = q (v x B ) ). A series o f  simulations could be run in which the field coil 
strength is varied, and the resulting neutron generation rate for a given operational voltage 
and current is computed. The pressure at which the discharge would be self-sustaining 
would likely drop due to the better confinement o f electrons.
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APPENDIX A: INITIAL SIMULATION STUDIES WITH CHIMP CODE
A. 1 Parametric Study o f  Number o f  Real Particles per Simulation Particle
The results for parametric study o f  the number o f  real particles per simulation 
particle using CHIMP V1(D2+) at 29.5 kV and 40 mA are shown in Tables A .la , A .lb , 
and A .lc. The simulations with nreal=1.0e+7, 2.0e+7 did not run to completion because 
the particle population exceeded the 200 000 limit.
As seen in Table A .la , the time-average neutron generation rate (Rave) was on the 
order o f 2000 to 3000 n/s, with the exception for the simulation with nreal=1.0e+8 which 
had a neutron rate o f  about 9000 n/s. As time proceeds, the neutron rate at the latest 
output time interval (Rend) increases as more ions are generated and accelerated up to 
higher energies at which the fusion cross section is significant. With the exception o f  the 
last simulation, the boundary conditions for current were not matched at the final output 
time. In addition, the particle population was continually increasing; hence, dynamic 
equilibrium was not achieved in this set o f  simulations. The last simulation with 
nreal=5.0e+8 had very poor statistical accuracy, and the results from it are not 
meaningful.
As seen in Table A .lb , the ionization fraction is on the order o f  1.0e-6 to 1.0e-5, 
confirming that the discharge in the C-Device is a weakly-ionized gas. The device­
averaged Debye length is on the order o f a centimeter; thus, the cell size used (dr -0 .16  
cm, dz~0.56 cm) is small enough. The average ion and electron energies range from 100 
to 1000 eV, due to the high population o f  low-energy ions that remain to be accelerated 
by the electrostatic fields. Although the ions have a  shorter mean free path (1 to 10 cm)
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than the electrons (0.5 to 3 m), electron collisions with the background gas are more 
common due to the higher electron speeds.
As seen in Table A .lc, the neutron generation rate due to ion-ion fusion is trivial. 
Fusion reactions between energetic ions and the background neutral gas is dominant. As 
expected, the majority o f  fusion reactions occur in the region o f the cathode. The 
ionization rate is on the order o f 100 mA to 3 A, which far exceeds the 40-mA electrode 
current in the device. Most o f  the ionization (95%) is occurring in the region between the 
anode and cathode (AC).
What can be concluded from this parametric study o f the number o f  real particles 
per simulation particle is simple. To minimize the computational effort, the simulation 
particle should be as large as possible; however, if  too large, the statistical results will be 
poor. The exact choice o f  nreal depends on the conditions o f  the simulation; however, 
for the case o f  the CHIMP code V1(D2+) modeling the C-Device at 30 kV and 40 mA, 
using nreal=1.0e+8 will be sufficient. The value o f  nreal will be carefully adjusted in the 
final series o f  simulations shown in Section 5.5 later to ensure that there are several 
thousand simulation particles.
Table A. la . Parametric Study o f  Number o f  Real Particles per Simulation Particle
with CHIMP V I(D 2+)
Simulation Particle size Tests with chimp Version 1 at 29.5 KV, 40 mA, Pexp=0.37 mTorr, PCF=7.787
nreal NR NZ Rexp
(n/s)
Rave
(n/s)
V1
Rend
(n/s)
V1
#
ISP
#
ESP
Time
(s)
B.C.
Match?
Pop.
Const.?
1.0E+07 32 f25 192953 2477 5011 612S9 52684 4.5E-06 no no
TCE+07 12 128 192953 2831 6209 69782 53892 4.56-06 no no
5.0E+07 32 128 192953 2793 8111 57565 53924 5.0E-06 no no
1.6E+06 32 128 192963 9097 60640 70686 63228 5.0E-06 no no
5.0E+08 32 12S 192963 1574 1321 52 3 5.0E-06 yes maybe
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Table A. 1 b. Parametric Study o f Number o f  Real Particles Per Simulation Particle
with CHIMP V1(D2+)
simulation Particle size rests with chim p version i at 29.5 kv, 40 mA, Pexp=o.37 mrorr, Pcf-=/./B7
nreal NR NZ Average
Ion
Density
(#/m*3)
Average
Electron
Density
(#/mA3)
ionize
Fraction
Average
Ion
Energy
(eV)
Average
Electron
Energy
(eV)
Average
Ion
Mean
Free
Path
(m)
Average
Electron
Mean
Free
Path
(m)
Average
Ion
Collision
Period
(s)
Average
Electron
Collision
Period
(s)
Device
Average
Debye
Length
(m)
1.0fc+07 32 12a 1.1E+T4 9.4E+13 1.2E-86 419 252 1.7E-02 7.5fc-01 5.4E-06 S.9E48 T2E-U2
23E+07 32 12B 2.2E+14 1.9E+14 2.3E-06 277 155 1-5E-02 5.1E-01 5.5b-Q6 9.0E3JB T5.7E-03
5.0E+07 32 128 5.1E+U 4.8t+14 5.5b-U6 158 177 1.3E-02 5.BE-01 T2E-06 B.iE-OB 4.5b-U3
i.bE+Os 32 128 1.3b+l5 1.1E+15 1.4fc-0S 690 784 4.8E-02 2.4E+00 1.2E-06 T.2E4J7 T.2E"-n3
5.0E+0B 32 12B 4.6E+12 2.7E+11 3.bE-0B 4578 782 i .2e-oi Z.Bb+OU 4.4E-07 1.4E-07 4.ot-oi
Table A. lc. Parametric Study o f  Number o f  Real Particles per Simulation Particle
with CHIMP VI (D2+)
Simulation particle s iz e  Tes switfTCR IRilP vers on 1 at 29.5 kv, 40 mA, Pexp=0.37 m rorr, p c f =7.787
nreal NR NZ Fraction
Neutron
lon-lon
70
Neutron
Cathode
%
Neutron
AC
%
Neutron
AR
ionize
Rate
(A)
%
Ionize
in
Cathode
%
Ionize
in
AC
%
Ionize
in
Anode
%
Ionize
in
AR
1.dE+07 32 125 6.8E-od 75 11 13 1.2E-01 2 95 2 1
2.0E+07 32 125 5.6E-OS 71 11 18 2.4E4J1 1 95 3 " TJ
5.0E+07 32 l28 7.3fc-05 68 8 24 7.3E'-01 0 96 3 "O
I.Ofe+08 32 128 3.6E-06 54 12 34 3.0E+00 0 98 1 T
TTOE+08 32 128 1.IE-07 95 4 ■— 0 3.5E-03 27 50 9 14
A.2 Parametric Study o f  Computational Mesh Size
The results for parametric study o f  the number o f  real particles per simulation 
particle using CHIMP V1(D2+) at 29.5 kV and 40 mA are shown in Tables A.2a, A.2b, 
and A.2c. None o f  these simulations ran to completion because the particle population 
exceeded the 200 000 limit.
As seen in Table A.2a, the time-average neutron generation rate (Rave) did not 
vary much between simulations (1900 to 2500 n/s). The neutron rate at the latest output 
time interval was higher for the NZ=128 cases, due in part to the fact these simulations
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ran longer before failing. The boundary conditions for electrode current were not 
matched in any o f  the simulations, nor was dynamic equilibrium achieved.
As seen in Table A.2b, the ionization fraction is on the order o f  1.0e-6. The 
device-averaged Debye length was on the order o f  a centimeter. The average ion and 
electron energies were slightly higher for the NZ=128 runs. Again, the longer simulation 
period for these runs allowed ions and electrons to pick up kinetic energy from the 
electrostatic fields. The ion mean free path varied little, and ranged between 1 and 2 cm. 
The electron mean free path varied between 40 and 80 cm. The ion collision period was 
approximately 5.0e-6 seconds, while the electron collision period was approximately 
1.0e-7 seconds. There was not much variation between the different simulations.
As seen in Table A .lc , the neutron generation rate due to ion-ion fusion is trivial, 
on the order o f  1 .Oe-4 o f  the total rate. Fusion reactions between energetic ions and the 
background neutral gas was dominant. As expected, the majority o f  fusion reactions 
occurred in the region o f  the cathode (about 75%). The ionization rate ranged from 100 
to 200 mA, well in excess o f  the 40-mA electrode current. Most o f  the ionization (about 
95%) occurred in the region between the anode and cathode (AC).
To minimize the computational effort, the mesh size should be as small as 
possible. In general, there were not significant differences between the smallest mesh 
(NR=32, NZ=128) and the largest mesh (NR=64, NZ=256); hence, using the smaller 
mesh was preferable. Going to even smaller mesh sizes would not be desirable because 
the device-average Debye length in these simulations was on the order o f  1 cm. With a 
NR=32, NZ=128 mesh, the respective cell sizes are dr~0.16 cm and dz~0.56 cm, which 
should be small enough to resolve potential variations.
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Table A.2a. Parametric Study of Computational Mesh Size with CHIMP V 1 (D2+)
Computational Mesh Size Tests with CHIMP Version 1 at 29.5 Kv, 40 mA, Pexp=0.37 mTorr, PCF=7.7B7
nreal NR NZ Rexp
(n/s)
Rave
(n/s)
V2
Rend
(n/s)
V2
*
ISP ESP
Time
(s)
B.C.
Match?
Pop.
Const.?
i.oE+07 32 128 192353 " 2477 "5011 61259 52684 4.5E-06 no no
1.0E+07 64 128 192953 2464 5751 72455 63414 4.5E-06 no no
i.0E+d7 32 2$6 192953 1952 3885 70156 62753 "4.0E-96 no no
1.0E+07 64 256 192953 2130 4333 104078 94063 4.0E-96 no no
Table A.2b. Parametric Study o f  Computational Mesh Size with CHIMP Vl(D-,+)
Computational Mesh size rests with chimP version i at 29.5 kv, 40 mA, Pexp=0.37 mTorr, pcf=7.7B7
nreal NR NZ Average
Ion
Density
(#/mA3)
Average
Electron
Density
(#/mA3)
ionize
Fraction
Average
Ion
Energy
<eV)
Average
Electron
Energy
(eV)
Average
Ion
Mean
Free
Path
(m)
Average
Electron
Mean
Free
Path
(m)
Average
Ion
Collision
Period
(s)
Average
Electron
Collision
Period
(s)
Device
Average
Debye
Length
(m)
1.0E+07 32 128 1.1E+14 9.4E+T3 1.2F-C6 419 "252 1.7E-02 7.5E-t)1 5.46-06 8.9E-98 1.26-02
1.0E+07 64 128 T3E+T4 l.lb+14 1.4E4J6 419 212 1.86-02 6.46-01 5.7E-06 TTTETJB i .oe-92
1.0E+07 32 256 T2E+T4 i.iE + U 1.3E-05 280 "17T 1.5E-02 5.4E-01 4.7b-Od T.gr-os 9.2E-03
i.oE+07 64 256 1.9E+14 1.7E+14 2.06-06 222 138 1.4E-02 4.6E-01 4./E-06 8.6b-OB 6.5E-03
Table A.2c. Parametric Study o f  Computational Mesh Size with CHIMP V 1(D2+)
Computational Mesh s ize  Tests with ch im p  version 1 at 29.5 kv, 46 mA, Pexp=o.37 mTorr, p c f= 7 .787
nreal NK NZ Fraction
Neutron
lon-lon
%
Neutron
Cathode
%
Neutron
AC
%
Neutron
AR
ionize
Rate
(A)
%
Ionize
in
Cathode
%
Ionize
in
AC
%
Ionize
in
Anode
%
Ionize
in
AR
l.dE+07 32 126 6.8E-05 76 ■•n 13 1.2E-d1 i 95 2 1
1.0E+O7 64 126 1.IE-04 74 9 17 T4E-0T 2 94 3 1
1.0E+07 32 256 4.6E-05 77 3 14 1.2E-0T 2 93 5 1
1.0E+D7 64 256 7.3E-OJ) 77 8 i5 2. IE-01 1 93 5 1
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A.3 Initial Runs of CHIMP Codes VI to V4 Compared with Experimental Data
A.3.1 Introduction
Data for initial runs o f  CHIMP codes VI to V4 in comparison with experimental 
IEC C-Device data are shown in Tables A.3.1 to A.3.5 and Figures A.3.1 to A .3 .13. 
Tables A.3.1a-c show results for V1(D2+), Tables A.3.2a-c show results for V2(D+), 
Tables A.3.3a-c show results for V3R(D2+), and Tables A.3.4a-c show results for 
V4R(D+).
Recall CHIMP V1(D,+) and V3R(D2+) use molecular deuterium ions and 
molecular background neutrals. CHIMP V2(D+) and V4R(D+) use monatomic deuterium 
ions and monatomic background neutrals. V1(D2+) and V2(D+) account for charging o f 
the glass wall due to ion and electron impact and secondary electron emission. V1(D2+) 
and V2(D+) also suppress secondary emission o f electrons if  the impact electron was bom 
from secondary emission and traveled less than one axial cell length, dz, from where it 
was bom. V3R(D,+) and V4R(D+) do not permit charging o f  the glass wall; charged 
particles are reflected o ff the glass wall at the same kinetic energy. V1(D2+) and V2(D+) 
are considered to represent the discharge physics o f  the C-Device more accurately. 
Simulations with V3R(D2+) and V4R(D+) were done for comparison.
A .3.2 Discussion o f  Input Parameters
All initial runs o f  the CHIMP code used a 32 by 128 mesh for calculating the 
potential distribution. The simulation period was set to 5.0e-6 seconds. The pressure 
calibration factor was set to 7.787 to account for the ionization pressure gauge calibration
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and a suspected pressure drop between the main chamber and the pressure gauge. After 
some preliminary tests, the number o f  real particles per simulation particle was set to 
nreal=1.0e+8 for the V1(D,+) and V3R(D2+) simulations, and nreal=1.0e+7 for the 
V2(D+) and V4R(D+) simulations.
A.3.3 Discussion o f  Boundary Condition Matching and Dynamic Equilibrium
In the V1(D,+) and V3R(D2+) simulations, the boundary conditions (B.C.) for 
electrode current were not matched. There were a couple o f  exceptions in the V1(D,+) 
simulations, but these had very small particle populations and were not considered 
statistically reliable. Dynamic equilibrium (D.E.) was not achieved either. The total 
charged particle population continued to grow with time, coinciding with the increasing 
error in the matching o f  the boundary conditions for current. Several o f  the V1(D,+) and 
V3R(D2+) runs at the lower voltages and higher currents (and hence, higher pressures) 
failed to reach the end o f  the simulation period because the 200000-particle limit was 
exceeded. This was more o f  problem for the V1(D2+) simulations due to the effect o f 
secondary electron emission from the glass wall.
In the V2(D+) and V4R(D+) simulations, there was a  matching o f  the boundary 
conditions at the operational points with the lowest pressures. In fact, the B.C.'s were 
matched in all the V4R(D+) simulations. The V2(D+) simulation B.C.'s were not matched 
at the 20-kV operational points. The V2(D+) simulations at 30 and 40 mA did not even 
reach completion. Dynamic equilibrium was never achieved in any o f the V2(D+) runs. 
Dynamic equilibrium was nearly achieved in the V4R(D+) simulations at 25 and 30 kV 
for the given simulation period o f  5.0e-6 seconds. One additional simulation was run
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with the V4R(D+) code at 30 kV and 40 mA for a much longer simulation period (5.0e-5 
seconds, ten times the original simulation period) to determine if  a state o f  dynamic 
equilibrium would ever be established. Results for this particular simulation are shown in 
Tables A.3.6a-d and Table A.3.7. Indeed the V4R(D+) run at 30 kV and 40 mA does 
reach an equilibrium state where the time-average total particle population is relatively 
constant and the boundary conditions for current on the electrodes are matched. The 
time-average neutron generation rate in the long simulation o f  the V4R(D+) run at 30 kV, 
40 mA is almost a factor o f  two larger than that found with the shorter run, but it too is 
relatively constant. As shown in Table A.3.7, the sum o f the time-average collected and 
injected currents at the cathode and reflector match closely with the desired currents at 
those electrodes. Likewise, the time-average collected anode current matches the desired 
anode current.
The failure to match boundary conditions and to achieve dynamic equilibrium in 
many o f the CHIMP simulations, particularly the V l(D 2+) and the V3R(D2+) runs, can be 
attributed to the excessive ionization rate and the its imbalance with the loss rate to the 
electrodes and the glass wall. The calibration factor for the pressure may be too high. 
Another possibility is that there could be physical mechanisms that preferentially divert 
charged particles to the glass wall and prevent excessive currents from reaching the 
electrodes. Particle scattering, charge exchange, and other types o f  collisions between 
the charged particles and the background gas may play an important role in this regard.
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A.3.4 Collisional Processes and Plasma Parameters
The fraction o f  the background neutral gas that was ionized was quite small in all 
CHIMP simulations, ranging on the order o f  1 .Oe-8 to 1 .Oe-5. In the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) 
runs, the majority o f  ions (more than 90%) were created in the region between the anode 
and the cathode (AC). In the V3R(D2+) and V4R(D+) runs, 40 to 60% o f  the ions were 
generated in the AC region, and a surprising number (20 to 40 %) were created in the 
cathode region. Typically, less than 10% o f  the ions were generated in the anode region. 
This situation is not ideal for the performance o f  the C-Device, since ions far from the 
anode will not gain the high kinetic energies desired and needed to maximize the cross 
section for fusion, and hence, the neutron generation rate.
Although the CHIMP codes VI to V4 only modeled the effects o f  ionization 
collisions, the ion and electron mean free paths and collision periods due to the combined 
effects o f scattering, charge exchange, excitation, and ionization were computed once 
every output time period. The values obtained from these calculations should be 
interpreted with caution since the energies o f  the electrons and ions in the actual C- 
Device discharge may differ from those observed in the simulation, thereby affecting the 
collision cross sections These calculations should simply give an order-of-magnitude 
estimates.
In the V1(D2+) simulations, the average D2+ ion mean free path (MFP) typically 
ranged from approximately 1 to 10 cm, while the average electron MFP ranged from 20 
cm to 5 m. The ion collision period was on the order o f 1.0e-6 seconds, while the 
electron collision period was on the order o f  1.0e-7 seconds. Electron collisions are 
probably more frequent.
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In the V2(D+) simulations, the average D+ ion MFP ranged from 2 mm to 1 cm, 
while the average electron MFP ranged from 20 cm to 9 m. Both the ion and electron 
collision periods were on the order o f  1.0e-7 seconds, although the electron period was 
usually smaller. The extremely low MFP for the D+ ions can be attributed to the 
overwhelming population o f  new low-energy D+ ions that have a large cross section for 
scattering. The fact that dynamic equilibrium has not been achieved in these simulations 
is important because the new-born ions have not had sufficient time to be accelerated to 
higher energies. As suggested earlier, the pressure calibration factor may be too high.
In the V3R(D2+) simulations, the average D2+ MFP ranged from 7 to 14 cm, while 
the average electron MFP ranged from 10 to 30 m. Both the ion and electron collision 
periods typically ranged between 1.0e-7 and 1.0e-6 seconds, with the electron period 
being slightly smaller.
In the V4R(D+) simulations, the ion MFP ranged 7 mm to 2 cm, while the 
electron MFP ranged from 10 to 30 m. The ion collision period ranged between 4.0e-8 
and 9.0e-8 seconds, while the electron collision period was actually higher, ranging 
between 2.0e-7 and 5.0e-7 seconds.
The effect o f particle energies is important. The V3R(D,+) and V4R(D+) 
simulations have much more energetic ions and electrons due to the simple reflection off 
the glass walls. From the V1(D,+) and V2(D+) simulations, it would seem that the ions 
would be highly collisional due to their short mean free paths in comparison w ith the 
device dimensions (10-cm diameter, 140-cm length). However, it must be kept in mind 
that matching o f  the boundary conditions was generally poor, and dynamic equilibrium 
was not achieved. It would appear that longer simulation periods and a  lower pressure
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calibration factor are required. The net effect o f  these changes should be to increase the 
mean free path for ions.
The device-average Debye length ranges from 3 mm to 40 cm in the V1(D2+) 
runs, 7 mm to 60 cm in the V2(D+) runs, 2 cm to 8 cm in the V3R(D2+) runs, and 20 cm 
to 70 cm in the V4R(D+) runs. The millimeter-range Debye length calculations typically 
occurred in the 20-kV runs that failed. The computational mesh was small enough 
(dr=1.6 mm, dz=5.6 mm) to resolve potential variation in the majority o f  simulations.
A.3.5 Discussion o f  Neutron Generation Rates
The results for prediction o f  the time-averaged neutron generation rate in the C- 
Device by the different versions o f the CHIMP code are shown in Table A.3.5 and in 
Figures A.3.1, A.3.2, and A.3.3. All versions o f  the CHIMP code under-predict the 
neutron generation rate by a substantial amount. The V1(D2+) predictions were nearly 
two orders o f magnitude less than the experimental values. The V2(D+) predictions were 
roughly an order o f  magnitude below the experimental values. The V3R(D,+) and 
V4R(D+) predictions fell between those o f the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) codes. Although the 
accuracy o f  the predictions was poor, the trends with current were quite consistent with 
those found in the experiment.
The fraction o f  the total neutron rate which is produced by fusions between ions 
was negligible. The ion-ion fusion fraction was between 1.0e-6 and 1.0e-4 in the 
V1(D2+) runs, between 1.0e-7 and 1.0e-5 in the V2(D+) runs, between 1.0e-4 and 1.0e-3 
in the V3R(D2+) runs, and between 1.0e-6 and 1.0e-5 in the V4R(D+) runs.
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The majority o f  neutrons were produced in the cathode region. For the V1(D2+) 
rims, it ranged from 50 to 100%, with exceptions at 25 kV and 30 to 40 mA where the 
majority is produced in the region between the anode and the reflector (AR). These two 
particular runs failed to reach the end o f the simulation period. For the V2(D+) runs, the 
neutron production in the cathode region varied from 70 to 80%, with the balance being 
produced equally in the AC and AR regions. The situation with the V3R(D2+) and 
V4R(D+) runs was slightly different. In these runs, 50 to 60% were produced in the 
cathode region, 20 to 60% were produced in the AC region, and 1 to 20% were produced 
in the AR region. Reflection o f  ions o ff the glass walls in the V3R(D2+) and V4R(D+) 
runs at their full kinetic energy is a probable reason for the higher rates in the AC and AR 
regions.
A.3.6 Potential Profiles at 20 kV, 10 mA
Plots o f  the axial and radial variations o f  the electric potential in the C-Device at 
20-kV, 10 mA are shown in Figures A.3.4 to A.3.8 The predictions by V1(D,+) and 
V2(D+) for the axial variation o f  the centerline and wall potentials are almost identical. 
The glass wall has a  potential that is close to the anode potential between the anode and 
the midpoint between the cathode and the anode. This can be attributed to the positive 
charge that develops in the glass wall near the anode as a result o f  ion impact and 
secondary electron emission. The wall potential between the anode and reflector is 
nearly linear, suggesting that impact by ions and electrons is not common. By design, the 
wall potential in the V3R(D,+) and V4R(D+) simulations is linear. The axial variation o f 
the centerline potential in the V4R(D+) simulation is nearly linear as well. The most
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unusual result is that for the V3R(D2+) simulation in which there are drastic variations in 
the centerline potential, which is caused by the large populations o f  sluggish D2+ ions. 
The V3R(D2+) simulations may lead one to believe that multiple potential wells are 
forming; however, this particular simulation did not match the boundary conditions nor 
achieve dynamic equilibrium. It should not be trusted. With the exception o f  the 
V3R(D,+) simulation results, the radial potential distribution at the mid-plane(z=0) varied 
less than 500 V, while the radial potential distribution at the reflector side o f  the anode 
varied less than 2000 V. The radial variation o f potential was smooth and monotonically 
increasing or decreasing.
A.3.7 Potential Profiles at 30 kV, 40 mA
Plots o f  the axial and radial variations o f the electric potential in the C-Device at 
30-kV, 40 mA are shown in Figures A.3.9 to A.3.13.
A striking phenomenon occurred in the V1(D2+) simulation. The wall potential in 
the AC region exceeded the anode potential by nearly 4 kV at a distance 10 cm from the 
anode. This can be explained in part by the high secondary electron emission coefficient 
for D2+ ions hitting glass. The wall potential then dropped down to 30 kV at an axial 
position about 10 cm from the cathode. In the same region between the cathode and the 
anode, the centerline potential was higher than the wall potential due to the high 
population o f  sluggish D ,+ ions, and reached peak values o f near 36 kV. There were also 
several small shallow axial potential wells forming, although this is suspected to be more 
o f  a result o f  numerical inaccuracies rather than being a real physical phenomena. The 
centerline potential at the anode was only slightly higher than the anode potential, by
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several hundred volts. Another peculiar observation was the formation o f  a small radial 
potential well at the mid-plane which had a radius o f  approximately 5 mm and a depth o f 
about 200 V. The high electron density in this region is offsetting the large positive 
potential induced by the glass wall.
In the V2(D+) simulation, the wall potential was close to the anode potential until 
the half-way point between the anode and cathode after which it dropped almost linearly 
down to zero at the cathode. The radial variation o f  the electric potential is relatively 
smooth. The centerline-to-wall difference is less than 400 V at the cathode and less than 
3000 V at the anode.
By design, the wall potential in the V3R(D2+) and V4R(D+) runs were linear. The 
centerline potentials were comparable except near the cathode and anode. The V3R(D,+) 
centerline potential tends to be choppy while the V4R(D+) potential is much smoother.
As in the 20-kV, 10-mA V3R(D2+) simulation, there was a larger radial variation 
o f  the potential at both the cathode (3500 V) and the anode (5000 V). There was even 
very shallow radial potential well forming within the anode. Its radial location was 
between 5 mm and 15 mm. The depth was less than a few hundred volts.
In the V4R(D+) simulation there was a smooth radial variation o f  the electric 
potential at the cathode and the anode. The wall-to-centerline potential difference was 
less than 400 V at the cathode, and less than 4000 V at the anode.
A.3.8 Summary o f  Initial Runs o f CHIMP Code Compared with Experimental Data
It was found that the majority o f  the V1(D2+) and V3R(D2+) simulations, which 
modeled D2+ ions, did not match the boundary conditions for current. Dynamic
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equilibrium was not achieved in any o f  the V1(D2+) or V3R(D2+) simulations. Although 
the V2(D+) and V4R(D+) simulations, which modeled D+ ions, had a better matching o f 
the boundary conditions, these simulations did not achieve dynamic equilibrium either. 
As time progressed, the particle populations continued to grow.
The current at the electrodes is combination o f current due charged particle 
impact, secondary electron emission, and other processes, such as photo-electron 
emission. The ions and electrons generated in the main discharge due to electron and 
ion-impact ionization o f  the background neutral gas will be lost to the electrodes and the 
glass walls. The sum o f the time-averaged collected and injected currents at the cathode 
and reflector must match the desired boundary conditions o f current at those electrodes. 
Similarly, the time-averaged collected current at the anode should match the desired 
boundary condition o f current. If the boundary conditions are not matched, then the 
reliability o f  the simulation results are questionable. The poor matching o f  electrode 
currents may be attributed to an excessive ionization rate. It is expected that the 
ionization rate should be comparable to the electrode current, not drastically larger as was 
found in many o f  the CHIMP simulations. Another possible explanation is that there was 
a preferential loss rate to the electrodes. If  ions are electrons were to lose kinetic energy 
through charge exchange and scattering processes, more particles may be lost to the glass 
walls instead o f  the electrodes.
To be in a state o f  dynamic equilibrium, the generation rate o f  charged particles 
due to ionization with the background neutral gas and secondary electron emission from 
the glass walls must be in balance with the loss rate o f  ions and electrons to the electrodes 
and the glass walls. Thus, after a period o f  time, the total population o f  ions and
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electrons must stable. There may be periodic variations o f  the total population, but the 
time-average value o f  the particle population should be relatively constant.
The other major observation o f  the initial CHIMP simulation runs was that the 
neutron production rate was one to two orders o f  magnitude less than the experimental 
result, even with a calibration factor for the pressure. What is causing this large 
discrepancy? It is easy to understand the difference between the V1(D2+) and V2(D+) 
simulations. Fusion calculations with molecular deuterium ions (D ,+) require evaluating 
the fusion cross section at the energy per deuterium nucleus. Hence, the fusion cross 
section for a 30-keV D ,+ ion will be evaluated at 15 keV, which will result in a lower 
cross section than for a monatomic deuterium ion (D+) at 30 keV. However, this still 
doesn't explain the discrepancy with the experiment. Increasing the background pressure 
is not considered a viable options since it will lead to an excessive ionization rate and 
failure in matching the boundary conditions and achieving dynamic equilibrium. On the 
contrary, the pressure calibration factor should be reduced to the point where at least the 
boundary conditions will be matched with the V1(D2+) simulations. The other option is 
to run the simulations longer to allow newly-created ions to pick up kinetic energy from 
the acceleration by the electrostatic field. In addition, running the simulations longer will 
determine whether or not dynamic equilibrium is going to occur.
Thus, it is necessary to test different pressure calibration factors with the V1(D,+) 
and V2(D+) codes at some selected operational points to determine what the maximum 
allowable pressure calibration factor is to limit ionization and ensure that the boundary 
conditions for current are met. Simulations must also be run for longer periods. The 
sample longer simulation run for the V4R(D+) code at 30 kV and 40 mA demonstrated
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that a  state o f  dynamic equilibrium with matching boundary conditions was finally 
achieved. O f course, running the simulations for much longer periods will not guarantee 
a solution to the discrepancy between the experimental and simulation results, but it will 
eliminate an unknown variable.
As mentioned previously, the V3R(D2f) and V4R(D+) simulations were not 
considered to accurately represent the physics o f  the C-Device. No wall charging and 
simple reflection o f  charged particles o ff  the glass wall were not considered realistic. 
These simulations were run to illustrate the importance o f  wall-charging and secondary 
electron emission, as represented by the V 1 (D ,+) and V2(D+) models.
Table A.3. la. Comparison o f  CHIMP V1(D2+) with Experimental Data
test of ch im p  version 1 at bxpenmental Operating Conditions
Pexp
(mTou)
PCF Poor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
>
1 Rexp
(n/s)
Rave
(n/s)
V1
Rend
(n/s)
V1
nreal *
ISP
#
ESP
lime
(s)
B.C.
Match?
Pop.
Const.?
0.5 7.787 '3.894 10 19.88 7905 120 iS2 i.ofc+ofl 3989 3475 5.0e -O6 no no
0.56 7.787 4.516 2b 19.75 15849 232 473 1 .OE+08 94322 82249 3.&E-06 no no
0.64 7.787 4.984 30 19.63 23839 342 764 1.OE+08 102574 91/94 2.5E-06 no no
0.61 7.787 4.750 40 19.5 22066 243 488 1.0E+08 ” 21797 20267 2.0E-06 no no
0.32 7.787 3.492 10 24.88 3472d 180 254 i.oE+OO 128 29 5.0e -o6 yes no
0.35 7.787 2.725 20 24.75 52519 468 798 1.OE+08 405 206 5.&E-06 no no
0.42 7.787 3.271 30 24.63 58383 2119 9575 1.OE+08 86283 74434 4.bE-06 no no
0.4 7.787 3.115 40 24.5 73289 " 1337 4992 1.OE+08 52183 432T7 TOE-06 no no
0.3 7 7 8 7 2.336 10 29.88 54483 307 452 i.o t+ o 8 61 2 5.0E*06 yes no
0.31 7.787 2.414 20 29.75 110918 838 1586 I.OE+Od 192 69 5.bE-oe yes no
0.36 7.787 ' 2.803 30 29.63 172257 2300 "429T i.0E+dS 1087 522 5.0E-06 no no
0.37 7 7 8 7 2.881 40 29.5 192953 12392 90419 i.OE+oa 88040 61780 5.bE*06 no no
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Table A.3.1b. Comparison of CHIMP V1(D2+) with Experimental Data
T e s t of c h i m p  v e r s o n  i e t  E xpenm ental O perating Conditions
Pexp
{mTorr)
PCF P oor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(KV)
A verage
Ion
Density 
(• /m»3)
A verage
Electron
Density
( t/m A3)
Ionize
Fraction
A verage
Ion
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Electron
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Ion
M ean
F ree
P ath
(m)
A verage
Electron
M ean
F ree
P ath
(m)
A verage
Ion
Collision
Period
(*)
A verage
Electron
Collision
Period
(s)
D evice
A verage
D ebye
Length
(m)
0.5 7.787 3.694 10 19.88 7.1E+13 6.1E+13 5.6E-U/ 153 ------ 71 1.0E-02 2.3E-01 1 .b e -Ob 5.5E-OB 8.0E-03
0.58 7.757 4.516 20 19.75 1.6E+15 1.4E+15 1 .IE-05 703 1535 3.7E-02 3.3E+00 S.afe-07 1.IE -07 7.8E-03
0.64 7.757 4.384 3ti 19.63 1.SE+15 i.e fe + is 1 .IE -05 729 1109 3.6E-02 2.1E+0O 4./L-O7 B.6E-dB 6.1E-03
0.61 7.787 4.750 40 19.5 3.BE+14 3.6E+14 2.5E-00 76 74 7. IE-03 1.9E-01 2.4E-06 4.6E-08 3 3E-Oij
0.3S 7.787 2.493 10 24 .do Z.2E+12 5.TE+1T 2.8E-05 2836 1387 B.o6-d2 4.5E+00 1. IE -06 1.4E-07 3.9E-01
0135 7.787 2.725 2o 24:75 7.2E+12 3.8E+12 8.2E-OB 2297 1740 6.6E-02 4.96+60 1.1E-06 1.3E-07 1.6E-01
IT42 7.787 ' 3.271 30 24.63 1.5E+15 1.3E+15 1.4E-OS 955 1655 6.0E-02 4.6£+ 6d 7.9E4J7 1.6E-07 8.3E-03
0.4 7.787 3.115 40 '  2451 9.2E+14 7.6E+14 9.2E-06 '774 998 5.7E-02 2.96+00 S.5E-07 1.3E-07 S.5E-03
'  ' 0 ! 7.787 2.336 1o 29.88 1.1E+12 3.6E+10 1.4E-0B 3497 23 1.06-01 2.4E3JT 4 .6E-07 "5'5E'-0ff 1.9E-01
0.31 7.787 2 .4 l4 20 23.75 3.46+12 1.2E+12 4.3E-08 4575 1775 1.IE-01 5.5E+00 1.0E-06 1.46-07 2.8E-01
0.36 7.787 2.B03 30 29.63 1.9E+13 9.36+12 2.1E-07 1716 625 4.76-02 1.8E+00 i .oe-06 1.1E-07 6.OE-02
0.37 7.787 2.881 40 29.5 1.26+15 1.1E+15 1.3E-05 646 895 4.5E-02 2.1E+00 1.4E-06 1. 16-67 6.0E-03
Table A.3.1c. Comparison o f  CHIMP V1(D2+) with Experimental Data
|Test of CHitoP Version 1 at Expenmental Operating conditions |
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Poor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(KV)
Fraction
Neutron
lon-lon
%
Neutron
Cathode
%
Neutron
AC
%
Neutron
AR
ionize
Rate
(A)
%
Ionize
in
Cathode
%
Ionize
in
AC
%
Ionize
in
Anode
%
Ionize
in
AR
'015 7.787 3.894 10 19.88 T4E-W 90 2 8 1. IE-01 0 99 1 0
0.58 7.787 4.516 2d 19.75 5.1E-04 65 4 41 3.4E-03 0 96 3 ■ " T
0.64 7.787 4.984 3d 19.63 5.0E-05 58 2 40 3.8E-03 0 93 7 0
0.61 7.787 4.750 46 ' “15.5 "3.3E-04 b6 3 12 6.5E-01 0 94 6 0
0.32 7.787 2.492 10 24. bS 1.3E-04 92 1 0 1.5E-03 14 80 4 2
0.35 7.787 2.725 20 24.75 /.9e-05 77 13 id 6. IE-03 7 83 6 4
0.42 7.78? 3.271 30 24.63 7. IE-05 34 "3 63 3.8E+00 0 97 2 T
0.4 7.787 3.115 40 24.5 16E-04 45 4 51 2.2E+00 0 97 3 0
0.3 7.787 2.336 10 29.86 O.dE+OO 98 0 2 7.4E-01 9 65 13 13
0.3 f 7.787 2.414 20 29.75 1.9E-06 82 17 1 2.6E-03 16 73 5 6
0.36 7.757 2.803 3d 29.63 4 .it-o i 91 4 5 2.4b-dk 4! 90' 4 2
0.37 7.787 2.881 40 29.5' 7.56-05 75 7' 18 2.9E+00 0 ' "97 2 ""T
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Table A.3.2a. Comparison of CHIMP V2(D+) with Experimental Data
i e s t  o t v z  p ro g ra m  a t  E xpen m en ta i u p e ra o n g  co no itx jn s
p e x p
(mTorr)
P C F P o o r
(m Torr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
R exp
(n/s)
R av e
(n/s)
V2
R eno
(n/s)
V2
nreal 8
ISP
f
ESP
Tim e
(s)
B.C.
M atch?
p o p .
C o n s t?
0.5 7.787 3.804 10 19.68 7905 2240 3004 l.flfc+o7 2338 1238 6.0E-06 no no
0 .56 7.787 4 .516 20 ' 1 "1975 15849 6771 14851 1.0E+O7 53013 47311 5.OE-06 no no
0 .64 7787 4 .964 30 T93J3 23839 8 j794 15082 1 .0 E -0 7 81770 54429 4 .0E -06 no no
0.51 7.787 4 .750 40 19.5 22088 8945 ' 17218 1.0E+07 58474 51332 3.5E-0B no n o
0.32 7.787 2.402 10 24.68 34720 2344 3322 1.0fe+07 693 298 5 .0E -06 y e s no
0 .35 1 7.787 2.725 20 '  24.75 5 2 5 i 9 5049 7893 1.0E-07 2407 10T0 5.0E-06 y e s no
0 .42 "7787 3.271 ”  "30 24.83 56383 11136 18960 1.0E+07 109/9 ■' 8T44 5.0E-Q 6 y e s no
0 .4 “  7.787 j.ns 40 24.5 73268 12B87 7TT00 1.0E-07 14416 11181 s.bfc-06 y e s no
0 .3 7.787 2.336 TO 29.86 54483 3106 4852 1.0E+07 4d7 177 5 .0E -66 y e s no
O.bi ■' 7.787 2 .4 i4 20 29.75 110918 6576 9886 1.0E+O7 1T97 4 68 5.OE-06 y e s no
0.36 ”  7.787 2.803 00 2 9 ,e i 172257 1624b 278TT 1.0E+07 3103 1611 5.0E-0B y e s no
0.37 7.787 2.881 40 29.5 192953 23423 45420 1.0E-O 7 8171 3546 5 .0E -06 y e s no
Table A.3.2b. Comparison o f  CHIMP V2(D+) with Experimental Data
T est or c h i V p  v e r s o n  i  a t  Expenm ental O perating c o n d itn n s
P exp
(mTorr)
PCF P cor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
A verage
Ion
Density
(«/mA3)
A verage
Electron
D ensity
(«/m*3)
ionize
Fraction
A verage
Ion
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Electron
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Ion
M ean
F ree
P ath
(m)
A verage
Electron
M ean
F ree
P ath
(m)
A verage
Ion
Collision
Period
(s)
A verage
Electron
Collision
Period
(s)
D evice
A verage
D ebye
Length
(m)
0.5 7.787 3.894 10 19 88 4.1E+12 2.1E-12 5 .3e -08 1047 '  1st 5.6E-03 1.2E-00 1.BE-07 8. IE -08 1.IE-01
0.58 7.787 4.516 20 19.75 9 4 5 - 1 3 B.4E+13 6 .4 e -07 196 81 2.6E-03 2.5E-01 4.5E-07 6.2E-06 7.3E-03
0.64 7.787 4.584 30 19.65 1.IE-14 9 .7 E -1 3 9 .8 e -07 189 87 2.4E-Q3 2.4E-0T 4.4E-07 5.661-08 7 .IE -03
0.61 7.787 4.750 40 19.5 1.0E+14 9.1E+13 OE-07 2 id 92 2.6E-03 2.7E-01 5.5E-07 6.1 E-OB 7.5E-03
0.32 7.787 2.492 10 24.88 1.2E-14 5.3E -11 1.5E-08 2525 1302 1. IE-02 4.BE+00 '2!0E/87 1./E-Q7 3.7E-01
0.35 7.787 2.725 20 2475 4 .3 E -1 2 1.8E+13 4.9E-08 1550 754 9.2E-o3 2 .7 E -0 0 i.7 E -d 7 1.3E-07 1.5E-01
0.42 71787 3.271 30 24.63 1.9E -13 1.4E -13 1.8E-07 rbO '  "280 5.4E-03 6.5E-01 3 .2E-07 B.9E-08 3. IE -62
0.4 77871 3.115 40 24.5 2 .5E -13 2.0E-13 2.5E-07 644 247 5.5E-03 8.6E-01 3.6E-07 9.3E-OB 2.6E-02
0.3 7.787 2.336 10 29.66 7.2E -11 3. IE -1 1 9 .6 e -o6 3709 1637 1.4E-o2 7 .3 E -0 0 1.4E-07 2. IE -07 5.7E-01
0.31 7.787 'T T T T 20 29.75 2.1E+12 8.3E + 11 2 .7 t-o a 2857 1694 l.l f e -02 6 .4 E -0 0 2.2E-07 1.9E-07 3.4E-01
0.36 7.787 2.60b 30 29.63 5 .5E -12 2 .8E -12 6.1E-08 2246 889 9 .dk-03 3 .0 E -d 0 2.2E-07 1.2E-07 1.3E-01
0.37 7.787 2.681 '40 29.5 T.1E-T3 e.st-12 1 .IE-07 1902 629 B.2E-03 2 .1 E -0 0 2.6E-07 1. IE -07 7.4E-02
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Table A.3.2c. Comparison of CHIMP V2(D+) with Experimental Data
Test of chIMP Version z at Expenmentai Operating conditions
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Poor
(mTorr)
I
(mA)
V
(kV)
l-raction
Neutron
lon-lon
%
Neutron
Cathode
%
Neutron
AC
%
Neutron
AR
ionize
Rate
(A)
%
Ionize
in
Cathode
%
Ionize
in
AC
%
Ionize
in
Anode
%
ionize
in
AR
d.5 / . / 8 7 3.894 10 19.68 "2.3E-06 75 15 10 3.BE-03 3 93 2 2
0.58 7.787 4 .5 l6 20 1575 V.2£-d6 74 10 T6 8.7E-02 1 96 2 1
0.64 7.787 4.964 3 0 19:63 8.SE-d6 74 13 13 1.3E-01 1 96 3 0
0.61 7.787 4.75(3 4 0 19!5 1.0E -05 77 TT 12 1.3E-01 1 96 3 0
0.32 7.787 2 .4 9 2 10 24.88 "8.0E^J7 75 19 3 6 .7E-04 14 76 5 5
0.35 7. 787 2.725 20 24175 i .3 b -d 6 79 14 7 3.6E-03 8 68 3 ------- T
0.42 7.787 3.271 3b 24.63 5 .4E -06 73 15 12 2.1 £-02 2 95 2 1
fit 7.787 3 .1 1 5 4 0 243 "8.6E-06 72 13 Is Z .6E -02 2 96 '  "T 1
0.3 7.787 2 .3 3 6 i d 29.66 "2.0E’-07 78 21 1 4.2E-04 17 73 5 5
0.31 7.787 2.414 2b 2975 6 .0E -07 74 2b 6 1.3E-03 12 79 6 3
0.36 " 7787 2 .8 0 3 3 0 29.63 2.3E*o6 68 20 1z 4 .7E -03 7 89 2 2
0.3T 7.787 2.881 4 0 293 "2.9E4B1 67 21 12 1. IE-02 5 92 - - -  2 1
Table A.3.3a. Comparison o f CHIMP V3R(D2+) with Experimental Data
Test or c h IMP version 3 at Expenmentai operating conditions
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
Rexp
(n/s)
Rave
(n/s)
V3
Rend
(n/s)
V3
nreal *
ISP
*
ESP
Time
(s)
B.C.
Match?
Pop.
Const?
0.5 7.787 3.894 i d 19.88 7905 2095 8215 1.OE+08 91087 57216 5.OE-O6 no no
0 3 8 7.787 4.616 20 19.75 15849 3786 17535 i.oE+ba i2di24 68465 4 .OE-O6 no no
0.64 " 7787 4.984 30 ‘ 19.63 23839 2386 9607 1. OE+08 100131 5057 7 3 0E-66 no no
o.el 1 7 7 8 7 4.750 40 19!5 22668 2938 121 fa 1.0E+08 120764 71577 3.5E-08 no no
0.32 7.787 2.492 10 24.88 34720 809 3i42 i.oE+ba 6490 6179 5.OE-O6 no no
0.36 ' T787 2.725 20 24.75 52519 1974 6130 1.OE+08 17654 11005 5.0E-06 no no
0.42 7.787 3.271 30 24.63 58383 5454 16438 i.oE+ba 49043 38612 5.0E-06 no no
0.4 71787 3.115 40 2 4 3 73289 4877 12255 1.0E+bS 43966 38429 5.0E-06 no no
0.3 " 7 7 8 7 2.336 1B1 29.88 54483 2114 72311 i.oE+ba 3823* 3850 5.0E-06 ho no
fl!3T 7.787 2.414 20 29.75 110918 3079 10981 1.OE+08 6340 6728 5.0E-06 no no
0.36 7.787 z6d3 30 29.63 172257 8006 27416 1.OE+08 18814 18479 5.0E-06 no no
d.37 7.787 2.861 4b 29.5 192953 11095 35349 1.OE+08 27259 26679 5.0E-06 no no
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Table A.3.3b. Comparison of CHIMP V3R(D2+) with Experimental Data
T est or c h i m p  v e rs io n  3 a t  E xpenm entai O perating c o n d d o n s
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF P oor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
A verage
Ion
Density
(» m A3)
A verage
E lection
D ensity
(#/m *3)
ionize
Fraction
A verage
Ion
Energy
(»V)
A verage
Electron
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Ion
M ean
Free
Path
(m)
A verage
Electron
M ean
F ree
P ath
(m)
A verage
Ion
Colision
Period
(*)
A verage
Electron
Collision
Period
(*)
D evice
A verage
Debye
Length
(m)
b.5 7 .787 3.894 10 19.88 1.6E+15 l.ofe+15 n e - 0 5 io 5 2 8285 9.86-02 1.7E+01 ' 72E-05 3.0E-07 2. IE-02
0.58 7.787 4.516 20 19.75 2.16+15 1.2E+15 T.4E-05 3141 8889 S.2E-02 1.5E+01 3. IE -07 2B E -07 2.0E-02
0 .64 7.787 4.984 io 19.63 I.BE+18 1.0E+15 1.IE -05 2707 8 2 l l 7.3E-02 1.3E+01 1.5E-06 2.3E-07 2 .1 F 8 2
0.61 7.787 4.750 4o 19.5 2.1E+15 1.3E+15 1.4E-05 2818 8369 T7E412 1.4E+01 7.5 6-04 1.8E-07 1.9E-62
0 .32 7.787 2.492 TO 24.88 1.1E+14 1.1E+14 1.4e -06 3128 7080 1.3E-01 2.2E+01 5.7E-87 4.8E-07 5.9E-02
0 .35 " 7 7 8 7 3.735 30 24.75 3.1E+14 3.06+14 TBE-08 3048 7104 T .3E -01 2.1E+01 ' 4.9E4J7 3.SE-07 3.6E-02
0 .42 7 .7 8 1 3 .2 f t 30 24.63 8.76+14 6.9fe+ l4 8.3e -06 3389 8228 1.2E-01 2.OE+01 4.2E-07 3 .56-07 2.5E-02
0.4 7 .787 3.115 40 24.5 7.8E+14 6.5E+14 7 .8 e -06 3286 7725 T .2E -01 2.OE+01 5.OE-07 3.4E-07 2.e 6 -o2
0.3 7.787 2.336 to 29.88 6.8E+13 6 .8 E + li 9.0E-O7 3848 8319 1.4E-01 2.76+61 6.2E-07 "4.4E-07 8.2E-03
d.31 7.787 2.414 20 ■■” 29.75 1.1E+14 1.2E+14 1.4e -06 3656 8074 T 4 E -0 1 2.6E+01 5.5E-07 4.3E-07 6. IE -02
0.36 7.787 2.803 30 29.63 3.3E+14 i.iE + 1 4 3 .7 e -06 3565 8020 T 3 E ^ 0 r 2.2E+01 1 .IE -06 3.86-07 3 .7 6 0 2
0.B7 7.787 2.881 40 ' 2 9 . 5 4 .8 E + l4 4.7E+14 5.2E-06 3658 8475 1.3E-01 2.3E+01 5.2E-07 3.9E-07 3.1E-02
Table A.3.3c. Comparison o f  CHIMP V3R(D2+) with Experimental Data
Test or ChllMP Version 3 at Expenmentai Operating conditions
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
I
(mA)
V
(kV)
Fraction
Neutron
lon-lon £ 
z 
^
i
t
%
Neutron
AC
%
Neutron
AR
ionize
Rate
(A)
%
Ionize
in
Cathode
%
Ionize
in
AC
%
Ionize
in
Anode
%
Ionize
in
AR
0.5 "7787 3.894 10 'TOOT 1.0E-TJ3 54 26 20 3.06+00 23 "52 4 21
0.58 7.787 4.516 io !9.75 1.3E-03 56 3d 14 4.1E+00 21 54 4 20
6.64 7787 4.964 30 19.63 6.4E-04 77 33 2O 3.6E+00 19 56 4 71
0.61 7.787 4.750 40 19.5 7.4E-04 54 30 16 4.1E+00 20 55 4 21
0.32 7.787 2.492 10 24.88 3.0E-04 '  "53 77 ' ■ TO 2.26-01 3d 50 2 18
0.35 7787 2.725 20 24.75 6.6E-04 47 39 14 6.6E-01 29 51 1 19
0.42 7.787 3.271 30 24.63 9.2E-04 49 23 28 1.8E+00 25 52 3 20
0.4 7.787 3.l15 40 24!5 1.28-03 54 27 19 1.6E+00 26 51 2 2T
0.3 7.787 2.336 10 29.88 2.0E-03 58 40 5 liE -O I 34 46 2 IB
0.31 '7 7 8 7 2.414 20 29.75 3.2E-04 55 38 7 2.3E-01 34 47 2 17
0.36 7.787 2.803 30 29.63 5.0E-04 52 36 12 7.5E-01 31 49 i IB
0.37 "7787 2.881 40 29.5 8.1E-04 49 37 ' f t 1.1E+00 29 50 2 19
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Table A.3.4a. Comparison of CHIMP V4R(D+) with Experimental Data
T e s t  o r C H IM P V ers io n  4  a t  E x p e n m en ta i O p era tin g  C ond itions
P e x p
(m T orr)
PCF p c o r
(m T orr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
R ex p
(n /s)
p a v e
(n /s)
V 4
R en d
(n /s)
V 4
nrea l #
ISP
#
ESP
T im e
(*)
B.C.
M atch ?
P op .
C o n s t.?
o .s " 7.787 3 .894 10 19.88 7955 1087 1439 1.0E+07 1469 670 5 .0E -06 y e s no
0  58 7.787 4.516 20 19.75 15849 2633 4400 1.0E+07 2636 1173 5.0E -06 y e s no
0.54 ' 7.787 4.984 30 19.63 23839 '4383 6746 1.0E+O7 4T75 2022 5.0E -06 y e s no
d.51 ‘ 7.787 4 .7 5 0 46 19.5 22068 ' '5T84 8316 1.0E+O7 5061 2517 5.06-06 y e s no
0 .3 2 " 7787 2 .492 '  15 24 .88 34725 1285 27i36 1.0E+07 855 663 5 .0E -06 y e s m a y te
0.35 7 .7 ^7 2725 2O 24.75 52519 "2755 4997 1.0E+07 ■"1553 1317 5.0E-06 y e s m a y e e
0 .4 2 -  7.787 3.271 30 24 .63 58383 5216 '9206 1.0E+07 2605 ' "17BT 5.OE-O6 y e s m a y e e
0 .4 -  7787 3.115 40 24.5 73289 6351 9266 1.0E+07 3135 2180 5.OE-O6 y e s m a y b e
d.3 " 7.787 " 2335 i0 29 .88 54483 2 038 2823 1.0E+07 700 541 5.OE-O6 y es m a y b e
0.31 7.787 2 .4 1 4 20 — 2975 110918 4771 7954 1.0E + 07 1404 1253 5.o6-d6 y e s m a y b e
0.36 '  7.787 2.803 35 29 .63 172257 8485 12124 1.0E+07 2168 1634 5.06-06 y e s m a y b e
0 .3 7 7.787 2 .sb1 40 2931 192950 11239 16553 1.06+07 2604 220 3 5.OE-O6 y e s m a y b e
Table A.3.4b. Comparison o f  CHIMP V4R(D+) with Experimental Data
T e s t o t tH iM P  v e rs io n  4 a t  Experim ental o pera ting  conditxm s
p ex p
(mTorr)
PCF P cor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
A verage
Ion
Density
(» m A3)
A verage
S ec tio n
Density
(#/m*3)
ionize
Fraction
A verage
Ion
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Electron
Energy
(eV)
A verage
Ion
M ean
F ree
P ath
(m)
A verage
Electron
M ean
F ree
Path
(m)
A verage
Ion
Collision
Period
(*)
A verage
Electron
Collision
Period
(*>
Device
A verage
O ebye
Length
(m)
0.5 "  7 .7 8 7 3.894 10 i9 .8 8 2.6E+12 1.2E+12 2. IE -08 2891 6302 9.4E-03 1.56+01 4 .8E-08 2 .66 -07 5.4E-01
0.58 ‘  7 .787 4.516 "25 19.75 4.7E+12 2.1E+12 3 .2 e -o6 3220 5846 B.3E-03 I .2E+0 I 4.4E-08 2 .36-07 3.9E-01
0.64 7 .787 4.964 30 19.63 7.4E+12 3.6E+12 TEE-"08 3173 1 '5 5 8 7 7.46-03 1.0E+01 4.56-oB T 0 E 3 J 7 2.9E-01
0.61 7.787 4.750 40 i9 .5 9.0E+12 4.5E+12 5.9E-0S 3315 5785 7.9E-03 T.TF+OT 4.36-o8 2.2E-07 2.7E-01
0.32 7 .787 2.492 10 24.88 1.5E+12 1.2E+12 1.9E-08 3645 7432 1.56-02 2.7E+01 B.26-d8 4.6E-07 5.9E-01
0 .3 5 '  7 .787 2.725 26 24.75 2.9E+12 2.36+12 3 .3e -o6 3631 7364 1.4E-02 2 .4 6 + d l 7.3E-0B 4. IE -07 4.2E-01
0.42 -  7 7 8 7 3.271 30 24.63 4.BE+12 T T E+T2 4 .4e -o6 " T 7 5 0 7610 1.2E-02 2.1E+01 5.76-06 3.5E-07 3.7E-01
0.4 "  7 .787 3.115 ......4 3 2 4 .5 5.6E+12 3.96+12 5 .6 e -o6 3712 7166 12E-0Z 2.1E+0T 6.7E-OB 3 .56-07 3 .2 E 0 1
0.3 '  7 .7 8 7 2.336 10 29.88 1.2E+17 9.6E+11 1.7E-08 4082 8756 1.7E-02 3.3E+01 7.4E-08 5.2E-07 7.1E3J1
0.31 -  7 7 8 7 2 .414 20 29.75 2.5E+12 2.2E+12 3.2E-08 4144 8 484 1.86-02 3.1E+01 8.16-08 4 .9E -07 4.6E-01
0.36 7 .787 2.603 30 29.63 3 .9E + T J 2.9E+12 4.3E-08 4239 8684 1.4E-02 2.7fc+dl 6.7E-OB 4.3E-07 4.1E-01
6 .37 ‘  7 .7 8 7 2.881 40 29.5 4.6E+12 3.9E+12 5.0E-08 4444 8432 1.4E-02 2.8E+01 s.96 -d8 4. IE -67 3.4E-01
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Table A.3.4c. Comparison of CHIMP V4R(D+) with Experimental Data
T e s t o f  CH IM P v e r s io n  4 a t  E x p e n m e n ta i O p e ra tin g  c o n a t io n s
P e x p
(m T orr)
PCF p c o r
(m T orr)
1
(m A )
V
(KV)
F raction
N eutron
lon-lon
%
N eutron
C a th o d e
%
N eutron
A C
%
N eutron
A R
ion ize
R a te
(A)
%
Ionize
in
C a th o d e
%
Ion ize
in
A C
%
Ionize
in
A node
%
Ion ize
in
A R
0 .5 7787 3.894 10 19.&6 Z 9 E  -<j6 52 47 '  T 2 .4 E -0 3 36 45 2 16
0 .56 7.787 4.S16 20 19.75 3.6E~o8 65 33 2 4.8E-03 -------- 24 48 2 15
D.54 7.787 4 .9 6 4 30 19.63 5 .9E -06 53 45 2 "9.4E-03 34 48 2 15
0.61 7.787 4. >50 40 19.5 8 .5E -06 53 45 2 1.IE -0 2 34 47 1 17
0 .3 2 7.7& f 2 .4 9 2 10 24 .86 2.8E-0fl 41 59 0 1.5E-03 42 38 1 19
0 .35 "7787 2 .7 2 5 20 2475 3. /fc-Ub 55 44 1 3.0&-03 39 45 0 16
0 .42 7.787 3.271 30 24 .6 3 4.8E~96 57 41 2 b.5t-03 38 44 1 17
0 .4 7.787 3.115 40 24 .5 5 .9 E -0 6 52 46 2 b .5h-U 3 38 44 1 ■ " 17
0 .3 7.787 2 .336 10 2938 IB fc-06 61 38 1 1 .2E -03 44 38 1 18
0.31 7.787 2 .414 20 29 .7 5 2 .7E -o0 47 50 3 "2.7E-03 4 4 40 2 14
0 .36 7.787 2 .8 0 3 30 2933 4 .3E -06 54 45 1 4.4E-03 ' ' 42 4 2 2 14
0 .37 7.787 2.681 4 0 29 .5 5.4E-0B 47 51 2 5.7E-03 40 42 2 16
Table A.3.5 Comparison o f CHIMP Codes with Experimental Data
Pexp PCF Pcor Current Voltage Neutron Ave Ave Ave Ave
(mTorr) (mTorr) (mA) (KV) Rate Neutron Neutron Neutron Neutron
(n/s) Rate Rate Rate Rate
(n/s) (n/s) (n/s) (n/s)
V i V2 7 3 ” V4
0.5 7757 3.894 10 19.55 7905 120 2240 2095 1057
0.58 7 7 5 7 4.516 20 19.75 15849 232 677T 3786 2633
0.64 " 7 7 5 7 4.984 30 19.63 23839 342 8794 2386 4353
0.61 7.787 4.750 40 19.5 22068 243 8945 2938 5184
d.32 7.757 2.492 10 24.86 34720 180 2344 809 1265
0.35 7757 2.725 20 24.75 525T9 466 5049 1974 2708
_ 0.42 7.787 3.271 30 24.63 58383 2119 11136 54 54 5216
0.4 7.787 3TT5 40 24.5 73289 1337 12887" 4877 6351
0.3 7.787 2.336 10 29.88 54483 307 3106 “  21T4 2038
0.3l 7.787 2.414 20 29.75 110918 838 6576 3079' 4771
0.36 7.787 2.803 30 29.63 172257 23oo 16240 8006 8485
0.37 7.787 2.581 40 29:5 192953 12392 23423 iio 9b 11239
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Table A.3.6a. Comparison o f  CHIMP V4R(D+) with Experimental Data
(Long Simulation Period)
P e x p
(m T ofr)
PCF----- P c o r
(m T orr)
r
(m A )
>
! Pexp(n /s)
p a v e
(n/s)
R e n d
(n /s)
n rea l r,_
ISP
r ~
ESP
ftme
(s)
EC.
M atch?
Pop.
C o n s t?
0.37 7.787 2.881 4G 29 .5 192953 27086 2547B 1.TJE+07 2 895 202 9 5 .0 6 -0 5 y e s y e s
Table A.3.6b. Comparison o f  CHIMP V4R(D+) with Experimental Data
(Long Simulation Period)
Pexp
(mToir)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
1
(mA)
V
(kV)
Average
Ion
Density
(«/m*3)
Average
Electron
Density
(#/m*3)
Ionize
Fraction
Average
Ion
Energy
(eV)
Average
Electron
Energy
(eV)
Average
Ion
Mean
Free
Path
(m)
Average
Electron
Mean
Free
Path
(m)
Average
Ion
Collision
Period
(s)
Average
Electron
Collision
Period
(s)
Device
Average
Debye
Length
(m)
0.37 7.787 2.881 "40 29.5 S.1E+12 3.66+12 5.56-08 4961 8641 1.4E-0Z 2.65+01 6.05-Os 4.26-07 3.66-0 I
Table A.3.6c. Comparison o f  CHIMP V4R(D+) with Experimental Data
(Long Simulation Period)
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF~~ Pcor
(mTorr)
r  "  ■
(mA)
v
(kV)
ionize
Rate
(A)
Vo
Ionize
in
Cathode
%
Ionize
in
AC
%
Ionize
in
Anode
Ionize
in
AR
0.3/ 7.787 2.881 4d 29.5 5.5E-03 43 41 1 15
Table A.3.6d. Comparison o f CHIMP V4R(D+) with Experimental Data
(Long Simulation Period)
Pexp
(mTorr)
PCF Pcor
(mTorr)
r  '
(mA)
V '
(kV)
Fraction
Neutron
lon-lon
%
Neutron
Ion
Back
%
Neutron
Cathode
"
Neutron
AC
%
Neutron
Anode
%
Neutron
AR
0.37 7.787 2.881 "40 28.5 Jj.bE-06 100 53 48 0 1
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Table A.3.7. Sample Current Conservation in CHIMP Simulation 
(CHIMP V4R(D+) at 30 kV, 40 mA, 0.37 mTorr, PCF=7.787)
Time-average collected cathode current 6.715 mA
Time-average injected cathode current 6.817 mA
Sum o f collected and injected cathode 
currents
13.53 mA
Desired Cathode Current 13.4 mA
l ime-average collected anode current - 20.2 mA
l  ime-average injected anode current 0 mA
Sum ot collected and injected anode 
currents
-20.2 mA
Desired Anode Current -20.0 mA
l ime-average collected reflector current 0.92 mA
l ime-average injected reflector current 5.7T8 ihA
Sum o f collected and injected reflector 
currents
6.642 mA
Desired Reflector Current 6.6 mA
Sum o t Cathode and Reflector Currents 20.172 mA
Sum ot Anode Current -20.20O mA
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Figure A .3.1. Comparison o f  CHIMP Codes with Experimental Data for 
Neutron Production Rate at 20 kV (Uncertainty o f  Experimental Data ~ 40%)
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Figure A.3.2. Comparison o f  CHIMP Codes with Experimental Data for 
Neutron Production Rate at 25 kV (Uncertainty o f  Experimental Data ~ 40 %)
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Figure A.3.3. Comparison o f  CHIMP Codes with Experimental Data for 
Neutron Production Rate at 30 kV (Uncertainty o f Experimental Data ~  40%)
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Figure A.3.4. Potential Profile at r=0 (Centerline) in C-Device at 20 kV, 10 mA
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Figure A.3.5. Potential Profile at r=0.05 m (W all)in C-Device at 20 kV, 10 mA
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Figure A.3.6. Potential Profile at z=0 (Mid-Plane) in C-Device at 20 kV, 10 mA
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Figure A3.7. Potential Profile at z=0 (Mid-Plane) in C-Device at 20 kV, 10 mA
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Figure A.3.9. Potential Profile at r=0 (Centerline) in C-Device at 30 kV, 40 mA
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Figure A .3.11. Potential Profile at z=0 (Mid-Plane) in C-Device at 30 kV, 40 mA
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE OUTPUT DATA FROM CHIMP CODE
Welcome to chimpvl4.out output data file 
which is produced by chimpvl4.for program.
The following input data were used:
Length of cathode = 3.062500000000000 inches.
Distance from cathode to anode = 17.062500000000000 inches.
Length of anode = 1.968750000000000 inches.
Distance from anode to reflector = 5.906250000000000 inches.
Chamber diameter = 3.950000047683716 inches.
Length of half of device = 28.000000000000000 inches.
Gas pressure = 1.110000052722171 mTorr
Gas temperature = 300.000000000000000 Kelvin
Anode voltage = 29.500000000000000 kV
Current= 40.000001899898050 mA
Cathode Half-Current = 13.400000374205400 mA
Anode Current = -20.000000949949030 mA
Reflector Current = 6.600000575743628 mA
Fraction of current to reflector= 3.300000131130219E-001
Number of real particles per superparticle= 1000000.000000000000000
Number of cells in r-direction = 32
Number of cells in z-direction = 128
Differential radius, dr = 1.567656249979045E-003 meters
Differential axial length, dz = 5.556249932851642E-003 meters
Estimated ion flight time = 5.140311346132484E-007 seconds
Estimated electron flight time = 8.510225835409055E-009 seconds
Estimated time for dynamic equilbrium = 5.140311346132484E-006 seconds
End time = 2.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-005 seconds.
Output time period = 2.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-006 seconds.
Time = 2.000013056440847E-006 seconds.
New time step size, dtnew, = 2.273573315054599E-011 seconds.
Number of simulation particles = 9965
Total number of ion superparticles = 5468.000000000000000
Total number of electron superparticles = 4497.000000000000000
Ionization Fraction = 2.720567914842177E-008
Number of ions in cathode region = 1729
Number of elecs in cathode region = 926
Number of ions in ac region = 3391
Number of elecs in ac region = 2437
Number of ions in anode region = 79
Number of elecs in anode region = 190
Number of ions in ar region = 269
Number of elecs in ar region = 944
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Ion-background neutron rate in cathode = 63.508124804440780 n/s
Ion-background neutron rate in ac region = 30.092488261704190 n/s
Ion-background neutron rate in anode = 8.476286463141074E-Q15 n/s
Ion-background neutron rate in ar region = 2.399155918292873 n/s
Ion-background neutron rate for half-device = 101.490535313018000 n/s. 
Ion-background neutron rate for whole device = 202.981070626036000 n/s
Ion-ion neutron rate for half-device = 3.167821956328849E-003 n/s.
Ion-ion neutron rate for whole device = 6.335643912657699E-003 n/s
Neutron rate for half device = 101.493703134974300 n/s.
Neutron rate for whole device = 202.987406269948700 n/s
Time-average ion-background neutron rate = 202.979745529515700 n/s
Time-average ion-ion neutron rate = 6.335602552447721E-003 n/s
Time-average total neutron rate = 202.986081132068100 n/s
Maximum plasma frequency = 5.443056522251234E+008 rads/s.
Max. plasma frequency = 8.662893510448650E+007 Hertz.
Minimum Debye length = 3. 670915661845192E-003 meters.
Min Debye length in cell i= 1 j= 1
Time-averaged minimum Debye length = 3.114157226041441E-003 meters
Device-averaged ion density = 9.724902532873987E+011 ions/m^
Device-averaged electron density = 7.997967573214031E+011 electron/m~3 
Device-averaged ion energy = 6306.723702490318000 eV
Device-averaged electron energy = 4001.201781531985000 eV
Device-averaged Debye length = 5.261567927833716E-001 meters
Minimum ion mean-free-path = 1.984061955664445E-002 m
Minimum ele mean-free-path = 1. 566805752608670E-001 m
Min. ion col. period = 3.298057293650215E-007 s
Min. ele col. period = 1.320220532225791E-007 s
Ave. ion mean-free-path = 3.016926077273099E-001 m
Ave. ele mean-free-path = 28.178733255742700 m
Ave. ion col. period = 1.137356711139124E-006 s
Ave. ele col. period = 5.743440512807696E-007 s
# Ionizations within in output timestep = 10899
# Ionizations in cathode region = 3120
# Ionizations in ac region = 5668
# Ionizations in anode region = 474
# Ionizations in ar region = 1637
Ionization rate = 5.449500000000000E+015 ionizations/s
Charge generation rate = 8.719199723300744E-004 Amperes
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Time ave collected cathode current 
Time ave injected cathode current 
Desired cathode current 
Col+Inj cathode current 
Time ave collected ac current 
Time ave injected ac current 
Time ave collected anode current 
Time ave injected anode current 
Desired anode current 
Col+Inj anode current 
Time ave collected ar current 
Time ave injected ar current 
Time ave collected reflect current 
Time ave injected reflect current 
Desired reflector current 
Col+Inj reflector current
4.559120981440024E-004 A 
1.307631837425132E-002 A 
1.340000037420540E-002 A 
1.353223047239532E-002 A 
= -1.112958672341274E-001 A
0.000000000000000E+000 A 
= -1.640666621955547E-002 A
0.000000000000000E+000 A 
= -2.000000094 994903E-002 A
= -1.640666621955547E-002 A
= -7.482720962160618E-002 A
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO A 
8.377453566219007E-004 A 
5.827432235998682E-003 A 
6.600000575743628E-003 A 
6.665177592620582E-003 A
Collected cathode current = 
Desired cathode current =
Collected anode current =
Desired anode current 
Collected reflector current = 
Desired reflector current =
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO A 
1.340000037420540E-002 A 
-2.814011383769097E-002 A 
-2.000000094994903E-002 A 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOO A 
6.600000575743628E-003 A
Number ions lost at cathode = 0
Number ions lost at ac-wall = 0
Number ions lost at anode = 0
Number ions lost at ar-wall = 0
Number ions lost at reflector = 0
Number elecs lost at cathode = 0
Number elecs lost at ac-wall = 15
Number elecs lost at anode = 4
Number elecs lost at ar-wall = 16
Number elecs lost at reflector = 0
Num of ions inject at cath = 0
Num of ions inject at anod = 0
Num of ions inject at refl = 0
Total ions injected = 0
Num of elecs inject at cath = 2
Num of elecs inject at anod = 0
Num of elecs inject at relf = 1
Total elecs injected = 3
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APPENDIX C: CHIMP CODE FORTRAN PROGRAM
program chimpvl5
c * , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . . * * * * * » * * » ♦ * * ,  
★
c Blair P. Bromley
c Department of Nuclear Engineering 
c University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
c Professor R.A. Axford, advisor 
c
*
c Last Date of Program Update and Modification: 
c
c Date: May 29, 2000
c
★
c Background Information: 
c
c CHIMPV15: 
c
c Cylindrical 
c Hollow
c Inertial electrostatic confinement 
c Modeling 
c Program 
c Version 15 
c
c The chimp program is being developed to support work on the 
c Inertial Electrostatic Confinement (IEC) C-device, which is a 
c cylindrical device with ion flow predominantly in the longitudinal 
c direction (z-direction). 
c
c Assumptions of CHIMP model: 
c
c Electrodes in IEC C-Device:
c
c Left Ground Electrode (a.k.a. Left Reflector Dish), 
c Left Anode (LA)
c Central Ground Electrode (CGE) (a.k.a. Cathode) 
c Right Anode (RA)
c Right Ground Electrode (RGE) (a.k.a. Right Reflector Dish) 
c
*
c
c The people with practical experience in the design, fabrication, 
c and operation of the IEC-C device are: 
c
c Robert Stubbers 
c Brian Jurczyk 
c Blair Bromley 
c
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c The current design of the IEC-C device has the following dimensions: 
c
c LGE/RGE diameter = 3.75 inches
c LA/RA length = 2 inches (zanode)
c CGE length = 4 inches (zcath)
c C-device vacuum chamber inner diameter = 4 inches
c C-device vacuum chamber length = 56 inches
c CGE position = 28 inches (from left end)
c LGE position = 10.5 inches (from left end)
c RGE position = 10 inches (from right end)
c RGE position = 46 inches (from left end)
c
c zanode = 2 inches
c zcath = 4 inches
c zregl= 7.25
c zreg2= 16.75
c
c or, zcath = 6 inches; zreg2=15.75 inches
c
c length of device = zregl+zanode+zreg2+zcath+zreg2+zanoae+zregl 
c = 7.25+2+16.75+4+16.75+2+7.25 inches
c = 5 6  inches
c electrode material
c
c The current design of the IEC-C device has the following operational 
c parameters: 
c
c Chamber pressure: 0.3 - 1.0 e-3 Torr
c Fusion Fuel Gas: Deuterium
c Chamber neutral temperature = ? (Greater than 3 00 K)
c 500 K may be a better estimate
c LGE/RGE/CGE electric potential = 0 Volts
c LA/RA electric potential = 1 0 - 4 0  kV
c Electric Current = 10 - 40 mA
c
c Electrode material: stainless steel
c Vacuum chamber material: pyrex glass (relative permittivity = 4)
c
c
*
c Objective of chimp.for program:
c
c Given a set of operating voltages, currents, pressure, electrode
c spacing, and temperature, chimp.for computes the trajectories of
c ion and electron simulation particles throughout the device, 
c From the particle trajectories, the potential profile variation, 
c the fusion reaction rates, the fusion neutron production rates,
c and the collisional processes can be computed,
c Fusion reactions such as beam-background, beam-beam, and
c fast-neutral-background can be computed.
c The results from chimp will be compared directly with experimental
c results. Chimp is a particle-in-cell (PIC) code that treats the
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c plasma as an ensemble of individual simulation particles. The 
behavior
c of an ion or electron simulation particle represents the behavior 
of
c many individual ions or electrons. As the size of the simulation 
c particle becomes smaller and smaller, the PIC model begins to 
c represent a direct simulation of the motion of all individual ions
c and electrons. To account for collisions, we can introduce
c a Monte-Carlo technique with the appropriate theory associated 
c with the mechanics of collisions, and the appropriate microscopic
c cross sections for various types of collisions, and the
c differential scattering cross section to estimate the post­
collision
c scattering angle and hence post-collision velocities, 
c
c chimpvl5.for: Version 15 
c
c capabilities: a collisionless model
c
c This version will include electron and ion impact 
c ionization, 
c
c Comments; 
c
c March 21, 1999 
c
c Just starting from scratch, 
c Make use of library of subroutines 
c from netlib. See website at: 
c http://netlib2.cs.utk.edu/fishpack/index.html 
c
c Make use of the fishpack library
c Use the hwscyl.f subroutine plus all the dependencies 
c Use all the other subroutines that hwscyl.f calls for. 
c
c May 29, 2000 
c
c Chimpvl5-vl.f is the same as chimpvl5-vl-testl.f, except that 
c we have put a tighter convergence requirement on the boundary 
c condition. We also need to put in a pressure correction factor 
c input parameter. The ionization procedure will remain untouched, 
c A simulation with dtcol=dtnew demonstrated that the effect is 
c not significant; perhaps a 20% difference in the fusion rate, 
c On a long time scale, this difference should disappear, 
c
c . * * * « * * * . * * * » * » * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * • » * * * * * * . *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
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c » *  * * * * . » . ■
c
c Main Program 
c
* » * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . » * * . » * * *
c Declare all variables, real, integer, dimension 
c Note: Many of these variables are arrays, and although
c we will give them dimensions, these are subject to 
c change during the execution of the program 
c implicit none
integer idum 
integer nstep 
real’8 time 
integer np 
integer npnew 
integer nleft 
integer nzcell,nrcell
real’S zcath,zac,zanod,zar,zend,rin,rout
integer jcath,janodes,janodef
real*8 pres,temp,volta,idev,fractr
real’3 icathb,ianodb,ireflb
real*8 dr,dz
real*8 nreal
real*8 dt,dtold,dtnew,tend,dtout 
integer isteps
integer itypen(100000) 
integer ibflagn(100000) 
real*8 mnew(lOOOOO) 
real*8 qnew(100000) 
real*8 rnew(100000) 
real'8 znew(100000) 
real’3 vrnew(100000) 
real’S vznew(100000)
integer itype(200000) 
integer ibflag(200000) 
real’8 mpart(200000) 
real*8 qpart(200000) 
real*8 r(200000) 
real’8 z(200000) 
real’3 vr(200000) 
real’8 vz(200000)
real*8 qstored(257) 
real*8 qpoint(65,257) 
real’8 rho(65,257)
real*8 vcath, vanod, vrefl
real*8 phi(65,257) 
real’8 er(65,257) 
real*8 ez(65,257)
real*8 zstart
real*8 icath, ianod, irefl
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integer nlost
real*8 nitot(64,256)
real*8 netot(64,256)
real’8 eitot(64,256)
real*8 eetot(64,256)
real*8 qtot(64,256)
real*8 etotal
real*8 qtotal
real*8 tevolv(1000)
real*8 dtevolv(lOOQ)
real*8 npevolv(1000)
real*8 qevolv(1000)
real*8 eevolv(1000)
real * 8 voltl(257,1000)
real’8 volt2(65,1000)
real’8 volt3(65,1000)
real'8 volt4(65,1000)
real*8 volt5(65,1000)
real*8 qden(64,256)
real*8 nion(64,256)
real’8 nelec(64,256)
real*3 eion(64,256)
real’8 eelec(64,256)
real’8 w p (64,256)
real*8 debye(64,256)
real’8 wpmax, dbymin
real*8 tdbymin
real’8 rback, rbeam
real’8 trback, trbeam
real’8 rbackv(64,256)
real’8 rbeamv(64 , 256 1
real»8 gamO1, gamO 2, gamO 3, gam04, gam05,
real’8 ran2
real’8 sigOl, sig02, sig03, sig04, sig05
real’8 sig06, sig07, sig08. sig09, siglO
real’8 sigll, sigl2, sigl3, sigl4, sigl5
real’8 sigl6, sigl7, sigl8, sigl9, sig20
real*8 sig21, sig22, sig23, sig24, sig25
real’8 sig26, sig27, sig28. sig29, sig30.
integer icheck3
real*8 energy
real’8 angle, rpi 
real*8 numsec
integer idmin, jdmin 
integer iwmax, jwmax
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real’8 totele, totion
inceger npion 
integer iontrak(200000)
real*8 tfion, tfelec, tequi
integer ipclst, ipaclst, ipalst, iparlst, iprlst 
integer epclst, epaclst, epalst, eparlst, eprlst 
integer ipcinj, ipainj, iprinj 
integer epcinj, epainj, eprinj
real*3 neave, niave, eeave, eiave, dbyave 
real * 8 mfpimin,mfpemin,coltimin,coltemin 
real*8 mfpiave,mfpeave,coltiave,colteave
real*8 etrack, dtrack, ttrack
reai*8 tcol, atcol 
real'8 tcur, dtcur
real’8 iac, iar
real*8 icinj, iacinj, iainj, iarinj, irinj 
real*8 ticath,tiac,tianod,tiar,tiref1 
real*8 ticinj,tiacinj,tiainj,tiarinj,tirinj
integer nionize
real*8 random, randl, rand2
real*8 elost
real*8 eeelec
real’8 eeion
real’8 esec
integer nicelll(64,256) 
integer nicell2(64,256) 
integer overc(64,256) 
integer nimax 
integer ncmax 
integer index(64,256,200) 
integer indexo(20,40000)
reai*8 erefco
real’8 rbcath, rbac, rbanod, rbar
integer nicath, necath, niac, neac 
integer nianod, neanod, niar, near
integer izcath, izac, izanod, izar
integer ibirth(200000) 
integer jbirth(200000) 
real’8 rbirth(200000) 
real’8 zbirth(20Q000)
integer ibirnew(100000) 
integer jbirnewf100000)
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real*8 rbirnew(100000) 
real*8 zbirnew(100000)
integer ibiradd 
integer jbiradd 
real*8 rbiradd 
real*8 zbiradd
integer nprint
c
c Initialize the counter for printout to the screen 
nprint = 0
Initialize the maximum number of particles within 
a cell
nimax = 0
Initialize the number of cells with more than 100 ions 
ncmax = 0
c Initialize the time-averaged collected and 
c injected currents at the various electrodes and 
c glass walls
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
,0 
.0 
.0
ticath
tiac
tianod
tiar
tiref1
ticinj
tiacinj
tiainj
tiarinj
tirinj
c
c
[ni
:he
Ini
c
c Ini
c Ini
tialize the integer idum, which is used for 
random number generator 
idum = -1
tialize the currents in the electrodes 
icath = 0.0 
ianod = 0.0 
irefl = 0.0
tialize location of the minimum debye length
idmin=l
jdmin=l
tialize location of the maximum plasma frequency
iwmax=1
jwmax=l
c
c Initialize the time step 
nstep = 1
Initialize the time 
time = 0.0
D r i n t * initial time time. seconds‘
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c Initialize the number of particles 
np=0
c Initialize the number of new particles 
npnew=0
c Initialize the number of active particles left 
nleft=0
c
c Initialize the number of ionizations that have occurred within 
c a given output time interval 
nionize = 0
c
c Call the start subroutine to get the input parameters 
call start(nzcell,nrcell,zcath,zac,zanod,
+• zar, zend, r in, rout, j cath, j anodes,
* janodef,pres,temp,volta,idev,
+ icathb,ianodb,ireflb,dr,dz,nreal,
t dt,dtold,dtnew,tend,dtout,isteps,
+ fractr,zstart,vcath,vanod,vref1,
+ tfion.tfelec,tequi,dtrack,dtcur)
c
c Initialize the output time 
tout = dtout
c
c Initialize the tracking output time 
-track = dtrack
c
c Initialize the collision calculation time at 
c the first output data time 
tcol = dtnew
c
c Initialize the collision calculation timestep 
dtcol = dtnew
c
c Initialize the electrode current output 
c time
tcur = 0.0
c
c Open up the output data file for later storage
open(unit=10,file='chimpvl4a.out',status='unknown')
c Open up a second output data file for tracking a 
c single particle
open(unit=12,file='chimpvl4b.out',status='unknown')
c
c Open up a third output data file for tracking the 
c collected electrode currents as a function of time.
open(unit=14,file='chimpvl4c.out’,status='unknown')
c
c Open up a fourth output data file for tracking collisions 
c that occur in time
open(unit=16,file='chimpvl4d.out',status='unknown')
c
c Open up a fifth output data file for storing data on
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c particles lost to physical boundaries
open(unit=18,file=’chimpvl4e.out',status='unknown')
c
c Printout the initial data to the output data file 
call outputl(zcath,zac,zanod,zar,zend, rout,
+ pres,temp,volta,idev,icathb,ianodb,
+ irefib,fractr,dr,dz,tend,dtout,
+ nrcell,nzcell,nreal,tfion,tfelec,tequi)
print*,'outputl called' 
c goto 200
c
c Print out header for the particle tracking file
write(12,*) 'Welcome to the chimpvl4.out output file' 
write(12,*) 'This file is used for printing out the ' 
write(12,*) 'data for an individual particle until lost' 
write(12,*) ' ’
write(12,4200)
42 00 format('time(s)',6x,'r(m)', 9x,'z(m)',9x,'m(kg)',8x,
+ 'vr(m/s)',6x,'vz(m/s)',6x,'E(eV)')
write(12,*) ' '
c
c
c  » » * * » .
c Print out the header for the output file 
c cnimpvl4c.out which stores the time variation of 
c currents collected at the electrode walls
write(14,5000)
5000 format(4x,'time(s)',6x,'icath(A)',5x,
' ianod(A) ' , 5x, ' iref 1 (A) ' ) 
write(14,*) ' '
c
c * » *  * * . . . . . . . I , * * . * * . * * * * . . * . . * * . . . * . . * * * * * . * * * * * * . * * * * • » • * *
c Print out the header for the output file chimpvl4e.out 
c which stores information on the time variation of 
c particles lost to each physical boundary 
write(1 8 ,6000)
6000 format(3x, 'time(s) ',4x, 'NIcat',Ix,'NIac' , 2x,
' NIand' , Ix, ' NIar' , 2x, ' NIref ' , Ix,
'NEcat',lx,'NEac',2x,'NEand',Ix,
+ 'NEar',2x,'NEref')
write(18,*) ' '
c
c Print out the header for the output file 
c chimpvl4d.out which stores information on the 
c ionization collisions 
c
write(16,*) 'Welcome to the chimpvl4.out output file' 
write(16,*) 'which stores information on the ionization' 
write(16,*) 'collisions that occur in the device'
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write(1 6 ,*) ' '
c
c
call initial(icathb,ianodb,ireflb,rout,zend,dr,dz,
+ zcath,zac,zanod,nreal,npnew,itypen,
+ ibf lagn, mnew, qnew, mew, znew,
+ vrnew,vznew,idum,dtnew,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew)
print*,'initial called'
print*,'npnew after initial called = '.npnew
c
c Call the inidis subroutine to provide an 
c initial distribution of ions and electrons 
c in the chamber
call inidis(dr,dz,nreal,npnew,itypen,
ibflagn,mnew, qnew, rnew, znew,
+ vrnew,vznew,idum,nrcell,nzcell,
+ jcath,janodes,janodef,volta,
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew)
print’,'inidis called'
print’,'npnew after inidis called = '.npnew
c
c Call the addnew subroutine to add the initially injected 
c particles , and the initial distribution of ions and electrons 
c to the list of active particles
call addnew(nleft,npnew,np,itype,ibflag,mpart,
+ qpart,r,z,vr,vz,itypen,ibflagn,
mnew, qnew, rnew, znew, vrnew,
+ vznew,
+ ibirth,jbirth,rbirth,zbirth,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew)
c
c Call the qwinit subroutine to initialize the stored charge 
c in the wall mesh points.
call qwinit(nzcell,qstored) 
c print’,'called qwinit subroutine'
c
c Call the qmesh subroutine to compute total charge at each 
c meshpoint due to particles in plasma.
c 100 print*,
c print*,'we are beginning the next set of calculations'
c print*,* t
c print*,'wpmax=',wpmax,' dbymin=',dbymin
c print*,'idmin = ',idmin,' jdmin = '.jdmin
c print*,'iwmax = ',iwmax,' j wmax = ',j wmax
c print*,'nelec(idmin,jdmin) = ',nelec(idmin,jdmin),' nT-3
c print*,'eelec(idmin,jdmin) = ',eelec(idmin,jdmin),' J'
c print*,'nelec(iwmax,jwmax) = ',nelec(iwmax,jwmax),'
ml<e
c print*, '  '
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,dtnew,' dtold = '.dtold
',time
np,' particles system' nlost = ',nlost
c print','dtnew =
c print*,' '
c 100 print*,'time = 
c print*,'np =
c print*,'*******************************************
c print*,' '
100 call qmesh(nrcell,nzcell,np,r,z,
+ dr,dz,qpart,qpoint,time,itype)
c print*,'called qmesh subroutine'
c Call the qwall subroutine to correct the charge at the 
c meshpoints in the glass walls due to the stored charge
c printout data on all new particles 
c if(time.ge.3.0e-8) then
c do 1000 i=2060,2070
c print*,'i=',i,' r (i)=',r (i),’ z(i)=',z(:
c +■ ' vz ( i) =' , vz (i)
c print*,'mpart(i) = ',mpart(i),‘ qpart(i:
c print*,'ibflag(i)=',ibflag(i)
c print*,' '
c 1000 concinue 
c endif
c print*,'now run qwall subroutine'
cai1 qwall(jcath,janodes,janodef,nrcell,
+ nzcell,qpoint,qstored)
c print*,'called qwall subroutine'
,' vr(i)=' 
: ’,qpart(iJ
c Call the qdens subroutine to compute the charge density 
c at each meshpoint
call qdens(nrcell,nzcell,dr,dz,qpoint,rho)
c print*,'call qdens subroutine'
c Call the potmet subroutine to initialize the potentials 
c at the meshpoints in the metal electrodes
call potmet(jcath,janodes,janodef.nrcell, 
nzcell,vcath,vanod,vrefl,phi)
c print*,'called potmet subroutine'
c Cali the potwalac to compute the potential along the 
c glass wail between the cathode and the anode 
call potwalac(j anodes,jcath,rho,dz,vcath,
+ vanod,phi,nrcell,nzcell)
c print*,'called potwalac subroutine'
c Call the potwalar subroutine to compute the potential 
c in the glass wall between the anode and the reflector
call potwalar(nrcell, nzcell,janodef,rho,
+ dz,vanod,vrefl,phi)
c print*,'called potwalar subroutine'
c
c Call the potent subroutine to compute the potential 
c profile in the device (where the vacuum or plasma is) 
call potent(rin,rout,zstart,zend,nrcell,nzcell, 
rho, phi , jcath, janodes , janodef)
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c print*called potent subroutine'
c
c Call the efield subroutine to compute the components
c of the electric field at each meshpoint
call efield(nrcell,nzcell,dr,dz,phi,er,ez) 
c print’ called efield subroutine'
c Call the pmove subroutine to accelerate and move the 
c the particles, using the leap-frog technique
call pmove(np,nrcell,nzcel1,dr,dz,er,ez,qpart,
+ mpart,dtnew,dtold,r,z,vr,vz, phi)
c print*,'called pmove subroutine'
c Call the colwal subroutine to check to see if any
c particles hit the electrodes, glass walls or
c boundaries of symmetry (r=0 or z=0). This 
c will also generate secondary electrons 
c print*,'particles have been moved'
c print*,'before collisions, the currents are:'
c print*,'icath=',icath,' A'
c print*,'ianod=',ianod,' A'
c print*,'irefl=',irefl,' A'
c
call colwal(mpart,qpart,r,z,vr,vz,itype,ibflag,
+ rin,rout,zstart,zcath,zac,zanod,
f zend,icath,ianod,irefl,nlost, dz,dr,
+ npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,
+ mnew,ibflagn,itypen,qstored,
+ nzcell,nreal,np,idum,dtnew,
f ipclst, ipaclst, ipalst, iparlst,
iprlst, epclst, epaclst, epalst, 
eparlst,epr1st,iac,iar,nrcel1,phi, 
vanod,er,ez,
ibirth,jbirth,rbirth,zbirth,
->■ ibirnew, jbirnew, rbirnew, zbirnew)
c print* ,'called colwal subroutine '
c print* ,'nlost = ',nlost
c print* ,'after collisions, the currents are:'
c print* ,'icath=',icath,' A'
c print *,'ianod=',ianod,' A'
c
c
c
print* ,'iref1=' ,irefl,' A'
c *
c Print out the currents at the electrode walls
c Also print out the particles lost at the various
c physical boundaries
c If we have reached an output period, then print
if((time.ge.tcur).or.(time.ge.tend)) then
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write(14,5100) time, icath, ianod, irefl 
5100 format(lx,4(lx,E12.4))
write(18,5200) time, ipclst, ipaclst, ipalst, iparlst,
iprlst, epclst, epaclst, epalst, eparist, 
eprlst
format(lx,E12.4,10(lx,i 5))
tcur = tcur + dtcur 
endif
c Call the boundary subroutine to inject ions or electrons 
c at the electrodes to ensure the the boundary conditions 
c of current are satisfied
call boundary(icath,icathb,ianod,ianodb,
+ irefl,ireflb,npnew,itypen,
ibflagn, mnew, qnew, rnew, znew,
+ vrnew,vznew,rout,zend,dr,dz,
* zcath,zanod,zac,nreal,idum,dtnew,
•r ipcinj , ipainj , iprinj,
+ epcinj,epainj,eprinj,
+ icinj,iacinj,iainj,iarinj,irinj,
t ticath,tianod,tiref1,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ticinj,tiainj,tirinj)
c print*,’called boundary subroutine'
c print*,'npnew after boundary subroutine = ',npnew
c If we have gone more than 100 time steps, then print out to screen 
if(nprint.ge.100) then
print* ,'tcol= ',tcol,' t= '.time,' np=
- nlost= '.nlost,' npnew= ',npnew
c print’,'# ion inject at cath = ,ipcinj
c print’,'# ion inject at anod = ,ipainj
c print*,'# ion inject at refl = ,iprinj
c print*,'# elec inject at cath = ',epcinj
c print*,'# elec inject at anod = ',epainj
c print*,'# elec inject at refl = ',eprinj
c
c Set the print counter to zero
nprint = 0
endif
c
c Advance screen print out counter by 1
nprint = nprint + 1
c####################*############**########*########*#*#**# 
c
c Compute the time-averaged collected and injected currents 
c at the cathode, ac glass wall, anode, ar glass wall, and 
c the reflector 
c
+
+
5200
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call curave(time,dtnew,icath,iac,ianod,iar,irefl, 
- icinj,iacinj,iainj,iarinj,irinj,
t- ticath, tiac, tianod, tiar, tirefl,
h ticinj,tiacinj,tiainj,tiarinj,tirinj)
c Call the collide subroutine if you desire to carry out 
collisions of active particles with eachother and 
the background neutral gas
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
if(time.gt.tcol) then
print’,'we are going to carry out collision calculations' 
print*,'dtcol = '.dtcol,' s'
Carry out collisions of ions and electrons with back 
ground neutral gas, and compute the next collision 
period.
Note: the collision subroutine will create new
particles.
c
c
c
c
c
Note: This subroutine is not yet available, but should
be implemented here when it becomes available
write(16,*) 'time = '.time,' seconds' 
write(16,*) '# new particles before collisions = '
print*,'npnew before collisions = '.npnew 
call collide2(mpart,qpart,r,z,vr,vz,itype,ibflag,
* rin,rout,zstart,zcath,zac,zanod,
+ zend,nlost, dz.dr,
npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew, 
mnew,ibflagn,itypen, 
f nzcell,nreal,np,idum,dtnew,
+• pres, temp, dtcol,nionize,
+ jcath,janodes,janodef,
+ izcath,izac,izanod,izar,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew)
ipnew
print*,'npnew after collisions = '.npnew 
write(16,*) 'Time = '.time,' seconds ',
'# new particles after collisions = ‘ 
write(16,*) 'Adjusted collision period = ',dtcol, 
write(16,*) ' '
npnew 
’ seconds'
c Update the time for the next collision calculation 
tcol = tcol f dtcol 
endif
c
C######################################################*####
c Call the remove subroutine to remove lost particles from 
c the list of active particles, and reduce the size 
c of the list of active Darticles
if(nlost.ge.1) then 
call remove(nleft,np,nlost,ibflag,itype.
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+ mpart,qpart,r,z,vr,vz,
+ ibirth,jbirth,rbirth,zbirth)
c endif
c print*called remove subroutine'
c print*nleft before adding new particles = '.nleft
c print*,'np before adding new particles = ',np
c print*,'nlost before adding new particles = '.nlost
c Call subroutine addnew to add new particles to list
c of active particles
call addnew(nleft,npnew,np,itype,ibflag,mpart,
+ qpart,r,z,vr,vz,itypen,ibflagn,
f mnew,qnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,
+ vznew,
+ ibirth,jbirth,rbirth,zbirth,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew)
c print*,'np after adding new particles = ',np
c print*,'nleft after adding new particles = '.nleft
c print*,'npnew after adding new particles = '.npnew
c
c print*,'called addnew subroutine for new particles '
c Call the total subroutine to find the total number 
c of ions and electrons in each cell, and to get 
c the total ion and electron kinetic energies in 
c each cell
call total(nrcell,nzcell,nitot.netot,
eitot,eetot,qtot,np,itype,mpart,
-i- r,z,vr,vz,etotal, qtotal, qpart, nreal,
+ dr,dz,totele,totion,
+ neave,niave,eeave,eiave,dbyave,
+ jcath,janodes,janodef,
+ nicath,necath,niac,neac,
+ nianod,neanod,niar,near)
c print*,'called total subroutine '
c
c Call the datstore subroutine to store various 
c time-dependent data for temporal plots
c print*,'number of particles after adding new ones =
call datstore(isteps,tevolv,dtevolv,npevolv,qevolv, 
eevolv,voltl,volt2,voit3,volt4,volt5, 
time,dtnew,np,qtotal,etotal, 
phi,jcath,janodes,janodef,
+ nrcell,nzcell)
c c print*,'called datstore subroutine '
c Call the qdensity subroutine to get the charge 
c density in each cell
call qdensity(nrcell,nzcell,qden,qtot,
+ dz,dr)
c print*,'called qdensity subroutine'
c Call the ieave subroutine to get the average
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c ion and electron energies and number densities 
c in each cell
call ieave(nrcell,nzcell,dz,dr,
+ nitot,netot,eitot,eetot,
+ nion,nelec,eion,eelec)
c print*,'called ieave subroutine '
c Call the plasma subroutine to get the electron 
c plasma frequency and Debye length for each cell
call plasma(nrcell,nzcell, nelec,eelec,
+ wp, debye)
c print*,'called plasma subroutine '
c Call the pmax subroutine to get the maximum plasma 
c frequency and the minimum Debye length
call pmax(nrcell,nzcell,wp,debye,wpmax,dbvmin,
* idmin.jdmin,iwmax,jwmax)
c print*,'called pmax subroutine '
c Call the timestep subroutine to get the new minimum 
c time step
c p r i n t w p m a x = ',wpmax,' dbymin=',dbymin
call timestep(np,dr,dz,vr,vz,wpmax,dtnew,dtold)
c print*,'called timestep subroutine'
c print*,'dtnew = ',dtnew,' dtold = ',dtold
c Call the timave subroutine to get the time-averaged value 
c of certain parameters
call timave(time,dtnew,dbymin,tdbymin)
c * » .
c If we have reached an output time interval for 
c the tracking of some individual particles, then 
c print out data for those particles
if((time.ge.ttrack).or.(time.ge.tend)) then
c
c print out time, r, z, mpart, vr, vz, and energy of 
c particles 1 through 2 
do 4000 i=l,1
etrack=0.5*mpart(i)/nreal*(vr(i)*vr(i)+
+ vz(i)*vz(i))/1.6e-19
write(12,4100) time, r(i), z(i), mpart(i)/nreal,
+ vr(i),vz(i),etrack
4100 format(lx,7 (lx, E12 . 4) )
4000 continue
ttrack=ttrack+dtrack
endif
c
c If we have reached an output time interval, then
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c print out data and also do fusion calculations 
i f ( (time.ge.tout).or.(time.ge.tend) ) then
print* ,'*******************************■*****"**»*■
print*,'time to print out data to output data file' 
print*,'time = '.time,' seconds' 
print*,' ’
c Calculate the next time at which data will be 
c sent to an output data file 
tout = tout + dtout
c Call the ionsort subroutine to find the indices of all 
c the ions to make the fusion calculations go faster 
call ionsort(np,itype,npion,iontrak)
c
print*,'called ionsort subroutine' 
c Call the fusion7 subroutine to calculate the ion-background 
c fusion neutron rates, both total and background 
call fusion7(np,itype,ibflag,r,z,vr,vz,mpart,
+ qpart,pres,temp, dr, dz, nrcell,
nzcell, nreal, rback, rbackv, 
npion,iontrak,jcath,janodes,janode£, 
rbcath,rbac,rbanod,rbar)
c
print*,'rback-total = ',rback*2.0,' n/s'
c
c Call the cellsort subroutine to determine number
c ions in each cell
call cellsort(nrcell,nzcell,np,itype,ibflag,
♦ r ,z,dr,dz,nreal,npion,iontrak,
r nicelll,nimax,ncmax,overc)
print*,'we have sorted ions into cells'
c Call the ionindx subroutine to index the particles
c for the ion-ion fusion calculations
call ionindx(npion,iontrak,nimax,ncmax,np,r,z,dr,dz,
nrcell,nzcell,nicelll,index, 
overc,indexo,ibflag)
print*,'we have indexed all the particles' 
c Call the fusion8 subroutine to perform the ion-ion 
c fusion neutron generation rate calculations, using 
c the indexing obtained from the cellsort and ionindx 
c subroutines
call fusion8(np,itype,ibflag,r,z,vr,vz,mpart,
+ qpart, dr, dz, rbeam,
i- rbeamv, nreal, npion, iontrak, nrcell,
i- nzcell, nicelll, overc,
f ncmax,nimax,
+ index,indexo)
c
print*,'rbeam-total = ',rbeam*2.0,' n/s'
c
c Call the output subroutine to printout data to an 
c output data file
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cc Call the collide subroutine to estimate the mfp and 
c collision periods of ions and electrons 
c This does not carry out actual collisions, but it does 
c provide estimates for collision periods
print*calling collide subroutine now' 
call collide(mpart,qpart,r,z,vr,vz,itype.
+ ibflag,rin,rout,zstart,zcath,zac,
+ zanod,zend,nlost,dz,dr,npnew,
+ mew, znew, vrnew, vznew, qnew,
+ mnew,ibflagn,itypen,nzcell,
+ nreal,np,idum,dtnew,pres,temp,
+ mfpimin,mfpemin,coltimin,coltemin,
+ mfpiave,mfpeave,coltiave,colteave)
print*,'collide subroutine is finished'
c Call the timave2 subroutine to get the time-average of 
c the neutron generation rates
call timave2(time,dtouc,rback,rbeam,trback,trbeam)
call output2 (nrcell,nzcell,time,dtnew,wpmax,
+ dbymin,tdbymin,idmin,jdmin,
+ rback,rbeam,trback,trbeam,phi,rbackv,
+ rbeamv,zcath,zac,zanod,zar, zend,
+ rout,dr,dz,jcath,janodes,janodef,
-► totele, totion, nelec, nion, np,
* icath, ianod, irefl, icathb,
+ ianodb, ireflb, ipclst, ipaclst,
+ ipalst, iparlst, iprlst, epclst,
+ epaclst, epalst, eparlst, eprlst,
+ ipcinj,ipainj,iprinj,epcinj,epainj,
+ eprinj,eelec,eion,debye,wp,
+ pres,temp,nreal,neave,niave,
eeave,eiave,dbyave,mfpimin,mfpemin, 
coltimin,coltemin,mfpiave,mfpeave, 
coltiave,colteave, 
ticath.tiac, tianod,tiar,tiref1, 
ticinj,tiacinj,tiainj,tiarinj,tirinj, 
+ nionize,rbcath,rbac,rbanod,rbar,
+ nicath,necath,niac,neac,
+ nianod,neanod,niar,near,
+• izcath, izac, izanod, izar, dtout,
+ qpoint,qstored,rho)
c
c Set the number of ionizations that have occurred within 
c a given output time interval back to zero 
c nionize = 0
end if
c
c Test out the sig24 subroutine 
c Initialize energy 
c energy=1.0
c do 2000 i=l,8
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c energy = energy*10.0
c
c print*energy= ’.energy,' eV'
c print*sig24(energy) = sig24(energy)/1.Oe-28,' barns'
c 2000 continue
c Test out the sig27 subroutine 
c Initialize energy 
c do 2000 i=l,20
c energy = 2 . 0’ (1.0*i)*5.Oe+3
c print’,'energy= '.energy,' eV , energy/2 = ',energy ' 2.0,' eV'
c print*,'sig27(energy) = ',sig27(energy)* 1.0e + 4 , ' cnv'2'
c 2000 continue 
c
c Test out the sig03 subroutine 
c Initialize energy 
c do 2000 i = 1,100
c energy = (1.0*i)*5.0
c print*,'energy= '.energy,' eV '
c print* ,'sig03 (energy) = ', sig03 (energy) *1. 0e + 4 , ' crir'2'
c 2000 continue 
c
c Test out the gamOx functions
c print*,'enter the angle you want to test out for'
c print*,'the secondary electron emission, in degrees'
c read*,angle
c Convert the angle to radians 
c rpi=4.O’atan(1.0)
c angle=angle/180.O’rpi
c energy = 0.5
c print*,'angle = '.angle,’ radians'
c print*,'angle = ',angle*180.0/rpi,' degrees'
c c  do3000i=l,17
c energy=energy*2.0
c eeelec=energy
c eeion=energy
c random=ran2(idum)
c randl=ran2(idum)
c rand2=ran2(idum)
c print*,'energy = '.energy,' eV'
c print’,'gamOl(energy,angle)= ',gamOl(energy,angle)
c print*,'energy = ',energy,' eV',' angle = '.angle
c print’,'gam02(energy,angle)= ',gamO2 (energy,angle)
c print*,'energy = '.energy,' eV',' angle = '.angle
c print*,'gamO3 (energy,angle)= ',gam03 (energy,angle)
c print*,'energy = '.energy,' eV',' angle = '.angle
c call esecele(eeelec,randl,rand2,esec)
c print*,'sec elec energy from elec impact = ',esec,' eV'
c
c print*,'gam04(energy,angle)= ’,gam04(energy,angle)
c call esecion(eeion,random,esec)
c print*,'sec elec energy from ion impact = ',esec,' eV'
c print*,'energy = '.energy,' eV',' angle = '.angle
c print*,' '
c 3 000 continue
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c If we haven't reached the end time, then repeat calculations 
c for the next time step, otherwise quit.
c print*,'time before next time step = '.time,' seconds'
c print*,'number of particles before next time step = ',np
if(time.It.tend) then 
nstep = nstep + 1 
time = time + dtnew 
c print*,'time = '.time,' seconds'
c print*,'dtnew = '.dtnew
c print*,'do you want to go to next sec of calculations'
c print*,'or do you want to quit'
c print*,'Enter 1 to continue, 2 to quit'
c read*,icheck3
c if(icheck3.eq.2) goto 200
go to 100 
endi f
c If we have reached the end time, then do a printout 
c of the time-dependent data for the last designated 
c number of time steps
if(time.ge.tend) then
call output3(nzcell,isteps,tevolv,dtevolv,
+ npevolv,qevolv,eevolv,voltl)
endif
c
c End the main program 
200 stop 
end
c
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c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c Subroutines and Functions used by chimpvl5 main program
c----------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine start(nzcell,nrcell,zcath,zac,zanod,
+ zar,zend,rin,rout,jcath,janodes,
+ janodef,pres,temp,volta,idev,
+ icathb,ianodb,ireflb,dr,dz,nreal,
+ dt,dtold,dtnew,tend,dtout,isteps,
fractr,zstart,vcath,vanod,vref1,
+ tfion,tfelec,tequi,dtrack,dtcur)
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine starts the program, giving the input 
c design dimensions, and operating conditions 
c
c Later on, this subroutine should check 
c the current, voltage, pressure, temperature, and 
c geometric dimensions, and recommend the mesh size 
c and the number of computational cells.
c The superparticle size and the initial time step
c are specified here 
c
c implicit real*8(a-k, o-z)
c Note: DO NOT EVER USE THE IMPLICIT STATEMENT TO DEFINE
c / DECLARE VARIABLES - THIS LEADS TO GARBAGE,
c
c declare variables 
c implicit none
real*8 pres, temp, volta, idev, icathb, ianodb, ireflb
real*8 zcath, zac, zanod, zar, zend, ddev, rin, rout
real'3 dr, dz
real * 8 fractr
real'3 dt, tend, dtout
integer nrcell, nzcell, nzcath, nzac, nzanod, nzar
integer jcath, janodes, janodef
integer icheck
real'8 nreal
integer isteps
real'8 dtold, dtnew
real'8 zstart
real*8 vcath, vanod, vrefl 
real'8 tfion, tfelec, tequi 
real*8 dtrack 
real*8 dtcur
real'S pfact
c Read in Design and Operational Parameters
10 print*,'Welcome to the chimpvl5.for program for computing' 
print*,'neutron generation rate distributions and total' 
print*,'neutron generation rates in the IEC-C device' 
print*,' '
c
print*,'Enter the length of cathode (inches)'
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read*,zcath 
zcath=6.0 
print*zcath  = zcath,' inches' 
print*,' '
print*Enter the distance from anode to cathode (inches)' 
read*,zac 
zac=17.00 
print*,'zac = ',zac,' inches' 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the length of anode (inches)' 
read',zanod 
zanod=2.0 
print*,'zanod = ',zanod,' inches' 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the distance from anode to reflector (inches)' 
read*,zar 
zar=6.0
print*,'zar = ',zar,' inches' 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the diameter of device (inches)' 
read*,ddev 
ddev=3.95
print*,'ddev = ',ddev,' inches' 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the deuterium gas pressure in mTorr' 
read*,pres
c pres=5.Qe-4
c pres=1.0
c pres=0.37
c pres=0.37*7.787
c pres = 7.787*pres
print*,'pres = ',pres,' milliTorr' 
print*,' '
c
print*,'Enter the pressure correction factor' 
read*, pfact
print*,'pressure correction factor = ',pfact
print*,' '
pres = pres’pfact
print*,'corrected pressure = ',pres,' milliTorr' 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the deuterium gas temperature in Kelvin' 
c read*,temp
c temp=400.C
temp=3 0C.0
print*,'temp = '.temp,' Kelvin' 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the anode voltage in kiloVolts' 
read*,volta
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c volta=29.5
p ri nt*volt a = volta,' kiloVolts' 
print*,' '
print*Enter the device current in mi11iAmperes' 
read*,idev 
c idev=40.0
print*,'idev = '.idev,' milliAmperes' 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the fraction of current going to reflector’ 
c read*,fractr
fractr=0.33
print*,'fractr = '.fractr 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the number of computational cells for axial' 
print*,'z-direction. This must be a multiple of two, and' 
print*,'should be a value of at least 128.' 
read*,nzcell 
c nzcell=128
print*,'nzcell = '.nzcell 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the number of computational cells for the' 
print*,'radial r-direction. This must be a multiple of' 
print*,'two, and it should be a value of at least 64' 
read’,nrcell 
c nrcell=64
print*,'nrcell = '.nrcell 
print *, ' '
print’,'Enter the initial time step size in seconds'
print’,'It is recommended that you choose a small time'
print*,'step, on the order of 1.0e-12 seconds' 
read*,dt 
c dt=1.0e-12
print’,'dt = ',dt,' seconds' 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the number of time steps over which ' 
print*,'you want to store data for temporal plots'
print*,'It is recommended that you pick at least 100,'
print*,'preferably 1000' 
read*,isteps 
c isteps=100
print*,'isteps = '.isteps,' time steps' 
print*,' '
print’,'Enter the final time for this simulation to run' 
print*,'It is recommended that the final time be at least' 
print*,'one microsecond (1.0e-6 seconds) in order to ' 
print*,'achieve a dynamic equilibrium' 
read*,tend 
c tend=1.0e-10
print*,'tend = '.tend,' seconds' 
print’,' '
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print*,'Enter the time interval at which you print out data, 
print*,'It is recommended that you print-out time interval' 
print*,'be one-tenth of your final running time so that you' 
print*,'do not get excessive amounts of output data ' 
read*,dtout 
c dtout=2.Oe-11
print','dtout = ’,dtout,' seconds' 
print*,' '
print*.'Enter the time interval at which you want to' 
print*,'print out the position and speed of a few ' 
print*,'particles ... should be less than data printout' 
read’,dtrack
print* ,'dtrack = ',dtrack,' seconds' 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the time interval at which you want to' 
print*,'print out the collected current at the electrodes' 
print*,'Should be less than the data printout period' 
read*,dtcur
print*,'dtcur = ',dtcur,' seconds' 
print*,' '
c
print*,'Enter the number of real particles per super-particl 
print*,'It is recommended that you pick a very high number,’ 
print*,'then use smaller values if the simulation aemonscrat 
print*,'that there is a low number of simulation particles.' 
print*,'The simulation must satisfy the requirements of navi 
print*,'more than 10 superparticles within a local Debye 
sphere.'
print*,'Try using nreal=l.0e+7, and see how that works.' 
print*,' '
print*,'Enter the number of real particles per super-particl 
read*,nreal 
c nreal=l.0e+10
print*,'nreal = '.nreal,' real particles per super-particle' 
print*,' '
c
print*,'Would you like to reenter your parameters?' 
print*,'enter 1 for yes, 2 for no' 
read*,icheckl
c
if(icheckl.eq.1) goto 10
c change input parameters into SI units
c Get half-cathode length in meters 
zcath=zcath*0.0254/2 . 0
c Get anode to cathode distance in meters 
zac=zac*0.0254
c Get anode length in meters
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zanod=zanod*0.0254
c Get anode to reflector distance in meters 
zar=zar*0.0254
c Get diameter of device in meters 
ddev=ddev*0.0254
c Get pressure in Pascals
pres = 0 . 001*pres/760 .0*101325 .0
c
c Get anode voltage in Volts 
volta=volta*1000 .0
c
c Get current in Amperes 
idev = idev*0.001
c
c Modify dimensions of device slightly to accomodate mesh
c Compute half-length of device
zend = zcath + zac + zanod + zar
c Compute radius of device
rout = ddev/2.0 
rin = 0.0
c Compute differential cell size, axial 
dz = zena/nzcell
c Compute differential cell size, radial
dr = rout/nrcell
c
c Round off the number of cells for the cathode
c length to a natural number
if( (zcath/dz - int(zcath/dz)).gt.0.5 ) then
nzcath = int(zcath/dz) + 1
else
nzcath = int(zcath/dz) 
endif
c print*,'nzcath = '.nzcath
c Round off the number of cells for the catnode-anode
c region to a natural number
if( (zac/dz - int(zac/dz)).gt.0.5 ) then
nzac = int(zac/dz) + 1
else
nzac = int(zac/dz) 
endi f
c print*,'nzac =',nzac
c Round off the number of cells for the anode region 
c to a natural number
if( (zanod/dz - int(zanod/dz)).gt.0.5 ) then
nzanod = int(zanod/dz) + 1
else
nzanod = int(zanod/dz)
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endif
c print*nzanod = '.nzanod
c Round off the number of cells for the anode-reflector 
c region to a natural number
if( (zar/dz - int(zar/dz)) .gt.0.5 ) then
nzar = int(zar/dz) + 1
else
nzar = int(zar/dz) 
endif
c print*,'nzar = ',nzar
c
c Redefine the lengths in the device in meters 
zstart = 0.0
zcath = nzcath*dz 
zac = nzac*dz 
zanod = nzanod*dz 
zar = nzar'dz 
zend = nzcell*dz
c Set the electrode currents
c Set the cathode current (positive) 
icachb = 0.5 *(1.0-fractrI*idev
c Set the anode current (note, it must be negative) 
ianodb = -1.0*0.5*idev
c Set the reflector current (positive) 
ireflb = 0.5 *fractr’idev
c
c * * * » * * * « . * ■ . * * * » ■ * . * » * * * « » * » * » * » * * * .  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c Set the voltages for the electrodes
vcath = 0.0 
vanod = volta 
vrefl = 0.0
c Set the indices for the various electrodes
c Set the index for the last mesh point in the cathode 
jcath = 1 + nzcath 
c print*,'jcath = '.jcath
c Set the index for the starting meshpoint in the anode 
janodes = 1 + nzcath + nzac 
c print*,'janodes = '.janodes
c Set the index for the last meshpoint in the anode
janodef = 1 + nzcath + nzac + nzanod 
c print*,'janodef = '.janodef
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c * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . » * * » . . « .
c Set the old and new time steps
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
dtold = dt 
dtnew = dt
c
c* * *»****»«*».*****..»**,**«»**»...*.»*»****.******.**.»**.»
c Compute the approximate ion and electron flight times
c and the minimum time to achieve dynamic equilibrium
c»**»,».*..****.*********»*******.**..*.*.*..-..**.-.*******
c Compute ion flight time
tfion = (2 .0*2.0*1.66e-27/1.6e-19/volta)**0.5 * zac
c Compute electron flight time
tfelec = (2.0*9.le-31/1.6e-19/volta)*’0.5 * zac
c
c Compute dynamic equilbrium time 
tequi = 100*tfion
print*,'ion flight time = ',tfion,' seconds'
print*,'electron flight time = ',tfelec,' seconds'
print*,'time to reach dynamic equilibrium = '.tequi,' seconds'
c
c
c
return
end
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine initial(icathb,ianodb,irefib,rout,zend,dr,dz,
* zcath,zac,zanod,nreal,npnew,itypen,
* ibflagn,mnew,qnew,rnew,znew,
* vrnew,vznew,idum,dtnew,
ibirnew, jbirnew, rbirnew, zbirnew)
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c This subroutine provides an initial injection of
c ions from the anodes, and electrons from the cathode
c and reflector. The position and velocities of the
c particles injected initially are assigned,
c
c The reflector and the cathode should have
c positive currents, while the anode has a negative current, 
c
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c implicit none
real*8 icathb, ianodb, ireflb
real’8 eeelec, velec, eeion, vion
real*8 rout, zcath, zac, zanod, zend, dr, dz
real*8 nreal
integer npnew
integer itypen(npnew)
integer ibflagn(npnew)
real*8 mnew(npnew)
real*8 qnew(npnew)
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real*8 rnew(npnew) 
real*8 znew(npnew) 
real*8 vrnew(npnew) 
real*8 vznewlnpnew) 
integer ifadd, itadd
real’8 qadd, madd, radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd
integer idum
real*8 ran2
real*8 dtnew
real*8 neinj, niing
integer nneinj, nniinj
integer ibirnew(npnew) 
integer jbirnew(npnew) 
real’8 rbirnew(npnew) 
real*8 zbirnew(npnew)
integer ibiradd 
integer jbiradd 
real*8 rbiradd 
reai’8 zbiradd
c
c print’,' We are in the initial subroutine'
 .
c Part 1: Inject electrons inwards to match cathode current
c
c Determine the number of electrons we need to inject 
neinj = icathb’dtnew/1.6e-19/nreal 
c Determine an integer value of particles to inject 
if( ran2(idum).gt.(neinj-int(neinj)) ) then 
nneinj = int(neinj) 
else
nneinj = int(neinj) + 1 
endi f
c Check to see if we are injecting no particles; if so, then 
c inject at least one particle 
if(nneinj.It.1) then 
nneinj = 1 
endi f
c Now, inject electrons
do 100 i=l,nneinj
c Randomly pick the energy of the electron; the 
c energy is between 1 and 100 eV
eeelec = (1.0 +■ ran2 ( idum) ’ 100 . 0) * 1. 6e-19 
c print*,'eeelec = ',eeelec/1.6e-19,' eV'
c Compute velocity of the electron (m/s) 
velec=(2.0*eeelec/9 .le-31)**0.5
c Set the electron radial position (m) 
radd = rout - dr/2.0*ran2(idum)
c Set the electron axial position (m) 
zadd = zcath*ran2(idum)
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c Set the electron radial velocity (m/s)
vradd = -1.0*velec
c Set the electron axial velocity (m/s) 
vzadd = 0.0
c Set the electron superparticle mass (kg) 
madd = 9.le-31*nreal 
c print*,'madd = ',madd,' kg'
c Set the electron super particle charge (Cb) 
qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal 
c print’,'qadd = ',qadd,' Cb'
c print*,'vradd = ',vradd,' m/s'
c print*,'dr = ',dr,' meters'
c print*,'qadd = ',qadd,' Cb'
c print*,'vradd/dr= ',vradd/dr,' 1/seconds'
c Set the electron superparticle type 
itadd = 2
c Set the electron active status 
ifadd = 1
c Set the particle radial birth index 
ibiradd = int(radd/dr + 1.0)
c
c Set the particle axial birth index 
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1.0)
c
c Set the particle radial birth position 
rbiradd = radd
c
c Set the particle axial birth position 
zbiradd = zadd
c Add particle to list of new particles
call newpart (npnew, rnew, znew, vrnew, vznew, qnew, mr.ew, 
+ ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
+ qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
♦ ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
100 continue
*********««».*».<
c Part 2: Inject ions inwards to match anode current
c
c Determine the number of ions we need to inject 
niinj = ianodb*dtnew/1.6e-19/nreal
c Determine an integer value of particles to inject 
if( ran2(idum).gt.(niinj-int(niinj)) ) then
nniinj = int(niinj) 
else
nniinj = int(niinj) + 1
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endif
c Check to see if we are injecting no particles; if so, then 
c inject at least one particle 
if(nniinj.It.1) then 
nniinj = 1 
endi f 
c Now, inject ions
do 200 i=l,nniinj
c Randomly pick the energy of the ions; the 
c energy is between 1 and 100 eV
eeion = (1.0 + ran2(idum)*100.0)*1.6e-19 
c print*,'eion = ',eeion/1.6e-19,' eV'
c Compute velocity of the ion (m/s)
vion=(2.0*eeion/4.0/1.66e-27)**0.5
c Set the ion radial position (m)
radd = rout - dr/2.0*ran2(idum)
c Set the ion axial position (m)
zadd = zcath + zac + zanod’ran2(idum)
c Set the ion radial velocity (m/s) 
vradd = -1.0’vion
c Set the ion axial velocity (m/s) 
vzadd = 0.0
c Set the ion superparticle mass (kg) 
madd = 2 . 0*2.0*1.56e-27’nreal 
c print*,'madd = ',madd,' kg'
c Set the ion super particle charge (Cb) 
qadd = 1. 6e-19*nreal 
c print*,'qadd = ',qadd,' Cb'
c Set the ion superparticle type 
itadd = 1
c Set the ion active status 
ifadd = 1
c
c Set the particle radial birth index 
ibiradd = int(radd/dr + 1.0)
c
c Set the particle axial birth index 
jbiradd = int (zadd/dz -r 1.0)
c
c Set the particle radial birth position 
rbiradd = radd
c
c Set the particle axial birth position 
zbiradd = zadd
c Add particle to list of new particles
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
+ ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
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qadd,madd,i fadd,itadd, 
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew, 
ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
200 continue
c Part 3: Inject electrons inward to match reflector currentc.
c Determine the number of electrons we need to inject 
neinj = ireflb*dtnew/1.6e-19/nreal
c Determine an integer value of particles to inject 
if( ran2(idum).gt.(neinj-int(neinj)) ) then
nneinj = int(neinj) 
else
nneinj = int(neinj) + 1 
endif
c Check to see if we are injecting no particles; if so, then 
c inject at least one particle 
if(nneinj.It.1) then 
nneinj = 1 
endi f
c Now, inject electrons
do 300 i=l,nneinj
c Randomly pick the energy of the electron; the 
c energy is between 1 and 100 eV
eeelec = (1.0 + ran2(idum)'100.0)*1.6e-19 
c p r i n t e e e l e c  = ',eeelec/1.6e-19,' eV'
c Compute velocity of the electron (m/s) 
velec= (2 . 0* eeelec/ 9 . le-31) '**0.5
the electron radial position (m) 
radd = (rout - dr/2.0)*ran2(idum)
the electron axial position (m) 
zadd = zend - dz/2.0*ran2(idum)
the electron radial velocity (m/s) 
vradd = 0.0
the electron axial velocity (m/s) 
vzadd = -1.0*velec
the electron superparticle mass (kg) 
madd = 9.le-3l*nreal
print*,'madd = ',madd,' kg’ 
the electron super particle charge (Cb) 
qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal 
print*,'qadd = ',qadd,' Cb'
the electron superparticle type 
itadd = 2
c Set 
c Set 
c Set 
c Set 
c Set 
c
c Set 
c
c Set
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c Set the electron active status
i fadd = 1
c Set the particle radial birth index 
ibiradd = int(radd/dr + 1.0)
c
c Set the particle axial birth index 
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1.0)
c
c Set the particle radial birth position 
rbiradd = radd
c
c Set the particle axial birth position 
zbiradd = zadd
c Add particle to list of new particles
call newpart(npnew,mew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew, 
t ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd, 
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew, 
ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd!
300 continue
c
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine inidis(dr,dz,nreal,npnew,itypen,
+ ibflagn,mnew,qnew,rnew,znew,
t vrnew,vznew,idum,nrcell,nzcell,
+ jcath,janodes,janodef,volta,
* ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew )
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c This subroutine provides an initial distribution 
c of ions and electrons in the chamber, 
c We start with a quasi-neutral system, with one
c ion and one electron superparticle in each cell,
c The electrons will have zero velocity, while
c the ions will have an axial velocity that depends
c on the expected kinetic energy that an ion would
c have if it had begun at the anode, and had accelerated
c to either the cathode or the reflector. The potential 
c profile in the 1-D case of a neutral plasma is simply
c a linear potential profile. The ions in the region
c of the anode will be given a zero axial velocity, 
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c implicit none
integer i, j 
integer nrcell, nzcell 
real*8 dr, dz 
real*8 nreal
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integer npnew 
integer itypen(npnew) 
integer ibflagn(npnew) 
real*8 mnew(npnew) 
real*8 qnew(npnew) 
rea1* 8 rnew(npnew) 
real*8 znew(npnew) 
real*8 vrnew(npnew) 
real*8 vznew(npnew) 
integer ifadd, itadd
real*8 qadd, madd, radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd 
integer idum 
real*8 ran2
integer jcath, janodes, janodef 
real*8 volta 
real’8 eion, vion
integer ibirnew(npnew) 
integer jbirnew(npnew) 
real’8 rbirnew(npnew) 
real’8 zbirnew(npnew)
integer ibiradd 
integer jbiradd 
real’8 rbiradd 
real*8 zbiradd
c Add an ion superparticle to each cell with a specific 
c velocity based upon the vacuum solution of the potential 
c profile in 1-D
c do 100 j=l,nzcell
c
c Note: We will reduce the ion energies to 90% of their
c maximum according to the vacuum potential in ID
c Calculate the ion velocity in region of cathode 
c if((j.ge.1).and.(j .le.jcath-1)) then
c eion = 1 .6e-19*volta * 0.90
c vion = -1. 0* (2 . O’eion/2 . 0/2 / 1. 66e-27 ) ” 0 . 5
c endif
c Calculate the ion velocity in region of cathode-anode 
c if((j.ge.jcath).and.(j.le.janodes-1)) then
c eion = ( 1.0 - 1.0*(j-jcath)/
c -I- (1. 0* (janodes-1-jcath) ) )*
c + 1.6e-19’volta * 0.90
c print*,'eion in cathode/anode = '.eion,' J'
c vion = -1. 0* (2 . O’eion/2 . 0/2/ 1. 66e-27) ” 0 . 5
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c endif
c Calculate the ion velocity in region of anode 
c if((j.ge.janodes).and.{j .le.janodef-1)) then
c vion = 0.0
c endi f
c Calculate the ion velocity in region of anode-reflector 
c if((j.ge.janodef).and.(j .le.nzcell)) then
c eion = 1.0*(j - janodef) / (1. 0*(nzcell-janodef)) *
c + 1.6e-19*volca * 0.90
c print*,'eion in anode-reflector = '.eion,' J'
c vion = (2.0*eion/2.0/2.0/1.66e-27)* *0 . 5
c print*,'vion in anode-reflector = ',vion,'m/s'
c endif
c do 200 i=l,nrcell
2
c Sec active status 
c ifadd = 1
c Pick radial position in cell at random 
c radd = (i-l)*dr + dr*ran2(idum)
c Pick axial position in cell at random, although 
c we have used the energy based upon the meshpoint 
c value of the potential; this doesn't matter too 
c much, since it is an initial distribution
c zadd = (j-l)*dz +■ dz*ran2 (idum)
c Set radial velocity to zero 
c vradd = 0.0
c Set axial velocity to the calculated ion velocity 
c vzadd = vion
c Change setting such that ion velocity is zero instead 
c vzadd = 0.0
c Set type to ion 
c itadd = 1
c Set charge of ion 
c qadd = 1.6e-19*nreal
c Set mass of molecular ion 
c madd = 2 . 0*2 . 0*1.66e-27*nreal
c Now, add particle to list of new particles
c call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
c 1- ibf lagn, itypen, radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd,
c 1- qadd, madd, if add, itadd)
c
c.,*.*..*...***...*»«*.*...***.».****.**.**.****«***********
c Additional modification; we will add another ion with
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c same velocity and slightly different position to the cell
c Pick another radial position in cell at random 
c radd = (i-l)*dr + dr*ran2(idum)
c Pick another axial position in cell at random, 
c zadd = (j-l)*dz + dz*ran2(idum)
c Now, add this other particle to the list of new particles 
c call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
c + ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
c + qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd)
c  *
c 200 continue
c ICO continue 
c
c Now, add electrons to each cell 
c
c do 300 i=l,nrcell
c do 400 j=l,nzcell
c
c Set active status 
c i fadd = 1
c Pick radial position in cell at random 
c radd = (i-l)*dr + dr*ran2(idum)
c Pick axial position in cell at random 
c zadd = (j-l)'dz + dz’ran2(idum)
c Set radial velocity to zero 
c vradd = 0.0
c Set axial velocity to zero 
c vzadd = 0.0
c Set type to electron 
c itadd = 2
c Set charge of electron 
c qadd = -1. 6e-19’nreal
c Set mass of electron 
c madd = 9 . le-3l*nreal
c Now, add particle to list of new particles
c call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
c - ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
c 1- qadd,madd, ifadd, itadd)
c Additional modification; we will add another electron with
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c same velocity and position to the cell 
c , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c Pick another radial position in cell at random 
c radd = (i-l)’dr + dr*ran2(idum)
c Pick another axial position in cell at random 
c zadd = (j-l)’dz + dz*ran2(idum)
c Now, add another particle to list of new particles 
c call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
c -i- ibf lagn, itypen, radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd,
c + qadd,madd, ifadd, itadd)
c * * »  * * , . * * * * . * . * * * * * * * * * » * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * . * * * . . * * * * . * * * . « , .
c 400 continue
c 300 continue
return
end
c
c-
subroutine newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,
qnew,mnew,ibflagn,itypen,radd,
* zadd,vradd,vzadd,qadd,madd,
+ ifadd,itadd,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew, rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ibiradd, jbiradd, rbiradd, zbiradd)
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine updates the number of particles in the 
c list of new active particles 
c implicit none
integer npnew 
real’8 rnew(npnew+l) 
real’8 znew(npnew+1) 
real’8 vrnew(npnew+1) 
real*8 vznew(npnew+1) 
real*8 qnew(npnew+1) 
real*8 mnew(npnew+1) 
integer ibflagn(npnew+1) 
integer itypen(npnew+1)
real’8 radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd, qadd, madd 
integer ifadd, itadd
integer ibirnew(npnew+1) 
integer jbirnew(npnew+1) 
real*8 rbirnew(npnew+1) 
real*8 zbirnew(npnew+1)
integer ibiradd 
integer jbiradd 
real'8 rbiradd 
real’8 zbiradd
c Add new particle to the list of active new particles
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print*npn ew  = '.npnew 
print*,'qadd = ',qadd 
print*,'madd = ',madd
rnew(npnew+1) = radd 
znew(npnew+1) = zadd 
vrnew(npnew+1) = vradd 
vznew (r.pnew+l) = vzadd 
qnew(npnew+1) = qadd 
mnew(npnew+1) = madd 
print*,'mnew(npnew+1) =',mnew(npnew+1)
ibflagn(npnew+1) 
itypen(npnew+1)
ibirnew(npnew+1) 
j bi rnew(npnew+1) 
rbirnew(npnew+1) 
zbirnew(npnew+1)
= ifadd 
itadd
= ibiradd 
= jbiradd 
= rbiradd 
= zbiradd
Update the number of new particles 
npnew = npnew + 1 
print*,'npnew updated = '.npnew 
return 
end
c-
c
c-
subroutine addnew(nleft,npnew,np,itype,ibflag,mpart, 
qpart,r ,z,vr,vz,itypen,ibflagn, 
mnew,qnew,rnew,znew,vrnew, 
vznew,
ibirth,jbirth,rbirth, zbirth, 
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew)
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c Add new particles to the active list, and
c increase the active list size
c *. ***#*****#*»»*».
c implicit none
integer nleft, npnew, np, i 
integer itype(nleft+npnew) 
integer ibflag(nleft+npnew) 
real*8 mpart(nleft+npnew) 
real*8 qpart(nleft+npnew) 
real*8 r (nleft+npnew) 
real*8 z (nleft+npnew) 
real*8 vr(nleft+npnew) 
real*8 vz(nleft+npnew) 
integer itypen(npnew) 
integer ibflagn(npnew) 
real*8 mnew(npnew) 
real*8 qnew(npnew) 
real*8 rnew(npnew) 
real*8 znew(npnew) 
real*8 vrnew(npnew)
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real*8 vznew(npnew)
integer ibirth(nleft+npnew) 
integer jbirth(nleft+npnew) 
real*8 rbirth(nleft+npnew) 
real*8 zbirth(nleft+npnew)
integer ibirnew(npnew) 
integer jbirnew(npnew) 
real'8 rbirnew(npnew) 
real'8 zbirnew(npnew)
c print*,'before we start the addnew subroutine'
c print*nleft = '.nleft
c pr int*n pn ew = '.npnew
c print’,'np = ',np
do 3 00 i=l,npnew 
itype(nleft+i) = itypen(i) 
ibflag(nleft+i) = ibflagn(i) 
mpart(nleft+i) = mnew(i) 
qpart(nleft+i) = qnew(i) 
r(nleft+i) = rnew(i) 
z(nleft+i) = znew(i) 
vr(nleft+i) = vrnew(i) 
vz(nleft+i) = vznew(i)
ibirth(nleft+i) = ibirnew(i) 
jbirth(nleft+i) = jbirnew(i) 
rbirthlnleft+i) = rbirnew(i) 
zbirth(nleft+i) = zbirnew(i)
c print*,'inew=',i,' r(inew) = '.rnew(i),' z(inew)= ',znew(
300 continue 
c Change the the number of active particles 
np = nleft+npnew 
c Set the number of new particles to zero, since we 
c have now added them to the list of active particles 
npnew = 0
c Set the number of particles that are left after adding 
c adding new particles 
nleft=np
c print*,'np after adding new particles = ',np
return
end
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine qwinit(nzcell,qstored)
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine initializes the charge in the meshpoints 
c of the walls of the device 
c implicit none
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integer j
integer nzcell
real*8 qstored(nzcell+l)
do 100 j=l,nzcell+1 
qstored(j) = 0.0 
100 continue
return
end
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine qmesh(nrcell,nzcell,np,r,z,
-I- dr, dz,qpart,qpoint, time, itype)
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine allocates charge to each mesh 
c meshpoint in the device due to charges 
c implicit none
integer i,j
integer nrcell,nzcell,np 
real*8 r(np) 
real’8 z(np) 
integer itype(np) 
real’8 dr,dz 
real’8 qpart(np)
real'8 qpoint(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
reai’8 rposit, zposit 
integer irmesh, izmesh
real’8 fractll, £ractl2, fract21, fract22 
real’8 time
c
c Initialize charges at mesh points to zero 
do 100 i=l,nrcell+1 
do 200 j=l,nzcell+1 
qpoint(i,j) = 0.0 
200 continue 
100 continue
c print’,'we have initialized the charge at all meshpoints'
c
c Go thru list of active particles and allocate charge 
c
c print*,'start through list of particles in qmesh'
do 3 00 i=l,np
c Find the normalized position of particle relative 
c to the meshpoints
rposit = r(i)/dr + 1.0 
zposit = z(i)/dz + 1.0
c
c Find the nearest meshpoints 
irmesh = int(rposit) 
izmesh = int(zposit) 
if(irmesh.It.0) then
print','time = '.time,' seconds' 
print’,'particle = ',i
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print*
print*
print*
print*
print*
endif
'itype(i) 
'r(i) = ' 
'z(i) = '
'irmesh = 
'izmesh =
= ',itype(i) 
r ( i ) , ' m'  
z ( i ) , ' m'
',irmesh 
',izmesh
c Calculate the fractions of charge that go to each meshpoint 
fractll = (1.0 - (r(i) -dr*(irmesh-1))/dr )*
* (1.0 - (z(i) -dz*(izmesh-1))/dz )
fractl2 = (1.0 - (r(i) -dr*(irmesh-1))/dr )*
+ ( z(i) -dz*(izmesh-1) )/dz
fract21 = ( r(i) -dr*(irmesh-1) )/dr *
+ (1.0 - (z(i) -dz*(izmesh-1))/dz )
fract22 = ( r(i) -dr*(irmesh-1) )/dr *
+ ( z(i) -dz*(izmesh-1) )/dz
c
ci if(time.ge.3.0e-8) then
c print*,'fractll=',fractll
c p r i n t * f ra ct l2=fra ct l2
c pr in t*frac t 2 1 = f r a c t 2 1
c p r i n t * f ract 22 =fract2 2
c endif
c Now, Update charge at each meshpoint
qpoint(irmesh,izmesh)  ^
qpart(i)’fractll 
= qpoint(irmesh,izmesh+1) 
qpart(i)’fract!2
qpoint(irmesh+1,izmesh)
qpoint(irmesh,izmesh) = 
qpoint(irmesh,izmesh+1)
qpoint(irmesh+1,izmesh+1)
qpoint ( irmesh+1, izmesh) -r 
qpart(i)* fract21 
= qpoint(irmesh+1,izmesh+1) 
qpart(i)*fract22
300 continue 
c print*,'we have finished list'
return 
end
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine qwall(jcath,janodes,janodef, nrcell, 
nzcell,qpoint,qstored)
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine corrects the charge at the glass wall 
c mesh points to include the charge that is stored due to 
c ion/electron implantation, and secondary electron 
c emission. It also corrects the charge at the conductor 
c wall mesh points, setting them to zero, 
c
»„..*********.*.***»»******»***»***»*«•»*»»****»»*»
c NOTE: Changes made on September 28, 1999:
c
c The stored charge in the glass wall will not be added to 
c the glass wall meshpoints in the calculation of the 
c potential profile. In addition, we will neutralize the 
c charge that is allocated to the wall meshpoint; hence.
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c we will cause the walls to have a Laplacian solution, 
c ie. a linear potential profile 
c
c Note: Changes made again on January 2, 2000
c We will reinstate the wall charge calculation, 
c
c.» * * ».*•*»*** + *****»*•** + *•*** + + *****>-******.»■«*»«« »«*.»**«
c implicit none
integer jcath, janodes,janodef 
integer nrcell,nzcell 
integer i,j
real+8 qpoint(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
real*8 qstored(nzcell+l) 
c pr int *j cath = jcath
c print*janodes = ',janodes
c print*janodef = ',janodef
c Correct Cathode Wall Mesh Points 
do 100 j=l,jcath 
c print*,'j =',j
qpoint(nrcell+1,j) = 0.0 
100 continue
c print*cathode wail mesh points corrected for charge'
c Correct Anode Wall Mesh Points 
do 2 00 j=janodes,janodef 
c print*, 'j = ' ,j
qpoint(nrcell+1,j) = 0.0
200 continue
c print*,'anode wall meshpoints corrected for charge'
c Correct Reflector Wall Mesh Points 
do 300 i=l,nrcell+1 
qpoint(i,nzcell+1) = 0.0 
300 continue
c print*,'reflector wall meshpoints corrected for charge'
c Correct charge at glass wall between cathode and 
c anode by adding in the stored charge 
c print*,'jcath = ',jcath
c print*janodes = ',janodes
do 400 j=jcath+l,janodes-1 
c print*,'j =',j
qpoint(nrcell+1,j) = qpoint(nrcell+1,j) + qstored(j)
c qpoint(nrcell+1,j) = 0.0
c print*,'qpoint(nrcell+1,j) = ',qpoint(nrcell+1,j),' Cb'
400 continue
c print*anode/cathode glass wall meshpoints adjusted for charge'
c Correct charge at glass wall between anode and 
c reflector by adding in the stored charge, 
c print*,'janodef=',janodef
c print*nzcell=',nzcell
do 500 j=janodef+1,nzcell 
c print*,'j=',j
c print*,'qstored(j) = ',qstored(j),' Cb'
qpoint(nrcell+1,j) = qpoint(nrcell+1,j) + qstored(j)
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c qpoint(nrcell+1,j) = 0.0
c . I , * * * * * . * * . * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * . . * * * * * * * * . .
500 continue
c print*anode/reflector glass wall meshpoints adjusted for
charge'
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine qdens(nrcell,nzcell,dr,dz,qpoint,rho)
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine determines the charge density at 
c each meshpoint in the device, given the total charge 
c at each mesh point 
c
c implicit none
integer nrcell,nzcell 
real*8 dr,dz,dvol,rpi 
real*8 qpoint(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
real’8 rho(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
integer i,j 
c definition of pi
rpi = 4 .0 *atan(1.0)
do 100 i=l,nrcell+1 
do 200 j=l,nzcell+1 
c Compute volume of cell 
i f(i.eq.1) then
dvol = rpi*dr*dr/4.0’dz 
endif
if(i.gt.l) then
dvol = 2.0*(i —1)*rpi*dr*dr*dz 
endif
c Compute charge density about meshpoint
rho(i,j) = qpoint(i,j)/dvol 
c p r i n t * i = i ,' j=',j
c p r i n t * r h o (i,j)',rho(i,j),' Cb/m^'
200 continue
100 continue 
return 
end
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine potmet(j cath,j anodes,janodef,nrcell,
+ nzcell,vcath,vanod,vrefl,phi)
c-----------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine determines the potential at each mesh 
c point along the metal conductor electrodes 
c
c implicit none
integer jcath, janodes,janodef 
integer nrcell,nzcell 
real*8 vcath,vanod,vrefl
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real’8 phi(nrcell+1,nzcell+1)
c
c Sec the potential at the meshpoints along the cathode 
do 100 j =1,jcath 
phi(nrcell+1,j) = vcath 
c p r i n t * j =',j,' phi(nrcell+1,j) = phi(nrcell+1,j),' Volts
100 continue
c Set the potential at the meshpoints along the anode 
do 200 j=janodes,janodef 
phi(nrcell+1,j) = vanod 
c p r i n t * j =',j,' phi(nrcell+1,j) = phi(nrcell+1,j),' Volts
200 continue
c Set the potential at the meshpoints along the reflector 
do 300 i = l,nrcell+1 
phi(i,nzcell+1) = vrefl 
c p r i n t * i = i , ' phi(i,nzcell+1) = phi(i,nzcell+1),' Volts
300 continue 
return 
end
c
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine potwalac(janodes,jcath,rho,dz,vcath,
vanod,phi,nrcell, nzcell)
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine determines the potential at each mesh 
c point along the glass walls of the TEC C-Device 
c between the cathode and the anode 
c implicit none
integer i,j,k,nac
integer nrcell, nzcell, janodes,jcath 
real’8 dz, vcath, vanod 
real’8 phi(nrcell + 1,nzcell + 1) 
real*8 rlower(janodes-1-jcath) 
real*8 upper(janodes-1-jcath) 
real’S diag(janodes-l-jcath) 
real*8 right(janodes-1-jcath) 
real*8 rho(nrcell + 1,nzcell + 1) 
real*8 rhowac(janodes-1-jcath)
c Evaluate parameter nac
nac=janodes-1 - (jcath+1) + 1
c
c Evaluate the charge density in the wall meshpoints 
do 100 j=l,nac 
rhowac(j) = rho(nrcell+1,jcath+j)
100 continue
c
c Initialize the values of the lower array 
do 200 k=l,nac 
i f (k .eq.1) then 
rlower(k) = 0.0 
endif
if(k.gt.l) then 
rlower(k) = 1.0 
endi f
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200 continue 
c Initialize the values o£ the upper array 
do 3 00 k=l,nac 
if(k.It.nac) then 
upper(k) = 1.0
endif
if(k.eq.nac) then 
upper(k) = 0.0 
endi f 
3 00 continue 
c Initialize the values of the diagonal array 
do 400 k=l,nac 
diag(k) = -2.0 
400 continue
c
c February 15, 2000: Note: relative permittivity for
c pyrex glass is 4.0
c Calculate values of the array on rhs of 1-D poisson eqn. 
do 500 k=l,nac 
if(k.eq.l) then
right(k) = -1.0*rhowac(k)*dz*dz/8.854e-12/4.0 -vcath 
endi f
i f((k .gt.1) .and.(k .11 .nac)) then
right(k) = -1.0’rhowac(k)*dz*dz/8.854e-12/4 . 0 
endi f
if(k.eq.nac) then
right(k) = -1.O'rhowac(k)*dz*dz/8.854e-12/4 . 0 -vanod 
endif
c p r i n t * k = k , ' right(k) = ',right(k)
500 continue
c
c Solve 1-D Poisson's equation using Trisol subroutine 
call trisol(nac,rlower,diag,upper,right)
c
c Assign potentials to glass wall between cathode and anode
c print*,' Calculate potential profile in ac glass wall '
do 600 j=l,nac 
phi(nrcell+1,jcath+j) = right(j) 
c print*,'j= ',j,' phi(nrcell+1,jcath+j) = ',
c + phi(nrcell + 1,jcath+j), ' Volts'
600 continue 
return 
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine potwalar(nrcell, nzcell,janodef,rho,
+ dz,vanod,vrefl,phi)
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine determines the potential at each mesh 
c point along the glass walls of the IEC C-Device 
c between the anode and the reflector 
c
c implicit none
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integer i,j,k
integer nrcell, nzcell, janodef, 
real’8 dz, vanod, vrefl 
real*8 phi(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
real*8 rlower(nzcell-janodef) 
real*8 upper(nzcell-janodef) 
real*8 diag(nzcell-janodef) 
real*8 right(nzcell-janodef) 
real’8 rho(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
real*8 rhowar(nzcell-janodef)
nar
c
c
c
Evaluate parameter nar
nar = nzcell - (janodef+1) 
print*,'nar = 1,nar
Evaluate the charge density at the meshpoints 
do 100 j=l,nar
= rho(nrcell+1,janodef+j)
' j = ' ,j, ' rhowar(j) = ',rhowar(j)
rhowar(j) 
: print'
100 continue
Cb/m'3
c
c Initialize the values of the lower array 
do 200 k=l,nar
if(k.eq.l) then 
rlower(k) = 0.0 
endif
if(k.gt.l) then 
rlower(k) = 1.0 
endif 
200 continue 
c Initialize the values of the upper array 
do 3 00 k=l,nar 
if(k.It.nar) then 
upper(k) = 1.0
endi f
if(k.eq.nar) then 
upper(k) = 0.0
endif 
300 continue 
c Initialize the values of the diagonal array 
do 400 k=l,nar
c
c
c
400
diag(k) = -2.0 
print’,'k=', 
print*, 'k=' ,
+
continue
k, ' diag(k) = ',diag(k)
k,' rlower(k)=',rlower(k),' upper(k)=',
upper(k)
c February 15, 2000
c Note: Relative permittivity is 4.0 in pyrex glass wall
c Calculate values of the array on rhs of 1-D poisson eqn. 
do 500 k=l,nar 
i f(k .eq.1) then
right(k) = -1.O’rhowar(k)*dz*dz/8.854e-12/4.0 -vanod 
endif
if((k.gt.1).and.(k.it.nar)) then
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right(k) = -1. O*rhowar (k) *dz*dz/8 . 854e-12 / 4 . 0 
endi £
if(k.eq.nar) then
right(k) = -1.O’rhowar(k)*dz*dz/8.854e-12/4 . 0 -vrefl 
endif
c p r i n t * k = k , ' right(k)=',right(k)
500 continue
c
c Solve 1-D Poisson's equation using Trisol subroutine 
call trisol(nar,rlower,diag,upper, right)
c
c Assign potentials to glass wall between anode and reflector 
c print*,'calculate potential profile in ar glass wall'
do 600 j=l,nar 
phi(nrcell+1,janodef+j) = right(j) 
c print* ,'j = ',j, ' phi(nrcell + 1,janodef + j)= ',
c + phi(nrcell+1,janodef+j),' Volts'
c print*,'right(j) = ’,right(j),' Volts'
6 00 continue 
return 
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine potent(rin,rout,zstart,zend,nrcell,nzcell, 
rho,phi,jcath,janodes,janodef)
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine calculates the potential profile in the 
c device, given the charge density at all the internal 
c mesh points, and the potential along the electrodes and
c the walls of the IEC C-Device
c
c Note: f(i,j) must have a dimension of at least:
c dimension f(m+l,n+l) 
c dimension f (65,129)
c Specify the size of w, a 1-D array,
c dimension w(4*(n+l) + (13 + int(log2(n+1)))*(m+1) )
c for given value of m=50, n=140, this is about 1584 
c double this value and round it up to 3000 
c dimension w(3000)
c implicit none
integer nrcell, nzcell
real*8 rho(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
real*8 phi(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
real*8 rin,rout,zstart,zend
c
real*8 A,B,C,D,ELMBDA,PERTRB 
integer M,N
dimension BDC(nrcell+1) 
dimension BDD(nrcell+l) 
dimension BDA(nzcell+1) 
dimension BDB(nzcell+1) 
dimension F(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
dimension W(3000) 
integer IDIMF, IERROR 
integer MBDCND, NBDCND
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integer jcath, janodes, janodef
c
c print*,'start the potent subroutine'
c State value of A, the inner radius (in meters)
A=rin
c Value of B, the outer radius (in meters)
3=rout
c Value of M, the number of cells in r-direction 
M=nrcell
c Type of boundary conditions for r-direction 
c pick mbdcnd=5 for r=0 unspecified, and r=rout specified.
MBDCND = 5
c Specify 1-D array bda - this is a dummy variable 
c
c Specify 1-D array bdb - this is a dummy variable 
c
c Specify the beginning position of z (in meters)
C=zstart
c Specify the end position of z (in meters)
D=zend
c Specify N, the number of cells in z-direction 
N=nzcell
c Specify NBDCND.the type of boundary conditions at z=c,a 
c Pick option 4, derivative specified at z=c, and value at 
c z=d
NBDCND=4
c Specify bdc, the 1-D array for the dU/dz at z=0 
c bdc is of length m+1 
do 100 i=l,M+l 
BDC(i)=0.0 
100 continue 
c Specify bdd, the 1-D array for the dU/dz at z=zend 
c bdd is a dummy variable 
c
c Specify eimbda, the lambda variable in the Helmholtz equation, 
c For the case of the laplace, or poisson equation, elmbda=0 
ELMBDA=0.0
c Specify f(i,j) = f (r (i),z (j)), the value of the rhs of the 
c helmholtz equation for i=2,m and j=2,n 
do 200 i=2,M 
do 300 j=2,N
F(i,j) = -1.0*rho(i,j)/8.854e-12
c print*,'i=',i,' j=',j,' F (i,j) = ',F (i,j)
3 00 continue
200 continue 
c *.
c do 201 i=M-2,M-l
c do 301 j=2,N
c print*,'i=',i, ' j = ' ,j,' F (i,j) = ',F (i,j)
c 3 01 continue
c 201 continue 
c 
c*
c print*,'We have specified F (i, j ) for plasma region'
c Specify the values of f(i = 1,j), at r=Q
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do 400 j =1,N+l 
F (1,j) = -rho(1,j)/8.854e-12 
c If at the reflector, set charge density to zero 
c for a conductor
if(j .eq.N+1) then 
F (1,j) = 0 . 0  
endif
c print','j =',j, ' F (1,j)=',F (1,j)
400 continue 
c print*,'We have specified plasma r=0 F (1,j) '
c
c Specify the values of f(i=m+l,j), at r=rout 
c
c Specify the values of f(i=m+l,j) in the region 
c of the cathode, this is simply the cathode voltage, 
do 500 j =1,jcath
F(M+l,j)=phi(M+l,j) 
c print*, 'j = ',j, ' F (M+1,j) = ',F (M+1,j)
500 continue 
c print*,'We have specified cathode F(M+l,j)'
c Specify the values of f(i=m+l,j) in region 
c between cathode and anode
do 600 j=jcath+l,janodes-1 
F(M+l,j) = phi(M+l,j) 
c print*,'j=',j,' F(M+l,j) = *,F(M+l,j)
600 continue 
c print*,'We have specified ac F(M+l,j)'
c
c Specify the values of f(i=m+l,j) in region 
c of the anode
do 700 j=janodes,janodef
F(M+l,j) = phi(M+l,j) 
c print*,'j=',j,’ F(M+l,j)=',F(M+l,j)
700 continue 
c print*,'We have specified anode F(M+l,j)'
c Specify the values of f(i=m+l,j) in region 
c between the anode and the reflector 
do 800 j=janodef+1,nzcell 
F(M+l,j) = phi(M+l,j) 
c print*,'j=',j, ' F(M+l,j) = ’,F(M+l,j)
800 continue 
c print*,'We have specified F (M+1,j)'
c
c Specify the value of f(i=m+l,j=n+l) , the reflector 
F(M+l,N+l)=phi(M+l,N+l)
c
c Specify the values of f(i,l), at z=0 
do 900 i=l,M
F (i,1)= -1.0*rho(i,l)/8.854e-12 
c print*,'i=',i,' F (i,1)=',F (i,1)
900 continue 
c print*,'we have specified F(i,l)'
c Specify value of f(i,j) at z=0, r=rout 
F(M+l,1) = phi(M+l,1)
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c
c Specify Che values of f(i,n+l), at z=zend 
c This is simply the voltage at the reflector plate 
do 910 i=l,M+l 
F (i,N+l)=phi(i, N+l) 
c print*,'i=',i,' F (i,N+l)=',F (i,N+l)
910 continue 
c print*,'we have specified F(i,N+l)'
c
c Specify the variable idimf 
IDIMF=M+1
c
c print*,'This is the output of the hwscyl.f subroutine'
c print*,'ierror = ',IERROR
c print*,'W (1)=',W (1)
c print*,'pertrb=',PERTRB
c print*,'elmbda=',ELMBDA
c print*,'M=',M
c print*,'N=',N
c print *, 'A=',A
c print*,'B=',B
c print*,'C=',C
c print*,'IDIMF = '.IDIMF
c
c call up the hwscyl subroutine to solve the potential profile 
c for the given input parameters
c print*,'we are ready to call the hwscyl subroutine'
ca11 HWSCYL(A ,B ,M ,MBDCND,BDA,BDB,C,D,N,
NBDCND,BDC,BDD,ELMBDA,F,IDIMF,PERTRB,IERROR,W)
c
c print out ierror to see if there is a problem
c print*,'This is the output of the hwscyl.f subroutine
c print*,'ierror = ',IERROR
Q print’,' W (1) =' ,W(l)
c print*,'pertrb= ',PERTRB
c print*,'elmbda= ',ELMBDA
c print*,'M=',M
c print*,'N=',N
c print*,'A=',A
c print*,'B=',B
c print*,'C=',C
c print *, 'D=',D
c print*,'IDIMF =' ,IDIMF
c
c The output data will be put into the phi(i.j) array
c phi(i,j ) is the potential (volts)
do 920 i=1,M+l
do 930 j=l,N+l
phi (i , j ) = F (i, j)
c print *, 'i=', i.' ,j
c prir.t’,'phi(i,j) = ’,phi(i,j),' volts'
930 continue 
920 continue 
return
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end
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------
subroutine efield(nrcell,nzcell,dr,dz,phi,er,ez)
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine computes the radial and axial electric 
c fields at each mesh point, 
c implicit none
integer nrcell, nzcell 
real'8 dr.dz
real’S phi(nrcel1+1,nzcell+1) 
reai*8 er(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
real’8 ez(nrcell+1,nzcell+1)
c Calculate electric fields from i=2,nrcell and j=2,nzcell 
do 100 i=2,nrcell 
do 150 j=2,nzcell
er(i,j)= -1.0*(phi(i+1,j)-phi(i-l,j))/2.0/dr 
e z (i,j)= -1.0*(phi(i,j +1)-phi(i,j-l))/2.0/dz 
150 continue
100 continue 
c Calculate electric fields at i=l,j=l 
e r (1,1) = 0.0 
ez(1,1) = 0.0 
c Calculate electric fields at z=0 
do 200 i = 2,nrcell 
ez ( i,1) = 0.0
er(i,l) = -1.0’(phi(i+1,j)-phi(i-1,j))/2.0/dr 
200 continue 
c Calculate electric fields at r=rout, z=0
er(nrcell+1,1) = -1.0*( phi(nrcell+1,1)-phi(nrcel1,1) 
ez(nrcell+1,1) = 0.0 
c Calculate electric fields along r=0 
do 300 j=2,nzcell 
er(1,j) = 0.0
ez(l,j) = -1. 0*(phi(1,j + 1)-phi(1,j-1))/2.0/dz 
300 continue
c Calculate electric fields along boundary at r=rout 
do 400 j=2,nzcell 
er(nrcell+1,j) = —1.0*( phi(nrcell+1,j)-phi(nrcell,j) 
ez(nrcell + 1,j) = -1.0*( phi(nrcell + 1,j+1)-phi(nrcell + : 
)'2.0/dz 
400 continue 
c Calculate electric fields at r=0,z=zend 
e r (1,nzcell+1) = 0.0
e z (1,nzcell+1) = —1.0*( phi(1,nzcell+1)-phi(1,nzcell) 
c Calculate electric fields at r=rout,z=zend 
e r (nrcell+1,nzcell+1) = 0.0
ez(nrceil+1,nzcell+1) = -1.0’ (phi(nrcell+1,nzcell-1)-
phi(nrcell+1,nzcell))/dz 
c Calculate electric fields at z=zend 
do 500 i=2,nrcell 
er(i,nzcell+1) = 0.0
e z (i,nzcell+1) = -1.0*(phi(i,nzcell+1)- 
+ phi(i,nzcell))/dz
500 continue
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c do a printout of the electric fields 
c do 600 i = l,nrcell+1
c do 700 j=l,nzcell+1
c print*,'i=',i,' j=',j,' er(i,j)=',er(i,j),
c + ' ez(i,j)=',ez(i,j)
c 7 00 continue
c 600 continue
return
end
c---------------------------------------------------------
c
c---------------------------------------------------------
subroutine pmove(np,nrcell,nzcell,dr,dz,er,ez,qpart,
+ mpart,dtnew,dtold,r,z,vr,vz,phi)
c------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine computes the radial and axial electric 
c fields on each particle by using bilinear interpolation 
c of the electric fields in the surrounding meshpoints, 
c then the particles are accelerated and moved to a 
c new spatial position using the leap-frog technique, 
c Knowledge of each particle's velocity and and position 
c from the previous time step and half-time step is required, 
c implicit none
integer np, ircell, izcell, nrcell, nzcell 
real*8 dr, dz
real*8 r(np), z(np), vr(np), vz(np)
real’8 all, al2, a21, a22, erpart, ezpart
real’8 er(nrcell+1,nzcell+1)
real*8 ez(nrcell+1,nzcell+1)
real*8 phi(nrcell+1,nzcell+1)
real*8 arpart, azpart
real’8 qpart(np)
real*8 mpart(np)
real’8 dtnew, dtold
c
c
c
c
c
Move each particle 
do 100 i=l,np 
print*,'we are moving particle i = 
print*,'mass of particle i is = 
print’,'charge of particle i is
',mpart(i) , ' 
= ',qpart(i)
kg'
Cb'
c
c
c
Find position of cell that particle is in 
ircell = int(r(i)/dr 1.0) 
izcell = int(z(i)/dz + 1.0)
Compute factors for getting electric field 
all = (1.0-(r(i)-dr*(ircell-1))/dr)*
+ (1 . 0 -(z (i)-dz*(izcell-1))/dz)
al2 = (1.0-(r (i)-dr*(ircell-1))/dr)*
+ (z(i)-dz*(izcell-1))/dz
a21 = (r(i)-dr*(ircell-1))/dr*
+ (1.0-(z(i)-dz*(izcell-1))/dz)
a22 = (r(i)-dr’ (ircell-1))/dr*
+ (z (i)-dz*(izcell-1))/dz
Compute the electric field components on the particle 
by using bilinear interpolation
print*,'ircell = '.ircell,' izcell = '.izcell
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c print*,'e r (ircell,izcell) = er(ircell,izcell)
c print*,'all = '.all
c print*,'er(ircell,izcell+1) = er(ircell,izcell+1)
c print*,'al2 = ',al2
c print*,'er(ircell+1,izcell) = ',er(irceli+1,izcell)
c print*,'a21 = ',a21
c print*,'er(ircell+1,izcell+1) = ', er ( ircell + 1, izcell + 1)
c print*,'a22 = ',a22
c print*,' '
c print*,'phi(ircell+1,izcell) = ',phi(ircell+1,izcell)
c print*,'phi(ircell,izcelli = ',phi(ircell,izcell)
c print*,'phi(ircell-1,izcell) = ',phi(ircell-1,izcell)
c print*,'phi(ircell+1,izcell+1) = ',phi(ircell+1,izcell+1
c print*,'phi(ircell,izcell+1) = ',phi(ircell,izcell+1)
c print*,'phi(ircell-1,izcell+1) = ',phi(ircell-1,izcell+1
erpart = all*er(ircell,izcell) + al2*er(ircell,izcell+1) + 
a21*er(ircell+1,izcell) + a22*er(ircell+1,izcell 
ezpart = all*ez(ircell,izcelI) + a!2*ez(ircell,izcell+1) » 
a21*ez(ircell+1,izcell) + a22*ez(ircell+1,izcel1
c
c print*,'qpart(i)=',qpart(i),' Cb'
c print*.'mpart(i)=’,mpart(i),' kg'
c print*,'erpart = '.erpart,' V/m'
c print*,'ezpart = '.ezpart,' V/m'
c
c Compute acceleration components
arpart = qpart(i)/mpart(i)'erpart 
azpart = qpart(i)/mpart(i)'ezpart 
c print*,'before particle push'
c print*,'arpart = '.arpart,' m/s~2'
c print*,'azpart = ’.azpart,' m/s*2'
c print*,'dtold=',dtold,' dtnew=',dtnew
c Use modified leap-frog technique to compute new position 
c print*,'before particle push'
c print*,'i=',i,' r (i)=' , r (i) , ' z(i)=',z(i),
c + ' vr(i)=',vr(i),' vz ( i ) = ' , vz ( i )
c Compute new radial velocity
vr(i) = vr(i) + arpart*(dtold+dtnew)/2.0
c Compute new axial velocity
vz(i) = vz(i) + azpart*(dtold+dtnew)/2.0
c print*,'vrnew(i) = ’,vr(i),' m/s'
c print*,'vznew(i) = ’,vz(i),' m/s'
c print*,'rold(i) =',r(i),' m'
c print*,'zold(i) =',z(i),' m'
c Compute new radial position
r(i) = r(i) + vr(i)'dtnew 
c Compute new axial position
z(i) = z(i) + vz(i)'dtnew 
c print*,'rnew(i) =',r(i),' m'
c print*,'znew(i) =',z(i),' m'
c print*,'after particle push'
c print’,'i=',i,' r (i)=',r (i) , ' z(i)=',z(i),
c + ' vr (i) =' , vr (i) , ' vz (i) = ' , vz (i)
100 continue
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c
return
end
subroutine colwal(mpart,qpart,r,z,vr,vz,itype,ibflag,
+ rin,rout,zstart,zcath,zac,zanod,
+ zend,icath,ianod,iref1,nlost, dz,dr,
+■ npnew,m e w ,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,
+ mnew,ibflagn,itypen,qstored,
+ nzcell,nreal,np,idum,dtnew,
+ ipclst, ipaclst, ipalst, iparlst,
+ iprlst, epclst, epaclst, epalst,
eparlst,eprlst,iac,iar,nrcell,phi,
1- vanod, er,ez,
f ibirth,jbirth,rbirth,zbirth,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew)
c----------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine checks each particle to see if it hits
c a boundary. If an internal boundary (r=0. or z = 0) is
c crossed, then the particle is reflected.
c If a particle hits a physical boundary it is identified as 
c being lost, but its charge is allocated permanently to 
c the nearby meshpoints if the boundary is a glass wall, 
c In addition, secondary electrons are generated, and these 
c will later be added to the updated list of active particles 
c
c This subroutine will be somewhat involved, 
c
c implicit none
integer ipclst, ipaclst, ipalst, iparlst, iprlst
integer epclst, epaclst, epalst, eparlst, eprlst
integer np
real * 8 mpart(np)
real'8 qpart(np)
real*8 r(np)
real*8 z(np)
real'8 vr(np)
real'8 vz(np)
integer i type(np)
integer ibflag(np)
real'8 rin, rout, zstart
real'8 zcath, zac, zanod, zend
real*8 icath, ianod, irefi
reai*8 iac, iar
integer ktype
integer nlost, npnew
real'8 nreal
integer nrcell
integer nzcell
real'8 epart, theta
real*8 rnew(npnew)
real'8 znew(npnew)
real*8 vrnew(npnew)
real'8 vznew(npnew)
real'8 mnew(npnew)
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real’8 qnew(npnew)
integer ibflagn(npnew)
integer itypen(npnew)
real*8 qstored(nzcell+1)
real*8 elost, mlost, zlost, rlost
real*8 dr, dz
real*8 fract
integer idum
real*8 ran2
real*8 dtnew
real*8 rpi
real*8 emax, epart2
real*8 phi(nrcell+1,nzcell+1
real'8 gam05
real*8 erefco
real’8 vanod
real’8 fract3, vlocal
real’8 er(nrceil + l, nzcei 1-p 1)
real'8 ez (nrceil + 1, nzcei 1 -r 1)
real’8 vrlost, vzlost
integer ibirth(np) 
integer jbirth(np) 
real*3 rbirth(np) 
real*8 zbirth(np)
integer ibirnew(npnew) 
integer jbirnew(npnew) 
real*8 rbirnew(npnew) 
real’8 zbirnew(npnew)
integer ibirlst 
real’8 rbirlst 
real*8 zbirlst
c Define the value of pi 
rpi=4.0’atan(1.0)
c
c Initialize total number of lost particles 
nlost = 0
c
c Initialize the number of ion and electron
c superparticles lost at each physical boundary.
ipclst = 0
ipaclst = 0
ipalst = 0
iparlst = 0
iprlst = 0
epclst = 0
epaclst = 0
epalst = 0
eparlst = 0
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eprlst = 0
c pr i n t * n p n e w  before starting wall collisions = npnew
c
c Initialize the current on the cathode, anode, and reflector 
icath=0.0 
ianod=0 .0 
iref1=0.0
c
c Initialize the collected currents on the ac and ar glass walls 
iac = 0.0
iar = 0.0
c
c Check each particle to see if it has crossed a boundary 
do 10 0 i = 1, np
c Check if particle hits r=0, if so reflect
 .
c if(r (i).It.rin) then
if(r (i) .It.0.0) then 
c print*,'r is less than zero'
c print*,'rin = ',rin
r(i) = -1.0’r(i)
if(vr(i) .It. 0 . 0) then 
vr(i) = -1.0*vr(i)
endif
c print*,'i=' , i
c print*,'vr(new) = ’,vr(i),' m/s'
c print*,'r(new) = ',r (i),' m'
endif
c Check if particle hits z=0 
c if(z (i).It.zstart) then
if(z(i).lt.0.0) then 
c print*,'zstart=',zstart,' m'
z ( i ) = -1.0 *z(i)
i f (vz(i) .it.0.0) then 
v z (i) = -1.0'vz(i) 
endif
c print*,'i=',i
c print*,'vz(new) = ’,vz(i),' m/s'
c print*,'z(new) = ' , z (i),' m'
endif
c *»*. * * ■ » . * * * * * * » * * * » . » . . * * * * » * * * * . * « * * . » * * » * * * * * * * * .  ****»-.*» 
c Check if particle hits the cathode
if((r (i).ge.rout).and.(z(i).le.zcath)) then
c print*,'a particle hits cathode'
c print*,'i=',i,' r (i)=',r (i),' z(i)= ’,z(i)
c print*,'qpart(i) = ',qpart(i),' mpart(i) = ’,mpart(i)
c print’,'v r (i) = ’,vr(i),' vz(i) = ',vz(i)
c print*,'dz =',dz,' dr = ',dr
c
c If an electron hits, there is a finite possibility that it 
c will be reflected with its full kinetic energy.
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c
c If an electron, compute its kinetic energy 
i f (i type(i) .eq.2) then
c Compute the kinetic energy of the individual real particle (eV) 
elost = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal/1.6e-19*
+ (vr(i)'vr(i) + vz(i)*vz(i))
c print*e lo st = '.elost
c Call the function to get the electron's reflection coefficient 
erefco=gam05(elost) 
endif
c Now, check to see if electron is reflected
if( (itype(i) .eq.2) .and.(ran2(idum) .le.erefco) .and.
+ (vr(i).gt.0.0) ) then
v z (i) = -1.0*vz(i) 
v r (i) = -1.0’v r (i) 
r(i) = rout - dr/2.0*ran2(idum) 
else
c Update the number of lost particles 
nlost=nlost+l
c Check type of particle, and update number of particles lost 
if(itype(i).eq.1) then 
ipclst = ipclst + 1 
else
epclst = epclst + 1 
endif
c Update the cathode current
c Note: If the particle is an ion, then the current 
c is positive; if the particle is an electron, then 
c the current is an electron
icath = icath * qpart(i)/dtnew 
c print*,'icath after a particle hits cathode = '.icath
c Change the active flag for the particle 1-active 2-lost 
ibflag(i) = 2
c Compute the kinetic energy of the individual real particle (eV) 
elost = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal/1.6e-19*
+ (vr(i)*vr(i) + vz(i)*vz(i))
c Set the particle mass
mlost=mpart(i)/nreal
c Set the particle type
ktype = itype(i)
c Set the particle axial position 
zlost=z(i)
c Set the particle radial position 
rlost=r(i)
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c Determine the absolute value of the entry angle 
if(abs(vr(i)).eq.0.0) then 
theta = rpi/2.0 
else
theta = abs(atan(vz(i)/vr(i))) 
endif
c
c Set the lost particle axial velocity 
vzlost = vz(i)
c
c Set the lost particle radial velocity 
vrlost = vr(i)
c Compute the secondary electron emission from the steel cathode 
c and update the contributions to the electrode current,
c and number of new particles
call gamcath(elost,ktype,theta,nreal,mlost,
zlost,rlost,npnew,mew,znew,vrnew, 
i- vznew, qnew, mnew, itypen, ibflagn,
+ icath,rout,dr,idum,dtnew,vrlost,vzlost
t ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,dz)
c print*,'npnew after cathode collisions = '.npnew
endif 
endi f
c Check to see if a particle hits the glass wall between the
c cathode and the anode
i f ( (r (i) .ge.rout).and.(z (i).gt.zcath) .and.
(z (i).It.(zcath+zac)) ) then
 .
c November 15, 1999
c We will disengage this part of the subroutine, and 
c allow the particle to go back into the discharge 
c
c* ***.**..
c If the incident particle is an electron, reflect it
c if(itype(i).eq.2) then
c Compute the incident particle energy (eV)
c epart2 = 0.5*mpart(i)*(vr(i)*vr(i)+vz(i)*vz(i))/
c i- nreal/1.6e-19
c
c Compute the maximum reflected particle energy 
c if(epart2.gt.500.0) then
c emax = 500.0
c else
c emax = 0.10*epart2
c endif
c If the incident particle is an ion, then use default of 
c 1 eV
c if(itype(i).eq.1) then
c emax = 1.0
c endif
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c Compute the reflected particle energy 
c elost = ran2(idum)*emax*l.6e-19
c
c Pick an exit angle between 0 and pi/2 (assume a uniform 
distribution)
c theta = ran2(idum)*rpi/2.0
c Compute new radial velocity for re-injected particle (m/s) 
c v r (i) = -
1.O’sin(theta)*(2.0'elost/(mpart(i)/nreal))* *0 . 5
c Check the velocity of the incident particle; the reflected partic 
c should be going in the same direction, 
c if(vz(i).lt.0.0) then
c v z (i) = -
1.0*cos(theta)* (2.0*eiost/(mpart(i)/nreal))*'0.5 
c else
c vz(i) = cos(theta)*(2.O'elost/(mpart(i) /nreal)) "0.
c endi f
c Pick a new radial position for the re-injected particle
c r(i) = rout - dr/2.0*ran2(idum)
c endi f
c
c print*particle hits ac glass wall'
c
c p r i n t * i = i , ' r (i)=',r (i),' z(i)= ' .z (i)
c p r i n t * q p a r t (i) = qpart(i),' mpart(i) = mpart(i)
c print*,'vr(i) = ',vr(i),' vz(i) = ',vz(i)
c print*,'dz =',dz,' dr = ',dr
c
c Update the number of particles lost
c Update the number of particles lost if ion hits wail
c For Chimpvl4e.f, we allow both electrons and ions to be lost,
c but there is secondary emission of electrons allowed.
c if(itype(i).eq.1) then
c
c February 3, 2000
c If an electron hits the wall, and the wall potential
c is less than 1.0% of the applied potential, then
c reflect the electron 
c.*»********************************************************
c
c April 16, 2000
c If an electron which hits the wall was a secondary electron, 
c suppress secondary emission if it has travelled less than 
c one axial cell length 
c
c ***** *,.***»..****.****»,,********..**.»*«*..**************
c Find index position of wall
izmesh=int(z(i)/dz + 1.0)
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c Compute the local wall potential
fract3 = (z(i) - int(z (i)/dz)*dz)'dz
c Compute the local wall potential
vlocal = phi{nrcell+1,izmesh+1)*£ract3 +
+ phi(nrcell+1,izmesh)*(1.0-£ract3)
c Check the wall potential; if electron hits wall 
c with a low potential, less than 0.1% of anode potential, 
c then reflect it
if((vlocal.It.1.0e-3 *vanod) .and.(itype(i) .eq.2)) then 
vr(i) = -1.0*vr(i) 
r(i) = rout - dr/32.0*ran2(idum) 
else
nlost=nlost+l
c Check type of particle, and update number of particles lost 
i f (i type(i) .eq.1) then 
ipaclst = ipaclst + 1 
else
epaclst = epaclst + 1 
endif
c
c Update the collected current on the ac glass wall 
iac = iac + qpart(i)/dtnew
c Update stored charge in nearby meshpoints in glass wall 
c
c Find index position of wall
izmesh=int(z (i)/dz + 1.0)
c Compute linear interpolation fraction
fract = 1.0 - (z (i)-dz"(izmesh-1)) dz
c Update charge in nearby meshpoints
qstored(izmesh) = qstored(izmesh) f qpart(i)*fract 
qstored(izmesh+1) = qstored(izmesh+1) +
+ qpart(i ) M 1.0-fract)
c Change the flag on the particle 
ibflag(i) = 2 
c endif
c
c Compute the kinetic energy of the individual real particle (eV) 
elost = 0.5'mpart(i)/nreal/1.6e-19*
+ (vr(i)*vr(i) + vz(i)’vz(i))
c Set the particle mass
miost=mpart(i)/nreal
c Set the particle type
ktype = itype(i)
c Set the particle axial position 
zlost=z(i)
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c Set the particle radial position
rlost=r(i)
c Set the lost particle radial velocity 
vrlost = vr(i)
c
c Set the lost particle axial velocity 
vzlost = vz(i)
c Determine the absolute value of the entry angle 
i f (abs(v r (i)) .eq.0.0) then 
theta = rpi/2.0 
else
theta = abs(atan(vz(i)/vr(i))) 
endif
c Set the lost particle's index for radial birth position 
ibirlst = ibirth(i)
c Set the lost particle's radial birth position
rbirlst = rbirth(i)
c
c Set the lost particle's axial birth position
zbirlst = zbirth(i)
c
c
c Compute the secondary electron emission from the pvrex
c glass wall between the cathode and the anode
c and update the contributions to the stored charge in
c the glass wall and the number of new particles
call gamac(elost,ktype,theta,nreal,mlost, 
f zlost.rlost,npnew,mew,znew,vrnew,
vznew,qnew,mnew,itypen, ibfiagn, 
qstored, nzcell, izmesh, fract, rout,
* dr,idum,dtnew,nrcell,phi,dz,vanod,
+ er,ez,vrlost,vzlost,
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew, 
ibirlst,rbirlst,zbirlst)
c
c print*,'npnew after ac wall collisions = ',npnew
endif 
endif
c . * * * * * * * *
c Check if particle hits the anode 
c .  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * » * * « .
if( (r(i).ge.rout).and.(z(i).ge.(zcatn+zac)).and.
(z (i).le.(zcath+zac+zanod)) ) then 
c print*,'particle hits anode'
c print*,'i= ',i, ' r (i)=',r (i), ' z(i)= ’,z(i)
c print*,'qpart(i) = ',qpart(i),' mpart(i) = ',mpart(i)
c print*,'v r (i) = ',vr(i),' vz(i) = ',vz(i)
c print*,'dz =',dz,' dr = ',dr
c If an electron hits, there is a finite possibility that it 
c will be reflected with its full kinetic energy, 
c
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c If an electron, compute its kinetic energy 
c if(itype(i).eq.2) then
c Compute the kinetic energy of the individual real particle (eV) 
c elost = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal/1.6e-19*
c + (vr(i)*vr(i) + vz(i)*vz(i))
c print*,'elost = '.elost
c Call the function to get the electron's reflection coefficient 
c erefco=gam05(elost)
c endif
c Now, check to see if electron is reflected
c if( (itype(i).eq.2).and.(ran2(idum).le.erefco).and.
c + (v r (i).gt.0.0) ) then
c vz(i) = -1.0*vz(i)
c vr(i) = -l.O’vr(i)
c r(i) = rout - dr/2.0*ran2(idum)
c else
c Update the number of lost particles 
nlost=nlost+l
c Check type of particle, and update number of particles lost 
i f{i type(i) .eq.1) then 
ipalst = ipalst + 1 
else
epalst = epalst + 1 
endif
c Update the current on the anode
c If the particle is an electron, the current is negative
c If the particle is an ion, the current is positive
ianod = ianod +■ qpart (i)/dtnew 
c print*,'ianod after particle hits = '.ianod
c Change the flag on the particle 
ibflag(i) = 2
c Compute the kinetic energy of the individual real particle (eV) 
c elost = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal/1.6e-19*
c + (vr(i)’vr(i) + vz(i)*vz(i))
c print*,'elost = '.elost
c Set the particle mass
c mlost=mpart(i)/nreal
c Set the particle type
c ktype = itype(i)
c Set the particle axial position 
c zlost=z(i)
c Set the particle radial position 
rlost=r(i)
c Set the lost particle radial velocity
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vrlost = vr(i)
c
c Set the lost particle axial velocity
vzlost = vz(i)
c Determine the absolute value of the entry angle 
c theta = abs(atan(vr(i)/vz(i) ) )
c pri nt*theta = '.theta
c Compute the secondary electron emission from the steel cathode, 
c and update the contributions to the electrode current, 
c and number of new particles
c call gamanod(elost,ktype,theta,nreal,mlost,
c + zlost,rlost,npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,
c + vznew,qnew,mnew,itypen, ibflagn,
c + ianod,rout,dr,idum,dtnew,vrlost,vzlost,
c + ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,dz)
c print*,'npnew after anode collisions = '.npnew
c endif
endif
c Check if particle hits the glass wall between the anode 
c and the reflector
i f( (r (i) .ge.rout) .and.
(z(i).gt.(zcath+zac+zanod)).and.
1- (z ( i) . It. zend) ) then
c November 15, 1999
c We will disengage this part of the subroutine, and 
c allow the particle to go back into the discharge 
c
c
c April 16, 2000 
c
c Introduce changes to algorithm; suppress secondary 
c electron emission due to electrons if the electron 
c that hits the wall was a secondary electron itself, 
c and it travelled less than one cell length before 
c hitting the wall 
c
c Compute the incident particle energy (eV) 
c Compute the incident particle energy (ev) if an electron 
c if(itype(i).eq.2) then
c epart2 = 0.5’mpart(i)*(v r (i)'vr(i)i-vz(i)*vz(i)) ,
c + nreal/1.6e-19
c
c Compute the maximum reflected particle energy 
c if(epart2.gt.500.0) then
c emax = 500.0
c else
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c emax = 0.10*epart2
c endif
c If the incident particle is an ion, then use default of 
c 1 eV
c if(itype(i).eq.1) then
c emax = 1.0
c endi f
c Pick a new energy for the re-injected particle 
c elost = ran2(idum)*emax*l.6e-19
c Pick an exit angle between 0 and pi/2 (assume a uniform 
distribution)
c theta = ran2(idum)*rpi/2.0
c Compute new radial velocity for re-injected particle (m/s) 
c vr(i) = -1.0*sin(theta)*(2.0*elost/(mpart(i)/nreal))’’0
c Check the velocity of the incident particle; the reflected partic
c should be going in the same direction,
c if(v z (i) . It. 0.0) then
c vz(i) = -
1. 0*cos(theta)* (2.0’elost/(mpart(i)/nreal)) "0.5 
c else
c vz(i) = cos(theta)'(2.0'elost/(mpart(i ) /nreal)) "0.5
c endif
c Pick a new radial position for the re-injected particle 
c r(i) = rout - dr /2.0*ran2(idum)
c endi f
c print*particle hits ar glass wall'
c p r i n t * i = ' ,i,' r (i)=',r (i),' z(i)= ',z(i)
c p r i n t * q p a r t (i) = *,qpart(i),' mpart(i) = mpart(i)
c p r i n t * v r (i) = *,vr(i),' vz(i) = ',vz(i)
c print*,'dz =',dz,' dr = ',dr
c Update the number of particles lost
c Update the number of particles lost if an ion
c if(itype(i).eq.1) then
c Find index position of wall
izmesh=int(z (i)/dz + 1.0)
c Compute the local wall potential
fract3 = (z(i) - int (z (i)/dz) *dz) .'dz
c Compute the local wall potential
vlocal = phi (nrcellt-1, izmesh+1 )* fract3 +
+ phi(nrcell+1,izmesh)*(1.0-fract3)
c Check the wall potential; if electron hits wail 
c with a low potential, less than 0.1% of anode, then reflect it 
if((vlocal.It.1.Oe-3 *vanod) .and.(itype(i) .eq.2)) then 
vr(i) = -1.0*vr(i) 
r(i) = rout - dr/32.0*ran2(idum)
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else
nlost=nlost+l
c
c Check type of particle, and update number of particles lost 
if(itype(i).eq.1) then 
iparlst = iparlst + 1 
else
eparlst = eparlst + 1 
endif
c
c Update the collected current on the ar glass wall 
iar = iar + qpart(i)/dtnew
c Update stored charge in nearby meshpoints in glass wall 
c
c Find index position of particle in wall 
izmesh=int(z (i)/dz + 1.0)
c Compute linear interpolation fraction
fract = 1 . 0  - (z (i)-dz*(izmesh-1))/dz
c Update charge in nearby meshpoints
qstored (izmesh) = qstored ( izmesh) + qpart ( i )* fract 
qstored(izmesh+l) = qstored(izmesh+1) +
qpart(i)*(1.0-fract)
c Change the flag on the particle 
ibflag(i) = 2 
c endif
c
c Compute the kinetic energy of the individual real particle (eV) 
elost = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal/1.6e-19*
+ (vr(i)’vr(i) + vz(i)*vz(i))
c pri nt *elo st  particle hits ar w a l l = e l o s t ,' eV'
c Set the particle mass
mlost=mpart(i)/nreal
c Set the particle type
ktype = itype(i)
c Set the particle axial position 
zlost=z(i)
c Set the particle radial position 
rlost=r(i)
c
c Set the lost particle radial velocity 
vrlost = vr(i)
c
c Set the lost particle axial velocity 
vzlost = vz(i)
c
c Determine the absolute value of the entry angle 
if(abs(vr(i)).eq.O.0) then 
theta = rpi/2.0
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else
theta = abs(atan(vz(i)/v r (i))) 
endif
c Set the lost particle index of radial birth position 
ibirlst = ibirth(i)
c
c Set the lost particle radial birth position 
rbirlst = rbirth(i)
c
c Set the lost particle axial birth position 
zbirlst = zbirth(i)
c Compute the secondary electron emission from the pyrex 
c glass wall between the anode and the reflector 
c and update the contributions to the stored charge in 
c the glass wall and the number of new particles
call gamar(elost,ktype,theta,nreal,miost, 
i- zlost, rlost, npnew, rnew, znew, vrnew,
vznew,qnew,mnew,itypen, ibflagn, 
qstored,nzcell,izmesh,fract,rout,
* dr,idum,dtnew,nrcell,phi,dz,vanod,
er,ez,vrlost,vzlost,
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
ibirlst,rbirlst,zbirlst)
c print’,'npnew after ar wall collisions = ',npnew
endi f 
endif
c
c Check if particle hits the reflector
if( z(i).ge.zend ) then
c print’,'particle hits reflector'
c print*
c print*
c print*
c print*
'i=',i,' r (i)=',r (i),' z(i)= ',z (i)
'qpart(i) = ',qpart(i),' mpart(i) = '.mpart(i) 
'v r (i) = ',v r (i),' vz(i) = ',vz(i)
'dz =',dz,' dr = ',dr
c If an electron hits, there is a finite possibility that tt 
c will be reflected with its full kinetic energy, 
c
c If an electron, compute its kinetic energy 
i f(i type(i) .eq.2) then
c Compute the kinetic energy of the individual real particle (eV) 
elost = 0.5’mpart(i)/nreal/1.6e-19*
+ (vr(i)’vr(i) + vz(i)*vz(i))
c print*,'elost = '.elost
c Call the function to get the electron's reflection coefficient 
erefco=gam05(elost) 
endif
c Now, check to see if electron is reflected
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if ( (ityped) .eq.2) .and. (ran2ddum) .le.erefco) .and.
(vz(i).gt.0.0) ) then
vz(i) = -1.0*vz(i) 
vr(i) = -1.0*vr(i) 
z(i) = zend -dz/2.0*ran2(idum)
else
c Update the number of lost particles 
nlost=nlost+l
c Check type of particle, and update number of particles lost 
i f (i type(i).eq.1) then 
iprlst = iprlst + 1 
else
eprlst = eprlst 1 
endif
c Update the contribution to the reflector current 
c If an ion hits, the current is positive; 
c If an electron hits, the current is negative 
irefl = irefl + qpart(i)/dtnew 
c print*,'irefl after impact = '.irefl,' A'
c Change the active flag for the particle 1-active 2-lost 
ibflag(i) = 2
c Compute the kinetic energy of the individual real particle (eV) 
elost = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal/1.6e-19*
* (vr(i)’vr(i) + vz(i)*vz(i))
c Set the particle mass
mlost=mpart(i)/nreal
c Set the particle type
ktype = itype(i)
c Set the particle axial position 
ziost=z(i)
c Set the particle radial position 
rlost=r(i)
c
c Set the lost particle radial velocity 
vrlost = vr(i)
c
c Set the lost particle axial velocity 
vzlost = vz(i)
c Determine the absolute value of the entry angle 
if(abs(v z (i)).eq.0.0) then 
theta = rpi/2.0 
else
theta = abs(atan(vr(i)/vz(i))) 
endif
c Compute the secondary electron emission from 
c the steel reflector, and update the contributions
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c co the electrode current, and number of new particles 
call gamref1 (elost,ktype,theta,nreal,mlost,
+ zlost,rlost,npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,
+ vznew,qnew,mnew,itypen, ibflagn,
+ iref1,zend,dz,idum,dtnew,vrlost,vzlost,
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,dr)
c print*,'npnew after reflector collisions = ',npnew
endif 
endi f
100 continue
c print*,'number of particles lost to boundaries = ',nlost
return
end
c--------------------------------------------------------
c
c---------------------------------------------------------
subroutine gamcath(elost,ktype,theta,nreal, mlost,
zlost,rlost,npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew, 
f vznew,qnew,mnew,itypen, ibflagn,
icath,rout,dr,idum,dtnew,vrlost,vzlost, 
-r ibirnew, jbirnew, rbirnew, zbirnew,dz)
c---------------------------------------------------------
c Compute the secondary electron emission from the steel 
c cathode, and update the contributions to the electrode 
c current, and number of new particles
c This subroutine creates secondary electrons and generates 
c energies, emission angles, velocities, charges, masses 
c particle types, and active statuses for them 
c implicit none
real*8 elost, theta, mlost, zlost, rlost
integer ktype, npnew
real*8 nreal
real'8 rnew(npnew)
real*8 znew(npnew)
real*3 vrnew(npnew)
real’8 vznew(npnew)
real*8 qnew(npnew)
real*8 mnew(npnew)
integer itypen(npnew)
integer ibflagn(npnew)
real*8 icath, rout
real*8 numsec
real*8 radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd, qadd, madd 
integer itadd, ifadd
real*8 randl, rand2, rand3, rand4, rand5, rand6 
real*8 esec, angle, velec 
integer nsec 
real*8 dr
real*8 gamOl, gam02, gam03, gam04, gam0 5, garr.0 6, gam07 
real*9 ran2 
integer idum 
real*8 dtnew
real’8 vrlost, vzlost
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integer ibirnew(npnew) 
integer jbirnew(npnew) 
real*8 rbirnew(npnew) 
real*8 zbirnew(npnew)
integer ibiradd 
integer jbiradd 
real*8 rbiradd 
real*8 zbiradd
real*8 dz
c
c Determine type of particle 
if(ktype.eq.1) then
c Compute the number of secondary electrons for ions hitting stee 
c numsec=gam02(elost,theta)
numsec=gam06(elost,theta)
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c numsec = 0.0
c Use a random number to pick an integer value 
randl=ran2(idum)
c Determine the integer number of secondary electrons 
if(randl.gt.(numsec-int(numsec))) then 
nsec = int(numsec) 
else
nsec = int (numsec) 1 
endi f
c p r i n t * n u m s e c = n u m s e c ,' nsec=',nsec,' randl=randl
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c nsec = 0
c Check if there is at least one secondary electron 
if(nsec.ge.1) then
c Determine various parameters for each secondary electron 
do 100 i=l,nsec
c Get energy of secondary electron 
rand2=ran2(idum) 
call esecion(elost,rand2,esec)
c Get emission angle of secondary electron 
rand3 =ran2(idum) 
rand4=ran2(idum) 
call secang(angle,rand3,rand4)
c Compute resultant velocity of secondary electron (m/s) 
velec = (2.0*esec*l.6e-19/9.le-31)**0.5
c Compute radial velocity of secondary electron
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vradd = -1.O*velec*cos(angle)
c Compute axial velocity of secondary electron 
if(vzlost.gt.0.0) then 
vzadd = velec*sin(angle) 
else
vzadd = -1.0*velec*sin(angle) 
endif
c Compute mass of secondary electron superparticle 
madd = 9.le-31’nreal
c Compute charge of secondary electron superparticle 
qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal
c Set the type for the secondary electron superparticle 
itadd = 2
c Set the active flag for the secondary electron superparticle 
ifadd = 1
c Compute the radial position of the secondary electron 
rand5=ran2(idum) 
radd = rout - dr/2.0*rand5
c Set the axial position of the secondary electron 
zadd = zlost
c Set the index of the radial birth position 
ibiradd = int(rout/dr + 1.0)
c
c Set the index of the axial birth position 
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz * 1.0)
c
c Set the radial birth position 
rbiradd = rout
c
c Set the axial birth position 
zbiradd = zadd
c Update cathode current with contribution by secondary electron 
c Note: if an electron leaves the cathode, then this
c constitutes a positive contribution to the current.
icath = icath - qadd/dtnew 
c print*icath update due to sec-e from ion impact^
',icath
c Enter this secondary electron into the list of new particles 
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
+■ ibflagn, itypen, radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd,
qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd, 
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew, 
ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
100 continue
endif 
endif
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c Determine type of particle (if electron) 
if(ktype.eq.2) then
c Compute the number of secondary electrons for electrons 
c hitting steel
numsec=gam01(elost,theta)
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c
c numsec = 0.0
c
c Use a random number to pick an integer value 
randl=ran2(idum)
c Determine the integer number of secondary electrons 
if(randl.gt.(numsec-int(numsec))) then 
nsec = int(numsec) 
else
nsec = int(numsec) + 1 
endi f
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c nsec = 0
c p r i n t * n u m s e c = n u m s e c , ' nsec=',nsec,' randl=',randl
c Check if there is at least one secondary electron 
if(nsec.ge.1) then
c Determine various parameters for each secondary electron 
do 200 i=l,nsec
c Get energy of secondary electron 
rand2=ran2(idum) 
rand3 =ran2(idum)
call esecele(elost,rand2,rand3,esec)
c Get emission angle of secondary electron 
rand4=ran2(idum) 
rand5=ran2(idum) 
call secang(angle,rand4,rand5)
c Compute resultant velocity of secondary electron (m/s) 
velec = (2.0*esec*1.6e-19/9.le-31)**0.5
c Compute radial velocity of secondary electron 
vradd = -1.O’velec’cos(angle)
c Compute axial velocity of secondary electron 
vzadd = velec’sin(angle)
c Compute mass of secondary electron superparticle 
madd = 9.le-31’nreal
c Compute charge of secondary electron superparticle 
qadd = -1.6e-19’nreal
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c Sec the cvpe for Che secondary elecCron superparcicle 
icadd = 2
c Sec che accive flag for Che secondary eleccron superparcicle 
ifadd = 1
c Compute che radial posicion of che secondary eleccron 
rand6=ran2(idum) 
radd = roue - dr/2.0*rand6
c Sec che axial posicion of che secondary eleccron 
zadd = zlosc
c Sec che index of che radial birch posicion 
ibiradd = inc(rouC/dr + 1.0)
c
c Sec che index of che axial birch posicion 
jbiradd = ine(zadd/dz + 1.0)
c
c Sec che radial birch posicion 
rbiradd = roue
c
c Sec che axial birch posicion 
zbiradd = zadd
c
c Updace cachode currenc wich concribucion. by secondary eleccro 
c Noce: if an eleccron is emicced from che cachode, chis
c conscicuces a posicive currenc
icach = icach - qadd/dtnew 
c p r i n c i c a c h  updace= icach
: Enter chis secondary eleccron into che lisc of new particles
call newparc(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew, vznew, qnew,mnew, 
f ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
qadd, madd, if add, icadd,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
200 continue
endif 
endi f 
recurn 
end
c-
c
subroutine gamac(elost,kcype,checa,nreal, mlost,
zlosc,rlosc,npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew, 
vznew,qnew,mnew,itypen, ibflagn, 
qscored,nzceil,izmesh,frace,rout, 
dr,idum,dcnew,nrcell,phi,dz, vanod, 
i- er, ez, vrlosc, vzlost,
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew, 
i- ibirlst, rbirlst, zbirlst)
c Compuce the secondary eleccron emission from the pyrex 
c glass wall between the cathode and che anode
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c and update the contributions to the stored charge in 
c the glass wall and the number of new particles
c This subroutine creates secondary electrons and generates 
c energies, emission angles, velocities, charges, masses 
c particle types, and active statuses for them 
c implicit none
real'S elost, theta, mlost, zlost, rlost
integer ktype, npnew, nzcell
real'8 nreal
real’3 rnew(npnew)
real*8 znew(npnew)
real*8 vrnew(npnew)
real*8 vznew(npnew)
real*8 qnew(npnew)
real*8 mnew(npnew)
integer itypen(npnew)
integer ibflagn(npnew)
real'S qstored(nzcell+1)
real'8 rout
real*8 radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd, qadd, madd 
integer itadd, ifadd
real*8 randl, rand2, rand3, rand4, rand5, randS
real'3 numsec, esec, angle, velec
integer nsec
integer izmesh
real'8 fract
real*8 gamOl, gam02, gam03, gam04, gam05, gamOS, gam07
real'8 ran2
integer idum
real*8 dr
real'S dtnew
real’8 rpi
integer nrcell
real'S phi(nrcell+1,nzcell+1)
real*8 fract2, vupper, vlower, erbar, erad
real'8 vanod
real’S dz
integer izcell
real*8 er (nrcell+1, nzcell + 1) 
real'8 ez(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
reai'8 fract3 
real'8 eradd, ezadd 
real*8 araad, azadd 
real'S dtlost, dzlost
reai*8 vrlost, vzlost
integer ibirnew(npnew) 
integer jbirnew(npnew) 
real'8 rbirnew(npnew) 
real'8 zbirnew(npnew)
integer ibiradd 
integer jbiradd
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real*8 rbiradd 
real*8 zbiradd
integer ibirlst 
real*8 rbirlst 
real*8 zbirlst
c Value of pi
rpi = 4.0+atan(1.0)
c
c *  »  *  *  *  *
c Secondary electron emission analysis due to ion impact 
c . , * * * * » * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * * .
if(ktype.eq.1) then 
c Compute the number of secondary electrons for ions hitting glass 
c numsec=gam04(elost,theta)
numsec=gam07(elost,theta)
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c numsec = 0.0
c
c Use a random number to pick an integer value 
randl=ran2(idum)
c Determine the integer number of secondary electrons 
i f(randl.gt.(numsec-int(numsec))) then 
nsec = int(numsec) 
else
nsec = int(numsec) + 1 
endi f
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c nsec = 0
c Check if there is at least one secondary electron 
if(nsec.ge.1) then
c
c Compute index of meshpoint
izcell = int(zlost/dz + 1.0) 
c Compute fraction
fract3 = (zlost - ( izcell-1) *dz) ,'dz
c Compute the local wall voltages
vupper = phi(nrcell+1,izcell)M1.0-fract3) +
+ phi(nrcell+1,izceli+1)*fract3
vlower = phi(nrcell,izcell)M1.0-fract3) + 
phi(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
c
c Compute the local radial and axial electric fields 
eradd = er(nrcell+i,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) - 
+ er(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
ezadd = ez(nrcell+1,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) +
+ ez(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
c
c Determine various parameters for each secondary electron 
do 100 i=l,nsec
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c Get energy of secondary electron 
rand2=ran2(idum) 
call esecion(elost,rand2,esec)
c Get emission angle of secondary electron 
rand3 =ran2(idum) 
rana4=ran2(idum) 
call secang(angle,rand3,rand4)
c Compute resultant velocity of secondary electron (m/s) 
velec = (2.0*esec*l.6e-19/9.le-31)**0.5
c Compute radial velocity of secondary electron 
vradd = -1.0*velec*cos(angle)
c vradd = -1.0*velec
c Compute axial velocity of secondary electron 
if(vzlost.gt.O.0) then 
vzadd = velec*sin(angle) 
else
vzadd = -1.0*velec*sin(angle) 
endi f
c vzadd = 0.0
c Compute mass of secondary electron superparticle 
madd = 9.le-31*nreal
c Compute charge of secondary electron superparticle 
qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal
c Set the type for the secondary electron superparticle 
itadd = 2
c Set the active flag for the secondary electron superparticle 
ifadd = 1
c Compute the radial position of the secondary electron 
rand5=ran2(idum) 
radd = rout - dr/32.0*rand5
c Set the axial position of the secondary electron 
zadd = zlost
c
c Set the index of the radial birth position of particle 
ibiradd = int(rout'dr + 1.0)
c
c Set the index of the axial birth position of particle 
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1.0)
c
c Set che radial birth position of particle 
rbiradd = rout
c
c Set the axial birth position of particle 
zbiradd = zadd
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c February 1, 2000: Develop criteria for emission of
c secondary electrons. 
c
c Check the radial kinetic energy of secondary electron, 
c and compare against the radial potential barrier 
c Compute the potential barrier 
c
c Compute the fraction for interpolating the potential 
c fract2 = (zlost - int(zlost/dz)*dz)/dz
c
c Compute the upper potential at wall (Volts) 
c vupper = fract2*rphi (nrcell + 1, izmesh+1) +
c f (1.0-fract2)*phi(nrcell+1,izmesh)
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c*
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c*
c
c
Compute the lower potential near wall (Volts)
vlower = fracc2*phi(nrcell,izmesh+1) +
+ (1.0-fract2)*phi(nrcell,izmesh)
Compute the radial energy barrier in J
erbar = 1.6e-19*nreal*(vupper-vlower)
Compute the radial kinetic energy of secondary electron 
erad = 0.5*madd#vradd*vradd
April 16, 2000
We will not suppress secondary emission due to ion impact, 
since che new algorithm will halt chose electrons if they 
travel less than one axial cell length
Only allow secondary emission if the wall potential 
is less than the 99.9% anode potential
if(vupper.It. 0.999*vanod) then
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
Now, we need t 
if there is no 
simply allow s 
If there is a 
the secondary
o check the potential difference;
potential barrier for electrons, then 
econdary emission, 
barrier, then check whether or not 
travels more than one axial cell 
f((vupper-vlower).gt.0.0) then
Calculate che radial acceleration
aradd = eradd’qadd/madd 
time for the electron to be lostCalculate the 
to the wall
dtlost = (1.0 + (3.0)**0.5) 
abs(vradd/aradd)
Calculate the axial acceleration on the secondary electron 
azadd = ezadd*qadd/maad
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c Calculate the axial distance travelled by the secondary 
c electron
c dzlost = vzadd'dtlost + 0.5'azadd'dtlost'dtlosc
c else
c
c if the potential difference is negative, then set the 
c distance travelled to an arbitrary value of 10.0'dz 
c dzlost = 10.0’dz
c endi f
c If the particle has a radial kinetic energy greater 
c than the barrier, then allow it to be added to the 
c the list of new particles, and allow the wall charge 
c to be changed as well 
c
c OR, if the wall potential is less than 0.1% of the 
c applied anode potential, allow secondary emission to 
c occur
c i f{ (erad.ge.erbar) .or.
c + (vupper.le.1.0e-3*vanod) ) then
c if(vupper.le.1.0e-3’vanod) then
c print','erad = ',erad/nreal/1.6e-19 , ' eV'
c print*, 'erbar = ',erbar/nreal/1.6e-19 , ' eV‘
c print*,'sec. eiec. escapes ac wall'
ca
c Now, if the absolute value of dzlost is greater than 
c the differential axial cell distance, then permit secondary 
c emission of electrons
c if(abs(dzlost).gt.dz) then
c Adjust wall charge to account for the secondary electron 
c emitted.
c Update stored charge in wall in nearby meshpoints 
qstored(izmesh) = qstored(izmesh) f 
+ (1. 6e-19)*nreal*fract* 1.0
qstored ( izmesh^l) = qstored ( izmesh-i-i i ■<-
(1. 6e-19)'nreal'(1.0-fract) *
c Enter this secondary electron into the list of new particles
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew, qnew,mnew,
+ ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
+ qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd,
f ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
c endif
c endi f
endif
100 continue
endif
endif
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c Secondary electron emission analysis for electron impact 
c , * . * * * * ♦ . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c April 16, 2000 
c
c The new algorithm here will suppress secondary electron emission 
c if the electron that hits was a secondary electron, and it 
c travelled less than one differential axial cell length 
c
c* * * . *..****.
c
if(ktype.eq.2) then
c Check if the particle was a secondary electron by its birth 
c position
if((ibirlst.ge. (nrcell + 1)) .or.(rbirlst.ge.rout)) then
c Check if electron that was a secondary travelled more than 
c one axial cell length
if((abs(zlost-zbirlst)).le.dz) then 
numsec = 0.0 
else
numsec = gam03(elost,theta) 
endi f
else
numsec = gam03(elost,theta) 
endi f
c Compute the number of secondary electrons for electrons 
c hitting glass 
c numsec=gam03(elost,theta)
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission due to electron 
c impact
c numsec = 0.0
c Use a random number to pick an integer value 
randl=ran2(idum)
c Determine the integer number of secondary electrons 
if(randl.gt.(numsec-int(numsec))) then 
nsec = int(numsec) 
else
nsec = int(numsec) + 1 
endif
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission due to electron 
c impact 
c nsec = 0
c Check if there is at least one secondary electron 
if(nsec.ge.1) then
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c Compute index of meshpoint
izcell = int(zlost/dz + 1.0)
c Compute fraction
fract3 = (zlost - (izcell-1)’dz)/dz
c
Compute the local wall voltages
vupper = phi(nrcell+1,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) 
+ phi(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
vlower = phi(nrcell,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) + 
+ phi(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
c Compute the local radial and axial electric fields 
eradd = er(nrcell+1,izcell)’(1.0-fract3) + 
er(nrcell+l,izcell+1)’fract3 
ezadd = ez(nrcell+1,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) +
+ ez(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
c
c Determine various parameters for each secondary electron 
do 2 00 i=l,nsec
c Get energy of secondary electron 
rand2=ran2(idum) 
rand3=ran2(idum)
call esecele(elost,rand2,rand3,esec)
c Get emission angle of secondary electron 
rand4=ran2(idum) 
rand5=ran2(idum) 
call secang(angle,rand4,rand5)
c Compute resultant velocity of secondary electron (m/s) 
velec = (2 . 0 ’esec* 1. 6e-19/9 . le-31) ” 0 . 5
c Compuce radial velocity of secondary electron 
vradd = -1.O’velec’cos(angle) 
c vradd = -1.0’velec
c Compute axial velocity of secondary electron 
if(vzlost.gt.0.0) then 
vzadd = velec’sin(angle) 
else
vzadd = -1.O’velec’sin(angle) 
endi f
c vzadd = 0.0
c Compute mass of secondary electron superparticle 
madd = 9.le-31’nreal
c Compute charge of secondary electron superparticle 
qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal
c Set che type for the secondary electron superparcicle 
itadd = 2
c Set the active flag for the secondary electron superparcicle
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ifadd = 1
c Compuce the radial position of the secondary electron 
rand6=ran2(idum) 
radd = rout - dr/32.0*rand6
c Set the axial position of the secondary electron 
zadd = zlost
c Set the index of the radial birth position of particle 
ibiradd = int(rout/dr + 1.0)
c
c Set the index of the axial birth posicion of particle 
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1.0)
c
c Set che radial birth position of particle 
rbiradd = rout
c Set the axial birth position of particle 
zbiradd = zadd
c
c February 1, 2000: Develop criteria for emission of
c secondary electrons. 
c
c Check the radial kinetic energy of secondary electron, 
c and compare against the radial potential barrier 
c Compute the potential barrier 
c
c Compuce the fraction for interpolating the potential 
c fract2 = (zlost - int(zlosc/dz)*dz)/dz
c
c Compute the upper potential at wall (Volts) 
c vupper = fract2'phi(nrcell^l,izmesh-1) *
c (1.0-fract2)'phi (nrcell + 1, izmesh)
c Compute the lower potentiak near wall (Volts) 
c vlower = fract2'phi(nrcell,izmesh+1) +
c + (1.0-fract2)'phi(nrcell,izmesh)
c
c Compute the radial energy barrier in J 
c erbar = 1.6e-19*nreal*(vupper-viower)
c
c Compute che radial kinetic energy of secondary electron 
c erad = 0.5'madd*vradd*vradd
c Only allow secondary emission if the wall potential 
c is less than the 99.9% anode potential
if(vupper.It.0.999*vanod) then
c
c April 16, 2000 
c
c Do not suppress secondary emission here; the new 
c algorithm already takes care of this
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c
c**»****»*».**.*************************»**************
c Now, we need to check the potential difference; 
c if there is no potential barrier for electrons, then 
c simply allow secondary emission, 
c If there is a barrier, then check whether or not 
c the secondary travels more than one axial cell
c if((vupper-vlower).gt.0.0) then
c
c Calculate the radial acceleration 
c aradd = eradd*qadd/madd
c Calculate the time for the electron to be lost 
c to the wall
c dtlost = (1.0 » (3.0)**0.5)*
c - abs(vradd/aradd)
c
c Calculate the axial acceleration on the secondary electron 
c azadd = ezadd*qadd/madd
c Calculate the axial distance travelled by the secondary 
c electron
c dzlost = vzadd*dtlost + 0.5*azadd*dtlost*dtlost
c else
c
c If the potential difference is negative, then set the 
c distance travelled to an arbitrary value of 10*dz 
c dzlost = 10.0*dz
c endif
c If the particle has a radial kinetic energy greater 
c than the barrier, then allow it to be added to the 
c the list of new particles, and allow the wall charge 
c to be changed as well 
c
c OR, if the wall potential is less than 0.1% of the 
c applied anode potential, allow secondary emission to 
c occur
c i£( (erad.ge.erbar).or.
c + (vupper.le.1.Oe-3*vanod) ) then
c if(vupper.le.1.0e-3*vanod) then
c print*,'erad = ',erad/nreal/1.6e-19,' eV'
c print*,'erbar = ',erbar/nreal/1.6e-19,' eV'
c print*,'sec. elec. escapes ac wall'
c
c Now, if the absolute value of dzlost is greater than 
c the differential axial cell distance, then permit secondary 
c emission of electrons
c if(abs(dzlost).gt.dz) then
c
c Adjust wall charge to account for the secondary electron 
c emitted.
c Update stored charge in wall in nearby meshpoints 
qstored(izmesh) = qstored(izmesh) +
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+ (1.6e-19)*nreal*fract*1.0
qstored(izmesh+1) = qstored(izmesh+1) +
+ (1.6e-19)’nreal’(1.0-fract)*1.0
c
c Enter this secondary electron into the list of new particles
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
+ ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
+ qadd,madd,ifadd.itadd,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
c endif
c endif
endi f
200 continue
endi f 
endif
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------
subroutine gamanod(elost,ktype,theta,nreal,mlost,
+ zlost,rlost,npnew,rnew,znew.vrnew,
vznew,qnew,mnew,itypen, ibflagn,
+ ianod,rout,dr,idum,dtnew,vrlost,vzlost,
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew, 
ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd,dz)
c---------------------------------------------------------
c Compute che secondary electron emission from che steel
c anode, and update the contributions to the electrode
c current, and number of new particles
c This subroutine creates secondary electrons and generates
c energies, emission angles, velocities, charges, masses
c particle types, and active statuses for them
c implicit none
real*8 elost, theta, mlost, zlost, rlost
integer ktype, npnew
real*8 nreal
real*8 rnew(npnew)
real*8 znew(npnew)
real*S vrnew(npnew)
real*8 vznew(npnew)
real*8 qnew(npnew)
real*8 mnew(npnew)
integer itypen(npnew)
integer ibflagn(npnew)
real’8 ianod, rout
real*8 radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd, qadd, madd 
integer itadd, ifadd
real*8 randl, rand2, rand3, rand4, rand5, rand6 
real’S esec, angle, velec 
integer nsec
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real*8 gamOl, gam02, gam03, gam04, gam05, gam06, gam07
real*8 ran2
integer idum
real*8 dr
real*8 numsec
real*8 dtnew
real*8 vrlost, vzlost
integer ibirnew(npnew) 
integer jbirnew(npnew) 
real*8 rbirnew(npnew) 
real*8 zbirnew(npnew)
integer ibiradd 
integer jbiradd 
real'8 rbiradd 
real*8 zbiradd
real'S dz
c
c Determine type of particle 
if(ktype.eq.1) then 
c print*,'ion hits anode'
c Compute the number of secondary electrons for ions hitting steel 
c print*,'elost = '.elost
c print','theta = '.theta
c numsec=gam02(elost,theta)
c numsec=gam06(elost,theta)
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
numsec = 0.0
c Use a random number to pick an integer value 
randl=ran2(idum)
c Determine the integer number of secondary electrons 
if(randl.gt.(numsec-int(numsec))) then 
nsec = int(numsec) 
else
nsec = int(numsec) +• 1 
endif
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
nsec = 0
c
c print*,'numsec=',numsec,' nsec=',nsec,' randl=',randl
c Check if there is at least one secondary electron 
if(nsec.ge.1) then
c Determine various parameters for each secondary electron 
do 100 i=l,nsec
c Get energy of secondary electron 
rand2=ran2(idum) 
call esecion(elost,rand2,esec)
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c Get emission angle of secondary electron 
rand3=ran2(idum) 
rand4=ran2(idum) 
call secang(angle,rand3,rand4)
c Compute resultant velocity of secondary electron (m/s) 
velec = (2.0‘esec’1.6e-19/9.le-31)* * 0 . 5
c Compute radial velocity of secondary electron 
vradd = -1.0*velec*cos(angle)
c Compute axial velocity of secondary electron 
if(vzlost.gt.0.0) then 
vzadd = velec*sin(angle) 
else
vzadd = -1.0*velec*sin(angle) 
endi f
c Compute mass of secondary electron superparticle 
madd = 9 . le-31‘nreal
c Compute charge of secondary electron superparticle 
qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal
c Set the type for the secondary electron superparticle 
itadd = 2
c Set the active flag for the secondary electron superparticle 
ifadd = 1
c Compute the radial position of the secondary electron 
rand5=ran2(idum) 
radd = rout - dr/2.0'rand5
c Set the axial position of the secondary electron 
zadd = zlost
c Set the index of the radial birth position of particle 
ibiradd = int(rout/dr + 1.0)
c
c Set the index of the axial birth positio of particle 
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1.0)
c
c Set the radial birth position of particle 
rbiradd = rout
c
c Set the axial birth position of particle 
zbiradd = zadd
c Update cathode current with contribution by secondary electron 
c Note: if an electron is emitted from the anode, this 
c constitutes a positive current, since electrons hitting the 
c anode is treated as a negative current 
ianod = ianod - qadd/dtnew 
c print*,'ianod update = ',ianod
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c Enter this secondary electron into the list of new particles 
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
+ ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
+ qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd,
t ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
100 continue
endif 
endif
c
c Determine type of particle (if electron) 
if(ktype.eq.2) then
c print*,'after electron hits anode'
c Compute the number of secondary electrons for electrons 
c hitting steel
c print*,'elost = '.elost
c print*,'theta = '.theta
c numsec=gam01(elost,theta)
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
numsec = 0.0
c
c Use a random number to pick an integer value 
randl=ran2(idum)
c Determine the integer number of secondary electrons 
if(randl.gt.(numsec-int(numsec))) then 
nsec = int(numsec) 
else
nsec = int(numsec) + 1 
endif
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission from anode 
c due to electron impact 
nsec = 0
c print*,'nsec = ',nsec,' numsec=',numsec,' randl=',randl
c Check if there is at least one secondary electron 
if(nsec.ge.1) then
c Determine various parameters for each secondary electron 
do 200 i=l,nsec
c Get energy of secondary electron 
rand2=ran2(idum) 
rand3=ran2(idum)
call esecele(elost,rand2,rand3,esec) 
c print*,'esec = '.esec,' eV'
c Get emission angle of secondary electron 
rand4=ran2(idum) 
rand5=ran2(idum) 
call secang(angle,rand4,rand5)
c Compute resultant velocity of secondary electron (m/s)
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velec = (2.0*esec*1.6e-19/9.1e-31)**0.5
c Compuce radial velocity of secondary electron 
vradd = -1.0*velec*cos(angle)
c Compute axial velocity of secondary electron 
if(vzlost.gt.0.0) then 
vzadd = velec*sin(angle) 
else
vzadd = -1.0*velec*sin(angle) 
endi f
c Compute mass of secondary electron superparticle 
madd = 9 . le-31*nreal
c Compuce charge of secondary electron superparticle 
qadd = -1. 6e-19*nreal
c Set the type for the secondary electron superparcicle 
itadd = 2
c Set the active flag for the secondary electron superparticle 
i fadd = 1
c Compuce the radial position of the secondary electron 
rand6=ran2(idum) 
radd = rout - dr/2.0*rand6
c Set the axial position of the secondary electron 
zadd = zlost
c Set the index of the radial birth position of particle 
ibiradd = int(rouc/ar + 1.0)
c
c Sec the index of the axial birth positio of particle 
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1.0)
c
c Set che radial birth position of particle 
rbiradd = rout
c
c Set the axial birth position of particle 
zbiradd = zadd
c Update anode current with contribution by secondary electron 
c Note: if an electron is emitted from the anode, this is treated 
c as a positive current.
ianod = ianod - qadd/dtnew 
c print*ianod update = '.ianod
c Enter this secondary electron into the list of new particles 
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
+ ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
qadd, madd, i fadd, i tadd,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
200 continue
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endif
endi f
recurn
end
subroucine gamar(elosc,kcype,Checa,nreal,mlosc,
+ zlosc,rlosc,npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,
+ vznew,qnew,mnew,iCypen, ibflagn.
+• qscored,nzcell,izmesh,fracc,roue.
+ dr,idum,dcnew,nrcell,phi,dz,vanod,
+ er,ez,vrlosC,vzlosc,
■f ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
ibirlsc,rbirlsc,zbirlsc)
c Compuce che secondary eleccron emission from che pyrex 
c glass wall becween che anode and che refleccor 
c and updace che concribucions co che scored charge in 
c che glass wall and che number of new parcicles
c This subroucine creaces secondary eleccrons and generaces 
c energies, emission angles, velocicies, charges, masses 
c parcicle cypes, and accive scacuses for chem 
c implicic none
real*8 elosc, checa, mlosc, zlosc, rlosc
inceger kcype, npnew, nzcell
real*8 nreal
rea1 * 8 rnew(npnew)
real*8 znew(npnew)
real*8 vrnew(npnew)
real*8 vznew(npnew)
real*8 qnew(npnew)
real*8 mnew(npnew)
inceger icypen(npnew)
inceger ibflagn(npnew)
real'8 qscored (nzcell-*-l)
real’S roue
real'S radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd, qadd, madd 
inceger icadd, ifadd
real*8 randl, rand2, rand3, rand4, rand5, rand6
real*8 numsec, esec, angle, velec
inceger nsec
inceger izmesh
real*8 frace
real'8 gamOl, gam02, gam03, gam04, gamOS, gam06, garc07
real*8 ran2
inceger idum
real'8 dr
real*8 denew
real*8 rpi
inceger nrcell
real’S phi (nrcell + 1, nzcell-r-1) 
real'S fracc2, vupper, vlower, erbar, erad 
real'S vanod 
real'8 dz
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real*8 er(nrcell+1,nzcell+1)
real*8 ez(nrcell+1,nzcell+1)
real*8 dtlost
real*8 dzlost
real*8 eradd
real*8 ezadd
real*8 aradd
real*8 azadd
reai*8 fract3
inceger izcell
real*8 vrlost, vzlost
integer ibirnew(npnew) 
integer jbirnew(npnew) 
real*8 rbirnew(npnew) 
real*8 zbirnew(npnew)
inceger ibiradd 
integer jbiradd 
real*8 rbiradd 
real*8 zbiradd
integer ibirlst 
real’8 rbirlst 
real*8 zbirlst
c Value of pi
rpi = 4.O’atan(1.0)
c
c . » * * * * * * * *
c Secondary electron emission analysis due to ion impact
if(ktype.eq.1) then
c Compuce the number of secondary electrons for ions hitting glass 
c numsec=gam04(elost,theta)
numsec=gam07(elost,theta)
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c numsec = 0.0
c Use a random number to pick an integer value 
randl=ran2(idum)
c Determine the integer number of secondary electrons 
if(randl.gt.(numsec-int(numsec))) then 
nsec = int(numsec) 
else
nsec = int(numsec) + 1 
endi f
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c nsec = 0
c
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c print*after ion collision with glass'
c print*,'nsec = ',nsec,' numsec = '.numsec,' randl='
c Check if there is at least one secondary electron 
if(nsec.ge.1) then 
c print*,'nsec from ar ion = '.nsec
c Compute index of meshpoint
izcell = int(zlost/dz + 1.0)
c Compute fraction
fract3 = (zlost - (izcell-1)*dz)/dz
c Compute the local wall voltages
vupper = phi(nrcell+1,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) +
+ phi(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
vlower = phi(nrcell,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) + 
phi(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
c
c Compute the local radial and axial electric fields 
eradd = er(nrcell+1,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) - 
+ er(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
ezadd = ez(nrcell+1,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) + 
ez(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
n
c Determine various parameters for each secondary electron 
do 100 i=l,nsec
c Get energy of secondary electron
rand2=ran2(idum)
call esecion(elost,rand2,esec)
c Get emission angle of secondary electron 
rand4=ran2(idum) 
randS=ran2(idum) 
call secang(angle,rand4,rand5)
c Compute resultant velocity of secondary electron (m/s) 
velec = (2.0*esec*l.6e-19/9.le-31)**0.5
c Compute radial velocity of secondary electron 
vradd = -1.0*velec*cos(angle) 
c vradd = -1.0’velec
c Compute axial velocity of secondary electron 
if(vzlost.gt.0.0) then 
vzadd = velec'sin(angle) 
else
vzadd = -1.0*velec*sin(angle) 
endif
c vzadd = 0.0
c Compute mass of secondary electron superparticle 
madd = 9.le-31*nreal
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c Compute charge of secondary electron superparticle 
qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal
c Set the type for the secondary electron superparticle 
itadd = 2
c Set the active flag for the secondary electron superparticle 
ifadd = 1
c Compute the radial position of the secondary electron 
rand6=ran2(idum) 
radd = rout - dr/32.0*rand6
c Set the axial position of the secondary electron 
zadd = zlost
c Set the index of the radial birth position of particle 
ibiradd = int(rout/dr + 1.0)
c
c Set the index of the axial birth position of particle 
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1.0)
c
c Set the radial birth position of the particle 
rbiradd = rout
c
c Set the axial birth position of the particle 
zbiradd = zadd
c Only allow secondary emission if the wall potential 
c is less than the 99.9% anode potential
if(vupper.It.0.999*vanod) then
c
c April 16, 2000 
c
c Since we are already suppressing electron emission 
c with the new algorithm, we will disable the old 
c algorithm 
c
c
c Now, we need to check the potential difference; 
c if there is no potential barrier for electrons, then 
c simply allow secondary emission.
c If there is a barrier, then check whether or not 
c the secondary travels more than one axial cell 
c if((vupper-vlower).gt.0.0) then
c
c Calculate the radial acceleration 
c aradd = eradd*qadd/madd
c Calculate the time for the electron to be lost 
c to the wall
c dtlost = (1.0 + (3.0)**0 . 5)*
c ->■ abs (vradd/aradd)
c
c Calculate the axial acceleration on the secondary electron
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c azadd = ezadd*qadd/madd
c Calculate the axial distance travelled by the secondary 
c electron
c dzlost = vzadd*dtlost + 0.5*azadd*dtlost*dtlost
c else
c
c If che potential difference is negative, then set the 
c distance travelled to an arbitrary value of 10.G*dz 
c dzlost = 10.0*dz
c endif
c*
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c '
February 1, 2000: Develop criteria for emission of
secondary electrons.
Check the radial kinetic energy of secondary electron, 
and compare against the radial potential barrier 
Compute the potential barrier
c
c
c
c
c
c
Compute the fraction for interpolating the potential 
fract2 = (zlost - int (zlost/dz) *dz) .'dz
Compute the upper potential at wall (Volts)
vupper = fract2*phi(nrcell+1,izmesh+1) +
♦ (1.0-fract2)*phi(nrcell+1.izmesh)
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
Compute the lower potentiak near wall (Volts)
vlower = fract2*phi(nrcell,izmesh+1) +
+ (1.0-fract2)*phi(nrcell,izmesh)
Compute the radial energy barrier in J
erbar = 1.6e-19*nreal*(vupper-vlower)
Compute the radial kinetic energy of secondary electron 
erad = 0.5*madd*vradd*vradd
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
ci
c
c
Only allow secondary emission if the wall potential 
is less than the anode potential
if(vupper.It.vanod) then
If the particle has a radial kinetic energy greater 
than the barrier, then allow it to be added to the 
the list of new particles, and allow the wall charge 
to be changed as well
OR, if the wall potential is less than 0.1% of the 
applied anode potential, allow secondary emission to 
occur
iff (erad.ge.erbar).or.
+ (vupper.le.1.0e-3*vanod) ) then
print*,'erad = ',erad/nreal/1.6e-19,' eV'
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c print*erbar = ',erbar/nreal/1.6e-19,' eV'
c print*,'sec. elec. escapes ac wall'
c 
c
c If the secondary electron is predicted to travel more 
c than the distance of one axial cell, then allow secondary 
c electron emission
c if(abs(dzlost).gt.dz) then
c Adjust wall charge to account for the secondary electron 
c emitted. Update stored charge in wall in nearby meshpoints 
qstored(izmesh) = qstored(izmesh) t
(1. 6e-19)*nreal*fract’l.0
qstored(izmesh+1) = qstored(izmesh+1) +
+ (1.6e-19)*nreal*(1.0-fract)*1.0
c
c Enter this secondary electron into the list of new particles
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew, 
ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd, 
qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd,
* ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
c endif
c endif
endi f
100 continue
endi f 
endif
c * .
c Secondary electron emission analysis due to electron impact c.
c
c April 16, 2000 
c
c The new algorithm here will suppress secondary electron emission 
c if the electron that hits was a secondary electron, and it 
c travelled less than one differential axial cell length 
c
if(ktype.eq.2) then
c Compute the number of secondary electrons for electrons 
c hitting glass
c Check if the particle was a secondary electron by its birth 
c position
if((ibirlst.ge.(nrcell+1)).or.(rbirlst.ge.rout)) then
c Check if electron that was a secondary travelled more than 
c one axial cell length
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if((abs(zlost-zbirlst)).le.dz) then 
numsec = 0.0 
else
numsec = gam03(elost,theta) 
endif
else
numsec = gam03(elost,theta) 
endi f
c print*electron hits ar glass wall'
c Compute the number of secondary electrons for electrons 
c hitting glass
c p r i n t * e l o s t = e l o s t ,' eV'
c print*theta = theta
c numsec=gam03(elost,theta)
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission due to electron 
c impact
c numsec = 0.0
c Use a random number to pick an integer value 
randl=ran2(idum)
c Determine the integer number of secondary electrons 
i f (randl.gt.(numsec-int(numsec))) then 
nsec = int(numsec) 
else
nsec = int(numsec) + 1 
endif
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission due to electron 
c impact 
c nsec = 0
c p rint*after electron collision with ar glass wall'
c print*,'nsec = ',nsec,' numsec = '.numsec,' randl=',rand
c Check if there is at least one secondary electron
if(nsec.ge.1) then
c Compute index of meshpoint
izcell = int(zlcst/dz + 1.0)
c Compute fraction
fract3 = (zlost - (izcell-1)*dz)/dz
c Compute the local wall voltages
vupper = phi(nrcell+1,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) 1- 
phi(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3 
vlower = phi(nrcell,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) +
+ phi(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
c
c Compute the local radial and axial electric fields 
eradd = er(nrcell+1,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) + 
er(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
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ezadd = ez(nrcell+1,izcell)*(1.0-fract3) + 
ez(nrcell+1,izcell+1)*fract3
c
c Determine various parameters for each secondary electron 
do 200 i=l,nsec
c Get energy of secondary electron 
rand2=ran2(idum) 
rand3=ran2(idum)
call esecele(elost,rand2,rand3,esec)
c Get emission angle of secondary electron 
rand4=ran2(idum) 
rand5=ran2(idum) 
call secang(angle,rand4,rand5)
c Compute resultant velocity of secondary electron (m/s) 
velec = (2.0*esec*l.6e-19/9.le-31)'*0.5
c Compute radial velocity of secondary electron 
vrada = -1.0*velec*cos(angle)
c vradd = -1.0’velec
c Compute axial velocity of secondary electron 
if(vzlost.gt.0.0) then 
vzadd = velec’sin(angle) 
else
vzadd = -1.0’veiec*sin(angle) 
endi f
c vzadd = 0.0
c Compute mass of secondary electron superparticle 
madd = 9.le-31*nreal
c Compute charge of secondary electron superparcicle 
qadd = -1.6e-19’nreal
c Set the type for the secondary electron superparticle 
itadd = 2
c Set the active flag for the secondary electron superparticle 
ifadd = 1
c Compute the radial position of the secondary electron 
rand6=ran2(idum) 
radd = rout - dr/32.0’rand6
c Set the axial position of the secondary electron 
zadd = zlost
c Sec the index of the radial birth position of particle 
ibiradd = int(rout/dr + 1.0)
c
c Set the index of the axial birth position of particle 
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1.0)
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c
c Sec the radial birch posicion of che parcicle
rbiradd = rout
c
c Set che axial birth posicion of the particle 
zbiradd = zadd
c Only allow secondary emission if the wall potential 
c is less than the 99.9% anode potential
if(vupper.It.0.999*vanod) then
c
c April 16, 2000 
c
c Since we are using the new secondary electron emission 
c suppression algorithm, we will disable the old one. 
c
c
c Now, we need Co check che poter.cial difference;
c if there is no potential barrier for electrons, then 
c simply allow secondary emission, 
c If there is a barrier, then check whether or not 
c che secondary travels more than one axial cell 
c if((vupper-vlower).gt.0.0) then
c
c Calculate the radial acceleration 
c aradd = eradd*qadd/'madd
c Calculate the time for the electron to be lost 
c to the wall
c dtlost = (1.0 + (3 .0)**0.5)*
c + abs(vradd/aradd)
c
c Calculate the axial acceleration on the secondary electron 
c azadd = ezadd*aadd/madd
c Calculate the axial distance travelled by che secondary 
c electron
c dzlost = vzadd*dtlost * 0.5’azadd’dtlost’dtlost
c else
c
c If the potential difference is negative, then set the 
c distance travelled to an arbitrary vaiue of iO.O’dz 
c dzlost = 10.0*dz
c endif
c February 1, 2000: Develop criteria for emission of
c secondary electrons. 
c
c Check the radial kinetic energy of secondary electron, 
c and compare against the radial potential barrier 
c Compute the potential barrier
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cc Compute the fraction for interpolating the potential 
c fract2 = (zlost - int(zlost/dz)*dz)/dz
c
c Compute the upper potential at wall (Volts) 
c vupper = fract2*phi(nrcell+1,izmesh+1) +
c + (1.0-fract2)*phi(nrcell+1,izmesh)
c Compute the lower potentiak near wall (Volts) 
c vlower = fract2*phi(nrcell,izmesh+1) +
c + (1.0-fract2)*phi(nrcell,izmesh)
c
c Compute the radial energy barrier in J 
c erbar = 1.6e-19*nreai*(vupper-vlower)
c
c Compute the radial kinetic energy of secondary electron 
c erad = 0.5’madd’vradd’vradd
c Only allow secondary emission if the wall potential 
c is less than the anode potential 
c if(vupper.It.vanod) then
c If the particle has a radial kinetic energy greater 
c than the barrier, then allow it to be added to the 
c the list of new particles, and allow the wall charge 
c to be changed as well
c
c OR, if the wall potential is less than 0.1% of the 
c applied anode potential, allow secondary emission to 
c occur
c if( (erad.ge.erbar).or.
c + (vupper. ie. 1. 0e-3 '•vanod) ) then
c print’,'erad = ',erad/nreal/1.6e-19 , ' eV'
c print’,'erbar = ',erbar/nreal/1.6e-19,' eV'
c print’,'sec. elec. escapes ac wall'
c
c If the secondary electron is predicted to travel more 
c than the distance of one axial cell, then allow secondary 
c electron emission
c if(abs(dzlost).g t .dz) then
c Adjust wall charge to account for the secondary electron
c emitted. Update stored charge in wall in nearby meshpoints
qstored(izmesh) = qstored(izmesh) +
(1.6e-19)’nreal’fract’l .0
qstored(izmesh+1) = qstored(izmesh+1) +
+ (1.6e-19)’nreal*(1.0-fract)* 1. 0
Enter this secondary electron into the list of new particles
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
+ ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
+ qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew.
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c endi f
ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
c endi f
endif
200 continue
endi f 
endif 
return 
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine gamref1 (elost,ktype,theta,nreal,mlost,
+ zlost,rlost,npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,
* vznew,qnew,mnew,itypen, ibflagn,
i- iref 1, zend, dz, idum, dtnew, vrlost, vzlost,
-r ibirnew, ibirnew, rbirnew, zbirnew, dr)
c----------------------------------------------------------
c Compute che secondary electron emission from che steel
c reflector, and update the contributions to che electrode
c current, and number of new particles
c This subroutine creates secondary electrons and generates
c energies, emission angles, velocities, charges, masses
c particle types, and active statuses for them
c implicit none
real*8 elost, theta, mlost, zlost, rlost
integer £type, npnew
real*8 nreal
rea1 * 8 rnew(npnew)
real*8 znew(npnew)
real*8 vrnew(npnew)
real*8 vznew(npnew)
real*8 qnew(npnew)
real*8 mnew(npnew)
integer itypen(npnew)
integer ibflagn(npnew)
reai’3 irefl, zend, dz
real*3 rada, zadd, vradd, vzadd, qadd, madd 
integer itadd, ifadd
real’S randl, rand2, rand3, rand4, rana5, rand6 
real’8 numsec, esec, angle, velec 
integer nsec 
real*8 dtnew
real*8 gamOl, gam02, gam03, gam04, gam05, gam06, gam07 
real’8 ran2 
integer idum
real’8 vrlost, vzlost
integer ibirnew(npnew) 
integer jbirnew(npnew) 
real*8 rbirnew(npnew) 
real’8 zbirnew(npnew)
integer ibiradd
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integer jbiradd 
real*8 rbiradd 
real*8 zbiradd
real*8 dr
c
c Determine type of particle (if ion impact) 
if(ktype.eq.1) then 
c print*,'ion hits reflector'
c Compute the number of secondary electrons for ions hitting steel 
c numsec=gam02(elost,theta)
numsec=gam06(elost,theta)
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c numsec = 0.0
c
c Use a random number to pick an integer value 
randl=ran2(idum)
c Determine the integer number of secondary electrons 
if(randl.gt.(numsec-int(numsec))) then 
nsec = int(numsec) 
else
nsec = int(numsec) + 1 
endi f
c print*,'number of secondaries = ',nsec
c print*,'numsec=',numsec,' randl=',randl
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c nsec = 0
c
c Check if there is at least one secondary electron 
if(nsec.ge.1) then
c Determine various parameters for each secondary electron 
do 100 i=l,nsec
c Get energy of secondary electron 
rand2=ran2(idum) 
call esecion(elost,rand2,esec)
c Get emission angle of secondary electron 
rand3 =ran2(idum) 
rand4=ran2(idum) 
call secang(angle,rand3,rand4)
c Compute resultant velocity of secondary electron (m/s) 
velec = (2.0*esec*l.6e-19/9.le-31)**0.5
c Compute radial velocity of secondary electron 
if(vrlost.gt.0.0) then 
vradd = velec*sin(angle) 
else
vradd = -1.0*velec*sin(angle) 
endif
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c Compute axial velocity of secondary electron 
vzadd = -1.0*velec*cos(angle) 
c print*,'vz for secondary off reflector = vzadd
c Compute mass of secondary electron superparticle 
madd = 9.le-31*nreal
c Compute charge of secondary electron superparticle 
qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal
c Set the type for the secondary electron superparticle 
itadd = 2
c Set the active flag for the secondary electron superparticle 
ifadd = 1
c Set the radial position of the secondary electron 
radd = rlost
c Calculate the axial position of the secondary electron 
rand5=ran2(idum) 
zadd = zend - dz/2.0*rand5
c Set the index of radial birth position of particle 
ibiradd = int{radd/dr * 1.0)
c
c Set che index of che axial birth position of particle 
jbiradd = int(zend/dz + 1.0)
c
c Set the radial birth position of particle 
rbiradd = radd
c
c Set che axial birth posicion of particle 
zbiradd = zend
c Update reflector current with contribution by secondary electron 
c Note: electrons emitted from the reflector is treated as 
c a positive current
irefl = irefl - qadd/dtnew 
c print*irefl update = irefl
c Enter this secondary electron into the list of new particles 
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
+ ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
qadd, madd, if add, itadd,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
10 0 continue
endi f 
endif
c Determine type of particle (if electron) 
if(ktype.eq.2) then 
c print*electron hits reflector'
c Compute the number of secondary electrons for electrons 
c hitting steel
numsec=gam01(elost,theta)
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c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c numsec = 0.0
c Use a random number to pick an integer value 
randl=ran2(idum)
c Determine the integer number of secondary electrons 
if(randl.gt.(numsec-int(numsec))) then 
nsec = int(numsec) 
else
nsec = int(numsec) + 1 
endif
c
c Suppress secondary electron emission 
c nsec = 0
c
c print*,'nsec='.nsec,' numsec='.numsec,' randl=',randl
c Check if there is at least one secondary electron 
if(nsec.ge.1) then
c Determine various parameters for each secondary electron 
do 200 i=l,nsec
c Get energy of secondary electron 
rand2=ran2(idum) 
rand3=ran2(idum)
call esecele(elost,rand2,rand3 , esec)
c Get emission angle of secondary electron 
rand4=ran2(idum) 
rand5=ran2(idum) 
call secang(angle,rand4,randS)
c Compute resultant velocity of secondary electron (m/s) 
velec = (2.0*esec*1.6e-19/9.le-31)**0.5
c Compute radial velocity of secondary electron 
if(vrlost.gt.0.0) then 
vradd = velec*sin(angle) 
else
vradd = -1.0*velec*sin(angle) 
endif
c Compute axial velocity of secondary electron 
vzadd = -1.0*velec*cos(angle)
c Compute mass of secondary electron superparticle 
madd = 9.le-31*nreal
c Compute charge of secondary electron superparticle 
qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal
c Set the type for the secondary electron superparticle 
itadd = 2
c Set the active flag for the secondary electron superparticle
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ifadd = 1
c Compute the radial position of the secondary electron 
radd = rlost
c Set the axial position of the secondary electron 
rand6=ran2(idum) 
zadd = zend - dz/2.0*rand6
c Set the index of radial birth position of particle 
ibiradd = int(radd/dr + 1.0)
c
c Set the index of the axial birth position of particle 
jbiradd = int(zend/dz 1- 1.0)
c
c Set the radial birch position of particle 
rbiradd = radd
c
c Set the axial birth position of particle 
zbiradd = zend
c Update reflector current with contribution by secondary electron 
c Note: electrons emitted from che reflector is treated as a 
c positive current
irefl = irefl - qadd/dtnew 
c print*irefl update = '.irefl
c Enter this secondary electron into the list of new particles 
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew, 
ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd, 
qadd,madd,i fadd,1 cadd, 
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew.
- ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd
200 continue
endi f
endif
return
end
c
c
c- -
subroutine boundary(icath,icathb,ianod,ianodb.
irefl,ireflb,npnew,itypen,
+ ibflagn,mnew,qnew,rnew,znew,
* vrnew,vznew,rout,zend,dr, dz,
zcath,zanod,zac,nreal,idum,dtnew,
ipcinj,ipainj,iprinj,
* epcinj,epainj,eprinj,
-t* icinj,iacinj,iainj,iarinj , irinj ,
1- ticath,tianod,ciref1,
* ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
—  —
ticinj,tiainj,tirinj)
c This subroutine checks che boundary conditions to see 
c if che currents are satisfied. If not, then ions or 
c electrons are injected at the various electrodes to satisfy 
c the boundary condition of current. These new particles
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c are then added to the list of active particles.
c This subroutine checks the current on the boundaries of 
c the cathode, anode, and reflector, 
c The reflector and the cathode should have
c positive currents, while the anode has a negative current, 
c
c Note: We will disable part of this routine so that
c we don't reinject electrons at the anode, and
c ions at the cathode and reflector
c
c implicit none
real’8 icath, icathb, ianod, ianodb, irefl, ireflb
real*8 energy, velec, ineed, nneed
real’8 rout, zend, dr, dz
integer npick
real’8 nreal
real*8 vion
integer npnew
integer itypen(npnew)
integer ibflagn(npnew)
real’S mnew(npnew)
real’8 qnew(npnew)
real*8 rnew(npnew)
real’8 znew(npnew)
real’8 vrnew(npnew)
real’3 vznew(npnew)
integer ifada, itadd
real’8 qadd, madd, radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd 
real’8 zcath, zac, zanod
real’S ran2 
integer idum 
real*3 dtnew
integer ipcinj, ipainj, iprinj, epcinj, epainj, eprinj 
reai’S icinj, iacinj, iainj, iarinj, irinj 
real’3 ticath, tianod, tirefl
integer ibirnew(npnew) 
integer jbirnew(npnew) 
real*8 rbirnew(npnew) 
real’S zbirnew(npnew)
integer ibiradd 
integer jbiradd 
real’8 rbiradd 
real’S zbiradd
real’8 ticinj, tiainj, tirinj
c print’,'check the currents before we run the boundary'
c print’,'icath = '.icath,' icathb = ',icathb
c print’,'ianod = ',ianod,' ianodb = ',ianodb
c print*,'irefl = ',irefl,' ireflb = '.ireflb
c
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c Initialize the number of each particle that is injected 
c at each electrode 
c
ipcinj = 0 
ipainj = 0 
iprinj = 0 
epcinj = 0 
epainj = 0 
eprinj = 0
c
c Initialize the injected currents at each electrode and glass wall 
icinj = 0.0 
iacinj = 0.0 
iainj = 0.0 
iarinj = 0.0 
irinj = 0.0
c
c Initialize the time-average minimum Debye length 
tdbymin = 0.0
c Case 1: cathode current is low, inject electrons inwards
c « **, » » * . * » *
c if{(icath.It.icathb) .and.!icath.ge.0.0) ) then
c if(ticath.It.icathb) then
if((ticath+ticinj) .It. (1. 01* icathb)) then
c print*,'icath is low'
c
c Note: Cathode does not collect electrons; they emit
c electrons, or collect positive ions, so if che
c icath is negative, then just use the boundary
c current.
c Compute che current needed to balance 
if(ticath.It.0.0) then 
ineed=icachb 
else
c Compute current needed to balance (Amperes) 
ineed=icathb-ticath 
endif
c ineed=icathb-ticath
c Compute number of electron superparticles needed 
nneed= ineed’dtnew/1.6e-19/nreal 
c print*,'ineed = ',ineed,' A'
c print*,'dtnew = ',dtnew,' seconds'
c print*,'nreal = ’,nreal,' particles per superparticle'
c print*,'nneed = '.nneed,' superparticles'
c U s e  a random number to pick the exact # of
c electron superparticles required
if(ran2(idum) .It.(nneed-int(nneed)) ) then 
npick=int(nneed)+1 
else
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npick=int(nneed) 
endif
c Set the number of electrons that are injected at cathode 
epcinj = npick
c print*,'for cathode, npick = '.npick
c Now that we have determined the number of electron
c superparticles required, adjust the velocity
c such that the current will be matched exactly.
c Now, assign charge, mass, position, and velocities 
c to the new particles
c Only do this if there is one or more injected superparticles
if(npick.ge.1) then 
do 100 i=l,npick
c Randomly pick the energy of the electron; the 
c energy is between 1.0 and 100 eV 
c energy=(1.0+ran2(idum)*100.0)* 1.6e-19
c Randomly pick che energy of the electron; the
c energy is between 0.0 and 1 eV
energy=ran2(idum)*1.0*1.6e-19
c Compute velocity of che electron (m/s)
velec=(2.0'energy/9.le-31)**0.5 
ifadd = 1 
itadd = 2
qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal 
madd = 9.le-31'nreal 
radd = rout-dr’ran2(idum) 
zadd = 0.0+ ran2(idum)*zcath 
vradd = -1.0*velec 
vzadd = 0.0
c
c Set index of radial birth position
ibiradd = int(radd/dr + 1.0)
c
c Set index of axial birth position
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1.0)
c Sec radial birth position of particle 
rbiradd = radd
c
c Set axial birth position of particle 
zbiradd = zadd
c Update the number of new particles in the system
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew, 
ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd, 
qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd, 
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
100 continue
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c
c Update the injected current at the cathode
c Note: since electrons are being injected with a negative
c radial velocity, this is considered a positive current
c
icinj = icinj + npick’nreal’l . 6e-19/'dtnew
endi f 
endi f
c print*npnew after cathode low current = '.npnew
c Case 2: cathode current is high, inject ions inwards
c
c Note: we will disable this subroutine
c if(icath.gt.icathb) then
c print*,'icath is high'
c
c Compute current needed to balance 
c ineed=icath-icathb
c Compute number of ion superparticles needed 
c nneed= ineed*dtnew/l.6e-19/nreal
c
c print*,'ineed = '.ineed,' A'
c print*,'dtnew = '.dtnew,' seconds'
c print*,'nreal = '.nreal,' particles per superparticle'
c p rint*nneed  = '.nneed,' superparticies'
c
c Use a random number to pick Che exact # of 
c ion superparticies required
c if(ran2(idum).It.(nneed-inc(nneed))) then
c npick=int(nneed)+1
c else
c npick=int(nneed)
c endif
c
c Set the number of ions that injected at the cathode 
c ipcinj = npick
c
c Now, assign charge, mass, position, and velocities 
c to the new' particles
c Do this only if there is one or more particles 
c if(npick.ge.1) then
c do 200 i=l,npick
c Randomly pick the energy of the ions; the
c energy is between 1 and 100 eV
c energy=(1.0+ran2(idum)*100.0)*1.6e-19
c Compute velocity of the ions (m/s) 
c vion=(2.0’energy/4.0/1.66e-27)**0.5
c ifadd = 1
c itadd = 1
c qadd = 1. 6e-19’nreal
c madd = 2.0*2.0*1.66e-27*nreal
c radd = rout-dr*ran2(idum)
c zadd = 0.0 + ran2(idum)*zcath
c vradd = -1.0’vion
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c vzadd = 0.0
c Set index of radial birth position 
c ibiradd = int(radd/dr + 1 .0 )
c
c Set index of axial birth position
c jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1 .0 )
c
c Set radial birth position of particle
c rbiradd = radd
c
c Set axial birth position of particle 
c zbiradd = zadd
c Update the number of new particles in the system
c call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
c + ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
c + qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd,
c * ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
c + ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
c
c 2 0 0  continue
c endif
c endi f
c p r i n t n p n e w  after cathode high current = '.npnew
c Case 3: anode current is less negative, inject ions inwards
c Note: the anode current is supposed to be negative
c if((ianod.gt.ianodb).and.(ianod.le.0 .0 )) then
c if(ianod.gt.ianodb) then
c print*,'ianod is less negative'
c Note: if the anode current is positive, ions will not 
c be injected; the anode absorbs electrons, and
c injects ions; it does not absorb ions
c Compute required number of ions
c Compute current needed to balance
c ineed= ianod-ianodb
c Compute number of ion superparticies needed 
c nneea= ineed’dtnew/1.oe-19/nreal
c print’ ineed = '.ineed,' A'
c print’,'dtnew = ',dtnew,' seconds'
c print’,'nreal = '.nreal,' particles per superparticle'
c print*,'nneed = '.nneed,' superparticies'
c Use a random number to pick the exact # of
c ion superparticies required
c if(ran2 (idum).It.(nneed-int(nneed))) then
c npick=int(nneed ) + 1
c else
c npick=int(nneed)
c endif
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c p r i n t * n p i c k  for anode = '.npick
c
c Set the number of ions injected at the anode 
c ipainj = npick
c Now, assign charge, mass, position, and velocities 
c to the new particles
c Do this only if there is one or more particles to inject
c if(npick.ge.1 ) then
c do 300 i=l,npick
c Randomly pick the energy of the ions; the
c energy is between 1 and 100 eV
c energy=(1.0+ran2(idum)*100.0)*1.6e-19
c Randomly pick the energy of the ions; the
c energy is between 0.0 and 1 eV
c energy=ran2(idum)*1.0*1.6e-19
c Compute velocity of the ions (m/s) 
c vion=(2.0*energy/4 .0/1.66e-27)**0.5
c ifadd = 1
c itadd = 1
c qadd = 1.5e-19*nreal
c madd = 2  . 0 * 2 . 0 * 1.66e-27*nreal
c radd = rout-dr*ran2 (idum)
c zadd = 0 . 0  +• zcath+zac+ran2 (idum)*zanod
c Inject ions closer to cathode side of anode 
c zadd = 0 . 0  + zcath + zac + ran2 (idum)'zanod/2 . 0
c zadd = 0 . 0  + zcath + zac + ran2 (idum)*zanod/4 . 0
c zadd = 0 . 0  + zcath + zac + ran2 (idum)’zanod/8 . 0
c vradd = -1 .0 *vion
c vzadd = 0 . 0
c
c Set index of radial birth position 
c ibiradd = int(radd/dr + 1 .0 )
c
c Set index of axial birth position 
c jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1 .0 )
c
c Set radial birth position of particle
c rbiradd = radd
c
c Set axial birth position of particle 
c zbiradd = zadd
c Update the number of new particles in the system
c call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
c * ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
c * qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd,
c 1- ibirnew, jbirnew, rbirnew, zbirnew,
c +• ibiradd, jbiradd, rbiradd, zbiradd)
c
c 3 00 continue
c
c Update the injected current at the anode
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c Note: Since ions are being injected with a negative
c radial velocity, their contribution to the current is
c considered negative
c iainj = iainj + npick*nreal*(-1.6e-19)/dtnew
c
c endif
c endif
c pr i n t *n pnew after less negative anode current = npnew
cc.
c Case 4: anode current is more negative than it should
c be; inject electrons inwards
c
c Note: We will disable this set of calculations so chat
c we don't inject electrons at the anode
***********************************************.****
c Note: the anode current is negative
c if(ianod.It.ianodb) then
c Compute current needed to balance 
c ir.eed= ianodb-ianod
c Compute number of electron superparticies needed 
c nneed= ineed’dtnew/'1 . 6e-19/nreal
c print*,'ineed = '.ineed.' A'
c print*d tn ew = dtnew,' seconds'
c print*,'nreal = '.nreal,' particles per superparticle'
c print*,'nneed = '.nneed.' superparticies'
c Use a random number to pick the exact # of
c electron superparticies required 
c if(ran2 (idum).It.(nneed-int(nneed))) then
c npick=int(nneed ) + 1
c else
c npick=int(nneed)
c endif
c
c Set the number of electrons injected at the anode 
c epainj = npick
c Now, assign charge, mass, position, and velocities 
c to the new particles
c Do this only if there is one or more particles 
c if(npick.ge.1 ) then
c do 400 i=l,npick
c Randomly pick the energy of the electrons; the
c energy is between 1 and 100 eV
c energy=(1.0 + ran2(idum)*100.0)* 1.6e-19
c Compute velocity of the ions (m/s) 
c velec=(2.0*energy/9.le-31)*’0.5
c ifadd = 1
c itadd = 2
c qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal
c madd = 9.le-31*nreal
c radd = rout-dr*ran2 (idum)
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c zadd = 0 .0 +zcath+zac+ran2 (idum)*zanod
c vradd = -1 .0 ’velec
c vzadd = 0 . 0
c
c Set index o£ radial birth position 
c ibiradd = int(radd/dr + 1 .0 )
c
c Set index of axial birth position
c jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1 .0 )
c
c Set radial birth position of particle
c rbiradd = radd
c
c Set axial birth position of particle 
c zbiradd = zadd
c Update the number of new particles in the system
c call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
c * ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
c * qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd,
c +■ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
c - ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
c
c 400 continue
c endif
c endif
c print*,'npnew after more negative anode current = '.npnew
c
c  *  * . * * * * * • * » * * • * * * * « » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » » * * * * * * • ► . * * »
c Case 5: reflector current is low, inject electrons in
c if((irefl.It.ireflb).and.(irefl.ge.0 .0 )) then
c if(tirefl.It.ireflb) then
if((tirefl+tirinj).It.(1 .0 1 *ireflb)) then
c print*,'irefl is low'
c Compute required number of electrons
c Note: Reflector does not collect electrons; they emit
c electrons, or collect positive ions, so if the
c irefl is negative, then just use the boundary
c current.
c
c Compute the current needed to balance (A) 
if(tirefl.lt.0 .0 ) then 
ineed=ireflb 
else
ineed=ireflb-tirefl 
endi f
c ineed = irefIb-tiref1
c
c Compute number of ion superparticies needed 
nneed= ineed*dtnew/l.6e-19/nreal
c print*,'ineed = '.ineed,' A'
c print*,'dtnew = '.dtnew,' seconds'
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c print*nreal = '.nreal,' particles per superparticle'
c print*,'nneed = '.nneed,' superparticies'
c Use a random number to pick the exact # of
c electron superparticies required
if(ran2 (idum).it.(nneed-int(nneed))) then 
npick=int(nneed ) + 1  
else
npick=int(nneed) 
endi f
c pr int *n pick for reflector = ',npick
c Set the number of electrons injected at the reflector 
eprinj = npick
c
c Now, assign charge, mass, position, and velocities 
c to the new particles
c Do this only if there is one or more particles
if(npick.ge.1 ) then 
do 500 i=l,npick
c Randomly pick the energy of the electrons; the
c energy is between 0 and 100 eV
c energy=(1.0+ran2(idum)*100.0)* 1.6e-19
c Randomly pick the energy of the electrons; the
c energy is between 0 and 1 eV
energy=ran2(idum)*1.0*1.6e-19
c Compute velocity of the electrons (m/s)
velec=(2.0'energy/9.le-31)**0.5 
ifadd = 1  
itadd = 2
qadd = -1.6e-19*nreal 
madd = 9.le-31’nreal
radd = dr/2 . 0  + ran2 (idum)*(rout-dr)
zadd = zend-dz*ran2 (idum)
vradd = 0 . 0
vzadd = -1 .0 *velec
c Set index of radial birth position
ibiradd = int(radd/dr f 1.0)
c
c Set index of axial birth position
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1 .0 )
c
c Set radial birth position of particle 
rbiradd = radd
c
c Set axial birth position of particle 
zbiradd = zadd
c Updace the number of new particles in the system
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call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew, 
ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd, 
+ qadd,madd,i fadd,i tadd,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
500 continue
c
c Update the injected electron current at the reflector 
c Note: Since electrons are injected in the negative 
c axial direction, their contribution to the injected
c current is considered positive
c
irinj = irinj + npick*nreal*l.6e-19/dtnew
endi f 
endif
c print’,'npnew after low reflector current = '.npnew
c
c Case 6 : reflector current is high, inject ions in
c
c Note: We will disable this set of calculations so that
c we don't inject low-energy ions at the reflector
c
c Note: There is not much we can do if the reflector
c current is too high; we can't reflect ions because
c this would not be considered physically correct,
c nor can we artificially remove nearby electrons,
c since there may be no electrons nearby,
c Somehow, the evolution of the discharge must be
c such that the loss rate of ions is reduced.
c if(irefl.gt.ireflb) then
c print*,'irefl is high'
c Compute current needed to balance 
c ineed=iref1 -ireflb
c Compute number of ion superparticies needed 
c nr.eed= ineed'dtnew/1. 6e-19 / nreal
c print*,'ineed = ',ineed,' A'
c print*,'dtnew = ',dtnew,' seconds'
c print*,’nreal = ',nreal,' particles per superparticle'
c print*,'nneed = ',nneed,' superparticies'
c Use a random number to pick the exact # of
c electron superparticies required 
c if(ran2 (idum).it.(nneed-int(nneed))) then
c npick=int(nneed ) + 1
c else
c npick=int(nneed)
c endif
c Set the number of ions injected at the reflector 
c iprinj = npick
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c Now, assign charge, mass, position, and velocities 
c to the new particles 
c if(npick.ge.l) then
c do 600 i=l,npick
c
c Randomly pick the energy of the ions; the 
c energy is between 1 and 100 eV
c energy=(1.0+ran2(idum)*100.0)*1.6e-19
c Compute velocity of the electrons (m/s) 
c vion=(2.0*energy/4 ,0/1.66e-27)**0.5
c ifadd = 1
c itadd = 1
c qadd = 1.6e-19*nreal
c madd = 2.0*2.0*1.66e-27’nreal
c radd = dr/2 . 0  + ran2 (idum)*(rout-dr)
c zadd = zend-dz*ran2 (idum)
c vradd = 0 . 0
c vzadd = -1 .0 ’vion
c
c Set index of radial birth position 
c ibiradd = int(radd/dr - 1 .0 )
c
c Set index of axial birth position 
c jbiradd = int(zadd/dz * 1 .0 )
c
c Set radial birth position of particle
c rbiradd = radd
c
c Set axial birth position of particle 
c zbiradd = zadd
c Update the number of new particles in the system
c call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
c ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd, vzadd,
c * qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd,
c - ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
c - ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
c
c 600 continue
c endif
c endi f
c print*,'npnew after high reflector current = '.npnew
return
end
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine curave(time,dtnew,icath,iac,ianod,iar, irefl, 
+ icinj,iacinj,iainj,iarinj, irinj ,
+ ticath,tiac,tianod,tiar,tirefl,
ticinj , tiacinj , tiainj , tiarinj , t i n n j )
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine updates the time-average collected and 
c injected currents at the electrodes and the glass wails 
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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real* 8 time, dtnew
real* 8  icath, iac, ianod, iar, irefl 
real* 8  icinj, iacinj,iainj,iarinj,irinj 
real* 8  ticath, tiac, tianod, tiar, tirefl 
real* 8  ticinj, tiacinj, tiainj, tiarinj, tirinj
c
c Compute time-averaged collected cathode current
ticath = (ticath*time + icath*dtnew)/(time+dtnew)
c
c Compute time-averaged collected ac glass wall current 
tiac = (tiac*time + iac’dtnew)/(time+dtnew)
c
c Compute time-averaged collected anode current
tianod = (tianod*time + ianod’dtnew)/(cime-dtnew)
c
c Compute time-averaged collected ar glass wall current 
tiar = (tiar*time + iar*dtnew)/(time+dtnew)
c
c Compute time-averaged collected reflector current
tirefl = (tire£l*time + irefl*dtnew)/(time+dtnew)
c
c Compute the time-averaged injected current at cathode 
ticinj = (ticinj*time + icinj*dtnew)/(time+dtnew)
c
c Compute the time-averaged injected current at ac glass wall 
tiacinj = (tiacinj*time + iacinj*dtnew)/(time+dtnew)
c
c Compute the time-averaged injected current at the anode 
tiainj = (tiainj*time + iainj*dtnew)/(time+dtnew)
c
c Compute che time-averaged injected current at ar glass wail 
tiarinj = (tiarinj’time + iarinj*dtnew)/(time+dtnew)
c
c Compute che time-averaged injected current at the reflector 
tirinj = (tirinj*time + irinj*dtnew)/(time+dtnew)
c
return
end
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine collide(mpart,qpart,r ,z,vr,vz,icype,
ibflag,rin,rout,zstart,zcath,zac, 
zanod,zend,nlost,dz,dr,npnew,
+ rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,
-r mnew, ibflagn, itypen,nzcell,
+ nreal,np,idum,dtnew,pres,temp,
+ mfpimin,mfpemin,coltimin,coltemin,
+ mfpiave,mfpeave,coltiave,colteave)
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine computes che time between collisions, 
c and the mean free paths for electrons and ions hitting 
c the background neutral gas
c----------------------------------------------------------------
integer np 
real* 8  mpart(np)
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real’S qpart(np)
real* 8  r(np)
real* 8  z(np)
real* 8  vr(np)
real* 8  vz(np)
integer itype(np)
integer ibflag(np)
real* 8  rin, rout, zstart
real* 8  zcath, zac, zanod, zend
integer ktype
integer nlost, npnew
real ' 8  nreal
integer nzcell
real* 8  rnew(npnew)
real ’ 8 znew(npnew)
real* 8  vrnew(npnew)
real* 8  vznew(npnew)
real’S mnew(npnew)
real ’ 8 qnew(npnew)
integer ibflagn(npnew)
integer itypen(npnew)
real ’ 8 dr, dz
integer idum
real ’ 8 dtnew
real ’ 8 mfpion, mfpele
real* 8 sigion, sigele
real ’ 8 mfpimin, mfpemin
real’S pres, temp, nback
real’S coltimin, coltemin
real ' 8 eion, eele
real * 8 coltimi, coltime
real ’ 8 numion, numele
real ' 8 timtoti, timtote
real* 8 mfpitot, mfpetot
real ’ 8 mfpiave, mfpeave
real * 8 coltiave, colteave
real* 8 sigOl, sig02, sig03. sig04, sig05, s
real* 8 sig28, sig29, sig30, sig31, sig32
c
c
c Run through the list of particles, and compute collision 
c period for each particle and mean free path
c calculate background neutral molecular density (molecules/m*3) 
nback=pres/temp/1 .3 8e-23
c initialize the minimum mean free path for ions and electrons 
c to a very large number ( 1  km) 
mfpimin = 1 0 0 0 . 0  
mfpemin = 1 0 0 0 . 0
c
c initialize the minimum collision period for ions and electrons 
c to a large number ( 1  sec) 
coltimin = 1 . 0  
coltemin = 1 . 0
c
c Initialize the total collision time for ions and electrons
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timtoti = 0 . 0  
timtote = 0 . 0
c
c Initialize the total collision length for ions and electrons 
mfpitot = 0 . 0  
mfpetot = 0 . 0
c
c Initialize the number of ions and electrons 
numion = 0 . 0  
numele = 0 . 0
c
c
do 1 0  0 i=l,np
c check for particle type 1 -ion 2 -electron 
i f(i type(i) .eq.1 ) then
c calculate ion energy in eV
eion = 0 . 5’mpart ( i ) /nreal* (vr ( i J *vr ( i) 
i- vz ( i ) *vz (i) ) /1. 6e-19
c calculate cross section (m~2 )
c include scattering, charge exchange, and ionization 
c for the scattering and charge exchange, the center 
c of mass energy must be used. Since we are using 
c hydrogen data, half the deuterium energy must 
c be used to get the correct cross section 
c
c Note: Since we are using data for D2, we should include
c the ionization, charge exchange, and scattering
c
c sigion = sig04 (eion/4 . 0) + sig05 (eion/4 .0 )
c - sig27(eion)
sigion = sig28(eion) +• sig30(eion) * sig32(eion)
c Check the cross section; if zero or less then do 
c not carry out the calculation 
if(sigion.gt.0 .0 ) then
c calculate mean free path (m)
mfpion = 1 .0 /sigion/nback
c calculate collision period (sec)
coltimi = mfpion/(vr(i)*vr(i)+vz(i)*vz(i))**0 .5
c check if mfp and collision period is the minimum 
if(mfpion.It.mfpimin) then 
mfpimin=mfpion 
endi f
if (coltimi.It.coltimin) then 
coltimin=coltimi 
endif
c increment total number of ions
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numion = numion + 1 . 0
c increment ion total path length
mfpitot = mfpitot + mfpion
c increment total ion collision time
timtoti = timtoti + coltimi
endi f
else
c we have an electron
c calculate electron energy in eV
eele = 0 . 5 *mpart ( i) /nreal* (vr ( i) *vr ( i) 
i- vz ( i) ’vz ( i) ) / 1. 6e-19
c calculate cross section (m,'2 )
c include scattering, excitation, and ionization 
c Note: this is for electrons on D2
c
c Note: We will include total scattering (elastic and inelastic)
c and ionization cross sections for electrons on D2
c sigele = sigOl (eele) ^ sig02 (eele) -i-sig03 ( eele)
sigele = sig29(eele) + sig31(eele)
c
c Check the cross section; only carry out the rest of 
c the calculations if greater than zero 
if(sigele.gt.0 .0 ) then
c calculate mean free path (m)
mfpele = 1 . 0 /sigele/nback
c calculate collision period (sec)
coltime = mfpele/(vr(i)*vr(i)+vz(i)'vz(i))**0 .5
c check if mfp and collision period is the minimum 
if(mfpele.It.mfpemin) then 
mfpemin=mfpele 
endif
if(coltime.It.coltemin) then 
coltemin=coltime 
endif
c increment total number of electrons 
numele = numeie  ^ 1 . 0
c increment electron total path length 
mfpetot = mfpetot + mfpele
c increment total electron collision time 
timtote = timtote +• coltime
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endif
endif 
1 0 0  continue
c
c Calculate the average mfp for ion and electron 
if(numion.gt.0 .0 ) then 
mfpiave = mfpitot/numion 
coltiave = timtoti/numion 
else
mfpiave = 1 0 0 0 . 0  
coltiave = 1 . 0  
endi f
if(numele.gt.0 .0 ) then 
mfpeave = mfpetot/numele 
colteave = timtote/numele 
else
mfpeave = 1 0 0 0 . 0  
colteave = 1 . 0  
endi f
c mfpiave = mfpitot/numion
c mfpeave = mfpetot/numele
c
c Calculate the average collision period for ion and electron 
c coltiave = timtoti/numion
c colteave = timtote/numele
return
end
subroutine collide2 (mpart,qpart,r,z,vr,vz,itype,ibflag,
rin,rout,zstart,zcath,zac,zanod,
+ zend.nlost, dz,dr,
+ npnew,m e w ,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,
+ mnew,ibflagn,itypen,
-I- nzcell, nreal, np, idum, dtnew,
+ pres, temp, dtcol,nionize,
jcath, j anodes , j anode f, 
izcath,izac,izanod,izar, 
ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew)
c This subroutine computes the ionization collisions that 
c occur in the monatomic neutral deuterium gas due to electron 
c and ion impact. We will neglect scattering, excitation, 
c and charge exchange collisions initially. This subroutine 
c also computes the minimum time period for the next set 
c of collisions.
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
integer np 
real ’ 8 mpart(np) 
real* 8  qpart(np) 
real* 8  r(np)
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real* 8  z(np)
real* 8  vr(np)
real* 8  vz(np)
integer itype(np)
integer ibflag(np)
real ’ 8 rin, rout, zstart
real* 8  zcath, zac, zanod, zend
integer ktype
integer nlost, npnew
real* 8  nreal
integer nzcell
real* 8  rnew(npnew)
real* 8  znew(npnew)
real* 8  vrnew(npnew)
real* 8  vznew(npnew)
real* 8  mnew(npnew)
real* 8  qnew(npnew)
integer ibflagn(npnew)
integer itypen(npnew)
real ’ 8 radd, zadd, vradd, vzadd, qadd, madd
integer ifadd, itadd
real ’ 8 dr, dz
integer idum
real ' 8  ran2
real* 8  dtnew
real ’ 8 mfpion, mfpele
real ’ 8 sigion, sigele
real ’ 8 mfpimin, mfpemin
real* 8  pres, temp, nback
real* 8  coltimin, coltemin
real* 8  coltime, coltimi
real ’ 8 eion, eele
real ’ 8 sigOl, sig02, sig03, sig04, sigOS, sig27
real ’ 8 sig28, sig29, sig30, sig31, sig32
real* 8  vion, velec
real ’ 8 eitot, eetot
real* 8  erinew, ezinew
real ’ 8 erenew, ezenew
real* 8  erion, ezion
real ’ 8 erelec, ezelec
real ’ 8 dtcol
real ’ 8 picoll, pecoll
integer nionize
nteger izcath, izac, izanod, izar
nteger izcell
nteger jcath, janodes, janodef
integer ibirnew(npnew) 
integer jbimew (npnew) 
real ' 8  rbirnew(npnew) 
real ’ 8 zbirnew(npnew)
integer ibiradd 
integer jbiradd 
real* 8  rbiradd 
real* 8  zbirada
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c
c Run through the list of particles, and compute collision 
c period for each particle and mean free path
c calculate background neutral density (m,'3) 
nback=pres/temp/l.38e-23 
c print* nb ack  = '.nback,' m,'-3'
c initialize the minimum mean free path for ions and electrons 
c to a very large number ( 1  km) 
mfpimin = 1 0 0 0 . 0  
mfpemin = 1 0 0 0 . 0
c
c initialize the minimum collision period for ions and electrons 
c to a large number ( 1  sec) 
coltirain = 1 . 0  
coltemin = 1 . 0
c
do 1 0 0  i = 1 , np 
c check for particle type 1 -ion 2 -electron
 .
c If we have an ion, do analysis for ions
i f({itype(i) .eq.1 ) .and.(ibflag(i) .eq.1 )) then
c Calculate the ion velocity
vion = (vr(i)*vr(i) + vz(i)*vz(i))**0 .5
c
c calculate ion energy in eV
eion = 0 . 5’mpart ( i)/nreal* (vr (i) *vr ( i) *•
+• vz (i) *vz ( i) ) /1. 6e-19
c calculate cross section (nv'2 )
c include scattering, charge exchange, and ionization 
c for the scattering and charge exchange, the center 
c of mass energy must be used. Since we are using 
c hydrogen data, half the deuterium energy must 
c be used to get the correct cross section
c sigion = sig04 (eion/4 .0) -► sig05 (eion/4 . 0 )
c -* sig27 (eion)
c
c Include only ionization collision for deuterium molecule, 
c since we are only interested in that right now. 
sigion = sig28(eion)
c
c calculate ion mean free path (m) 
c mfpion = 1 .0 /sigion/nback
c Check the cross section; if it is zero, then 
c set the default mean free path to 1 0 0 0  m 
if(sigion.le.0 .0 ) then 
sigion = 0 . 0  
mfpion = 1 0 0 0 . 0
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else
mfpion = 1 .0 /sigion/nback 
endif
c calculate collision period (sec)
coltimi = mfpion/(vr(i)*vr(i)+vz(i)*vz(i))'*0 .5
c check if mfp and collision period is the minimum
if((mfpion.It.mfpimin).and.(mfpion.gt.0 .0 )) then 
mfpimin=mfpion 
endi f
if((coltimi.It.coltimin).and.(coltimi.gt.0 .0 )) then 
coltimin=coltimi 
endif
c Check if the ion collision period is negative
c if(coltimi.It.0 .0 ) then
c print*coltimi = coltimi,' s'
c print*,'mfpion = '.mfpion,' m'
c pr int *,'sigion = '.sigion,' m,'2 '
c print*,'eion = ',eion,' eV'
c endif
c
c Compute the probability of ion collision
picoll = 1 . 0  - 1 .0 /exp(nback*sigion*vion*dtcol)
c
c Use random number to determine if a ionization collision 
c occurs.
if(ran2 (idum) .It .picoll) then
c write(16,*) 'picoll = '.picoll
c write(16,*) 'ion impact ionization occurs'
c write(16,*) 'z (i)=',z (i),'m r (i)=',r (i),' m'
print*,'ion impact ionization occurs' 
c print*,'z(i) = ' ,z (i),' m'
c print*,'r(i) = ',r (i),' m'
c print*,'picoll = '.picoll
c print*,'particle number = ',i
c
c Update the number of ionizations that have occurred since the 
c beginning of the last output time interval 
nionize = nionize +• 1
c
c Compute axial position of particle to determine 
c ceil that it is in
izcell = int(z(i):dz +■ 1 .0 )
c Update the number of ionizations within each region 
c
c Update the number of ionizations in cathode region
if((izcell.ge.l).and.(izcell.It.jcath)) then 
izcath = izcath + 1  
endif
c
c Update the number of ionizations in the ac region
if((izcell.ge.jcath).and.(izcell.It.janodes)) then 
izac = izac + 1
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endif
c
c Update the number of ionizations in the anode region
if((izcell.ge.janodes).and.(izcell.It.janodef)) 
izanod = izanod + 1  
endif
c
c Update the number of ionizations in the ar region 
if(izcell.ge.janodef) then 
izar = izar + 1  
endif
c
c A collision occurs, determine the new energies of 
c the ion, and the newly-created ion and electron, 
c Reduce the ion energy by 14 eV, and give the new 
c ion and electron zero kinetic energy 
c
c Change the energy and velocity of the ion: 
c Note: the position and charge do not change
c
c Compute the old ion energies
ezion = 0 .5'mpart(i)'vz(i)'vz(i) 
erion = 0 . 5*mpart(i)*vr(i)'vr(i) 
eitot = ezion+erion
c
c Compute the new ion energies
ezinew = ezion/eitot*(eitot-14.0*1.6e-19*nreal) 
erinew = erion/eitot*(eitot-14.0*1.6e-19*nreal)
c Now, compute the new ion velocities 
c Compute new ion radial velocity 
if(vr(i) .It . 0  . 0 ) then
vr(i) = -1 . 0  *(2 .0 *erinew/mpart(i))**0 .5 
else
vr(i) = (2.0*erinew/mpart(i))**0 . 5 
endif
c
c Compute new ion axial velocity 
if(vz(i) . It.0 .0 ) then
vz(i) = -1. 0*(2 . 0*ezinew/mpart(i) )**0 . 5 
else
v z (i) = (2 .0 *ezinew/mpart(i))**0 .5 
endi f
c
c Add new electron created by ionization 
ifadd = 1  
itadd = 2
qadd = -1. 6e-19*nreal 
madd = 9 . le-31*nreal 
radd = r (i)
c print*,'radd for electron = ',radd
zadd = z (i)
c print*,'zadd for electron = ',zadd
vradd = 0 . 0  
vzadd = 0 . 1 0
c
c Set index of radial birth position
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ibiradd = inC(radd/dr + 1.0)
c
c Sec index of axial birch posicion
jbiradd = inc(zadd/dz + 1 .0 )
c
c Sec radial birch posicion of parcicle 
rbiradd = radd
c
c Sec axial birch posicion of parcicle 
zbiradd = zadd
c
c Updace che number of new parcicles in che syscem
call newparc(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew,
+ ibflagn,icypen,radd,zadd, vradd,vzadd,
f qadd,madd,ifadd,icadd,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd,zbiradd)
c
c Add new ion creaced by ionizacion co che lisc of new parcicles
ifadd = 1  
icadd = 1
qadd = 1.6e-19'nreal 
madd = 4 . 0  * 1.66e-27'nreal 
radd = r (i)
c princ*,'radd for new ion = ',radd
zadd = z (i)
c princ*,'zadd for new ion = ',zadd
vradd = 0 . 0  
vzadd = 0 . 1 0
c Sec index of radial birch posicion
ibiradd = inc(radd/dr + 1 .0 )
c
c Sec index of axial birch posicion
jbiradd = inc(zadd/dz + 1 .0 )
c
c Sec radial birch posicion of parcicle 
rbiradd = radd
c
c Sec axial birch posicion of parcicle 
zbiradd = zadd
Q
c Updace che number of new parcicles in che syscem
call newparc(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew, 
ibflagn,icypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
+ qadd,madd,ifadd,icadd,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
+ ibiradd,jbiradd,rbiradd, zbiradd)
c
endif
endif
c
c. *********
c If Cype = 2 ,chen we have an eleccron
c * .  . I , * * . * * . * * * * . . * * * * * * - . * * * * * * * . . * * * . * * * . * .
if((icype(i).eq.2 ).and.(ibflag(i).eq.1 )i chen
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c Calculate electron velocity
velec = (vz(i)*vz(i) + v r (i)*vr(i))**0 .5
c Calculate electron energy in eV
eele = 0 . 5*mpart(i)/nreal*(vr(i)*vr(i) t 
+ vz(i)*vz(i))/1.6e-19
c Calculate cross section (m~2)
c Include scattering, excitation, and ionization 
c sigele = sigOl(eele)+sig02(eele)+sig03(eele)
c
c Calculate the ionization cross section(m~2) for 
c electron:
c sigele = sig03(eele)
c
c Calculate the ionization cross section (m*2) for 
c electrons hitting D2 molecules 
sigele = sig29(eele)
c
c calculate mean free path (m) 
c mfpele = 1 . 0 /sigele/nback
c Check the cross section; if less than or equal 
c to zero, set the default meanfree path to 1 0 0 0 m 
if(sigele.le.0 .0 ) then 
sigele=0 . 0  
mfpele = 1 0 0 0 . 0  
else
mfpele = 1 .0 /sigele/nback 
endif
c calculate collision period (sec)
coltime = mfpele/ (vr (i) *vr ( i) +vz (i) *vz ( i)) ” 0 . 5
c check if mfp and collision period is the minimum
i f((mfpele.it.mfpemin) .and. (mfpele.gt.0 .0 ) ) then 
mfpemin=mfpele 
endi f
i f((coltime.It.coltemin) .and. (coltime.gt.0 .0 )) then 
coltemin=coltime 
endif
c
c Check if either the collision time or the mean free path are 
c negative.
c if(coltime.It.0 .0 ) then
c print*,'sigele = '.sigele,' m/'2 '
c print*,'mfpele = '.mfpele,' m '
c print*,'eele = '.eele,' eV'
c endif
c Compute the probability of electron collision
pecoll = 1 . 0  - 1 .0 /exp(nback*sigele*veiec*dtcol)
c
c Use random number to determine if a ionization collision 
c occurs.
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if(ran2 (idum).It.pecoll) then 
c write(16,*) 'electron impact ionization occurs'
c write(16,*) 'z(i) = ',z(i),' m r ( i) = ' , r ( i ) , ' m'
c write(16,*) 'pecoll = '.pecoll
c print*,'electron impact ionization occurs'
c print*,'z(i) = ',z(i),' m'
c print*,'r(i) = ',r(i),' m'
c print*,'pecoll = '.pecoll
c Update the number of ionizations that have occurred since the 
c beginning of the last output time interval 
nionize = nionize + 1
c Compute axial position of particle to determine 
c cell that it is in
izcell = int(z(i)/dz + 1 .0 )
c Update the number of ionizations within each region 
c
c Update the number of ionizations in cathode region
i f((izcell.ge.1 ) .and.(izcell.It.jcath)) then 
izcath = izcath f 1 
endif
c
c Update the number of ionizations in the ac region
if((izcell.ge.jcath).and.(izcell.It.janodes)) then 
izac = izac i- 1  
endi f
c
c Update the number of ionizations in the anode region
if((izcell.ge.janodes).and.(izcell.It.janodef)) then 
izanod = izanod + 1  
endi f
c
c Update the number of ionizations in the ar region 
if(izcell.ge.janodef) then 
izar = izar * 1  
endi f
c
c
c print*,'electron impact ionization occurs'
c A collision occurs, determine the new energies of 
c the electron, and the newly-created ion and electron,
c Reduce the electron energy by 14 eV, and give the new
c ion and electron zero kinetic energy 
c
c Change the energy and velocity of the electron:
c Note: the position and charge do not change
c
c Compute the old electron energies
ezelec = 0 .5*mpart(i)*vz(i)*vz(i) 
erelec = 0 .5*mpart(i)*vr(i)*vr(i) 
eetot = ezelec+erelec
c
c Compute the new electron energies
ezenew = ezelec/eetot*(eetot-14.0 * 1.6e-19*nreai) 
erenew = erelec/eetot’(eetot-14.0*1.6e-19*nreal)
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c Mow, compute the new electron velocities
c Compute new ion radial velocity 
if(v r (i) .It.0 .0 ) then
vr(i) = -1.0*(2.0*erenew/mpart(i))*’0 . 5 
else
vr(i) = (2 .0 *erenew/mpart(i))**0 .5 
endif
c
c Compute new ion axial velocity 
if(vz(i) .It.0 .0 ) then
vz(i) = -1 .0 *(2 .0 *ezenew/mpart(i))**0 .5 
else
vz(i) = (2 .0 *ezenew/mpart(i))*’0 .5 
endif
c
c Add new electron created by ionization to list of new
c particles
ifadd = 1  
itadd = 2
qadd = -1.6e-19’nreal
madd = 9 . le-31*nreal
radd = r(i)
zadd = z (i)
vradd = 0 . 0
vzadd = 0 . 1 0
c Set index of radial birth position
ibiradd = int(radd/dr + 1 .0 )
c
c Set index of axial birth position
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1 .0 )
c
c Set radial birth position of particle 
rbiradd = radd
c Set axial birth position of particle 
zbiradd = zadd
c Update the number of new particles in the system
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew, qnew,mnew,
+ ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd,
+ qadd,madd,ifadd,itadd,
+ ibirnew,jbirnew,rbirnew,zbirnew,
->■ ibiradd, jbiradd, rbiradd, zbiradd)
c
c Add new ion created by ionization to the list of new particles 
ifadd = 1  
itadd = 1
qadd = 1 . 6e-19*nreal
madd = 4 . 0*1.66e-27*nreal
radd = r (i)
zadd = z (i)
vradd = 0 . 0
vzadd = 0 . 1 0
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c Set index of radial birth position
ibiradd = int(radd/dr + 1.0)
c
c Set index of axial birth position
jbiradd = int(zadd/dz + 1 .0 )
c
c Set radial birth position of particle 
rbiradd = radd
c
c Set axial birth position of particle 
zbiradd = zadd
c
c Update the number of new particles in the system
call newpart(npnew,rnew,znew,vrnew,vznew,qnew,mnew, 
ibflagn,itypen,radd,zadd,vradd,vzadd, 
qadd,madd,i fadd,i tadd, 
ibirnew, jbirnew, rbirnew, zbirnew,
1- ibiradd, jbiradd, rbiradd, zbiradd)
c
endif 
endif 
1 0 0  continue
c
c Now, compute the new collision period, based upon the 
c minimum collision period
print*,'coltimin = '.coltimin,' s' 
print*,'coltemin = '.coltemin,' s' 
if(coltimin.It.coltemin) then 
dtcol = coltimin/16.0 
else
dtcol = coltemin/16.0 
endi f
print*,'dtcol after correction for ionizations = ',dtcol
return
end
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine remove(nleft,np,nlost,ibflag,itype, 
mpart,qpart,r ,z,vr,vz,
* ibirth,jbirth,rbirth,zbirth)
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine removes all lost particles from the
c list of active particles, and reduces the number of
c active particles. The remaining active particles are
c sorted into a smaller list, then new particles are added
c to that list,
c
c Remove lost particles from active list, and reduce
c the active list size to that which is left.
c
c implicit none
integer nleft, np, nlost, i, j
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real* 8  mpart(np) 
real* 8  qpart(np) 
integer ibflag(np) 
integer itype(np) 
real* 8  r(np) 
real* 8  z(np) 
real ’ 8 vr(np) 
real* 8  vz(np)
integer ibirth(np) 
integer jbirth(np) 
real* 8  rbirth(np) 
real ’ 8 zbirth(np)
c Check if there are any lost particles 
c if(niost.le.0) goto 300
c Compute the number of particles left 
nleft=np-nlost 
c pri nt *nle ft  = ',nleft
c Initialize the search index
j=i
do 1 0 0  i=l,nleft 
j=j+l
c if the particle is lost, remove it from the 
c active list, and find another particle from the 
c original active list to fill its place 
if(ibflag(i).eq.2 ) then
c check if the other particle is active, if so, 
c then move it to the lower index number in 
c the array 
2 0 0  if(ibflag(j).eq.1 ) then
mpart(i)=mpart(j) 
qpart(i)=qpart(j) 
ibflag(i)=ibflag(j) 
r(i)=r(j) 
z (i)=z(j) 
vr(i)=vr(j) 
v z (i)=vz(j)
ibirth(i)=ibirth(j) 
jbirth(i)=jbirth(j) 
rbirth(i)=rbirth(j) 
zbirth(i)=zbirth(j)
itype(i)=itype(j) 
ibflag(j ) = 2  
else
c check the next particle in the list to see if it 
c is good
j=j+l 
goto 2 0 0  
endif 
endi f
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1 0 0  continue 
3 00 return 
end
c-
c
subroutine total(nrcell,nzcell,nitot,netot,
+ eitot,eetot,qtot,np,itype,mpart,
+ r ,z,vr,vz,etotal,qtotal,qpart,nreal,
+ dr,dz,totele,totion,
->- neave, niave, eeave, eiave, dbyave,
+ jcath,janodes,janodef,
+ nicath,necath,niac,neac,
t nianod,neanod,niar,near)
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine determines the total charge in each cell, 
c the total ion energy in each cell, the total electron
c energy in each cell, the total number of ions in each
c cell, and che total number of electrons in each cell
c
c This subroutine also calculates the device-averaged 
c electron/ion dens icy/energy and the device-averagd 
c Debye length
c
c implicit none
integer nrcell,nzcell
real ' 8  nitot(nrcell,nzcell)
real'S netot(nrcell,nzcell)
real'S eitot(nrcell,nzcell)
real ’ 8 eetot(nrcell,nzcell)
real'S qtot(nrcell,nzcell)
integer np
integer itype(np)
real ' 8  mpart(np)
real* 8  qpart(np)
real* 8  r(np)
real'S z(np)
real*3 vr(np)
real* 8  vz(np)
integer i,j
real* 8  nreal
integer ircell, izcell
real* 8  energy
real* 8  etotal, qtotal
real'S dr, dz
real'S totele, totion
real'S niave, neave, eiave, eeave, dbyave 
real'S etotele, etotion 
real ’ 8 rpi
integer jcath, janodes, janodef 
integer nicath, necath 
integer niac, neac 
integer nianod, neanod 
integer niar, near
c Define the value of pi
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rpi=4.0*atan(1.0)
c Initialize the number of ion and electron superparticles in 
c each region.
nicath = 0  
necath = 0  
niac = 0  
neac = 0  
nianod = 0  
neanod = 0  
niar = 0  
near = 0
c Initialize the total number of ions and electrons 
totele = 0 . 0  
totion = 0 . 0
c
c Initialize the total charge of all the particles 
c in the device
qtotal = 0 . 0
c
c Initialize the total kinetic energy of the particles 
c in the device
etotal = 0 . 0
c
c Initialize the total kinetic energy of the electrons 
c and the ions
etotele = 0 . 0  
etotion = 0 . 0
c
c Initialize the number of ions, electrons in each cell, 
c the total ion and electron energy in each cell, 
c and the total charge in each cell, 
do 1 0 0  i=l,nrcell 
do 2 0 0  j=i,nzcell 
nitot(i,j) = 0 . 0  
netot(i,j) = 0 . 0  
eitot(i,j) = C . 0  
eetot(i,j) = 0 . 0  
qtot(i,j) = 0 . 0  
2 0 0  continue
1 0 0  continue
c
c Now, determine all the totals for each cell 
do 3 0 0 i = 1 ,np
c
c Determine index of cell that particle is in 
ircell = int (r ( i)/dr -*• 1 .0 ) 
izcell=int(z (i!/dz + 1 .0 )
c Check the index of the cells
if(ircell.ge.nrcell) then 
ircell=nrcell 
endi f
if(izcell.ge.nzcell) then
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izcell=nzcell
endif
if(irceil.le.1 ) Chen 
ircell=l 
endif
if(izcell.le.1 ) then 
izcell=l 
endif
c print*irceil = ',irceil
c print*izcell = '.izcell
c
c Compute the kinetic energy of the superparticle (J) 
energy=0 .5*mpart(i)*(vr(i ) * * 2  + vz(i)**2 )
c Check the particle type 1-ion, 2-electron 
i f(itype(i) .eq.1 ) then
c Increment the number of real ions in the cell
nitot(irceil,izcell) = nitot(irceil,izcell) - nreal
c Increment the total ion energy in the cell (J)
eitot(irceil,izcell) = eitot(irceil,izcell) - energy
c Increment the total number of ions 
totion = totion ♦ 1 . 0
c
c Increment the total ion energy (J) 
etotion = etotion + energy
c
c Check location of particle; increment accordingly
c
c If particle is in cathode region, increment
if((izcell.ge.i).and.(izcell.It.jcath)) then 
nicath = nicath + 1  
endif
c
c If particle is in ac region, increment
i f((izcell.ge.jcath) .and.(izcell.It.janodes)) then 
niac = niac - 1  
endif
c
c If particle is in anode region, increment
if((izcell.ge.janodes).and.(izcell.It.janodef)) then 
nianod = nianod + 1  
endif
c
c If particle is in ar region, increment 
if(izcell.ge.janodef) then 
niar = niar 1  
endif
endif
i f (i type(i) .eq.2 ) then
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c Increment the number of real electrons in the cell
netot(irceil,izcell) = netot(ircel1 ,izcell) +■ nreal
c Increment the total electron energy in the cell (J)
eetot(irceil,izcell) = eetot(irceil,izcell) + energy
c Increment the total number of electrons 
totele = totele + 1 . 0
c
c Increment the total electron kinetic energy (J) 
etotele = etotele + energy
c Check location of particle; increment accordingly 
c
c If particle is in cathode region, increment
if((izcell.ge.1 ).and.(izcell.It.jcath)) then 
necath = necath +• 1  
endif
c
c If particle is in ac region, increment
i f((izcell.ge.jcath) .and.(izcell.It.janodes)) then 
neac = neac + 1  
endi f
c
c If particle is in anode region, increment
i f((izcel1 .ge.janodes) .and.(izcel1 .1 1 .janodef)) then 
neanod = neanod + 1 
endif
c
c If particle is in ar region, increment
if(izcell.ge.janodef) then 
near = near + 1  
endif
endif
c Increment the total charge in the cell
qtot(irceil,izcell) = qtot(irceil,izcell)* qpart(i)
c Increment the total charge due to free particles
c in the device (Cb)
qtotal = qtotal f qpart(i)
c
c Increment the total kinetic energy of 
c free particles in the device (J) 
etotal = etotal +• energy
c
3 0 0  continue
c Compute the volume-averaged electron density (l/m*3)
neave = totele'nreal/(rpi*(nrcell*dr)**2 .0 *nzcell*dz)
c
c Compute the volume-averaged ion density (l/nT3)
niave = totion*nreal/(rpi*(nrcell*dr)**2 .0 *nzcell*dz)
c
c Compute the device-averaged electron energy (eV)
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eeave = etotele/(nreal’totele)/1.6e-19
c
c Compute the device-averaged ion energy (eV) 
eiave = etotion/(nreal’totion)/1.6e-19
c
c Compute the device-averaged Debye length (m), based upon 
c the device-averaged electron density and electron energy 
c
dbyave = ( 8 . 854e-12*eeave'l.6e-19/
+ neave/1.6e-19/1.6e-19)**0.5
return 
end
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c
c---------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine qdensity(nrcell,nzcell,qden,qtot,
+■ dz,ar)
c This subroutine computes the charge density distribution 
c implicit none
integer nrcell, nzcell 
real'S qden(nrcell,nzcel1) 
real'S qtot(nrcel1,nzcel1) 
real'S dz.dr, rpi 
integer i,j 
c Value of pi
rpi=4.O’atan(1.0) 
c Calculate charge density 
do 1 0 0  i=l,nrcell 
do 2 0 0  j=l,nzcell
qden(i,j) = qtot! i,j)/rpi/dz/dr/dr/(2 .0 'i-1 .0 )
2 0 0  continue
1 0 0  continue 
return 
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine ieave(nrcell,nzcell,dz, dr,
nitot,netot,eitot, eetot, 
nion,nelec,eion,eelec)
c This subroutine computes the ion and electron number
c density (#/m*3) in each cell and the average ion and
c electron energy (eV) in each cell
c
c implicit none
integer nrcell,nzcell 
real ' 8  dz.dr
real* 8  nitot(nrcell,nzcell) 
real* 8  netot(nrcell,nzcell) 
real ’ 8 eitot(nrcell,nzcell) 
real ’ 8 eetot(nrcell,nzcell) 
real’S nion(nrcell,nzcell) 
real ’ 8 nelec(nrcell,nzcell) 
real* 8  eion(nrcell,nzcell)
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real* 8  eelec(nrcell,nzcell) 
real* 8  rpi 
integer i,j
c Evaluate value of pi 
rpi=4.O’atan(1 .0 )
c Calculate distributions 
do 1 0 0  i=l,nrcell 
do 2 0 0  j=l,nzcell
c if(netot(i,j).n e .0 .0 ) then
c p r i n t * n e t o t (i,j) = ',netot(i,j)
c print*,'i= ',i,' j= ',j
c endi f
c if(nitot(i,3 ).n e .0 .0 ) chen
c print’ nitot(i,j) = ',nicot(i,j)
c print*,'i= ' ,i,' j = ' ,j
c endi f
if(nitot(i,j).g t .0 .0 ) then
eion(i,j) = eitot(i,j)/nitot(i,j)
nion(i,j) = nitot(i,j)/rpi/dz/dr/dr/(2 .0 *i-1 .0 )
else
eion(i,j) = 0 . 0  
nion(i,j) = 0 . 0  
endif
if(netot(i,j).gt.0 .0 ) then
nelec(i.j) = netot(i,j)/rpi/dz/dr/dr / ( 2  . 0 *i-1 .0 ) 
eelec(i.j) = eetot(i,j)/netot(i , j) 
else
nelec(i,j) = 0 . 0  
eelec(i,j) = 0 . 0  
endif
c if(nelec(i,j).ne.0 ) then
c p r i n t * i = i , ' j=',j,' nelec(i,j) = '. nelec(i )
c print*, 'eelec(i,j) = ',eelec(i,j) ' 1.6e-19, ' eV'
c endif
2 0 0  continue
1 0 0  continue
return
end
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c-------------------------------------------------------
subroutine plasma(nrcell,nzcell, nelec,eelec,
+ w p , debye)
c--------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine computes the electron plasma frequency 
c and debye length for each cell 
c implicit none
integer nrcell, nzcell
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real* 8  nelec(nrcell,nzcell) 
real* 8  eelec(nrcell,nzcell) 
real* 8  wp(nrcell,nzcell) 
real ’ 8 debye(nrcell,nzcell) 
integer i,j
c
c
do 1 0 0  i = 1 , nrcell 
do 2 0 0  j = 1 , nzcell
c
c p r i n t * i = i , ' j=',j,' nelec(i,j)=',nelec(i, j )
c Compute the electron plasma frequency (rads/s) 
wp(i,j) = (nelec (i, j )* 1. 6e-19*l. 6e-19 /’
+ * 8.854e-12/9.1e-31)**0.5
c print*,'wp(i, j) = ',wp(i,j)
c
c Compute the Debye length (m) based upon the electron densi 
c and temperature, using the average electron energy in 
c the cell as an approximation.
if((nelec(i,j).gt.0 .0 ).and.(eelec(i,j).gt.0 .0 )) t 
debye(i,j) = (8 . 8 5 4e-12*2.0/3.0 *eelec(i,j) /
nelec(i,j)/l.oe-19/1.6e-19)**0.5 
c print’ debye(i, j) = debye(i,j)
c p r i n t * n e l e c (i,j) = ',nelec(i,j)
c p r i n t * e e l e c (i,j) = eelec(i,j)
c print*,'i= ',i,' j = ',j
else
debye(i,j) = 1 0 0  . 0  
endi f
c
c Note: The electron energy is given in eV; thus, the
c conversion factor 1.6e-19 J/eV is used,
c if(wp(i,j).ne.0 .0 ) then
c print’ i = i ,' j = ',j,' wp(i,j) = ',wp < i,j)
c print*,'nelec(i,j) = ',nelec(i,j)
c endif
2 0 0  continue
1 0 0  continue 
return 
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c---------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine pmax(nrcell,nzcell,wp,debye,wpmax,dbymin, 
f idmin,jdmin,iwmax,jwmax)
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine determines what the maximum plasma 
c frequency (rad/s) is, and the minimum Debye length (m). 
c
c implicit none
integer nrcell, nzcell 
real* 8  wp(nrcell,nzcell) 
real* 8  debye(nrcell,nzcell) 
real* 8  wpmax, dbymin 
integer idmin, jdmin 
integer iwmax, jwmax
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integer i, j
c
c Initialize the index of the cell for the minimum 
c debye length 
idmin=l 
jdmin=l 
iwmax=l 
jwmax=l
c Inititalize the maximum plasma frequency and the 
c minimum Debye length 
wpmax = w p (1 ,1 ) 
c print*,'wp(1 ,1 ) = ',wp
c Arbitrarily set the minimum debye length to 1000 m 
dbymin = 1 0 0 0 . 0  
c Search all cells for maximum plasma frequency and 
c minimum Debye length.
do 1 0 0  i = 1 ,nrcell 
do 2 0 0  j = 1 ,nzcell
if(wp(i,j).gt.wpmax) then 
•wpmax = wp ( i , j) 
iwmax=i 
jwmax=j 
endif
i f (debye(i,j) .It.dbymin) then 
dbymin = debye(i,j) 
idmin=i 
jdmin=j 
endif
2 0 0  continue
1 0 0  continue 
return 
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine timestep(np,dr,dz,vr,vz,wpmax,dtnew,dtold)
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine computes the new timestep 
c the minimum time step is either based upon 1/16 of the 
c maximum plasma frequency, or the minimum flight time 
c for a particle to traverse a cell 
c
c implicit none
integer i,np 
real* 8  dr,dz 
real* 8  vr(np) 
real* 8  vz(np)
real* 8  wpmax, dtnew, dtmin, dtold 
real* 8  rpi
c Calculate value of pi 
rpi=4.0*atan(1.0)
c
c Set the old timestep to the current timestep
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dtold=dtnew 
c print:* dtold = dtold, ' seconds'
c
c Initialize the minimum timestep (s), based upon the 
c maximum plasma frequency
c If the plasma frequency is zero, then use the previous 
c time step
c print*,'wpmax = '.wpmax,' rads/s'
if(wpmax.le.0 .0 ) then 
dtmin = dtold 
endif
c Note: We will not let the plasma frequency get too
c large.
if(wpmax.ge.1.Oe+13) then 
dtmin = 1 .0 e - 1 2  
endi f
c U s e  che maximum plasma frequency to define the
c time step; use a slightly larger one, say
c 1/4 of the plasma period instead
if((wpmax.gt.0.0) .and.(wpmax.It.1.Oe+13) ) then 
c dtmin = 1.0/16*2.0*rpi/wpmax
dtmin = 1 .0 /8 .0 *2 .0 *rpi/wpmax 
c dtmin = 1 .0 /4.0 *2 .0 *rpi/wpmax
endi f
c
c print*,'dtmin adjusted for wpmax = ',dtmin
c check dtmin; if it is very large, then set
c the minimum time step to the original time step
if(dtmin.ge.1 .0 e- 6 ) then 
dtmin=l.0 e - 1 2  
endi f
if(dtmin.It.1 .0 e- 1 2 ) then 
dtmin=l.0 e - 1 2  
endi f
do 1 0 0  i=l,np
if(abs(v r (i)).gt.0 .0 ) then
if(abs(dr/vr(i)).It.dtmin) then 
dtmin = abs(dr/vr(i)) 
endif 
endif
if(abs(v z (i)).gt.0 .0 ) then
if(abs(dz/vz(i)).It.dtmin) then 
dtmin = abs(dz/vz(i)) 
endif 
endi f
1 0 0  continue
c print*,'dtmin = '.dtmin,' seconds'
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c
dtnew=dtmin 
p r i n t *dtnew = '.dtnew,' seconds' 
return 
end
c - ■
c
c - ■
subroutine trisol(M,A,B.C.D)
c - ■
c
c Subroutine trisol uses the Thomas algorithm to solve a
c tri-diagonal matrix equation.
c
c This program was found in pp. 685-686 of N.N . 0  z i s i k ' s
c book, Heat Conduction, Second Edition, John Wiley and
c Sons, 1993.
c
c M = Dimension of the Matrix
c A = Off-Diagonal term (lower)
c B = Diagonal term
c C = Off-Diagonal term (upper)
c D = on input - right-hand-side of equation
c D = on output - solution
c
c implicit none
integer M,i,J
real* 8  rr
real* 8  A(M), B (M) , C(M), D(M)
c
c Establish upper triangular matrix
c
do 10 i=2,M
c print*,'B(i-l) = ',B(i-l)
rr=A(i)/B(i-l)
c print*,'i=',i,' A (i)=',A (i),' B (i)=', B (i) , ' rr= ’ ,
B (i) = B (i) - rr*C(i — 1 )
D (i) = D(i) - rr’D (i — 1)
c p r i n t * B (i)new = ',B(i),' D(i)new= '. D( i)
1 0  continue
c
c Back substitution
c
D(M) = D(M)/B(M)
do 20 i=2,M
J = M-i + 1
D (J) = (D(J)-C(J) *D(J+l) )/B(J)
c print*,'i=',i,' J=',J,' D(J)= ’,D(J)
2 0  continue
c do a print out of the solution
c do 3 0 i=l,M
c print*,'i=',i,' D(i)= ',D(i)
c 3 0 continue
c
c Solution is stored in the array D
return
end
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c ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function ran2 (idum)
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c This function is a random number generator found 
c in Numerical Recipes in Fortran, 2nd Edition, 
c Press et al. , Cambridge University Press, 1992. 
c pp. 272-273. 
c
c implicit none
integer idum, iml, im2 , imml, ial, ia2 , iql, iq2  
integer irl, ir2 , ntabl, ndiv 
real’S ran2 , am, eps, rnmx 
parameter(iml=21474 8 3 56 3, im2=2147483 3 99, 
am= 1 .0 /iml, imml=iml-l, 
ial=40014, ia2=40692, 
iql=53668, iq2=52774, 
irl=12211, ir2=3791,
1- ntab=32, ndiv=l-*-imml/ntab,
eps=1.2e-7, rnrax=l.0-eps)
c
c Long period 2.0e+18 random number generator of L'Ecuyer 
c with Bays-Durham shuffle and added safeguards. Returns 
c a uniform random deviate between 0 . 0  and 1 . 0  (exclusive 
c of the endpoint values). Call with idum a single 
c negative integer to initialize; thereafter, do not alter 
c idum between successive deviates in a sequence, rnmx 
c should approximate the largest floating point value 
c that is less than one.
integer idum2 , j, k, iv(ntab), iy 
save iv, iy, idum2
data idum2/1234567 89/, iv/ntab'O/, iy/0/
c
c Initialize
if(idum.le.0 ) then 
idum=max(-idum,1 ) 
idum2 =idum 
do 1 1  j=ntab+8 ,1 , - 1  
k=idum/iql
idum=ial*(idum-k’iql)-k’irl 
if(idum.It.0 ) idum=idum+iml 
if(j .le.ntab) iv(j)=idum 
1 1  continue
iy=iv(I) 
endif
c Start here when not initializing 
k=idum/iql
c Compute idum=mod(ial*idum,iml) without 
c overflows by Schrage's method.
idum=ial*(idum-k*iql)-k’irl 
if(idum.It.0 ) idum=idum+iml 
k=idum2 ,iq2
c Compute idum2=mod(ia2*idum2,im2), likewise 
idum2  = ia2 * (idum2 -k*iq2 )-k* ir2  
if(idum2 .It.0 ) idum2 =idum2 +im2  
c j will be in the range l:ntab
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j=l+iy/ndiv 
c Here idum is shuffled, idum and idum2 are 
c combined to generate output. 
iy= iv(j)-idum2  
iv(j)=idum
if(iy.lt.l) iy=iy+imml 
c Pick the lesser of the random numbers, 
c because users don't expect endpoint values. 
ran2 =min(am* iy,rnmx) 
return 
end
c-------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine ionsort(np,itype,npion,iontrak)
c-------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine determines the indices of all the 
c ions; this helps speed up the fusion calculation 
c subroutines by avoiding calculations with electrons 
c
c The iontrak(npion) array keeps track of the 
c indices of the ions only
c-------------------------------------------------------------
integer itype(np) 
integer np 
integer npion 
integer iontrak(np) 
c initialize the number of ions 
npion = 0  
do 1 0 0  i=l,np
if(itype(i).eq.1 ) then 
npion=npion+l 
iontrak(npion) = i 
endi f 
1 0 0  continue
return
end
c-------------------------------------------------------------
c
c-------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine fusionl(np,itype,ibflag,r,z,vr,vz,mpart, 
* qpart,pres,temp, dr, dz, rback,
+ rbeam,nreal)
c-------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine calculates the total beam-background 
c and beam-beam fusion reaction rates for single 
c deuterium ions colliding with eachother and 
c the background deuterium gas. 
c
c-------------------------------------------------------------
c implicit none
integer i, j 
integer np
real* 8  pres, temp, boltz 
integer itype(np) 
integer ibflag(np)
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real* 8  mpart(np) 
real* 8  qpart(np) 
real* 8  r(np) 
real* 8  z(np) 
real ’ 8 vr(np) 
real* 8  vz(np)
real* 8  nback, rback, rbeam, virel, eeion, dvol
integer ircelll, ircell2 , izcelll, izcell2
real’S dr, dz
real* 8  sig24
real’S rpi
real’S nreal
c Value of pi
rpi=4.0*atan(1.0)
c
c Calculate Total Beam-Background Neutron Race
c Value of Boltzmann's constant 
boltz = 1.38e-23 
c Calculate the background neutral density(#/m~3) 
nback = pres/boltz/temp 
c print* ,'nback = ',nback,' atoms/m''3 '
c Initialize the beam-background reaction rate 
rback = 0 . 0
c Calculate the beam-background fusion reaction rate 
do 1 0 0  i=l,np 
c Determine particle type I-ion 2-electron 
i f (i type(i) .eq.1 ) then 
c Calculate relative velocity of ion (m/s) 
virel = (vr(i)” 2 vz(i)” 2)” 0.5
c print*,'virel = ',virel,' m/s'
c Calculate ion kinetic energy (eV)
eeion = 0.5’mpart(i)/nreal’virel’virel/1.6e-19 
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
c
c print*,'eion = ',eeion,' eV'
c print* ,'sig24 (eeion) = ', sig24 (eeion) , ' m/'2'
c print*,’nback = ',nback,' atoms/'m*3'
c Add to total beam-background reaction rate (n/s)
rback = rback + nreal*sig24(eeion)*virel*nback 
endif
c print*,'rback update = '.rback,' n/s'
c if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
c print*,'eion = '.eeion,' eV'
c print’,'sig24 (eeion) = ', sig24 (eeion) , ' m~2'
c print’.'nback = '.nback,' atoms/m*3'
c print*,'virel = ',virel,' m/s'
c print’ ,' rback update = '.rback,' r./s'
c endif
endif 
1 0 0  continue 
c print*,'rback calculated = '.rback,' n/s'
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c Calculate Total Beam-Beam Neutron Rate
Initialize the total beam-beam fusion reaction rate 
rbeam = 0 . 0
Calculate the beam-beam reaction rate 
do 2 0 0  i=l,np 
do 3 00 j = 1,np
Determine particle type 1-ion, 2-electron for both particles 
i f((i type(i) .eq.1 ) .and. (i type(j) .eq.1 )) then
Compute cell indices of both particles
ircelll = int(r(i)/dr + 1 .0 ) 
izcelll = int(z(i)/dz + 1 .0 ) 
ircell2  = int(r(j)/dr + 1 .0 ) 
izce ! 1 2  = int(z(j)/dz + 1 .0 )
c Check to see if both ions are in same cell 
if((ircelll.eq.irce!1 2 ).and.
+ (izcelll.eq.izcell2 )) then
c Calculate relative ion velocity (m/s)
virel = ((vr(i)-vr(j))**2 +(vz(i)-vz(j)) 
c print’,'virel = '.virel,' m/s'
c Calculate relative kinetic energy of first ion (eV) 
eeion = 0 .5’mpart(i)/nreal’virel'virel, 1 .6 e 
c print’,'eeion = '.eeion,' eV'
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then 
c Calculate the differential volume of the cell
dvol = ( 2  . 0 *ircelll-l)’dr” 2 ’rpi*az 
c print’,'dvol = '.dvol,' m^3'
c Add to total beam-beam reaction rate (n/s) 
c print’,'rbeam before update = '.rbeam
c print*,'sig24(eeion) = ', sig24(eeion),
rbeam =rbeam+nreal*nreal*sig24(eeion) 
endif
2 ) ” 0 . 5
■19
'  m '  
’virel/dvo
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
print*
print’
print*
print’
print’
endif
'virel = ',virel, 
'eeion = ',eeion, 
'dvol = ',dvol,'
'sig24(eeion) = ‘ 
'i=',i,' j=',j,'
' m/s'
' eV' 
m"3 '
,s ig24(eeion) 
rbeam update
m '  2  '
’,rbeam
endi f 
endi f 
3 00 continue
2 0 0  continue
: print*,'rbeam calculated
return 
end
c-
c
c-
',rbeam,' n/s'
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subroutine fusion2 (np,icype,ibflag,r,z,vr,vz,mpart, 
+ qpart,pres,temp, dr, dz, nrcell,
+ nzcell, nreal, rbackv, rbeamv)
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine calculates the beam-background 
c and beam-beam fusion reaction rate density distributions 
c for single deuterium ions colliding with eachother and 
c the background deuterium gas.
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c implicit none
integer i,j 
integer ir, iz 
integer np
real* 8  pres, temp, boltz 
integer itype(np) 
integer ibflag(np) 
real ’ 8  mpart(np) 
real* 8  qpart(np) 
real* 8  r(np) 
real* 8  z(np) 
real* 8  vr(np) 
real*3 vz(np)
real ' 8  nback, virel, eeion, dvol 
integer ircelll, ircell2 , izcelll, izcelll 
integer ircell, izcell 
real* 8  dr, dz
real ’ 8 rbackv(nrcell,nzcell) 
real ’ 8 rbeamv(nrcell,nzcell) 
real ’ 8 nreal 
real ’ 8 sig24 
real ’ 8 rpi
c print’,'start fusion2 subroutine'
c Value of pi
rpi=4.O’atan(1 .0 ) 
c Value of Boltzmann's constant (J/K) 
boltz=l.38e-23 
c Calculate the background neutral density (#/m,'3 ) 
nback = pres/boltz/temp 
c Initialize the beam-background and beam-beam 
c reaction rate densities in each cell 
do 1 0 0  ir=l,nrcell 
do 2 0 0  iz=l,nzcell 
rbackv(ir,iz) =0 . 0  
rbeamv(ir,iz) = 0 . 0  
2 0 0  continue
1 0 0  continue
print*,'cells initialized'
c
c Calculate Beam-Background Neutron Rate Distribution
do 3 00 i=l,np 
c Determine particle type 1-ion 2-electron 
i f(itype(i) .eq.1 ) then 
c print*,'we have an ion'
c Determine cell index for ion
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ircell=int(r(i)/dr + 1 .0 ) 
izcell=int(z (i)/dz + 1 .0 ) 
c print*ircell = '.ircell,' izcell=',izcell
c Calculate relative velocity of ion (m/s) 
virel = (vr(i)**2 + v z (i)*’2)**0 . 5 
c Calculate ion kinetic energy (eV)
eeion = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal*virel"virel/1.6e-19 
c pr i n t * e e i o n  = eeion,' eV'
c Don't bother with calculation if relative energy is low 
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
c Calculate volume of cell
dvol = (2 .0 *ircell-l)*rpi*dr*dr*dz 
c print*,'dvol = ',dvol,' mA3'
c Add to total beam-background reaction rate density 
c in the cell (n/m,'3/s)
rbackv(ircell,izcell) = rbackv(ircell,izcell) +
+ nreal/dvol*sig24(eeion)*virel*nback
endif 
endif 
300 continue
c print*,'beam background calculations complete'
   .
c Calculate Beam-Beam Neutron Rate Distribution
do 400 i = 1 ,np 
do 500 j=l,np
c Determine particle type 1-ion, 2-electron for both particles 
i f ((itype(i) .eq.1 ) .and.(itype(j) .eq.1 ) ) then
c Compute cell indices of both particles 
ircelll = int(r(i)/dr + 1 .0 ) 
izcelll = int(z(i)/dz + 1 .0 ) 
ircell2  = int(r(j)/dr + 1 .0 ) 
izcell2  = int(z(j)/dz + 1 .0 )
c Check to see if both ions are in same cell 
if((ircelll.eq.ircell2 ).and.
(izcelll.eq.izcell2 )) then
c Calculate relative ion velocity (m/s)
virel = ((vr(i)-vr(j))**2 + (vz(i)-vz(j))**2 )*’0 .5 
c Calculate relative kinetic energy of first ion (eV)
eeion = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal*virei'virel 1.6e-19 
c If relative energy is less than 1 keV, don't bother with 
c calculation
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then 
c Calculate the differential volume of the cell
dvol = (2 *ircelll-l)*dr**2 'rpi*dz 
c Add to total beam-beam reaction rate (n/s) 
rbeamv(ircelll,izcelll) = 
rbeamv(ircelll,izcelll) +
1- nreal’*2*sig24 (eeion) *virel/dvol 'dvol
endif 
endif 
endif
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500 continue
400 continue 
c print*beam-beam calculations complete'
return 
end
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q
c------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine fusion3(np,itype,ibflag,r,z,vr,vz,mpart, 
+ qpart,pres,temp, dr, dz, rback,
+ rbeam,nreal,npion,iontrak)
c------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine calculates the total beam-background 
c and beam-beam fusion reaction rates for single 
c deuterium ions colliding with eachother and 
c the background deuterium gas. 
c
c To speed up the calculation procedure, the 
c cross section calculation is incorporated into 
c this subroutine
r
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c implicit none
integer i, j , ii, j j 
integer np
real* 8  pres, temp, boltz 
integer itype(np) 
integer ibflag(np) 
real* 8  mpart(np) 
real* 8  qpart(np) 
real* 8  r(np) 
real* 8  z(np) 
real* 8  vr(np) 
real* 8  vz(np)
real* 8  nback, rback, rbeam, virel, eeion, dvol
integer ircelll, ircell2 , izcelll, izcell2
real* 8  dr, dz
real* 8  rpi
real* 8  nreal
integer npion
integer iontrak(npion)
reai’3 sigma, x, al, a2, a3, a4, a5
c Value of constants in DD-n fusion cross section 
c calculation
al = 47 . 8 8  
a2=482 .0 
a3=3.08e-4 
a4=l.177 
a5=0.0
c Value of pi
rpi=4 . 0  *atan(1 .0 )
c
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c Calculate Total Beam-Background Neutron Rate
c Value of Boltzmann's constant 
boltz = 1.3 8e-23
c Calculate the background neutral density(#/mA3) 
nback = pres/boltz/temp
c Initialize the beam-background reaction rate 
rback = 0 . 0
c Calculate the beam-background fusion reaction rate 
do 1 0 0  ii=l,npion
c
c Find the index of the ion
i = iontrak(ii)
c Calculate relative velocity of ion (m/s) 
virel = (vr(i)” 2 + vz(i)” 2)” 0.5
c Calculate ion kinetic energy (eV)
eeion = 0 .5'mpart(i)/nreai’virel’virel/1 .Se-lS
c If energy is greater than 1000 eV, then proceed
c with fusion calculation; less than 1000 eV is negligible
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
c
c Calculate the DD-n fusion cross section (mA2) 
x = eeion/1 0 0 0 . 0
sigma=l.0e-28*(a5+a2/((a4-a3*x)**2.0+1.0)) !
+ x / ( exp (al/x” 0 .5) -1 . 0  )
c Add to total beam-background reaction rate (n/s) 
rback = rback + nreal’sigma’virel’nback 
enai f
1 0 0  continue
print’,'Total Beam-background calculations done' 
print*,'rback = '.rback,' n/s'
c Calculate Total Beam-Beam Neutron Rate
c Initialize the total beam-beam fusion reaction rate 
rbeam = 0 . 0
c Calculate the beam-beam reaction rate 
do 2 0 0  ii=l,npion 
do 3 00 jj=l,npion
c Determine the indices of the ions 
i = iontrak(ii) 
j = iontrak(j j)
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c Compute cell indices of both particles
ircelll = int(r(i)/dr + 1 .0 )
izcelll = int(z(i)/dz + 1 .0 )
ircell2 = int(r(j)/dr + 1 .0 )
izcell2  = int(z(j)/dz + 1 .0 )
c Check to see if both ions are in same cell 
if((ircelll.eq.ircell2 ).and.
+■ (izcelll .eq. izcell2 ) ) then
c Calculate relative ion velocity (m/s)
virel = ((vr(i)-vr(j ) ) * * 2  +
+ (vz(i)-vz(j))*'2)**0 . 5
c Calculate relative kinetic energy of first ion (eV) 
eeion = 0 .5*mpart(i)/nreal*
+ virel*virel/l.6e-19
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
c Calculate the differential volume of the cell
dvol = (2 .0 'irceill-1 .0 )*dr'dr*rpi'dz
c
c Calculate DD-n fusion cross section (m"'2)
x = eeion/1 0 0 0 . 0
sigma=l.Oe-28*(a5+
a2/( (a4-a3*x) " 2  .0 * 1.0)) / 
f x / (exp(al/x**0 .5)-1 .0 )
c Add to total beam-beam reaction rate (n/s)
rbeam =rbeam+nreal*nreal*
+ sigma*virel/dvol
endif 
endif
300 continue
2 0 0  continue
print*,'Total beam-beam calculations done'
print*,'rbeam = ',rbeam,' n/s'
return
end
— _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _      —            _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
c
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine fusion4(np,itype,ibflag, r,z,vr, vz,mpart, 
i- qpart,pres, temp, dr, dz, nrcell,
+ nzcell, nreal, rbackv, rbeamv,
+ npion,iontrak)
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine calculates the beam-background 
c and beam-beam fusion reaction rate density distributions 
c for single deuterium ions colliding with eac’nother and 
c the background deuterium gas.
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c implicit none
integer i,j
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integer ir, iz 
integer np
real* 8  pres, temp, boltz 
integer itype(np) 
integer ibflag(np) 
real* 8  mpart(np) 
real* 8  qpart(np) 
real* 8  r(np) 
real* 8  z(np) 
real* 8  vr(np) 
real* 8  vz(np)
real ’ 8 nback, virel, eeion, dvol 
integer ircelll, ircell2 , izcelll, izcell2  
integer ircell, izcell 
real* 8  dr, dz
real* 8  rbackv(nrcell,nzcell)
real ’ 8 rbeamv(nrcell,nzcell)
real* 8  nreal
real ’ 8 rpi
integer npion
integer iontrak(npion)
real* 8  sigma, x, al, a2, a3, a4, a5
c Value of constants in DD-n fusion cross section
c calculation
al = 47 . 8 8  
a2 = 482 . 0 
a3=3.08e-4 
a4=l.177 
a5 = 0 .0
c Value of pi
rpi=4.0*atan(1.0)
c Value of 3oltzmann's constant (J/K) 
boltz=l.38e-23
c Calculate the background neutral density(#/mA3) 
nback = pres/boltz/temp
c Initialize the beam-background and beam-beam
c reaction race densities in each cell 
do 1 0 0  ir=l,nrcell 
do 2 0 0  iz=l,nzcell 
rbackv(ir,iz) =0 . 0  
rbeamv(ir,iz) = 0 . 0  
2 0 0  continue
1 0 0  continue
print’,'cells initialized'
c
c.***»»******■**■»»
c Calculate Beam-Background Neutron Rate Distribution
do 300 ii=l,npion
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c Find index for ion
i = icr.trak (ii)
c Determine cell index for ion
ircell=int(r(i)/dr + 1 .0 ) 
izcell=int(z (i)/dz + 1 .0 )
c Calculate relative velocity of ion (m/s) 
virel = (vr(i) * * 2  + vz(i)**2 )**0 .5
c Calculate ion kinetic energy (eV)
eeion = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal*virel*virel/l.6e-19
c Don't bother with calculation if relative energy is low 
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
c Calculate volume of cell
dvol = (2 .0 *ircell-1 .0 )*rpi*dr*dr*dz
c Calculate DD-n fusion cross section (mA2) 
x = eeion/1 0 0 0 . 0
sigma=l.Oe-28*(a5+
+ a2/((a4-a3*x)’*2.0 + 1.0)) /
-r x / (exp(al/x**0 .5)-1 .0 )
c Add to total beam-background reaction rate density 
c in the ceil (n/mA3/s)
rbackv(ircell,izcell) = rbackv(ircell,izcell) +
+ nreal/dvol*sigma*virel*nback
endif 
300 continue
print*,'Volumetric Beam-Background Calculations Done'
c Calculate Beam-Beam Neutron Rate Distribution 
 .
do 400 ii=l,npion 
do 500 jj=l,npion
c
c Get indices of ions
i = iontrak(ii) 
j = iontrak(jj)
c Compute cell indices of both particles 
ircelll = int(r(i)/dr +• 1 .0 ) 
izcelll = int(z(i)/dz + 1 .0 ) 
ircell2  = int(r(j)/dr + 1 .0 ) 
izcell2  = int(z(j)/dz * 1 .0 )
c Check to see if both ions are in same cell 
if((ircelll.eq.ircell2 ).and.
(izcelll.eq.izcel!2 )) then
c Calculate relative ion velocity (m/s)
virel = ((vr(i)-vr(j))**2 + (vz(i)-vz(j))* * 2 )**0 .5
c Calculate relative kinetic energy of first ion (eV)
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eeion = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal’virel’virel/1.6e-19
c If relative energy is less than 1 keV, don't bother with 
c calculation
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
c Calculate the differential volume of the cell
dvol = (2 *ircelll-l.0 )’dr’dr’rpi’dz
c Calculate DD-n fusion cross section (m^2) 
x = eeion/1 0 0 0 . 0
sigma=l.0e-28’(a5+
a2/((a4-a3*x)**2.0 + 1.0)) '
+ x / (exp(al/x” 0.5)-1.0)
c Add to total beam-beam reaction rate (n/s) 
rbeamv(ircelll,izcelll) = 
rbeamv(ircelll,izcelll) +
nreal’ * 2  ’sigma "virel /dvol /'dvol 
endif
endi f
500 continue
400 continue
print*,'Volumetric Beam-Beam Calculations Done'
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c
r * ------------------------------------       -  -  — -------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine fusions(np,itype,ibflag,r,z,vr,vz,mpart,
qpart,pres,temp, dr. dz, nrcell, 
nzcell, nreal, rback, rbackv,
” npion,iontrak,jcath,janodes, janodef,
rbcath, rbac, rbanod, rbar)
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine calculates the total ion-background 
c and the volumetric ion-background fusion reaction 
c rate density distributuions for single deuterium 
c ions colliding with the background neutral 
c atomic deuterium gas 
c
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c implicit none
integer nrcell, nzcell 
integer i,j 
integer ir, iz 
integer np
reai ’ 8 pres, temp, boltz 
integer itype(np! 
integer ibflag(np) 
real ’ 8 mpart(np) 
real* 8  qpart(np)
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real* 8 r(np) 
real* 8  z(np) 
real* 8 vr(np) 
real* 8  vz(np)
real* 8 nback, virel, eeion, dvol 
integer ircell, izcell 
real* 8  dr, dz 
real* 8  rback
real*3 rbackv(nrcell,nzcell)
real* 8  nreal
real* 8  rpi
integer npion
integer iontrak(npion)
reai ’ 8 sigma, x, al, a2, a3, a4, a5 
integer jcath, janodes, janodef 
real* 8  rbcath, rbac, rbanod, rbar
c
c Value of constants in DD-n fusion cross section 
c calculation 
c
al=47 . 8 8  
a2=482.0 
a3=3.08e-4 
a4=l.177 
a5 = 0 .0
c
c Value of pi
rpi=4.0*atan(1.0)
c
c Value of Boltzmann's constant (J/K) 
boltz=l.3 8e-23
c Calculate the background neutral density(#'Vti''3) 
nback = pres/boltz/temp
c
c Calculate the Total Ion-Background Neutron 
c Generation Rate, and the Volumetric Ion-Background 
c Neutron Generation Rates Simultaneously
c
c Initialize the ion-background reaction rate 
rback = 0 . 0
c Initialize the ion-background neucron rates in 
c the cathode, ac, anode, and ar regions 
rbcath = 0 . 0
rbac = 0 . 0
rbanod = 0 . 0
rbar = 0 . 0
c Initialize the ion-background 
c reaction rate densities in each cell 
do 1 0 0  ir=l,nrcell 
do 2 0 0  iz=l,nzcell 
rbackv(ir,iz) =0 . 0  
2 0 0  continue
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100 continue
c Calculate the ion-background fusion reaction rate 
do 300 ii=l,npion
c
c Find the index of the ion 
i = iontrak(ii)
c Determine cell index for ion
ircell=int(r (i)/dr + 1 .0 ) 
izcell=int(z(i)/dz + 1 .0 )
c
c Check to be sure particle is inside the main discharge 
if((ircell.ge . 1 ) .and.(ircell.le.nrcell) .and.
(izcell.ge.1 ).and.(izcell.le.nzcell)) then
c Check to be sure particle is active 
if(ibflag(i).eq.1 ) then
c Calculate relative velocity of ion (m/s)
virel = (vr(i) * * 2  + vz(i)**2 )**0 .5
c Calculate ion kinetic energy (eV)
eeion = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal*virel’virel/1.6e-19
c If energy is greater than 1000 eV, then proceed
c with fusion calculation; less than 1000 eV is negligible
if(eeion.ge . 1 0 0 0  .0 ) then
c Calculate differential volume of cell
dvol = (2 .0 *irceli-l.0 )*rpi*dr’dr*dz
c Calculate the DD-n fusion cross section OrTI) 
x = eeion/1 0 0 0 . 0
s igma=l .0e-28’ (a5-t-a2 / ( (a4-a3 *x) *''2.0^1.01 )
- x / ( exp(al/x” 0 .5) -1.0 )
c Add to total beam-background reaction rate (n/s)
rback = rback +■ nreal’sigma’virel*nback
c Add to total beam-background reaction rate density
c in the cell (n/m^3/s)
rbackv(ircell,izcell) = rbackv(ircell,izcell) 
+ nreal/dvol*sigma*
+ virel*nback
c
c Check the cell it is in, and increase the
c neutron generation rate in the respective region
c
c Cathode Region
if((izcell.gt.1 ).ana.(izcell.It.jcath)) then 
rbcath = rbcath + nreal*sigma’virel’nback 
endif
c AC Region
if((izcell.ge.jcath).and.(izcell.It.janodes))
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rbac = rbac + nreal’sigma’virel’nback 
endif
c Anode Region
if((izcell.ge.janodes).and.(izcell.lc.janodef)) then 
rbanod = rbanod + nreal’sigma’virel’nback 
endif
c AR Region
if(izcell.ge.janodef) then
rbar = rbar + nreal’sigma’virel’nback 
endif
endif 
endif 
endi f
300 continue
return
end
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine cellsort(nrcell,nzcell,np,itype,ibflag,
+ r,z,dr,dz,nreal,npion,iontrak,
+ nicelll,nimax,ncmax,overc)
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine determines the number of ions inc 
c each cell, the number of cells with more than 
c 1 0 0  ion superparticles, and the maximum number 
c of particles within a given cell, 
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c implicit none
integer nrcell, nzcell
integer i, j, ii, jj, k
integer np
integer itype(np)
integer ibflag(np)
real* 8  r(np)
real*S z(np)
real* 8  dr, dz
real ’ 8 nreal
integer npion
integer iontrak(npion)
integer nicelll(nrcell,nzcell)
integer overc(nrcell,nzcell)
integer nimax,ncmax
c
c
c print’,'nrcell = '.nrcell
c print*,'nzcell = '.nzcell
c Initialize the number of ions in each cell
do 1 0 0  ir=l,nrcell 
do 2 0 0  iz=l,nzcell
nicelll(ir,iz) = 0
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2 0 0  continue
1 0 0  continue 
c print*cells initialized'
c
c Initialize the maximum number of particles within 
c a cell
nimax = 0
c Initialize the number of cells with more than 100 
c particles
ncmax = 0
c-------------------------------------------------------
c Determine the number of ions in each cell
do 300 ii=l,npion
c Find the index of the ion 
i = iontrak(ii)
c
c Check if ion is active
if(ibflag(i).eq.l) then
c Now, find cell in which ion is located 
ircell=int(r(i)/dr+1 .0 } 
izcell=int(z(i)/dz+1 .0 )
c if(ircell.gt.64) then
c print*ircell = '.ircell
c print*,'r(i) = ',r {i)
c print*,'dr = ',dr
c print*,'r (i)/dr = ',r(i)/dr
c endif
c if(izcell.gt.128) then
c p r i n t * i z c e l 1 = '.izcell
c print*,'z(i) = ',z (i)
c print*,'dz = ',dz
c p r i n t * z (i)/dz = ',z(i)/dz
c endif
c Update the number of ions in the cell
nicelll(ircell,izcell) = nicelll(ircell,izcell ) + 1  
endif
300 continue
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c print*.'we have counted the number of ions in each cell'
c
c Initialize the number of cells with more than 100 particles 
k  =  0
c Now, determine number of cells with more than 10 0 particles, 
c and find the indices of those particular cells
do 400 i=l,nrcell 
do 500 j=l,nzcell 
c print*,'ir=',i,' iz=',i,'nicelll=',
c + nicelll(i,j)
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if(nicelll(i,j).gt.1 0 0 ) then 
c print*,'cell has more than 1 0 0  particles'
c print*,'ircell=',i,' izcell=',j
c print*,'nicelll(i,j) = ',nicelll(i,j)
k=k+l
c print*,'k = ',k
c Set the index of the cell with more than 100 particles 
overc(i,j) = k
c print*,'overc(i,j) = ',overc(i,j)
c Set the maximum number of cells with more than 100 particles 
ncmax=k
c print*,'ncmax = ',k
c Determine the maximum number of particles within a cell 
if(nicelll(i,j).gt.nimax) then 
nimax=nicelll(i , j) 
endif 
endi f
500 continue
400 continue
c
c Note: If there are no cells with more than 100 particles
c set the defaults to 1
if(nimax.It.1 ) then 
nimax=l 
endi f
if(ncmax.It.1 ) then 
ncmax=l 
endi f
print*,'nimax = '.nimax 
print’,'ncmax = ',ncmax 
c print*,'cell sort subroutine finished'
c
return
end
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine ionindx(npion,iontrak,nimax,ncmax, np,r ,z ,dr,dz,
nrcell,nzcell,nicelll,index,
+ overc,indexo,ibflag)
c---------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine sorts and indexes the ions into one of
c two different arrays, 1 array is for cells in which there
c are less than 1 0 0  ions, the other array is for cells in
c which there are more than 1 0 0  ions
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
integer npion 
integer iontrak(npion) 
integer nimax 
integer ncmax 
integer np 
real * 8  r(np), z(np) 
integer ibflag(np)
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real* 8  dr,dz
integer nrcell, nzcell
integer nicelll(nrcell,nzcell)
integer nicell2 (nrcell,nzcell)
integer index(nrcell,nzcell,1 0 0 )
integer overc(nrcell,nzcell)
integer indexo(ncmax,nimax)
integer ii,i,j
integer ircell, izcell
integer k
c
c print* 'begin ionindx subroutine
c print* 'nrcell = ',nrcell
c print* 'nzcel1 = ',nzcell
c print * 'nimax = ',nimax
c print* 'ncmax = ',ncmax
c Initialize the indices of particles in cell with less 
c than 1 0 0  particles to zero
c Initialize the indices of particles in cells with more 
c than 1 0 0  particles to zero 
do 1 0 0  i=l,nrcell 
do 2 0 0  j=l,nzcell 
nicell2 (i,j) = 0
2 0 0  continue
1 0 0  continue
c print*initialize the indices of ions in all cells'
c Go through a do loop to sort the ions into their respective 
c cells, and to index them accordingly
do 300 ii=l,npion
c Find the index of the ion 
i = iontrak(ii) 
if(ibflag(i).eq.1 ) then
c Now, find cell in which ion is located 
ircell=int(r(i)/dr+1 .0 ) 
izcell=int(z(i)/dz+1 .0 ) 
c if(ircell.gt.nrcell) then
c print*ircell = '.ircell
c print*,'izcell = '.izcell
c endif
c if(izcell.gt.nzcell) then
c print*,'ircell = '.ircell
c print*,'izcell = '.izcell
c endi f
c Check if the cell has less than 100 particles, and 
c if so, then index the particles
if(nicelll(ircell,izcell).le.1 0 0 ) then 
c print*,'nicelll(ircell,izcell)= ',
c f nicelll(ircell,izcell)
c Update the index number for ions in the ceil
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nicell2 (ircell,izcell) = nicell2 (ircell,izcell) + 1
c Set the index for for the ion in the cell with less than 
c 1 0 0  particles
index(ircell,izcell,nicell2 (ircell,izcell)) = i
endi f
c
c If the cell of the particle has more than 100 particles, 
c index that particle in a different array
if(nicelll(ircell,izcell).gt.1 0 0 ) then
c print*,'cell has more than 1 0 0  particles'
c print*,'nicelll = ',nicelll(ircell,izcell)
c print*,'ircell = '.ircell
c print’,'izcell = '.izcell
c Determine the index of the cell with more than 100 particles 
k = overc(ircell,izcell) 
c print*,'k for overc = ',k
c print*,'overc(ircell,izcell) = ',
c f overc(ircell,izcell)
c Update the index number for ions in the cell
nicell2 (ircell,izcell) = nicelll(ircell,izcelii * 1
c Set the particle index for the particle in the cell with more 
c than 1 0 0  particles
indexo(k ,nicelll(ircel1 ,izcell)) = i 
c print*,'indexo = ',
c - indexo (k, nicelH ( ircell, izcell) )
c print*,'i = ',i
c print*,'nicell2  = ',nicelll(ircell,izcell)
c print*,'k = ',k
c
endif 
endif 
300 continue
c print’,'we are at the end of the ionindx subroutine'
c print*,'nimax = '.nimax
c print*,'ncmax = '.ncmax
return
end
subroutine fusion6 (np,i type,ibflag,r,z,vr,vz,mpart,
- qpart, dr, dz, rbeam.
rbeamv,nreal,npion,iontrak,nrcell,
nzcell,nicelll,overc,
T ncmax,nimax.
index,indexo)
c This subroutine calculates the total ion-ion and 
c the volumetric ion-ion fusion reaction rates in 
c for single deuterium ions colliding with eachother. 
c
c To speed up calculations, the DD-n fusion
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c
c
c
c-
c
cross section calculation is incorporated into 
this subroutine
implicit none 
integer npion 
integer iontrack(npion) 
integer nrcell, nzcell 
integer i, j, ii, jj 
integer np 
integer itype(np) 
integer ibflag(np) 
real* 8  mpart(np) 
real ’ 8 qpart(np) 
real ' 8  r(np) 
real* 8  z(np) 
real* 8  vr(np) 
real* 8  vz(np)
real* 8  rbeam, virel, eeion, dvol 
real* 8  rbeamv(nrcell,nzcell) 
real* 8  dr, dz 
real ’ 8 rpi 
real* 8  nreal
real* 8  sigma, x, al, a2, a3, a4, a5 
integer ncmax, nimax 
integer nicelll(nrcell,nzcell) 
integer index(nrcell,nzcell, 1 0 0 ) 
integer indexo(ncmax,nimax) 
integer overc(nrcel1 , nzcel1 ) 
integer indexl, index2
c
c
c
c
c
print’,'nrcell = '.nrcell 
print*,'nzcell = '.nzcell 
print’,'We are now in fusion6 subroutine' 
print*,'ncmax = ',ncmax 
print*,'nimax = '.nimax
Value of constants in DD-n fusion cross section 
calculation
al=47 . 8 8  
a2=482 .0 
a3 =3.08e-4 
a4 = l. 177 
a5=0 . 0
Value of pi
rpi = 4 . 0  *atan(1 .0 )
c
c Calculate Total and Volumetric Ion-ion Neutron Rate 
c Simultaneously
c Initialize the total ion-ion fusion neutron generation rate 
rbeam = 0 . 0
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c Initialize the ion-ion reaction rate densities in each cell 
do 1 0 0  ir=l,nrcell 
do 2 0 0  iz=l,nzcell
rbeamv(ir,iz) = 0 . 0  
2 0 0  continue
1 0 0  continue
print’ volumetric rates initialized'
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
c do ion-ion fusion calculations for each cell 
do 300 i=l,nrcell 
do 40 0 j=l,nzcell
c
c If there are more than 1 particle, but less than 100 particles 
c within the cell, use the standard indexing
if((nicelll(i,j).gt.1 ).and.(nicelll(i,j).le.1 0 0 )) then 
c print*,'less than 1 0 0  particles'
do 500 ii=l,nicelll(i,j) 
do 600 jj= 1 ,nicelll(i,j) 
indexl=index(i,j,ii) 
index2 = index(i,j,j j) 
c print*,'indexl = '.index!
c print*,'index2 = ',index2
c
c Calculate relative ion velocity (m/s)
virel = ( (vr ( indexl)-vr ( index2 ))* *2 -*
+ (vz(indexl)-vz(index2)) ’ * 2) * * 0 . 5
c Calculate relative kinetic energy of first ion (eV)
eeion = 0 .5*mpart(indexl) 'nreal'
+ virel’virel/1.6e-19
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
c
c Calculate the differential volume of the cell
dvol = (2 .0 *i-1 .0 )*dr*dr*rpi*dz
c
c Calculate DD-n fusion cross section (m/'2)
x = eeion/1 0 0 0 . 0
c
sigma=l.Qe-28*(a5+
a2/((a4-a3*x)**2.0 + 1.0)) -
x ! (exp (al/x* *0 . 5 ) -1. 0 )
c
c Add to total ion-ion reaction rate (n/s)
rbeam = rbearm-nreal’nreal* 
sigma'virel/dvol
c Add to the volumetric ion-ion fusion neutron generation rate 
!n/s/mA3)
c Add to total beam-beam reaction rate (n/s)
rbeamv ( i , j ) = rbeamv (i, j ) i- 
*■ nreal*nreal*sigma*
+ virel/dvol/dvol
endif
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600 continue
500 continue
endif
c
c If there are more than 100 particles in the cell, then use 
c the different array for those particular cells
if(nicelll(i,j).gt.1 0 0 ) then 
c print*,'more than 1 0 0  particles in cell'
c print*,'i = ',i,' j= ',j
c print’,'nicelll(i,j) = ',nicelll(i,j)
c
c Get the index of the cell with more than 100 particles 
k = o v e r c (i,j)
do 700 ii=l,nicelll(i,j) 
do 800 jj=l,nicelll(i,j) 
indexl=indexo(k,ii) 
index2  = indexo(k,j j)
c
c Calculate relative ion velocity (m/s)
virel = ((vr(indexl)-vr(indexl))**2 +
(vz (indexl) -vz ( m d e x 2 ) ) * * 2 ) '*0.5
c Calculate relative kinetic energy of first ion (eV)
eeion = 0 .5’mpart(indexl)/nreal* 
virel*virel/l. 5e-19
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
c
c Calculate the differential volume of the cell
dvol = (2 .0 *i-1 .0 )*dr*dr’rpi’dz
c
c Calculate DD-n fusion cross section (mA2)
x = eeion/1 0 0 0 . 0
c
sigma=l.0e-28*(a5+
a2/((a4-a3 *x)**2.0 + 1.0)) 
x / (exp(al/x**0 .5)-1 .0 )
c
c Add to total ion-ion reaction rate (n/s)
rbeam = rbeam+nreal'nreal* 
sigma*vire1 /dvo1
c Add to the volumetric ion-ion fusion neutron generation rate 
(n/s/mA3)
c Add to total beam-beam reaction rate (n/s)
rbeamv(i,j) = rbeamv(i,j) +
* nreal’nreal’sigma*
virel/dvol/dvol
endif
800 continue
700 continue
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endif
400 continue
3 00 continue
return
end
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine £usion7(np,itype,ibflag,r,z , vr,vz,mpart,
+ qpart,pres,temp, dr, dz, nrcell,
+ nzcell, nreal, rback, rbackv,
+ npion,iontrak,jcath,janodes,janodef,
+ rbcath,rbac,rbanod,rbar)
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine calculates the total ion-background 
c and the volumetric ion-background fusion reaction 
c rate density distributuions for molecular deuterium 
c ions colliding with the background neutral 
c molecular deuterium gas 
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c implicit none
integer nrcell, nzcell 
integer i,j 
integer ir, iz 
integer np
real*3 pres, temp, boltz
integer itype(np)
integer ibflag(np)
real*3 mpart(np)
real" 8  qpart(np)
real* 8  r(np)
real* 8  z(np!
real* 8  vr(np)
real ’ 8 vz(np)
real* 8  nback, virel, eeion, dvol 
integer ircell, izcell 
real* 8  dr, dz 
real* 8  rback
real* 8  rbackv(nrcell,nzcell)
real* 8  nreal
reai’3 rpi
integer npion
integer iontrak(npion)
real ’ 8 sigma, x, al, a2, a3, a4, a5 
integer jcath, janodes, janodef 
real* 8  rbcath, rbac, rbanod, rbar
c
c Value of constants in DD-n fusion cross section 
c calculation 
c
al=47. 8 8  
a2=482 .0 
a3=3.08e-4 
a4=l.177
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a5 = 0 .0
c
c Value of pi
rpi=4.0 *atan(1 .0 )
c
c Value of Boltzmann's constant (J/K) 
boltz=l.38e-23
c Calculate the background neutral molecular density(ft/m~3) 
nback = pres/boltz/temp
c
c Calculate the Total Ion-Background Neutron
c Generation Rate, and the Volumetric Ion-Background
c Neutron Generation Rates Simultaneously
+ ****««.********»*******»»»**»**»*»«»»»■.*#«»*
c
c Initialize the ion-background reaction rate 
rback = 0 . 0
c Initialize the ion-background neutron rates in 
c the cathode, ac, anode, and ar regions 
rbcath = 0 . 0
rbac = 0 . 0
rbanod = 0 . 0
rbar = 0 . 0
c Initialize the ion-background 
c reaction rate densities in each cell 
do 1 0 0  ir=l,nrcell 
do 20G iz=l,nzcell 
rbackv(ir,iz) =0 . 0  
2 0 0  continue
1 0 0  continue
c Calculate the ion-background fusion reaction rate 
do 300 ii=l,npion
c
c Find the index of the ion 
i = iontrak(ii)
c Determine cell index for ion
irceli=int(r (i)/dr ♦ 1 .0 ) 
izcell=int(z (i)/dz * 1 .0 )
c
c Check to be sure particle is inside the main discharge 
if((ircell.ge.1 ).and.(ircell.le.nrcell).and.
+ (izcell.ge.1 ).and.(izcell.le.nzcell)) then
c Check to be sure particle is active 
if(ibflag(i).eq.1 ) then
c Calculate relative velocity of ion (m/s)
virel = (vr(i)**2 + vz ( i) *'*2) *’0 . 5
c Calculate kinetic energy per atom in molecular ion (eV)
eeion = 0.5*mpart(i)/nreal*virel*virel/1.6e-19 ! 2.0
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c If energy is greater than 1000 eV, then proceed
c with fusion calculation; less than 1000 eV is negligible
if(eeion.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
c Calculate differential volume of cell
dvol = ( 2  . 0 *ircell-l.0 )*rpi’dr*dr’dz
c Calculate the DD-n fusion cross section (m*2) 
x = eeion/1 0 0 0 . 0
sigma=l.0e-28’(a5+a2/((a4-a3 *x)*’2.0 + 1.0) ) i  
+ x / ( exp(al/x**0 .5) -1 . 0  )
c Add to total beam-background reaction rate (n/s) 
c Note: We include a factor of two, since there are two
c atoms per deuterium molecule
rback = rback + nreal*sigma*virel*nback*2 . 0
c Add to total beam-background reaction rate density 
c in the cell (n/m,'3/s)
rbackv(ircell,izcell) = rbackv(ircell,izcell)
+ nreal/dvol’sigma'
+ virel*nback*2 . 0
c
c Check the cell it is in, and increase the 
c neutron generation rate in the respective region 
c
c Cathode Region
if((izcell.gt.1 ).and.(izcell.It.jcath)) then 
rbcath = rbcath + nreal*sigma*virel*nback*2 . 
endif
c AC Region
if((izcell.ge.jcath).and.(izcell.It.janodes)) 
rbac = rbac - nreal’sigma*virel*nback'2 . 0  
endif
c Anode Region
i f((izcell.ge.janodes) .and. (izcell.It.j anodef) 
rbanod = rbanod + nreal*sigma*virel*nback-'2 . 
endi f
c AR Region
if(izcell.ge.janodef) then
rbar = rbar - nreal*sigma'virel*nback* 2 .i 
endif
endif 
endi f 
endi f
3 00 continue
return
end
c ----------------------
c
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subroutine fusion8 (np,itype,ibflag,r,z,vr,vz,mpart, 
i- qpart, dr, dz, rbeam,
► rbeamv,nreal,npion,iontrak,nrcell,
i- nzcell, nicelll, overc,
t ncmax,nimax,
► index,indexo)
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c~
c
This subroutine calculates the total ion-ion and
the volumetric ion-ion fusion reaction rates in
for molecular deuterium ions (D2+) colliding with eachother.
To speed up calculations, the DD-n fusion 
cross section calculation is incorporated into 
this subroutine
implicit none 
integer npion 
integer iontrak(npion) 
integer nrcell, nzcell 
integer i, j, ii, jj 
integer np 
integer itype(np) 
integer ibflag(np) 
real* 8  mpart(np) 
real* 8  qpart(np) 
real* 8  r(np) 
real ’ 8 z(np) 
real ’ 8 vr(np) 
real* 8  vz(np)
real ’ 8 rbeam, virel, eeion, dvol 
real ’ 8 rbeamv(nrcell,nzcell) 
real*9 dr, dz 
rpireal ’ 8  
real* 8  nreal
real ’ 8 sigma, x, al, a2 , a3, a4, 
integer ncmax, nimax 
integer nicelll(nrcell,nzcell) 
integer index(nrcell,nzcell,1 0 0 ) 
integer indexo(ncmax,nimax) 
integer overc(nrcell,nzcell) 
integer indexl, index2
a5
c
c
c
c
c
print’,'nrcell = '.nrcell 
print’,'nzcell = '.nzcell 
print’,'We are now in fusion6  subroutine' 
print*,'ncmax = '.ncmax 
print’,'nimax = '.nimax
Value of constants in DD-n 
calculation
fusion cross section
al=47 . 8 8  
a2 = 482 .0 
a3=3.08e-4 
a4=l.177
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a5  = 0 . 0
c Value of pi
rpi=4.O’acan(1.0)
c
c * * * . «■»•»•»■*******.***«********»****. *************************
c Calculate Total and Volumetric Ion-ion Neutron Rate
c Simultaneously
c Initialize the total ion-ion fusion neutron generation rate 
rbeam = 0.0
c Initialize the ion-ion reaction rate densities in each cell 
do 100 ir=l,nrcell 
do 200 iz=i,nzcell
rbeamv(ir,iz) = 0.0
2 0 0 continue
100 continue
print’ volumetric rates initialized'
c ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c do ion-ion fusion calculations for each cell 
do 300 i=l,nrcell 
do 400 j=l,nzcell
c
c If there are more than 1 particle, but less than 10C particles 
c within che cell, use the standard indexing
if((nicelll(i,j).gt.l).and.(nicelll(i,j).le.100)) then 
c print*,'less than 100 particles'
do 500 ii=l,nicelll(i,j) 
do 600 jj=l,nice!11(i,j) 
indexi = index(i,j ,i i) 
index2=index(i ,j ,jj) 
c print*,'indexl = '.indexl
c print*,'index2 = ',indexl
r
c Calculate relative ion velocity (m/s)
virel = ( (vr ( indexl)-vr ( index2 ))* *2-r
(v z (indexl)-vz(inaex2 ! j * * 2: *'0.5
c Calculate relative kinetic energy per atom in 
c molecular ion (eV)
(divide molecule kinetic energy by 2)
eeion = 0.5’mpart(indexl)/nreal* 
virel*virel/1.6e-19/2 . 0
if(eeion.ge.1000.0) then
Q
c Calculate the differential volume of the cell
dvol = (2.0 *i-1.0)*dr*dr’rpi*dz
c
c Calculate DD-n fusion cross section (m'2i
x = eeion/1000.0
c
sigma=i.0e-28*(a5-
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a2/((a4-a3*x)’*2.0 + 1.0)) /
+ x / (exp (al/x” 0 . 5)-1. 0)
c
c Add to total ion-ion reaction rate (n/s) 
c Note: Since there are two nuclei per molecular ion, we
c must double the rate
rbeam = rbeam+nreal’nreal*
+ sigma*virel/dvol*2.0
c Add to the volumetric ion-ion fusion neutron generation rate 
(n/s/m~3)
c Add to total beam-beam reaction rate (n/s)
rbeamv(i ,j) = rbeamv(i ,j) +
+ nreal*nreal*sigma'
1- virel/dvol/avol’2 .0
endi f
600 continue
500 continue
endif
c
c If there are more than 100 particles in the cell, then use 
c the different array for those particular cells
if(nicelll(i ,j).g t .100) then 
c print’ ,'more than 100 particles in cell'
c print*, ' i = ' ,i, ' j =  ',j
c print*,'nicelll (i ,j) = ',nicelll(i ,j)
c
c Get the index of the cell with more than 100 particles 
k = overc(i ,j )
do 700 ii=l,nicelll(i,j) 
do 300 jj=l,nicelll(i ,j) 
i ndexl = indexo(k , i i) 
index2 = indexo(k,j j )
c
c Calculate relative ion velocity (m/s)
virel = ( (vr ( indexl)-vr ( index2)) ” 2- 
i- (vz ( indexl) - vz ( index2 ) ) ” 2 ) ” 0.5
c Calculate relative kinetic energy per nuclei of molecular 
c ion (eV)
eeion = 0.5’mpart(indexl)/nreal*
+■ virel*virel/l.6e-19/2.0
if(eeion.g e .1000.0) then
c
c Calculate the differential volume of the cell
dvol = (2.0’i-1.0)*dr’dr’rpi*dz
c
c Calculate DD-n fusion cross section (m/'2)
x = eeion/1000.0
c
sigma=l,0e-28*(a5+
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a l l <(a4-a3*x)*’2.0 + 1.0)) /
x / (exp(al/x*’0 .5)-1.0)
c
c Add to total ion-ion reaction rate (n/s) 
c Note: We must increase by factor of 2, since there 
c are two nuclei per molecular ion
rbeam = rbeam+nreal*nreal*
+ sigma*virel/dvol*2.0
c Add to the volumetric ion-ion fusion neutron generation rate 
(n/s/nr'3)
c Add to total beam-beam reaction rate (n/s)
rbeamv ( i , j) = rbeamv (i , j) +
+ nreal*nreal*sigma*
virel/dvol/dvol*2.0
endi f
800 continue
700 continue
endif
400 continue
300 continue
return
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function gamOl(energy,theta)
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c gamOl is the secondary electron emission coefficient 
c for electrons hitting 304 stainless steel, 
c
c data for this has been obtained from the following 
c references: 
c
c D. Ruzic et a l ., "Secondary Electron Yields of 
c Carbon-Coated and Polished Stainless Steel", 
c J. Vac. Sci. Technol., Volume 20, Number 4, 
c pp. 1313-1316, April 1982. 
c
c C.F. Barnett et a i ., Atomic Data for Controlled 
c Fusion Research, ORNL-5207, pp. D.2.4-D.2.5, 
c Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1977. 
c
c Also see: 
c
c J.G. Trump and R.J. Van de Graaff, Phys. Rev.,
c Volume 75, pp. 44, 1948.
c
c Note: In some cases, when data for steel is
c not avaible, data for iron or nickel
c may be used as an approximation.
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c energy is the energy of the primary electron in eV 
c theta is the angle from the normal of the surface 
c at which the primary electron hits 
c implicit none
real*8 gamOl, energy, theta, angle, gzero, factor 
real*8 rpi
c
c Value of pi
rpi = 4.O'atan(1.0)
c
c Convert angle to degrees from radians 
angle = theta*180.0/3.1415927
c
c Compute the secondary emission coefficient at zero 
c angle
if(energy.It.1200.0) then
gzero = e xp(-0.2374’ (log(energy))**2 ♦
+ 2 .9175*log(energy) - 8.8027)
else
gzero = e xp(-0.0818*(log(energy))**2 +
+ 1.1085*log(energy) - 3.8412)
endi f
c p r i n t ' g z e r o  = ',gzero
c
c Compute the multiplication factor for the angle 
c of incidence
if((angle.g t .0.0).and.(angle.l e .60.0)) then
factor = 0.0048*angle + 0.9655
enaif
if(angle.eq.0.0) factor = 1.0 
if(angle.gt.60.0) factor = 1.2535
c
c p r i n t ' f a c t o r  = '.factor
c Finally, compute the secondary emission coefficient 
gamOl=gzero* factor 
c print*,'gamOl = ',gamOl
c Check the value of gamOl; if it is very small, set it 
c to zero as a default
if(gamOl.It.0.001) then 
gamO1 = 0 . 0  
endif
return
end
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function gam02(energy,theta)
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c
c gam02 is the secondary electron emission coefficient
c for deuterium ions (D+) hitting steel. Good data
c is hard to find, so approximations and extrapolations
c of experimental data for deuterium ions on various
c types of steel (304, 316), chromium, copper, and iron
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c had co be made. 
c
c Data for this has been obtained from the following 
c references: 
c
c C.F. Barnett et a l . , Atomic Data for Controlled 
c Fusion Research, ORNL-5207, Section D 
c Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1977. 
c
c G.W. McClure, "High-Voltage Glow Discharges in D2 Gas I. 
c Diagnostic Measurements", Physical Review, Volume 124, 
c Number 4, November 15, 1961, pp.969-982. 
c
c L.M. Large and W.S. Whitlock, "Secondary Electron 
c Emission from Clean Metal Surfaces Bombarded by Fast 
c Hydrogen Ions", Proceedings of the Physical Sociecy of 
c London, Volume 79, p.148-157. (1961-1962). 
c
c T .A . Thornton and J.N. Anno, "Secondary Electron Emission 
c from 0.5-2.5 MeV Protons and Deuterons", Journal of 
c Applied Physics, Volum 48, Number 4, April 1977, pp. 
c 1718-1719. 
c
c R .A . Baragiola, E.V. Alonso, and A. Oliva Florio, 
c "Electron Emission from Clean Metal Surfaces Induced 
c by Low-Energy Light Ions", Physical Review B, Volume 19, 
c Number 1, January 1979, pp. 121-129. 
c 
c
c energy is the energy of the primary electron in eV 
c theta is the angle from the normal of the surface 
c at which the primary electron hits 
c implicit none
real*8 gam02, epart, energy, theta, gzero, factor 
real*8 rpi 
c Value of pi
rpi = 4.O’atan(1.0)
c Convert the energy to keV 
epart=energy/1000.0
c
c Compute the secondary emission coefficient at zero 
c angle
c print*,'epart = ',epart
if(epart.It. 3 . 0) then
gzero = 0 . 0006*epart**3 - 0 . 0117’epart* *2 
+ 0.1075*epart ♦ 2.0e-14
endi f
i f ((epart.g e .3.0).and.(epart.It.20.0)) then 
gzero = 0.0016*epart**3 - 0.031*epart**2 +
0.2129*epart - 0.1723
endif
i f ((epart.g e .20.0).and.(epart.It.70.0)) then
gzero = 0.0097*epart + 4.4644
endif
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if((epart.g e .70.0) .and.(epart.It.500.0) ) then
gzero = 18.504/epart**0.3198
endif
i f ((epart.ge.500.0).and.(epart.It.2300.0)) then
gzero = -0.0004*epart + 2.6556
endif
if(epart.g e .2300.0) gzero = 1.7356 
c p r i n t * g z e r o  = gzero
c
c Compute the multiplication factor for the angle 
c of incidence
c Use the 1/cos(theta) approximation suggested by 
c various researchers in the references 
c This is valid up to 60 degrees.
i f ((theta.g t . 0 . 0) .a nd.(theta.le.1.047) ) then
factor = 1.0/cos(theta)
endif
i f (theta.eq.0.0) factor = 1.0 
if(theta.g t .1.047) factor = 2.0
c
c p r i n t * f a c t o r  = '.factor
c Finally, compute the secondary emission coefficient 
gam02=gzero* factor 
c print*,'gam02= ',gam02
c Check size of gam02; if it is very small, set it to zero 
if(gam02.It.0.001) then 
gam0 2 = 0.0 
endi f 
return 
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function gamO3(energy,theta)
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c gam03 is the secondary electron emission coefficient 
c for electrons hitting pyrex glass
c
c data for this has been obtained from the following 
c references:
c
c C.W. Mueller, "The Secondary Electron Emission of
c Pyrex Glass", Journal of Applied Physics, Volume 16,
c 1945, pp. 453-458.
c
c Von H. Salow, "Uber den Sekundaremissionsfaktor
c elektronenbestrahlter Isolatoren", Zeitschr. f.
c techn. Physik, Volume 21, pp. 8-15, (1940).
c Translation of Title:
c "On the Secondary Electron Yield of Electron
c Bombarded Insulators" 
c
c Von H. Salow, "Uber die Winkelabhangigkeit der
c Sekundarelektronenemission von Isolatoren",
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c Phys. Z., Volume 41, pp. 434-442, (1940).
c Translation of Title: 
c "Angular Dependence of the Secondary 
c Electron Emission from Insulators" 
c
c H. Bruining, Physics and Applications of Secondary 
c Electron Emission, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1954. 
c
c Note: The data from Mueller's paper has been
c curve fitted with several correlations and is 
c used for this function, 
c
c The angular dependence correction factor is 
c the one suggested by Von Salow for glass, 
c
c Note: We will ignore angular dependence, and use
c slightly corrected data; the maximum is 2.4, not 2.5 
c for the secondary emission coefficient, 
c 
c 
c
c energy is the energy of the primary electron in eV 
c theta is the angle from the normal of the surface 
c at which the primary electron hits 
c implicit none
real*8 gam03, epart, energy, theta, gzero, factor 
real*8 rpi, pfact
c
c Value of pi
rpi = 4.0*atan(1.0)
c
c Convert energy to keV
epart = energy/1000.0 
c print*,'epart = ',epart,' keV'
c Initialize value of gzero 
gzero=0.0
<2
c Compute the secondary emission coefficient at zero 
c angle
if(epart.It.0.001) then 
gzero = 0.0 
endif
if((epart.g e .0.001).and.(epart.It.0.4)) then 
c gzero = 67.162*epart*epart*epart -
c - 63.315*epart*epart *
c -i- 20.716’epart + 0.0409
gzero = 59.546*epart*epart*epart - 
60 .177*epart’epart +
20.426*epart + 0.0439
endi f
c print*,'gzero=',gzero
i f ((epart.ge.0.4).and.(epart.It.3.6)) then 
c gzero = 0 .203 3 *epart*epart - 1.3318*epart -*-2.9526
gzero = 0.1843*epart*epart - 1.2394*epart +2.8526 
endif
c print*,'gzero=',gzero
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i f ((epart.g e .3.6).and.(epart.It.10.0) ) then
gzero = 1.7461/(epart**0.6354)
endif
c p r i n t * g z e r o = g z e r o
if(epart.g e .10.0) then 
gzero = 1.7461/(epart**0.63 54) 
endif
c print’ gzero = '.gzero
c
c Compute the energy-dependent factor in the exponent 
c for the calculation of the multiplication factor 
c for the angular dependence 
if(epart.It.0.01) then 
pfact = 0.0 
endif
i f ((epart.g e .0.01) .and.(epart.le.3.5)) then 
pfact = -0.1317*epart**2 + 0.88*epart - 0.0028 
endif
if(epart.g t .3.5) then 
pfact = 1.46 
endi f
c p r i n t * p f a c t = p f a c t
c Now compute the angular dependence factor
if(theta.It.0.0) then 
theta = -1.0’theta 
endi f
i f ((theta.g e .0.0) .and.(theta.ie.0.01)) then 
factor = 1.0 
endi f
i f ((theta.g t .0.01).and.(theta.le.1.2217)) then
factor = exp(pfact*(1.0-cos(theta)))
endif
i f ((epart. It. 3 . 5) .and.(theta.gt.1.2217)) then
factor = exp(pfact’O .658)
endif
i f ((epart.g e . 3.5) .and.(theta.g e .1.2217)) then 
factor = 2.61 
endif
c p r i n t * f a c t o r  = '.factor
c
c Finally, compute the secondary emission coefficient 
c
gam03 =gzero * factor
c Ignore the angular factor, just use the normal value 
c gam03 = gzero
c print*,'gam03 = ',gam03
c Check, size of gam03; if it is very small, set it to zero 
i f (gamO 3.1 1 .0.0 01) then 
gam03 = 0.0000001 
endif 
return
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end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function gamO4 (energy,theta)
c------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c gam04 is the secondary electron emission coefficient 
c for deuterium ions (D+) hitting glass. Good data 
c is hard to find, so approximations and extrapolations 
c of experimental data for hydrogen ions and molecular 
c hydrogen ions on number 46 glass was used. Data beyond 
c 30 keV and below 5 keV is lacking, so extrapolations 
c had to be m a d e .
c
c Data for this has been obtained from the following 
c references: 
c
c G.M. Batanov, "Secondary Emission From No. 46 Glass 
c Under the Effect of Positive Ions of Some Gases", 
c Translated from Fizika Tverdogo Tela, Volume 2, 
c Number 9, pp. 2048-2057, September 1960. 
c Also found in:
c Soviet Physics - Solid State (English Translation), 
c Volume 2, pp. 1839-1846, (1961)
c 
c
c Note: There is no data on the variation of the
c secondary electron emission with angle of incidence, 
c so the 1/cos(theta) approximation is used until 
c data becomes available, 
c
c».».»**.»*».****.«****»**»**..**.**..****.*»**.*..*..***-
c energy is the energy of the primary electron in eV 
c theta is the angle from the normal of the surface 
c at which the primary electron hits 
c implicit none
real*8 gam04, epart, energy, theta, gzero, factor 
real*8 rpi 
c Value of pi
rpi = 4.0*atan(1.0)
c Convert the energy to keV 
epart=energy/1000.C 
c print*,'epart = ',epart,' keV'
c
c Compute the secondary emission coefficient at zero 
c angle
if(epart.1t .5.0) then
gzero = 0.0089*epart**3 - 0 . 0986*epart**2 ■*
* 0.5154’epart +■ 0.033
endif
i f ((epart.g e .5.0) .and.(epart.It.30 . 0) ) then
gzero = 0.7521*epart**0.3094
endif
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if(epart.ge.30.0) then 
gzero = 0.7521*epart**0.3094 
endif
c print’ gzero = gzero
c
c Compute the multiplication factor for the angle
c of incidence
c Use the 1/cos(theta) approximation suggested by
c various researchers in the references,
c This is valid up to 60 degrees,
if(theta.I t .0.0) then 
theta=-l.O’theta 
endif
if(theta.It.0.01) then 
factor = 1.0 
endif
if((theta.ge.0.01).and.(theta.le.1.047)) then
factor = 1.0/cos(theta)
endif
if(theta.eq.0.0) factor = 1.0
if(theta.gt.1.047) factor = 2.0 
c print’ factor = '.factor
c
c Finally, compute the secondary emission coefficient 
gam04=gzero* factor
c Ignore the angle factor, just use the normal value 
c gam04 = gzero
c
c Check size of gam04; if it is very small, set it to zero 
if(gam04.It.0.001) then 
gam04 = 0.0 
endif
c
c print*,'gam04 = ',gam04
return 
end
c ------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ------------------------------------------------------------------
function gamO5 (energy)
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c gam05 is the electron reflection coefficient for 
c electrons hitting stainless steel, iron, or nickel 
c
c data for this has been obtained from the following 
c reference: 
c
c C.F. Barnett et a l ., Atomic Data for Controlled 
c Fusion Research, ORNL-5207, pp. D.4.4 - D.4.9 
c Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1977. 
c
c Also see: 
c
c J.G. Trump and R.J. Van de Graaff, Phys. Rev.,
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c Volume 75, pp. 44, 1948. 
c
c Note: In some cases, when data for steel is
c not avaible, data for iron or nickel
c may be used as an approximation,
c
c * » * * *.*»»*..**********■***». •**»*•««
c energy is the energy of the primary electron in eV 
c implicit none
real*8 gam05, energy 
real*8 rpi
c
c Value of pi
rpi = 4.0*atan(1.0)
c
c
c Compute the electron reflection (backscattering) 
c coefficient; this is a measure of the probability an 
c electron is reflected with nearly all of its kinetic 
c energy. 
c
c For energies less than 3 0 keV 
if(energy.le.0.0) then 
gam05 = 0.2 
endi f
i f ((energy.g e .0.0) .and. (energy.It.30000.0)) then 
gam05 = 2.0e-14*energy*energy*energy - 
1- 1.0e-9 'energy* energy +
+ 2.0e-5 ’energy +•
0.2
endif
c For energies greater than 30 keV, less than 150 keV 
i f ((energy.g e . 3  0000) .and.(energy.It.150000)) then 
gam05 = -9.Oe-12*energy*energy +
+ 3.0e-6 ’energy +
0.0036
endi f
c For energies greater than 150 keV 
if(energy.ge.150000) then 
gam05 = 0.2 
endi f
return
end
c-------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c-------------------------------------------------------------------
function gamO6 (energy,theta)
c -------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c gam06 is the secondary electron emission coefficient 
c for deuterium molecular ions (D2+) hitting steel. Good data 
c is hard to find, so approximations and extrapolations
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c of experimental data for deuterium ions on various 
c types of steel (304, 316), chromium, copper, and iron 
c had to be made.
c
c Data for this has been obtained from the following 
c references: 
c
c C.F. Barnett et a l . , Atomic Data for Controlled 
c Fusion Research, ORNL-5207, Section D 
c Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1977. 
c
c G.W. McClure, "High-Voltage Glow Discharges in D2 Gas I. 
c Diagnostic Measurements", Physical Review, Volume 124, 
c Number 4, November 15, 1961, pp.969-982. 
c
c L.N. Large and W.S. Whitlock, "Secondary Electron 
c Emission from Clean Metal Surfaces Bombarded by Fast 
c Hydrogen Ions", Proceedings of the Physical Society of 
c London, Volume 79, p.148-157. (1961-1962).
c
c T.A. Thornton and J.N. Anno, "Secondary Electron Emission 
c from 0.5-2.5 MeV Protons and Deuterons", Journal of 
c Applied Physics, Volum 48, Number 4, April 1977, pp. 
c 1718-1719. 
c
c R .A . Baragiola, E.V. Alonso, and A. Oliva Florio, 
c "Electron Emission from Clean Metal Surfaces Induced 
c by Low-Energy Light Ions", Physical Review B, Volume 19, 
c Number 1, January 1979, pp. 121-129. 
c
c C.F. Barnett and J.A. Ray, "A Calibrated Neutral Atom Spectrometer 
c for Measuring Plasma Ion Temperatures in the 0.165 to 10-keV 
c Energy Region", Nuclear Fusion, Volume 12, pp. 65-72, (1972)
c
c energy is the energy of the primary electron in eV 
c theta is the angle from the normal of the surface 
c at which the primary electron hits 
c implicit none
real*8 gam06, epart, energy, theta, gzero, factor 
real*8 rpi
c Value of pi
rpi = 4.Q’atan(1.0)
c Convert the energy to keV 
epart=energy/1000.0
c
c Compute the secondary emission coefficient at zero 
c angle
c print*,’epart = '.epart
if(epart.It.20.0) then 
gzero = 3.0e-5*epart**5
- 0.0018*epart**4 
0 .0346*epart**3
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+ - 0 . 2751*epart**2
+ 1.1523*epart
endif
if((epart.g e .20.0).and.(epart.It.70.0)) then 
gzero = -8.0e-7*epart**4
+ + 0.0002*epart**3
+ - 0.0162*epart**2
+ + 0.6006*epart
+ + 1.0619
endif
if(epart.ge.70.0) then 
gzero = 9.3 
endif
c
c Compute the multiplication factor for the angle 
c of incidence
c Use the 1/cos(theta) approximation suggested by 
c various researchers in the references 
c This is valid up to 60 degrees.
if((theta.g t . 0 . 0) .and. (theta.le.1.047)) then
factor = 1.0/cos(theta)
endif
if(theta.e q .0.0) factor = 1.0 
i f(theta.gt.1.047) factor = 2.0
c
c print*,'factor = '.factor
c Finally, compute the secondary emission coefficient 
gamO6=gzero*factor 
c print*,'gam06= ',gam06
c Check size of gam06; if it is very small, set it to zero 
if(gam06.It.0.001) chen 
gamOo = 0.0 
endi f
return
end
c--------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c--------------------------------------------------------------------
function gamO7 (energy,theta)
c--------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c gam07 is the secondary electron emission coefficient
c for deuterium molecular ions (D2+) hitting glass. Good data
c is hard to find, so approximations and extrapolations
c of experimental data for hydrogen ions and molecular
c hydrogen ions on number 46 glass was used. Data beyond
c 3 0 keV and below 5 keV is lacking, so extrapolations
c had to be made.
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c Data for this has been obtained from the following 
c references: 
c
c G.M. Batanov, "Secondary Emission From No. 46 Glass 
c Under the Effect of Positive Ions of Some Gases", 
c Translated from Fizika Tverdogo Tela, Volume 2, 
c Number 9, pp. 2048-2057, September 1960. 
c Also found in:
c Soviet Physics - Solid State (English Translation) , 
c Volume 2, pp. 1839-1846, (1961)
c 
c
c Note: There is no data on the variation of the
c secondary electron emission with angle of incidence, 
c so the 1/cos(theta) approximation is used until 
c data becomes available, 
c
c energy is the energy of the primary electron in eV 
c theta is the angle from the normal of the surface 
c at which the primary electron hits 
c implicit none
real’8 gam07, epart, energy, theta, gzero, factor 
reai*8 rpi 
c Value of pi
rpi = 4.O’atan(1.0)
c Convert the energy to keV 
epart=energy/1000.0 
c print*,’epart = '.epart,' keV'
c
c Compute the secondary emission coefficient at zero 
c angle
if(epart.It.10.0) then 
gzero = 0 . 0034*epart**3
- 0 . 0685*epart*'2 
0.5459*epart
endi f
if((epart.g e .10.0).and.(epart.It.100.0) ) then 
gzero = 2.0e-5*epart**3
+ - 0.003 *epart**2
-I- + 0.1677*epart
+ 0.6473
endif
if(epart.ge.100.0) then
gzero = 2.0 * 0.7521 * (epart/2.0)**0.3094 
endif
c print’,'gzero = '.gzero
c
c Compute the multiplication factor for the angle 
c of incidence
c Use the 1/cos(theta) approximation suggested by
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c various researchers in the references, 
c This is valid up to 60 degrees, 
i f (theta.It.0.0) then 
theta=-l.0*theta 
endif
if(theta.It.0.01) then 
factor = 1.0 
endif
if((theta.g e .0.01).and.(theta.le.1.047)) then
factor = 1.0/cos(theta)
endif
if(theta.eq.0.0) factor = 1.0
if(theta.g t .1. 047) factor = 2.0 
c p r i n t * f a c t o r  = '.factor
c
c Finally, compute the secondary emission coefficient 
gam07=gzero* factor
c Ignore the angle factor, just use the normal value 
c gam07 = gzero
c
c Check size of gam07; if it is very small, set it to zero 
if(gam07.It.0.001) then 
gamO 7 = 0.0 
endif
c
c print*,'gam07 = ',gam07
return 
end
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine esecion(eeion,random,esec)
c-------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine computes the energy of the secondary 
c electron due to ion impact on either steel or glass, 
c given the energy of the ion, and a random number, 
c
c The following references were useful in developing 
c correlations for the secondary electron energy: 
c
c S. Kronenburg, K. Nilson, and M. Basso, "Secondary Electron
c Production from Metals by 1-MeV Protons", Physical Review,
c Volume 124, Number 6, December 15, 1961, pp. 1709-1712. 
c
c E.S. Chambers, "Secondary-Electron Yield on Copper- 
c Beryllium for H+, H2+, H3 + , H2, and H3", Physical Review,
c Volume 133, Number 4A, 17 February 1964, pp. A1202-A1207.
c
c R.M. Chaudhri and A.W. Khan, "Emission of Secondary Electrons 
c from Nickel and Molybdenum by Neutral Atoms of Mercury and 
c Potassium", Proceedings of the Physical Society of London, 
c Volume 61, pp. 526-531, (1948).
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c
c F. Pradal and Rene Simon, "Spectres d'energie des electrons 
c secondaires emis par un metal sous 1'action d'un faisceau d'ions 
c rapides.", Compt. Rend. (French Academy of Sciences, Paris), 
c Volume 247, pp. 438-441, (1958).
c
c G. Philbert, "L'emission electronique provoquee par 1'impact 
c d'ions sur des cibles de molybdene et de carbone", Compt. Rend, 
c (French Academy of Sciences, Paris), Volume 237, pp. 882-883, 
c (1953) . 
c
c Curt Brunnee, "Uber die Ionenreflexion und
c Sekundarelektronenemission beim Auftreffen von Aikaliionen auf 
c reine Molybdan-Oberflachen", Zeitschrift fur Physik, Volume 147, 
c pp. 161-183, (1957) .
c
c
c esec is the energy of che secondary electron in eV 
c eeion is the energy of the ion in eV 
c factor is the coefficient for the linear function 
c random is the random number, which is also the 
c cumulative probability distribution function 
c
c February 29, 2000 
c
c We are going to make some corrections here. Most secondaries 
c produced by ion impact will have energies on the order of 15 eV 
c or less. We are going to ignore the correlations we have 
c developed here, and opt instead for a uniform distribution 
c of electron energies between 0 and 15 eV. The most probable 
c energy is on the order of a few eV, but this should be close
c enough to give the correct physics,
c
c Note: The model we have developed for ion impact is
c still pretty good for ion energies less than 10 keV.
c
c * .  « * * * * * « » * * * . »
c implicit none
real*8 eeion, esec, factor, random
c Calculate the value of the linear factor
c if(eeion.le.1000.0) then
c factor = 0.3006*eeion**0.5175
c endif
c i f ((eeion.g t .1000.0).and.(eeion.le.10000.0)) then
c factor = 0.7324*eeion**0.3711
c endif
c i f (eeion.g t .10000) then
c factor = 0.0044’eeion**0.9287
c endif
c
c Check the ion energy; if less than 15 eV, then use the 
c ion energy as the maximum energy 
if(eeion.It.15.0) then 
esec = eeion*random
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else
esec = random*15.0 
endif
c Calculate the secondary electron energy 
c esec = factor*random
return 
end
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine esecele(eeelec,randl,rand2,esec)
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine computes the energy of the secondary 
c electron due to electron impact on either steel or glass, 
c given the energy of the ion, and a random number, 
c
c The following references were useful in developing 
c correlations for the secondary electron energy: 
c
c * « , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . . . *
c
c Karl R. Spangenberg, Vacuum Tubes, First Edition, 
c McGraw-Hill, New York, 1948, pp. 48-55. 
c
c Truman S. Gray, Applied Electronics, Second Edition, 
c MIT Press, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1954, 
c pp. 101-110. 
c 
c
c We are going to make corrections to this 
c subroutine, 
c
c esec is the energy of the secondary electron in eV 
c eelec is the energy of the primary electron in eV 
c random is the random number, which is also the 
c cumulative probability distribution function 
c implicit none
real*8 eeion, esec, factor
real*8 eeelec
real*8 randl, rand2
c Check the primary electron energy; if less than 20 eV, 
c then use a uniform energy distribution, since many 
c of the secondaries will be merely reflected electrons 
if(eeelec.le.20.0) then 
esec = eeelec*rand2 
else
c If the primary electrons have energies above 20 eV, 
c make use of the distribution suggested by Spangenberg 
c
c Check the random number to determine the range 
c of energies in which the particle falls 
c
c If the random number is less or equal to 90% 
c then the secondary electron energy is on the
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c order of zero to 20 eV 
c energy.
if(randl.le.0.90) then 
esec = rand2*20.0 
endif
c
c If the random number is greater than 90%, 
c but less than 97%, then the secondary electron 
c energy ranges from 20 eV to 98% of the 
c primary electron energy.
if((randl.g t .0.90!.and.(randl.le.0.97)) then 
esec = 20.0 + rand2*(0.98*eeelec-19.0) 
endif
c
c If the random number is greater than 97% but 
c less than 100%, then the secondary electro 
c energy is on the order of 98% to 99% of the 
c primary electron energy.
if((randl.g t .0.97).and.(randl.le.1.0)) then 
esec = (0.98 + rand2*0.01)*eeelec 
endi f
endif
return
end
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine secang(angle,randl,rand2)
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine computes the angle of emission for 
c secondary electrons. The probability distribution 
c function varies as sinA2(angle), where angle is 
c the angle of emission, from the normal to the surface, 
c
c References that suggest this type of angular distribution 
c for secondary electrons: 
c
c E.M. Baroody, Physical Review, Volume 78, pp. 780, (1950).
c
c implicit none
real*8 angle, randl, rand2
c Pick the sign of the angle 
c if(randl.It.0.50) then
angle = asin((rand2)*’0.5) 
c else
c angle = -1.0*asin((rand2)**0.5)
c endif
return
end
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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c
c --------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine datstore(isteps,tevolv,dtevolv,npevolv,qevolv, 
+ eevolv,voltl,volt2,volt3,volt4,volt5,
+ time, dtnew, np, qtotal, etotal,
+ phi,jcath,janodes,janodef,
+ nrcell,nzcell)
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine stores time-dependent data for later 
c output
c implicit none
integer isteps 
integer nrcell, nzcell
real’8 tevolv(isteps) 
real*8 dtevolv(isteps) 
real'8 npevolv(isteps) 
real*8 qevolv(isteps) 
real*8 eevolv(isteps) 
real’8 voltl(nzcell+1,isteps) 
real’8 volt2(nrcell+1,isteps) 
real*8 volt3(nrcell+1,isteps) 
real*8 volt4(nrcell+1,isteps) 
real*8 volt5(nrcell+1,isteps)
real’8 phi(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
real*8 qtotal, etotal 
real*8 time, dtnew
integer np, jcath, janodes, janodef
c Update the time-dependent stored data for all 
c the previous time steps
do 100 i=l,isteps-l
tevolv(i) = tevolv(i+l) 
dtevolv(i) = dtevolv(i+1) 
npevolv(i) = npevolv(i+1) 
qevolv(i) = qevolv(i+1) 
eevolv(i) = eevolv(i+1)
do 200 j=l,nzcell+1
voltl(j,i) = voltl(j,i+l)
200 continue
do 300 j=l,nrcell+1
volt2(j,i) = volt2(j,i+l) 
volt3(j,i) = volt3(j,i+l) 
volt4(j,i) = volt4(j,i+l) 
volt5(j,i) = volt5(j,i+l)
300 continue
100 continue
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c
c Mow, update data for current time 
c
c Update the time
tevolv(isteps) = time
c Update the differential time step 
dtevolv(isteps) = dtnew
c Update the number of particles in the system 
npevolv(isteps) = 1.0*np
c Update the total charge in the system
qevolv(isteps) = qtotal
c
c Update the total kinetic energy of all particles 
c in the system
eevolv(isteps) = etotal
c Update the voltage along the centerline of the 
c device (r=0)
do 400 j=l,nzcell+1
voltl(j ,isteps) = phi(l.j)
400 continue
c Update the voltages along sections at the midplane(z=0), 
c at the end of the cathode, and at each end of the 
c anode
do 500 i=l,nrcell*1
volt2(i ,isteps) = phi(i,l) 
volt3(i ,isteps) = phi(i,jcath) 
vo1t 4 (i ,isteps) = phi(i,janodes) 
voltS(i,isteps) = p hi(i,janodef)
500 continue
return
end
c--------------------------------------------------------------------
c --------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine timave(time,dtnew,dbymin,tdbymin)
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine updates the time-average of a desired 
c variable. So far, we are just looking at the time-average 
c minimum debye length
c--------------------------------------------------------------------
real*8 time, dtnew 
real*8 dbymin, tdbymin
c Compute the time-averaged minimum Debye length
tdbymin = (tdbymin*time dbymin’dtnew) / (time+dtnew)
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return
end
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine timave2(time,dtout,rback,rbeam,trback,trbeam)
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine updates the time-average of a desired 
c variable after every output time step.
c We will compute the time-average of the ion-background 
c and the ion-ion fusion rates 
c
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
real*8 time, dtout
real*8 rback, rbeam, trback, trbeam
c Compute the time-averaged ion-background fusion rate 
trback = (trback*(time-dtout) + rback*dtout)/time
c Compute the time-averaged ion-background fusion rate 
trbeam = (trbeam*(time-dtout) + rbeam'dtout)/time
return
end
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c
c  -----------------------------------------------
subroutine outputl(zcath,zac,zanod,zar,zend,rout, 
f pres,temp,volta,idev,icathb,ianodb,
1- ireflb, fractr,dr,dz, tend,dtout,
+ nrcell,nzcell,nreal,tfion,tfelec,
-i- tequi)
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This is the output data file which initializes the 
c headings
c Declare the variables 
c implicit none
real*8 zcath, zac, zanod, zar, zend, rout
real*8 pres, temp, volta, idev, icathb, ianodb, ireflb
real*8 fractr, dr, dz, tend, dtout
integer nrcell, nzcell
real*8 nreal
real*8 tfion, tfelec, tequi 
c open up output data file
c open(unit=10,file='chimpvl4a.out',status='unknown')
c write output information to output data file
write(10,*) 'Welcome to chimpvl4.out output data file' 
write(10,*) 'which is produced by chimpvl4.for program.' 
write(10,*) ' '
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c print out input 
write(10,* 
write(10,*
write(10,* 
write(10,*
write(10, * 
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10, *
wr i t e (10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,*
write(10,* 
seconds'
write(10,*
write(10,* 
write(10,* 
write(10,*
data
'The following input data were used:
'Length of cathode = ',zcath/0.0254,' inches.' 
'Distance from cathode to anode = ',zac/0 . 0254,
' inches.'
'Length of anode = ', zanod/' 0 . 0254, ' inches.'
'Distance from anode to reflector = ', 
zar/0.0254,' inches.'
'Chamber diameter = ',2.0*rout/0.0254,' inches.'
'Length of half of device = ',zend/0.0254,' inches.'
'Gas pressure = ',pres/101325*760*1000.0,
' mTorr'
'Gas temperature = ',temp,' Kelvin'
'Anode voltage = ',volta/1000.0,' k V  
'Current= ',idev*1000.0,' mA'
'Cathode Half-Current = ',icathb*1000.0,' mA'
'Anode Current = ',ianodb*1000.0,' mA'
'Reflector Current = ',ireflb*1000.0,' mA'
'Fraction of current to reflector= ',fractr 
'Number of real particles per superparticle= ',nreal 
'Number of cells in r-direction = ',nrcell 
'Number of cells in z-direction = '.nzcell 
'Differential radius, dr = ',dr,' meters' 
'Differential axial length, dz = ',dz,' meters' 
'Estimated ion flight time = ',tfion,' seconds' 
'Estimated electron flight time = '.tfelec,'
'Estimated time for dynamic equilbrium = 
'seconds'
'End time = '.tend,' seconds.'
'Output time period = '.dtout,' seconds
,tequi,
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return
end
c-
c
c-
subroutine output2(nrcell,nzcell,time,dtnew,wpmax,
+ dbymin, tdbymin, idmin, jdmin,
+ rback,rbeam,trback,trbeam,phi,rbackv,
+ rbeamv,zcath,zac,zanod,zar,zend,
-t- rout, dr, dz, jcath, janodes, janodef,
+ totele,totion,nelec,nion,np,
+ icath, ianod, irefl, icathb,
+ ianodb, ireflb, ipclst, ipaclst,
+ ipalst, iparlst, iprlst, epclst,
+ epaclst, epalst, eparlst, eprlst,
+ ipcinj,ipainj,iprinj,epcinj,epainj,
+ eprinj,eelec,eion,debye,w p ,
+ pres,temp,nreal,neave.niave,
+ eeave,eiave,dbyave,mfpimin,mfpemin,
i- coltimin, coltemin, mfpiave, mfpeave,
+ coltiave,colteave,
ticath,tiac,tianod, tiar, tiref1,
* ticinj,tiacinj , tiainj , tiarinj,tirin] ,
+ nionize,rbcath,rbac,rbanod,rbar,
+ nicath,necath,niac,neac,
* nianod,neanod,niar,near,
+ izcath,izac,izanod,izar,dtout,
qpoint,qstored, rho)
c
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c This subroutine stores relevant data in a formatted 
c output data file for later use. 
c
c implicit none
integer i, j 
integer nrcell, nzcell
integer idmin, jdmin 
real*8 tdbymin
real*S rpi, time, dtnew, wpmax, dbymin, rback, rbeam
real*8 trback, trbeam
real*8 ph i (nrcell+1,nzcell+1)
real*8 rbackv(nrcell,nzcell)
real*8 rbeamv(nrcell,nzcell)
real*S zcath, zac, zanod, zar, zend, rout, dr, dz
integer jcath, janodes, janodef
real*8 totele, totion
real*8 nelec(nrcell,nzcell)
real*3 nion(nrcell,nzcell)
real*8 eelec(nrcell,nzcell)
real*3 eion(nrcell,nzcell)
real*8 wp(nrcell,nzcell)
real*8 debye(nrcell,nzcell)
real*8 pres, temp, nreal
integer np
integer ipclst, ipaclst, ipalst, iparlst, iprlst
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integer epclst, epaclst, epalst, eparlst, eprlst 
integer ipcinj, ipainj, iprinj 
integer epcinj, epainj, eprinj
real*8 icath, ianod, irefl, icathb, ianodb, ireflb 
integer jacmid, jarmid 
real*8 ionfrac
real*8 neave, niave, eeave, eiave, dbyave 
real*8 mfpimin, mfpemin, coltimin, coltemin 
real*8 mfpiave, mfpeave, coltiave, colteave 
real*8 ticath,tiac,tianod,tiar,tirefl 
real*8 ticinj,tiacinj,tiainj,tiarinj,tirinj 
integer nionize
real*8 rbcath, rbac, rbanod, rbar
integer izcath, izac, izanod, izar 
real*8 dtout
real*8 qpoint(nrcell+1,nzcell+1) 
real*S qstored(nzcell+1) 
real'S rho(nrcell + 1 ,nzcel1 +1)
c
c print*,'start the output2 subroutine'
c Value of pi
rpi = 4.0*atan(1.0)
c
c Specify the index of the cells at the midpoints
c between the cathode and the anode, and the
c between the anode and the reflector
jacmid = jcath + int((janodes-jcath)/2.0) 
jarmid = janodef + int((nzcell+1-janodef)/2.0)
c
c Calculate the ionization fraction
ionfrac = totion*nreal/(pres/temp/1.33e-23)/
(rpi*(nrcell*dr)* *2.0 *(nzcell*dz))
c Printout data
write(10 , * 
write(10 , * 
write(10 , * 
write(10 , * 
write(10 , * 
write(10,* 
wri te(10 , * 
write(10 , * 
write(10,* 
write(10 , * 
write(10,* 
write(10 , * 
write(10,* 
write(10 , * 
write(10,* 
write(10,* 
write(10,* 
write(10,*
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'Time = '.time,' seconds.'
'New time step size, dtnew, = '.dtnew,' seconds 
'Number of simulation particles = ', np 
'Total number of ion superparticles = '.totion 
'Total number of electron superparticles = '.to 
'Ionization Fraction = '.ionfrac
' Number of ions in cathode region = ',nicath
'Number of elecs in cathode region = ',necath
' Number of ions in ac region = ',niac
' Number of elecs in ac region = ',neac
'Number of ions in anode region = ',nianod
' Number of elecs in anode region ',neanod
' Number of ions in ar region = ',niar
'Number of elecs in ar region = ',near
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write(10,*) 'Ion-background 
rbcath,' n/s'
neutron rate in cathode = ',
write(10,*)
+
'Ion-background 
rbac,' n/s'
neutron rate in ac region = ',
write(10,*)
+
'Ion-background 
rbanod,' n/s'
neutron rate in anode = ',
write 10,*)
•f
'Ion-background 
rbar,' n/s'
neutron rate in ar region = ',
write(10,*)
+
'Ion-background 
rback,' n/s.'
neutron rate for half-device =
write(10,*) 'Ion-background neutron rate for whole device =
+ rback*2.0,' n/s'
writeflO,*) ' '
write(10,*) 'Ion-ion neutron rate for half-device =
+ rbeam,' n/s.'
write(10,*) 'Ion-ion neutron rate for whole device = 
rbeam*2.0,' n/s' 
write(10,*) 'Neutron rate for half device = ', 
rback+rbeam,' n/s.' 
write(10,*) 'Neutron rate for whole device = ',
+■ 2.0 *(rback+rbeam),' n/s'
write(10,* ) ' '
write(10,*) 'Time-average ion-background neutron rate = ',
+■ 2.0*trback,' n/s'
write(10,*) 'Time-average ion-ion neutron rate = ',
2.0*trbeam,' n/s' 
write(10,*) 'Time-average total neutron rate = ',
+ 2.0*(trback+trbeam),' n/s'
write(10 , *) ' '
write(10,*) 'Maximum plasma frequency = '.wpmax,' rads/s.' 
write(10,*) 'Max. plasma frequency = ',wpmax/2.0/rpi,' Hertz, 
write(10,*) 'Minimum Debye length = ',dbymin,' meters.' 
write(10,*) 'Min Debye length in cell i=',idmin,' j=',jdmin 
write(10,*) ' '
write(10,*) 'Time-averaged minimum Debye length = ',tdbymin,
+• ' meters'
write(10,*) ' '
write(10,*) 'Device-averaged ion density = '.niave,' ions/m"3 
write(10,*) 'Device-averaged electron density = ',neave, 
f ' electrons/mA3 '
writeflO,*) 'Device-averaged ion energy = '.eiave,' eV' 
write(10,*) 'Device-averaged electron energy = ',eeave,’ eV' 
writeflO,*) 'Device-averaged Debye length = '.dbyave,' meters 
write(10,*) ' '
write(10,*) 'Minimum ion mean-free-path = '.mfpimin,' m'
writeflO,*) 'Minimum ele mean-free-path = '.mfpemin,' m'
write(10,*) 'Min. ion col. period = '.coltimin,' s'
write(10,*) 'Min. ele col. period = ',coltemin,' s'
write(10,*) 'Ave. ion mean-free-path = ',mfpiave,' m'
write(10,*) 'Ave. ele mean-free-path = dmfpeave,' m'
write(10,*) 'Ave. ion col. period = '.coltiave,' s'
write(10,*) 'Ave. ele col. period = '.colteave,' s'
write(10,*) ' '
write(10,*) '# Ionizations within in output timestep =
+ nionize
write(10,*) '# Ionizations in cathode region = ',izcath
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write(10,*) 
write(10,*) 
write(10,*) 
write(10,*)
+
write(10,*)
t-
write(10,* ) 
write(10,*) 
wr ite(10,*) 
write(10,*) 
write(10,*)
write(10, 
write(10, 
write(10, 
write(10, 
write(10,
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
wr i te 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write 
write
’# Ionizations in ac region = ',izac
’# Ionizations in anode region = ',izanod
’# Ionizations in ar region = ',izar
’Ionization rate = ',nionize*nreal/dtout,
’ ionizations/s'
’Charge generation rate = ', 
nionize*nreal/dtout*l.6e-19,' Amperes'
’ ) 
*)
write(10,*)
write(10,*) 
write(10,*) 
write(10,’) 
write(10,’) 
write(10,*) 
write(10,’)
'Time ave collected cathode current = 
'Time ave injected cathode current = 
'Desired cathode current =
'Col+Inj cathode current =
ticath+ticinj,' A'
'Time ave collected ac current =
'Time ave injected ac current =
'Time ave collected anode current = 
'Time ave injected anode current = 
'Desired anode current =
'Col+Inj anode current =
tianod+tiainj,' A'
'Time ave collected ar current =
'Time ave injected ar current =
'Time ave collected reflect current = 
'Time ave injected reflect current = 
'Desired reflector current =
'Col+Inj reflector current =
tiref1+tirinj,' A'
ticath,' 
ticinj,' 
, icathb,'
tiac,' A' 
tiacinj,' 
tianod,' 
tiainj,'
,ianodb,’
tiar,' A' 
tiarinj,' 
tiref1,'
.tirinj,'
,ireflb,'
A'
A'
A'
A1 
A ’ 
A'
l  *
' A' 
A' 
A' 
A'
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
(10,*)  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
(10,*)  
( 1 0 , * }  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 10  
(10  
( 10  
( 1 0 , * )  
( 1 0 , * )
'Collected cathode current =
'Desired cathode current =
'Collected anode current =
'Desired anode current =
'Collected reflector current =
'Desired reflector current =
'Number ions lost at cathode =
'Number ions lost at ac-wall =
'Number ions lost at anode =
'Number ions lost at ar-wall =
'Number ions lost at reflector =
'Number elecs lost at cathode =
'Number elecs lost at ac-wall =
'Number elecs lost at anode -
'Number elecs lost at ar-wall =
'Number elecs lost at reflector =
icath, 
icathb, 
ianod,' 
ianodb, 
iref1, ' 
ireflb.
A'
A'
A'
A'
,ipclst 
,ipaclst 
,ipalst 
,iparlst 
,iprlst
',epclst 
',epaclst 
',epalst 
',eparlst 
',eprlst
*)
* )
* )
'Num of ions inject at cath = ',ipcinj
'Num of ions inject at anod = ',ipainj
'Num of ions inject at refl = ',iprinj
'Total ions injected = ',ipcinj+ipainj+iprinj
t t
'Num of elecs inject at cath = '.epcinj
'Num of elecs inject at anod = ',epainj
'Num of elecs inject at relf = ',eprinj
'Total elecs injected = ',epcinj+epainj+eprinj
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write(10,*) ' '
c Do a printout of the potential profile and the volumetric 
c neutron generation rates along the z-axis (r=0) 
c . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
write(10,*)
write(10, 
write(10, 
write(10, 
write(10, 
write(10,
■)
Axial Variation of Potential 
at Various Radial Positions' 
r=0, R/4, R/2, 3R/4, R-dr, R'
c Print out the headers
write(10,100)
100 format(Ix,'z(meters)',5x,
+ 'V(0,z)',6x,
+ 'V(R/4,z)',4x,
+ 'V(R/2,z)',4x,
'V (3R/4,z )',3x,
+ 'V(R-dr,z)',3x,
+ ' V (R , z ) ' )
write(10,200)
200 format(15x,'(Volts)',5x,'(Volts)',5x,
'(Volts)',5x,'(Volts)',5x,
'(Volts)',5x,'(Volts)' )
c Print out the data
do 300 j = 1, nzcell+1
write(10,400) (j-l)'dz, phi(l.j), phi(nrcel1/4,j )
+ phi(nrcell/2,j), p h i (3*nrcell/4,j ),
phi(nrcell,j), phi(nrcell+1,j )
400 format(Ix,7 (Ix,ell.4))
3 00 continue
c . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . . * * * . . * « * . * * . .
c Do a printout of the potential profile at different 
c cross sections along the z-axis 
c (z=0, z=zcath, z=zcath+zac, z=zcath+zac+zanod) 
c .*»*..*..***.*.*«,.*******..****»,*****.**..*.***********
write(10,* 
write(10,* 
write(10,* 
write(10,* 
write(10,* 
write(10,* 
write(10,* 
write(10,*) 
write(10,*)
Radial Variation of Potential at various' 
axial positions: '
z=0, z=zcath, z=zcath+zac/2 z=zcath+zac' 
z=zcath+zac+zanod, z=zcath+zac+zanod+zar/21 
z=zend-dz, z=zend'
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write(10,500)
500 format(lx, 'r(meters)', 5x,
+ 'V (z=0) ' , 6x,
+ 'V (zcath)', 4x,
+ 'V(zc+zac/2)' , lx,
+ 'V (zanodes)', 2x,
+ 'V (zanodef)', 2x,
+ 'V (zf+zar/2)' , lx,
'V(zend-dz) ', lx.
+ 'V (zend)')
write(10,600)
600 format(15x,'(Volts)',5x,'(Volts)',5x,'(Volts)',5x,
+ '(Volts)',5x,'(Volts)',5x,'(Volts)',5x,
'(Volts)',5x,'(Volts)' )
c Print out the data
do 700 i=l,nrcell+1
write(10,800) dr*(i-l), phi(i,l), phi(i,jcath),
+ p h i (i ,jacmid), phi(i ,janodes),
f p hi(i ,janodef), p hi(i ,jarmid),
+ p hi(i ,nzcell), phi(i,nzcell+1)
800 format(Ix,9(lx,ell.4))
700 continue
c
c Do a printout of the axial variation of the volumetric
c neutron production rates at various radial positions
c
c Print out the headers 
write(10,*) ' '
write(10, *) 
write(10,*) ' '
write(10,*) 'Axial variation of beam-background and'
write(10,*) 'beam-beam volumetric neutron generation rates'
write(10,*) 'at r=0, r=R/4, r=R/2, r=3R/4 and r=R'
write(10,*) ' '
writedO, 810)
810 format(lx,'z(meters)',5x,
+ 'rbkv(r=0,z)',lx,
+ 'rbkv(R/4,z )',lx,
'rbkv(R/2,z)',lx,
+ 'rbkv(3R/4,z)',lx,
+ 'rbkv(R,z)',2x,
+ 'rbbv(r=0,z)',lx,
+ 'rbbv(R/4,z)',lx,
* 'rbbv(R/2,z )',lx,
+ 'rbbv(3R/4,z)',lx,
+ 'rbbv(R-dr,z)')
write(10,820)
820 format (15x, ' (n/s/nd3 ) ' , 3x, ' (n/s/rrd3 ) ' , 3x,
+ ' (n/s/m~3) ' , 3x, ' (n/s/md) ' , 3x,
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(n/s/md)',3x, 
( n / s/md) ' , 3x, 
(n/s/md ) ' , 3x, 
(n/s/m~3)')
(n/s/m'N3) 
(n/s/m/'3)
, 3x, 
, 3x,
Print out the data 
do 830 j=l,nzcell
write(10,840) (j-l)’dz,
+ rbackv(1,j )
+ rbackv(nrcell/4,j)
* rbackv(nrcell/2,j)
rbackv(3*nrcell/4,j) 
i- rbackv (nrcell, j )
+ rbeamv(1,j)
+ rbeamv(nrcell/4,j)
+ rbeamv(nrcell/2,j)
+ rbeamv(3*nrcell/4,j)
+ rbeamv(nrcell,j)
840 format(lx,11(lx,ell.4))
830 continue 
c Print out header
c Do a printout of the beam-background volumetric 
c neutron generation rate at different cross sections 
c along the z-axis (z = 0, z=zcath, z = zcathi-zac, 
c z-zcathtzac+zanod)
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
( 1 0 ,
( 1 0 ,
( 1 0 ,
( 1 0 ,
( 1 0 ,
( 1 0 ,
( 1 0 ,
( 1 0 ,
( 1 0 ,
( 1 0 ,
'Radial variation of beam-background' 
'volumetric neutron generation rates at ' 
'different axial positions:'
'z = 0, z=zcath, z = zcath + zac/2, z=zcath->-zac'
' z=zcath+zac+zanod, z=zcath+zac+zanodi-zar/2 1 
'z=zend'
write(10,850)
850 format(lx,'r(meters)',5x, 
+ 'rbkv(z=0) ' , 3x,
+ 'rbkv(zcath)',lx,
+ 'rb(c+zac/2)',lx,
+ 'rbkv(zas)',3x,
+ 'rbkv(zaf)' , 3x,
+ ' rb(a-t-zar/2 ) ' , lx,
i- ' rbkv (zend-dr) ' )
write(10,900)
900 format (15x, ' ( n / s/md) ' , 3x, ' (n/s/md ) ' , 3x, 
+ '(n/s/mA3 )',3x,'(n/s/m~3)',3x,
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' (n/s/mA3)',3x, '(n/s/mA3) ', 3x, 
'(n/s/mA3)' )
Print out the data 
do 1 0 0 0  i=l,nrcell
write(1 0 ,1 1 0 0 ) dr*(i-l),
rbackv(i,l). rbackv(i,jcath), 
rbackv(i,jacmid), rbackv(i,janodes) 
rbackv(i,janodef),rbackv(i,jarmid), 
rbackv(i,nzcell) 
format(lx,8(lx,ell.4))1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0  continue
c
c..**.*«*»*****»********.***«************»*»********»*<
c Do a printout of the beam-beam volumetric 
c neutron generation rate at different cross sections 
c along the z-axis (z=0 , z=zcath, z=zcath+zac, 
c z=zcath+zac+zanod)
c Print out the data
write(1 0 ,* 
wri te < 1 0 , *  
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 ,* 
write (1 0  , * 
write(1 0 ,* 
write ( 1 0 , *  
write(1 0 ,*
Radial variation of beam-beam'
volumetric neutron generation rates at '
different axial positions:'
z=0 , z=zcath, z=zcath+zac/2 , z=zcath+zac'
z=zcath+zac+zanod, z=zcath+zac+zanod+zar/2 ‘
z=zend'
write(1 0 ,1 2 0 0 )
1 2 0 0  format(lx,'r(meters)',5x,
+ 'rbbv(z=0 )',3x,
+ 'rbbv(zcath)',lx,
+ 'rbbv(zac/2 )',lx,
+ 'rbbv(zas)',3x,
* 'rbbv(zaf)',3x,
+ 'rbbv(zar/2 )',lx,
'rbbv(zend-dr)')
write(10,13 00)
13 00 format(15x,'(n/s/mA3)',3x,'(n/s/mA3)',3x, 
'(n/s/mA3)',3x,'(n/s/mA3)',3x, 
i- '(n/s/mA3)',3x,'(n/s/mA3)',3x,
+ '(n/s/mA3)' )
Print out the data 
do 1400 i=l,nrcell
write(10,1500) dr*(i-l),
+ rbeamv(i,l), rbeamv(i,jcath),
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+ rbeamv(i,jacmid) , rbeamv(i,janodes)
* rbeamv(i,janodef),rbeamv(i,jarmid),
+ rbeamv(i,nzcell)
1500 format(lx,8 (lx,ell.4))
1400 continue
c Print out axial variation of ion and electron density at
c various radial positions 
c . .*****■•***».*■».»». „ „ » »
c Print out the headers 
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
write (1 0 , *) 
write(1 0 , *) ' '
write(10,*) 'Axial variation of ion and electron density' 
write(10,*) 'at r=0, r=R/4, r=R/2, r=3R/4 and r=R' 
write(1 0 ,’) ' '
write(10,1550)
1550 format(lx,'z(meters)',5x,'ni(r=0,z) ' , 2x,
->• ' ni (R/4 , z) ' , 2x,
+ 'ni(R/2,z) ',2x,
+ 'ni(3R/4,z)',2x,
+ 'ni(R-dr,z)',2x,
'ne(r=0 ,z) ',2 x,
'ne(R/4,z) ’,2x,
i- ' ne (R/ 2 , z) ' , 2 x,
+ 'ne(3R/4,z)',2x,
+■ 'ne(R-dr,z)')
write(10,1600)
16 00 format (15x, ' ( ions/rrd3 ) ' , 2x, ' ( ions/md ) ' , 2x,
+ '(ions/m^3)',2 x,'(ions/m"3)',2 x,
+ ' (ions/m^) ', 2 x,
+ ' (elec/mA3 ) ' , 2x, ' (elec/nr'3 ) ’ , 2x,
+ ' (elec/m^3) ' , 2x, ' (elec/m,'3 ) ' , 2x,
+ ' (elec/m/'3 ) ')
c Print out the data
do 1700 j=l,nzcell
write(10,1800) (j-l)’dz,
nion(l,j) 
nion(nrcell/4,j) 
nion(nrcell/2 ,j) 
nion(3*nrcell/4,j) 
nion(nrcell,j) 
nelec(1 ,j) 
nelec(nrcell/4,j) 
nelec(nrcell/2 ,j) 
nelec(3*nrcell/4,j) ,
nelec(nrcell,j) 
format(lx,1 1 (lx,ell.4))
1700 continue
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c Print out radial variation of ion density at 
c different axial positions
c*
c
Print out header
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*)
Radial variation of ion density ' 
at different cross sections along' 
the z-axis: '
z=0 , 2 =2 cath, 2 =2 cath+2 ac/2 , 2 =2 cath+2 ac' 
2 =2 cath+2 ac+2 anod, 2 =2 cath+2 ac+2 anod+rar/2 ' 
2 =2 end-dr'
write(1 0 ,*)
write(10,1900)
1900 format(lx,'r(meters)',5x,
'ni(tcath)',3x,
' ni (ci-zac/ 2 ) 
'n i (ranodes) 
'ni(tanodef) 
'ni(a+2 ar/2 ) 
'ni(2 end-dr
, lx, 
, lx, 
, lx, 
, lx.
) ' )
write(1 0 ,2 0 0 0 )
2000 format(15x, '(ions/mA3)',2 x,'(ions/mA3)',2 x, 
'(ions/mA3)',2 x,'(ions/mA3)',2 x, 
' (ions/mA3)',2 x,'(ions/mA3)' , 2 x, 
'(ions/mA3)')
: Print out the data
do 3000 i=l,nrcell
write(10,3100) dr’(i-i),
* nion(i,l), nion(i,jcath),
+ nion(i,jacmid), nion(i,janodes)
+ nion(i,janodef),nion(i,jarmid),
+ nion(i,nrcell)
3100 format(lx,8 (lx,ell.4))
3000 continue
c. ********
c Print out radial variation of electron density at
c different axial positions 
c .  * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • .
c Print out header
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
write(1 0 , *) '
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write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*)
'Radial variation of electron density '
'at different cross sections along’
'the z-axis: '
'z=0 , z=zcath, z=zcath+zac/2 , z=zcath+zac'
'z=zcath+zac+zanod, z = zcath+zac + zanod+zar / 2  1 
'z=zend-dr'
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
write(10,3200)
3200 format(lx,'r(meters)',5x,
+ 'ne(z=0 )',5x,
+ 'ne(zcath)',3x,
+ 'ne(c+zac/2 )',lx,
+ 'ne(zanodes)',lx,
+ 'ne(zanodef)',lx,
* 'ne(a+zar/2 )',lx,
+ 'ne(zend-dr)')
write(10,3300)
3 3 00 format (15x, ' (elec/md) ' ,2x, ' (elec/md) ' ,2x,
' (elec/md) ' , 2 x, ' (elec/md ) ' , 2 x,
* ' (elec/md ) ' , 2x, ' (elec/m/'3 ) ’ , 2x,
’ (elec/md ) ’ )
c Print out the data
do 3400 i=l,nrcell
write(10,3500) dr Mi-1),
nelec(i,l), nelec(i,jcath), 
nelec(i,jacmid), nelec(i,janodes) ,
+ nelec(i,janodef),nelec(i,jarmid),
+ nelec(i ,nzcell)
3500 format(lx,8 (lx,ell.4))
3400 continue
c
c Print out axial variation of ion and electron 
c average energy at various radial positions
c Print out the headers 
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
writedO, *) '*******************»**»*■****»********»*****'
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
write(10,*) 'Axial variation of average ion and electron' 
' energies'
write(10,*) 'at r=0, r=R/4, r=R/2, r=3R/4 and r=R' 
write(1 0 ,*) ' ' 
write(10,3 600)
3600 format(lx,'z(meters)',5x,'Ei(r=0,z) ',
2x,'Ei(R/4,Z) ',2x,'Ei(R/2,z)
+ 2x, 'Ei(3R/4,z)',2x,'Ei(R-dr,z)
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+ 2 x,'Ee(r=0 ,z) ',
+ 2x,'Ee(R/4,z) ',2x,'Ee(R/2,z)
+ 2x,'Ee(3R/4,z)',2x,'Ee(R-dr.z)')
write(10,3700)
3700 format(15x,'(eV)',8x,'(eV)',8x,
+ '(eV)‘’ , 8 x,'(eV) ', 8 x,
'(eV)‘’ , 8 x,
' (eV)‘’,8 x,'(eV)', 8 x,
+ '(eV) 1’,8 x,'(eV)', 8 x,
' (eV) ’)
: Print out the data
do 3800 j=l,nzcell
write(10,3900) (j-l)*dz,
+ eion(1 ,j)/ 1.6e-19,
+ eion(nrcell/4,j)/ 1.6e-19,
+ eion(nrcell/2,j)/ 1.6e-19,
i- eion(3*nrcell/4, j ) / 1.6e-19,
■r eion (nrcell, j) / 1.5e-19,
->• eelec(l.j)/ 1.6e-19.
eelec(nrcell/4,j)/ 1.6e-19,
eelec(nrcell/2,j) / i.6e-19,
+ eelec(3’nrcell/4,j)/ 1.6e-19,
+ eelec(nrcell,j)/ 1.6e-19
3900 format(lx,11(lx,ell.4))
3800 continue
c Print out radial variation of ion density at 
c different axial positions
c
c Print out header
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 ,
Radial variation of average ion energy ' 
at different cross sections along' 
the z-axis: '
z=0 , z=zcath, z=zcath+zac/2 , z=zcath+zac' 
z=zcath+zac+zanod, z=zcath+zac-zanod+zar/2 ‘ 
z=zend-dr'
write(1 0 ,*)
write(10,4000)
4000 format(lx,'r(meters)',5x, 
+ 'Ei(z=0 )',5x,
+ 'Ei(zcath)',3x,
+ 'Ei(c+zac/2 )',lx,
+ 'Ei(zanodes)',lx,
'Ei(zanoaef)',lx,
+ 'Ei(a+zar/2 )',lx,
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+ 2 x,'Ee(r=0 , z) ',
+ 2x,'Ee(R/4,z) ',2x,'Ee(R/2,z)
+ 2x,'Ee(3R/4,z)', 2x,'Ee(R-dr,z)')
write(10,3700)
3700 format(15x,'(eV)',8x,'(eV)',8x,
+ ' (eV)',8 x, '(eV) ',8 x,
+ '(eV)',8 x,
+ ' (eV) ',8 x,' (eV) ',8 x,
+ ' (eV)',8 x,'(eV)',8 x,
'(eV)')
c Print out the data
do 3800 j=l,nzcell
write(10,3900) (j-l)*dz,
-f eion(1 ,j)/ 1,6e-19,
eion(nrcell/4,j)/ 1.6e-19,
+ eion(nrcell/2 ,j)/ 1,6e-19,
+ eion(3*nrcell/4,j)/ 1.6e-19,
eion(nrcell,j ) i 1.6e-19,
«■ eelec(1 ,j)/ 1.6e-19,
eelec (nrcell/4 , j) /' 1.6e-19,
* eelec(nrcell/2 ,j)/ 1.6e-19,
1- eelec(3’nrcell/4,j)/ 1.6e-19,
* eelec(nrcell,j)/ 1.6e-19
3900 format(lx,11(lx,ell.4))
3800 continue
c Print out radial variation of ion density at
c different axial positions 
c. *..»******.
c
c Print out header
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 ," 
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 ,*
Radial variation of average ion energy ' 
at different cross sections along' 
the z-axis: '
z=0 , z=zcath, z=zcath+zac/2 , z=zcatn+zac' 
z=zcath+zac+zanod, z=zcath+zac+zanod»zar/2 1 
z=zend-dr'
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
write(10,4000)
4000 format(lx,'r(meters)',5x,
+ 'Ei(z=0)',5x !
+ 'Ei(zcath)', 3x,
'Ei(c+zac/2 )' , lx,
'Ei(zanodes)' , lx.
-t* 'Ei(zanodef)' , lx.
•r 'Ei(a+zar/2 )' , lx.
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'Ei(zend-dr)')
write(10,4100)
4100 format(15x,'(eV)',8 x,'(eV)',8 x, 
+ '(eV)',8 x,'(eV)',8 x,
+ '(eV)',8 x,'(eV)',8 x.
'(eV)')
c Print out the data
do 4200 i=l,nrcell
1.6e-19, 
1.6e-19, 
1.6e-19, 
1.6e-19, 
1.6e-19, 
1.6e-19, 
1.6e-19
write(10,4300) dr*(i-l),
+ eion(i,1 )/
+ eion(i,jcath)/
-i- eion (i, jacmid) /
+ eion(i,janodes)/
+ eion(i,janodef)/
+ eion(i,jarmid)/
r eion(i,nzcell)/
4300 format(lx,8 (lx,ell.4))
4200 continue
c
c Print out radial variation of electron density at 
c different axial positions
* * * * * * * * *
c Print out header
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 ,* 
write(1 0 , ’ 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 , 
write(1 0 ,
Radial variation of average electron energy 
at different cross sections along' 
the z-axis: '
z=0 , z=zcath, z=zcath+zac/2 , z=zcath+zac' 
z=zcath+zac+zanod, z=zcath+zac^zanod+zar/2 ' 
z=zend-dr'
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
write(10,4400)
4400 format(lx,'r(meters)',5x, 
+■ ' Ee (z=0) ' , 5x,
-i- ' Ee (zcath) ' , 3x,
+ 'Ee(c+zac/2 )',lx,
+■ ' Ee (zanodes) ' , lx,
+ 'Ee(zanodef)',lx,
+ 'Ee(a+zar/2 )',lx,
+ 'Ee(zend-dr)')
write(10,4500)
4500 format(15x,'(eV)',8 x,'(eV)',8 x, 
+ '(eV)',8 x,'(eV)',8 x,
+ ' (eV) ' , 8 x, '(eV)',8 x,
+ '(eV)')
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c Print out the data
do 4600 i=l,nrcell
write(10,4700) dr*(i-l),
+ eelec(i,1 )/ 1.6e-19,
+ eelec(i,jcath)/ 1.6e-19,
+ eelec(i ,j acmid)/ 1.6e-19,
+ eelec(i,janodes)/ 1.6e-19,
+ eelec(i,janodef)/ 1.6e-19,
+ eelec(i,jarmid)/ 1.6e-19,
eelec(i,nzcell)/ 1.6e-19
4700 format(lx,8 (lx,ell.4))
4600 continue
cc.
c Print out axial variation of Debye Length and Plasma 
c Frequency at various radial positions
c Print out the headers
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*)
t-
wri te(1 0 ,*) 
write(1 0 ,*)
Axial variation of Debye length and electron' 
plasma frequency' 
at r=0, r=R/4, r=R/2, r=3R/4 and r=R'
write(10,4800)
4800 format(lx,'z(meters) ',4x,
+ 'Db(r=0,z) ',2x,
'Db(R/4,z) ',2x,
'Db(R/2,z) ',2x, 
'Db(3R/4,z) ' , 2x, 
'Db(r=R,z) ' , 2x,
'wp(r=0 ,z) ',2 x, 
f 'wp(R/4,z) ',2x,
'wp(R/2,z) ',2x, 
f 'w p (3R/4,z)’,2x,
+ 'wp(r=R,z) ')
write(10,4900)
4900 format(15x,'(m)',9x,'(m)',9x,
+ '(m)',9x,'(m)',9x,
-t- ' (m) ' , 9x,
+ '(rad/s)',5x,'(rad/s)',5x,
+ '(rad/s)',5x,'(rad/s)',5x,
+ '(rad/s)')
c Print out the data
do 5000 j=l,nzcell
write(10,5100) (j-l)*dz,
+ debye(1 ,j ),
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debye(nrcell/4, j) , 
debye(nrcell/2 ,j) , 
debye(3*nrcell/4,j) , 
debye(nrcell, j) , 
wp(l,j), 
wp(nrcell/4,j), 
wp (nrcell/2 ,j), 
wp (3*nrcell/4,j), 
wp(nrcell, j)
5100 format(lx,11(lx, ell. 4) )
5000 continue
c**,***»»****.*********+*»**»**+*******.******.****»
c Print out axial variation of qpoint(nrcell+1, j) , 
c qstored(j), rho(nrcell+1 ,j), and phi(nrcell+1 , j) 
c at the wall, r=R
c Print out the headers 
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
write(1 0 ,*) '+*»»+«+*+*»*+*»»****»**+*♦*♦»**«*+»*♦'*+*
write(1 0 ,’) ' '
write(10,*) 'Axial variation of wall charges, density, 
write(1 0 ,*) 'and potential ' 
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
write(10,6000)
6000 format(lx,'z(meters) ',4x.
write(10,6100)
6100 format{13x,'(Cb)',8x,
+ '(Cb)',8 x,'(Cb/m~3)',4x,
'(Volts)' )
c Print out the data
do 620 0 j=l,nzcell
write(10,6300) (j-l)'dz,
+ qpoint(nrcell+1 ,j),
c
'qpoint 
'qstored 
' rho 
'phi')
qstored(j), 
rho(nrcell+1 ,j), 
phi(nrcell+1 ,j)
6300 format(lx,5(lx,ell.4))
6200 continue
c
c
c
c Print out last comments 
c * » * .  * * * . * * • » • * *  * * * * * * * * * * * *
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c Print out last comments 
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
write(10,*) 'End of data output printout for time = '.time, 
+ ' seconds.'
write(1 0 ,*) ’********»*****************************»***'
c
c**» .»****•■».** 
c Re-initialize certain parameters back to zero
nionize = 0
izcath = 0
izac = 0
izanod = 0
izar = 0
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------
c
c ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
subroutine output3(nzcell,isteps,tevolv,dtevolv,
npevolv, qevolv, eevolv, v o i d )
c ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c This subroutine stores time-dependent data for later 
c output
c implicit none
integer isteps 
integer nzcell 
real* 8  tevolv(isteps) 
real* 8  dtevolv(isteps) 
real* 8  npevolv(isteps) 
real* 8  qevolv(isteps) 
real*S eevolv(isteps) 
real* 8  voltl(nzcell+1 ,isteps)
c Print out the headers 
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
write (1 0 , *) ' *»»»**********»*■»*****»■»*»'**»*****'
write(10,*) 'Time Dependent Data Listed Below' 
write(1 0 ,*) ' '
write(1 0 ,1 0 0 )
10 0 format(lx,'step',2x,'time',8 x,'dtnew' , 7x,
+ 'np',lOx,'Q-total',5x,'KE-total',4x,
+ 'V(r=0,z=0)')
write(1 0 ,2 0 0 )
200 format(lx,'#',5x,'(s)',9x,'(s)',9x,'#',llx,
'(Cb)',8 x , '(J)',9x,'(Volts)')
c Print out the time dependent data 
do 300 i=l,isteps
write(10,400! i, tevoiv(i), dtevolv(i), npevolv(i), 
f qevolv(i), eevolv(i), voltl(l,i)
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400 format(lx,i5,lx,6 (lx,ell.4))
3 00 continue
return
end
c------------------------------------------------------------
c
c######*#################################################### 
c Subroutines / Functions Developed By Blair P. Bromley 
c Developed for the NNF code for the theoretical analysis of 
c The Periodically Oscillating Plasma Sphere (POPS) Device 
c Group T-15 Plasma Physics Theory 
c Los Alamos National Laboratory 
c Los Alamos, New Mexico 
c
c NOTE: These functions / subroutines are not to be
c distributed to other users without verbal and written 
c permission from Blair Bromley, 
c
c Last Date of Program Modification: August 6 , 1997
c
c
C # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
c Comments:
c-----------------------------------------------------------------
c July 15: Have obtained cross section data from various resources
c
c Two key references to check 
c
c R.K. Janev, Atomic and Molecular Processes in Fusion Edge Plasmas 
c Plenum Press, New York, 1995. Available in LANL library, 
c
c R.K. Janev et al., Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-Helium 
c Plasmas, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1987.
c This reference has curve fits of cross sections for various 
c collisions involving hydrogen and helium; there is some 
c data on deuterium 
c
c Naval Research Laboratory Plasma Formulary, revised 1987. 
c Washington, DC, 20375-5000, David L. Book editor, 
c This reference has data on fusion reaction cross sections 
c
c In addition, cross section data for atomic deuterium is 
c being taken from the PDS1 code used at Los Alamos National 
c Laboratory by Gruop T-15. 
c
c See also the following ORNL Reports: 
c
c ORNL 3113 
c ORNL 5206 
c ORNL 5207 
c ORNL 6086 
c
c A series of functions will be incorporated that will evaluate 
c the cross section for a given reaction, given the energy of the 
c projectile particle in the center of mass coordinate system.
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c For electrons, the energy in the lab and COM system is the 
c same, but for ions it is different, since the reduced mass 
c is significantly different.
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c July 22 - time has been spent developing the approach for 
c treating collisions; here's a short synopsis: 
c
c Charge exchange will be treated like elastic scattering 
c Excitation requires a redevelpment of the post collision 
c velocities
c Ionization and dissociation involves a three-particle 
c post collision system, 
c
c At low energies (< 10 * Eionize) interactions will be treated 
c as isotropic scattering in the center of mass frame 
c
c At high energies (> 10 * Eionize) interactions will be treated 
c as small angle scattering (Coulomb-type) in the center of mass 
c frame,
c
c The post collision scattering angle of the projectile particle 
c will be found by equating a random number to the cumulative 
c probability for a scattering angle in the center of mass frame, 
c This cumulative probability is found by integrating the differential 
c cross section over the scattering angle and dividing by the 
c differential cross section integrated over all angles, 
c
c The Coulomb-type small angle scattering differential cross section 
c approaches infinity at theta = 0 ; however, in a real system, the 
c differential cross section approaches a finite value at a minimum 
c scattering angle. From 0 to theta min, the differential 
c scattering cross section is relatively constant. Refer to 
c Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, Chapter 13, pp. 643-647, 
c section on collisions between charged particles, 
c theta min has a relationship that has been derived using 
c quantum mechanics, and is simply h-bar/p/a 
c hbar is planck's constant over two pi 
c p is the linear momentum (relativistic) 
c a is the atomic radius of the target particle 
c a = 1.4 anot * z,'-l/3
c anot is the bohr radius, 0.53 angstroms
c thus, at lower energies, theta min will be larger.
c
c Before doing the scattering analysis, the coordinate system
c has to be transformed such that the resultant velocity vector
c of the projectile particle before collision is in the
c axial direction, 
c
c Essentially, this means that there will be a spherical 
transformation
c between the orthogonal coordinate system of the fusion device 
c (which is in spherical coordinates), and the orthogal coordinate
c system of the scattering analysis (which is in cartesian
coordinates). 
c
c A good reference to show the spherical transformation between the 
c two orthogonal coordinate systems can be found in William
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c Hayt's Engineering Electromagnetics textbook, Chapter 1, pp. 21-25.
Q
c--------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c July 23 - cross section data has a limited range of applicability, 
c For higher energies, the curve fits are not applicable 
c Assume that the scattering cross section varies as 1/E"2, in
c accordance with coulomb-type scattering
c
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c July 24 - finding cross section data for electrons scattering 
c off deuterium molecule not easy; may have to use hydrogen data 
c as an initial estimate 
c
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c July 25 - ORNL report used to get cross section data for elastic
c scattering and charge exchange of D2+ molecular ions
c
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c July 30 - To include fusion calculations (beam-beam and beam- 
background)
c the simplest thing to do is to modify the procedure used in PDS1, 
and
c then incorporate them
c
c Note: the volumetric neutron generation rate will vary with radial
c position, and probably with time as well, so a time-averaged neutron 
c generation rate will have to be used in evaluating the effective 
c neutron generation rate
c
C#############################################################*##*####*
c
c NEW FUNCTIONS FOR COMPUTING CROSS SECTIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING 
c REACTIONS I INTERACTIONS:
c
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c Hydrogen Interactions
c -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c 1. e - t - H - > e  + H elastic scattering of electron off hydrogen 
atom
c 2  . e + H -> e + H* excitation of hydrogen atom by electron
c 3 . e + H -> 2e + H+ ionization of hydrogen atom by electron
c
c 4 . H + - H -> H-i- + H elastic scattering of hydrogen ion off H atom
c 5 . H->- + H -> H -i- H+ charge exchange of hydrogen ion off H atom
c
c 6 . e + H2 -> e + H2 elastic scattering of electron of H2 molecule
c 7 . e + H2 -> e + H2* excitation of hydrogen atom by electron
c 8 . e + H2 -> 2e + H2+ ionization of hydrogen molecule by electron
c
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c 9. e + H 2 - > e + H + H  dissociation of hydrogen molecule by
electron
c
c 10. H2+ + H2 -> H2+ + H2 elastic scattering of H2 ion off H2 
molecule
c 11. H2+ + H2 -> H2 + H2+ charge exchange of H2 molecule by H2 ion 
c
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c Deuterium Interactions 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
D elastic scattering of electron off
e + D -> e + D* excitation of deuterium atom by electron 
D -> 2e + D+ ionization of deuterium atom by electron
Df  + D - >  D+ + D elastic scattering of deuterium ion off H
D+ + D -> D + D+ charge exchange of deuterium ion off H atom
17. e + D2 -> e + D2 elastic scattering of electron off D2
e D2 -> e + D2* excitation of D2 molecule by electron
e + D2 -> 2e + D2+ ionization of D2 molecule by electron
♦ D f D dissociation of D2 molecule by electron
21. D2+ + D2 -> D2+ + D2 elastic scattering of D2 ion off D2
^ecule
c 22. D2+ +■ D2 -> D2 + D2+ charge exchange of D2 molecule by D2 ion
c
c 1 2 . e + D -> i
deuteriumatom
c 13 . <
c 14 . e + :
c
c 15 . + D -
atom
c 16. f D ->
c
C  . ->
molecule
c 18 . f D2 ->
c 19 .
c
c 2 0 . e f D2 ->
c
c 1 . f D2
mole
2 . D2f f D2
Fusion Reactions
23. D f D -> T (1.01 MeV) + p (3 .02 MeV) (50%)
24. D + D -> He3 (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV) (50%)
25. D + T -> He4(3.5 MeV) + n (14 .1 MeV)
26. D f He3 -> He4(3.6 MeV) f p (14.7 MeV)
Additional Reactions
27 D+ D -> Df f Df f e (ion impact ionization)
function sigOl(ecm)
real* 8  sigOl, ecm, x, y 
c sigOl is the microscopic cross section for:
c 1. e + H - > e + H  elastic scattering of electron off hydrogen 
atom
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c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm =0.5 * mu * vrel/'2
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to ve
c thus, ecm-el=kinetic energy of electron in lab coordinates 
c ecm must be in eV; sigOl is in m~2
c see Janev, atomic and molecular processes in fusion edge plasmas,
c p . 40
c note: this data is good from 1 eV to 1000 eV
if(ecm.It.1 .0 ) then 
sig01=1.0e-4*23,0*1.0e-16 
endi f
if((ecm.gt.1 .0 ).and.(ecm.It.1 0 0 0 .0 )) then 
x=log(ecm)
y=3 .13438-0.507062*x +0.201772*x**2 -0 .15331*x**3 - 
0.0267141*x**4 -0. 00146841*x**5 
sigOl = 1.0e-16*l.0e-4*exp(y) 
endif
c assume that the scattering cross section varies as 1/EA3 at 
c high energies; this is based upon semiclassical analysis of 
c asymptotic behavior. See Janev, pp. 252. 
if(ecm.ge.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
sig01 = l.0e-4*0.029*1.0e-16*(1000.0/ecm)* *3
endif
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig0 2 (ecm)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sig0 2 , ecm, x, y
c sig0 2  is the microscopic cross section for:
c 2. e + H -> e + H* excitation of hydrogen atom by electron 
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrel * 2
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me 
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to ve 
c thus, ecm-el=kinetic energy of electron in lab coordinates 
c ecm must be in eV; sigOl is in m,'2
c note: threshold for excitation is 1 0 . 8  ev
c see Janev, atomic and molecular processes in fusion edge plasmas,
c p . 40
c this formula is good from 15 to 1000 eV
if(ecm.le.1 0 .8 ) sig0 2 =0 . 0
if((ecm.ge.10.3).and.(ecm.le.15.0)) then 
c use Bethe-Born fitting equation found in Janev, pp.238, 
c reaction 2 .1 . 1
sig02 = 1.683 01e-16*(10 . 8 /ecm) * *0.844454*log(ecm/10.8)*1.0e-4 
endif
if((ecm.gt.15.0).and.(ecm.le.1000.0)) then 
x=log(ecm)
y=-ll.9032 + 10 .3362*x -3.54217*x**2 +0.618123*x**3 
+ -0.057342*x**4 + 0.002198*x**5
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sig02 = 1.0e-16*l.0e-4*exp(y) 
endif
c use formula from Janev, valid from 1 keV to 1 MeV 
c See Janev et. a l ., Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-Helium 
c Plasmas, pp. 18
if(ecm.gt.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then 
sig02=6.115e-15/ecm*(loglO(ecm) - 0.921)* 1. Oe-4 
endi f 
return 
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig03(ecm)
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sig03, ecm, x, y
c sig03 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 3. e + H -> 2e + H+ ionization of hydrogen atom by electron 
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrelA 2
c mu = reduced mass = me’ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to ve
c thus, ecm-el=kinetic energy of electron in lab coordinates 
c ecm must be in eV; sigOl is in mA2 
c threshold energy is 13.6 eV
c see Janev, atomic and molecular processes in fusion edge plasmas, 
c p. 40,
c also see Janev, Elementary Processes in Hydrogen Helium Plasmas,
c Reaction 2.1.5, pp. 26 and 23 8
if(ecm.It.14.3) sig03=0.0 
if((ecm.ge.14.3).and.(ecm.It.20.0)) then 
sig03=l.53753e-16*(14.3/ecm)**0.861942*
+ loglO(ecm/14.3)*1.Oe-4 
endi f
i f ((ecm.ge . 2  0 .0 ) .and.(ecm.It.1 0 0 0 .0 )) then 
x=iog(ecm)
y=-ll.9032 + 10.3362*x -3 . 54217*x**2 +0.618123*x**3 
-0,057342*x**4 + 0 . 002198*x**5 
sig03 = 1.0e-16*l.0e-4*exp(y) 
endif
if(ecm.gt.1 0 0 0 .0 ) then
sig03=3.123e-15/ecm*(loglO(ecm) +0.792)*1.Oe-4
endif
return
end
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig04(ecm)
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sig04, ecm, x, y
c sig04 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 4. H+ + H -> H+ + H elastic scattering of hydrogen ion off H atom 
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm = 0 . 5  * mu * vrelA2
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c mu = reduced mass = mi*ma/(mi+ma) - mi / 2  
c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi 
c ecm must be in eV; sig04 is in m/N2
c see Janev, atomic and molecular processes in fusion edge plasmas, 
c p. 298
if(ecm.It.0 .0 0 1 ) then 
sig04=l.0e-4*1.0e-13 
endif
if((ecm.gt.0 .0 0 1 ).and.(ecm.It.1 0 .0 )) then 
x=log(ecm)
y=-3.176304e+l -1.640510e-l*x -4.995055e-3*x*’2 +
+ 6 .936219e-4*x**3 + 1. 423218e-3*x’*4 -1.622733e-4’x” 5
-3.998204e-5*x**6 
sig04 = 1.0e-4*exp(y) 
endif
if(ecm.ge.1 0 .0 ) then 
x=log(ecm)
y=-3.175474e+l -1.650750e-l*x
sig04 = 1.0e-4*exp(y)
endif
return
end
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig05(ecm)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sig05, ecm, x, y
c sig05 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 5. H+ + H -> H + H+ charge exchange of hydrogen ion off H atom
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrel~ 2
c mu = reduced mass = mi’ma/(mi+ma) - mi / 2
c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi
c ecm must be in eV; sig05 is in m',2
c see Janev, atomic and molecular processes in fusion edge plasmas, 
c p. 298
c note
if(ecm.It.0 .0 0 1 ) then 
sig05=l.0e-4*3.5e-14 
endi f
if((ecm.gt.0 .0 0 1 ).and.(ecm.It.1 0 .0 )) then 
x=log(ecm)
y=-3.302872e+l -1.000134e-l*x -4 . 543425e-3*x**2 - 
+ 3 .587916e-3*x**3 -1.44632e-5*x**4 +9.322700e-5*x**5
+ 1.665865e-5*x**6 
sig05 = 1.0e-4*exp(y) 
endif
if((ecm.ge.1 0 .0 ).and.(ecm.It.1 0 0 .0 )) then 
x=log(ecm)
y=-3.301160e+l -1.358551e-l+x
sigOS = 1.0e-4*exp(y)
endif
c note: also make use of data in Janev et. al., Elementary
c Processes in Hydrogen-Helium Plasmas, reaction 3.1.8, 
c pp. 128, 238. Note that the formula by Freeman and Jones is
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c one than uses the impact energy of the particle in lab 
c coordinates, assuming target is stationary, so the 
c impact energy is twice the center of mass kinetic energy 
if(ecm.ge . 1 0 0  . 0 ) then
sig05=(0.6937e-14*(1. 0-0 .155*loglO(2.0*ecm))**2 )/
+ (1.0 + 0.1112e-14*(2.0*ecm)**3.3) * 1.0e-4
endif 
return 
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig06(ecm)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sig06, ecm, x, y
c sig06 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 6 . e + H2 -> e + H2 elastic scattering of electron of H2 molecule
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrel ,' 2
c mu = reduced mass = me’ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to vi
c ecm must be in eV; sig06 is in m/'2
c see Janev, atomic and molecular processes in fusion edge plasmas, 
c p . 298
c see ORNL report 3113, pp. 187 for data, a curve fit has been 
c made using the ORNL report data 
c
c Note: data in ORNL report is low by a factor of 100;
if(ecm.It.0 .0 0 0 0 1 ) then 
sig06=1.0e-4*1.5e-16*l.Oe+2 
endif
c use curve fitted data from ORNL report
if((ecm.gt.0.00001).and.(ecm.It.25.0)) then 
x=log(ecm)
y=2. 56902 +0.771214*x -0 . 586599*x**2 -C.000370411*x**3 
+ 0 ,00788121*x**4 
sig06 = 1.0e+2*l.0e-4*exp(y)*1.0e-17*l.0e+2 
endif
c assume that beyond 25 eV, the cross section varies as 1/E~3 
c this is using semiclassical analysis for asymptotic behavior 
c see Janev, Atomic and Molecular Processes in Fusion Edge Plasmas, 
c pp. 292.
if(ecm.gt.25.0) then
sig06 = 1.0e+2*l.0e-4*8.0e-18*(25.0/ecm) **3
endif
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig07(ecm)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sig07, ecm, x, y
c sig07 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 7. e + H2 -> e + H2* excitation of hydrogen molecule by electron
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c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrelA 2  
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me 
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to vi 
c ecm must be in eV; sig07 is in m"2
c See Janev et. al., Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-Helium Plasmas, 
c Reaction 2.2.2, pp. 38, 240, use the 9-term curve fit of the data 
if(ecm.It.1 2 .5) then 
sig07=0.0 
endif
if(ecm.ge.1 2 .5) then 
x=log(ecm)
y=-4.293519441750e+2 + 5.112210939087e+2*x 
+ -2 .848127939455e+2*x” 2 +
+ 3 . 831033879636e+l*x**3 -1. 665959177505e+l'x*’4 +
+ 1.957960915869*x**5 -1.401282416514e-l*x**6 +
5.591134833381e-3*x**7 -9 . 537010324465e-5*x** 8  
sig07=l.Oe-4*exp(y) 
endi f 
return 
end
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig08(ecm)
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sig08, ecm
c sig08 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 8 . e + H2 -> 2e + H2+ ionization of hydrogen molecule by electron
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrel ' 2
c mu = reduced mass = me'ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to vi
c ecm must be in eV; sig08 is in m,'2
c See Janev et. al., Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-Helium Plasmas,
c Reaction 2.2.9, pp. 52, 241, use the Bethe-Born curve fit
c
c Note: Similar Data can be found on p. C.4.8 of ORNL 5207
c This data can be used for deuterium as well, since the
results
c are very close to eachother.
if(ecm.It.18.7) then
sig08=0.0
endif
if(ecm.ge.18.7) then
sig08=3.5891e-16*(18.7/ecm)**1.01326*log(ecm/18.7)*1.Oe-4
endif
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig09(ecm)
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sig09, ecm, x, y
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c sig09 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 9. e + H 2 - > e  + H + H dissociation of hydrogen molecule by 
electron
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm = 0 . 5  * mu * vrel^2 
c mu = reduced mass = me'ma/(me+ma) - me 
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to ve 
c ecm must be in eV; sig09 is in mA2
c See Janev e t . al., Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-Helium Plasmas 
c Reaction 2.2.5, pp. 52, 240, use the 9-term polynomial fit 
c Threshold energy is 8.5 eV; maxium energy for only dissociation 
c is 200 eV
c the mean energy of the electron is 10.5 eV, while the mean energy 
c of the hydrogen is 3 eV (in a Maxwellian distribution) 
if(ecm.It.1 0 .8 ) then 
sig09 = 0 .0 
endif
if(ecm.ge.1 0 .8 ) then 
x=log(ecm)
y=-2.297914361380e+5 + 5 .303988579693e+5*x
-5,316636672593e+5*x**2 +3.022690779470e+5*x** 3 
-1,066224144320e+5*x**4 + 2 .389841369114e+4*x” 5 
-3,324526406357e+3*x**6 + 2 . 624761592546e+2*x**7 
+ -9,006246604428*x**8
sig09=l.Oe-4*exp(y) 
endi f 
return 
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function siglQ(ecm)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
real * 8  siglO, ecm, x, y
c siglO is the microscopic cross section for:
c 10. H2+ + H2 -> H2+ + H2 elastic scattering of H2 ion off H2 molecu
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrei~ 2
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi
c ecm must be in eV; siglO is in m,'2
c See ORNL report 3113 August 1964, pp. 191.
c Formulation is good from 3.13 to 148 eV; above that, assume 
c that it behaves as Coulombic 
c
if(ecm.It.3.0 ) then
sigl0=2.0e-15*1.0e-4
endif
if((ecm.ge.3.0).and.(ecm.It.148.0)) then 
x=log(ecm)
y=0.133306 +1.13754*x -0.717714*x**2 + 0.1438*x**3 
-0.0121999*x**4 
sigl0=1.0e-4*l.Oe-15’exp(y) 
endif
c assume that at high energies, the scattering crossection varies as
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c 1/E**3; this is based on semiclassical analysis of asymptotic 
c behavior; see Janev, pp. 292. 
if(ecm.ge.148.0) then
sigl0= 0.167e-15*l. Oe-4*(148.0/ecm)**3.0
endi f
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function sigll(ecm)
c------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------------
real* 8  sigll, ecm, x, y
c sigll is the microscopic cross section for:
c 11. H2 + + H2 -> H2 + H2+ charge exchange of H2 molecule by H2 ion
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates
c ecm = 0. 5 * mu * vrel*2
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi
c ecm must be in eV; sigll is in m"2
c See Janev et. a l . , Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-Helium Plasmas, 
c Reaction 4.3.1, pp. 172, 253; use the 9-term polynomial fit
c Threshold energy is 0.1 eV
c
c Note: formulae given in Janev's book is in lab reference frame,
c thus, the kinetic energy of the projectile particle is 2 * 
c the kinetic energy in the center of mass reference frame 
c
if(ecm.It.0 .1 ) then 
sigll=2.le-15’1.Oe-4 
endi f
if(ecm.ge.0 .1 ) then 
x=log(2 .0 *ecm)
y=-3.427958758517e+l -7 .1214 84125189e-2*x
+ +4.690466187943e-2*x**2 -8.033946660540e-3*x**3
+ -2.265090924593e-3*x’*4 -2 .102414848737e-4*x*'5
+1.948869487515e-4*x**6 -2.208124950005e-5*x**7 
+7,262446915488e-7*x**8 
sigll=l.0e-4*exp(y) 
endif 
return 
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sigl2 (ecm)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sigl2 , ecm
c sigl2  is the microscopic cross section for:
c 12. e + D - > e + D  elastic scattering of electron off
aeuteriumatom
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm = 0.5 * mu * vrel*2
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to ve
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c ecm must be in eV; sigl2 is in mA2 
c
c We will use cross section data used in the PDS1 code previously 
c for deuterium atoms; however, see Janev's book, 
c Atomic and Molecular Processes in Fusion Edge Plasmas, 
c pp. 298 for a discussion on how to handle D+ + D interactions, 
c
c The formula is given in lab coordinates (assumed) 
c however, the kinetic energy in lab coordinates is essentially 
c the same as in center of mass reference frame for a relatively 
c fast electron
if(ecm.It.0 .3) then 
sigl2 = 0 . 0  
endi f
i f ((ecm.ge.0 .3) .and.(ecm.1 1 .3.0 )) then 
sigl2 = l .5e-19*((ecm-0.3)/(3.0-0.3) ) 
endif
if((ecm.ge.3.0).and.(ecm.It.5.0)) then 
sigl2=l.5e-19 
endi f
if(ecm.ge.5.0 ) then
sigl2=l.5e-19*(5.0/log(5.0))*(log(ecm)/ecm)
endif
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function sigl3(ecm)
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sigl3, ecm
c sigl3 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 13. e + D -> e + D* excitation of deuterium atom by electron
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrelA 2
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to ve
c ecm must be in eV; sigl3 is in mA2
c
c We will use cross section data used in the PDS1 code previously 
c for deuterium atoms; however, see Janev's book,
c Atomic and Molecular Processes in Fusion Edge Plasmas,
c pp. 298 for a discussion on how to handle D+ + D interactions, 
c
c The formula is given in lab coordinates (assumed)
c however, the kinetic energy in lab coordinates is essentially
c the same as in center of mass reference frame for a relatively
c fast electron
if(ecm.It.11.55) then 
sigl3 = 0.0 
endi f
if((ecm.ge.11.55).and.(ecm.It.30.0)) then 
sigl3=7.le-21*((ecm-11.55)/(3 0.0-11. 55) ) 
endif
if((ecm.ge.30.0).and.(ecm.It.60.0)) then 
sigl3=7.le-21
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endif
if(ecm.ge.60.0) then
sigl3=7.le-21*(60.0/log(60.0))*(log(ecm)/ecm)
endif
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function sigl4(ecm)
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sigl4, ecm
c sigl4 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 14. e + D -> 2e + D+ ionization of deuterium atom by electron
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates
c ecm = 0 .5 ’ mu * vrel~ 2
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to ve
c ecm must be in eV; sigl4 is in mA2
c
c We will use cross section data used in the PDS1 code previously 
c for deuterium atoms; however, see Janev's book, 
c Atomic and Molecular Processes in Fusion Edge Plasmas, 
c pp. 298 for a discussion on how to handle D+ + D interactions, 
c
c The formula is given in lab coordinates (assumed) 
c however, the kinetic energy in lab coordinates is essentially 
c the same as in center of mass reference frame for a relatively 
c fast electron
if(ecm.It.13.6) then
sigl4 = 0.0
endif
i f ((ecm.ge.13.6) .and. (ecm.1 1 .4 0 .0 )) then 
sigl4=7.Oe-21*((ecm-13.6)/(40.0-13.6)) 
endif
if((ecm.ge.40.0).and.(ecm.It.70.0)) then 
sigl4=7.Oe-21 
endi f
if(ecm.ge.70.0) then
sig14=7.0e-21*(70.0/log(70.0))*(log(ecm)/ecm)
endif
return
end
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sigl5(ecm)
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sigl5, ecm, x
c sigl5 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 15. D+ + D -> D+ + D elastic scattering of deuterium ion off D 
atom
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm =0.5 * mu * vrel^2 
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me
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c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi 
c ecm must be in eV; sigl5 is in m"2 
c
c We will use cross section data used in the PDS1 code previously 
c for deuterium atoms; however, see Janev's book, 
c Atomic and Molecular Processes in Fusion Edge Plasmas, 
c pp. 298 for a discussion on how to handle D+ + D interactions, 
c
c The formula is given in lab coordinates (assumed) 
c To get lab kinetic energy, just multiply the center of mass 
c kinetic energy by 2 ; this assumes of course that the 
c initial velocity of the target species is relatively small 
c
x= 2 . 0  *ecm
if(x.It.0 .0 0 1 ) then 
sigl5=l.3e-17 
endif
if(x.ge.0 .0 0 1 ) then
sigl5=l.8e-19 + 4.0e-19/x**0.5
endi f
return
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function sigl6 (ecm)
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
real ’ 8 sigl6 , ecm, x, y
c sigl6 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 16. D+ + D -> D + D+ charge exchange of deuterium ion off D atom
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrel~ 2
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi
c ecm must be in eV; sigl6 is in mA2
c
c see Janev's book,
c Atomic and Molecular Processes in Fusion Edge Plasmas, 
c use charge exchange cross section for hydrogen from pp. 298 
c of Janev's book, 
c
c Use cross section curve fit for H+ + H -> H + H+ 
c With the correction suggested by Glasstone and Lovberg 
c The cross section for hydrogen can be used for deuterium if 
c the relative velocities are the same; hence, for example 
c sigdd (E) = sighh(E/2), since the hydrogen is half the mass
c of deuterium 
c
c initial velocity of the target species is relatively small 
if((ecm/2 .0 ).It.0 .0 0 1 ) then 
sigl6=l.0e-4*3.5e-14 
endif
if((ecm/2 .0 .gt.0 .0 0 1 ).and.(ecm/2 .0 .It.1 0 .0 )) then 
x=log(ecm/2 .0 )
y=-3.302872e + l -1.000134e-l*x -4 . 543425e-3*x**2 - 
+ 3 ,587916e-3*x**3 -1,44632e-5*x**4 +9.322700e-5’x*’5
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+■ + 1.665865e-5*x**6
sigl6 = 1.0e-4*exp(y) 
endif
if( (ecm/2 .0 .ge.1 0 .0 ) .and.(ecm/2 .0 .It.1 0 0 .0 ) ) then 
x=log(ecm/2 .0 )
y=-3 .301160e+l -1.358551e-l*x
siglS = 1.0e-4*exp(y)
endif
c note: also make use of data in Janev et. al.. Elementary
c Processes in Hydrogen-Helium Plasmas, reaction 3.1.8, 
c pp. 128, 23 8 . Note that the formula by Freeman and Jones is 
c one that uses the impact energy of the particle in lab 
c coordinates, assuming target is stationary, so the 
c impact energy is twice the center of mass kinetic energy
if(ecm/2 .0 .ge.1 0 0 .0 ) then
sigl6 = (0.6937e-14*(l.0-0.155*log10(2.0*ecm/2.0))**2 )/
(1.0 * 0.1112e-14*(2.0*ecm/2.0)**3.3) * 1.0e-4
endi f
return
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sigl7(ecm)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sigl7, ecm, x, y
c sigl7 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 17. e + D2 -> e + D2 elastic scattering of electron off D2
molecule
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrelA 2  
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me 
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to vi
c ecm must be in eV; sigl7 is in mA2
c see Janev, atomic and molecular processes in fusion edge plasmas, 
c p. 298 
c
c See ORNL Report # 3113 for data on electron scattering off 
c of diatomic deuterium gas; curve fit data; assume 1/E**2 scaling 
c for high energies; we'll have to use the hydrogen data for 
c this one. See pp. 187 of ORNL 3113; note: the data for the
c crossections is low by a factor of 1 0 0 ; a conversion mistake; 
c this is verified by the original reference papers by 
c Fisk, Phys. Rev., Vol 49, January 1936, pp. 167-173 and 
c Massey and Ridley, Proc. Phys. Soc. London Vol. A69, pp. 659, 1956. 
c
if(ecm.It.0 .0 0 0 0 1 ) then
sigl7=1.0e-4*1.5e-16*1.0e+2
endif
c use curve fitted data from ORNL report
if((ecm.gt.0.00001).and.(ecm.It.25.0) ) then 
x=log(ecm)
y=2.56902 +0.771214*x -0 . 586599*x**2 -0.000370411*x** 3 
+ + 0 ,00788121*x**4
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sigl7 = 1.0e+2*l.0e-4*exp(y)*1.0e-17*l.Oe+2 
endi f
c assume chat beyond 25 eV, the cross section varies as 1/E~3 
c this is using semiclassical analysis for asymptotic behavior 
c see Janev, Atomic and Molecular Processes in Fusion Edge Plasmas, 
c pp. 2 92.
if(ecm.gt.25.0) then
sigl7 = 1.0e+2’1.0e-4*8.0e-18*(25.0/ecm)**3
endi f
return
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sigl8 (ecm)
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sigl8 , ecm, x, y
c sigl8 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 18. e D2 -> e + D2 * excitation of D2 molecule by electron
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrel* 2
c mu = reduced mass = me’ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to vi
c ecm must be in eV; siglS is in m~2
c
c Janev, Atomic and Molecular Processes in Fusion Edge Plasmas 
c Chapter 8 , p.207, Table I for Data on D2 excitation by electrons 
c Curve Fit this data, and beyond 100 eV, assume that it varies as 
c 1/E,'3, in accordance with semiclassical analysis of asymptotic 
c behavior.
if(ecm.It.1 2 .0 ) then
sigl8 =0 . 0
endif
if((ecm.ge.1 2 .0 ).and.(ecm.It.1 0 0 .0 )) then 
x=log(ecm)
y= -11.8182 f7.61762*x -1.01434*x**2 
sigl8=1.0e-4*l.0e-18*exp(y) 
endi f
if(ecm.ge.1 0 0 .0 ) then
sigl8 = 7.6e-18*1.0e-4*(100.0/ecm) ” 3
endif
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sigl9(ecm)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sigl9, ecm, x, y
c sigl9 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 19. e + 02 -> 2e + D2 + ionization of D2 molecule by electron
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm = 0.5 * mu * vrelA2 
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to vi
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c ecm must be in eV; sig019 is in m"2
c See Janev, Atomic and Molecular Processes in Fusion Edge Plasmas, 
c Chapter 8 , pp. 219.
if(ecm.It.16.0) then
sigl9 = 0 .0
endif
if( (ecm.ge.16.0).and.(ecm.It.100.0) ) then
x=log(ecm)
y=-6547.15 +8825.16*x -4738.8*x**2 + 1266.43*x**3 - 
+ 168.3 8 *x* *4 + 8.90787*x**5
sigl9=1.0e-4*l.0e-16*exp(y) 
endif
c using a simple fit of the ionization data for molecular hydrogen, 
c it appears that the asymptotic behavior is between 1/E to l/E^G.S 
c we've estimated it to be roughly 1/E^0.85 
if(ecm.ge.1 0 0 .0 ) then
sigl9= 1.0e-16*l.0e-4*9.7e-l*(100.0/ecm)**0.85
endif
return
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig2 0 (ecm)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sig2 0 , ecm, x, y
c sig2 0  is the microscopic cross section for:
c 20. e + D2 -> e * D + D dissociation of D2 molecule by electron
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrel~ 2
c mu = reduced mass = me'ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to ve
c ecm must be in eV; sig20 is in m,'2
c See Janev et. al., Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-Helium Plasmas, 
c Reaction 2.2.5, pp. 52, 240, use the 9-term polynomial fit
c Threshold energy is 8.5 eV; maxium energy for only dissociation
c is 200 eV
c the mean energy of the electron is 10.5 eV, while the mean energy 
c of the hydrogen is 3 eV (in a Maxwellian distribution) 
c
c threshold energy is 4.7 eV for dissociative excitation crossection 
c of molecular deuterium; see Janev, Atomic and Molecular Processes
c in Fusion Edge Plasmas, pp. 215, Table 5.
c Use data for zeroth vibrational quantum number 
c
c Data is good from E-Eth = 4 eV to E-Et’n = 90 eV 
c
if(ecm.It.8 .7) then
sig2 0  = 0  . 0
endif
if((ecm.ge.8.7).and.(ecm.It.94.7)) then 
x=log(ecm-4.7)
y=-37 .8271 +41.8478*x -16.8382*x**2 + 2.96514*x**3 
+ -0.238979*x* *4 + 0 .0072074*x**5
sig20=l.0e-4*l.0e-16*exp(y) 
endif
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c
c By making a rough linear fit of the logarithms of the energy and 
c microscopic cross section for the dissociation data for electrons 
c on molecular hydrogen, we find that it varies roughly as 1/EA0.78 
c we will assume that the dissociation of deuterium should behave 
c the same way 
c
if(ecm.ge.94.7) then
sig20=l.0e-4*6.3e-19’ (94.7/ecm)**0.78
endi f
return
end
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig2 1 (ecm)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sig2 1 , ecm, x, y
c sig2 1  is the microscopic cross section for:
c 2 1 . 0 2 + + D 2 -> D2 + + D2 elastic scattering of 0 2  ion off 0 2
molecule
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates 
c ecm = 0 .5 * mu * vrelA 2
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi
c ecm must be in eV; sig2i is in mA2
c See ORNL report 3113 August 1964, pp. 195
c data in that report runs up to 200 eV of projectile energy
c in center of mass reference frame
c data appears to be lacking elsewhere; do a curve fit of this
c graphical data, and extrapolate for E > 200 eV
c Formulation is good from 2.334 to 203.3 eV; above that, assume
c an exponential decay of the form sigma = A1 * (Eo/E)**A2
c where Eo is the upper limit of the experimental data
c A1 is the cross section at Eo
c
if(ecm.It.2.334) then
sig21=1.0e-4*7.0e-15
endif
if((ecm.ge.2.334) .and.(ecm.It.203 . 3 ) ) then 
x=log(ecm/2.334)
y=-0.00850747 -0.353202*x +0 . 0552669*x**2 -0.00987115*x** 3
sig21= 1.0e-4*15.54e-16'exp(y)
endif
c
c for higher energies, use the first order fit of the data to get the 
c exponential relationship, which we have found to be - 1/EA0.3 
c We will not assume that at high energies, the scattering 
c crossection varies as 1/EA3, which is based on semiclassical
c analysis of asymptotic behavior; see Janev, pp. 292.
c We might have to change this variation back to 1/E,'3, as
c more data becomes available
if(ecm.ge.203.3) then
sig21 = 1 .0e-4*l.82e-15*(203,3/ecm)**0.3
endif
return
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end
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig2 2 (ecm)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
real* 8  sig2 2 , ecm, x, y
c sig2 2  is the microscopic cross section for:
c 22. D2+ + D2 -> D2 + D2+ charge exchange of D2 molecule by 02 ion
c ecm is total kinetic energy in center of mass coordinates
c ecm = 0.5 * mu * vrelA2
c mu = reduced mass = me*ma/(me+ma) - me
c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi
c ecm must be in eV; sig22 is in m~2
c
c See ORNL report 3113 August 1964, pp. 69
c data in that report runs up to 150 eV of projectile energy
c in center of mass reference frame
c data appears to be lacking elsewhere; do a curve fit of this
c graphical data, and extrapolate for E > 150 eV
c Formulation is good from 2.46 to 149.4 eV; above that, assume
c an exponential decay of the form sigma = A1 * (Eo/E) ” A2
c where Eo is the upper limit of the experimental data
c A1 is the cross section at Eo
c
if(ecm.It.2.46) then 
sig22 =1.0e-4*15.54e-16 
endi f
if((ecm.ge.2.46).and.(ecm.It.149.4)) then 
x=log(ecm/2.46)
y=-0.00299396 - 0.241698*x + 0.0253846*x**2 -0.00781696*x**3
sig22=1.0e-4*15.54e-16*exp(y)
endif
c the charge exchange cross section varies as 1/E*0.252462, 
c this is deduced from a first order curve fit
c we might have to change this later to a 1/E"3 asymptotic variation 
c
if(ecm.ge.149.4) then
sig22 = 1.0e-4*5.23e-16*(149.4/ecm) ” 0.252462
endif
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig23(elb)
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
reai* 8  sig23, elb, x, al, a2, a3, a4, a5
c sig23 is the microscopic cross section for: 
c 23. D + D -> T (1.01 MeV) + p(3.02 MeV) (50%) 
c
c elb is the kinetic energy of the projectile particle 
c relative to the target particle, which is generally 
c assumed to be at rest; the
c elb is the relative kinetic energy of the projectile particle
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c in laboratory reference frame,
c elb = 0.5 * mi * vrelA2
c vrel = vi - va - v i , since va is small compared to vi
c elb must be in eV; sig23 is in m A2
c
c See Naval Research Laboratory Plasma Formulary 
c Revised 1990 NRL Publication 177-4405
c Washington DC 20375-5000 NRL
c
c Use total cross section curve fits for fusion, which
c make use of the Duane coefficients
c
al=46.097 
a2 = 372 .0 
a3=4.36e-4 
a4=l.220 
a5=0.0
x=elb/1000.0
sig23=l.0e-28*(a5 + a2 / ( (a4-a3*x)’*2.0 + 1.0) ) /
+■ (x*(exp(al/x**0.5) -1.0))
return
end
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c----------------------------------------------------------
function sig24(elb)
c --------------------------------------------------------------------
c implicit none
real*8 sig24, elb, x, al, a 2 , a3, a 4 , a5
c sig24 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 24. D + D -> He3 (0.82 MeV) + n(2.45 MeV) (50%)
c
c elb is the kinetic energy of the projectile particle
c relative to the target particle, which is generally
c assumed to be at rest; the
c elb is the relative kinetic energy of the projectile particle 
c in laboratory reference frame,
c elb = 0.5 * mi * vrelA2
c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi
c elb must be in eV; sig24 is in m A2
c
c See Naval Research Laboratory Plasma Formulary
c Revised 1990 NRL Publication 177-4405
c Washington DC 20375-5000 NRL
c
c Use total cross section curve fits for fusion, which
c make use of the Duane coefficients
c
c Check the energy of the reaction; if it is less than
c 1000 eV, then let the cross section go to zero,
if(elb.It.1000 . 0) then 
sig24 = 0.0 
endif
if(elb.ge.1000.0) then
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al=47.88 
a2=482.0 
a3=3.08e-4 
a4 = l . 177 
a5=0 .0
x=elb/1000.0
sig24=l.Oe-28*( a5 + a2/( (a4-a3*x)**2.0 + 1.0 ) ) /
+ x / ( exp(al/x**0.5) -1.0 )
endif
return
end
c--------------------------------------------------------------
c
c--------------------------------------------------------------
function sig25(elb)
c ------------------------------------------------------------------------
real*8 sig25, elb, x, al, a 2 , a3, a4, a5
c sig25 is the microscopic cross section for: 
c 25. D + T -> H e4(3.5 MeV) + n(14.1 MeV) 
c elb is the kinetic energy of the projectile particle 
c relative to the target particle, which is generally 
c assumed to be at rest; the
c elb is the relative kinetic energy of the projectile particle 
c in laboratory reference frame,
c elb = 0.5 * mi * vrel~2
c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi
c elb must be in eV; sig25 is in m^2
c
c See Naval Research Laboratory Plasma Formulary 
c Revised 1990 NRL Publication 177-4405
c Washington DC 20375-5000 NRL
c
c Use total cross section curve fits for fusion, which
c make use of the Duane coefficients
c
al=45.95 
a2 = 50200 .0 
a3=l.368e-2 
a4 = l . 07 6 
a5 = 409 .0 
x=elb/1000 .0
sig25=l.Oe-28*(a5 + a2 / ( (a4-a3*x)**2.0 + 1.0) ) /
+ (x*(exp(al/x**0.5) -1.0))
return
end
c ------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ------------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig26(elb)
c-------------------------------------------------------------
real*8 sig26, elb, x, al, a2, a3, a4, a5
c sig25 is the microscopic cross section for:
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c 26. D + He3 -> H e4(3.6 MeV) + p(14.7 MeV) 
c elb is the kinetic energy of the projectile particle 
c relative to the target particle, which is generally
c assumed to be at rest; the
c elb is the relative kinetic energy of the projectile particle 
c in laboratory reference frame,
c elb = 0.5 * mi * vrel"2
c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi
c elb must be in eV; sig25 is in m~2
c
c See Naval Research Laboratory Plasma Formulary 
c Revised 1990 NRL Publication 177-4405
c Washington DC 20375-5000 NRL
c
c Use total cross section curve fits for fusion, which
c make use of the Duane coefficients
c
al=89.27 
a2=25900 . 0 
a3=3.98e-3 
a4=l.297 
a5 = 647.0 
x=elb/1000.0
sig26 = l. Oe-28* (a5 + a2/( (a4-a3 *x) *’2 . 0 + 1.0 ) ) ■'
+ (x*(exp(al/x**0.5) -1.0))
return
end
c--------------------------------------------------------------
c
c--------------------------------------------------------------
function sig27(elb)
c--------------------------------------------------------------
real*8 sig27, elb
real*8 emin, emax, aa,al,a 2 ,a3,a4,a5,a6 
real*8 xx, tl,t2,t3,t4,t5,t6,yy
c
c sig27 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 27. D+ + D -> D+ + D+ + e (Ion impact ionization of deuterium)
c elb is total kinetic energy in lab coordinates
c elb = 0.5 * m * vrel~2
c m = mass of deuterium ion = 2*1.66e-27 kg
c vrel = vion-vback - vion , since vback is small 
c elb must be in eV; sig27 is in m"'2 
c
c Use curve fit from ORNL-6086, p.D-6
c The curve fit is a Chebyshev curve fit
c
c Set the values of the constants
aa = -75.5053000
al = - 0.4097850
a2 = - 0.9965530
a3 = 0 .3553600
a4 = - 0.0490000
a5 = - 0.0349984
a6 = 0.0437825
c
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c Sec the values of the minimum and maximum energies 
emin = 9.4e+3 
emax = 1.5e+6 
c Note: To use this correlation for deuterium, we
c have to divide elb by 2.0 in the formula for
C XX
c
c If the energy is less than emin*2 (for deuterium reaction) 
if(elb/2.0.l e .emin) then 
sig27 = 0.0 
else
c Calculate the variable xx
XX = (2*log(elb/2.0)-log(emin)-log(emax))/
c
+- (log(emax)-log(emin))
c Calculate the factors ti, i=l,6
tl = XX
t2 = 2.0 *xx*xx - 1.0
t3 = 4.0*xx’*3.0 -3.0*xx
c4 = 8.0*xx**4.0 - 8.0*xx**2.0 + 1.0
t5 = 16.0*xx” 5.0 - 20.0*xx**3 + 5.0*xx
c6 = 3 2.0*xx**6.0 -48.0*xx**4.0 + 18.0*xx**2.0 - 1.0
c t7 = 64.0*xx**7.0 -112.0*xx** 5 .0 + 56.0*xx**3.0 -7.0*xx
c t8 = 128.0*xx**8.0 -256.0*xx**6.0 + 160.0*xx**4.0
c + - 32.0*xx**2.0 + 1.0
c
c calculate exponent yy
yy = aa/2.0 + al*tl + a2*t2 + a3*t3 +a4’t4 +a5*t5 + a6*
c
c calculate the cross section in m"2
sig27 = 1.0e-4*exp(yy)
endif
return
end
c--------------------------------------------------------
c
c--------------------------------------------------------
function sig28(ecm)
c------------------------------------------------------------------
real*8 sig28, ecm, x, y 
real*8 elb
real*8 aO, al, a2, a 3 , a4, a5, a6, a7, a8
c sig28 is the microscopic cross section for: 
c 28. D2+ + D2 -> D2+ + D2+ + e
c Ion-impact ionization of deuterium molecule by 
c molecular deuterium ion. 
c
c ecm must be in eV; sig21 is in m /'2 
c ecm is energy of projectile ion relative to the 
c neutral molecule in lab coordinates
c For data on ion impact ionization of deuterium molecules 
c by molecular deuterium ion, use the data for molecular 
c hydrogen at the same speed.
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c
c Thus, for example, to get the data for deuterium at
c 20 keV, we must evaluate the data for hydrogen at 10 keV,
c both at the same relative velocity in the laboratory
c frame of reference
c
c See Janev, Langer, Evans, and Post
c Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-Helium Plasmas
c Springer-Verlag, New York, 1987.
c
c See reactions 4.3.2 on p. 174, and the curve fit on p. 253
c
c
c Set Constants for Curve Fit
aO = -2. 38348943912le+2 
al = 2.384368432909e+2
a2 = -1.263102889116e+2 
a3 = 3 . 746454397894e+l
a4 = -6.767700946931 
a5 = 7.629123486032e-l
a6 = -5.246096809457e-2 
a7 = 2 ,014116839267e-3
a8 = -3 . 310073123768e-5
c
c Convert the energy of the deuterium molecular ion into the 
equivalent
c molecular hydrogen energy
elb=ecm/2.0 
c The threshold energy is 3 6.7 eV
i f (elb.It.36.7) then
sig28 = 0.0
endif
c If beyond the threshold energy, compute the cross section 
if(elb.g e .36.7) then
x = log(elb)
y = aO + al*x + a2*x**2 + a3*x**3 + a4*x**4 +
+ a5*x**5 + a6*x**6 + a7*x**7 + a8*x” 8
sig28 = 1.0e-4*exp(y) 
endif
c
c Note: We have no data at this time for hydrogen energies
c beyond 20 keV (D2+ ions at 40 keV or more)
return
end
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c ---------------------------------------------------------------------
function sig29(ecm)
c---------------------------------------------------------------------
real*8 sig29, ecm
c sig08 is the microscopic cross section for:
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c 29. e + D2 -> 2e + D2+ ionization of deuterium 
c molecule by electron
c ecm is total kinetic energy in laboratory coordinates 
c ecm = 0.5 * me * vrel/s2
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to vi
c ecm must be in eV; sig08 is in m ,'2
c See Janev et. a l ., Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-Helium Plasmas, 
c Reaction 2.2.9, pp. 52, 241, use the Bethe-Born curve fit 
c
c Note: Similar Data can be found on p. C.4.8 of ORNL 5207
c This data can be used for deuterium as well, since the
results
c are very close to eachcther.
if(ecm.It.18.7) then
sig29=0.0
endif
if(ecm.g e .18.7) then
sig29=3.5891e-16*<18.7/ecm)**1.01326 * log(ecm/18.7)*1.0e-4
endi f
return
end
c---------------------------------------------------------------
c---------------------------------------------------------------
function sig30(ecm)
c---------------------------------------------------------------
real’8 sig30, ecm, x, y, elb
c sigll is the microscopic cross section for:
c 30. D2+ + D2 -> D2 + D2+ charge exchange of D2 molecule by
c D2 + molecular ion
c ecm is total kinetic energy in lab coordinates 
c vrel = vi - va - v i , since va is small compared to vi 
c ecm must be in eV; sig30 is in m^2
c See Janev et. al., Elementary Processes in Hydrogen-He1ium Plasmas, 
c Reaction 4.3.1, pp. 172, 253; use the 9-term polynomial fit 
c Threshold energy is 0.1 eV 
c
c The data for H2+ can be used for D2+ if the velocities are 
c the same.
Q
c
c Note: formulae given in Janev's book is in lab reference frame,
c thus, the kinetic energy of the projectile particle is 2*
c the kinetic energy in the center of mass reference frame 
c
c To use the hydrogen data, take the energy of the deuterium 
c and divide by two 
elb = ecm/2.0
if(elb.It.0.1) then 
sig3 0=2.1e-15*1.0e-4 
endif
if(elb.ge.0.1) then
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x=log(elb)
y=-3.427958758517e+l -7.121484125189e-2*x
+ +4.690466187943e-2*x**2 -8.033946660540e-3*x**3
+ -2.265090924593e-3*x**4 -2.102414848737e-4*x**5
+ +1.948869487515e-4*x**6 -2.208124950005e-5*x**7
+ +7.262446915488e-7*x**8
sig30=l.0e-4*exp(y)
endif
return
end
c ------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c-------------------------------------------------------------
function sig31(ecm)
c-------------------------------------------------------------
real*8 sig31, ecm
c sig31 is the microscopic cross section for: 
c 31. e + D2 -> e + D2 total scattering cross section 
c molecule by electron
c ecm is total kinetic energy in laboratory coordinates 
c ecm = 0.5 * me * vrel~2
c vrel = ve - va - ve, since va is small compared to vi
c
c Note: See data from ORNL 5207, pp. C.1.4
c The data for H2 can also be used for D2 
c
c Note: The experimental data only goes up to 400 eV,
c so we guestimated the cross section at 100 keV
c to be the cross sectional area of the deuterium
c nucleus, and we curve fitted between the experimental
c data and this one data point. This is the best
c we can do until we can get a better approximation,
c
if(ecm.le.4.0) then
sig31 = 1. 0e-4* (-5 . Oe-18*ecm* *3 - 4 . 0e-17 *ecm’ *2 +•
+ 3.0e-16*ecm + 1.0e-15)
endif
if{(ecm.gt.4.0).and.(ecm.le.1000.0)) then 
sig31 = 1.0e-4*5.0e-15*ecm**(-0.7421) 
endif
if(ecm.gt.1000.0) then
sig3i = 1.0e-4*4.0e-9*ecm**(-3.2783) 
endi f
return
end
function sig32(ecm)
real*8 sig32, ecm, x, y, elb
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c sig3 2 is the microscopic cross section for:
c 32. D2+ + D2 -> D2+ + D2 Total scattering (inelastic+elastic)
c ecm is total kinetic energy in lab coordinates 
c vrel = vi - va - vi, since va is small compared to vi 
c ecm must be in eV; sig32 is in m^2 
c
c For data, see ORNL 3113, p. 195. 
c
c Note: This data only goes up to 300 eV, so we had
c to guestimate the cross section for higher energies
c by assuming the cross section at 1 MeV is on the
c order of the area of the deuterium nucleus, and then
c curve fitting between this data point and the experimenta
c data. Until we can get more experimental data or a
c better curve fit, this is the best we can do.
c
if(ecm.le.5 . 0) then
sig32 = 1.0e-4*l.2e-14 
endif
i f ((ecm.gt.5.0).and.(ecm.le.1000.0)) then 
sig32 = 1.0e-4*2.0e-14*ecm**(-0.3697) 
endi f
if(ecm.gt.1000.0) then
sig32 = 1.Oe-4'4.0e-9*ecm**(-2.738) 
endi f
return
end
c---------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX D: HWSCYL.F CYCLIC REDUCTION POISSON SOLVER
c Make use of library of subroutines 
c from netlib. See website at: 
c http://netlib2.c s .utk.edu/fishpack/index.html 
c
c Make use of the fishpack library
c Use the hwscyl.f subroutine plus all the dependencies 
c Use all the other subroutines that hwscyl.f calls for. 
c
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
SUBROUTINE HWSCYL (A,B,M,MBDCND, BDA, BDB, C, D, N, NBDCND,BDC,BDD,
+ ELMBDA,F,IDIMF,PERTRB, IERROR, W)
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
c Note: This set of subroutines was obtained by Blair Bromley
c from the following website:
c http://netlib2.cs.utk.edu/fishpack/index.html
c
c This set of subroutines has some problems which are
c believed to be associated with the dimension of the
c various arrays, and the declaration of all variables,
c Apparently, the variables are not defined explicitly,
c The default array sizes have been set to unity,
c which is not acceptable. Temporary changes to these
c subroutines have been made in order to make them
c work properly (hopefully).
c
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
c Last Date of Program Modification: 
c
c Thursday, May 20, 1999
c
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
c Comments:
c
c Thursday, May 20, 1999
c
c I have added additional comments and changed the array dimensions 
c such that they will hopefully work better, 
c I have also started to add lines of stars to separate the
c different subroutines to make this program a bit easier to
c follow,
c
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
c print*,'test for A = ',A
c print*,'test for B = ',B
C 
C
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C *
C * F I S H P A K
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o 
o 
n 
n
C * *
C * A PACKAGE OF FORTRAN SUBPROGRAMS FOR THE SOLUTION OF *
C
C * SEPARABLE ELLIPTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS *
C * *
C * (VERSION 3.1 , OCTOBER 1980)
+
C * *
C * BY *
C * *
C * JOHN ADAMS, PAUL SWARZTRAUBER AND ROLAND SWEET *
C * *
C * OF *
C * *
C * THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH *
C * *
C * BOULDER, COLORADO (80307) U.S.A.
C * *
C * WHICH IS SPONSORED BY
C *
C * THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION *
C *
c  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * *
C
c
c * * * * * * * * *  PURPOSE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C
C SUBROUTINE HWSCYL SOLVES A FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION TO THE
C HELMHOLTZ EQUATION IN CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES:
C
C (1/R)(D/DR)(R(DU/DR)) + (D/DZ)(DU/DZ)
C
C + (LAMBDA/R**2)U = F(R,Z)
C
C THIS MODIFIED HELMHOLTZ EQUATION RESULTS FROM THE FOURIER
C TRANSFORM OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL POISSON EQUATION.
C
c * * * * * * * *  PARAMETER DESCRIPTION * * * * * * * * * *
C
C * * * * * *  ON INPUT * * * * * *
C
C A, B
C THE RANGE OF R, I.E., A .LE. R .LE. B. A MUST BE LESS THAN B
C AND A MUST BE NON-NEGATIVE.
C
C M
C THE NUMBER OF PANELS INTO WHICH THE INTERVAL (A,B) IS
C SUBDIVIDED. HENCE, THERE WILL BE M+l GRID POINTS IN THE
C R-DIRECTION GIVEN BY R(I) = A+(I-1)DR, FOR I = 1,2,...,M+l,
C WHERE DR = (B-A)/M IS THE PANEL WIDTH. M MUST BE GREATER THAN
3.
MBDCND
INDICATES THE TYPE OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT R = A AND R = B.
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C = 1 IF THE SOLUTION IS SPECIFIED AT R = A AND R = B.
C = 2 IF THE SOLUTION IS SPECIFIED AT R = A AND THE DERIVATIVE
OF
C THE SOLUTION WITH RESPECT TO R IS SPECIFIED AT R = B.
C = 3 IF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE SOLUTION WITH RESPECT TO R IS
C SPECIFIED AT R = A (SEE NOTE BELOW) AND R = B.
C = 4 IF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE SOLUTION WITH RESPECT TO R IS
C SPECIFIED AT R = A (SEE NOTE BELOW) AND THE SOLUTION IS
C SPECIFIED AT R = B.
C = 5 IF THE SOLUTION IS UNSPECIFIED AT R = A = 0 AND THE
C SOLUTION IS SPECIFIED AT R = B.
C = 6 IF THE SOLUTION IS UNSPECIFIED AT R = A = 0 AND THE
C DERIVATIVE OF THE SOLUTION WITH RESPECT TO R IS SPECIFIED
C AT R = B.
C
C NOTE: IF A = 0, DO NOT USE MBDCND = 3 OR 4, BUT INSTEAD USE
C MBDCND = 1,2,5, OR 6 .
C
C BDA
C A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N+l THAT SPECIFIES THE VALUES
C OF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE SOLUTION WITH RESPECT TO R AT R = A.
C WHEN MBDCND = 3 OR 4,
C
C BDA(J) = (D/DR)U(A , Z (J)), J = 1,2,...,N+1 .
C
C WHEN MBDCND HAS ANY OTHER VALUE, BDA IS A DUMMY VARIABLE.
C
C BDB
C A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N+l THAT SPECIFIES THE VALUES
C OF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE SOLUTION WITH RESPECT TO R AT R = B.
C WHEN MBDCND = 2,3, OR 6,
C
C BDB(J) = (D/DR)U(B,Z(J)), J = 1,2,...,N+1 .
C
C WHEN MBDCND HAS ANY OTHER VALUE, BDB IS A DUMMY VARIABLE.
C
C C, D
C THE RANGE OF Z, I.E., C .LE. Z .LE. D. C MUST BE LESS THAN D.
C
C N
C THE NUMBER OF PANELS INTO WHICH THE INTERVAL (C,D) IS
C SUBDIVIDED. HENCE, THERE WILL BE N+l GRID POINTS IN THE
C Z-DIRECTION GIVEN BY Z(J) = C+(J-1)DZ, FOR J = 1,2,...,N+l,
C WHERE DZ = (D-CJ/N IS THE PANEL WIDTH. N MUST BE GREATER THAN
3 .
C
C NBDCND
C INDICATES THE TYPE OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT Z = C AND Z = D.
C
C = 0 IF THE SOLUTION IS PERIODIC IN Z, I.E., U(I,1) = U(I,N+1).
C = 1 IF THE SOLUTION IS SPECIFIED AT Z = C AND Z = D.
C = 2 IF THE SOLUTION IS SPECIFIED AT Z = C AND THE DERIVATIVE
OF
C THE SOLUTION WITH RESPECT TO Z IS SPECIFIED AT Z = D.
C = 3 IF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE SOLUTION WITH RESPECT TO Z IS
C SPECIFIED AT Z = C AND Z = D.
C = 4 IF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE SOLUTION WITH RESPECT TO Z IS
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C SPECIFIED AT Z = C AND THE SOLUTION IS SPECIFIED AT Z = D.
C
C BDC
C A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF LENGTH M+l THAT SPECIFIES THE VALUES
C OF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE SOLUTION WITH RESPECT TO Z AT Z = C.
C WHEN NBDCND = 3 OR 4,
C
C BDC(I) = (D/DZ)U(R(I),C), I = 1,2,...,M+1 .
C
C WHEN NBDCND HAS ANY OTHER VALUE, BDC IS A DUMMY VARIABLE.
C
C BDD
C A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF LENGTH M+l THAT SPECIFIES THE VALUES
C OF THE DERIVATIVE OF THE SOLUTION WITH RESPECT TO Z AT Z = D.
C WHEN NBDCND = 2 OR 3,
C
C BDD(I) = (D/DZ)U(R(I),D), I = 1,2,...,M+1 .
C
C WHEN NBDCND HAS ANY OTHER VALUE, BDD IS A DUMMY VARIABLE.
C
C ELMBDA
C THE CONSTANT LAMBDA IN THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION. IF
C LAMBDA .GT. 0, A SOLUTION MAY NOT EXIST. HOWEVER, HWSCYL WILL
C ATTEMPT TO FIND A SOLUTION. LAMBDA MUST BE ZERO WHEN
C MBDCND = 5 OR 6 .
C
C F
C A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY THAT SPECIFIES THE VALUES OF THE RIGHT
C SIDE OF THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION AND BOUNDARY DATA (IF ANY). FOR
C I = 2,3,...,M AND J = 2,3,...,N
C
C F (I,J) = F(R(I),Z (J)) .
C
C ON THE BOUNDARIES F IS DEFINED BY
C
C MBDCND F (1,J) F(M+1,J)
C ------  ---------- ----------
C
C 1 U (A, Z (J) ) U (B, Z (J) )
C 2 U (A, Z {J) ) F (B, Z (J) )
C 3 F(A,Z(J)) F(B,Z(J)) J = 1,2,...,N+1
C 4 F (A, Z (J) ) U (B, Z (J) )
C 5 F (0, Z (J) ) U (B, Z (J) )
C 6 F(0,Z (J) ) F(B,Z (J) )
C
C NBDCND F (I,1) F(I,N+1)
C ------  ---------- ----------
C
C 0 F(R(I ),C) F(R(I), C)
C 1 U(R(I ), C) U( R (I), D)
C 2 U(R(I),C) F(R(I ),D) I = 1,2,...,M+1
C 3 F(R(I) , C) F (R (I ),D)
C 4 F(R(I ),C) U(R(I),D)
C
C F MUST BE DIMENSIONED AT LEAST (M+l)*(N+l).
C
C NOTE
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c
C IF THE TABLE CALLS FOR BOTH THE SOLUTION U AND THE RIGHT SIDE F
C AT A CORNER THEN THE SOLUTION MUST BE SPECIFIED.
C
C IDIMF
C THE ROW (OR FIRST) DIMENSION OF THE ARRAY F AS IT APPEARS IN
THE
C PROGRAM CALLING HWSCYL. THIS PARAMETER IS USED TO SPECIFY THE
C VARIABLE DIMENSION OF F. IDIMF MUST BE AT LEAST M+l .
C
C W
C A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY THAT MUST BE PROVIDED BY THE USER FOR
C WORK SPACE. W MAY REQUIRE UP TO 4*(N+l) +
C (13 + INT(LOG2(N+l)))*(M+l) LOCATIONS. THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF
C LOCATIONS USED IS COMPUTED BY HWSCYL AND IS RETURNED IN
LOCATION 
C W(l).
C
C
c * * * * * *  0N OUTPUT * * * * * *
n
C F
C CONTAINS THE SOLUTION U(I,J) OF THE FINITE DIFFERENCE
C APPROXIMATION FOR THE GRID POINT (R(I),Z(J)), I = 1,2,...,M+l,
C J = 1, 2, . . ., N+l .
C
C PERTRB
C IF ONE SPECIFIES A COMBINATION OF PERIODIC, DERIVATIVE, AND
C UNSPECIFIED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR A POISSON EQUATION
C (LAMBDA = 0), A SOLUTION MAY NOT EXIST. PERTRB IS A CONSTANT,
C CALCULATED AND SUBTRACTED FROM F, WHICH ENSURES THAT A SOLUTION
C EXISTS. HWSCYL THEN COMPUTES THIS SOLUTION, WHICH IS A LEAST
C SQUARES SOLUTION TO THE ORIGINAL APPROXIMATION. THIS SOLUTION
C PLUS ANY CONSTANT IS ALSO A SOLUTION. HENCE, THE SOLUTION IS
C NOT UNIQUE. THE VALUE OF PERTRB SHOULD BE SMALL COMPARED TO
THE
C RIGHT SIDE F. OTHERWISE, A SOLUTION IS OBTAINED TO AN
C ESSENTIALLY DIFFERENT PROBLEM. THIS COMPARISON SHOULD ALWAYS
C BE MADE TO INSURE THAT A MEANINGFUL SOLUTION HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
C
C IERROR
C AN ERROR FLAG WHICH INDICATES INVALID INPUT PARAMETERS. EXCEPT
C FOR NUMBERS 0 AND 11, A SOLUTION IS NOT ATTEMPTED.
C
C = 0 NO ERROR.
C = 1 A .LT. 0 .
C = 2 A .GE. B.
C = 3  MBDCND .LT. 1 OR MBDCND .GT. 6 .
C = 4 C .GE. D.
C = 5 N .LE. 3
C = 6  NBDCND .LT. 0 OR NBDCND .GT. 4 .
C = 7 A = 0, MBDCND = 3 OR 4 .
C = 8 A .GT. 0, MBDCND .GE. 5 .
C = 9 A = 0, LAMBDA .NE. 0, MBDCND .GE. 5 .
C = 1 0  IDIMF .LT. M+l .
C = 1 1  LAMBDA .GT. 0 .
C = 12 M .LE. 3
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c
c SINCE THIS IS THE ONLY MEANS OF INDICATING A POSSIBLY INCORRECT
c
r*
CALL TO HWSCYL, THE USER SHOULD TEST TERROR AFTER THE CALL.
U
c W
c
c
W (1) CONTAINS THE REQUIRED LENGTH OF W.
c
c
r>
PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS * * * * * * * * * * * *
C DIMENSION OF BDA(N+l),BDB(N+l),BDC(M+l), BDD(M+l),F (IDIMF,N+l),
c
n
ARGUMENTS W(SEE ARGUMENT LIST)
c LATEST JUNE 1, 1976
c
n
REVISION
L.
c SUBPROGRAMS HWSCYL,GENBUN,POISD2,POISN2, POISP2, COSGEN,MERGE,
c
n
REQUIRED TRIX,TRI3,PIMACH
c SPECIAL NONE
c
r>
CONDITIONS
c COMMON NONE
c
n
BLOCKS
L
c
r*
I/O NONE
L.
c
r*
PRECISION SINGLE
c
/*■*
SPECIALIST ROLAND SWEET
L,
c
r>
LANGUAGE FORTRAN
L.
c HISTORY STANDARDIZED SEPTEMBER 1, 1973
c REVISED APRIL 1, 1976
U
c ALGORITHM THE ROUTINE DEFINES THE FINITE DIFFERENCE
c EQUATIONS, INCORPORATES BOUNDARY DATA, AND ADJUSTS
c THE RIGHT SIDE OF SINGULAR SYSTEMS AND THEN CALLS
c
r*
GENBUN TO SOLVE THE SYSTEM.
c SPACE 5818(DECIMAL) = 13272(OCTAL) LOCATIONS ON THE NCAR
c
c
REQUIRED CONTROL DATA 7 600
c TIMING AND THE EXECUTION TIME T ON THE NCAR CONTROL DATA
c ACCURACY 7 600 FOR SUBROUTINE HWSCYL IS ROUGHLY PROPORTIONAL
c TO M*N*LOG2(N), BUT ALSO DEPENDS ON THE INPUT
c PARAMETERS NBDCND AND MBDCND. SOME TYPICAL VALUES
c ARE LISTED IN THE TABLE BELOW.
c THE SOLUTION PROCESS EMPLOYED RESULTS IN A LOSS
c OF NO MORE THAN THREE SIGNIFICANT DIGITS FOR N AND
c M AS LARGE AS 64. MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT
c ACCURACY CAN BE FOUND IN THE DOCUMENTATION FOR
c SUBROUTINE GENBUN WHICH IS THE ROUTINE THAT
c
c
c
SOLVES THE FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS.
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c
C PORTABILITY
C 
C 
C
C REQUIRED
C RESIDENT
C ROUTINES
C
C REFERENCE
C
EQUATIONS’
C 
C
C  * * * * * *
c 
c
DIMENSION F (IDIMF,N+l)
DIMENSION BDA(N+l) ,BDB(N+l) ,BDC(M+l) , BDD(M+l)
1 W (3000)
real*8 A, B, C, D
C
C CHECK FOR INVALID PARAMETERS.
C
IERROR = 0
IF (A .LT. 0.) IERROR = 1 
c print*,'A test = ’,A
c print*,’B test = ’,B
IF (A .GE. B) IERROR = 2
IF (MBDCND.LE.O .OR. MBDCND.GE.7) IERROR = 3 
c print*,’MBDCND test = ’,MBDCND
IF (C .GE. D) IERROR = 4 
c print*,’C test = ’,C
c print*,’D test = ’,D
IF (N .LE. 3) IERROR = 5 
c print*,’N test = ’,N
IF (NBDCND.LE.-l .OR. NBDCND.GE.5) IERROR = 6 
c print*,1NBDCND test = ’,NBDCND
IF (A.EQ.O. .AND. (MBDCND.EQ.3 .OR. MBDCND.EQ.4)} IERROR = 7
IF (A.GT.O. .AND. MBDCND.GE.5) IERROR = 8
IF (A.EQ.O. .AND. ELMBDA.NE.O. .AND. MBDCND.GE.5) IERROR = 9
IF (IDIMF .LT. M+l) IERROR = 10 
c print*, ’IDIMF test = ’,IDIMF
IF (M .LE. 3) IERROR = 12 
c print*,’M test = ’,M
IF (IERROR .NE. 0) RETURN 
MP1 = M+l
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M(=N) MBDCND NBDCND T(MSECS)
32 1 0 31
32 1 1 23
32 3 3 36
64 1 0 128
64 1 1 96
64 3 3 142
AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE FORTRAN.
ALL MACHINE DEPENDENT CONSTANTS ARE LOCATED IN THE 
FUNCTION PIMACH.
COS
SWARZTRAUBER,P. AND R. SWEET, ’EFFICIENT FORTRAN 
SUBPROGRAMS FOR THE SOLUTION OF ELLIPTIC
NCAR TN/IA-109, JULY, 1975, 138 PP.
DELTAR = (B-A)/FLOAT(M)
DLRBY2 = DELTAR/2.
DLRSQ = DELTAR**2 
NP1 = N+l
DELTKT = (D-C)/FLOAT(N)
DLTHSQ = DELTHT**2 
NP = NBDCND+1
C
C DEFINE RANGE OF INDICES I AND J FOR UNKNOWNS U(I,J).
C
MSTART = 2 
MSTOP = M
GO TO (104,103,102,101,101,102),MBDCND
101 MSTART = 1 
GO TO 104
102 MSTART = 1
103 MSTOP = MP1
104 MUNK = MSTOP-MSTART+1 
NSTART = 1
NSTOP = N
G O T O  (108,105,106,107,108),NP
105 NSTART = 2 
GO TO 108
106 NSTART = 2
107 NSTOP = NP1
108 NUNK = NSTOP-NSTART+1
C
C DEFINE A,B,C COEFFICIENTS IN W-ARRAY.
C
ID2 = MUNK 
ID3 = ID2+MUNK 
ID4 = ID3+MUNK 
ID5 = ID4+MUNK 
ID6 = ID5+MUNK 
ISTART = 1 
Al = 2./DLRSQ 
IJ = 0
IF (MBDCND.EQ.3 .OR. MBDCND.EQ.4) IJ = 1 
IF (MBDCND .LE. 4) GO TO 109 
W (1) = 0.
W(ID2+1) = -2.*A1 
W (ID3+1) = 2.*A1 
ISTART = 2 
IJ = 1
109 DO 110 1=1START,MUNK
R = A+FLOAT(I-IJ)*DELTAR
J = ID5+I
W(J) = R
J = ID6+I
W(J) = l./R**2
W (I) = (R-DLRBY2)/ (R*DLRSQ)
J = ID3+I
W(J) = (R+DLRBY2)/ (R*DLRSQ)
K = ID6+I 
J = ID2+I
W(J) = -A1+ELMBDA*W(K)
110 CONTINUE
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GO TO (114,111,112,113,114,112).MBDCND
111 W (ID2) = Al 
GO TO 114
112 W (ID2) = Al
113 W(ID3+1) = Al*FLOAT(ISTART)
114 CONTINUE
C
C ENTER BOUNDARY DATA FOR R-BOUNDARIES.
C
GO TO (115,115,117,117,119,119).MBDCND
115 Al = W (1)
DO 116 J=NSTART,NSTOP
F (2,J) = F (2,J)-A1*F(1,J)
116 CONTINUE 
GO TO 119
117 Al = 2.*DELTAR*W(1)
DO 118 J=NSTART,NSTOP
F (1,J) = F (1,J)+A1*BDA(J)
118 CONTINUE
119 GO TO (120,122,122,120,120,122).MBDCND
120 Al = W (ID4)
DO 121 J=NSTART,NSTOP
F (M, J) = F (M, J) -A1*F (MP1, J)
121 CONTINUE 
GO TO 124
122 Al = 2.*DELTAR*W(ID4)
DO 123 J=NSTART,NSTOP
F(MP1,J) = F(MP1,J)-A1*BDB(J)
123 CONTINUE
C
C ENTER BOUNDARY DATA FOR Z-BOUNDARIES.
C
124 Al = l./DLTHSQ
L = ID5-MSTART+1
G O T O  (134,125,125,127,127),NP
125 DO 126 I=MSTART,MSTOP
F (1,2) = F (1,2)-Al* F (1,1)
126 CONTINUE 
GO TO 129
127 Al = 2./DELTHT
DO 128 I=MSTART,MSTOP
F (I,1) = F(I,1)+A1*BDC(I)
128 CONTINUE
129 Al = l./DLTHSQ
G O T O  (134,130,132,132,130),NP
130 DO 131 I=MSTART,MSTOP
F (I,N) = F (I,N )-A1*F(I,NP1)
131 CONTINUE 
GO TO 134
132 Al = 2./DELTHT
DO 133 I=MSTART,MSTOP
F (I,NP1) = F(I,NP1)-A1*BDD(I)
133 CONTINUE
134 CONTINUE
C
C ADJUST RIGHT SIDE OF SINGULAR PROBLEMS TO INSURE EXISTENCE OF A
C SOLUTION.
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o 
n 
o 
n 
n 
o 
o
PERTRB = 0.
IF (ELMBDA) 146,136,135
135 IERROR = 1 1  
GO TO 14 6
136 W(ID5+1) = .5*(W(ID5+2)-DLRBY2)
GO TO (146,146,138,146,146,137),MBDCND
137 W(ID5+1) = .5*W(ID5+1)
138 GO TO (140, 146, 146, 139, 146) ,NP
139 A2 = 2.
GO TO 141
140 A2 = 1.
141 K = ID5+MUNK
W(K) = .5*(W(K-l)+DLRBY2)
S =  0 .
DO 14 3 I=MSTART,MSTOP 
SI = 0.
NSP1 = NSTART+1 
NSTM1 = NSTOP-1 
DO 142 J=NSP1,NSTM1 
SI = Sl+F(I,J)
142 CONTINUE 
K = I+L
S = S+(A2*S1+F(I,NSTART)+ F (I,NSTOP))*W(K)
14 3 CONTINUE
S2 = FLOAT(M)*A+(.7 5 +FLOAT((M-l)*(M+l)))* DLRBY2 
IF (MBDCND .EQ. 3) S2 = S2+.25*DLRBY2 
SI = (2.+A2*FL0AT(NUNK-2))*S2 
PERTRB = S/Sl 
DO 14 5 I=MSTART,MSTOP 
DO 14 4 J=NSTART,NSTOP
F (I, J) = F (I,J)-PERTRB 
144 CONTINUE 
14 5 CONTINUE 
14 6 CONTINUE
MULTIPLY I-TH EQUATION THROUGH BY DELTHT**2 TO PUT EQUATION INTO 
CORRECT FORM FOR SUBROUTINE GENBUN.
DO 148 I=MSTART,MSTOP 
K = I-MSTART+1 
W(K) = W(K)*DLTHSQ 
J = ID2+K 
W(J) = W (J)*DLTHSQ 
J = ID3+K 
W(J) = W (J)*DLTHSQ 
DO 147 J=NSTART, NSTOP
F (I,J) = F (I,J)*DLTHSQ
147 CONTINUE
148 CONTINUE 
W (1) = 0.
W (ID4) = 0.
CALL GENBUN TO SOLVE THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS.
CALL GENBUN (NBDCND,NUNK,1,MUNK,W(1),W (ID2+1),W (ID3+1),IDIMF,
1 F(MSTART,NSTART) , IERR1,W(ID4 + 1))
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W (1) = W (ID4+1)+3.*FLOAT(MUNK)
IF (NBDCND .NE. 0) GO TO 150 
DO 14 9 I=MSTART,MSTOP 
F (I,NP1) = F (I,1)
14 9 CONTINUE 
150 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
c * * * + + * * * * + * * + + * * * + * + + * + * * * + + + + + * * + + * * * + + + * * * * + + + * + + + * * + + * *
SUBROUTINE COSGEN (N,IJUMP,FNUM,FDEN,A)
Q *  + * + + + * *  *  *  + * + *■* + * +  + + * + + * + + * ****************************** *
DIMENSION A(N+l)
c real*8 FNUM, FDEN
integer N, IJUMP
C
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES REQUIRED COSINE VALUES IN ASCENDING
C ORDER. WHEN IJUMP .GT. 1 THE ROUTINE COMPUTES VALUES
C
C 2*COS(J*PI/L) , J=l,2,...,L AND J .NE. 0(MOD N/IJUMP+1)
C
C WHERE L = IJUMP*(N/IJUMP+1).
C
C
C WHEN IJUMP = 1 IT COMPUTES
C
C 2*COS((J-FNUM)*PI/(N+FDEN)) , J=l, 2, ... ,N
C
C WHERE
C FNUM =0.5, FDEN =0.0, FOR REGULAR REDUCTION VALUES
c FNUM =0.0, FDEN = 1.0, FOR B-R AND C-R WHEN ISTAG = 1
c FNUM =0.0, FDEN =0.5, FOR B-R AND C-R WHEN ISTAG = 2
c FNUM =0.5, FDEN =0.5, FOR B-R AND C-R WHEN ISTAG = 2
C IN POISN2 ONLY.
C
C
PI = PIMACH(DUM)
IF (N .EQ. 0) GO TO 105 
IF (IJUMP .EQ. 1) GO TO 103 
K3 = N/IJUMP+1 
K4 = K3-1
PIBYN = PI/FLOAT(N+IJUMP)
DO 102 K=l,IJUMP 
K1 = (K-l)*K3 
K5 = (K-l)*K4 
DO 101 1=1,K4 
X = Kl+I 
K2 = K5+I
A(K2) = -2.*COS(X*PIBYN)
101 CONTINUE
102 CONTINUE 
GO TO 105
103 CONTINUE 
NP1 = N+l
Y = PI/(FLOAT(N)+FDEN)
DO 104 1=1,N
X = FLOAT(NP1-I)-FNUM
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A (I) = 2.*COS(X*Y)
104 CONTINUE
105 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE GENBUN (NPEROD,N,MPEROD, M,A,B,C,IDIMY,Y, IERROR,W) 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C
c * *
C *  F I S H P A K
C * *
C
C * A PACKAGE OF FORTRAN SUBPROGRAMS FOR THE SOLUTION OF
C * *
C * SEPARABLE ELLIPTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
C *
C * (VERSION 3.1 , OCTOBER 1980)
+
C
C * BY
C
C ' JOHN ADAMS, PAUL SWARZTRAUBER AND ROLAND SWEET
C *
C * OF
C *
C * THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
C *
C * BOULDER, COLORADO (80307) U.S.A.
C
C * WHICH IS SPONSORED BY
C *
c * THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
C *
c  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
c
c * * * * * * * * *  PURPOSE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c 
c
C SUBROUTINE GENBUN SOLVES THE LINEAR SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
C
C A(I)*X(1-1,J) + B(I)*X(I,J) + C(I)*X(I+1,J)
C
C + X(I,J-1) - 2.* X (I,J) + X(I,J+1) = Y (I,J)
C
C FOR I = 1,2,...,M AND J = 1,2,...,N.
C
C THE INDICES 1+1 AND 1-1 ARE EVALUATED MODULO M, I.E.,
C X(0,J) = X(M,J) AND X(M+l,J) = X(1,J), AND X(I,0) MAY BE EQUAL TO
C 0, X (I,2), OR X (I,N) AND X(I,N+1) MAY BE EQUAL TO 0, X(I,N-1), OR
C X(I,1) DEPENDING ON AN INPUT PARAMETER.
C
C
c * * * * * * * *  PARAMETER DESCRIPTION * * * * * * * * * *
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c 
c * * * * * *  0N INPUT * * * * * *  
c
C NPEROD
C INDICATES THE VALUES THAT X(I,0) AND X(I,N+1) ARE ASSUMED TO
C HAVE.
C
C = 0 IF X(I,0) = X (I,N) AND X(I,N+1) = X (I,1).
C = 1 IF X (I,0} = X (I,N+l) = 0 .
C = 2 IF X {I,0) = 0 AND X(I,N+1) = X(I,N-1).
C = 3 IF X (I,0) = X (I,2) AND X(I,N+1) = X(I,N-1).
C = 4 IF X(I,0) = X (I,2) AND X(I,N+1) = 0.
C
C N
C THE NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS IN THE J-DIRECTION. N MUST BE GREATER
C THAN 2.
C
C MPEROD
C = 0 IF A (1) AND C(M) ARE NOT ZERO
C = 1 IF A (1) = C(M) = 0
C
C M
C THE NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS IN THE I-DIRECTION. M MUST BE GREATER
C THAN 2.
C
C A, B, C
C ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS OF LENGTH M THAT SPECIFY THE
C COEFFICIENTS IN THE LINEAR EQUATIONS GIVEN ABOVE. IF MPEROD =
0
C THE ARRAY ELEMENTS MUST NOT DEPEND UPON THE INDEX I, BUT MUST
BE
C CONSTANT. SPECIFICALLY, THE SUBROUTINE CHECKS THE FOLLOWING
C CONDITION
C
C A (I) = C (1)
C C(I) = C (1)
C B (I) = B (1)
C
C FOR 1=1,2,...,M.
C
C IDIMY
C THE ROW (OR FIRST) DIMENSION OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY Y AS
C IT APPEARS IN THE PROGRAM CALLING GENBUN. THIS PARAMETER IS
C USED TO SPECIFY THE VARIABLE DIMENSION OF Y. IDIMY MUST BE AT
C LEAST M.
C
C Y
C A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY THAT SPECIFIES THE VALUES OF THE RIGHT
C SIDE OF THE LINEAR SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS GIVEN ABOVE. Y MUST BE
C DIMENSIONED AT LEAST M*N.
C
c w
C A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY THAT MUST BE PROVIDED BY THE USER FOR
C WORK SPACE. W MAY REQUIRE UP TO 4*N + (10 + INT(LOG2(N)))*M
C LOCATIONS. THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF LOCATIONS USED IS COMPUTED BY
C GENBUN AND IS RETURNED IN LOCATION W(l).
C
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c
c
c
c Y
c CONTAINS THE SOLUTION X.
c
c IERROR
c AN ERROR FLAG THAT INDICATES INVALID INPUT PARAMETERS EXCEPT
c FOR NUMBER ZERO, A SOLUTION IS NOT ATTEMPTED.
c
c = 0 NO ERROR.
c = 1  M .LE. 2 .
c = 2  N .LE. 2
c = 3 IDIMY .LT. M
c = 4 NPEROD .LT. 0 OR NPEROD .GT. 4
c = 5 MPEROD .LT. 0 OR MPEROD .GT. 1
c = 6 A (I) .NE. C (1) OR C (I) .NE. C (1) OR B(I) .NE. B (1) FOR
c SOME I=1,2,...,M.
c = 7 A (1) .NE. 0 OR C(M) .NE. 0 AND MPEROD = 1
c
c W
c
r>
W (1) CONTAINS THE REQUIRED LENGTH OF W.
L*
c PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
c DIMENSION OF A(M),B(M),C(M),Y(IDIMY,N),W (SEE PARAMETER LIST)
c
n
ARGUMENTS
L.
c LATEST JUNE 1, 1976
c REVISION
c
c SUBPROGRAMS
GENBUN,POISD2,POISN2,POISP2,COSGEN,MERGE,TRIX,TRI3,
C REQUIRED PIMACH
C
C SPECIAL NONE
C CONDITIONS
C
C COMMON NONE
C BLOCKS
C
C I/O NONE
c
c PRECISION SINGLE
c
c SPECIALIST ROLAND SWEET
c
c LANGUAGE FORTRAN
c
c HISTORY STANDARDIZED APRIL 1, 1973
c REVISED AUGUST 20,1973
c REVISED JANUARY 1, 1976
c
c ALGORITHM THE LINEAR SYSTEM IS SOLVED BY A CYCLIC REDUCTION
c ALGORITHM DESCRIBED IN THE REFERENCE.
c
c SPACE 4944(DECIMAL) = 11520(OCTAL) LOCATIONS ON THE NCAR
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
REQUIRED CONTROL DATA 7 600
TIMING AND THE EXECUTION TIME T ON THE NCAR CONTROL DATA
ACCURACY 7 600 FOR SUBROUTINE GENBUN IS ROUGHLY PROPORTIONAL
TO M*N*LOG2(N), BUT ALSO DEPENDS ON THE INPUT 
PARAMETER NPEROD. SOME TYPICAL VALUES ARE LISTED 
IN THE TABLE BELOW. MORE COMPREHENSIVE TIMING 
CHARTS MAY BE FOUND IN THE REFERENCE.
TO MEASURE THE ACCURACY OF THE ALGORITHM A
UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR WAS USED TO CREATE 
A SOLUTION ARRAY X FOR THE SYSTEM GIVEN IN THE 
'PURPOSE' WITH
c A (I ) = C (I) = -0.5 *B(I) = 1 1=1 ,2, . . ,,M
c
c AND, WHEN MPEROD = 1
c
c A (1) = C (M) = 0
c A (M) = C (1) = 2.
c
c THE SOLUTION X WAS SUBSTITUTED INTO THE GIVEN SYS-
c TEM AND, USING DOUBLE PRECISION, A RIGHT SIDE Y
WAS
c COMPUTED. USING THIS ARRAY Y SUBROUTINE GENBUN
WAS
C CALLED TO PRODUCE AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION Z. THEN
C THE RELATIVE ERROR, DEFINED AS
C
C E = MAX (ABS (Z (I, J) -X(I,J)))/MAX(ABS(X(I,J)))
c
c WHERE THE TWO MAXIMA ARE TAKEN OVER ALL
1=1,2,...,M
C AND J=l,2,...,N, WAS COMPUTED. THE VALUE OF E IS
C GIVEN IN THE TABLE BELOW FOR SOME TYPICAL VALUES
OF
C M AND N.
C
C
C M (=N) MPEROD NPEROD T(MSECS) E
L
c
c 31 0 0 36 6.E-14
c 31 1 1 21 4.E-13
c 31 1 3 41 3.E-13
c 32 0 29 9.E-14
c 32 1 1 32 3.E-13
c 32 1 3 48 1.E-13
c 33 0 36 9.E-14
c 33 1 1 30 4.E-13
c 33 1 3 34 1.E-13
c 63 0 150 1.E-13
c 63 1 1 91 l.E-12
c 63 1 3 173 2.E-13
c 64 0 122 1.E-13
c 64 1 1 128 l.E-12
c 64 1 3 199 6.E-13
c 65 0 0 143 2.E-13
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
65
65
1
1
1
3
120
138
l.E-12
4.E-13
PORTABILITY AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUE FORTRAN.
ALL MACHINE DEPENDENT CONSTANTS ARE LOCATED IN THE 
FUNCTION PIMACH.
C REQUIRED
C RESIDENT
C ROUTINES
C
C REFERENCE
COS
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
SWEET, R., 'A CYCLIC REDUCTION ALGORITHM FOR 
SOLVING BLOCK TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEMS OF ARBITRARY 
DIMENSIONS,' SIAM J. ON NUMER. ANAL.,
1 4 (SEPT., 1977), PP. 706-720.
DIMENSION
DIMENSION
Y(IDIMY,N+l)
W (3000) ,B(M) ,A(M) ,C(M)
IERROR = 0
IF (M .LE. 2) IERROR = 1
if(IERROR.ne.O) print*,1ierror=',IERROR
IF (N .LE. 2) IERROR = 2
if(IERROR.ne.O) print*,'ierror=',IERROR
IF (IDIMY .LT. M) IERROR = 3
IF (NPEROD.LT.O .OR. NPEROD.GT.4) IERROR = 4
IF (MPEROD.LT.O .OR. MPEROD.GT.l) IERROR = 5
IF (MPEROD .EQ. 1) GO TO 102
DO 101 1=2,M
IF (A (I) .NE. C (1)) GO TO 103
IF (C(I) .NE. C (1)) GO TO 103
IF (B(I) .NE. B (1)) GO TO 103
101 CONTINUE 
GO TO 104
102 IF (A(l).NE.O. .OR. C(M).NE.0.) IERROR = 7 
GO TO 104
103 IERROR = 6
104 IF (IERROR .NE. 0) RETURN 
MP1 = M+l
IWBA = MP1 
IWBB = IWBA+M 
IWBC = IWBB+M 
IWB2 = IWBC+M 
IWB3 = IWB2+M 
IWW1 = IWB3+M 
IWW2 = IWW1+M 
IWW3 = IWW2+M 
IWD = IWW3+M 
IWTCOS = IWD+M 
IWP = IWTCOS+4*N 
DO 106 1=1,M 
K = IWBA+I-1 
W(K) = - A (I)
K = IWBC+I-1 
W (K) = -C(I)
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K = IWBB+I-1 
W (K) = 2.-B(I)
DO 105 J=1,N
Y(I,J) = - Y (I,J)
105 CONTINUE
106 CONTINUE
MP = MPEROD+1 
NP = NPEROD+1 
GO TO {114,107),MP
107 GO TO (108,109,110,111,123),NP
108 CALL POISP2 (M,N,W(IWBA),W {IWBB),W (IWBC),Y,IDIMY,W,W(IWB2),
1 W (IWB3),W(IWW1),W (IWW2),W (IWW3),W {IWD),W (IWTCOS),
2 W(IWP))
GO TO 112
109 CALL POISD2 (M,N,1,W (IWBA),W (IWBB),W (IWBC),Y,IDIMY,W,W(IWW1),
1 W (IWD),W (IWTCOS),W (IWP))
GO TO 112
110 CALL POISN2 (M,N,1,2,W (IWBA),W (IWBB) , W (IWBC) , Y, IDIMY,W,W(IWB2)
1 W (IWB3),W(IWW1),W (IWW2),W(IWW3),W(IWD),W(IWTCOS),
2 W (IWP))
GO TO 112
111 CALL POISN2 (M,N,1,1,W (IWBA),W (IWBB) , W {IWBC) , Y,IDIMY,W , W (IWB2)
1 W (IWB3),W (IWW1),W (IWW2),W (IWW3),W (IWD),W (IWTCOS),
2 W {IWP))
112 IPSTOR = W(IWW1)
IREV = 2
IF (NPEROD .EQ. 4) GO TO 124
113 GO TO (127,133),MP
114 CONTINUE
REORDER UNKNOWNS WHEN MP =0
MH = (M+l)/2 
MHM1 = MH-1 
MODD = 1
IF (MH*2 .EQ. M) MODD = 2 
DO 119 J=1,N
DO 115 1=1,MHM1 
MHPI = MH+I 
MHMI = MH-I
W(I) = Y(MHMI,J)-Y(MHPI,J)
W(MHPI) = Y(MHMI,J)+Y(MHPI,J)
115 CONTINUE
W (MH) = 2. * Y (MH, J)
GO TO (117,116),MODD
116 W (M) = 2 . * Y (M, J)
117 CONTINUE
DO 118 1 = 1,M
Y (I, J) = W (I)
118 CONTINUE
119 CONTINUE
K = IWBC+MHM1-1 
I = IWBA+MHM1 
W(K) = 0.
W(I) = 0.
W(K+l) = 2.*W(K+l)
GO TO (120,121),MODD
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120 CONTINUE
K = IWBB+MHM1-1 
W(K) = W(K)-W(I-l)
W(IWBC-l) = W (IWBC-1)+ W (IWBB-1)
GO TO 122
121 W(IWBB-1) = W(K+l)
122 CONTINUE 
GO TO 107
REVERSE COLUMNS WHEN NPEROD = 4.
123 IREV = 1 
NBY2 = N/2
124 DO 126 J=l,NBY2
MSKIP = N+l-J 
DO 125 1=1,M 
A1 = Y (I,J)
Y (I,J) = Y(I,MSKIP)
Y(I,MSKIP) = A1
125 CONTINUE
126 CONTINUE
GO TO (110,113),IREV
127 CONTINUE
DO 132 J=1,N
DO 128 1=1,MHMI 
MHMI = MH-I 
MHPI = MH+I
W(MHMI) = .5*(Y(MHPI,J)+Y(I, J))
W(MHPI) = .5*(Y(MHPI,J)-Y(I,J))
128 CONTINUE
W (MH) = . 5*Y(MH,J)
GO TO (130,129),MODD
129 W(M) = .5*Y(M,J)
130 CONTINUE
DO 131 1=1,M
Y (I, J) = W (I)
131 CONTINUE
132 CONTINUE
133 CONTINUE
RETURN STORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR W ARRAY.
W(l) = IPSTOR+IWP-1
RETURN
END
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE MERGE(TCOS,I1,Ml,I2,M2,I3)
Q *  * * * * * *  ★ ★  *  * * it ★  ♦ + * * * ★ * * * *  *  *  *  * *  ★ * * * * * * *  * * ★ * * ★ * ★ ★ ★ * * ★ ★ * * * ★ ★ *
DIMENSION TCOS(I1+M1+I2+M2+I3)
C
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE MERGES TWO ASCENDING STRINGS OF NUMBERS IN THE 
C ARRAY TCOS. THE FIRST STRING IS OF LENGTH Ml AND STARTS AT
C TCOS(11+1). THE SECOND STRING IS OF LENGTH M2 AND STARTS AT
C TCOS(12+1). THE MERGED STRING GOES INTO TCOS(13+1).
C
C
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J1 = 1 
J2 = 1 
J = 13
IF (Ml .EQ. 0) GO TO 107 
IF (M2 .EQ. 0) GO TO 104
101 J = J+l
L = Jl+Il 
X = TCOS(L)
L = J2 + I2 
Y = TCOS(L)
IF (X-Y) 102,102,103
102 TCOS(J) = X 
J1 = Jl+1
IF (J1 .GT. Ml) GO TO 106 
GO TO 101
103 TCOS(J) = Y 
J2 = J2+1
IF (J2 .LE. M2) GO TO 101 
IF (J1 .GT. Ml) GO TO 109
104 K = J-Jl+1
DO 105 J=J1,Ml 
M = K+J 
L = J+Il
TCOS(M) = TCOS(L)
105 CONTINUE 
GO TO 109
106 CONTINUE
IF (J2 .GT. M2) GO TO 109
107 K = J-J2+1
DO 108 J=J2,M2 
M = K+J 
L = J+I2
TCOS(M) = TCOS(L)
103 CONTINUE 
109 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
c * * * * + + + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + + * * * * * * * * * * *
FUNCTION PIMACH (DUM) 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C THIS SUBPROGRAM SUPPLIES THE VALUE OF THE CONSTANT PI CORRECT TO
C MACHINE PRECISION WHERE
C 
C
PI=3.14159265358 97 9323846264338327950288419716939937510582097 4 94 4 6 
C
PIMACH = 3.14159265358979
RETURN
END
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * + *
SUBROUTINE POISD2 (MR, NR,ISTAG,BA,BB,BC,Q,IDIMQ,B,W,D,TCOS,P) 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE POISSON'S EQUATION FOR DIRICHLET BOUNDARY
C CONDITIONS.
C
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C ISTAG = 1 IF THE LAST DIAGONAL BLOCK IS THE MATRIX A.
C ISTAG = 2 IF THE LAST DIAGONAL BLOCK IS THE MATRIX A+I.
C
DIMENSION Q (IDIMQ,MR+1) ,BA(MR) ,BB(MR)
1 TCOS(MR) ,B(MR) ,D (MR)
2 P(MR)
M = MR 
N = NR 
JSH = 0
FI = 1./FLOAT(ISTAG)
IP = -M 
IPSTOR = 0
GO TO (101,102),ISTAG
101 KR = 0 
IRREG = 1
IF (N .GT. 1) GO TO 106 
TCOS (1) = 0.
GO TO 103
102 KR = 1 
JSTSAV = 1 
IRREG = 2
IF (N .GT. 1) GO TO 106 
TCOS (1) = -1.
103 DO 104 1=1,M
B (I) = Q (I, 1)
104 CONTINUE 
CALL TRIX (1,0,M,BA,BB, BC, B,TCOS, D, W)
DO 105 1=1,M
Q(I,1) = B (I)
105 CONTINUE 
GO TO 183
106 LR = 0 
DO 107 1=1,M
P(I) = 0.
107 CONTINUE 
NUN = N 
JST = 1 
JSP = N
C
C IRREG = 1 WHEN NO IRREGULARITIES HAVE OCCURRED, OTHERWISE IT
2.
C
108 L = 2*JST
NODD = 2-2*((NUN+1)/2)+NUN
C
C NODD = 1 WHEN NUN IS ODD, OTHERWISE IT IS 2.
C
GO TO (110,109),NODD
109 JSP = JSP-L 
GO TO 111
110 JSP = JSP-JST
IF (IRREG .NE. 1) JSP = JSP-L
111 CONTINUE
C
C REGULAR REDUCTION
C
CALL COSGEN (JST,1,0.5, 0.0,TCOS)
577
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IF (L .GT. JSP) GO TO 118 
DO 117 J=L,JSP,L 
JM1 = J-JSH 
JP1 = J+JSH 
JM2 = J-JST 
JP2 = J+JST 
JM3 = JM2-JSH 
JP3 = JP2+JSH 
IF (JST .NE. 1) GO TO 113 
DO 112 1=1,M
B(I) = 2.*Q(I,J)
Q(I,J) = <2(1,JM2)+Q( I , JP2)
112 CONTINUE 
GO TO 115
113 DO 114 1=1,M
T = Q (I,J)-Q(I,JM1)- Q (I,JP1)+ Q (I,JM2)+ Q (I,JP2) 
3(1) = T+Q (I, J) -Q (I, JM3) -Q (I, JP3)
Q(I,J) = T
114 CONTINUE
115 CONTINUE
CALL TRIX (JST,0,M,BA,BB,BC,B,TCOS,D,W)
DO 116 1=1,M
Q (I, J) = Q (I,J)+B(I)
116 CONTINUE
117 CONTINUE
C
C REDUCTION FOR LAST UNKNOWN
C
118 GO TO (119,136),NODD
119 GO TO (152,120),IRREG
C
C ODD NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS
C
120 JSP = JSP+L 
J = JSP 
JM1 = J-JSH 
JP1 = J+JSH 
JM2 = J-JST 
JP2 = J+JST 
JM3 = JM2-JSH
GO TO (123,121),ISTAG
121 CONTINUE
IF (JST .NE. 1) GO TO 123 
DO 122 1=1,M 
B (I) = Q (I, J)
Q (I,J) = 0.
122 CONTINUE 
GO TO 130
123 GO TO (124,126),NODDPR
124 DO 125 1=1,M
IP1 = IP+I
B (I) = .5*(Q(I,JM2)-Q(I,JM1)-Q(I,JM3))+ P (IP1) +Q(I, J)
125 CONTINUE 
GO TO 128
126 DO 127 1=1,M
B (I ) = .5* (Q (I, JM2) -Q (I, JM1) -Q (I, JM3) ) +Q (I, JP2) - 
Q (I, JP1) +Q (I, J)
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127 CONTINUE
128 DO 129 1=1,M
Q(I, J) = -5*(Q(I,J)-Q(I,JM1)-Q(I, JP1) )
129 CONTINUE
130 CALL TRIX (JST,0,M,BA,BB,BC,B,TCOS, D, W)
IP = IP+M
IPSTOR = MAXO(IPSTOR,IP+M)
DO 131 1=1,M 
IP1 = IP+I
P(IP1) = Q (I,J)+B(I)
B (I) = Q(I,JP2)+P(IPI)
131 CONTINUE
IF (LR .NE. 0) GO TO 133 
DO 132 1=1, JST 
KRPI = KR+I 
TCOS(KRPI) = TCOS(I)
132 CONTINUE 
GO TO 134
133 CONTINUE
CALL COSGEN (LR,JSTSAV,0.,FI,TCOS(JST+1)) 
CALL MERGE(TCOS,0,JST,JST,LR,KR)
134 CONTINUE
CALL COSGEN (KR,JSTSAV,0.0, FI, TCOS)
CALL TRIX (KR,KR,M,BA,BB,BC,B,TCOS,D, W)
DO 135 1=1,M 
IP1 = IP+I
Q (I,J) = Q (I,JM2)+B(I)+P{IP1)
135 CONTINUE 
LR = KR 
KR = KR+L 
GO TO 152
EVEN NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS
136 JSP = JSP+L 
J = JSP 
JM1 = J-JSH 
JP1 = J+JSH 
JM2 = J-JST 
JP2 = J+JST 
JM3 = JM2-JSH
GO TO (137,138),IRREG
137 CONTINUE 
JSTSAV = JST 
IDEG = JST 
KR = L
GO TO 139
138 CALL COSGEN (KR,JSTSAV,0.0,FI,TCOS)
CALL COSGEN (LR,JSTSAV,0.0,FI,TCOS(KR+1) ) 
IDEG = KR 
KR = KR+JST
139 IF (JST .NE. 1) GO TO 141 
IRREG = 2
DO 140 1=1,M
B (I) = Q (I, J)
Q (I, J) = Q (I, JM2)
140 CONTINUE
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GO TO 150
141 DO 142 1=1,M
B (I) = Q(I,J)+.5*(Q(I,JM2)-Q(I,JM1)-Q(I,JM3))
142 CONTINUE
GO TO (143,145),IRREG
143 DO 144 1=1,M
Q (I,J) = Q (I, JM2)+.5*(Q(I, J)-Q(I,JM1)-Q(I,JP1))
144 CONTINUE 
IRREG = 2 
GO TO 150
145 CONTINUE
GO TO (146,148),NODDPR
146 DO 147 1=1,M
IP1 = IP+I
Q (I,J) = Q (I,JM2)+P(IP1)
147 CONTINUE 
IP = IP-M 
GO TO 150
148 DO 149 1=1,M
Q (I, J) = Q (I, JM2) +Q (I, J) -Q (I, JM1)
14 9 CONTINUE
150 CALL TRIX (IDEG, LR, M, BA, BB, BC, B, TCOS, D, W)
DO 151 1=1,M
Q (I,J) = Q (I,J)+B(I)
151 CONTINUE
152 NUN = NUN/2 
NODDPR = NODD 
JSH = JST 
JST = 2*JST
IF (NUN .GE. 2) GO TO 108
START SOLUTION.
J = JSP 
DO 153 1=1,M 
B (I) = Q (I, J)
153 CONTINUE
GO TO (154,155),IRREG
154 CONTINUE
CALL COSGEN (JST,1,0.5,0.0,TCOS)
IDEG = JST 
GO TO 156
155 KR = LR+JST
CALL COSGEN (KR,JSTSAV,0.0, FI, TCOS)
CALL COSGEN (LR,JSTSAV,0.0,FI,TCOS(KR+1))
IDEG = KR
156 CONTINUE
CALL TRIX (IDEG,LR,M,BA,BB,BC,B, TCOS, D,W)
JM1 = J-JSH 
JP1 = J+JSH 
GO TO (157,159),IRREG
157 DO 158 1=1,M
Q(I, J) = .5*(Q(I,J)-Q(I,JM1)-Q(I,JP1))+B(I)
158 CONTINUE 
GO TO 164
15 9 GO TO (160,162),NODDPR 
160 DO 161 1=1,M
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IP1 = IP+I
Q(I,J) = P (IPI)+B(I)
161 CONTINUE 
IP = IP-M 
GO TO 164
162 DO 163 1=1,M
Q (I,J) = Q (I,J)-Q(I,JM1)+B(I)
163 CONTINUE
164 CONTINUE
START BACK SUBSTITUTION.
JST = JST/2 
JSH = JST/2 
NUN = 2*NUN
IF (NUN .GT. N) GO TO 183 
DO 182 J=JST,N,L 
JM1 = J-JSH 
JP1 = J+JSH 
JM2 = J-JST 
JP2 = J+JST
IF (J .GT. JST) GO TO 166 
DO 165 1=1,M
B (I) = Q (I, J) +Q(I, JP2)
165 CONTINUE 
GO TO 170
166 IF (JP2 .LE. N) GO TO 168 
DO 167 1=1,M
B(I) = Q (I, J)+Q (I»JM2)
167 CONTINUE
IF (JST .LT. JSTSAV) IRREG = 1 
GO TO (170,171),IRREG
168 DO 169 1=1,M
B (I) = Q (I, J)+Q(I,JM2)+Q(I,JP2)
169 CONTINUE
170 CONTINUE
CALL COSGEN (JST,1,0.5,0.0,TCOS)
IDEG = JST 
JDEG = 0 
GO TO 172
171 IF (J+L .GT. N) LR = LR-JST 
KR = JST+LR
CALL COSGEN (KR,JSTSAV,0.0,FI,TCOS)
CALL COSGEN (LR,JSTSAV,0.0,FI,TCOS(KR+1))
IDEG = KR 
JDEG = LR
172 CONTINUE
CALL TRIX (IDEG,JDEG,M,BA,BB,BC,B, TCOS,D,W)
IF (JST .GT. 1) GO TO 174 
DO 173 1=1,M 
Q (I, J) = B (I)
17 3 CONTINUE
GO TO 182
174 IF (JP2 .GT. N) GO TO 177
175 DO 176 1=1,M
Q (I, J) = .5* (Q (I, J) -Q (I, JM1) -Q (I, JP1) ) +B (I) 
17 6  CONTINUE
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GO TO 182
177 G O T O  (175,178),IRREG
178 IF (J+JSH .GT. N) GO TO 180
DO 179 1=1,M
IP1 = IP+I
Q (I,J) = B(I)+P(IP1)
17 9 CONTINUE
IP = IP-M 
GO TO 182
180 DO 181 1=1,M
Q (I,J) = B (I)+Q(I,J)-Q(I,JM1)
181 CONTINUE
182 CONTINUE 
L = L/2 
GO TO 164
183 CONTINUE
C
C RETURN STORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR P VECTORS.
C
W (1) = IPSTOR
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE POISN2 (M,N,ISTAG,MIXBND,A,BB, C, Q, IDIMQ,B,B2,B3,W,W2, 
1 W3,D,TCOS,P)
c * * * * . . » * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * „ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE POISSON'S EQUATION WITH NEUMANN BOUNDARY
C CONDITIONS.
C
C ISTAG = 1 IF THE LAST DIAGONAL BLOCK IS A.
C ISTAG = 2 IF THE LAST DIAGONAL BLOCK IS A-I.
C MIXBND = 1 IF HAVE NEUMANN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT BOTH
BOUNDARIES.
C MIXBND = 2 IF HAVE NEUMANN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT BOTTOM AND
C DIRICHLET CONDITION AT TOP. (FOR THIS CASE, MUST HAVE ISTAG =
1. )
C
DIMENSION A (M) , BB(M) ,C(M) ,Q (IDIMQ,N+l),
1 B (M) ,B2(M) ,B3(M) ,W (3000)
2 W2 (M) ,W3(M) ,D(M) ,TCOS(M)
3 K (4) ,P(M)
EQUIVALENCE (K (1 ),K1) , (K (2),K2) ,(K(3),K3) ,
FISTAG = 3-ISTAG
FNUM = 1./FLOAT(ISTAG)
FDEN = 0.5*FLOAT(ISTAG-1)
MR = M
IP = -MR
IPSTOR = 0
I2R = 1
JR = 2
NR = N
NLAST = N
KR = 1
LR = 0
GO TO (101,103),ISTAG 
101 CONTINUE
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DO 102 1=1,MR
Q (I» N) = .5*Q(I,N)
102 CONTINUE
GO TO (103,104),MIXBND
103 IF (N .LE. 3) GO TO 155
104 CONTINUE 
JR = 2*I2R 
NROD = 1
IF ((NR/2)*2 .EQ. NR) NROD = 0 
GO TO (105,106),MIXBND
105 JSTART = 1 
GO TO 107
106 JSTART = JR 
NROD = 1-NROD
107 CONTINUE
JSTOP = NLAST-JR
IF (NROD .EQ. 0) JSTOP = JSTOP-I2R 
CALL COSGEN (I2R,1,0.5,0.0,TCOS)
I2RBY2 = I2R/2
IF (JSTOP .GE. JSTART) GO TO 108 
J = JR 
GO TO 116
108 CONTINUE
REGULAR REDUCTION.
DO 115 J=JSTART,JSTOP, JR 
JP1 = J+I2RBY2 
JP2 = J+I2R 
JP3 = JP2+I2RBY2 
JM1 = J-I2RBY2 
JM2 = J-I2R 
JM3 = JM2-I2RBY2 
IF (J .NE. 1) GO TO 109 
JM1 = JP1 
JM2 = JP2 
JM3 = JP3
109 CONTINUE
IF (I2R .NE. 1) GO TO 111 
IF (J .EQ. 1) JM2 = JP2 
DO 110 1=1,MR
B (I) = 2 . *Q (I, J)
Q (I, J) = Q (I, JM2) +Q (I, JP2)
110 CONTINUE 
GO TO 113
111 CONTINUE
DO 112 1=1,MR 
FI = Q (I, J)
Q (I, J) = Q (I, J) -Q (I, JM1) -Q (I, JP1) +Q (I, JM2) +Q (I, JP2) 
B (I) = FI+Q (I, J) -Q (I, JM3) -Q (I, JP3)
112 CONTINUE
113 CONTINUE
CALL TRIX (I2R,0,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS,D,W)
DO 114 1=1,MR
Q (I, J) = Q (I, J) +B (I)
114 CONTINUE
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C END OF REDUCTION FOR REGULAR UNKNOWNS.
C
115 CONTINUE
C
C BEGIN SPECIAL REDUCTION FOR LAST UNKNOWN.
C
J = JSTOP+JR
116 NLAST = J
JM1 = J-I2RBY2
JM2 = J-I2R
JM3 = JM2-I2RBY2
IF (NROD .EQ. 0) GO TO 128
C
C ODD NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS
C
IF (I2R .NE. 1) GO TO 118 
DO 117 1=1,MR
B (I) = FISTAG*Q(I,J)
Q(I,J) = Q (I,JM2)
117 CONTINUE 
GO TO 126
118 DO 119 1=1,MR
B (I) = Q (I, J) + . 5* (Q (I, JM2) -Q (I, JM1) -Q (I, JM3) )
119 CONTINUE
IF (NRODPR .NE. 0) GO TO 121 
DO 120 1=1,MR 
II = IP+I
Q (I,J) = Q (I,JM2)+P(II)
120 CONTINUE 
IP = IP-MR 
GO TO 123
121 CONTINUE
DO 122 1=1,MR
Q (I,J) = Q(I,J)-Q(I,JM1)+Q(I,JM2)
122 CONTINUE
123 IF (LR .EQ. 0) GO TO 124
CALL COSGEN (LR,1,0.5,FDEN,TCOS(KR+1))
GO TO 126
124 CONTINUE
DO 125 1=1,MR
B (I) = FISTAG*B(I)
125 CONTINUE
126 CONTINUE
CALL COSGEN (KR,1,0.5,FDEN,TCOS)
CALL TRIX (KR,LR,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS,D,W)
DO 127 1=1,MR
Q(I,J) = Q (I,J)+B(I)
127 CONTINUE
KR = KR+I2R 
GO TO 151
128 CONTINUE
C
C EVEN NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS
C
JP1 = J+I2RBY2 
JP2 = J+I2R
IF (I2R .NE. 1) GO TO 135
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DO 129 1=1,MR 
B (I) = Q (I, J)
129 CONTINUE
CALL TRIX (1,0,MR,A,BB,C,B, TCOS, D, W)
IP = 0
IPSTOR = MR
GO TO (133,130),ISTAG
130 DO 131 1=1,MR
P (I) = B (I)
B (I) = B (I) +Q (I, N)
131 CONTINUE 
TCOS(1) = 1.
TCOS(2) = 0.
CALL TRIX (1,1,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS, D,W)
DO 132 1=1,MR
Q (I,J) = Q (I,JM2)+P{I)+B(I)
132 CONTINUE 
GO TO 150
133 CONTINUE
DO 134 1=1,MR 
P (I) = B (I)
Q (I,J) = Q (I,JM2)+2.*Q(I,JP2)+3.*B(I)
134 CONTINUE 
GO TO 150
135 CONTINUE
DO 136 1=1,MR
B {I) = Q (I, J) + . 5 * (Q (I, JM2) -Q (I, JM1) -<;
136 CONTINUE
IF (NRODPR .NE. 0) GO TO 138 
DO 137 1=1,MR 
II = IP+I 
B(I) = B (I)+P(II)
137 CONTINUE 
GO TO 140
138 CONTINUE
DO 139 1=1,MR
B (I) = B {I)+Q(I,JP2)-Q(I,JP1)
139 CONTINUE
140 CONTINUE
CALL TRIX (I2R,0,MR,A,BB, C, B, TCOS, D, W)
IP = IP+MR
IPSTOR = MAX0(IPSTOR,IP+MR)
DO 141 1=1,MR 
II = IP+I
P(II) = B(I)+.5*(Q(I»J)~Q(I, JM1) -Q (I, 
B (I) = P (II) +Q (I, JP2)
141 CONTINUE
IF (LR .EQ. 0) GO TO 142
CALL COSGEN (LR,1,0.5,FDEN,TCOS(I2R+1) )
CALL MERGE(TCOS,0,I2R,I2R, LR, KR)
GO TO 144
142 DO 143 1=1,I2R
II = KR+I
TCOS (II) = TCOS(I)
143 CONTINUE
144 CALL COSGEN (KR, 1, 0.5, FDEN, TCOS)
IF (LR .NE. 0) GO TO 145
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GO TO (146, 145) , ISTAG 
145 CONTINUE
CALL TRIX (KR,KR,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS,D, W) 
GO TO 148 
14 6 CONTINUE
DO 147 1=1,MR
B (I) = FISTAG*B(I)
14 7 CONTINUE 
148 CONTINUE
DO 14 9 1=1,MR 
II = IP+I
Q (I,J) = Q (I,JM2)+P(II)+B(I)
14 9 CONTINUE
150 CONTINUE 
LR = KR
KR = KR+JR
151 CONTINUE
GO TO (152,153),MIXBND
152 NR = (NLAST-1)/JR+1
IF (NR .LE. 3) GO TO 155 
GO TO 154
153 NR = NLAST/JR
IF (NR .LE. 1) GO TO 192
154 I2R = JR 
NRODPR = NROD 
GO TO 104
155 CONTINUE
BEGIN SOLUTION
J = 1+JR
JM1 = J-I2R
JP1 = J+I2R
JM2 = NLAST-I2R
IF (NR .EQ. 2) GO TO 184
IF (LR .NE. 0) GO TO 170
IF (N .NE. 3) GO TO 161
CASE N = 3.
GO TO (156,168),ISTAG
156 CONTINUE
DO 157 1=1,MR 
B (I) = Q (I, 2)
157 CONTINUE 
TCOS(1) = 0.
CALL TRIX (1,0,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS, D, W)
DO 158 1=1,MR 
Q (1, 2) = B (I)
B (I ) = 4 . * B (I )+ Q (1 , 1 ) + 2 . * Q (1 ,3)
158 CONTINUE 
TCOS(1) = -2.
TCOS(2) = 2.
11 = 2
12 =  0
CALL TRIX (II,12,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS, D,W) 
DO 159 1=1,MR
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Q (1, 2) = Q (I,2)+B(I)
B(I) = Q (I,1 ) + 2 .*Q(I,2 )
159 CONTINUE 
TCOS(1) = 0.
CALL TRIX (1,0,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS, D, W)
DO 160 1=1,MR 
Q (1,1) = B(I)
160 CONTINUE 
JR = 1 
I2R = 0 
GO TO 194
C
C CASE N = 2**P+1 
C
161 CONTINUE
GO TO (162,170),ISTAG
162 CONTINUE
DO 163 1 = 1, MR
B (I) = Q (I, J) + . 5*Q (I, 1) -Q (I, JM1) +Q (I, NLAST) -Q (I, JM2)
163 CONTINUE
CALL COSGEN (JR,1,0.5,0.0,TCOS)
CALL TRIX (JR,0,MR,A,BB,C,B, TCOS, D, W)
DO 164 1=1,MR
Q (I,J) = .5*(Q(I,J)-Q(I,JM1)-Q(I,JP1))+B(I)
B (I) = Q {I,l)+2.*Q(I,NLAST)+4.*Q(I,J)
164 CONTINUE 
JR2 = 2*JR
CALL COSGEN (JR,1,0.0,0.0, TCOS)
DO 165 1=1,JR
11 = JR+I
12 = JR+l-I
TCOS(II) = -TCOS(12)
165 CONTINUE
CALL TRIX (JR2,0,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS,D,W)
DO 166 1=1,MR
Q (I,J) = Q(I,J)+B(I)
B (I) = Q (I,1 ) + 2 .*Q(I,J)
166 CONTINUE
CALL COSGEN (JR,1,0.5,0.0,TCOS)
CALL TRIX (JR,0,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS,D, W)
DO 167 1=1,MR
Q (1,1) = .5*Q(I, 1) -Q (I, JM1) +B (I)
167 CONTINUE 
GO TO 194
C
C CASE OF GENERAL N WITH NR = 3 .
C
168 DO 169 1=1,MR
B(I) = Q(I,2)
Q(I,2) = 0.
B2 (I) = Q(I,3)
B3 (I) = Q(1,1)
169 CONTINUE 
JR = 1 
I2R = 0 
J = 2
GO TO 177
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170 CONTINUE
DO 171 1=1,MR
B (I) = . 5*Q (1, 1) -Q {I, JM1) +Q (I, J)
171 CONTINUE
IF (NROD .NE. 0) GO TO 173 
DO 172 1=1,MR 
II = IP+I 
B (I) = B (I) +P (II)
172 CONTINUE 
GO TO 175
173 DO 174 1=1,MR
B(I) = B (I)+Q(I,NLAST)-Q(I,JM2)
174 CONTINUE
175 CONTINUE
DO 176 1=1,MR
T = .5*(Q(I,J)-Q(I,JM1)-Q(I, JP1))
Q(I,J) = T
B 2 (I) = Q (I,NLAST)+T
B3(I) = Q(I,1)+2.*T
176 CONTINUE
177 CONTINUE
K1 = KR+2*JR-1 
K2 = KR+JR 
TCOS(Kl+1) = -2.
K4 = K1+3-ISTAG
CALL COSGEN (K2 + ISTAG-2,1,0.0,FNUM,TCOS(K4 ) )
K4 = K1+K2+1
CALL COSGEN (JR-1,1,0.0,1.0, TCOS(K4))
CALL MERGE(TCOS,K1,K2,K1+K2, JR-1,0)
K3 = K1+K2+LR
CALL COSGEN (JR,1,0.5,0.0,TCOS(K3+1))
K4 = K3+JR+1
CALL COSGEN (KR,1,0.5,FDEN,TCOS(K4))
CALL MERGE(TCOS,K3,JR, K3+JR, KR, Kl)
IF (LR .EQ. 0) GO TO 178
CALL COSGEN (LR,1,0.5,FDEN,TCOS(K4))
CALL MERGE(TCOS,K3,JR,K3+JR, LR,K3-LR)
CALL COSGEN (KR,1,0.5,FDEN,TCOS(K4))
178 K3 = KR 
K4 = KR
CALL TRI3 (MR,A,BB,C,K,B,B2,B3,TCOS,D,W,W2,W3) 
DO 179 1=1,MR
B (I) = B (I)+B2(I)+B3(I)
17 9 CONTINUE
TCOS(1) = 2.
CALL TRIX (1,0,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS, D, W)
DO 180 1=1,MR
Q(I,J) = Q (I» J)+B(I)
B (I) = Q(I,1)+2.*Q(I,J)
180 CONTINUE
CALL COSGEN (JR,1,0.5,0.0,TCOS)
CALL TRIX (JR,0,MR,A,BB,C,B, TCOS,D,W)
IF (JR .NE. 1) GO TO 182 
DO 181 1=1,MR 
Q (1,1) = B (I)
181 CONTINUE 
GO TO 194
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182 CONTINUE
DO 183 1=1,MR
Q (1,1) = • 5*Q(I, 1)—Q (I,JM1)+B(I)
183 CONTINUE 
GO TO 194
184 CONTINUE
IF (N .NE. 2) GO TO 188
CASE N = 2
DO 185 1=1,MR 
B(I) = Q (I,1)
185 CONTINUE 
TCOS(1) = 0.
CALL TRIX (1,0,MR, A,BB,C,B, TCOS, D, W)
DO 186 1=1,MR 
Q(I,1) = B(I)
B (I) = 2.*{Q(I,2)+B(I))*FISTAG 
18 6 CONTINUE
TCOS(1) = -FISTAG 
TCOS(2) = 2.
CALL TRIX (2,0,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS,D, W)
DO 187 1=1,MR
Q ( 1 , 1 )  = Q ( 1 , 1) +B ( I )
187 CONTINUE 
JR = 1 
I2R = 0 
GO TO 194
188 CONTINUE
CASE OF GENERAL N AND NR = 2 .
DO 189 1=1,MR 
II = IP+I 
B3 (I) = 0.
B (I) = Q (1,1)+2.*P (II)
Q (I,1) = .5*Q(I,1)—Q (I,JM1)
B2(I) = 2.*(Q(I,1)+Q(I,NLAST))
18 9 CONTINUE
K1 = KR+JR-1 
TCOS(Kl+1) = -2.
K4 = K1+3-ISTAG
CALL COSGEN (KR+ISTAG-2,1,0.0,FNUM,TCOS(K4))
K4 = Kl+KR+1
CALL COSGEN (JR-1,1,0.0,1.0,TCOS(K4) )
CALL MERGE(TCOS, Kl,KR,Kl+KR,JR-1, 0)
CALL COSGEN (KR,1,0.5,FDEN,TCOS(Kl+1))
K2 = KR 
K4 = K1+K2+1
CALL COSGEN (LR,1,0.5,FDEN,TCOS(K4))
K3 = LR 
K4 = 0
CALL TRI3 (MR,A,BB,C,K,B,B2,B3,TCOS, D, W,W2,W3) 
DO 190 1=1,MR
B (I) = B (I) +B2 (I)
190 CONTINUE
TCOS(1) = 2.
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CALL TRIX (1,0,MR,A, BB, C, B,TCOS, D, W)
DO 191 1=1,MR
Q (1,1) = Q (1,1)+ B (I)
191 CONTINUE 
GO TO 194
192 DO 193 1=1,MR
B (I) = Q(I,NLAST)
193 CONTINUE 
GO TO 196
194 CONTINUE
START BACK SUBSTITUTION.
J = NLAST-JR 
DO 195 1=1,MR
B (I) = Q (I,NLAST)+Q(I,J)
195 CONTINUE
196 JM2 = NLAST-I2R
IF (JR .NE. 1) GO TO 198 
DO 197 1 = 1, MR
Q(I,NLAST) = 0.
197 CONTINUE 
GO TO 202
198 CONTINUE
IF (NROD .NE. 0) GO TO 200 
DO 199 1=1,MR 
II = IP+I
Q(I,NLAST) = P (II)
199 CONTINUE 
IP = IP-MR 
GO TO 202
200 DO 201 1=1,MR
Q (I,NLAST) = Q (I,NLAST)-Q(I,JM2)
201 CONTINUE
202 CONTINUE
CALL COSGEN (KR,1,0.5,FDEN,TCOS)
CALL COSGEN (LR,1,0.5,FDEN,TCOS(KR+1)) 
IF (LR .NE. 0) GO TO 204 
DO 203 1=1,MR
B (I) = FISTAG*B(I)
203 CONTINUE
204 CONTINUE
CALL TRIX (KR, LR, MR, A, BB, C, B, TCOS, D, W) 
DO 205 1=1,MR
Q(I,NLAST) = Q (I,NLAST)+B (I)
205 CONTINUE 
NLASTP = NLAST
206 CONTINUE 
JSTEP = JR 
JR = I2R 
I2R = I2R/2
IF (JR .EQ. 0) GO TO 222 
GO TO (207,208),MIXBND
207 JSTART = 1+JR 
GO TO 209
208 JSTART = JR
209 CONTINUE
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KR = KR-JR
IF (NLAST+JR .GT. N) GO TO 210
KR = KR-JR
NLAST = NLAST+JR
JSTOP = NLAST-JSTEP
GO TO 211
210 CONTINUE
JSTOP = NLAST-JR
211 CONTINUE 
LR = KR-JR
CALL COSGEN (JR,1,0.5,0.0,TCOS)
DO 221 J=JSTART,JSTOP,JSTEP 
JM2 = J-JR 
JP2 = J+JR
IF (J .NE. JR) GO TO 213 
DO 212 1=1,MR
B (I) = Q (I, J) +Q (I, JP2)
212 CONTINUE 
GO TO 215
213 CONTINUE
DO 214 1=1,MR
B (I) = Q (I, J) +Q (I, JM2) +Q (I, JP2)
214 CONTINUE
215 CONTINUE
IF (JR .NE. 1) GO TO 217 
DO 216 1=1,MR 
Q (I, J) = 0.
216 CONTINUE 
GO TO 219
217 CONTINUE 
JM1 = J-I2R 
JP1 = J+I2R 
DO 218 1=1,MR
Q (I,J) = .5*(Q(I,J)-Q(I,JM1)-Q(I,JP1))
218 CONTINUE
219 CONTINUE
CALL TRIX (JR,0,MR,A,BB,C,B,TCOS,D,W)
DO 220 1=1,MR
Q (I,J) = Q (I,J)+B (I)
220 CONTINUE
221 CONTINUE 
NROD = 1
IF (NLAST+I2R .LE. N) NROD = 0
IF (NLASTP .NE. NLAST) GO TO 194
GO TO 206
222 CONTINUE
C
C RETURN STORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR P VECTORS.
C
W (1) = IPSTOR
RETURN
END
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE POISP2 (M, N, A, BB, C, Q, IDIMQ, B, B2, B3, W, W2, W3, D, TCOS,
C
C SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE POISSON EQUATION WITH PERIODIC BOUNDARY
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C CONDITIONS. 
C
DIMENSION A (M) , BB(M) , C (M) ,Q(IDIMQ,N+l)
1 B (M) ,B2(M) ,B3(M) , W (M)
2 W2 (M) ,W3(M) , D (M) , TCOS(M)
3 P (M)
MR = M
NR = (N+l)/2
NRM1 = NR-1
IF (2*NR .NE. N) GO TO 107
C
C EVEN NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS
C
DO 102 J=1,NRM1 
NRMJ = NR-J 
NRPJ = NR+J 
DO 101 1=1,MR
S = Q (I,NRMJ)-Q(I, NRPJ)
T = Q (I,NRMJ)+Q (I, NRPJ)
Q (I,NRMJ) = S 
Q (I,NRPJ) = T
101 CONTINUE
102 CONTINUE
DO 103 1=1,MR
Q (I,NR) = 2.*Q(I,NR)
Q (I,N) = 2.*Q(I, N)
103 CONTINUE
CALL POISD2 (MR, NRM1,1,A,BB,C,Q, IDIMQ,B,W,D,TCOS,P)
IPSTOR = W (1)
CALL POISN2 (MR,NR+1,1,1,A,BB,C,Q(1,NR),IDIMQ,B,B2,B3,W,W2,W3, 
1 TCOS,P)
IPSTOR = MAX0(IPSTOR,INT(W(l) ) )
DO 105 J=1,NRM1 
NRMJ = NR-J 
NRPJ = NR+J 
DO 104 1=1,MR
S = .5*(Q(I,NRPJ)+Q(I, NRMJ) )
T = .5*(Q(I,NRPJ)-Q(I, NRMJ) )
Q (I,NRMJ) = S 
Q (I,NRPJ) = T
104 CONTINUE
105 CONTINUE
DO 106 1=1,MR
Q(I,NR) = .5*Q(I,NR)
Q (I,N) = . 5*Q(I,N)
106 CONTINUE
GO TO 118
107 CONTINUE
C
C ODD NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS
C
DO 109 J=1,NRM1 
NRPJ = N+l-J 
DO 108 1=1,MR
S = Q (I,J)-Q(I,NRPJ)
T = Q (I, J) +Q (I, NRPJ)
Q (I, J) = S
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Q (I,NRPJ) = T
108 CONTINUE
109 CONTINUE
DO 110 1=1,MR
Q (I,NR) = 2.*Q(I,NR)
110 CONTINUE
LH = NRM1/2 
DO 112 J=l,LH 
NRMJ = NR-J 
DO 111 1=1,MR 
S = Q (I, J)
Q(I,J) = Q (I, NRMJ)
Q(I,NRMJ) = S
111 CONTINUE
112 CONTINUE
CALL POISD2 (MR, NRM1,2,A,BB,C,Q,IDIMQ, B,W,D, TCOS,P)
IPSTOR = W(l)
CALL POISN2 (MR,NR,2,1,A,BB,C,Q(1,NR) , IDIMQ, B, B2, B3,W,W2,W3, D, 
1 TCOS,P)
IPSTOR = MAXO(IPSTOR,INT(W(1)))
DO 114 J=1,NRM1 
NRPJ = NR+J 
DO 113 1=1,MR
S = .5*(Q(I,NRPJ)+Q(I, J))
T = .5* (Q (I, NRPJ)-Q(I,J))
Q (I,NRPJ) = T 
Q (I, J) = S
113 CONTINUE
114 CONTINUE
DO 115 1=1,MR
Q (I,NR) = .5*Q(I,NR)
115 CONTINUE
DO 117 J=1,LH 
NRMJ = NR-J 
DO 116 1=1,MR 
S = Q (I, J)
Q (I,J) = Q (I,NRMJ)
Q(I,NRMJ) = S
116 CONTINUE
117 CONTINUE
118 CONTINUE
C
C RETURN STORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR P VECTORS.
C
W(l) = IPSTOR
RETURN
END
c * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE TRI3 (M,A,B,C,K,Yl,Y2,Y3, TCOS, D, Wl,W2,W3)
DIMENSION A(M) ,B(M) ,C(M) ,K(4)
1 TCOS(M) ,Yl(M) ,Y2(M) ,Y3(M)
2 D(M) ,Wl(M) ,W2(M) ,W3(M)
C
C SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE THREE LINEAR SYSTEMS WHOSE COMMON COEFFICIENT
C MATRIX IS A RATIONAL FUNCTION IN THE MATRIX GIVEN BY
C
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MM1 = M-l
K1 = K (1)
K2 = K (2)
K3 = K (3)
K4 = K (4)
FI = Kl+1
F2 = K2+1
F3 = K3+1
F4 = K4+1
K2K3K4 = K2+K3+K4
IF (K2K3K4 .EQ. 0) GO TO 101
LI = F1/F2
L2 = F1/F3
L3 = F1/F4
LINT1 = 1
LINT2 = 1
LINT3 = 1
KINT1 = K1
KINT2 = KINT1+K2
KINT3 = KINT2+K3
101 CONTINUE
DO 115 N=1,K1 
X = TCOS(N)
IF (K2K3K4 .EQ. 0) GO TO 107 
IF (N .NE. LI) GO TO 103 
DO 102 1=1,M 
W l (I) = Yl(I)
102 CONTINUE
103 IF (N .NE. L2) GO TO 105
DO 104 1=1,M
W 2 (I) = Y2(I)
104 CONTINUE
105 IF (N .NE. L3) GO TO 107
DO 106 1=1,M
W 3 (I) = Y3(I)
106 CONTINUE
107 CONTINUE
Z = 1. / (B (1) -X)
D (1) = C (1)*Z 
Yl(1) = Yl(1)*Z 
Y2 (1) = Y2 (1) *Z 
Y3(1) = Y3(1)* Z 
DO 108 1=2,M
Z = 1./(B(I)-X-A(I)*D(I-1))
D (I) = C (I)*Z
Yl(I) = (Yl(I)—A {I)*Y1(I—1))*Z 
Y2(I) = (Y2(I)-A(I)*Y2(1-1))*Z 
Y3(I) = (Y3(I)-A(I)*Y3(1-1))*Z
108 CONTINUE
DO 109 IP=1,MM1 
I = M-IP
Yl (I) = YMI)-D(I) * Yl (1 + 1)
Y2(I) = Y2(I)-D(I)*Y2(1+1)
Y3(I) = Y3(I)-D(I)*Y3(I+1)
109 CONTINUE
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IF (K2K3K4 .EQ. 0) GO TO 115 
IF (N .NE. LI) GO TO 111 
I = LINT1+KINT1 
XX = X-TCOS(I)
DO 110 1=1,M
Y1(I) = XX*Y1(I)+W1(I)
110 CONTINUE 
LINT1 = LINT1+1
LI = (FLOAT(LINT1)*F1)/F2
111 IF (N .NE. L2) GO TO 113
I = LINT2+KINT2
XX = X-TCOS(I)
DO 112 1=1,M
Y2(I) = XX*Y2(I)+W2(I)
112 CONTINUE 
LINT2 = LINT2+1
L2 = (FLOAT(LINT2)*FI)/F3
113 IF (N .NE. L3) GO TO 115
I = LINT3+KINT3
XX = X-TCOS(I)
DO 114 1=1,M
Y3(I) = XX*Y3(I)+W3(I)
114 CONTINUE 
LINT3 = LINT3+1
L3 = (FLOAT(LINT3)* FI)/F4
115 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE TRIX (IDEGBR,IDEGCR,M,A,B,C,Y,TCOS,D,W)
SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHERE THE 
COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS A RATIONAL FUNCTION IN THE MATRIX GIVEN 
TRIDIAGONAL ( . . .  , A(I), B(I), C(I), . . . ).
DIMENSION A(M) ,B(M) ,C(M) ,Y(M)
1 TCOS(M) ,D(M) ,W (3000)
MM1 = M-l 
FB = IDEGBR+1 
FC = IDEGCR+1 
L = FB/FC 
LINT = 1
DO 108 K=l,IDEGBR 
X = TCOS(K)
IF (K .NE. L) GO TO 102 
I = IDEGBR+LINT 
XX = X-TCOS(I)
DO 101 1=1,M 
W(I) = Y (I)
Y (I) = XX*Y(I)
101 CONTINUE
102 CONTINUE
Z = 1. / (B (1) -X)
D (1) = C(l)*Z 
Y (1) = Y (1)*Z 
DO 103 1=2,MM1
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Z = 1./(B(I)-X-A(I)*D(I-1)) 
D (I) = C(I)*Z
Y(I) = (Y (I)-A(I)* Y (I—1))*Z
103 CONTINUE
Z = B(M)-X-A(M)*D(MM1)
IF (Z .NE. 0.) GO TO 104 
Y(M) = 0.
GO TO 105
104 Y(M) = (Y(M)-A(M)*Y(MM1))/Z
105 CONTINUE
DO 106 IP=1,MM1 
I = M-IP
Y(I) = Y (I )- D (I )* Y (1+1)
106 CONTINUE
IF (K .NE. L) GO TO 108 
DO 107 1=1,M
Y (I) = Y (I) +W (I)
107 CONTINUE 
LINT = LINT+1
L = (FLOAT(LINT)*FB)/FC
108 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
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APPENDIX E: CALIBRATION OF NEUTRON DETECTOR
A boron-tri-fluoride (BF3) detector was used to measure the neutron generation 
rate in the IEC C-Device. The BF3 detector was inserted into a 10-inch diameter, 28-inch 
long cylindrical block o f  polyethylene that was used to moderate the energetic fusion 
neutrons coming from the C-Device such that they could be absorbed by the detector. 
The detector/moderator cylinder was aligned in parallel with the C-Device with the mid­
plane o f  the detector/moderator matching the mid-plane o f  the C-Device. The centerline 
o f  the detector/moderator was vertically level and parallel with the centerline o f  the C- 
Device, positioned 36 inches away.
A plutonium-beryllium (Pu/Be) neutron source with a neutron generation rate o f 
1.6e+6 neutrons per second and an uncertainty o f 9.0e+4 neutrons per second (~ 6%) was 
used to calibrate the BF3 detector. To calibrate the BF3 detector, the Pu/Be source was 
placed at various axial positions along what would be the centerline o f  the C-Device, and 
the counts per minute measured by the detector were recorded. As mentioned previously, 
the detector was situated 36 inches away from the centerline o f  the C-Device, and the 
mid-plane o f the detector was aligned with what would be the mid-plane o f  the C-Device. 
The results o f  this calibration test are shown in Table E. 1 and Figure E. 1. Essentially, the 
Pu/Be source acts as a point source o f  neutrons. Although the position o f  the Pu/Be 
source was varied from the center o f  the C-Device where the cathode is located to the end 
o f  the C-Device where the reflector is located, the counts per minute measured by the BF3 
detector did not change appreciably. The counts per minute measured by the detector for 
the Pu/Be point source at an axial position near the reflector was about 22% less than 
what was measured for the source placed at the center o f  the C-Device. According to
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Stubbers [142], in the worst-case scenario where all the neutrons are generated at the 
reflector, the propagation o f  error in the experimental measurements would lead to a 
maximum uncertainty o f  no more than 40%. Thus, it is unlikely that any axial 
distribution o f  the neutron generation rate predicted by the CHIMP code or any other 
model would significantly affect the uncertainty o f the experimental results.
A sample case o f the axial variation o f  the neutron generation rate as computed by 
the CHIMP code is shown in Table E.2 and Figures E.2 and E.3. These results were 
obtained with the CHIMP V6(D+) code at 30 kV, 40 mA, 0.37 mTorr, PCF=5.0. About 
42 % o f  the neutrons were generated in the cathode region, 38% in the AC regions, 3% in 
the anode regions, and 17% in the AR regions. Figure E.2 shows that 21% o f the 
neutrons were generated in one half o f the cathode, 19% o f the neutrons were generated 
in each one o f  the two AC regions, 1.5% o f  the neutrons were generated in each one o f 
the two anode regions, and 8.5% o f the neutrons were generated in each one o f  the two 
AR regions. Figure E.3 shows the percentage neutron generation per unit length, and it is 
highest in the cathode region. Although more neutrons are generated in the AC than the 
AR region, the percentage yield per unit length is actually higher in the AR region 
because it is much shorter.
Most o f  the CHIMP simulations predict that the majority o f  the neutrons are being 
generated in the cathode and AC regions, and since the calibration factor for the detector 
is based upon the counts per minute measured for the Pu/Be source situated at the center 
o f  the C-Device, it is highly probable that the error in the experimental measurement o f 
the neutron generation rate is less than the 40% worst-case suggested by Stubbers [142]
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Table E. 1. Calibration Data for BF3 Neutron Detector 
Calibrated with a 1.6e+6 n/s Pu/Be Neutron Source
z
(inches)
z
(cm)
counts
Per
Minute
(CPM)
Standard
Deviation
(CPM)
Standard
Deviation
Fraction
CPM(z) / 
CPM(Z=0)
0 0 11729 90 0.767329 1
2 5.08 11515 74 0.64264 0.981755
4 10.16 11435 120 1.04941 0.974934
6 15.24 ■" TT467 155 1.351705 0.977662
8 20.32 11204 30 0.'267762 0.955239
10 25.4 '10965 46 0.419478 0.934948
12 30.48 10625 93 0.875294 0.905874
14 36. $6 10518 50 0.570451 0.896752
16 40.64 10148 31 0.305479 0.865206
18 45.72 10081 76 0.753893 0.859494
50.8 9776 50 0.511457 0.83349
' 221 55.88 9489 ' 751 0.822004 0.80902
24 80.96 9360 100 1.068376 0.798022
26 66.04 9142 50 0.546926 0.779436
27 65.58 9151 1t)4 1.136485 0.780203
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Figure E. 1. Variation o f  Count Rate o f Neutron Detector with Position o f 
Pu/Be Neutron Source (1.6e+6 n/s +/- 9.0e+4 n/s)
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Table E.2. Sample Neutron Yield from CHIMP Simulation 
(CHIMP at 30 kV, 40 mA, P=0.37 mTorr, PCF=5.0)
Anode Voltage 29.5 kV
Electrode Current 40 mA
Pressure 0.37 mTorr
Pressure Calibration Factor 5.0
Temperature 300 K
Total Neutron Yield by CHIMP 4258 n/s
% Yield in Cathode Region 4 2 %
% Yield in AC Region 38 %
% Yield in Anode Region 3 %
% Yield in AR Region 17%
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Figure E.2. Percent Neutron Production Rate Distribution 
(Data Taken from CHIMP V6(D+) Run at 30 kV, 40 mA, PCF=5)
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Figure E.3. Percent Neutron Production Rate Per Unit Length Distribution 
(Data Taken from CHIMP V6CD*) Run at 30 kV, 40 mA, PCF=5)
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APPENDIX F: PARTICLE AND POWER BALANCE IN CHIMP CODE
As discussed in Section 3, the X^RCD*) version o f  the CHIMP code was 
developed to demonstrate that the CHIMP code does conserve both particles and power 
in simulating the IEC C-Device. In the V66R(D+) code, ions and electrons are reflected 
o ff the glass walls which thus have zero charge and a linear potential distribution. 
Secondary electron emission is permitted only at the cathode and reflector. Electron 
reflection is not permitted at any o f  the electrodes. The improved electron injection 
algorithm that was used for the V5(D2+) and V6(D+) codes is also used in the V66R(D+) 
code. Electrons are only injected at the cathode and/or reflector if  the collected anode 
current is less than the desired value. Additional algorithms are included in the 
V66R(D+) code to monitor the ion, electron, and secondary electron currents at all 
electrodes. The power deposited at each electrode by ions and electrons is also 
calculated.
Tables F .la  and F . lb  show the particle balance for ions and electrons in a sample 
CHIMP V66R(D+) monatomic deuterium simulation at 29.5 kV, 40 mA, 0.37 mTorr and 
PCF=7.787. The number o f  real particles per simulation particle was set to 1.0e+7. The 
simulation period was set to 2.0e-5 seconds. A 32 by 128 computational mesh was used. 
H alf o f  the device is being modeled, so the total current at the anode should be 
approximately 20 mA, and the sum o f the total currents at the reflector and cathode 
should be approximately 20 mA. Positive current is defined by ions travelling in the 
positive radial or axial direction. Negative current is defined by electrons travelling the 
positive radial or axial direction. The generation o f  ions matches those which are lost to
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the electrodes and those which are stored in the discharge over time. The generation o f 
electrons by secondary emission, ionization and by injection matches those which are lost 
to the electrodes and those which are stored in the discharge over time.
Table F.2 shows the power balance in a sample CHIMP V66R(D+) monatomic 
deuterium simulation. This simulation is the same as the one used to demonstrate particle 
balance. The power deposited by ions and electrons on the electrodes combined with the 
power used to energize the ions and electrons that exist in the discharge match very 
closely with the operational power o f  the device. Since the device is operating at 29.5 kV 
and 40 mA, the total consumed power for the entire device is 1180 W. Since only half o f 
the device is modeled, then the power consumed is 590 W. According to the sample 
calculations, the total power consumed was approximately 585.5 W which differs from 
the 590-W value by less than one percent.
The results o f  this sample simulation with the CHIMP VbbRfD*) code clearly 
demonstrate that the CHIMP code does conserve particles and power.
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Table F. 1 a. Sample Particle Balance in CHIMP Simulation of C-Device
Anode Voltage 29.5 kV
Total Device Current 40 mA
Half-Device Current 20 mA
Pressure 0.37 mTorr
Pressure Calibration Factor 7.787
Number o f  Real Particles per Simulation Particle 1.0e+7
Simulation Period 2.0e-5 s
Number o f  Ion Simulation Particles 2911
Number o f  Electron Simulation Particles 2136
Time-average Neutron Generation Rate 20,453 n/s
Time-average Ionization Rate 5.378 mA
Time-average collected ion current at cathode 4.304 mA
Time-average collected electron current at cathode -3.987 mA
Time-average secondary electron current at cathode 5.280 mA
Sum o f  ion, electron, and secondary electron current at cathode 5.597 mA
Time-average injected electron current at cathode 7.802 mA
Sum o f  collected, secondary, and injected current at cathode 13.399 mA
Time-average collected ion current at anode 0 mA
Time-average collected electron current at anode -19.972 mA
Sum o f  collected ion and electron current at anode -19.972 mA
Time-average collected ion current at reflector 0.841 mA
Time-average collected electron current at reflector -2.471 mA
Time-average secondary electron current at reflector 2.272 mA
Sum o f  ion, electron, and secondary electron current at reflector 0.642 mA
Time-average injected electron current at reflector 5.869 mA
Sum o f  collected, secondary, and injected current at reflector 6.511 mA
Sum o f  total cathode and reflector currents 19.910 mA
Sum o f  total anode currents -19.972 mA
Desired Half-Device Electrode Current 20.000 mA
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Table F. lb. Sample Particle Balance in CHIMP Simulation of C-Device
Sum o f collected ion currents at cathode and reflector 5.145 mA
Time-average ion current used to build up ion population in C- 
Device
0.233 mA
Sum o f  collected and build-up ion currents 5.378 mA
Time-average Ionization Rate 5.378 mA
Sum o f  collected electron currents at cathode, anode, and 
reflector.
26.430 mA
Time-average electron current used to build up electron 
population in C-Device
0.171 mA
Sum o f secondary electron currents at cathode and reflector 7.552 mA
Sum o f collected and build-up electron currents 26.601 mA
Sum o f ionization, secondary and injection electron currents 26.601 mA
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Table F.2. Sample Power Balance in CHIMP Simulation of C-Device
Anode Voltage 29.5 kV
Total Device Current 40 mA
Half-Device Current 20 mA
Pressure 0.37 mTorr
Pressure Calibration Factor 7.787
Number o f  Real Particles per Simulation Particle 1.0e+7
Simulation Period 2.0e-5 s
Number o f  Ion Simulation Particles 2911
Number o f  Electron Simulation Particles 2136
Average Ion energy 4840 eV
Average Electron energy 8539 eV
Time-average Neutron Generation Rate 20,453 n/s
Time-average Ionization Rate 5.378 mA
Desired Total Device Power 1180 Watts
Desired Half-Device Power 590 Watts
Time-average power deposited by ions on cathode 13.655 Watts
Time-average power deposited by electrons on cathode 0.343 Watts
Time-average power deposited by ions on anode 0 Watts
Time-average power deposited by electrons on anode 561.947 Watts
Time-average power deposited by ions on reflector 6.719 Watts
Time-average power deposited by electrons on reflector 0.210 Watts
Sum o f power deposited on all electrodes 582.875 Watts
Power consumed in building up kinetic energy o f ions in 
C-Device
1.127 Watts
Power consumed in building up kinetic energy o f  
electrons in C-Device
1.459 Watts
Sum o f power deposited and consumed in C-Device 585.461 Watts
Desired Half-Device Power 590.000 Watts
Error between sum o f power deposited and consumed 
and desired half-device power
-0.8%
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APPENDIX G: PARAMETRIC STUDY OF ELECTRON INJECTION
As discussed in Section 3, the V66R(D+)-z version o f  the CHIMP code was 
developed to perform a parametric study o f the effect o f  the electron injection location on 
the neutron generation rate and the average ion energy in simulating the IEC C-Device. 
The V66R(D+)-z code is similar to the V66R(D+) code described earlier in Section 3 and 
in Appendix F, but the electrons that are injected to balance the cathode current are 
injected at a specified axial position between the cathode and anode with a random radial 
position.
The effect o f  the location o f electron injection is shown in Figures G .l and G.2 
for sample CHIMP VbbRCD^-z monatomic deuterium simulations at 29.5 kV, 40 mA, 
0.37 mTorr and PCF=7.787. The number o f  real particles per simulation particle was set 
to 1.0e+7. The simulation period was set to 2.0e-5 seconds. A 32 by 128 computational 
mesh was used. Electron injection locations o f z=0.076 m, 0.163 m, 0.249 m, 0.335 m 
and 0.422 m were used, corresponding to 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% o f the distance 
between the cathode and the anode.
As shown in Figure G .l, the time-average neutron rate more than doubles from 
20,000 n/s to 42,000 n/s between an axial injection position o f 0.076 m (the edge o f  the 
cathode) and 0.422 m (80% o f the distance between the cathode and the anode) 
respectively. As shown in Figure G.2, the average ion energy steadily increases as the 
injection location for electrons gets closer to the anode, since more ions are created closer 
to the anode, allowing the ions to pick up more kinetic energy from the electrostatic field.
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The average ion energy increases from about 5000 eV to 6500 eV between injection 
locations o f  0.076 m and 0.422 m respectively.
This parametric study emphasizes the importance o f  having electrons at low 
kinetic energies within the vicinity o f  the anode in order to maximize the ionization rate 
near the anode such that deuterium ions will acquire the higher kinetic energies needed to 
maximize neutron generation inside the C-Device.
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Figure G. 1. Effect o f  Electron Injection Location on Neutron Generation in C-Device 
with CHIMP Code at 29.5 kV, 40 mA, 0.37 mTorr, PCF=7.787 
(Cathode at z=0 to 0.076 m , Anode at z=0.51 to 0.56 m, Reflector at z=0.71 m)
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Figure G.2. Effect o f  Electron Injection Location on Average Ion Energy in C-Device 
with CHIMP Code at 29.5 kV, 40 mA, 0.37 mTorr, PCF=7.787 
(Cathode at z=0 to 0.076 m , Anode at z=0.5l to 0.56 m, Reflector at z=0.71 m)
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